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ABSTRACT

A specialists meeting on fuel-coolant interactions was held in Santa Barbara,
CA from January 5-7, 1993. The meeting was sponsored by the United States
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in collaboration with the Committee on the
Safety of Nuclear Installation (CSNI) of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA)
and tpe University of California at Santa Barbara.

The objectives of the meeting are to cross-fertilize on-going work, provide
opportunities for mutual check points, seek to focus the technical issues on
matters of practical significance and re-evalunte both the objectives as well
as path of future research
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ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC *

CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT

Pursuant to Article 1 of the Convention signed in Paris on 14th December 1960, and which came
into force on 30th September 1961, the Organisation of Economic Co-operation and Development ,

(OECD) shall promote policies designed:

- to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard.
of living in Member countries, while maintaining fmancial stability, and thus to contribute
to the development of the world economy;

- to contribute to sound economic expansion in Member as well and non-member countries
in the process of economic development; and

- to contribute to the expansion of world trade on a multilateral, non-discriminatory basis in
accordance with international obligations.

The original Member countrics of the OECD are Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France,
' Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain,

~

Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United States. The following coun-
tries became Members subsequently through accession at the dates indicated hereafter: Japan
(28th April 1964), Finland (28th January 1969), Australia (7th June 1971) and New Zealand

,

(29th May 1973). The Commission of the European Communities takes part in the work of the :

OECD (Article 13 of the OECD Convention).
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NUCLEAR ENERGY AGENCY

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) was established on 1st February 1958 under the
name of the OEEC European Nuclear Energy Agency. It received its present designation on
20th April 1972, when Japan became its first non-European full Member. NEA membership
today consists of all European Member countries of OECD as well as Australia, Canada, Japan,
the Republic of Korea and the United States. He Commission of the European Communities
takes part in the work of the Agency.

The primary objective of NEA is to promote co-operation among the governments of its par-
ticipating countries in furthering the development of nuclear power as a safe, environmentally '

acceptable and economic energy source.
1

This is achieved by:
)
1

- encouraging harmonization of national regulatory policies and practices, with particular ;
reference to the safety of nuclear installations, protection of man against ionising radiation |

and preservation of the environment, radioactive waste management, and nuclear third party i

liability and insurance;

- assessing the contribution of nuclear power to the overall energy supply by keeping under
review the technical and economic aspects of nuclear power growth and forecasting demand
and supply for the different phases of the nuclear fuel cycle;

- developing exchanges of scientific and technical information particularly through participa-
tion in common services;

- setting up international research and development programmes and joint undertakings.

In these and related tasks, NEA works in close collaboration with the International Atomic
Energy Agency in Vienna, with which it has concluded a Co-operation Agreement, as well as
with other international organisations in the nuclear field.
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The NEA Committee on the Safety of Nuclear Installations (CSNI) is an international committee
made up of scientists and engineers who have responsibilities for nuclear safety research and

i

nuclear licensing. The Committee was set up in 1973 to develop and co-ordinate the Nuclear !

Energy Agency's work in nuclear safety matters, replacing the former Committee on Reactor
Safety Technology (CREST) with its more limited scope.

The Committee's purpose is to foster intemational co-operation in nuclear safety amongst the
OECD Member countries. 'Ihis is done in a number of ways. Full use is made of the traditional
methods of co-operation, such as information exchanges, establishment of working groups, and
organisation of confemnces. Some of these arrangements are of immediate benefit to Member-
countries, for example by improving the data base available to national mgulatory authorities and
to the scientific community at large. Other questions may be taken up by the Committee itself
with the aim of achieving an international consensus wherever possible. The traditional approach j
to co-operation is minforced by the creation of co-operative (international) research projects, |
such r: PISC (Programmes for the Inspection of Steel Components), OECD/ LOFT (Loss-of- .I
Fluid Test), Halden, and the TMI-2 Sample Examination Programme, and by the organisation
of the international standard problem exercises, for testing the performance of computer codes,
test methods, etc. used in safety assessments. These exercises are now being conducted in most
sectors of the nuclear safety programme.

|

Increasing attention is devoted to the collection, analysis and dissemination _of infomiation on
safety-related operation experience in nuclear power plants; CSNI operates an international mech-
anism for exchanging mports on nuclear power plant incidents (NEA-IRS).

|

The greater part of the CSNI co-operative programme is concerned with safety technology for
water reactors. The principal areas covered are operating experience and the human factor, reac-
tor system response during abnormal transients and accidents, accident prevention and control,
various aspects of primary circuit integrity, the phenomenology of radioactive relea ses in reactor

'

accidents, and accident management. The Committee also studies the safety of the fuel cycle,
and conducts surveys of reactors safety research programmes.

The Sub-Committee on Licensing, consisting of the CSNI Delegates who have responsibilities
for the licensing of nuclear installations, examines a variety of nuclear regulatory problems and
provides a forum for the review of regulatory questions, the aim being to develop consensus
positions in specific areas.

1
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MEETING SUMMARY

1. INTRODUCTION als involved in this task were (in chronological order of-

| More than ten years have passed since the last CSNI the program): II.K. Fauske, B.D. Turland, D.E Fletcher,
I' Specialists' Meeting cs Fuel-Coolant Interactions and in_ M. Akiyama, M.L. Corradmi, H. Jacobs, and R.E. IIenry.

,

'

terest in the area is found to be undiminished, and indeed Their contributions were decisive in setting the proper tone

broadened. The continuing interest in the alpha-failure and steering the discussions towani useful conclusions. In

(steam-explosion-induced containment failure) is den on- addition, they imtiated, individually, sets of poposed con-
,,

strated by the significant new programs (in addition to the clusi ns and recommendations which, after some trutial-

on-going one in the US) initiated in the UK, Germany, feedback in a meeting among themselves, were discuss:d

France Italy, CEC and Japan. The broadening of interest in 8 Panel session at the close of the meeting. Rese con-

has occurred because of increasing emphasis on accident clusions/ recommendations, as they evolved from these dis-
,

management, where one is interested in mild behavior as cussi ns, were submitted (including the cha,rs summary ofi

well, especially from the hydrogen production and coola- the session and short summaries of the papers presented) by

bility standpoints. Moreover, this interest in both energetics respective chairs withm a few weeks after the meeting. A
and accident management is now bmadening even further first draft of a Meetmg Summary could thus be collected
under the consideration of new designs [for the Advanced and fine-tuned through two more iterations with all sessior.s

cha,rs. At the end, the Meeting Summary was mailed to allLight Water Reactors (ALWRs)]. Finally, we observe an i

increased emphasis on the fundamentals, clearly motivated those that participated in the meeting.

by the breadth of the intended application, but also by the His Meeting Summary is organized in four parts. The
desire for a deeper understanding of the safety margins in first part is this general introduction. The second part pro-
the assessment of alpha-failure. The purpose of this meeting vides some technical introductory remarks and comments,
was to provide a frame for a comprehensive consideration of intended as a high-level summary of the meeting. Detailed -

,
progress made to date in all above-mentioned respects, and conclusions and recommendations are summarized in the

j to delineate directions in which further progress is deemed third part, and the fourth part contains the chairs' summary
desirable. The timeliness of this purpose was judged to be of sessions and shon summaries of papers presented. The

;

! high, both in terms of the current rapid advancements in third and fourth parts are subdivided according to the major
technology, as well as design / regulatory needs for ALWRs topics of the program; that is, " Premixing," " Propagation,"
in the immediate future. " Miscellaneous Experiments an6 Open Forum" and "Inte-

The proposal for this meeting was initiated by the gral and Risk Aspects."

CSNI Principal Working Group 2 (PWG2), through its Task
Group on In-Vessel Degraded Core Behavior (TG-IVDCB). 2. GENERAL TECIINICAL REMARKS
De meeting was organized in cooperation with the US Nu-
clear Regulatory Commission (US NRC) and the University De overall goal of Research and Development in the

of Califorma at Santa Barbara (UCSB). There were a to- area of Fuel-Coolant Imeractions is to develop high con-

! tal of 26 papers (plus 7 open forum presentations) and 54 fidence estimates that reasonably bc.und the magnitude of

specialists (including a few observers) from 12 countnes potential energetics in severe reactor accidents, to determine,

attended the 4-day meeting. the conditions under which such interactions occur, and to
estimate the range of fuel-coolant configurations appropri-

The organization emphasized communication prior to, ate for coolability in the case of benign interactions (i.e.,
during, and after the meeting. De communications prior quenching "in flight"). The pouring mode of contact is of I
to the meeting were in the form of full-paper seviews con- principal interest, and the premixing transient is of funda- i

ducted in the usual quality standards of meetings / proceedings mental significance to both of the above aspects. By pre-
organized by the Thermal flydraulics Division of the Amer- mixing transient, we understand the space-time evolution of
ican Nuclear Society (that is,3 peer reviews, authors' re- fuel, steam and water volume fractions. An energetic event
sponses including revisions, and re-reviews as appropriate). can be triggered during this process; thus, premixing pro-
During the meeting, extensive communication was assured vides the initial conditions for any postulated trigger event.,

by the structure of the program: at the end of each 2- Funher, the relationship between the premixture and trig-|
hour session, in which 4 (or 5) papers were presented, gering events presumably affects the occunence of a large
and after a break, orie hour was allowed for discussion, scale explosion as well as the magnitude of the resulting
under the direction of the session's chair. The individu- energetics.

L
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mended that these activities culminate in a specialists *
ne degree of contact between fuel and water during

meeting withm 3 to 5 years.
premixing can be (has been) used to provide bounding es.
timates of work potential" without regard to triggerability In closing these general remarks, it is important to
or detail of the pressure pulse in the explosive mteraction. observe that the meeting was conducted in a generally more
nis, together with energy partition aspects of subsequent cooperative (and less contentious) atmosphere than has been
collision (material impact dynamics) processes, has pro- the case in such past meetings. His points very hopefully to
vided the means of assessing the likelihood of alpha-failure. reaching international consensus in the foreseeable future,
For the mechanical consequences of dimet loading of struc- and indeed it is the most clear indication that progress is
tures, such as the lower head or adjacent containment stmc- significant and that the subject is maturing. Hat this is the
tures in ex-vessel explosions, the details of the generated case is further corroborated by the detailed conclusions and
pressure pulse are necessary. His requires consideration recommendations that follow,
of the escalation from a given (or postulated) trigger, and
the dynamics of development of the pressure waves prop-

3. DETAILED CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM-agating through the premixture zone and surrounding fluid
MENDATIONSmedia.

In the absence of energetic events, consideration of the 3.1 Premixing and Quenching
premixing transient through its completion (i.e., settling of 1. The topic of premixing, based on the conjecture of
the fuel to the bottom of the premixmg region) provides the water depletion limiting the amount of mass that can

,

means of assessing the coolability aspects of the resulting participate in a steam explosion, has been the focus of
debns and thermal loading of the supporting structure. fuel-coolant interaction research in recent years. Dur-

In accordance with the above, the meeting program ing this time a number of sophisticated multi-phase
was structured with " Premixing" and " Propagation" as the computer codes have been developed and experiments

two fundamental components, with one whole day devoted undertaken to provide validation data at small scale for

to each topic respectively. In addition, the program included these codes. De experiments have validated the water

a session for miscellaneous experiments and an open forum depletion phenomenon. Based on plant applications of

as a way of further gauging current trends (in terms of the codes, the efficient extraction of mechanical en-

planned or programs still at an early stage) and especially ergy from the thermal energy of the melt is likely to
any new aspects of potential importance. Finally, the last, be restricted to the equivalent of ideal conversion for
but nc* least, component of the program was devoted to no more than a few tonnes of melt,

integral / risk assessment aspects, thus providing the connec- 2. Continuing confirmatory studies are desirable. They
tion between fundamentals and application. should be guided by an iterative approach taking into

The conclusions / recommendations in each of these four account both the experimental database, the use of the

areas are summarized in Part 3 of this meeting summary. models in application to (uncertain) plant scenarios,

ne following, general, high level observations can be made and scaling considerations that relate these two as-

on these detailed conclusions and recommendations. pects. Validation requirements for the codes should
be guided by the use made of them in plant assess-

1. The technology in this area is m a stage of rap.d devel- ments. Experiments already planned by the interna-
. . ..

i

opment, with significant progress on key fundamental tional community will expand the database for code
aspects. All new results confirm previous assessments validation to higher temperatures (above 1000*C) and
that alpha-failure is highly unlikely and may be im- larger masses m.cluding prototypic materials. Provided

.

possible' boundary conditions can be well-defined, an intema-

2. Further progress at the fundamental level is expected tional standard problem based on one of these pre- )
'

in the near future, especially in the more detailed as- mixing tests is desirable, perhaps coupled with a plant

pect on explosion effects on direct loading of struc- application. ,

tures. nis is expected to be especially imponant in 3. More work on determining what constitutes a poten-
the treatment of the subject m advanced reactor designs daUy cKPMe Premixm, ,n tums of mdt and wa-t
and to add funher depth in understanding the margins ter volume fractions, is des,rable. Alternatively, onei
of alpha-failure in both existing and advanced reactors. may require validation of multi-dimensional propaga-

3. As technology is maturing, it is timely and important tion codes to produce firm upper limits on the pressar-
that the synergistic effect from the various national ef- ization and energy conversion.
forts be maximized. The CSNI can significantly con- Anahses or experiments to suppon se cmjecmre 6at
tribute to this goal by organizing standard problems large scak fuck,olant Waactims are not possible m,
around key experimental results as well as for spe- the lower plenuyn of a BWR (because of the extensive
cific but generic reactor applications. It is also recom- structures founc m st) are destrable.

* Normally expressed by the " conversion ratio"; that is, 5. More emphasi, now needs to be placed on accident |
the fraction of the melt "thei;nal energy" converted to "me- management (debris coolability) considerations. In par- |

chanical work." ticular, je* oreak-up studies, with experimental valida-

I
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i

tion, should be continued to delimit better the condi- studies on the role of external triggering are recom- |
tions under which coolable debris will fonn in a melt- mended. !

water interaction. I

6. More progress in measuring techniques and more m- ;

6. Experiments and analyses to characterize the sensitiv- vestment on advanced measuring systems will be de-
'

ity of premixing to available vent pathways would fa- sirable for further validation work and for better un-
cilitate screening of current designs and guide future derstanding of the fundamental behavior. In particular,
design efforts. time and space resolution of information obtained by

experimental data should be improved further by using
3.2 Propagation and Energetics innovative measuring techniques such as those devel-

oped by Frost et al., and by neefanous et al. toward
1. He study of propagation (both by experiments and the goal of funher reduction of the empirical comPo-

modelling) is important because it provides a means nent in modeling.
.

of calculating the mechanical energy release from a
given premixture (assuming a suitable trigger) and the 7. A wide range of experimental studies using simulant
presswe loading on structures (e.g., the lower head or materials have suggested that stratified explosions in-
a cavity wall). volve only small depths of melt, pmpagate relatively

slowly and require sufficient inenial constraint to prop-
2. ,The understanding of propagation is less well devel- agate. It is recommended that a simple model of

oped than that of premixing but current experimen- this process be developed and applied to the exist-
tal and modelling programmes should allow sigmf- ing database. Once validated it should be applied to
icant progress to be made over the next two years. reactor conditions to verify by comparison to those ex-

| A variety of propagation models/ codes have been de' tensively premixed, if stratified explosions are rather
veloped. These have been used to perform numer- benign'
ical experiments and to analyse the KROMS tests.
nere is little agreement on the chosen constitutive 3.3 Miscellaneous Experiments and Open

| physics in the models. It is recommended that the Forum
' available data (from UCSB, McGill and IKE) together

with any additional data should be used to develop 1. In several national research plans, there is renewed

best-estimate constitutive relations for fragmentation interest in the deepest understanding of steam explo-
sions. He aims of these activities are to funher con-and microinteractions. [He concept of microinter.

actions was introduced in this meeting by Yuen and firm present understanding and to develop each group's

Theofanous (see paper 11.10).] Den the KROMS own capability m analyzmg steam explosions.

tests should be re-analysed using the available mod- 2. Recent work has highlighted the potential augmenta-
els and the best-estimate constitutive physics to de- tion of energetics of steam explosions by chemical ef-
termine the current capabilities of such models. Fol- fects (in which melt, a highly reactive metal such as i

lowing this, analysis of data from 2-D tests performed aluminum, is oxidized). It is suggested that further I
under controlled conditions is desirable to allow the experimental work with prototypic materials be per- i

multi-dimensional aspects of the process to be checked. formed to address this issue, together with model de- |
In general, comparative studies with existing codes on velopment efforts. I
available experiments and scalability of code results to
reactor conditions are to be encouraged. 3. Theoretical studies have m. dicated in the past an im-

.

portant effect of energy dissipation by the above core ;

3. It is also desirable to extend the database for explo- structures. He group expects confinnative results from j
sive interactions with prototypic reactor materials in experiments being prepared at KfK. The topic of struc- I

both one- and multi-dimensional geometries. It is un- tural consequences of steam explosions should be m- i

derstood that 2-D modelling is essential for the evalu- cluded in the next FCI specialists * meeting. I
ation of problems in reactor scale and geometry. W he*

4. Triggering cannot be ruled out in reactor accidents but factants may significantly affect the occurrence and/or ;

it is generally agreed that it becomes more difficult at intensity of steam explosions. To the extent that these
higher pressures. Where possible existing and future indications are derived from single-droplet experiments,
experimental programmes should investigate the effect they are viewed by many with caution. It is recom-
of pressure on triggering for realistic triggers. De mended that this topic receive some further attention
ALPHA facility in .lapan is ideally suited for this task. with experiments specifically designed to address the

. .
impact (of surfactants) on triggering and on propaga-

5. It is possible that many propagation events seen t tion of steam explosions. I

date are not true propagations but simply a sustained
(or amplified) trigger pulse. Experimenters should pro- 5. In-pile work for power-transient-induced fuel-coolant
vide full details of the triggers used so that the rele- interactions is currently focused on fuel-failure thresh-
vance to reactor applications can be determined and the olds and short-range fuel failure propagation rather
hypothesis regarding the effect of trigger strength on than on large-scale criergetics. This is judged to be j
propegation can be checked. Systematic and detailed appropriate. j
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3.4 . Integral Assessment and Risk Aspects 5. nus considerable progess has been made in validat-
ing the original water depletion conjecture of Henry

1. ne integral assessments presented did not provide any and Fauske. Furthermore, experiments have directly
information indicating that the SERO (1985) conclu- validated, with both simulant and high temperature

,

sions were overstated (optimistic). On the contrary, the
available information provided at the meeting either melts, the water depletion phenomenon. '

(1) validated the opinions generated in the SERG or 6. There appears to be no clear consensus on what the
(2) demonstrated that there was substantial conser- definition (characterir.ation) of an explosive premix-
vatism in the SERG assessments and reduced those ture is for application to the planc. Taking a ' worse-
conservatisms thereby providing substantial margin be- case' with efficient local couversio, of thermal energy ;

tween the calculated mechanical energy release and to work, has indicated that this, by itself, is insuffi- 6

that required for an alpha-mode failure condition, cient to make a water-tight case against a-mode fail-

4. CII AIRS' SUMM ARIES OF SESSIONS AND um H way, some workers argue tha the mixture
should contam a mmtmum amount of melt and water

,

OF PAPERS PRESENTED (typically a few percent of melt and at least 10% of wa-
4,1 Premixing and Quenching ter) to support propagation and the efficient conversion

of thermal into mechanical energy. This conjecture
4.1.1 Chairs' Summary of the Sess, ion has not been demonstrated. Ilowever, (i) the calcu-

1. ne conjecture of Henry and Fauske that water de- lated structure of the melt-water interaction region (a F

pletion would limit the amount of melt that can be steam void above the major part of the melt, indicating

premixed in the lower plenum has been the subject of the absence of a slug to provide a coherently moving
considerable research over the last few years. missile), (ii) the anticipated slow rates of melt deliv-

ery (implying that only a small fraction of the core is
2. ne favored approach has been to develop 2 or 3 interacting with the water at any given time) and (iii)

dimensional multiphase flow codes (PM-ALPHA, the conservatisms in the ideal efficiency calculations,
CHYMES, IVA-3, TRIO-MC) based on standard con" all indicate that efficient extraction of mechanical en-
servation laws. There are differences in the consti- ergy from the thermal energy of the melt is likely to
tutive physics used by the various codes, particularly be restricted to the equivalent of full conversion for no
at intermediate void fmetions, where the flow regime more than a few tonnes of melt.
with three phases is uncertain. Current versions of tne
codes assume a predispersed melt into droplets. 7. With this perspective, further work should be viewed

as confirmatory, and the requirements for code vali-
3. An experimental database for validation of these codes dation should be considered carefully. His is only

has been developed (Nuclear Electric's simulant tests, possible when there is an iterative cycle between plant
MAGICO, MIXA, and the FARO-LWR scoping tests), applications and these more fundamental studies. For
Further tests in MAGICO and FARO will be supple- instance, it may be that the assumed large (and rapid)
mented by data from BILLEAU (CEA, France) and pour of melt into the lower head, which is the pre-
experiments at Karlsruhe. It is a feature of the ex- condition for these studies, is itself an outlier and
perimental database that the less prototypic tests are should not absorb all the available resources, when
better characterised for code validation purposes. He scenarios in which melt and coolant might be driven
more prototypic tests have mechanisms operating (melt together are also possible.
break-up, penetrating thermal radiation) that are not a
feature of most of the simulant test data. 8. While encouraging tlu,s s,terative approach, it seems

,

prudent to continue the confirmatory research for large
4. Tha published validation of the codes varies. PM- pours, as alternative contact modes will have features

ALPIIA gives good comparisons with MAGICO data in common with the large pour scenario. However,
(saturated water, open syttem, mm-sized steel spheres whether this effort is best devoted to improving the
up to 1000*C) and with reasonable assumptions matches premixing codes per se, or in attempting to clarify
the (limited) data from the first FARO scoping test- the characteristics of a potentially explosive premix-
Both the IVA 3 and TRIO-MC codes produce reason- ture and a more realistic determination of the likely
able fits to the FARO data, but the IVA-3 calculations energy yield of a given premixture, should be consid-
showed that non-linearities in the system of equations cred.
(the coupling between fragmentation and steam pro-
duction) can lead to enhanced steam production and 9. For plant applications and comparisons with the ava.l-t

pressurization. Since adequate breakup models are not able experirrents, the codes should, as a mimmum, be

available, it is currently necessary for the analysts to able to scope the effects of coolant sub-cooling and ,

make rather arbitrary assumptions about the initial melt melt break-up, as both mechanisms have important

droplet radius to match FARO-LWR data. Compari. feedbacks on other processes.

son of CHYMES calculations with small-scale experi- 10. He experiments planned by the international commu-
ments show qualitative agreement, but usually the melt nity should improve the database for code validation,
is more dispersive at this scale than predicted by the particularly by extending it at interme<*.iate tempera-
code. tures (1000-2500*C) and providing bregral data with
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prototypic matenals at a larger scale (FARO-LWR). It mixing. He code includes 14 flow regimes, which are se-
is important that there be as little ambiguity as possible lected locally on the basis of phase volume fractions. IVA-3
in initial conditions for such tests, and that as much lo- has been used for both pre- and post-test analysis of the sec-
cal information as possible (e.g., void fraction) should ond FARO-LWR scoping test A mesh with 6 radial and 20
be obtained. axial nodes was used. De melt was assumed to be released

11. A significant conjecture of the meeting was that large over 4 times the area of the experimental nozzle. Here was

melt-coolant interactions are not possible in the lower a tendency to underestimate the observed pressure rise when

head of a BWR, because of the large amount of guide the initial particle size was set to 10 mm diameter; when

tube structures present (also incoherent relocation is this was reduced to 1 mm the pressure rise was overpre-

anticipated). It is desirable to place this conjecture on dicted. An over-prediction also occuned in one case with

a firmer basis, either by analysis or experiments. the larger particles in which strong fragmentation occurred.
Th,s may well have been a numerical effect, but nimilari

12. De topic of jet break-up was considered in a number couplings between fragmentation and steam flow have been
,

of papers m the session. The melt is likely to be deliv- seen in other calculations. Jacobs also reported an analy-
ered in the form of a single jet or as multiple jets with sis of the steam explosion that occurred in the BETA V6.2
diameters ranging from a few centimeters up to pos- experiment. IVA-3 calculated a rather benign pressure tran- :
sibly a few tens of centimeters (particularly for vessel sient as a limited amount of melt entered the water in the
breach). Although there are models for the break-up of annulus following melt through of the concrete. However,
such jets, there is no agreement on the dominant break- considerable level swell was predicted in the annulus, along
up process. Ilowever, calculations and the results of with the melt levitation in the crucible. Jacobs speculated
the FARO-LWR scoping tests indicate that 100 mm that the vent lines from the annulus, which turned to point
diameter melt jets may penetrate significant depths of down into the crucible, ejected water into the levitated melt
water. If this can be demonstrated at larger scale (e.g., causing a steam explosion in the upper part of the crucible.
in the 150 kg FARO test), it would pmvidc a fur-
ther limitation on premixing. liowever, there is also Berthoud (CEA, Grenoble) presented a paper which

an interest from an accident management perspective, includes a detailed description of the constitutive physics

where it would be desirable to show that (or whether) of the TRIO-MC premixing code. A key parameter used
such interactions with sufficient depth of water lead in the formulation is the void fraction when the melt no

,

to coolable debris. For thest reasons it would be de- longer interacts directly with the liquid (above this value |
sirable to reduce uncertainties in this area. With the the convective film boiling contribution is zero, as is the l

current database and modeling uncertainty, a paramet- corium-water drag). Regime maps also distinguish the cases i

ric approach to jet break-up for the premixing codes is of dense fuel packing, where debris bed models are used, j
favored, and a dispersed fuel regime. He first FARO-LWR scop- '!

ing test has been modelled with TRIO-MC using 10 radial i
4.1.2 Sununary of Papers in the Session and 28 axial nodes. On the basis of a liquid jet break-up

Magallon (JRC Ispra) described the results of the first regime map it was concluded that the initial pour was in

two FARO-LWR scoping tests. In these tests 18 kg and the atomization regime. Further, using a Weber number cri-

44 kg respectively of men (80% UO ,20% ZrO ) entered terion the initial particle diameter was set to 10 mm. The -
2 2

water through a nominal 100 mm nozzle. The water was in pressurisation following melt-water contact was reproduced

a closed container, with about 70% free volume pressurised reasonably well, as was the final panicle size. In discus-
to 5 MPa. There was a small amount of initial sub-cooling sion, the assumption that the meltjet would break-up before !

'

that became more significant as the pressure increased dur. reaching the water surface was queried. Berthoud stressed

ing the interaction (the pressure rose significantly due to the need for a break-up model; one is being developed for

radiative heating of the cover gas prior to the melt-water later versions of TRIO-MC.

interaction). His sub-cooling produced a significant heat Sienicki (ANL, USA) described work carried out in . |
smk (in the experiments the mass ratios of water to fuel collaboration with the Swedes onjet fragmentation for deep
were 7.5 and 5.7, respectively, compared with values less water pools (ex-vessel). Scoping energy balance calcula-

,

than 1 for a large pour m a reactor). There was only hm- tions indicate that limited flooding beneath the vessel could ,

!ited level swell measured in the experiments. The increases quench the debris, but it is unclear whether, in practice, suf-
in pressure were 1.6 MPa and 1.8 MPa respectively; there ficient heat transfer would occur. The THIRMAlel code
were no steam explosions. In both tests about one-third had been used to address this issue. Except for the initial
of the melt formed a conglomerate on the debn,s catcher; transient the dominant fragmentation mechanism assumed
the remainder was fragmented into particles with a median is the crosion of molten droplets from the surface of the melt ,

mass diameter of about 3.5 mm. The maximum heat flux t st ram due to Kelvin-lielmholtz instability. Further melt- )the debns catcher was 0.8 MW/m ; there was no erosion of water interactions can generate steam around the melt-jet !

the catcher. Simulant tests of the melt release mechanism and influence the dynamics of the stripped particles. As the
tndicated that the tmual portion of the melt jet is likely t leading edge thins (in the model), it is subjected to capillary

,

be drawn to one side, and then to wander. break-up, thus limiting the depth of penetration of the jet.
Jacobs (KfK) gave a brief description of the IVA-3 Although the main calculation showed the vast majority of

code, which has been developed at Karlsruhe to study pre- a 106 tonnes melt pour falling through 6.9 m of water being
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fully quenched, sensitivity calculations indicated that there pre-dispersed iron-thermite had similar qualitative features
may be circumstances in which unquenched melt droplets to those observed in the MIXA tests.
could reach the base. For smaller depths of water (e.g.,4
m) the melt stream may reach the base for a larger range .

Fletcher (AEA Technology, UK) described the valida-
ti n f CHYMES, concentrating on data from the MDCAof parameters. It was concluded that further experimental
06 test. lie also referred to the verification work in which

validation is desirable. CHYMES calculations had been compared with FEAT and
Burger (IKE, Stuttgart) described model developments FLOW 3D for a laminar jet, and with PM-ALPHA for melt

for jet break-up. He said that jet break-up was not treated dynamics. In the MIXA 06 test a ~120 mm jet of pre-
sufficiently in the cunent premixing codes, but remarked fragmented ~6 mm droplets was poured into water at the
that, although models have been developed for break-up, saturation temperature at ambient pressure. He melt con-
there is not yet agreement even on the relevance of the basic sisted of 3 kg of UO2-Mo formed by a thermire interaction

*

physical models. As in the Argonne work, described above, at 3600 K. CilYMES reproduced some features of the ex-
Burger has based his model on application of the Kelvin- periment well (the steam c imney, the melt fall rate after -
IIelmholtz instability. Burger considered both a classical the initial deceleration, and the steam flow rate to within
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, where there is a discontinuity a factor of 2) but it did not predict some features of the
in velocity at the interface and a shear layer fonnulation. mixture development (the initial melt deceleration and the
In these models the fragment size is detennined by an en- radial spreading). Use of attemative drag laws (those in
ergy balance principle. The models had been compared with PM-ALPHA) led to excessive melt levitation. It was con- i

data from experiments using molten Woods metal and water, cluded that CHYMES is very valuable for providing a pic- |

and with ANL experiments using corium and water. Rese ture of the mixing process and the global conditions in the !

comparisons showed some discrepancies with the models: water pool prior to any explosion; however it has not been i

the Kelvin-Helmholtz approach for the simulant tests gave sufficiently well validated for use in a ' limits to mixing
much too rapid fragmentation, while both approaches pro- role.'
duced too small fragment sizes (although coalescence may Theofanous (UCSB, USA) presented an update on the
occur in the experiments). Applying the shear layer for- premixing studies being performed at the University of
mulauon to corium jets results in much longer coherent jets Califomia at Santa Barbara. He noted that the boiling /
with relatively little fragmentation; no final conclusmns can condensation model in the PM. ALPHA code had been mod-
be drawn from the Argonne corium tests. In discussion

, ified, but said that this had a minimal effect on predictions.
the use of linear stability analysis to provide a quantitative ne constitutive physics used in PM-ALPHA is fuhy de-
model was queried by a number of participants; the debate scribed in an appendix to the paper. Various simulations for
was vigorous, but inconclusive. the MAGICO experiments, in which tens of kilogrammes

Hall's (NE, UK) simulant experiments for CHYMES of mm-sized steel balls are heated to temperatures up to
validation were presented by Turlana. ne paper described 1000*C and then poured into water, were reported. In the
tests, mainly perfonned in a slab geometry, with isothermal tests the steel particles fall with little radial dispersion. He
simulants (glass ballotini, glass balls, steel balls, mercury) steaming rate often shows a significant increase after ~0.8
and molten tin (single and multiple jets) into water, besides s of the interaction. This effect is reproduced in the PM-
a preliminary experiment in which 3.5 kg of iron, gener. ALPHA calculations, where it arises from water outside 1

ated from thermite, was poured through a 4 x 4 array into the pour irgion reversing its direction of flow as its gray-
water. He slab geometry experiments were compared with itational head builds up and re-entering the region of hot ;

CHYMES calculations. Calculations were reported with particles. The paper also describes verification of the local
both a standard value of the drag coefficient (0.55) and an void fraction measurements made with the FLUTE device.
enhanced value (2.0), which had been found to give a better A flash of soft X-rays was used to take an image of the 4

fit to isothermal simulant tests with steel balls entering wa. mixing zone; in cross-sections where there are no parti- I

ter. The general picture was that while CHYMES predicted cles present, the line density of water can be evaluated.
the qualitative behaviour reasonably well, it underpredicted Results are in good agreement with the FLUTE values (5-
radial dispersion at this scale. He agreement was least 10% differences in void) and PM-ALPHA predictions. He
satisfactory for the multiple tin jets into water, where the PM-ALPHA has also been applied to the first FARO-LWR
code's prediction of little effect of vapour generation on the scoping test. The radiative heating of'the cover gas prior
melt dynamics was not supported by the experimental data to interaction with the melt was matched in a parametric l

'

(however the 2-D geometry here may be unrepresentative, manner, and the simulation then used a fixed particle size
as the steam must break the jets up to escape). It was con. (7 mm) for the melt-water interaction. The experimental
cluded that the experiments indicated that turbulence pro. data were reasonably well matched by the simulation.
cesses, not included in the code, were important for small

02 I, opagat, ion and Energet,csiparticles in isothermal test, while CHYMES current drag
laws may underestimate coupling between hot particles and 4.2.1 Chairs' Surnrnary of the Session
the vapour. However, a full understanding of these effects is

Tr,gger,ng i,i iprobably only required if the code is to be validated for de.
tailed fuel / coolant / steam ratios, rather than used to confirm A suitable triggering event is required to start the me-
the gross features of the interaction. De scoping test w th chanical energy release process following premixing. Trig-i

|
|
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gering is a complex physical pmcess which can occur in the pressure load on the boundades of the mixing vesect
the reactor case via, e.g. stmetural impact, cold water in- and the pressure field in the mixing system.
jection or entrapment of water within melt. A key issue
is the effect of pressure on triggering, since establishment Stratifled Explosions
of a pressure threshold above which explosions cannot be
tnggered by the sources available in an accident would be A wide range of small-scale experiments using simo-,

very useful. lant materials have been performed to investigate stratified
explosions. From these it can be concluded that the ve- '

In experiments, a wide range of triggers have been locity of propagation is low (~50 m s-3), that the mixing
used and their strengths vary greatly. It was proposed that depth (i.e., the thickness of melt involved in the explosion)
these should be classified according to whether they arc is of the order of 5 mm and that without sufficient inertial
weak (i.e., have a small energy compared with that required constraint (provided by the upper layer of fluid) a propa-
to involve more melt droplets), intermediate, or strong (in gation does not occur. On the basis of there data stratified
which the trigger fragments sufficient melt for the trigger CXP osions are of no imponance in the a-mode failure issuel
pulse to be sustained or amplified but at relatively low rates but may be relevant ex-vessel where a large pool of melt
compared to a true propagating event). could collect. Some workers are also concerned that a strat-

ified explosion could premix more material but althoughPropagnt. ion
such secondary explosions are observed in experiments us-

On the experimental side, the KRO7DS tests have ing simulant materials there is no evidence that this mixing
demonstrated that supercritical propagation can occur in 1- Process is particularly efficient.
D in the aluminum oxide / water system. Progress has been

Chenu. cal React. ionsmade in measuring the initial conditions prior to an explo-
sion but additional diagnostics which provide local mea- Considerable interest has been shown recently in the
surements of the void fraction in the premixture and scene use of aluminum clad fuels for the New Production Re-
form of visualization would be very helpful. actor project. The energy potentially available from melts

On the modelling side, the aim is to perform calcula, e ntaining aluminum (from oxidation and hydrogen com-
tions to determine the possible energy conversion from the bustion) greatly exceeds the thermal energy. Experiments
premixture and to provide pressure-time histories for struc- usmg smgle droplets and kilogramme quantities of melt
tural loading calculations. The framework suggested by {tave shown that this reaction is potentially important and

, ,

Board and IIall has been developed to the point that tran- is scale-dependent. A simple model suggests that the lo-
sient models now allow for finite fragmentation and heat cal void fracuan in the premixture is also very important.
transfer rates. The models developed include CULDESAC, Additional data would be required to validate this model.

IDEMO and TEXAS-Ill which are 1-D and ESPROSE which he same type of reaction potentially cou!J occur with
is 2-D Comprehensive studies have been performed to check zirconium. Although the rapid release of chemical energy
the numerical aspects of these calculations, to ensure that has been observed in the aluminum / water system there is no
they reproduce known two-phase flow behaviour and to in- direct evidence that it can occur in the zirconium / water sys- .

vestigate parameter studies. Ilowever, the degree of vali- tem. In the latter case, it is likely that the zirconium would I
dation against experimental data is low. be mixed with oxidic phases (reducing the likelihood of a

The important inputs to these models are the initial ' runaway reaction') and it is believed that a significant in-
mixture configuration and the constitutive relations for heat teraction would be required to imtiate the chemical reaction

transfer and fragmentation. It has been recognized that ther- by finely fragmenting some melt locally.
mal disequilibrium in the water phase (because the frag. 4.2.2 Sumrnary of Papers in the Sessionments are not m contact with all of the water) is very
important. Recent experiments in the SIGMA facility at here were a total of ten papers presented in the ses-
UCSB have illustrated the extent of fragment mixing with sion entitled " Propagation and Energetics." These dealt
water and the term 'microinteractions' has been coined to with the issues of triggering, propagation and combined
describe the zone containing a mixture of fragments and chemical reaction. A brief summary of each paper is given
heated water. below.

Attempts to model the KROTOS tests have yielded re- McCahan (Univ of Toronto) presented a paper, coau-
sults in broad agreement with the experimentally observed thored with Shepherd, on the calculation of possible end- ]

pressure levels and propagation speeds but have required states for aluminum-water interactions. He usual shock
* artificial' assumptions to overcome the lack of modelling flugoniot analysis was performed, but allowing for the chem-
of the micro-interactions described above. Recent work at ical reaction of the aluminum, and CJ detonation and defla.
UCSB has suggested a means by which the micro-interactions gration end-states were calculated. It was stressed that both
can be included in a propagation model (their modified code end-states should be considered and it was suggested that
is ESPROSE.m) and initial results are promising. propagating explosions may correspond to the CJ deflagra-

"I ""Two-dimensional scoping calculations performed us-
ing ESPROSE have shown the importance of the void in Fauske (Fauske and Associates Inc) presente<i a paper
the premixture and two-dimensional effects in determining coauthored with Epstein on the requirements for energetic
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molten aluminum-water interaction. A heuristic model was conditions and allowing for non-uniform mixtures. Ilis cal-
presented which was based on the assumption that the re- culations showed the rapid attenuation of pressure pulses
action zone behind the shocle front is of the order of a in regions of high void fraction even in 1-D. In addition,
few centimetres wide and that its length is independent he presented calculations which showed a deflagration-like
of the premixture configuration and the oxidation kinetics. mode of pmpagation, obtained using a thermal fragmenta-
With this assumption, together with relationships for shock tion model.
speeds and relative velocities in two-phase mixtures they

. 11 hmann (JRC ispra) presented a paper, coauthoredwere able to show that the fraction of metal oxidised was
w th Magallon, Schm, s and Yerkess, describ,ng the latesti

very sensitive to the initial void fraction. Making reason. propagation experiments performed in the KROTOS fa-able assumptions for the initial void fraction in both the edity. Experiments have been performed usmg 1.5 kg of
SL-1 incident and for the large-scale pouring test performed Al O melt at a temperature of 2300-2400 C released into -2 3at Sandia allowed the difference between the two cases in water subcooled by 10,40, and 80 K. In the nearly saturated
the fraction of metal oxidised to be reproduced.

,

system, steam explosions could be externally tnggered and
Gabillard (Gaz de France) presented a paper coau- resulted in supemritical explosion pressures. In the two tests

thored by Sainson and V'illiams on experiments performed performed with the water subcooled by 80 K self-triggered
to study stratified exploions in the liquid nitrogen / water explosions occurred and gave rise to pressures above 100
system. Propagation was not observed in their system when MPa. An energy conversion ratio of 1.25% was estimated
the liquids wem fully stratified. Instead they observed prop- (based on the mass of material less than 250 pm).

'

agating triggers which rapidly died away. If they triggered
Corradini(Um.v. of Wisconsin) presented a paper, coau-an interaction soon after the liquid nitrogen was poured onto

thored by Tang, describ,ng the TEXAS III integral modelithe water, while the interfaces were still ' wavy', a propa-
f r FCIs. The model is 1-D and treats the steam and wa-gating explosion was obtained.
ter as Eulerian phases but treats the melt m a Langrangian

Frost (McGill University) gave a paper on stratified manner. The model contains a hydrodynamic fragmentation
tin / water explosion studies which was coauthored by Bruck- model (used for mixing and propagation calculations) and
ert and Ciccarelli. Results were presented from studies of a thermal fragmentation model (based on film collapse and
stratified explosion experiments performed in three different subsequent coolant jet penetration mto the melt) which is

,

geometries, namely (i) linear propagation in a narrow chan- used during propagation calculations and is believed to be
nel open at the top, (ii) propagation in a narrow channel necessary during the escalation stage. The model has been
with vertical confinement, and (iii) radial propagation in a applied to the KROTOS-21 test and fair agreement with the
cylindrical tank. The experiments resulted in propagations data was obtained.
with a speed of 40-50 m/s, an effective mixing depth ofless >

than 2 mm and low conversion efficiencies (less than 1% of
Bilrger (Um.v. of Stuttgart) presented a paper, coau-

the ideal maximum). In addition, a minimum degree of in- thored by Buck, Muller and Schatz, on the stepwise vah-
dation of thermal detonation models, lie presented a brief

ertial confinement (represented by the overlying water layer
description of the IDEMO model and discussed validauondepth) was identified for a propagation to occur. In some
philosophy. He showed that IDEMO gave predictions for

circumstances a second interaction was observed when the ,

tin and water mixed as they fell back under gravity after the tin / water experiment KROTOS-21 which were m sim-

the initial stratified explosion had occurred. ilar agreement with the experimental data to those calcu-
lated using ESPROSE.a. In order to obtam this agreement

Ilenry (Fauske and Associates Inc) described a pro- a strong additional contribution of thermal fragmentation
posed methodology for determining where an observed ex- was assumed in IDEMO. An initial calculation for the ex-
plosion was simply a propagating trigger pulse or a real periment KROTOS-28 was presented and was shown to
propagation event. His ideas am based on the observation reproduce the essential features of the experiment (the peak
that the initial premixture is a meta stable state, so that in- pressure and propagation velocity).
putting energy from a trigger will result in the release of

Theofanous (Um.v. of Caliform.a at Santa Barbara) pre-more energy without propagation necessarily occurring. Ile
proposed a quantification of this effect ustag mixing energy sented a paper, coauthored by Yuen, on the prediction of

fomulae devuoped by Cho et al. It was concluded that the 2-D thermal detonations and their resulting damage poten-
1

pmpagating events observed in the FITS tests were prop. tial. He described the development of the ESPROSE model :

agating triggers rather than true propagations. He stressed with time from a basic model using 3 fluids (fuel, steam, |
the importance of using realistic triggers in explosion ex, and water and debris) via ESPROSE.a (in which thermal

'

periments if they are to be applied to the reactor situation. fragmentation and direct vaporization of the water were al- |
lowed) to the current version, ESPROSE.m. which has three

Fletcher (AEA Technology) presented a paper describ- fields: fuel particles, microinteraction zone and water. He
ing recent results obtained from the CULDESAC propaga- microinteraction zone contains the fragments and the water
tion model. He gave a brief description of the equations they heat, with data to describe this region being obtained
and constitutive physics used in the model. He then went from the SIGMA facility. Calculations were presented for
on to describe calculations performed to examine numerical KROTDS tests, an explosion in the lower plenum of a re-
aspects of the computations (e.g., effect of grid size), the actor and in the cavity. He importance of allowing for mi-
effect of varying the heat transfer rate, the initial mixture crointeractions and multi-dimensional effects (due to spatial

Ms-8 )
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variations in the melt and void fraction) was demonstrated. 3. A Japanese group at JAERI has been conducting ex-
he importance of the void in reducing peak pressures was periments in which the interaction of molten thermite
noted. material, simulating fuel, interacting with water. He

multipurpose ALPHA facility was used in these ex-
4.3 Miscellaneous Experiments and Open periments to investigate larger scale explosions and

Forum the effect of subcooling, ambient pressure, interpos-
ing structure and contact mode. His work in some --Cha. 's Summary of the Session4.3.1 ir
ways extends the work of Sandia in the FITS facility

In many contributions an important renewed interest and to date the results are qualitatively similar. -

in a deeper understanding of steam explosions was demon- 4. This same group reported experiments meant to sim-
strated. The aims of these activities are to confirm present ulate the expulsion of hot fuel into coolant by a se-

'

indications to the degree required (according to the needs vere RIA. Although the SL1 accident appears to have
of the task) and to develop (improve) own capabilities in demonstrated that when this occurs the resulting SE
analyzing steam explosions. can be severe, it is not clear that this is relevant to

The large number of experirnental studies recently be- US power reactors. The presentation by the Japanese.

gun or in preparation indicates a serious need of data for researchers was a complete review of these past exper-
iments and associated analyses.

better understanding mechanisms, verify hypothesis, and
validate models. Statistically significant results of exper- 4.3.2.B Open Forum
iments using prototypical materials under conditions rele-
vant for accident scenarios are most useful to answer safety 1. Peppler (KfK Karlsruhe) reported on experiments with

questions. While data obtamed with simulant materials can respect to melt / coolant premixing and to enegy con-

be quite useful to study mdividual reaction mechamsms or version that are in preparation at KfK. Premixing will
be studied in an open geometry with optical observa-

separate effects, the applicability of such data to the reactor tion while energy conversion will be measured in a
case is not guaranteed.

strongly confined geometry, In both cases the corium
Since most experiments are at small or intermediate melt will be simulated by molten Al2O3. Exploratory

scales, application to reactor safety questions requires the tests have been conducted but are not yet evaluated.
use of models (analytical or numerical) and concern about 2. Meyer (KfK Karlsruhe) reported on planned experi.
effects of scale. Computer codes need to be validated by ments in which the melt / water premixing process is
comparison of the final code version with relevant experi- studied replacing the melt by a multitude of hot spheres,,

mental data. With more relevant data becoming available. The sphere temperature shall range up to 2600 K and
it would be useful to identify a set of experiments to be dense jets of spheres shall be studied. In preparatory

.

analyzed by proposed mixing and explosion models in a tests single instrumented spheres of 15 mm diameter j
way organized by CSNI and to develop a scaling rationale. have been quenched in saturated water. -j

3. Cenerino (IPSN/CEA France) described the IPSN spon-4.3.2 Summary of Papers in the Sess. ion
sored steam explosion research within CEA. Besides

4.3.2. A Miscellaneous Experirnents the development of the multifield code TRIO-MC (see
Session I) experiments with spheres in place of the

,

'

1. The third day's sessions began with a paper describ- melt are in progress at Grenoble. The experimental j,

ing work by researchers at Georgia Tech on the effect program consists of three phases: isothermal tests that
of surfactants on the likelihood and severity of ener- are finished, intermediate temperature (up to 1300 K) i
getic FCI. A series of experiments was performed with tests beginning 1993, and high temperature (up to 2500
differing concentrations of surfactant in water at atmo- K) tests beginning 1994. The mechanical effects of
spheric pressure. Molten tin (~10 gm) at 800 degrees steam explosions on the reactor vessel are studied with
C was dropped into the water (~20'C). The authors the PLEXUS code at Fontenay-aux-Roses. So far scop-d

conclude that, "Regarding the use of surfactants for ing calculations have been performed in which the heat
practical applications, at the present time, insufficient addition to the water has been described parametrically.
data exists regarding the effects of surface tension t

4. Burger (IKE Stuttgart) reported on experimental and
propose any firm recommendations. theoretical studies of drop fragmentation in thermal

2. The next paper, by Lloyd Nelson at Sandia, reported on detonation waves. Ile concluded that it is not yet clear.
experiments in which single drops of aluminum were which fragmentation 5echanisms are relevant m which

dropped into water. This recent work was done in situation. Similarly there are no agreed upon mathe-
connection with safety studies of one of the proposed matical descriptions of these mechamsms.

new production reactors, and has little direct relation- $. Cho (ANL) reported on an aluminum / water FCI exper-
ship to commercial power reactors. The phenomena iment in which a violent interaction has been observed.
focused on the aluminum ignition temperature thresh- In this experiment a strong trigger has been used and
old important to FCIs in aluminum-water interactions. the thermal interaction has partly been clouded by a
lie suggested that the ignition threshold decreases as chemical interaction of dispersed aluminum with the
the mass of the aluminum is increased. atmosphere.

MS-9
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6. Frost (McGill U, Montreal) reported on experiments to foundation for assessing the applicability of the Steam Ex-
study thermal fragmentation of single drops, i.e. with plosion Review Group (NRC,1985) conclusions in light of
cycles of bubble growth and collapse. Metal drops new information.
have been observed to fragment by ejecting filaments. 1. He first paper on FCIs in BWRs presented by Okkonen
It is thought that the coolant vapor pressure plays an (STUK, Finland) concludes that in-vessel steam explosions
important role in this, ne ' fuel' surface tension may of sufficient strength to damage the reactor pressure vessel
strongly influence the second bubble growth, and containment "is estimated even less likely in a BWR ,

7. Venart (U New Brunswick) reported on experiments than is indicated by the studies focused on PWRs." his
in which explosive vaporization of ruperheated liquids is principally attributed to the dense packing of contml rod
was observed. He stressed that recompression of al- guide tubes in a BWR lower plenum, thereby preventing
ready expanded bubbles was required to produce these a coherent melt relocation and coarse premixing of suffi-

. explosions. cient quantities to create an explosion as envisioned in the

8. Theofanous (UCSB) reported on recent results of the " alpha-mode" failure discussed in the Reactor Safety Study ;
(NRC,1975). Other potential issues related to less energet,ci

SIGMA experimen:s in which fragmentation of molten events, but nonetheless sigmficant for evaluatmg accident
metal drops is studied in a shock tube. He main point
was that aluminum did blow up imo a porous but still management behavior were raised in this paper. These m-

clude the potential for mducing a fuel coolant interaction
coherent body in contrast with tin for which production when a BWR core, which may have experienced melting
of individual fragments of micrometer size had been relocation of control material, is reilooded as a result of

,

observed. a fuel coolant interaction in the lower plenum. Order of
4.4 Integral Assessment and Risk Aspects magnitude analyses were performed assuming that a low j

4.4.1 Chair's Summary of the Session v id fraction " slug" of water could be pushed into'the core i

region as a rescit of an FCI in the lower plenum. Rese es- )
In summary, the assessments provided by Drland and timates assume that fuel coolant interactions could occur in l

iTheofanous clearly show that the assessments of in-vessel the lower plenum and propel a one-dimensional, two-phase
steam explosions since tric Steam Explosion Review Group mixture into the core, and indicate concerns of recriticality
report (NRC,1985) have resulted in a reduction in the con- and neutron power peaks in core regions without control
servatisms initially imbedded in the SERG seport with the material. However, it was concluded that a more detailed
major implication being that these assessments have shown study of phenomena should be undertaken. Additional con-
a substantially reduced potential to intermix large quantities siderations were discussed with respect to the oxidation of
of molten fuel with water as the debris drains into the lower Zircaloy as a result of FCIs and the potential pressurization
plenum. The major reason for this is water depletion in the of the smaller volume BWR containments. Lastly, acci-
interaction zone due to the substantial heat transfer from the dent management considerations with respect to conditions
particulated debris to the water and the influence of the sub- within the reactor pressure vessel and containment relat-
sequent high steaming rates on the surmunding water pool. ing to accident management measures and procedures were
Further initial explosion loading results presented by The- also discussed. In particular, the actions considered and .

ofanous indicate that accounting for the voiding within the briefly evaluated were (1) primary system depressurization,
mixing zone and for 2-D propagation may provide adequate (2) core cooling recovery, (3) flooding of the pedestal re-
relief to eliminate concerns about lower head failure. The gion, and (4) containment flooding. ,

discussion provided by Jacobs shows that additional work 2. The second paper presented by Turland (AEA Tech-
will be done and can potentially further reduce the conser- nology, UK) discussed a methodology for quantifying the
vatisms m the analyses for the likelihood of such events,

m
, ;g . g g g

potentially resulting , the conclusion that steam explosions
sufficient to fail an RPV are impossible. Lastly, the consid- reactor analyzed was the Sizewell B PWR and the method-

erations provided by Okkonen show that, while the issues logy focused on the areas @

related to alpha-mode failure may be moving toward a gen- e the melt relocation rate and the time to first
eral consensus, there are other issues related to accident contact of the base as a means of assessing
management considerations that should be included so that the amount of molten rnaterial mass in the
these issues can be technically evaluated and incorporated lower plenum,
into the accident management training given to utility per- ek libod diWW a @sonnel.

e the extent of the mass involved in the explo-
4.4.2 Summary of Papers in the Session sion once an event has been initiated,

Four papers were presented in this session, the first fo- e the likelihood that the lower head could be
cused on issues related to fuel-coolant interactions in BWRs, failed if an explosion was initiated,
the second provided a quantification of the conditional prob-
ability for containment failure resulting imm an in-vessel e the kinetic energy that a postulated slug would

steam explosion, the third reported on steam explosion as. have if it was propelled upward by an explo-

sessmenu at Karlsruhe and the fourth upda*ed the pmba. sion m the lower plenum,
,

bility for an alpha-mode containment failure from a previ- e the potential distribution of energy of the
ous assessment. This spectrum of topics provides a sound slug impacting on the upper head, and

MS-10
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e the likelihood that a missile created by rup- e experimental determination of loads on the
turing the RPV upper head would threaten vessel head,
containment integrity.

, ggg ;, 97 .

Distribution functions were applied to all of these ele-
ments in the analysis and a Monte Carlo sampling technique e theoretical analysis of energy conversion in

was used to develop the probability density distributions and steam explosions *

to calculate the likelihood that an alpha-mode failure could e theoretical analysis of core melt progression,
occur. Discussions were provided with respect to the infor- and
mation examined for each of the processes and how this was
used for the distribution functions. For example, the pres- * theoretical analysis of mechanical behavior
sure dependence for triggering of explosive events was con- of ressme vessel and core components un-P
sidered to be more difficult at elevated pressure. Assumed der steam explosion loads.
were a 70% probability of occurrence if the pressure was
essentially 0.1 MPa, a 20% probability of occurrence if the 4. De last paper in Session V (presented by Theofanous'
pressure was 6 MPa and a 10% chance if the pressure was UCSB) was devoted to an update of the assessment of the
15 MPa. Once these distribuuon functions were formulated probability of alpha-mode failure. Specifically, this updated
and inputted to the Monte Carlo method, the conditional the assessment provided by T.G. Theofanous, et al., m, 1987
probability of an alpha-mode failure given melt relocation using the Risk Oriented Accident Analysis Methodology

,

to the lower plenum was assessed as a few parts in 10,000. (ROAAM). In partimlar, this paper focused on the mass of
It was stated that the Sizewell B evaluaton is the first to core material that could be effeco,vely premixed with wa-
consider the likelihood that elevated RCS pressures would ter as the melt drains into the lower plenum. his assess-
reduce the chance of explosions, with the results suggest- ment was developed through a computer code, designr!~1
ing only modest sensitivity to system pressure. However, as P,MALPHA, which addresses the potential for water de-
this was essentially dictated by the relatively insensitive Pleuon m the interaction zone as the melt is fragmented
distribution function developed to describe the pressure de- and attempts to intermix with the lower plenum water. This
pendence for the trigger. C mPuter model compares favorably with experiments (An-

gehnt, et al.,1993) as well as with the results of another
With the assessment for Sizewell B, at a few parts computer code, CHYMES, recently published by Fletcher

in 10,000, alpha-mode failure has an essentially negligible (1992). While further experimental validation is desirable,
!contribution to the risk of the plant. It is also noted that the results of plant calculations showed that the premixing |several of the assessments carried out, such as the potential for a depressurized reactor system was limited to ~ 1500 kgfor slug formation and transmittal were conservative in as-

at the time that the melt front would teach the RPV lowersuming that such overlying slugs could occur. Mitigating
head. It was concluded that this shows that there was aeffects such as leakage by an overlying slug were evalu- large degree of conservatism embodied in the assessment

ated, but even though several reasons were given for why it provided in NUREG/CR-5030 (Theofanous, et al.,1989).
was hard to identify coherent slug overlying the explosion
region, a slug was still assumed in the analysis. The by- l
pass leakage was used to represent all of the reasons why References
an overlying slug tamping the explosion would likely be
difficult to achieve- 1 Angelini, S., Yuen, W.W. and Theofanous, T.G.,1993, 1

" Premixing-Related Behavior of Steam Explosions," |
3. In the third paper Jacobs (KfK, Germany) discussed the CSNI Specialists' Meeting on Fuel-Coolant Interac-
ongoing research at Karlsruhe, including alternate contain- tions, Santa Barbara, California, January 5-8,1993.
ment designs to specifically prevent the alpha-mode failure 2.
as conceived in WASH-1400. nese are considered because Fletcher, D.F.,1992, " Comparison of Coarse Mixing

Predictions Obtained from the CHYMES and PM-of the perceived results of an in-vessel steam explosion.
his is based on the conclusions that past steam explosion ALPHA Models," Nuclear Engineering and Design,

135,419-425.
research has

3. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC),1975,"Reac-
;e only provided a broad qualitative understand- tor Safety Study," WASH-1400.

ing*
4 Steam Explosion Review Group (1985) "A Review

e has not provided sufficient quantitative infor* of Current Understanding of the Potential for Con-mation, and
tainment Failure Arising from In-Vessel Steam Explo-

; e has not developed a simple physical argu. sions," NUREG-lll6, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
'

ment to exclude containment failure altogether. mission.

To further develop the understanding of steam explosions, 5. neofanous, T.G., Najafi, B. and Rumble, E.,1987,#

the specific activities at KfK include the following. "An Assessment of Steam-Explosion-Induced Contain-+

j ment Failure. Part I: Probabilistic Aspects," Nuclear
; e Experiments on melt / water premixing, Science an d Engineering, 97, 259-281, also published

as NUREG/CR-5030,1989.
e experiments on energy conversion,,

;
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HIGH PRESSURE CORIUM MELT QUENCHING TESTS

IN FARO
.

D. Magallon and H. Hohmann t

e
Commission of the European Communities

Joint Research Centre, Safety Technology Institute
.

-

21020 Ispra (Va)-Italy #

Telephone +39-332-789361, Fax +39-332-785412

ABSTRACT this sequence of events would have result in either.
'

settling of most of the fuel unquenched on the lower
The paper presents and discusses the first of a kind head with eventual RPV wall failure, or steam explo .- !
experimental data concerning the quenching of large sion. During the TMI-2 accident,' although twenty t

.

masses of corium melt of realistic composition when tons of corium did pour into the water lower plenum,
i poured into pressurized water at reactor scale depths. neither of'these two possible scenarios actually oc-
! The tests involved 18 and 44 kg 'of a molten mixture curred. Consequently, safety aspects of the FCI issue

80 w% UO - 20 w% ZrO , which were delivered by needed to be reconsidered and it has been found of2 2
_ gravity through a nozzle of diameter 100 mm to 1m fundamental importance to carry out tests involving .
depth nearly saturated water at 5.0 MPa (i.e. around large amounts of prototypical corium poured intc,
263'C). The objective was to gain early information on water at reactor scale depth, in order to characterize
the melt / water quench process previous to tests that the melt / water mixing and quenching process, and
will involve larger masses of melt (150 kg of mixtures melt / structure interaction.
UO -ZrO -Zr). Particularly, pressures and tempera-2 2
tures were measured both in the gas phase and in the . The JRC-Ispra FARO plant (Hohmann et al.,1986)
water.The results show that significant quenching oc- is used for such a purpose. h is a multi-purpose test
curred during the melt fall stage.with 35% of the melt facility in which Severe Accidents can be simulated '

_

;

energy transferred to the water and 15% used for ut-of-pile under a variety of conditions. Basically, a ;

steam generation. About 2/3 of the melt fragmented madmum quanthy of the order of 150 kg of UO -2
ZrO fuel type melts (up to 3000 C) can be produced -in particles of mean size of the order of 4.0 mm. The 2

remaining 1/3 collected still molten in the debris in the FARO furnace, possibly mixed with metallic
catcher but did not produce any damage to the bot- c mp nents (e.g. Zr), and delivered to a test section of

|
tom plate. The maximum downward heat flux was 0.8 interest. The plant has been'used. previously for <

MW/m . The. maximum vessel overpressurization, LMFBR safety problems such as melt relocation and -2
3

i.e.1.8 MPa, was recorded with 44 kg of melt poured molten fuel / sodium interaction. The 1.5 m test ves-

into 255 kg of water and a cover gas volume of sel TERMOS used for MFCI experiments can with-
0.875 m3. No steam explosions occurred, stand 10 MPa at 300 C, which makes it particularly.

suitable for simulating high pressure accident se--
I. INTRODUCTION quences. It can contain up to approximately 1 m3 of

coolant over a height of 2.5 m and a diameter of
The general background of the present FARO. 011 m.

LWR Test Series has been previously reported (Fasoli-
Stella and Hohmann,1991; Corradini and Hohmann, The objective of the test series is to determine:-1)
1992). It is summarized here. The reference situation the melt quenching rate associated to the melt / water
is that of a postulated core melt down accident when penetration, -2) the hydrogen production associated -

- Jets of molten corium penetrate into the lower plenum to the zirconium oxidation,-3) the thermalload on the -
water pool. This issue suffers a lack of data on the bottom structures, and to -4) characterize the debris -,

water quenching potential that determines whether structure. It must be noted that these tests are not j
the thermal loading on the bottom head structures is steam explosion experiments and, consequently, are ']mitigated. In past analyses it had been assumed that not intended to produce data for this issue. The first

i

1 |

|

!
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part of the test matrix, which deals with high pressure FARO tumace

and nearly saturation conditions (Fasoli-Stella and
Hohmann,1991), should further limit the risk of a |[ ( ww electrode

N Release Tubesteam explosion and allow to concentrate on the U ''" # **I*)El-- @4E A
quenching phenomena. Nevertheless, the possibility

h _

- n y2 oetectm
of occurrence of a steam explosion has been taken into
account and the instrumentation chosen accordingly | Release tube

(fast pressure transducers in the water). . ;__ a = 50 mm) 3

In the absence of previous work under the condi-
Ma system onv.tions mentioned above, it had been decided to pro- p | -p

ceed by step towards the target corium quantity of MSj,no,-
C

150 kg. Two tests has been performed at constant vol- .E"|- vi * *
ume with a pure oxide mixture 80w%UO - -- 3 M

"

2
20w%ZrO , which was delivered by gravity through f

-

2
a nozzle of diameter 100 mm to a 1.0 m depth nearly |

% Protection valve So1
"

saturated water pool at 5.0 MPa. The melt quant N, , ,

the water mass, the vessel diameter were 18 kg,120 , sos _ pp _ j j gn'ny'ct'ca -j
,

" a = 120 mm)kg,0.47 m and 44 kg,255 kg,0.71 m for the first and ,

the second test, respectively. The paper summarizes ) |
and discusses the findings from these experiments. A i

simple assessment of the steam generation during the |
'

communicate.uine'"' C,p- a = 40 mm)melt fall stage is made. The heat fluxes through the f<<yas4s- s 'Idebris catcher bottom plate are calculated from the ooubie rupture cise
"'~ '

soos-h ('I,

thermocouple data. The most relevant and recent ex- , oggg q.-

perimental study on the fragmentation and quenchmg
4 Melt catchwof corium melts in water is the CCM series (Wang et , !q3 I", [o*',"m'3

s

* so2
al.,1989). Particularly, the CCM-5 and CCM-6 tests 3

dealt with approximately 13 kg of a 60w%UO - .r . | - %2
16w%ZrO -24w% steel mixture poured into 510 kg of } {]'d 8P'

2 , 3nn mm)

45 C-subcooled and saturated water at 0.1 MPa J |
| through a nozzle of diameter 51 mm. Results from M

' '

i TERMoS vessel
I Mext * 850 **-these tests are briefly compared with ours.

, $ int = 710 mm)'

11. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION h e wate container ;j
Mext = 500 mm, a

~

$ int = 470 mm) i

A. Test Arrangement and Procedure f | IAi 0 bncks23
(thd. ness 105 mm) l.

The experimental arrangement is shown in QJ .w Iwat
g,11,, pi,,,

'g' (oebns catener) .Fig.1. The interaction vessel TERMOS is connected to ooo m.- :

the FARO furnace via the release tube, the intersec- 2so - t *.
|

"- * ')
tion / isolation valve unit and the melt catcher. soo -

1

The corium is melted at low pressure (i.e. 0.1- Figure 1. Scoping test arrangement
0.2 MPa), while the pressure in TERMOS is as re- |

quired by the test (e.g. 5 MPa). The melt catcher clos- catcher volume is used as a lock-chamber for pressure

ing flap is the barrier between the low pressure and equalisation. This is obtained by bursting a double
the high pressure regions. Nevertheless, the main disc mounted on the communication line, which acts
isolation valve 502 remains closed during corium as a quick opening valve. Upon pressure balancing,
melting for the sake of safety. The temperature in the melt catcher hinged-flap automatically opens, and
TERMOS up to the 502 valve corresponds to the satu- the melt is delivered by gravity to the water. 1

i

ration conditions of TERMOS (e.g. 263 C).

At the end of the corium melting phase, the
SO2 is opened, the melt released from the furnace to 1. Scoping Test (ST). The TERMOS test section
the catcher, and the SO2 closed again. The melt included the pressure vessel (10 MPa,300 C) and an !

2
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internal water stainless steel container separated from indicated in Fig.2 (radial position: 195 mm from the
the pressure vessel by Al O bricks for thermal insu- vessel centreline) for rapid transient records in case of23
lation. The main dimensions are given in Fig.1. From an FCI. They were protected by stainless steel grids.
the upper flange of the pressure vessel to the lower
flange of the SO2 valve, a thermal insulator was in. The eight steam K-thermocouples were in-
stalled externally. The heating of the space inside the stalled in such a way that they could not "see" a cen-
water container was provided by means of four tred melt jet.14 thermocouples were fixed on the

~ heater rods of total power 90 kW. The space above the structures by means of clamps. They were fixed to the
upper flange of the pressure vessel up to the lower internal vesse* for ST and to the pressure vessel for
flange of the SO2 was heated by means of trace-heat. QT2 at the same axial positions. The 25 water K-ther-i

ers (21 kW) sticked on the outer surface of the compo. mocouples were essentially sacrificial thermocouples
nents. used ta determine the downward progression and

radial extension of the melt jet. Those not destroyed
The debris catcher was supported by three during melt penetration recorded the long time water

adjustable legs put on the bottom of the water con- temperature history. They were attached on thin (0.2
tainer. The debris catcher bottom plate had a thick- mm) stainless steel wires crossing the test section.
ness of 40 mm. Its upper face was distant 135 mm
from the bo' tom of the container. The catcher was aiyprovided with trace-heaters (3.5 kW) sticked on its i l
lower face. @ m -

~

2. Quenching Test 2 (QT2). For this test the in- '

ternal vessel of diameter 470 mm and the Al O23
bricks were removed, thus increasing the diameter of i

the water pool to the diameter of the TERMOS vessel,
-

f.e. 710 mm. To account for the increase of steel mass
. ,

'~ ~'

to be heated with respect to the Scoping Test (the {C _..pressure vessel itself 45 mm thick, i.e. about 7 tons), t i K |additional trace-heaters for a total power of 17.5 kW bM,( @W4 | !
,

were sticked on the lower part of the TERMOS outer '. \ i du- |Qno _
wall. The vessel was thermally insulated from out- '

dlside. The same debris catcher as for the Scoping Test h. t' g
,

a 4 KELLERs

was used with a funnel to account for the change in y- , * (?'
g
p

diameter of the test section. " * -

i

C. Test Instrumentation
' [_ [

we _. , ,%
w _

8
_

' thorcuves.

The principal quantities measured during the
corium quenching were pressures and temperatures

- -
8""*

both in the gas region and in the water, and tempera-
f

, .

tures in the debris catcher bottom plate. The distribu-
, , ,

tion and types of the probes reported in Fig. 2 and 3
_

'

correspond to the Scoping Test configuration. They
-

/~ 4 vano uETER:
, ,

,
-

remained essentially the same for the Quenching Test ioso
. . i . .o - m,sc

850 -

,
-

733
750

_

Four KELLER pressure transducers (piezoresis- g - - "y "o - m
tive,5-kHz frequency response) measured the vesse!

{
-.3o ,

* -

" 1 "g
~

,
pressurisation. They were installed at the end of 12- g
mm-diam, 400-mm-long straight tubes emergm, g m n3 -

the gas phase region at the levels reported in Fig.2,
_ _

o.o

and water cooled. Prior to the test, the uppermost
_

3i,!,, ii,

ones were used to monitor the pressure in the melt MMM
catcher and in the chamber between the double disc,
respectively. Four VIBRO-METER's (piezoelectric,15- Figure 2. Scoping test instrumentation
kHz frequency response) were located in the water as

3
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Figure 3. Debris catcher instrumentation

The opening of the melt catcher was indicated ms and 370 ms, respectively for ST and QT2) are
{ by the rupture of a 0.5 mm K-thermocouple (OD1) higher than the theoretical values (110 ms and 235 ms, -
mounted opposite to the hinge, and fixed both to the respectively for ST and QT2) due to crust formation in
melt catcher lower flange and to the flap. Another 0.5 the delivery tube and start-end of release distur-
mm K-thermocouple (OD2) was placed on the centre- bances. The relative larger difference noted for ST is
line of the vessel,250 mm below the lower face of the explained by the formation of an abnormally. thick ,
flap, for detecting the passage of the melt. crust in the nozzle (5 mm) and above the melt (~10

mm), probably favoured by the small quantity and
in addition' to_the instrumentation reported in the poor overheating. Melt streams rather than a co-

Fig.2, four resistance probes for measuring the level herent mass release is likely for this test. The vessel
swell in QT2 were installed 250,500,750 and 1000 pressure, and water temperature and level indicated
mm above the initial water level, respectively (redial in Table 1 needs further explanation.
position: 160 mm from the vessel centreline).

A. Scoping Test.
Ill EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The pressure in TERMOS at 80 C was 0.4 MPa
The conditions are summarized in Table 1 for both (essentially argon). Heating was pursued up to

tests. The interacting melt mass corresponds to the reaching a water temperature of 266 C and a vessel
quantity of debris found in the debris catcher. The pressure of 5.3 MPa without further addition of argon -
melt temperature is a data inferred from ultrasonic (pressurisation due to steam generation only_.in boil-
temperature sensor measurements performed in pre- ing regime). Then, the heating power was reduced-
vious similar melting and release tests in FARO. An just to maintain these conditions. This residual power -
attempt for measuring the temperature of the melt in was swiched-off a few seconds before the melt to
the melt catcher was made in QT2, but was unsuccess- water release. The water height counted from the de-
ful. The delivery times have been deduced from the bris catcher bottom plate upper face was 0.87 m.
ODI and OD2 signals as follows. The OD1 rupture Upon bursting the communication line rupture disc,
was taken as the melt release start (time 0). The OD2 the pressures in both TERMOS and the melt catcher?
thermocouple was not destroyed by the melt (in both equalised to 5.0 MPa. This little blow-down of TER-
tests) even though it indicated temperature jumps MOS enhanced water boiling and induced a level
above 1400aC. One reason for 'that was the off- swell. The temperature of the water did not ekhibit-
centring of the melt jet induced by the hinged flap. significant changes. While the melt crossed the gas.
The time corresponding to the start of temperature space, the pressure increased up to reaching approxi-
decerase after the maximum has been taken as the mately 5.4 MPa when the melt leading' edge arrived
end of the melt catcher discharge, thus giving the near the water surface (contact time deduced from

~ delivery time. As noted in Table 1, the durations (280 thermocouples). As a consequence, boiling should
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- Table 1. Summary of Experimental Conditions

SCOPING QUENCHING
TEST TEST 2

Melt
Composition, w% 80 UOy + 20 ZrO2 idem
Mass, kg 18 44
Temperature, *C 2650 2750

> Delivery nozzle, mm 100 100
Delivery time, s 0.280 0.370
Flow Rate, kg/s 64 119
Free Fall in Gas, m 1.83 1.7

Water
Mass, kg 120 255
Depth, m 0.87 1.00
Temcerature, *C 266 (230 bottom plate) 263 (255 bottom plate)
Subcooling at melt contact, C 2 (38 bottom plate) 12 (20 bottom plate)
Fuel to Coolant Mass Ratio 0.15 0.17

Gas Phase
Composition, w% 83 steam + 17 Ar 70 steam + 30 ArVolume, m3 0.464 0.875
Temperature at OD1 rupture 270 263
frelease start), *C

Test Vessel
Diameter, m 0.470 0.710.

!' Overall volume, m3 0.640 1.3
Pressure at OD1 Rupture, MPa !.0 5.8
Pressure at Melt / Water Contact, MPa 5.4 6.1

had completely ceased at that time, and the water The experimental curves presented in this section
L resumed its original depth of 0.87 m. Note that water are also used as a basis for discussing the timings of'

was about 38*C subcooled near to the debris catcher the melt fall stages and for suggesting some interpre-
(referred to 5.4 MPa) because of an unaware switch tations of the facts that occurred. In order to avoidoff of the power of the catcher heater. The decrease any ambiguity, each sub-section starts with a short in-
from 266'C to 230 C was localised within 250 mm troduction presenting just the related experimental
above the debris catcher bottom plate. curves. The different times indicated in the figures

and in the data summary Table 2 were deduced from
B. Quenching Test 2. the thermocouple signals. ThS method does lead to

The pressure in TERMOS was 0.2 MPa at 70 C some uncertainties. In pa& alar, one does not know

(essentially argon). The heating of the test section was exactly whether the bulk leading edge of the melt or

pursued up to reaching 263*C and 5.0 MPa in the some preceding lumps contacted the probe first. For

same way as for the Scoping Test. To supress boiling this reason, the data deduced from the thermocouples

of the water during the pressure equalisation between form part of the discussions. For all the data reported,

TERMOS and the melt catcher, argon was blown into time zero corresponds to the OD1 rupture (melt
TERMOS just before bursting the communication line catcher hinged-flap opening,i.e. start of melt release).' '

rupture disc. Due to this argon addition, the pressure A. Melt Fall Stage
at the time the melt started flowing down was 5.8
MPa. It increased to 6.1 MPa as the melt crossed the 1. Experimental data. The cover gas pressure
cover gas. Consequently, the subcooling of the water traces corresponding to the first 1.4 second of both
at melt / water contact was 12*C in the bulk against tests are reported in Fig.4. The values are normalized
20*C at the bottom plate level. to the value at time zero,i.e 5.0 MPa for ST;5.8 MPa

for QT2. The water pressure transducers (not '
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISDUSSION repcrted) gave exactly the same signals as the cover

5
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Table 2. Summary of Experimental Results (time t = 0 = release start)

SCOPING QUENCiflNG
TEST TEST 2

M elt
Mean velocity in cover gas, m/s 4 5

Mean velocity in water, m/s 2.3 3.7

12 30Fragmented, kg
Molten on bottom plate, kg 6 14

Mean size of fragments, mm 4.5 3.8

Melt / Debris fluidization no no

Delivery nozzle, mm 100 100

Bottom Plate
275 (contact face)Maximum temperature increase,*C -

Maxi downward heat flux , MW/mZ - 0.8 .]
State intact intact

Pressure Increase
From release start to end of 1.1 ( at t = 1.2 s) 1.8 (at t = 1.2 s)

|fragmentation, MPa
From melt / water contact to end of 0.7 1.5

fragmentation, MPa
Maximum long term, MPa 1.6 (at t = 12 s) 1.8 ( at t = 22 s)

Steam explosion no no j

Temperature increase i

Steam (maxi measured), *C 86 83 |

Steam (mean value at t=10 s), *C ~43 ~30 |

Water 15 (maxi at t = 12 s) 23 (at t = 25 s)*

Level Swell
Level swell, mm 130** 250 (~ maxi)

maximum not reached at that time - data not available beyond*

" from thermocouples - not necessarily the maximum
v

gas transducers, except the classical late drift due to calculated by adding the delivery time to the time at

heating. In Fig.5 has been reported the signal from the which the leading edge touched the bottom (MBC).

resistance probe located 250 mm above the initial
water level for QT2. Only this probe signal moved Before penetrating into the water, the melt !

from rest, which gives an indication of the maximum crossed the gas space (height 1.83 m for ST and 1.7 m i
for QiT2). Let us first analyse in Fig.4 the pressure in-

level swell. The early steam temperature increases are
creases measured before the melt contacted the water.

presented in Fig. 6 for QT2. They were ve y similar
The ST pressure increase during that period (0.4 MPa)

for ST. should have resulted from heating of the gas mixture I

2. Discussion of melt fall stage data. The curves by the melt and from steam generation due to the

of Fig. 4 indicate that the fragmentation process was " disequilibrium" created at the time of pressure equa-

essentially the same for both tests. The pressure in- lisation between TERMOS and the melt catcher. On

crease after melt / water contact (MWC) was 0.7 MPa the contrary, the QT2 pressure increase (0.33 MPa)
for ST and 1.5 MPa for QT2. It is interesting for the should have been due only to gas heating (see the

discussion to keep in mind the following relationships different equalisation procedures reported in the
between the tests: in QT2, the gas volume was 1.9 previous section). Considering that superheated

times the ST onc while the melt mass was 2.4 times steam behaves as a perfect gas and that condensation

higher, resulting in a total overpressurisation 1.6 is negligible during this short time period (0.345 s),

times higher in QT2 than in ST.The er.d of fragmenta- the temperature increase corresponding to the QT2
tion time (EOF) reported in the figures means that the pressure increase is 36 *C. (The same method applied

unfragmented part of the trailing edge should have to ST would give a temperature increase of 41*C,
reached the bottom plate at that time. It has been which clearly suggest that vaporisation occurred at

6
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the same time as steam heating). The steam tempera, quenching. Only beyond the trailing melt penetration
ture traces reported in Fig.6 for QT2 (they are very time (AMIW time in the figures) are the increases re-
similar for ST) do not indicate such an increase for the sulting * rom steam generation alone. At that point it is
time period of interest. One reason is that classical interesting to look at the rate of pressure increase
thermocouples can hardly measure transient steam curves plotted in Fig.7. These curves have been
superheating. Another reason is that the steam heat- obtained by differentiating the spline smoothed pres-

i ing was more localized around the melt path. One sure histories. It is seen that the slope became nega-
thermocouple in Fig. 6 indicate a limited temperature tive very soon after melt impact, which, a priori,is not
increase before melt / water impact but it is not known consistent with the start of quenching. One explana-
whether it had been directly heated by radiation tion is that the steam produced at first was colder
or not (due to off-centred melt). than the cover gas mixture previously heated by the

melt. If this explanation is valid, one uan conclude
According to the discussion above, the that the steam produced was overheated less than the

pressure increases observed before all the melt was in 36 C corresponding to the cover gas heating by the'
the water are a consequence of both cover gas heating melt. Further ahead in the fragmentatirn, the fluctua-
by the melt, and steam generation due to rr.elt tions can be due also to an irregular melt penetration..
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The fact that the short term steam tempera- some of the signals (see n.5 and 7), it is believed that
ture measurements are difficult to interpret makes this map represents the reality of the steam generation
arduous an attempt for quantifying the steam genera- and mixing with the cover gas. When quiet steaming
tion rate, which otherwise could have been approxi- from the debris bed dominates, temperatures tend to
mated multiplying the pressure increase rate by the equalize as Fig. 8 shows.
quantity MV/ rut , where M is the steam molecularg

the cover gas Figs 9 to 11 indicate that similar vaporiza-weight, V the cover gas volume, Tg
temperature, and Ru the universal gas constant. tion / condensation scenarios developed at two differ-

Trying nevertheless to apply the method to the major ent time scales for both tests: the melt fragmentation

peak of the QT2 dp/dt, corresponding to a time time scale and the long term debris cooling time scale.

where the effects discussed above might have been of The pressure evolution at the transition between the

secondary importance, one find a peak steam genera- two periods suggest the following interpretation.
tion rate of 11 kg/s for Tg = 300 C, which has to be During the melt fragmentation stage, production of
considered as an upper bound. An estimate of the steam was very fast and intense, inducing a fast pres-

amount of s..eam produced during the melt fall stage surization of the vessel up to a level that was higher
can be made by using the steam table at the partial than the saturation pressure corresponding to the
pressures of the steam corresponding to the pressure cover gas temperature (see Fig.11). As a consequence,

increases after melt / water contact (i.e. between 4.8 as soon as the fragmentation stopped, condensation
and 6.1 MPa for ST, and between 4.9 and 6.4 MPa for dominated steam production from the debris cooling

(mainly steam to steam condensation). The higher theQT2). One finds 1.7 kg for ST and 7.4 kg for QT2 at T
= 300 C, which corresponds to an energy of 2.5 df steam generation during the melt fall quenching

for ST and 10 MJ for QT2. stage, the higl er the pressure decrease at the transi-
tion phase. Then, the contrary occurred up to the sec-

From the water thermocouple signals, only ond maximum. Later on, condensation definitively ;
ta broad picture of the melt penetration history could dominated. Previous to the second pressure maxi-

be established. Mainly the times of melt / water im- mum, steam generation due to debris cooling is evi- !

pact and melt arrival on the bottom plate could be de- denced by the fact that the steam temperature
termined as reported in the Figs. 4 and 6. For ST, all decreased as the pressure increased. Boiling in the
other thermocouples in between appeared contacted debris region is further evidenced by the wiggly
by the melt in a rather stochastic way as the resuit of signal from the water thermocouples located just.
the not coherent release as explained before. For QT2 above the debris (see Fig.12 and compare to Fig.10).
it could be established that only an off-centring effect
from the hinged-flap was present. The melt flowed When comparing Figs.10 and 11 one re-
down laterally but coherently, probably impacted marks that the temperatures are of the same order for
first the debris catcher funnel end then spread on the both tests. This is not so surprising considering that
bottom plate from one side. In both cases, only few homogenisation rapidly occurred after the melt fall
water thermocouples were damaged. stages (within the first 5 seconds in the water).

Proportionally to the melt quantity, more steam was
B. Longer Term Stage. produced in QT2 during the melt fall stage (see

discussion in section B), inducing a higher pressurisa- i

i1. Experimental data. In Fig. 8 is presented the tion and a subcooling of the water. As a consequence,
steam temperature distribution over the Nst ten sec- part of the steam produceo in the debris catcher ,

'

onds of the Scoping Test. The signals for QT2 are very region condensed while rising through the water,
similar. The pressure histories over a period of time of increasing the water temperature. Less steam than in
25 s are reportv in Fig.9. The long term maximum saturated water conditions could reach the cover gas,
pressure was . ched after approximately 12 s for ST which cooled down more rapidly than in ST..

and 22 s for QT2. In Figs.10 and 11, the cover gas,
water and saturation temperatures are plotted. Assuming that the 20 C temperature jump

observed early in Fig.11 is the result of the melt
!2. Discussion. As can be seen in Fig. 8, the quenching during the fall stage, one calculates n en-

steam temperature is largely not uniform, especially ergy of 25 MJ transferred to the water during that
soon after the end of the jet fall. Although radiation phase. Proportionally to the melt quantity, this value
from small melt pieces remaining attached to struc- is comparable to the CCM values (Wang et al.,1989),
tures in the cover gas region might have affected where 10 MJ in subcooled water (CCM-5) and 3.5 MJ |

l
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Fig.14: View of the melt spread on the botto:n plate

suffer any damage. This is not surprising using a pure Some samples of the ST debris are shown in
oxide melt because we knew already, from the Fig.15. They were very irregular in shape and aspect.
BLOKKER Series performed in FARO in the frame of Only a few spheres as that in the figure were present.
the LMFBR programme (Hohmann et al., 1989; Contrarily to pure UO , these particle were very brit-2
Magallon et al.,1990), that jets of 100 kg of pure UO2 tie and great care had to be taken in manipulating
around 3000 C interacting in dry conditions with 40 them in order not to alter the analysis. In gen-
mm thick plates preheated to 400*C did not induce eral, particles up to a dimension of the order of 10
any erosion even though the plates reached 1000 C. mm presented a fine granular internal structure, nor- i
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Fig.16: View of the internal part of a 4 cm particle from the debris

mally a sign of rapid quenching. Larger particles (a and QT2 can be explained by the higher penetration
few particles of some centimetres were part of the de. velocity observed in QT2. The mean particle sizes of

bris) presented an internal structure as that shown in both FARO tests lie in between those of CCM, which

Fig.16. The central }; rain growth structure is typical of agrees with the fact that the degree of subcooling of

slow quenching. the water in FARO was in between that of CCM tests.
it should be noted that in neither of the two CCM

,

The particle size distributions are given in tests of concern, signs of a reagglomerated molten co-
Fig.17 and compared with that of CCM-5 and CCM- rium were evidenced. This happened only in CCM-2
6. The difference in the mean particle size between ST where the water depth was 0.64 m instead of 1m.
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Most of the thermocouples located just above E

3the surface of the bottom plate were destroyed during
melt impact. Contact temperatures and temperatures y**''~

'

'-'"

5 mm below the bottom plate surface are shown in y '-"
Fig.18 br different radial locations (QT2 test). They w 2*iG -

reflect the fact that the melt did not spread uniformly
on the plate. Downward heat fluxes calculated from o,,o.
these temperatures are reported in Fig.19. A { /3 yo j3

'
o ia

maximum value of 0.8 MW/m2 s obtained.The time i,n. mi
integrals of these curves gives the energy released to
the plate (Fig.20), which reached a maximum around Figure 20. Energy transferred to the bottom plate

9 MJ/m2 at time 20s.
,

1

!'

550-

500- c,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

? IV. CONCLUDING REMARKSg
$45 - ,' s i,.i.. .

The essential objectives of the two first tests of the --

h400- ./ FARO quenching series have been achieved.
* / Estimates of the melt quenching rates and of the

350- .C N thermal loads on the bottom structures, and charac-

/ # ~\ _% terization of the debris have been made. It has been
%,'' D found that the melt loosed more than 50% of its en-300-

,f . ergy during the fall through water stage. Despite the'/
# fact that about 30% of the corium collected still molten250 . , , , ,

on the bottom plate where the water was up to 38'Co s to 15 20 25

t* N subcooled, no steam explosions occured and the plate
remained intact. Maximum downward heat fluxes ofFigure 18. Melt / bottom plate contact temperatures

and temperatures in the plate 5 mm below the order of 0.8 MW/m2 have been calculated from.

the contact surface the thermocouple data.
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.With respect to past quenching experiments using REFERENCES
smaller quantities of thermite generated melt at ambi- |

ient pressure, there were found no fundamental dif- CORRADINI M.L and H. HOHMANN, Multi-Phase
ferences, but some correlation between test pressure Flow Aspects.of Fuel-Coolant Interactions in Reactor
and steam generation on one hand, and water depth Safety Research, OECD/CSNI, Specialist Meeting on j
and molten mass that reached the bottom plate on the Transient Two-Phase Flow held in Aix-en-Provence,
other hand, could be further evidenced. This justifies 6-8 April 1992. |

.

to pursue by using larger amounts of melt. As well,
the influence of the presence in the melt of a percent. FASOLI-STELLA P. and H. HOHMANN, Planning -

age of a metallic compound still have to be evaluated. for FARO-LWR Experiments, CSARP Meeting,' j
lt is recommended to perform at least one test of the Washington, May 1991.
larger melt mass series with boundary conditions as
close as possible to that of the preliminary tests re. HOHMANN H., D. MAGALLON, A. BENUZZI, A.V.-
ported in this paper (closed volume), in order to fa. JONES AND A. YERKESS, Results of the FARO
cilitate comparisons and code validation. Programme, Proc. of the Seminar on the Commission

Contribution to Reactor Safety Research held in
Some problems arose when trying to assess the Varese (Italy) on 20-24 Nov.1989, Elsevier Applied

steam generation rate from the pressure and tempera- Science, p. 837.
,

'

ture data. They were essentially due to the heating of
the. cover gas by the melt itself previous to the HOHMANN H. , D. MAGALLON, H. SCHINS, R.
melt / water interaction, and to the difficulty in meas- ZEYEN, H. LAVAL and A. BENUZZI, Contribution -

uring transient steam overheating by using classical to FBR Accident Analysis: The JRC-Ispra FARO
thermocouples. On the other hand, one can hardly Programme, Proc. of the Int. Conf. on Fast Reactor -

eliminate these problems working with high pressure Safety held in Guernsey on 12-16 May 1986, BNES,
3

and necessarily limited volumes. Consequently, it is V 1. 2, pp 139-144. i
important for the interpretation of the experiments by
the fragmentation codes and for the validation of MAGALLON D. , R. ZEYEN and H. HOHMANN, . !

these codes, that they include good models for the 100 kg-scale Molten UO2 Out-of-Pile Interactions with d

melt fall through and heat transfer to the cover gas LMFBR Structures: Plate Erosion and Fuel Freezing in [
Channels, Int. Conf. on Fast Reactor Core and Fuelprevious and during the melt / water mteraction.
Structural Behaviour held in Inverness on 4-6 June '
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(presently modelled as r.ir). Field number 2 is liquid
ABSTRACT water and, of course.- tields 1 and 2 can exchange

mass by evaporean or condensation. Field number.The transient multiphase multicomponent threefield 2 can also contain microscopic particles of the ma-hydrodynamics code IVA3 that is being developed terial in field number 3 that are large enough so thatat KfK Karlsruhe is used to analyse large-scale they don't change the water equation of state andmell-wates mixing events that have been observed which are in perfect thermal and dynamic equilib 'in the FARO LWR facility at JRC ispra and the BETA rium with the water. Field number 3 contains onefacility at KfK Kartsruhe. In the case of the FARO further material that is liquid or consists of (partially)
. ,

tests encouraging agreement between experiment solid particles and does not vapourize. . As long as -

y

and calculations is found. its chemical nature is undetermined it is called melt -
or corium. All three fields can be continuous or

L INTRODUCTION discontinuous so that 14 different and distinct flow
regimes are being modeled. The required exchange t

in case of a core melt accident in a pressur- terms for mass, heat, and momentum are modeled >

ized water reactor, a large-scale steam explosion using engineering correlations as far. as possible.
might occur in the lower head of the reactor pres. The flow regimes and the associated heat and mass
sure vessel (RPV) and might conceivably rupture the transfer models are listed in more detailin Appendix
RPV and even the reactor containment. Such ex. A. Although the modelling in less important flow
plosions are often considered to develop through regimes is occasionally not yet fully developed or '
four stages: premixing, triggering, propagation, and even provisional, this large choice of flow regimes
expansion. Here, the premixing stage is thought to obviously enables the code to reasonably describe .

set the stage for the explosion and at the same timo a large variety of situations. j
is expected to inherently limit the amounts of melt
and water that can finally interact. This autocatalytic IVA3 also solves an extra set of differential-
limitation of the interacting masses is expected to equations for the three particle number densities '

' result from the enormous vapour production that is from which the particle size can be obtained. (Here - 1

driven by the heat transfer from the quickly increas- the term particle is.used for any discontinuous .'
Ing melt surface (Henry and Fauske,1981). Initially structure in any of the fields, i e. bubbles, water or .

this effect has been studied by zero-dimensional corium droplets, or solid corium particles, in addi-. -
. (OD) steady-state models, Today it is widely ac- tion, the term particle is used if it is undetermined
.cepted that a reasonable description of premixing whether a corium globule is liquid, in the melting or.
-requires the use of a multiphase multicomponent freezing transition, or solid.) The local instantane-
hydrodynamics' code with at least two spatial di- ous particle production rate is obtained from the. ,

mensions and three velocity fields for describing the present and the ultimate particle. sizes and the
separate motions of melt, liquid water, and steam breakup time. For droplets of water or liquid corl- I

,

(Amarasooriya and Theofanous,1991; Fletcher and um, the stable (ultimate) size is derived from a crit- :j
Thyagaraja,1991). leal We,ber , number - Wes = 12, ' where |

-

We.= p,l V,- V[d,/a, (for the meaning of the~ sym< l

If. THE IVA3 CODE bois see the nomenclature). The breakup time Tgis: I
. . determined by one of the two following models; One i

A new member in the family of multifield codes possibility is to use the Taylor type correlation i

that are suitable to describe premixing (and poten-
-* "tially propagation and expansion) is the IVA3 code % " % Pd/Pc d|V-V B o- 0.25/ d d edeveloped recently at KfK (Kolev,1991a). This is a

3D transient code describing 3 fields that can be in as given e. g. by Simpkins and Bates (1972) but
complete thermal and dynamic disequilibrium, but based on the diameter. Here the Bond number is
have a common pressure locally. Field number 1 is approximated by Bo = 1.5 We and the constant c. is'

gas, i. e. steam and possibly noncondensable gas taken to be 32.5 after the data of Reinecke and
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Waldman (see Simpkins and Bales,1972) if the con- used in the second case, because they caused nu-
tinuous field is gas and c. = 2.5 is assumed with merical difficulties that could not be overcome in the
reference to Patel and Theofanous (1981) when the time left until the pedormance of the test. However,
continuous field is liquid. The other possibility is to the calculations agreed quite well with the exper-
use the correlations given by Pilch and Erdman iments in predicting a gradual pressure rise of the
(1987). At present IVA3 does not describe the pro- order of some ten bars (26 bar in the first and 16 bar
duction of a separate fraction of microscopic melt in the second case), in the meantime the above
particles that might e. g. be stripped from larger mentioned difficulties have been overcome and fur-
drops by surface layer stripping. Therefore, the ther corrections and additions to the code have
code in its present state does not seem to be pre- been made. Therefore, the ' precalculation' has been
pared to model propagation and true explosions. repeated and is presented here as a stariing point.

I However, as mentioned above, the code offers al-
ready the possibility to describe microscopic corium A. ' Precalculation' of Second Quenching Test
particles that make pari of the second (water) field.
Only the corresponding mass source terms are This calculation actually was performed after
missing and are on the list of foreseen further im. the test but without taking into account the informa-
provements. tion available on the actual parameters and the re-

suits. The assumed geometry and initial material
The code is still in its developmental stage, distributions are shown in Figure 1. In this type of

The first aim is to qualify the code for assessing the plot which will be used also later the geometry is '
,

premixing phase of steam explosions. Above all this shown on scale and the calculational mesh is indi-
requires comparison of code predictions with real cated by dotted lines. All three volume fractions are
data. But very few of the required three phase data shown as the corresponding area fractions of the
are available. Therefore two types of such exper- cell. At the bottom of each cell, the corium fraction
iments are in preparation at KfK. In one of them a is shown in black, above it the water fraction as a

large number (:e 10') of hot (typically 2500 K) but shaded area, and on top the gas fraction as blank
solid spherical particles will be mixed with water. In area. The observer should always keep in mind that
the other, large quantities (up to 50 kg) of molten
alumina will be used for the same purpose. Before
those data become available, it is interesting to test
the code by comparison with actual melt-water mix- a ;

ing events. To this end some analysis of exper- & I~
iments in the FARO LWR facility at JRC ispra and of
the BETA experiment V6.2 conducted at KfK have
been performed and are reported here. Besides the S INT I
varying modelling assumptions that are Indicated, 1I

_"f|S|d
o

all the results presented in some detail have been b
obtained using the same code except for the corium |

equation of state for which one that is expected to a
describe the lspra corium mix (T,,, = 2747 K)is used 9 |_L| jfor the FARO cases and one describing iron for the 8.
BETA case. All calculations have been 2D assuming

| |||
"

cylindrical symmetry, g ..

||'|-El
.,Ilil. THE ISPRA FARO LWR EXPERIMENTS &gj&r

in the FARO LWR tests that are being per- I.Wformed at JRC ispra large quantities of simulated ( ~ y![>

corium are dropped into water within a vessel that Go i! I

can withstand about 100 bar pressure at 300*C. Ir Q TlIT
order to avoid much higher interaction pressures as I-

far as possible,50 bar initial pressure and saturated CT
water have been used so far. In the so-called " "

quenching tests to be discussed here, the vessel 8 Y ~

was closed so that the melt-water interaction caut ed d.{a characteristic pressure rise which is the observa- * '

tion that can most easily be compared with the cal- [b
culation. Already in 1991, prior to the first quench- % ,

ing test, and in July 1992, prior to the se;ond pa _

a - 1 |quenching test (with a larger vessel and moro melt "

and water), the results of absolutely blind precalcu- '

lations have been communicated to JRC ispra. Un- RADIUS |fortunately, in both cases, the actual experiment pa-
rameters differed so much from those assumed in Figure 1: FARO LWR 2nd Quenching Test; geom- |
the calculations that a detailed intercomparison is etry, calculational mesh and intial material distrib- i

useless. Also, some heat transfer models that had utions assumed for the calculations. The radius of
already been used in the first case could not be the vessel is 35.5 cm.
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.this type of figure doesn't show the arrangement of 85.0
'the fields within the cell (which are always assumed
- to be fully intermixed) but only their diertribution
within the field of calculation. The full lines in the <[AN. lower right corner indicate impermeable walls that 80.0-
form a trough of the size of the debris catcher. The // " ~ '\four mesh cells behind them do not contribute to the ; \
calculational result. The water fills the vessel up to @ 75 0 - 'Ia hight of 1 m above the bottom of the debris catch- <
er. The void fraction is assumed to be only 0.5 %. @,- '/
This gives (abovu the debris catcher) a water volume

|l
/

3 g
of 1.17 m or a mass of 247 kg at the initial temper- QC 70.0 - iature of 537.1 K. The intermediate corium catcher D ,[ ,-V-
from which the corium is released into the inter- (A -

,
'

A,

action vessel is modeled as a tube of 20 cm diam- @ / , [ N ,,f /'

cter. Its bottom is 1.7 m above the water surface. Q' 65.0- # /' '
# ,

- in order to simulate the outflow opening of only 10 0- '/ - EXPERIMENT
'

cm diameter, the permeability of the lower cell
/ Precalc. (+ 8 bor)----

boundary is set to 25 % (The top is assumed t
have a permeability of 10%) The corium melt is 60.0- - - RCI

fassumed to have a temperature of 3000 K and to fill / -- - RC2
the mesh cell by 95 % the remaining space being
occupied by (bubbles of) gas. This results In a mass

-- PC1
of 53 kg. The free gas space amounts to 0.85 m . 55.03

i i i i
Assuming a mass concentration of noncondensable 0.0 0.5 10 1.5 2.0 2.5
gas (modeled as alr) of 20 % in all the gas present,

TIME (S)this results in an initial gas (steam and air) mass of
21.55 kg. At time zero all materials are at rest such
that the fall of the melt towards the water is fully Figure 2: FARO LWR 2nd Quenching Test; pressure
modeled by the code' histories of experiment, , precalculation, real case

calculations (label RCx), and a parametric calcu-
The most interesting result, the pressure his- I tion (label PC1). Due to the many data points the !

tory, is shown in Figure 2, (For better comparison experiment appears as the thick Irregular line,
with the real case calculeWns and the experiment,
the curve is shhled upwards by 8 bar.) In this like
in all FARO cases the pressure at the top of the gas
space is shov n. But as there are ro fast pressure which could be due to the slightly lower melt deliv-

,

transients, this pressure is fully representative. The cry rate. However, until about 0.8 see the total
typical result is that a gradual pressure rise leads to pressure increments of both cases are very similara pressure increase of 11.2 bar with'n about 1.2 sec. although the melt mass within the water pool is 20
After 1.3 see the pressure starts to nse slowly again. % lower in real case 1. Only after that the pressure

at first continues to rise steeply in the 'precalcu-
B. Real Case Calculations lation' and then approaches asymptotically a pres-

sure increment of 12 bar while it rises more slowly
In the actual experiment only about 44 kg of in real case 1, reachta a maximum with a total in-

melt have been released into the water. The mass crement of 9 bar already at 1.1 sec and then starts
was adjusted by reducing the corium volume frac. to oscillate slowly, The latter is probably a conse-
tion in the one cell occupied by corium initially. The quence of the water suteooling.
Initial water temperature was 536 K. But as the ini-
tial pressure was raised to 58 bar by adding Argon, Figure 2 also shows results of further calcu-

lations,the water was effectively subcooled by 10 K. Still, in real case 2 (label RC2) the Pilch and -
assuming the presence of 20 % (by mass) of air, the Erdman (1987) correlations for. drop fragmentation
observed initial pressure of 58.0 bar could be mo- time are used instead of the Taylor type correlation
delled. As is shown in Figure 2 the pressure in real (Simpkins and Bales,1972), see above in this case.
case 1 (label RC1) rises only by 9.0 bar until 1.1 sec. something qualitatively new is happening. At time-
Compared with the experimental result that is shown 0.62 see the pressure rice rate suddenly increases.-

Actually, a small but fast pressure translent like -In the Figure as well, the timing seems to be about those that are always present in cells containingcorrect but the pressure increase is too low by a water and melt occurs in the cell in which the coriumfactor of two. firct hit the water surface (originally the uppermost
water filled cell). This event might be a parallel toBesides the pressure level, there is not much (a miniature edition of)' the sometimes observed-'

difference between the ' precalculation' and the real surface eruptions. It suddenly inverts the gas ve-case calculation. After the first contact of tiny cori- locity and thus causes an early strong fragmentationum masses with the water at about 0.3 sec, the of the melt. Due to this, the pressure quickly risespressure rises a little bit more slowly in real case 1 to such an extent that even the experimental rise is
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exceeded. The total corium surface jumps from 5 to flow. The agreement between the two pressures '
811 m within 60 msec, continues to grow quickly until shortly before 1.0 sec indicates that at that time

it reaches about 23 m2 at 0.66 sec, and then in- there is no noncondensable gas present in the at-
creases more gradually until it reaches a value mosphere surrounding the hottest water drops. That2slightly below 30 m shortly after 0.7 sec. Still at this this occurs seems also to be reasonable because thetime the typical particle diameters at some distance strongest evaporation should occur where the satu-
from the intermediate catcher are in the range of ration pressure of the liquid water is highest and
0.6..1.1 mm. Before the sudden fragmentation event there any noncondensable gas should be swept
at 0.62 see they have been 6..8 mm and during the away. Before this time and later on the compression
event a small amount of corium has been trag- of noncondensable gas or the addition of its partial

i mented into particles of less than 0.4 mm diameter, pressure to the local vapour pressure contribute to
(Mean particle radii can be obtained by dividing 6 the system pressure.
times the corium volume, c. g. 0.033 m , by the total3

surface.) Because the corium droplets start to As to the corium delivery it is reported (Ma-freeze in this state, the melt surface remains essen- gallon and Hohmann,1993) that the melt contacted
tially constant until the present end of the calculation the water at 0.345 sec and the trailing edge entered
at 1.8 sec. The final total corium surface is about 3 the pool at 0.71 sec. In the calculation (s) sizabletimes as large as in real case 1. This means that the amounts of melt start to enter the water pool at 0.34
mean particle radli are about 3.9 mm in real case 1 sec in good agreement with the experiment but the
and about 1.1 mm in real case 2. In this respect, real corium needs more time for entering the pool than
case 1 does better agree with the experiment which in the experiment. It is only at 0.92 see that 90 %
gave a mean particle size of 3.8 mm (Magallon and of the total melt have entered the,(original) pool vo-
Hohmann,1993). As will be discussed nelow, the lume. And it takes another 0.5 sec before the re-qualitatively different behaviour of real case 2 can- maining pari of the corium has arrived in the pool.
not be explained straight forward by the use of a More details of the movement of the corium in realdifferent breakup time correlation. case 1 can be observed in the sequence of volume

fraction plots that are shown in Figure 4. Initially the
Figure 3 shows the system pressure and the melt is perfectly concentrated in the innermost cells,

saturation pressure of the hottest liquid water for a After reaching the debris catcher, the corium first
few selected points in time. This combination of data piles up in the center (see 0.78 sec) and then sloshes
reveals that the faster pressure increase after 0.4 first out and, after about 1.22 sec, back to the center.
sec is driven by an increase of the highest available (In these plots the ' weight' of any area element in-
saturation pressure of liquid water. This finding creases with the radius of its position because the
seems to be reasonable because in the calculated volume that it represents increases. So, to the eye,
slow transient the water-steam system should al. the total amount of melt seems to decrease when it
ways stay close to saturation conditions locally so moves radially outwards because the total black
that effectively the hottest liquid water in the system area decreases.) The vapour is initially concen-
defines a lower limit to the system pressure. During trated around the corium jet but at the end of the
the essential part of the period covered in Figure 3, calculation (2.5 sec) the initial steam channel is
the hottest water masses are droplets that are com completely filled with liquid water and the vold is

,

bined with corium particles in three-phase droplet close to the periphery. It is interesting to note that '

Figure 4 Indicates that a lot of water is raised into
the cell extending to 1.32 m while very little (only a
few droplets) enters the next cell extending beyond70
1.5 m. This is in agreement with the experimental

- Actual System Pressure observation that the level swell exceeded 1.25 m but
~. Saturotion Pressure ^~ %

f',65-

/ The unrealistically protracted melt delivery to.~

Ii
/ the water pool clearly will contribute to the under-6 / estimate of the pressure rise, it may be caused by8U-

. ' ' the way in which the intermediate melt catcher ande
5 / the corium stream towards the water surface are
U / modelled. In earlier calculations, the innermost co-*
- 35_ / lumn of cells (and thus the intermediate melt catch-

/ er) had been assumed to have a diameter of 10 cm
/ so that no decreased permeability was required at

''.- the ' orifice' of the melt catcher and there was a
50- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' ' higher hydrostatic pressure head in it. In these cal-

culations the melt stream penetrated the gas space
.co 3o Io do Io 30 lo 30 Io 50 150 110 1.20 and the water pool with very little material being

Time (sec) displaced radially and a stronger pressure rise dur-
ing the fall of the melt towards the water had been
obtained. However, in order to avoid the concern

Figure 3: FARO LWR 2nd Quenching Test; system that the purely vertical corium motion might have
pressure and saturation pressure of the hottest wa- been produced or accentuated by choosing just the
ter in the real case calculation RC1. right cell dimension, the present calculations have

17
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Figure 5: FARO LWR 2nd Quenching Test real case calculation RC2. Volume
fraction plots of the lower 15 rows of cells.
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been performed with the inner cells having 20 cm I
diameter and the assumptions concerning the inter- correct initial pressure increase and a pressure

maximum about 3 bar above the experimental value. 1

mediate melt catcher described above. It turned out (see curve PC1 in Figure 2). Actually this parametric
<

that still the corium moved essentially vedically calculation gives the closest similarity with the ex-dowmwards. So, the concern mentioned might have periment. No attempt was made at optimizing the
been in vain. But now the concern araises that the
different model of the melt catcher might be respon- droplet diameter, Such an exercise would make no .
sible of the protracted melt release. In this situation sense at the present state of modeling.
it might be prudent to move into the other direction
and even use two radial meshes within the 10 cm

Figure 6 shows the pressure histories obtained

diameter of the orifice. This still remains to be done, in another set of calculations with only slightly mod-
But in any case one has to keep in mind that the ified conditions, i. e. Initial pressure and water sub.

code cannot describe (with its three velocity fields)
coolirig. All of them nave been performed with the '

Taylor type breakup time correlation. The only thinga melt jet emerging from the orifice that subse- varied was the water subcooling. In parameter casequently disintegrates into droplets. Because the
corium volume fraction in the mesh cells below the 2 (label PC2) the water in the two lowest rows of
' orifice' always stays below 50 %, the corium in cells was assumed to have a temperaure of 505 K

(41 K subcooled) and the temperature was assumedthese cells is always modeled as droplets, in the to increase lineraly from 534 K to 541 K (S K sub-special case of the FARO LWR experiments in which
cooled) from row number 3 to row number 10 (all ofthe corium jet is to be expected to fully disintegrate these cells are 10 cm high). (These temperaturesduring the tall towards the water surface, this mo- but not the initial pressure level correspond to thedelling does not seem to be too bad, first, the so-called scoping test in the FARO LWR fa-
cility.) in parameter case 3 (label PC3) the waterSimilar volume fraction plots of real case 2 are

shown in Figure 5. In this case the corium motion is temperature in the two lowest rows of cells was
raised to 534K. This, quite reaonably, resulted invirtually the same until the sudden fragmentation higher pressures at later times. In parameter caseevent at 0.62 sec. But this fragmentation leads to a
4 (label PC4) all of the water was assumed to havestronger radial dispersion of the corium jet and thus

also to a radially more extended voiding (compare a temperaure of 541 K (only 5 K subcooled). This
case shows no deviation initially, but at 0.58 sec thee. g. the situations shodly before 0.8 sec). Also it pressure rise rate suddenly increases due to thetakes much longer until the corium settles in the de- same reason as (slightly later) in real case 2 above.bris catcher and in comparison with the above cited
This calculation demonstrates that it is not the dif-experimental finding the water is too far thrown up. ferent choice of breakup time correlation that caused

Both calculations so far discussed strongly
understimate the pressure rise during the period in
which the corium falls toward the water surface. It 80.0
amounts to almost 0.8 bar only as compared to the
experimentally observed 3.3 bar. Most probably this |

is due to a too small heat transfer from the corium ~" -,
, . . . . ,

eto the gas phase and/or the water surface. One
/ .possible explanation for that is that radiation playt 75.0-

a major role in this phase but radiative heat transfer y j
is not modeled in the flow regime ascribed to corium p ,,

)
i

droplets in contunuous gas. Also, a corresponding g |correlation does not seem to be available in the lit- ' '|
erature. So, Just in order to see what consequences @ 70.0-

|Increased heat transfer has, the model was modified ld '
in such a way that the corium droplets emerging $ | f5from the intermediate catcher assumed a diameter m ; '

of 1 mm instead of the 1 cm in the previous calcu- M 65.0- '
lations. Both of these values are parametrical as the ld |
fragmentation model would predict much larger co- [ l
rium drops due to the small velocity difference pre- |sent. The argument for Ilmiting the diameter to 1 cm '
(cciually 1/10 of the radial width of the cell) had 60.0- PC2j
b:en that the code inherently assumes dispersed | PC3
flow so that the dimensions of the flow structures - - - - PC4(here the droplets) should be smaller than the cell
width. Even smaller diameters (such as the here 55.0 ~

parametrically assumed 1 mm) might e. g. result i ,

from a mechanical disturbance of the corium jet by 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5
the release mechanism (flap) or from turbulence or

TIME (S)enclosed gases in the jet. (This is only to say that
diameters at or even below I cm might not be com- Figure 6: FARO LWR 2nd Quenching Test; pressurepletely out of range.) The consequences of this ten
times larger initial corium surface are about the histories of parametric calculations at 55 bar initial

pressure and varied subcooling of the water.
,
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the calculation of real case 2 to differ so markedly 12 0.0

from real case 1. In this case it is slightly reduced
subcooling of the water that happened to cause the g--
occurrence of the above described miniature surface 110,0 - .jt

eruption. p
/

'That such small eruptions happen in this type 100 0-
of calculation is not too astonishing. After all, steam 2 j'

'explosions as well as their milder forms like surface <C
/eruptions are (or at least can be) a largely autocata- "CD 90.0- |lytic process: Evaporation and local pressure rise

lead to larger velocity differences between melt y j

drops and vapour which leads to additional frag- 3 ,
,

mentation and thus to increased heat transfer and w 30,0- ,

evaporation, etc. Actually, smaller sudden frag- W |
mentation events occur in almost every calculation. $ |

'It appears to be consistent that in the above de- ct 70 0 -
scribed set of calculations it was the reduction of /
subcooling (favouring evaporation) that produced a / - - - BC1
larger one. On the other hand,in the set of real case BC2

i

60.0- /calculations presented in Figure 2 it was the choice
/ BC3of a different breakup time correlation that had the

same effect, while calculations. will be presented /
#

further below that show almost no difference be- 50.0 , , , ,

tween the two correlations for breakup time. So, we 0.0 0.5 10 15 2.0 2.5
have to accept that there is no clear causal depend-

TIME (S) |ence between model assumptions or initial condi-
;

tions and the occurrence of unrealistically strong l

fragmentation events. Conceivably they might be lavoided by just choosing a finer calculational mesh. Figure 7: FARO LWR 1st Base Case Test; pressure '

This question will have to be studied further. histories of different blind precalculations.

C. Precalculations of First Base Case Test

The next test to be performed in the FARO
LWR facility is called first base case and (according
to the present planning) shall involve 150 kg of cori- IV. THE KFK BETA EXPERIMENTS
um and slightly over 600 kg of water at saturation
temperature at the initial pressure of 50 bar. The in the BETA experiments that have been per-

'

distance between the corium release orifice with still formed at KfK since several years, the corium-con-
10 cm diameter and the water surface is reduced to crete interaction is studied. To this end about 300
1 m because the water pool is 2 m deep. In order to kg of molten iron and some alumina that result from
limit the pressure increase, an additional free vot- an aluminium thermite reaction are poured into a
ume of 0.5 m is connected with the FARO vessel via concrete crucible and the iron is heated by high fre-3

a 14 cm wide pipe. quency induction heating while it erodes the con-
|crete. In experiment V6.1 it was intended to test

With the aim to obtain conservative results whether stagnant water in contact with the concrete
with respect to total pressure rise, all the precalcu- could stop the radial erosion (Alsmeyer,1992). Ob- i

lations have been performed assuming that the co- vlously this was not the case and as a result of direct |

rium breaks up into droplets of 1 mm diameter when contact between melt and water a mild pressuriza- i

leaving the intermediate melt catcher. The pressure tion was observed. The test was repeated as ex-
histories obtained are shown in Figure 7. In the first periment V6.2 with a slightly modified geometry, see
of these (label BC1) the additional volume has not Figure 8. This time a more violent interaction oc-
been modeled. Obviously the pressure becomes curred that caused some damage to the test rig.
much too high for the facility. The other two calcu- Unfortunately there are almost no data available of
lations have taken into account the additional vol- these events, in the first case, the pressure records
ume and have been performed with the two avail- went into saturation at 1 bar overpressure. The
able correlations for breakup time. These two cal- second event was so fast that the experiment was
culations give virtually the same result and indicate destroyed within one measuring interval of 0.4 sec.
that the design limit of 100 bar might be exceeded Only from the damage one can deduce that the
in spite of the additional volume. As it is not clear pressure must have exceeded 20 bar for some peri-
how conservative these calculations are (to what od. |

degree of conservatism the artificially reduced cori- |

um particle diameter leads in this case), it cannot be This second experiment was modeled using !

excluded that the integrity of the facility will have to the same code as in the above FARO cases and with !

be ensured by controlled pressure relief before a very rough geometrical model (only one radial |

reaching 100 bar. mesh cell for the crucible, the concrete w , and the 1

|

I
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The early end of the pressure rise is somewhat
astonishing, because, as can be seen from the vol-

;

ume fraction plots in Figure 10, there are, e. g. at '!
Figure 3: BETA V6.2; crucible geometry. 0.36 sec, considerable masses of iron and water in .i
Above this is a large head providing a large free close proximity as well in the crucible as in the water

i

volume and connection to an offgas line. annulus and they are in vigorous motion towards the
top. At around 0.28 see there are even more than

i

50 kg of molten iron contained within liquid water in i

the film boiling state. This flow regime is normally
.

considered to be most dangerous with respect to
water annulus, respectively). It is assumed that ini- steam explosions. And certainly the explosion of 50
tially a 7 cm high (circumferential) gap that is al- kg would be sufficient to involve also the remaining
read} filled with melt connects the crucible with the material into a steam explosion. But no initiating
water annulus as a result of the concrete erosion. event is calculated and.the small pressure event
So, eue to the higher hydrostatic pressure in the calculated instead cannot account for the observed
melt, initially some melt penetrates into the water damages. The latter remains true if the melt is .
annulas. As a consequence, the pressure in the an- (parametrically) assumed to fragment into drops of j

,

nulut starts to rise after about 0.15 sec. This can be 1 mm diameter when entering the water annulus,
seen from Figure 9 which shows the pressures at the like in the FARO parameter case 1 above. In the
bottom of the crucible and at the top of the water case of the BETA test, such smaller particle sizes
tennulus. This pressure-rise inverts the pressure could be due to thermal fragmentation of the melt in
difference and the flow direction in the gap so that the water pool. With these smaller particles the
now water is squeeged into the gap and the crucible whole process is more violent. The pressure in the
proper. This in turn leads to a pressure rise within crucible reaches about 7 bar and spikes up to about
the crucible to about 3.5 bar that throws the melt 12 bar are to t'e observed at the top of the water

- upwards. . From 0.28 sec on, the pressure drops annulus. But already after 0.1 see the pressures -
again, returns to about 1 bar, and remains there start to die away and the transient is over after 0.18
during the remainder of the calculation. The pres- sec. Again nothing like a steam explosion is pre-
sure in the upper gas space is always very close to dicted.
1 bar because of the offgas line that is modeled by
a long cell (omitted in Figure 9) and a boundary it might be that the absence of a strong explo-
condition prescribing 1 bar pressure, sion in these calculations is simply due to the lack
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Figure 10: BETA V6.2; volume fraction plots (case 06C). The outer radius of the
water annulus is 39 cm. (The cells occupied by concrete are dotted.)

of some important model in the code. But there is sufficient to throw the melt upwards within the cru-
still another possibility. As can be inferred from the cible.) And if such counterflow of molten iron and
pressure history at the roof of the annulus (Figure liquid water really occurred, it must almost certainly
9) and the volume fraction plots (Figure 10), the have lead to a benign steam explosion or steam
pressure transient throws upwards not only the melt spike. An additional explosive event must have re-
in the crucible but also the water above the level at suited because melt and water have been mixed in
which the melt penetrates into the water annulus. a way that forced intimate contact and fine fragmen-
This water may contain bubbles or not - after impact tation of both materials. But at the same time this
with the roof of the annulus it will be pure liquid. A explosion must have remained benign because
similar process must have taken place in the exper- there has already been a lot of void present in the
iment. (Actually one would not have needed calcu- interaction volume. As the special arrangement of ;

lations with a multiphase code to infer that a pres- the depressurization channels was the only essential I

sure build up in the lower part of the water annulus change between experiments V6.1 and V6.2, it oc- |
caused by melt penetration must cause a water curs that the second experiment might (uninten-

,

hammer hitting the roof of this annulus.) Now,in the tionally) have been designed to almost certainly i

real roof of the annulus there have been the produce a mild steam explosion and this could ex.
openings of the six depressurization channels that plain the different outcomes of the two experiments, i
are embedded in the concrete and lead first up- That even mild loads could do a lot of damage to the j
wards, then turn, and have openings pointing to- test rig is due to the fact that this one was not de-
wards the bottom of the crucible (see Figure 8). It is signed to resist any sizable Internal pressures,
inevitable that the water hitting the roof of the annu-
lus also penetrated these channels and it cannot be Unfortunately it is difficult to model the above
excluded that quite some amount of water was con- described sequence of events by the present version
sequently injected in downwards direction into the of IVA3. The flow area of the depressurization
already upwards moving melt mass. (It is as well channels could readily be modeled by assuming a
quite obvious that a few bars of overpressure are small (8 %) permeability of the annular roof and the

22
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cell boundaries within the concrete above, it could, in real case 1 seems to be superior over that pre-
however, not be modeled that only narrow channels dicted in real case 2 and that assumed in parameter
are available to the water within the concrete (let case 1. Still, in real case 1, there is quite obviously
alone their complicated shape). The concrete struc- too little heat transfer during the corium fail towards
tures are just modelled by impermeable walls, but if the water surface and later on too little heat transfer
there are penetrations assumed like those for the to the liquid water (which would drive prcssure build
channels, the structures appear to be empty to the up, see above). This in turn may have two reasons:
system and a lot of water is transferred into them. Either simply the fact that the melt is not delivered
This explains the apparently absurd presence of fast enough to the water pool (possibly not released
water in the concrete that can be observed in Figure fast enough from the intermediate catcher) or not
10. At least this large amount of water indicates how effective enough heat transfer mechanisms. So, if

9 vigorous water is squeezed through the small the pressure increase should continue to be un-
openings in the annular roof. Obviously, BETA V6.2 derstimated after fixing the unrealistically protracted
remains to be modeled by improved versions of melt delivery, it will have to be studied whether ra-
IVA3 using a more refined geometrical model. diative heat transfer from corium droplets to steam

and (directly) to water droplets (in three-phase dro-
Even in the calculation shown in Figure 7 that plet flow) are sufficient to resolve the problem.

gives the more benign results, the velocity with
which water penetrated into the (poor model of the) For the experimentors it might be reassuring
depressurization channels reached 15 m/sec at 0.29 that in none of these calculations including those
sec. Assuming that the roughly 1.4 m long channels producing suddenly or assuming from the beginning
might have been passed through with a mean ve- strong fragmentation, the pressure rose sharply be-
locity half as high, water would have been injected yond the load limits of the FARO facility. One

,

| into the melt before 0.4 sec, l. e, less than 0.4 sec should, however, not forget that the models that al-
after the start of the event at about 0.15 sec. And of low for the description of real steam explosions are
course, with higher reaction pressures in the water almost certainly still missing in the code. Much
annulus, everything would have proceedt d faster. work remains to be done before this code can be
So, the here proposed sequence of events would used to reliably exclude the occurrence of steam
have had a good chance to destroy the test rig explosions.
within less than 0.4 sec and thus escape registration.

For the BETA experiment a rather benign
V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS pressure transient is predicted that cannot account

for the observed damages. This may well be due to
i The calculations presented show that the pre- the above mentioned deficiency or lack of models in

the code. Besides that, the calculational resultssent version of IVA3 which is far from being com-
plete is able to describe melt-water mixing under suggest that due to the special geometrical condi-
quite different conditions. The parameter variations tions of the test already such benign pressure tran-'

performed for the FARO case show that armally the sient must almost certainly lead to a more pro-
results depend in a reasonablu way on the input pa- nounced steam spike by countercurrent injection of
rameters. However, real case 2 (RC2) and pa ame, water into the upwards accelerated melt mass.
ter case 4 (PC4) also show that there is an addh.onal
influence on the results that is due to sudden frag-
mentation events that occasionally become so im-
portant that they drastically change the predicted REFERENCESdescription of a process. Such decicive influence of
local events on the whole calculation might be a nu-
merical artefact and should be avoided. Possibly Alsmeyer, H. (1992) Melt Attack and Penetration of
this can be done by using smaller cells in the calcu- Radial Concrete Structures Cooled by Outside Water,
lational mesh. 20th Water Reactor Safety information Meeting,

Bethesda, MD, October 21 23
Analysis of the calculational results indicates

that the observed pressure rise is essentially due to Amarasooriya, W. H. and T. G. Theofanous (1991) Pre-
an increase of the saturation pressure of the hottest mixing of steam explosions: a three-fluid model, Nu-

i liquid water present. clear ingmeermg and Design 126,23 -39

Comparing the calculations to the data from Dhir, V. K., and G. P. Purohit (1978) Subcooled Film.
the FARO experiments reveals encouraging agree. Boiling HeatTransfer From Spheres, Nuclear Engi-|

| ment but also important discrepancies. Most im. neermg and Design 47,49 - 66
| portantly, gradual pressure rises on the time scale

of a second are obtained like in the experiments. Dhir, V. and J. Lienhard (1971) Laminar Film Conden-
But the size of the total pressure rise is seriously sation on Plane and Axisymmetric Bodiesin Nonuni-
underestimated in real case 1. On the other hand, form Gravity, Trans ASME C: J HeatTransfer C93,
real case 2 and parameter case 1 even overestimate 97-100
the pressure increase. However, comparing level
swell (l. e. void formation) and final particle sizes Fletcher, D. F. and A. Thyagaraja (1991) The CHYMES
with the experiment, one finds that real case 1 better coarse mixing model, Progress in Nuclear Energy 26,
fits the data. So, the corium fragmentation predicted 31 61
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2.2 Velocity field 2 (water) only: Check for incep- #h'E##'*#
# ### *

tion of field 1. 7

If T > Tcrit: put all water into gas field. franz and2
a I, 1952; a :a,1980

If 7 > Tsar + Tsup: bubble nucleation; an assumed |2 if T > Tsar.1: diffusion controlled evaporation2. number of nuclei (per volume) reaches the critical '

radius (Labunzov and Krukov,1977). (Ranz and Marshall,1952; Tanaka,1980).1~

2.3 Velocity fleid 3 (corium) only 3.3.5 Subcooled water, gas is pure air or super-
heated steam (T < Tsat, {C = 1 or Ts,r,i > -2

f No heat or mass transfer. ''' N

convective heat transfer to water (Ranz and
Marshall,1952)

3. Two fields
3.4 Corium particles in water

3.1 Bubbly flow: Gas bubbles in water
3.4.1 Superheated water (T > Tsar)2

3.1.7 Supercritical water
Check for flashing like in 2.2 above irrespective

11 T > Tcrit: put all water into gas field. of corium temperature. (number of nuclel =
2

number of corium par 1icles),
3.1.2 Subcritical water: Check 'or condensation

3.4.2 Low temperature corium (Ts < Tns)i

If Ts,t.i > T : condensation depending on bubble2
motion (Hunt,1970; isenberg and Sideman, Convective heat transfer (Nip'matulln,1978)
1970) 3.4.3 Medium temperature corium (Tins & T, <

T,rb aM Vns < Vu)3.1.3 Subcritical water, no condensation: Check
for evaporation

if T 2 Ts,r: saturated nucleate boiling.2

If T > Tsar + Tsup: thermally controlled bubble2
If T < Tsar: subcooled nucleate boiling.growth (Labunzov and Krukov,1977). 2

If Ci > 0 and T2 > T,,,, i : modified thermally (Thom, see Miropolskij,1963)
|

controlled bubble growth.
3.4.4 High temperature corium (T 2 Trs or Vns1 i
2 9"cr)

1

3.2 Churn turbulent flow: discontinuous gas in if T 2 Tsat: saturated film boiling.2continuous water
If T < Tsat: subcooled film boiling.2Until now the same HMT models as in but,bly flow

(3.1). Both include forced convection and radiation
"3.3 Droplet flow: Water droplets in gas

If flashing and bolling occur both, the evaporation3.3.1 Supercritical water (T > Tcrit) rates are added.2

Put all water into gas field. 3.5 Water droplets in continuous corium

3.3.2 Superheated water (T > Tsat) 3.5.1 Low temperature corium (Ts < Tsat)2

If Psat.2 - Pi,y - sat 2 (T - T ) > 0 : Convective heat transfer (Nigmatutin,1978)2 1
2T2

flashing (modified Hetz-Knudsen-Langmuir, see 3.5.2 Medium temperature corium (Ts,t s T3 <
Rohsenow et al.,1985) T,rs)

3.3.3 Subcooled water, gas is pure steam (T < Saturated nucleate boiling. (Thom, see Miro-
2

Ts,t, Ci = 0) polskij,1963)

Thermally controlled laminar condensation 3.5.3 High temperature corium (T 2 Trs)3 i
(Dhir and Lienhard,1971).

Film boiling including radiation and with evap-
oration as allowed by acceleration controlled
bubble growth.
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3.6 Gas bubbles in continuous corium

Convective heat transfer (Nigmatulin,1978) as-
suming natural convection in the bubble (Holman,
1972).

3.7 Corium particles in continuous gas
,

Convective heat transfer (Nigmatulin,1978).

d
4. Three fleids

4.1 Three-phase bubble flow: Gas bubbles and
corium particles in water

The bubbles interact with water like in 3.1 above
and the particles interact with water like in 3.4
above. The respective HMT rates are added.

4.2 Three-phase droplot flow: Water droplets and
corium particles in gas

The droplets are treated like in 3.3 above and the
particles exchange heat with the gas like in 3.7
above. (There is no direct heat transfer between
droplets and particles.)

4.3 Water droplets within gas channels in contin-
uos corium

4.3.f Low or medium temperature corium

if T 5: Tgd: no HMT.3

4.3.2 High femperature corium

. If T > Tge: simplified model of film bolling. All3
transferred heat is used to create vapour except
for 20 *,'o of the radiative heat transfer which is
(parametrically) used to heat the water droplets.

4.4 Gas bubbles within water channels in contin-
uos corium

Until w no HMT.
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CALCULATIONS OF THE PREMIXING PHASE OF AN FCI

WITH THE TRIO MC CODE

'
G. Berthoud, M. Valette

Commissariat & rEnergie Atomique, C.E.N.G. - D6partement de Thermohydraulique et de Physique
85 X 38041 Grenoble cedex, France

Telephone (33) 76 88 32 44 - Fax (33) 76 88 5177
t

ABSTRACT For this reason we think that a premixing code should
include the progressive fragmentation of the melt in its

A transient, three-dimensional, four field model is under sequence.

development to deal with the premixing oflarge amounts Besides the evident physical consequence of the
of molten corium falling down in the lower plenum of a overestimated vapour production, this assessment. is
PWR. Calculation of the FARO Secping test are presented supported by at least two experimental observations :
with the two-dimensional, three field version of TRIO MC.

- in the experimental FITS program performed in Sa' dian

[6), it has been shown that in order to developpe an FCI,
L INTRODUCTION the mixture should not be too poor (nor too rich)in fuel. In ~

the MD Series for example, the apparent density of fuel in
in the frame of PWR Severe Accident Studies the mixture should belong to the interval 0.12 g/cm3 to

sponsored by the Nuclear Safety Institute of CEA (IPSN), 0.17 g/cm3 (see fig.1). So, if the vapour production is
it has been recognized that an energetic vapour explosion overestimated, the consequence is a reduction in the
could take place when large amounts of molten corium fall apparent density of the fuel. This behaviour ~ is also
into the lower plenum of the Reactor Pressure Vessel or, in observed in chemical explosives for which the efficiency of
the case of the breach in the RPV, when the corium falls in the reaction reaches a maximum for a certain amount of
the Reactor Cavity which may be filled with cold water. oxygen,
The hypothetical vapour explosion that can developpe will
largely depend on the way the fuel will fragment and - in the ALPHA program [7], explosions which are
disperse under the action of the large amounts of vapour observed when 20 kg of aluminium thermite are dropped I

which are produced. To solve this problem, we decided to into water are suppressed when the melt is delivered
build a model that can describe : through a grid which transforms this melt into a population

of droplets. In this case, we can also suspect that the larger
,

. the transformation of melt jets into globules amount of vapour in the mixture is responsible of the non- j

- the fragmentation and dispersion of these globules under explosivity. :j
the action of the vapour production !

- the desequilibrium between the vapour and liquid Up to now, the jet fragmentation modelling is rather !

coolant. poor but in order to calculate the FARO Experiment [8],
we think that during its fall in the vapour, the corium jet

Many other premixing models exist in the literature : will undergo complete fragmentation. So, we will restrict j

TEXA" 71], PM ALPHA [2], CHYMES [3], IFCI [4] and the presentation to the three fields version of TRIO MC. '(
IVA3 [$j but none of them include the jet fragmentation i

which can be a serious factor in order to limit the mixing of '3

corium and coolant. At this point, it must be mentionned II, MATIlEMATICAL DESCRIPTION !

that the fact of using fuel droplets of constant diameter
may not be considered as conservative from a safety point TRIO MC consists in an eulerian description of the

of view. In fact, by assuming this, we favour the premixing behaviour of fuel droplets, water and steam. Thus, we have

by suppressing the fragmentation sequence but we reduce three continuity equations, three momentum equations and

the explosibility by overestimating the vapour production. three internal energy equations. Each field can exchange
momentum and energy with the other fields, the exchange
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of mass being limited in this version between water and - Internal energy equations
'Say - 1steam. The corium droplet population will undergo 6

- "r#r# 'b # "r"*#r#r 8fragmentation which is described through an interfacial at
area transport equation (which is very useful when we deal N" N" ,Hmrwith jet fragmentation).

hia pi i) 4Wa pi fs -- +Wafi)+2a +0u -LUlwret e j' y| c e
i i

id 6G G G,
. eat. ( - -

- -

a,ps ,) +5.a pa }', = -P +5.a,V, -Q,y -Q, -Q,e ea s

s us. . '
~

0,15i *

- Interfacial area transport equation for the fuel droplets

Wa -s.. . :. . .. . . ... ... ... . . . ... . . .

APPARENT wet? DENSITY. getsma

We will now describe the different exchange laws wichuuweras = < > ama esfuaTro rust Wasses

nuwsE'c"SEtro aae exPenwe=1 wuwscas are needed for closure.
|

Figure 1.Explosivity as a function of the apparent density
,

of the melt in the FITS MD Series Ill. EXCIIANGE LAWS '

the product of a transfer coefh,y wntten under tk fonn of
Every exchange tenn dWith the variables described in the nornenclature, the

cient, an interfac,ial area and
equations are the following :

a drmng difference. To do so, it is necessary to describe

- Continuity equations the difTerent flow patterns we are dealing with. We will
then distinguish between the falling phase where the fuelis :

---(a tp t ) + V. a p tf =-G, dispersed within the coolant and the phase where the fuel is ]t tdt accumulating at the bottom of the vessel.
a - f'-(aypy) +V. a pyf =+G,y y i

at
6 A. Falling phase
-- (a,p,) + . a,p,f, =0
Of

In this phase we will distinguish two - extreme #

- Momentum equations configurations : the one where the water is the continuous

a phase for the coolant from the one where it is the vapour-(a pyf)+f.op,ff h ff=Kty(f --P ) which is the continuous phase as it can be seen on fig. 2.y y r y y y t y

AK,(f, 4,) %ypyg +G,f
t

3 - 1. lleat Transfer Laws-(a ptP)+Va,ptf f, * tff =K (i,y -f )t t t ty tat

+K (I ~4,t) h ete 4 f 1.1. Eilm boiling flow configurgigli
s s t t In this configuration, the fuel froplets are surrounded

--(a,p,f,) +f a,p,f,f, h,ff =K,(f #,) by a (thin) vapour film from which vapour bubbles escape.
y

at Tiu,s configuration will be assumed if the void fraction
4K,(f 4,) % ,p,# ""

is smaller than or(~ 0.3). It a --
ay%t

Using this form of the equation implies that the
pressure is uniform within one cell and that the diffusion
terms are negligable. We also neglect, up to now, the
added mass term for the vapour momentum equation. I

I
I
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Figure 2. The two extreme flow patterns in the falling phase

i-.
In this configuration, heat is transferred directly from G =hA,(T, -Tur)4C A

the fuel to the liquid-vapour interface in order to produce
t e#e'vapour. This Qdi erm is made of two terms : with Ga - cA,(7f -T')i

t

| . . ' A forced convection film boiling term which is described #' +#' ~# #'- d
'

' by the Epstein llauser correlation [8]
se ;

-M and A,
6a d

SNu
-

where the droplet diameter will be given+2, o yBg1 d=2,5 d

(Re)M 24A ( r; y A j by the fragmentation law (sec 4.13)
Ileat will also be transfered directly to the liquid i.e.

with
-4 G4 =(3 -C,a)Gw-

3ye 3r

\' p= EL .'L
rj arid we will consider the vapour as a transparent -spgj ty

medium i e Qdy = 0
Nu N'

l- k As for the liquid-vapour heat transfer, we have if

JV -rdd Ou =h,4,(T -71) for subcooled water -y7
# #..Re with h given by a convective heat transfer correlatione
"I of the type

Nu =2 +0,6Re,NPr~ "' NA- ''and A, where - detPr h ,, d,ft

b C ' (Pr )b
"* ' * * ' ' * * * # *B =#

A
g zPr h,,f f or

Q, =10'(7kr -T ) for superheated water to avoid toot

large superheat

-' a radiative contribution : a fraction CrM of the radiative
; heat flux is " absorbed" at the interface instead of going As for Qy, we also chose & =10'(T -T) for theur y
into the liquid. same reason-
We then have

The resulting evaporation rate is then given by :

29
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.

. ;
T. '

.

04 Sv, 4 =G,h '

dr, coming from a Weber stability criteria, so
'

tv

1.2. Rreplet flow confiuuration a > af G, =hA (Tur -7;) where A =6at ;
t t dThis droplet configuration should only be reached t

when the void fraction a reaches a value ahm close to 0.7. For the liquid side heat transfer, we chose a transient
But,' in order to have- continuous exchange laws, we conduction estimation in the liquid droplets so :

4'g"#extrapolate the expected exchange in droplet flow _7,e
configuration to the value obtained at the end of the film b'

t

boiling flow pattern (when a = ar). Thus, the exchange when 6,is thermal boundary layer thickness = a d . (0.01 < -at t
laws are the following a<0.1)

-

s

i- In this configuration, the expression of the heat transfer I
'

between the corium and the liquid vapour interface is
modified in such a way : 2, Momentum exchange laws :

~

- the convective film boiling rapidly disappears when a They come from the ISilli, MISlilMA work [10]
moves from ur to og (ag: end of film boiling
contribution ; if of ~ 0.3 arr- 0.4) 2.1. Cprium-water excha_ngdg :

. This term only exists when a < ag and we distinguish
, - the radiative heat transfert becomes Crad Orad P1 where between two patterns for the fuel :

pi s a ponderation factor taking into account the factii

! that this contribution must disappear when the liquid - dispersed fuel when ad < 0.3
i| disappears i.e. vhen a - > 1. In the present version, pi s

chosen in such a way that radiative component decays K, =0.166 A,C ptf, -# |o 1
linearly from its value for a = at o zero for a = 1. .

t

d I +(17,6B)II
, C,o =

g(p, pt )' b'

fin this configuration there is also a convective heat where
3 18 6Btransfer from the corium to the vapour which can be ( , ,

written an : g ,j[,,,u,,,,,. ) ,(j ,, )2n
G, .e wh,. A,W, -&p,

- dense fuel configuration ad > 0 4

At elevated pressure, part of the radiant heat leaving the -

_150a a,g1,1,1.75a ta,p,|r, -f,|2

fuel can also be absorbed by steam This is ignored in the g# t

present version of TRIO MC. (1_a, Q ' O m,)'d,
h comes from a class,ical convective heat transfen ;

e
correlation and p2 being another ponderation factor - when 0.3 < ad < 0 4 linear interpolation
varying linearly from 0 for a = or to 1 for a = 1

. 2.2. Carium-yapour exchange fKg]: !

The radiant heat transfert from the corium to the h. quid is It is only taken into account when a > ag
_

also modified to take into account the progressive 1

disappearance of the water : - dispersed fuel (ad < 0.3) .

K,y =0.166 A,C py|i; -i;|G,-c. "(I -C )O,,,, Pi n
a

C, =
g(p, py)u' d 1 +(17.6B)g

p3 varying i.mearly from I when a = or to 0 when a = 1 whh
a 3 18.6B

(a = 0). L ,
n

'* 'dAt the liquid-vapour interface, we have the following
- dense fuel configuration: same formula as K , Ifterms : dt

subscript L is replaced by subscript V. ,

Gy =10'(7hr -7;) is kept up to a = ahm (~ 0.7) and for i

a > uhm we retain the Lee and Ryley [9] correlation

Nu =2 %,738Reh Prh f

w'#h Re -# '

t

Fr
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2 3. Li uid-granagsha_rgt$tyl; When ad reaches 0.7 in a cell, we do not allow coriumq

Again we distinguish between TJm boiling and droplet to enter or to leave the cell anymore (by increasing the
configurations. friction coeflicient)-

- film boiling configuration (a < og) IV. NUMERICAL ASPECTS
K =0.166 A,C pt|IQ -Q|ty o

The set of continuity, momentum and energy equationsy

'g(pt py)U d, 1 4{17.6 #)S is solved by a semi-implicit ICE-type method on either 3D
with 0.,3= cartesian or axisymetric domain.

3 18.6B

3y The energy and mass source terms are totally implicit |
and B = "z except for heat transfer coeflicients depending on Reynolds |

b, number.,at y

- droplet flow configuration (a > olim)
K =0.166 A C gy|P --i] The interfacial area transport equation is solved

ty t y t explicitly '

Ca coming from above but with d but witht Basic time step cannot be greater than 1 ms and sometimes

g_3, a must decrease to 0,1 ms to ensure convergence with strong

a, h , evaporation rates
t

~ "0 " "E V. DESCRIPTION OF Tile FARO SCOPING TEST :
the film boiling drag drops to zero when a --+ a 'ml INITIAL CONDITIONS Ol'TIIE CALCULATION
the drop flow drag drops to zero when a --+ a,

This test is presented in another paper of this meeting
3. Corium droplet fragmentation [12] In our calculation the FARO vessel is described as a

cylinder of the same volume (609 liters) with a radius of
It is described with the law deduced by YOUNG for 0.235 m and a height of 3.51 m. The meshing is the

IFCI [4] from the work of PILCH [l1] So we use : following (see fig.3)

=-0.245 |l',[cb - radially 10 meshes

with |I,,|=l,,
y ,g; % ,g} - axially : 11 meshes in the water (10 with 8 cm plus a 7

cm one)
"r "t 18 meshes in the vapour space |

g ,0s #r h #
'

i1

(a h )p,
||| | | | |]y t

but we put b =0 when D becomes smaller than the | | | | |
~

ddt
value given by a Weber criteria or if T becomes smaller !

-

d i

than the solidification temperature. I !
,,

We then have the source term S for the interfacial i } |g
area transport equation dp I

d(1/D,) b NI
~

|

=

ie : S, =6a =6a, 0.245 |J|'|e Qp,
.

s D ~
s nt ,

When corium accumulates at the bottom of the vessel, tN
'

we no longer use these equations as soon as ad becomes Sv N -
|

-

greater than ad x d) = 0.7. M'd '
-

:i i

B. Settling phase "' E 3.--

Up to now, we use the same laws as in the falling I " '

::-

pha;e but we know that we have to use for momentum and Em .. .- :
heat exchange special laws coming from debris bed by " ij'- E :,,;

analysis.
Figure 3. FARO Scoping Test Meshing
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The calculation is initialized when the corium is
entering the water pool so we have to provide informations IU } ' ~- i '- i '- '

'5.4 -

Onfor the volumetric flow rate of corium (a,m,V, m, D,m) e m .,,.., 3,a4,,1,,

at this time. From the experiment we have the following ij' 'f
informations : i ' ]

4 a

4,,la- initial velocity of thejet = 1.4 m/s 33,,, , i,,n ,,,,

- mitial diameter of the jet 5 0.1 m q g ;
1

,

- fall height : 2 m 4 %
10 '! % *(3 % )duration of the fall : At = 0.280 s-

fall m the vapour space and we will obtam mformations -

h , g'- |y48D g%la-']} --
.3

]We have then to estimate the jet behaviour during its 4 %
- N -

from isothermal jet fragmentation behaviour. The velocity 1,u,, 3g,[h- ' ICN'o'N'3 i,58
at entrance after a 2 m fall is 6 m/s so we have to deal with 1 g N*% p, 't
a 10 cm jet accelerated from 1.4 m/s to 6 m/s through j ogpy [ggj ~' i

3 isteam at 5MPa (p = 25 kg/m ). Jet behaviour m gg I ! s - sy

isothermal conditions is often defined as a function of 1 la l'ags ync [c 's1'2'5 08 GJ 10' 'lanumoersgola' fa'Weber and Ohnesorge numbers or Reynolds 'and gg
Ohnesorge numbers .h!S$8 **ss* Torgg gpg= vs.,y, ,,,,

*

IVe,, ~ # W|g '|jf| ||| '||||f|
"'

Re ,
p,V,,D"'

|Figure 4. Liquid jet breakup regime mapy
,

N yt
|

N, Assuming a jet cross section at the water interface of 10
On = /p,D,,o cm diameter, we then provide the corium jet volumetricg , ,

concentration m the different cells.

The relative velocity is increasing from 1.4 m's to 6
m/s so The initial temperature of the water is described as in

# # #" * " * # "" * **"'#=0.1m V*-9.8 sWe , _180 subcooling at the bottom of the tank.,'
y

ope =0.5
1.510' sRe"' 56 410

5

~-8' 10 "
On =4.10" VI. CALCULATION RESULTS

3p yr =8.5 10

Parameters have been set as following :
From the literature [13,14] we found that we are very

close of the atomization regime as it can be seen on fig.4 Crad = 0,1
from [13] or from the criteria for atomization extracted af = 0,2
from [14] ie We, 213. So we decided to transform the aff = 0,3
continuous jet into a dispersed droplet jet. olim = 0,7

The evaluation of the droplet diameter then comes it must then be recalled ''lat our initial time
from an hydrodynamical stability criteria se in a gradually corresponds to the arrival of the inelt at the water surface,
applied relative velocity the critical Weber number is about time which is referred as MWC (Melt Water Contact) .on
17 (/2 higher than the well known We. =12 for suddenly the FARO results [12, see fig 4). In the experiment, during
applied relative velocity). This leads to D - I cm the melt fall m the vapour space, heat is transferred to he

d ,

We are then able to distribute the cc,rium along the z axis Vapour by radiation (at this pressure absorption by steam is

according to the' total mass delisery law ie n t neglig ble) and convection. This leads to an merease of

*d""N'#ir4# the pressure which is of the order of 4 bars m the
experiment. This heating of the vapour is not calculated in
this study so, we will only calculate the steam pressure
increase afler the melt penetration in the water.
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Comparison between the calculated steam pressure and Evolutions of the different volumetric concentrations
the experimental results is shown on fig. 5. The of droplet, liquid and steam are given on fig. 6,7 and 8. At
underprediction in the early times would be at least partly 0.5 s most of the corium has reached the bottom of the
corrected if the direct radiative heat transfer between the vessel : 4.9 kg lies in the bottom cells under the 8 cm level,
corium and the vapour during the late fall stage of the fall 7.25 kg are under the 16 cm level and 8.75 under the 24
in the vapour sky (between MWC and end of melt cm level. A vapour chimney is formed around the corium
penetration AMlW on fig. 5) had been taken into jet axis and at around 0.6 s the liquid motion which was
account. counter clock wise changes to a clock wise motion as
in the settling phase, our constitutive laws are observed in MAGICO calculations by Theofanous et al
overestimating the heat transfer (they are not changed) and [15].
this can explain the overestimated vapour pressure).

| % : 0.1 - 0.4 %:0.1-0.4 [
FARO Scoping Test steam pressure I t - 0.2 s t - 0.3 s i

i
10- |

'

6 1

'!'|| /01
i | j!8-

e | 'I
| 3 la,

""
h b,

U

[. 1 ~.....,~ = :.a~..^.;za2.<. . .

h % : 0.1 - 0.3 %: OM - 0.6
t - 0.5 s it - 0.4 s2- ,

l

#o . , i i i ri i i i i i

00 .10 .20 .30 .<0 50 .50 .70 80 .90 1.001.10 120
time (s)

i i i i i , i o1
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-
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-
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Figure 6 Evolution of the volumetric concentration of
-

,aPy,

% droplets***

- il f
it -

, /
"W- 40

r. ,

;.g / af (Pos5.0MPa)

g ,
/ l uu.m ..., y

At the end of the calculation, most of the corium is
_ ge ,

under the form of droplets of 3 to 4 mm in diameter.i

-- It Evolutions of temperatures in the initial subcooled
MWC

' AMlW MBC, EOF water in the lower part of the tank and in the vapour space
are also shown in fig. 9.i a o i,a i . .. i 0.. 4,., 4

0.0 0.2 0.4 | 0.6 . 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 At the end of our calculation the subcooled water has
reached saturation condition while the steam has a little

Figure 5. Calculated steam pressure and comparison superheat (~ 6 C)
with experiment result
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Figure 7 Evolution of the volumetric concentration of Vll. CONCLUSIONS
hqu d

This paper presents the first attempt to test the TRIO
,

u : 0.1 - 0.6
| MC Premixing Code against experimental data. Oura : 0.1 -+ 0.6| vv

| t = 0.2 s t = 0.3 s i ongoing work will be to validate the friction and heat
j transfer laws against experimental results obtained with
! solid spheres in our BILLEAU facility and in other

experiments of the same type performed in Europe Global
'

0.6 validation against FARO data will also be performed. We
'

ya pe;iE325 , are also developping a jet fragmentation model whose
gd j )) results will be used as source terms for the droplet

Population in the four field version of TRIO MC," "#M# |0.1
e

i

. . . . . - . . ~ ~ . . . . . _ , . .
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a : 0.1 - 0.6 | Iav : 0.1 ~ 0.6 v

t - 0.4 a t - 0.5 s
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Figure 8 Evolution of the volumetric concentration of
steam
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- NOMENCLATURE -Ag interfacial area between the vapour-bubbles and -

water (per unit volume) in the film boiling

ai volumetric concentrationi configuration

ei specific internal energy - At interfacial area between water droplets and stream

p; density (per unit volume) in the droplet flow regime

k thermal conductibilityi

,
uj cinematic viscosity v vapour

i

! si emissivity i = L water

V velocity d corium dropleti

G net evaporation mass transfer kg/s m3 f - vapour tum at T d SAT
ee r ,j

K y interfacial frictioa term for momentum exchanget

between liquid and vapour

X y interfacial friction term for momentum exchanged

between droplet and vapour

KdL interfacial friction term for momentum exchange

between droplet and liquid

g acceleration of gravity

Qdv heat flux from corium to vapour (per unit volume)

QdL heat flux from corium to liquid (per unit volume)

Qm heat flux from corium to liquid-vapour interface (per

unit volume)

Qyi heat flux from interface to vapour (per unit volume)

QLi heat flux from interface to liquid (per unit volume)

P p essure

S interfacial area variation rate per unit volume (m /s x2g

3m)

or limiting value of the relative void fraction a for the

fdm boiling flow configuration

i

i-
f
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ABSTRACT in order to protect the integrity of BWR
In Swedish BWRs having an annular suppression containments, the following mitigation measures

have been implemented and in operation since thepool, the lower drywell beneath the reactor end of 1988 - (valid forall BWR plants exceptvessel is flooded with water to mitigate against Barseb2ck I and 2 which have had a gravel bedthe effects of melt release into the drywell filter vent system since 1985):during a severe accident. The THIRMAL code has
been used to analyze the effectiveness of the

1) Enhanced, high reliability containment spray'

water pool to protect lower drywell penetrations system;by fragmenting and quenching the melt as it
relocates downward through the water. Experi- 11) Filtered venting to prevent late containment

.

ments have also been performed to investigate the failure;benefits of adding sufactants to the water to
reduce the likelihood of fine scale debris lii) Unfiltered venting to prevent early con-formation from steam explosions. This paper tainment overpressurization for accident
presents an overview of the accident management sequences involving a large LOCA combinedapproach and surfactant investigations together
tsith results from the THIRMAL analyses. with malfunction of the pressure suppres-

sion system but operability of the normal
1. INTRODUCTION

ECCS systems. The system consists of a
large capacity pressure release line

By the end of 1988, the Swedish Reactor Accident comprising a rupture disc and valves for
reclosure after activation. As core meltMitigation Program, initiated after the accident is not envisaged for this accidentin. THI-2, reached its conclusion. Engineered sequence, an unfiltered release -is '

,

measures and prepared emergency procedures, aimed considered acceptable,at mitigating the consequences of accidents with
severe core damage, have been fully implemented iv) Flooding of the lower drywell compartment in

.at all reactor sites (H5gberg, 1988). The BWRs of second generation (i.e., with an iprogram was supported by the research projects annular suppression pool) using- the !FILTRA and RAMA (Reactor Accident Mitigation suppression pool water on indication of core jAnalysis) conducted jointly by the Swedish damage.nuclear safety authorities and the utilities. !

Final reports are now available from the RAMA
project. To further explain the last accident management

strategy, the second generation of BWils in Sweden
have an annular suppression pool which means that ?

there is no water below the reactor pressure ves- f

I
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sel during normal operation. Special measures II. SUPPRESSING OF FINE-SCALE FRAGMENTATION AND
STEAM EXPLOSIONS BY SURFACTANTSare therefore needed to prevent early meltthrough

of the containment floor. In a core melt
accident, following reactor vessel lower head Becker suggested that fine-scale fragmentation

and steam explosions could be mitigated orfailure, the molten core materials would relocate
into the lower drywell. Electrical and prevented by adding small amounts of surface
mechanical penetrations in the lower part of the active agents (surfactants) to the suppression
drywell would then be exposed to and most pool water just prior to vessel meltthrough -

probably damaged by the hot core debris opening a (Secker and Olander,1988). The idea is based on
release path from the containment. In order to the hypothesis that the surfactant molecules

stabilize the water-vapor interface by forming aprevent this from occurring and to provide a
means to cool the core debris, a system for layer of molecules at the interface.
flooding the lower drywell has been installed.
The system will allow water from the suppression According to the theory of steam explosions, the

destabilization of the vapor film surrounding thepool to flow by gravity force into the drywell
when the isolation valve in the connecting line melt droplets during the coarse mixing stage is a

necessary, but not sufficient, condition foris opened (Figure 1). triggering and propagatie of an explosion
The success of the chosen strategy will depend, through the melt-water mixture.
to a great extent, on the character and
efficiency of the processes of melt fragmentation The stabilizing effect of surfactants on
and quenching in a deep pool of subcooled water, disturbances at a water-vapor interface is
The depth of the water pool in the flooded lower supported by some evidence from the metallurgical
drywell will be between 4 and 12 meters, and chemical industry (Becker and Olander,1988).
depending on the particular plant and accident
scenario. Steam explosions could negatively In order to explore the potential of using
affect the coolability of core debris on the surfactants in severe accident mitigation, the
containment floor by generation of very small RAMA project has sponsored small-scale

debris particles. The possibility of major experiments at the Royal Institute of Technology
destructive steam explosions has been rated (KTH) in Stockholm, and at Sandia National
remote enough to justify taking advantage of the Laboratories (SNL) in the USL Most recently,

the post-RAMA projects HAF05 and APRI (Accidentstrategy, Phenomena of Risk Importance) have sponsored
The issues of ex-vessel melt fragmentation, small-scale experiments at the University of
quenching, and core debris coolability have Wisconsin in the USA. (HAFOS is a Swedish
received great attention in the Swedish research acronym denoting cooperation on severe accident
(Frid, 1991). Thus, experimental studies were research between Swedish regulatory authorities
conducted of coolability limits in stratified and utilities.)
beds, methods for protecting the penetrations in
the lower drywell of BWRs were developed and The objective of the experiments at KTH, carried
tested, a method to suppress or mitigate fine- out by Becker and Olander (1988) was to select
scale fragmentation and steem explosions (to the surfactants and to find the optimal

avoid very small debris particles) by adding surfactant concentration in water for the single
small amounts of surfactants to the water has droplet experiments at SNL. This objective was
been investigated, and calculations of melt achieved by measuring the rise velocity of
stream breakup and debris formation in a deep nitrogen bubbles in water. The measurements were
pool of subcooled water have been performed. carried out at water temperatures of 20 degrees ;

Centigrade and 50 degrees Centigrade. The

In this paper we describe and discuss the results surfactant concentrations were varied in the
of experimental studies into the effects of range between 0 and 200 ppm corresponding to the
adding surfactants to the water and the results water surface tension in the range of 0.072 and
of calculations of melt stream breakup and debris 0.030 N/m. Becker and Olander found that the
formation using the THIRMAL melt / water inter- behavior of the nitrogen bubbles in water is

'
,

action code developed at Argonne National significantly affected by surfactant
Laboratory. However, the surfactant studies are concentrations in water of about I ppm regardless '

<

described very briefly as most of the results of the kind of surfactants used (or their
i

have been presentei and reported earlier (Becker mixture). '

and Lindland, 1988, 1991). It should be noted
here that the potential influence of surfactants At this concentration, the oscillations cf the
on the process of melt stream breakup has not bubble surface during the rise were completely
been considered in the THIRMAL calculations. It eliminated and the bubble rise velocity was

is possible that such an effect exists but it is significantly decreased. The observed effect of
the surfactants was explained by the well-known,

probably small (Frid,1991a), properties of surface active substances, namely
'

their ability to form a layer of molecules at the
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water-vapor interface. According to Becker and water pool depth can vary from 4.1 meters
Lindland, the stabilization of the gas water corresponding to the maximum sustainable pressure
interface is a result of the Marangoni effect. difference between the drywell and wetwell to 6.9

meters corresponding to no drywell-wetwell
The effects of small concentrations of pressure differential. The water pool depth was
surfactants in water on spontaneous and triggered varied over a range of 4 to 12 meters. Greater
single droplet explosions were investigated at depths up to 12 meters are also examined to
SNL in a joint project with KTH. The study is further encompass the depths that may be attained
briefly described by Becker and Lindland (1989, in other Swedish plant designs (e.g., Forsmark 1
1991). The spontaneous explosions were studied and 2). The wTter pool mass is assumed limited
in a tin-water system using, in most cases, 12 g to that in the cylindrical lower drywell cavity
of tin at 650 degrees Centigrade and ethoxilated beneath the vessel. Interaction of corium with
- nonyle - fenole (available as Emulgator U-9) the additional water inside the tunnel passageway 1

solutions. The water temperature was 20, 35, 40 that leads from the cylindrical cavity to the Iand 50 degrees Centigrade and the surfactant airlocks is presently ignored. The containment '

concentration was in the range of 0 to 40 ppm. pressure (0.15 MPa), initial water temperature
The triggered explosions were carried out in the (321 K), and released melt composition are based
thermite-water system for 4.5 g of thermite at upon MAAP 3.08 code calculations for a station
2700 degrees Centigrade and with water at 20 blackout (580) accident sequence; these
degrees Centigrade. Three experiments were conditions are included in Table 1. A mass of 1
performed for pure water and three experiments 106000 Kg is assumed released representative of |
with 5 ppm of Emulgator U-9 in water, roughly half the full core inventory of fuel and i

structure. A released melt superheat of 50 K is |

Becker and Lindland concluded that the tin-water assumed based upon the assessment of Theofanous I
experiments seemed to support the hypothesis that et. al. (1991) that ascribes the greatest !
small concentrations of a surfactant in water likelihood to the attainment of superheats
mitigate against a steam explosion. However, it between 25 and 50 K for sudden melt release from I
should be noted that at the water temperature of a large (3300 MWt) BWR. '

40 degrees Centigrade, an enhancement of the
explosion was observed at 5 ppm. With regard to Because the water is initially subcooled by a
the triggered thermite-water experiments, Becker significant amount (64 K), it is assumed that all
and Lindland concluded that the surfactant had a steam formed through the quenching process is
strong mitigating influence on the steam initially condensed inside the pool such that the )explosions, water temparature rises until the saturation I

temperature (385 K) is attained. The mass of |
The mitigating and/or suppressive effects of melt which has entered the water and has been
adding small amounts of surfactants to the water quenched at the onset of saturation is given by
coolant has been investigated in the single IU idroplet explosion tests at the University of wtua*
Wisconsin-Madison in a joint project with KTH. Ltd* ,g"t" 3)'

A e#'Holten 0.1 g iron-oxide droplets at about 2000
degrees Centigrade have been used. The water After the water becomes saturated, then quenching
temperature was in the 20 to 50 degrees of the additional melt will result in
Centigrade range. The preliminary results from vaporization of water giving rise to the
these tests are unclear with indication of the formation of steam. Assuming that the steam
possibility of some suppressive effects. formed is condensed by the containment pressure

suppression systems such that the pressure
Obviously, the currently existing database and remains constant, the mass of steam produced by
theoretical foundations on the effects of quenching the remainder of the melt is given by
surfactants in water on steam explosions and melt
fragmentation phenomena are insufficient to allow Aeg,

N = " (N ~M
aett.**) p"t"s*P (2)a definite decision to be made as to the at Mt .

application of the proposed method during in
accident. Assuming that this steam mass is effectively lost

III. ENEr.0Y BALANCE QUENCHING ANALYSIS t pool water volu e will decrea
corresponding reduction in pool depth, however,

It is necessary to establish that the water pool will be diminished by thermal expansion of the
inventory provided beneath the reactor vessel is remaining water in going from the initial
sufficien. to quench the released corium mass. temperature to saturation. The pool height will
This car be demonstrated by means of a simple also tend to rise due to volume displacement by
energy balance quenching analysis. The analysis the corium and level swell. However, aside from
was carried out for a water mass associated with these latter effects, the final effective water
the 8.4 meter diameter lower drywell of the depth is given by
forsmark 3 BWR. For this particular plant, the
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Table 1. CONDITIONS ASSUMED IN ANALYSES

Water Pool Depth, m 6.87

Water Pool Diameter, m 8.4

Water Pool Floor Area, m' 55.4

Water Pool Volume, m 3813

Initial Water Temperature, K 321

Containment Pressure, MPa 0.15

Water Saturation Temperature, K 385

Initial Water Subcooling, K 64

Water Pool Mass, Kg 377000

Water Specific Enthalpy Change Between Initial 0.270
and Saturation Temperature, M/Kg
Water Heat of Vaporization MJ/Kg 2.227

Water Density, Kg/m'
385 K 950

-

321 K 989

Released Melt Mass, Kg 106000

Released Melt Volume, m 14.43

Initial Melt Temperature, K 2723

Initial Melt Superheat, K 50

Helt Composition, wt %
00 55.2

2

5.22ro,
Zr 23.3

Stainless Steel 15.5

BC 0.8

Melt Specific Enthalpy Change Between Initial 1.34
Temperature and Water Saturation Temperature,
MJ/Kg

Chemical Oxidation Reactions 2r + 2H,0 + Zr02 + 2H,

2Cr + 3H,0 - Cr 0 + 3H,g3

0.947Fe + H 0 * Feo3A + H,r

Specific Chemical Energy Release from Zirconium 1.57 |

0xidation,MJ/Kg
Specific Chemical Energy Release from Stainless 0.205
Steel Oxidation, MJ/Kg

Combined Specific Chemical Energy Release from 1.77
0xidation,MJ/Kg
Combined Melt Specific Enthalpy Change and 3.11
Chemical Energy Release, MJ/Kg

Fall Height from Lower Head to Water Pool, m 6.6

Fall Height from Lower Head to Lower Drywell 13.5
Floor, a

lower Head Wall Thickness, m 0.186

Initial Failure Hole Diameter, em 6.5

Lower Head Inner Radius, a 3.21

Initial Melt Depth Inside Lower Plenum, m 1.50

Reactor Vessel Pressure, MPa 1.0 to 0.5'"

a) Pressure decreases linearly from 1.0 to 0.5 MPa during first 20 seconds
following vessel failure and remains at 0.5 MPa until end of release.
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varying diameter, velocity, temperature, and'

i"i'' *l ) h "''i'l '
g'''''

(3) composition. Except for the initial transient" ' ' 'h= 1 -- i

M"''E p"'" p"') penetration of the melt stream into the pool, the
dominant fragmentation mechanism is the erosion

In writing Equation 3, use is made of the fact of molten droplets from the surface of the melt
that expansion of the radially confined water is stream due to the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz
realized almost entirely in the vertical instabilities along the stream surface (Figure
direction. 5). Immediately behind the stream leading edge,

the instabilities are driven by the upward flow
Figure 2 shows the corium mass that must be of vapor inside a vapor film immediately
quenched down to the saturation temperature in surrounding the stream along part of its length,
order to saturate the initially subcooled water. As the eroded fragments enter the surrounding
Because of the high proportion of metallic water, heat transfer from the fragments gives
zirconium and stainless steel in the corium, the rise to the local formation of steam which rises
additional energy release from chemical oxidation through the pool. This results in the formation
reactions is included with the extent of reaction of an interaction zone surrounding the stream
treated as a parameter. It is observed that in containing melt droplets, melt particles, water,
the absence of steam formation, complete and steam. The radial extent of the interaction
quenching of the released mass of 106000 Kg will zone reflects the lateral migration of the
raise the water temperature to saturation except droplets and particles and their temperatures
when the pool depth exceeds 9 meters in the limit that directly determine the vapor source.
of negligible oxidation. The net steam mass
formed is shown in Figure 3 where it is seen that Near the leading edge, the steam rises through
more than sufficient water is present to water within the interaction zone in a bubbly
completely quench the released melt over the flow regime. At increasing heights above the
relevant range of water depth. The effects of leading edge, the accumulation of steam increases
combined depletion of the water inventory from the superficial vapor velocity through the
complete quenching and water thermal expansion interaction zone causing a transition to a churn
upon the pool depth are shown in Figure 4. turbulent flow regime. Dispersed flow typically

develops in the overlying part of the interaction -
The energy balance quenching analysis'thus shows zone. Here, melt droplets and particles together
that more than sufficient water is available to with water droplets are dispersed in the upward
fully quench the assumed released melt mass of flowing steam. Heat transfer from the melt
106000 Kg. droplets and particles in the dispersed flow

region typically produces superheated steam that
IV. THIRMAL-1 ANALYSIS OF MELT STREAM-WATER exits the interaction zone at the elevation of

INTERACTIONS the top of the pool.

A. Modeling Approach Interactions of the upward flowing steam with the
melt stream also result in the erosion of

Given that sufficient water is provided in the droplets from the stream surface through the
lower drywell to quench the released mass of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability mechanism (Wang,
molten fuel and structure, the question becomes Blomquist and Spencer, 1989, 1989a). Heat
whether natural physical processes will result in transfer to the water droplets and the water at
fragmentation and freezing to an extent the outer boundary of the interaction zone can
sufficient to produce a coolable debris state. occur at such a high rate in the upper part of
Analysis of this problem requires the modeling the dispersed flow region that steam condensation
and calculation of a large number of interrelated effects are locally suppressed. Depending upon
process. It is therefore not surprising that the droplet / particle diameter and the vapor flow
different researchers in this area have developed conditions, melt droplets and particles in the
diverse calculational capabilities. dispersed region may be swept up out of the pool
Sensitivities to basic model assumptions have or may settle downward through a continuous vapor
never been determined in a comprehensive way such flow before encountering the continuous liquid
that it is difficult to attach uncertainty bounds churn turbulent and buobly flow regions near the
to the results obtained using any of the current stream leading edge. In the present application,
models and codes. The present analysis was those droplets and particles that are swept out
carried out using the THIRMAL-1 code that are assumed to rebound elastically off of the
calculates the nonexplosive fragmentation and steel shield plate located above the pool and to i

quenching of a melt stream inside a water pool as reenter the interaction zone with downward j
'

well as the associated water heatup, net steam directed momentum.
formation, oxidation, and hydrogen generation.

In addition to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities,

THIRMAL-1 treats the case of a circular melt fragmentation of the melt stream leading edge due
stream entering the water pool with a time to boundary layer stripping is modeled as the

stream initially penetrates downward rapidly
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through the water pool. However, this initial nium and the stainless steel constituents is
penetration phase involves only a negligible assumed to occur sequentially. The oxidation
portion of the released mass in the present energy released is deposited in the droplet /
analysis. Subsequently, the effects of erosion particle as a heat source.
cause the local stream diameter at the leading
edge to decrease to sizes so small that breakup An approximate assumption made in THIRMAL-1 is
occurs from capillary effects. In the present that the water pool depth remains constant in
application, this happens when the diameter time. Thus, the effects of water depletion
locally decreases to about five millimeters. resulting from net steam formation that would
Intermittent capillary breakup at the leading lower the water level are ignored. On the other
edge is calculated according to a Weber number- hand, heatup of subcooled water is accompanied by 1based criterion. thermal expansion of the water which is also not

modeled. The resulting volume expansion of the
The droplet diameter resulting from the Kelvin- radially confined water will be mainly realized
Helmholtz mechanism is assumed to be equal to the as an increase in the water level tending to
inverse wavenumber of the fastest growing somewhat offset the effects of net steaming. A
wavelength locally contributing to the Kelvin- second approximation in THIRMAL-1 is to ignoreHelmholtz instability. Because the conditions the water pool heatup and net steam formation
under which erosion occurs vary in space along associated with heat transfer off of the debristhe melt stream column as well as in time, a that collects and spreads on the lower drywell
distribution of sizes is calculated reflecting floor. Thus, THIRMAL 1 presently predicts
the spatial and temporal variations in the effects associated solely with melt fall stage
conditions under which erosion occurs. The relocation through the water pool,
droplet diameter is determined at the instant of
erosion from the melt stream. In particular, B. Model Application
once a droplet is created, no further breakup of
the droplet into smaller sized fragments is THIRMAL-1 was applied to the case of melt stream-
modeled. Likewise, no growth in the droplet size water pool interactions during a station blackout
as the result of coalescence is modeled, sequence in the Forsmark 3 plant. Lower head

failure is assumed to involve a single instru-
THIRMAL-1 accounts for the presence of distinct ment / neutron flux measurement tube or tube
oxide and metal phans in the melt entering the penetration resulting in melt release through an
water, in particular, individual droplets eroded initial 6.5 cm diameter pathway through the lower
from the melt stream are modeled as consisting head wall. The water depth at the beginning of
wholly of either oxide or metal. This approach melt release is taken to be 6.9 meters. A meltpermits oxide and metal droplets to freeze at mass of 106000 Kg is assumed released,
different temperatures representing the actual
freezing range of each of the individual phases. The RPV-to-drywell pressure difference was
Modeling distinct freezing transitions is obtained from MAAP 3.08. In particular, the
important because the coincident release of oxide pressure difference decreases from 0.85 to 0.35
and metal at the same temperature will result in MPa over the first 20 seconds following head
the metal having a much higher molten superheat failure and thereafter remains at 0.35 MPa untilabove its liquidus temperature than the oxide. the release phase is finished. Other conditions
Thermophysical properties assumed for the oxide are sumamrized in Table 1. The time dependent
and metal phases as well as relevant properties diameter and velocity of the stream exiting thefor the heterogeneous oxide-metal melt mixture lower head were calculated using a detailed melt

I are shown in Table 7. In the present analysis, release / hole erosion model that accounts forerosion of the melt stream and droplet formation spatial variations in the thermal erosion-induced
are calculated using the heterogeneous mixture enlargement of the hole through the thickness ofproperties. In particular, the erosion rate and the lower head wall. These spatial variations

, droplet diameter reflect the mixture surface arise from the. local variations in the forced' tension. As a consequence, oxide and metal convection heat flux from the flowing melt.
droplets formed at the same location along the Gravitational acceleration and contraction of the
column and at the same time are assumed to have stream as it falls to the water pool upper sur-the same diameter. face are significant and accounted for in cal-

culating the melt entry conditions. This model
THIRMAL-1 models oxidation of the metallic is described in greater detail in Appendix A.,

droplets and particles as they relocate throughl

the interaction zone and water pool. Oxidation Thermophysical properties assumed in the analysisof metal when it is still part of the melt stream are contained in Tables 2 and 3.is not calculated. Oxidation rate limitations
from both steam diffusion through a vapor / The melt is assumed to relocate from the lowerhydrogen film or the dispersed flow continuum and head to the water surface as a coherent circularparabolic ton diffusion through the droplet / stream. Interactions of the stream withparticle itself are modeled. Reaction of zirco- shielding or CRD-related structures beneath the
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RPV are currently neglected. Together with the ed due to the high initial 64 degree Kelvin
assumption that the release involves only a subcooling. A difference between the assumptions
single instrument tube, this is expected to of the energy balance quenching analysis and the
represent a conservative assumption. In present results is that THIPJtAL-1 calculates that
particular, these assumptions restrict all the superheated steam exits the pool while it is
melt to enter the water as a single stream and still in a global state of water sutcooling,
tend to increase ooth the entry diameter and
velocity. This is expected to enhance the The calculation also indicates that a large
calculated melt stream penetration distance below fraction of sub-millimeter sized particles could
the water surface and the potential for debris to be formed and that a large amount of hydrogen

i collect on the floor in a molten state in the (e.g., 1000 Kg) could be produced. However,
calculations, these particular indications must currently be

viewed as preliminary and require further
Figures 6 through 9 show the calculated time investigation.
dependent conditions of melt release from the
lower head and melt entry into the water pool. M summary, the THIRMAL-1 calculation for a SB0
The release phase is calculated to last 106 ,:quence predicts that 89 percent of the melt
seconds during which the hole / stream diameter at .attles out as fully solidified particles
the head increases from 6.5 to 17 cm. The together with 9 percent that impinges as a molten
release velocity decreases from 16 to 10 m/s. stream and 2 percent that collects as molten or
The corresponding melt stream entry velocity partially frozen droplets,
decreases from 20 to 16 m/s during the first 20 s
and continues to decrease to 15 m/s thereafter. V. SCOPING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The stream entry diameter rises from 5.9 to 14 cm
over the release phase duration. Prior to the conduct of the time dependent

THIRMAL-1 calculations, THIRMAL-0 was used to
Figure 10 shows the calculated time dependent scope the melt release and melt-water interaction
penetration of the melt stream leading edge. The behavior, and to investigate the sensitivities to
location of the leading edge is calculated to the accident sequence, initial melt superheat,
vary in an oscillatory manner. This is a result and total released melt mass. THIRMAL-0 (Wang,
of the modeling assumption that allows the Blomquist and Spencer, 1989; 1989a; Sienicki,
portion of the melt stream immediately behind the Wang and Spencer,1992) was an earlier version of
leading edge to break up according to a Weber THIRMAL; differences between THIRMAL-1 and
number based criterion when the diameter becomes THIRMAL-0 are summarized in Appendix B. Because
small. In the present application this happens THIRMAL-0 did not treat the case of time varying
when the stream diameter decreases to about 5 melt entry conditions, the code was used to
millimeters. Leading edge breakup suddenly calculate the melt-water interaction behavior at
decreases the length of the stream by a finite snapshots in time during the release process. In 4

amount. However, because the stream now particular, those times when 50 and just less i

undergoes erosion over a somewhat shorter length than 100 percent of the cumulative melt mass have |
and lesser surface area, the stream leading edge entered the water were selected. Assuming I

penetrates further downward into the pool. When constant entry diameters calculated at these
the diameter of the new leading edge decreases particular times, THIRMAL-0 was run until a
sufficiently to break up, then the cycle is quasi-steady solution was obtained. Because a
calculated to begin again, full time dependent calculation was not

performed, the effects of progressive heatup of
After 25 seconds, the melt stream is calculated the water were neglected such that the pool
to intermittently impinge upon the lower drywell subcooling was assumed to remain unvarying over

'
ifloor. Thus, a portion of the melt is calculated the release duration. In the previous section,

to arrive at the ficar in a molten state, the water temperature is calculated to rise by no
However, this is only a minor amount of the less than 44 K when a mass of 106000 Kg enters
released corium mass as observed from Figure 11. the pool as a coherent melt stream.
By 115 seconds, nearly all of the corium is
calculated to have settled out upon the floor. To determine melt entry conditions, the scoping
At this time, 94000 of the 106000 Kg released has analysis did not incorporate the detailed
collected as a particle bed. This corre- sponds multinode hole erosion model discussed in
to 89 percent of the collected corium mass Appendix A. Instead, a simple single node
(Figure 12). erosion calculation was employed. The heat

transfer coefficient was defined to be the
The energy removed from the particles during maximum of that of Dittus and Boelter for fully
quenching is mair.ly realized in the heatup of the developed pipe flow,
cater pool. Figure 13 shows the mean water pool
temperature which is calculated to rise by 44 h"" = 0.023 Re[d' Pr" (4)

8

degrees Kelvin due solely to fall stage quenching D,,, , ,
*

of the melt. However, the water remains subcool-
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and a rough approximation of an entrance calculation of particle bed formation throughout
coefficient given by the release duration. This was demonstrated by

Case 5 in which the released mass was reduced to
half the core inventory.h, = 2 (Re Pr)U2 (5).

t

""' The released melt mass, initial superheat, and
composition for Case 5 are identical to those of

The resulting hole and stream diameters calcu- the THIRMAL-1 calculation described in the
lated for the scoping analysis exceed those previous section. This case thus serves to
predicted with the more detailed model incor- delineate differences in the predictions of the ;

porated in THIRMAL-1 (Appendix A). In this two code versions. One major difference already
regard, the larger melt entry diameters used in noted is that the THIRMAL-0 melt release / hole
the scoping analysis are regarded as a conser- erosion model predicted larger melt stream
vative assumption. Another assumption concerns diameters (e.g., 0.25 m at the end of the
the melt entry velocity. This was not taken to release) than the more detailed model
be the calculated entry velocity at the 50 and incorporated into THIRMAL-1 (0.14 m at the end of
100 percent release times. Rather, the velocity release). Even though the stream diameters
exiting the head for the 50 percent cumulative entering the water are significantly smaller,
release calculation was defined as that corre- longer melt stream penetrations and a greater
sponding to the maan release rate over the first extent of melt collection in a molten state are
half of the release divided by the hole area at calculated with THIRMAL-1. This indicates that
the 50 percent release time. Similarly, the the breakup / penetration lengths and extents of
velocity exiting the lower head for the 100 molten corium collection were underestimated in
percent cumulative release calculation was taken the scoping sensitivity analysis.
to be that corresponding to the mean release rate
over the second half of the release divided by The scoping sensitivity calculations thus serve
the final hole area. The melt entry velocity is to reveal a sensitivity to the released melt
not strongly sensitive to this assumption due to superheat mainly through its effect on the stream
the significant incremental velocity rise diameter as well as a sensitivity to the accident
associated with the 6.6 m fall height from the sequence. In particular, the SB0 sequence
lower head to the water pool surface. represents a more severe case than the LOCA with

regard to mel t fragentation because of the
Melt thermophysical properties assumed in the higher melt stream velocities resulting from the
scoping analysis are presented in Table 4. RPV-to-drywell pressure difference and the lower

drywell absolute pressure.
The definition of cases and results are shown in
Tables 5 and 6, respectively. It is observed that VI. CONCLUSIONS
for the LOCA cases (in which melt gravity drains
from the lower plenum) the behavior involves melt A final conclusion with regard to the feasibility
steam fragmentation and freezing prior to collec- of using surfactants to mitigate ex-vessel steam
tion upon the lower drywell floor. The melt explosions and fine-scale fragmentation cannot be
stream diameter and breakup length calculated for reached on the basis of knowledge available thus
the LOCA sequences are observed to be sensitive far. A critical review of this subject will be
to the initial melt superheat. made as soon as the experiments at the University

of Wisconsin are evaluated. Decision as to the
For the SB0 with an assumed initial molten continuation of the research in this area will be
superheat of 5 K, complete breakup and freezing made following this evaluation. One possibility
are also calculated. However, when the initial which has been discussed is to investigate the
superheat is increased to 50 K and the full core effectiveness of surfactants in experiments
inventory is assumed released (i.e., 212000 Kg), involving larger melt masses.
some of the corium entering with the final stream
diameter is calculated to arrive upon the floor The results of the THIRMAL calculations, which
in an unsolidified state. Forty-three percent of were chosen to include what are believed to be a
the corium entering the water at the very end of number of conservatisms, raise some concern with
the release phase is calculated to collect as regard to the effectiveness of the water pool in |
molten or partially frozen droplets together with the lower drywell in Forsmark 3 to comcletely !

two percent impinging as a molten stream that disintegrate and qqnch the molten stream prior
does not break up completely prior to reaching to arrival on thg ' containment floor. One
the floor. The remaining 55 percent settles out important question in this context - besides of
as fully solidified particles. In contrast, melt course the question of how good are the THIPJiAL

i entering with the smaller diameter chara:teristic predictions - is how conservative are the
of the 50 percent cumulative release time is calculations presented in this paper. This is aI

predicted to fully fragment and freeze. This difficult problem since the initial and boundary
suggests that the release of lower total masses conditions in the THIRMAL calculations are
somewhat below 212000 Kg would result in the functions of the in-vessel accident progression
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1

where the uncertainties are large. However, the
Nu* Nusselt number based on x,' 1

-

assumption that one hundred metric tonnes of melt !

is available for release during a short period of h'" x I.

time- is likely to be conservative. Also, k !
neglecting structures below the reactor pressure Pr Prandt1 number '!=

vessel is conservative, at- least during. the j
initial phase of melt release. With regard to Cy a-

the other important parameters, namely melt k .;
superheat and release rate, it is more difficult Re Reynolds number I-

to make a judgement; it is possible that the
;

values used in present calculations are not
conservative. pVD--

#
.The existing uncertainties and the importance of p U"*'' D, ''effective melt quenching for accident mitightion Re" '' -

motivate continued research in this area. A need #
exists for experimental validation of the

U" '' L"'*dTHIRMAL-1 code as well as other codes for melt-
Re' =

water interactions. #
>
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melt volume inside lowerV -

NOMENCLATURE splenum, m
C specifi.c heat, J/(Kg.K) x distance coordinate into- -

C,/ skin friction coefficient channel, m=
j,

.D = diameter, m y ]
2 -

,.
2 D

'

9 - gravitational acceleration, #s x .

*
H = fall distance from bottom of lower%

ihead to water pool upper sur-
difference in melt specific en- - Iface, m Ae =w thalpy between initial melt j

h - depth, m temperature and water. -

h. = forced convection heat transfer temperature, J
e

change in specific enthalpy ofcoefficient, W/(m'.K) Ae, =

**' "" 'I I" 9 "9 *
k - thermal conductivity, W/(m.K) initial temperature to

l .,o = lower head wall thickness, m liquidus, J
n

difference in water liquid phaseMe = released melt mass, Kg A e,,,,,,,# -

" "
M ,,6,,# = mass of melt quenched that removes a on i a

water subcooling, Kg temperatures, J
water heat of vaporization, JM,,,,,, = net steam mass formed, Kg Ae,,,,, , -

molten superheat of melt above.M,,,,, - total water mass, Kg AT,, -

oxide phase liquidus tempera-
Nu = Nusselt number ture, K

'" D viscosity,Kg/(m.s)# -=

k
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with time due to forced convection heat transfer coefficient is given by the Nusselt number
from the superheated melt flowing past the steel relationship (Schlichting,1979),
surface. The increase in the local hole diameter
with time is calculated from the equation, Nu, = 0.332 Re,''' Pr ''3 (A4)

dD 2h, AT, It is convenient to rewrite Equation A4 in terms
(A3) of Nusselt and Reynolds numbers based on the hole=

.

dt p,A e diameter,s

The erosion rate represented by Equation A3 < 1/2

|- assumes that solid crusts of frozen oxidic
Nu = 0.332 - .

2
(A5)material are present between the flowing melt and

the steel wall substrate. For a corium flow Pr ,x ,
,

containing molten oxide and having a superheat When melt release begins, the instrument tube
equal to the value assumed in the current study, diameter is less than the lower head wall
a crust will form upon the carbon steel inner thickness. Recognizing that the flow may have
surface of the hole penetrating the lower head aspects of tube entrance flow, the correlation
thickness. Following the inception of steel (Gnielinski,1989),
melting, the melted steel is subsequently
expected to flow dowward as a molten film
between the corium and underlying solid steel. ' 1/3

2In this manner, the melted steel is removed and 1,077 .- , if x + <0.02
(A6)the hole enlarged in diameter. While steel x+Nu = ,

melting is taking place, a crust will still be .

present again providing a temperature boundary 3.66 , i f x * 20.02,
condition for heat transfer. In this situation,
the crust is expected.to exist as islands that appropriate for thermally developing laminar flow
form and move on the melted steel wall film. in a tube with a constant wall temperature is

also considered. The release model selects the
As me,t drains from the lower plenum, fresh melt maximum laminar heat transfer coefficient between
is continually transported over the eroding Equations A5 and A6. For the conditions of the
interface. The oxide material that freezes out current study, Equation A5 typically provides a
to form the crusts is expected to have a greater heat transfer coefficient,
composition that corresponds to freezing at the
oxide phase liquidus temperature. The The flow in a layer immediately adjacent to the
appropriate temperature difference for forced wall becomes turbulent and turbulent heat
convection heat transfer is therefore the transfer begins at a distance, x where theg,
difference between the bulk melt temperature and Reynolds number
the oxide phase liquidus temperature. This is
identically equal to the molten superheat of the Re .u n = pVxyu ,melt. m p

In addition to the temperature difference for In the turbulent regime, the Nusselt number
heat transfer, an important component of Equation correlation of von K6rm6n (Schlichting, 1979) is
A3 is the selection of an appropriate forced used whereby
convection heat transfer coefficient. Melt is

1
Re*C[*expected to approach the hole through the lower

,,2head wall in a laminar flow regime. However, as
the n'elt accelerates and flows through the hole, Nu, = . ,

the velocities become high enough for local 1+5 C[, Pr - 1 + in 1 + - (Pr - 1)<

turbulence to develop in the vicinity of the 2 | 6
' ' ''

eroding interface. The heat transfer coefficient
(A8)is therefore largely based upon flow over a flat whereplate. This approach is employed in the analysis

of entrance region heat transfer at high Reynolds 0.0576
numbers. In the present instance, it is noted C,/,= (A9)

.

that the diar.eter of the hole may exceed the Re,1,,
thickness of the lower head wall.

The forced convection heat transfer coefficient The. heat transfer coefficient depends upon the
for flow over a flat plate is a function of the distance, x, downward into the hole. It follows
distance along the plate. The present evaluation that the local erosion rate of the head wall and
predicts an initial laminar flow region followed the local diameter are functions of the distance
by a transition to turbulent heat transport. In into the hole. For this reason, the release
the laminar section, the flat plate heat transfer model solves Equation A3 at a user specified

number of locations through the head wall

l
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thickness. In the present analysis, the time 11) An extension to treat the presence of
dependent diameter was calculated at twenty distinct oxide and metal phases. This
points through the head thickness. extension encompasses situations in which

the melt is released in a stratified state
The " hole diameter" in Equation A2 and the (e.g., all the metal is released first
diameter of the released melt stream correspond followed by all of the oxide) or the melt
to the minimum diameter calculated through the stream consists of a heterogeneous oxide-
head thickness at any given time. The stream metal mixture (ie., the oxide and metal are
diameter thus tends to reflect more the erosion released together). The extent of mixing
rate corresponding to the minimum heat transfer of oxide and metal is assumed to remain at
coefficient over the head thickness. The such a level that individual droplets

location of the minimum will be either: (i) the resulting from melt stream fragmentation
place where the transition from laminar to are modeled as either all oxide or all
turbulent flow occurs with the minimum heat metal in the new version. This is
transfer coefficient given by the appropriate important because the metal freezes at a
laminar expression; (ii) the bottom of the lower much lower temperature than the oxide. In
head with the heat transfer coefficient given by the previous version, the melt was modeled
the turbulent expression; or (fil) the bottom of as a homogeneous material having a single ,

the lower head with the coefficient given by the freezing temperature. I
appropriate laminar expression in the absence of
the development of turbulence. After draining iii) An improved and more physical treatment of
through the hole in the lower head wall, the melt the hydrodynamic and heat transfer |

stream will accelerate and contract under the phenomena taking place in the mixing region
influence of gravity. The melt stream velocity containing melt droplets / particles, water,
entering the water pool is thus given by and steam. The one-dimensional vapor mass

and energy equations were reformulated to

U*"' = (U,#,a+2gH,*[* (A10) enable an improved prediction of vapor void
fractions and temperatures on the Eulerian

and the stream water entry diameter is obtained pool grid. Local flow regimes within the
from the mass conservation relationship, zone are determined from a flow regime map

'

that includes bubbly, churn turbulent, and
'U "

U2 dispersed regimes. Transitions between the
D,n, aD (All) different regimes are predicted usingh

%
U.ne recognized criteria involving the

appropriate Kutateladze group containing'

the superficial vapor velocity. The
u ms nm nh Wy and

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THI L-1 AND THIRMAL-0 dispersed flow assuming a transition
MODELS between the two at a fixed void fraction of

e na m ston sches. a quasb
Both the THIRMAL-1 and THIRMAL-0 codes have been * * " # * **" * * * " *"
used in carrying out the various analyses. vapor velocities in dispersed regions
THIRMAL-0 was the ori9inal version and has been whereas the old version assumed a constant
described previously (Wang, Blomquist and dispersed flow steam velocity. The new
Spencer, 1989; 1989a; Sienicki, Wang and Spencer, version also incorporates improved modeling
1992). THIRMAL-1 represents a significantly for heat transfer controlled
improved version incorporating a number of recent vaporization / condensation of bubbles in the
modifications. The most important improvements bubbly and churn turbulent regimes as well
that distinguish THIRMAL-1 from THIRMAL-0 are: as for flowing vanor in dispersed flow

regions. The modeling of the steam
i) An extension to handle time dependent generation rate associated with heat

conditions of melt stream entry into the transfer from melt droplets and particleswater, specifically time varying jet in the mixing zone has been made more
diameter,

velocity' ample, the erosion of
temperature and rcomposition. For ex r nd conditions.the hole through the lower head gives rise

to a diameter that increases significantly iv) The Lagrangian treatment of droplet /
with time. Concurrently, the velocity of particle relocation has been improved tothe stream exiting the hole decreases with account for drag eff5 cts associated with
time as the melt depth inside the lower local conditions (e.g., void fraction) inplenum decreases, especially during a LOCA the mixing zone and to provide a better
sequence. The previous version required representation of the lateral velocity with
the definition of fixed (i.e., unvarying which fragments come off of the melt streamwith time) melt entry conditions. column. In particular, a correlation based

upon the velocities with which droplets are ,

|
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I

entrained from liquid films in annular flow vi) A much . improved numerical solui. ion
(Andreussi and Azzopardi, _1983) is methodology that better accounts for both
employed. The envelope of droplet / particle time and spatial dependencies of the melt !

,

migration determines the boundaries of the stream fragmentation rate, vapor film
mixing zone. The earlier version used a thickness, and film vapor velocity within |
simplified treatment that ignored varia- the film. The melt stream is now also {tions in local conditions and assumed high modeled in terms of Lagrangian cells that

ilateral velocities for eroded droplets. move through a fixed Eulerian grid in the
lpool. The previous version resolved the

v) Determination of the maximum Kelvin- stream on the fixed Eulerian grid such that j

Helmholtz wave growth rate and the step changes in stream penetration and '

corresponding wave number using a wave length were computed rather than a i
number spectrum analysis. The maximum continuous penetration versus time.
growth rate and associated wave number are
used to define the stream column erosion vii) An extension to treat the time dependent
rate and fragment size. Previously, a most pressurization of a closed volume system
probable wave number was obtained from a and the heatup of the water pool. The
simple approximate expression that ignored system pressurization and pool heatup
the effects of the vapor film thickness. models in the previous version were
The new approach could be further extended incomplete,
to predict a distribution of eroded '

fragment sizes representing a range of wave viii) The calculation of erosion-induced
numbers, enlargement of the hole through the lower

head wall and melt release from the lower
plenum has been improved (Appendix A).

Table 2. CORIUM THERM 0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ASSUMED IN THIRMAL-1 ANALYSIS

Property Oxide Phase Metal Phase Mixture ;

Liquidus Temperature, K 2673 2173 -----

Solidus Temperature, K 2613 2093 ----

Specific Enthalpy, MJ/Kg
Liquidus 1.28 1.18 -----

Solidus 0.892 0.917 -----

298 K 0 0 |. -----

Liquid Spectfic Heat, KJ/(Kg.K) 0.513 0.563 0.534

Solid Specific Heat, KJ/(Kg.K) 0.385 0.511 0.479-
3Liquid Density, Kg/m 8370 6110 7320

Liquid Thermal Conductivity, W/(m K) 3.4 31 9.6
Viscosity, Pa.s 4.2x10'' 2.1x10'' 3.7x10''
Surface Tension, N/m 0.52 1.60 1.02

Emittance 0.83 0.39 0.62

Table 3. LOWER HEAD WALL CARBON STEEL THERM 0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES ASSUMED IN
ANALYSIS

Property Value

Freezing / Melting Temperature, K 1811

Specific Enthalpy, MJ/Kg

Liquidus 1.29

Solidus 1.05

298 K 0

Solid Specific Heat, KJ/(Kg.K) 0.761

[/idDensity,Kg/m3 7320
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T@le 4. CORIUM THERM 0 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED IN SCOPING SENSITIVITY
. ANALYSIS

Property Property Value
8

Freezing / Melting Temperature, K 2500

Specific Enthalpy, MJ/Kg

Liquidus 1.30

Solidus 1.01

298 K 0 '

Liquid Phase Specific Heat, KJ/(Kg.K) 0.554

Solid Phase Specific Heat, KJ/(Kg.K) 0.459
3Liquid Density, Kg/m 7250

Liquid Thermal Conductivity, W/(m.K) 17

Viscosity, Pa.s 3.62 x 10'3

Surface Tension, N/m 0.72

Table 5. CONDITIONS OF SCOPING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS'*)

Case Accident Released Initial RPV Containment Initial Initial
No. Sequence M91t Mass, Melt Pressure, Pressure, Water Water

Kg Superh +. MPa MPa Temperature, Subcooling,
K K K-

1 LOCA 212000 5 0.43 0.43 321 98

2 LOCA 212000 50 0.43 0.43 -321 98

3 $80 212000 5 1.0 to 0.5(b) 0.15 321 . 62

4 SB0 212000 50 1.0 to 0.5(b' O.15 321 62 -

5 580 106000 50 1.0 to 0.5(b) 0.15 321 62

a) Water depth - 6.87 m.

b) Pressure decreases linearly from 1.0 to 0.5 MPa during first 20 seconds following vessel failure
and remains at 0.5 MPa until end of release.

Table 6. RESULTS OF SCOPING SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Case Total Cumulative Mass Melt Stream Nelt $tream Melt Stream Melt Stream Corium
No. Release Entry Otameter Olameter Velocity Breakup Arrival State

Phase into Water. Extting Lower at Water at Water Length, Particles /Oroplets/ Stream. .j
Duration, % Head. Surface, Surface, m % i

]i
s m m m

1 485 50 0.14 0.075 11.9 3.3 100/0/0 i

100 0.17 0.090 11.9 3.6 100/0/0

2 138 50 0.28 0.13 11.7 4.1 100/0/0
100 0.34 0.18 11.9 5.3 100/0/0

~

3 174 50 0.16 0.11 13.1 4.2 100/0/0
100 0.19 0.15 14.5 5.4 100/0/0 1

4 44 50 0.32 0.22 12.9 5.2 100/0/0
100 0.39 0.31 14.4 >6.9 55/43/2

5 38 50 0.26 0.18 13.1 4.9 100/0/0
100 0.31 0.25 14.4 6.2 100/0/0
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BREANUP OF MELT JETS AS PRE-CONDITION FOR PREMIXING:
MODELING AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

M. B0rger, S.H. Cho, E. v. Berg, A. Schatz
institut f0r Kemenergetik und Energiesysteme (lKE), University of Stuttgart,

Pfaffenwaldring 31, 7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany
Telephone ++49-711-685-2368 - FAX u49-711-685 2010

ABSTRACT the motion of drops of melt within the water pool under va-
por film boiling and strong vapor production, mixing with the

'ihe breakup of jets of melt in water pools constitutes a water, cool-down during falling and settling at the bottom of
central problem in the frame of severe LWR accidents, influ. the vessel. Such mixing models have earlier been developed
encing further accident progression. Especially, the mixing mainly with respect to the analysis of thermal detonation
behavior of molten core material with water and thus the conditions, but are new considered to be independently
possibility of strong vapor explosions or the mode of contact important for the question of lower head failure. These mod.
of core material with the lower plenum structures are deter. els appear to have reached a rather high level of sophistica-
mined by this. For evaluating available modeling approaches tion, in spite of remaining strong uncertainties, e.g. due to
on jet breakup the model developed at the IKE has been the drag and heat transfer formulations In the multiphase ap-
applied to experiments with jets of low melting Wood's metal proaches /5/. Even stronger uncertainties however exist
in water performed at IKE, ANL and JRC ispra. From varla, conceming the breakup of the melt falling into and through
tions of essential modeling features conclusions on different the water. But, the breakup decides critically the subsequent -
approaches are drawn. In principle, the rnechanism of strip. behavior. Thus, it must be considered as a key process for
ping at the jet column due to shear flow produced waves modelling of mixing in the lower plenum,
appears to explain the experiments, if based on the Miles
formulation of the instability. Application to corium lets under As outlined by Spencer, Gabor and Cassuto /6/, the more
vapor film bolling leads to much more stable coherent jet probable mode of corium entry into the water is by relatively
cores than based on the Kelvin-Helmholtz formulation and to small (- 10 cm) diameter pour streams or rivulets, not by
much less fragmentation, coherent collapse of large melt mass. Thus, the breakup

behavior of such streams or jets of melt in water has to be
1. INTRODUCTION considered. Even with this specification large uncertainties

remain, however. In sne presently available mixing codes the
During a severe core melt accident in a light water reactor jet breakup seems not to be treated sufficiently. Mostly, drop
(LWR) molten core material may be released into a re- sizes are assumed and often taken as fixed. Although mod-
maining water pool in the lower plenum of the reactor pres- els on breakup of melt jets have been developed, there
sure vessel (RPV). The interaction with the water yields exists still no agreement even on the relevance of the basic
fragmentation of the melt, mixing with the water, rapid steam physical mechanisms.
production, pressure buildup and even explosive events or
thermal detonations. All these effects influence the further 11. REVIEW OF BREAKUP MECHANISMS
accident progression. Even if strong thermal detonations
threatening the Integrity of the RPV may be excluded, steam Earlier analyses on liquid jet breakup have usually been
generation and vessel pressurization influence the further done with small (millimeter) diameter jets of low' density 1
core heatup, oxidation of metallic ma'erial with resulting fluids, mostly in gas surroundings. Different regions of be- .!
hydrogen production, melting and the integrity of vessel havior have been identified with increasing injection velocity. ;

intemals. Of major safety concem however is the physical Fig.1 shows the typical qualitative behavior of jet
~

'

state of the molten material or of hot solid parts or refrozen breakup length with jet velocity or Weber number. The differi
material coming into contact with the vessel itself, especially ent breakup regimes range from axisymmetric,' varicose
at the bottom of the vessel. This determines the heatup of breakup (AB) under the influence of surface tension at low
the vessel wall, physical and chemical interactions between velocities to the atomization regime at high velocities, char-
the hot material and the wall and thus the failure conditions acterized by intense spray production directly at the let outlet
and the flow of corium into the reactor cavity. (for a survey see e.g. /7/). In the latter regime a continuous

liquid core is assumed to be surrounded by a spray cone.
Several models and computer codes (e.g. /1/ - /4/) have . According to Ginsberg /7/ droplet stripping from the surface
been developed or are under development which describe of the jet produces the spray, while also breakup of the

_
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Additional aspects have to be taken into account with hot,,g,,
melt jets in liquid coolant, if the melt is hot enough, film

fa*gaa" '{'"|('*"
.i,%n, I''om'88t*". cone wind WN d aw W a Nd up h 2 W hd ha, ,

the vapor flow should determine the breakup regime and,,,,,,,g
verso.. .inuous mwns or coor . .. .. .tripp,n, acording to estimations of Ginsberg /7/ may establish the
'FP' O P' y ,g c|*a*** atomization regime for conditions relevant during a core 4nelt

y
'

accident (see below). Dy means of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabil-e ;p.ioc,iy pron. rei...i,on
sty analysis taking into account the thickness of the vapor

p film, Epstein and Fauske /9/ derive correlations for the jet

4 6 penetration distance in the limits of thin and thick films. They*

I / N \ show that in the thin film case the water density and in the

( I / NL Y thick film case the steam density determine the behavior.
3 [ '

.tm This underlines the above mentioned assumption that with
" " " " * "8 d gg gg ggg thick films the vapor flow determines the breakup regime.

a t ..ioc,iy , r.., w., nume>.r

Fia 1: Sketch of|et breakup length curve with related Further, thermal interactions may occur due to local vapor
breakup regimes and mechanisms film collapses, especially at the leading edge of the jet. This>

! can be caused by the thinning of the film at the leading edge
fiquid core into relatively large dorplets with subsequent due to increased pressure and especially by Taylor instabili-
secondary breakup is possible. ties at the water / steam interface in this region if this inter-

face is sufficiently acceleierated downwards due to the jet
The transitions between are reflected in the curve of Fig.1 motion. Indications for the occurence of such interactions at

i by the changes in slope and especially by the formation of the leading edge are found by Saito, Sato and imahori/1W
I extrema. This is due to the increase of jet velocity, on one from their experiments with hot water jets injected into

hand tending to increase the breakup length for unvaried Freon-11 and with water jets at room temperature into nitro.,

} fragmentation, but being counteracted by changes in the gen. They emphasize the increased vapor production and
! fragmentation process, on the other hand in the range be- Row along the jet columns due to this effect.
| tween the above extremes various phenomena are under
| discussion. With increasing velocity the axisymmetric distur. Marshall, Beck and Berman /11/ also conclude rapid jet
'

bances are usually superposed by transverse, sinuous type fragmentation at the leading edge from their experiments
disturbances of the jet. While with the varicose instabihty the under more reactor-typical conditions. They observe a rapid
surface tension is the main agent of the disturbance, it is expansion of melt at jet entry. Further details of the jet be-
here acting against the transverse instability which is due to havior are however not given and the authors claim the
relative flow of the surrounding medium. On the other hand, necessity of further investigations as do also Saito et al.,I

I turbulence and nozzle design are considered as essential for with emphasis on more typical conditions for the reactor
! breakup in this range and for formation of the first maximum case than in their experiments (higher density difference,
! in the L/Deurve. A ' bursting breakup'is considered to take higher heat transfer).

place due to redistribution of velocity profiles in high speed
laminar jets with parabolic profiles after release from long in contrast to the above authors, Wang et at /12/, /13/ do not

! tubes /8/. mention such leading edge effects from their experiments
! with corium jets in water. A stable leading edge without

For even higher velocities (range CD in Fig.1) a combina- signi6 cant fragmentation due to melt-water interaction is

tion of stripping of droplets from the surface of the jet (at assumed in /12/, however with a leading vortex ball duringi

! lower velocities via formation of long ligaments from surface the transient phase of jet penetration from which a consider-

waves and subsequent ligament breakup) with bulk jet brea- able amount of relatively large particles is detached at its tall

kup due to Instabilities of transverse or helically transverse due to the relative steam flow. The high stability of the vaper
I type occurs /7/. This regime starts for We > 1, according to mm at the hot corium jets in spite of strong agitations during

/7/. The respective contributions may change, yleiding finally jet penetration may be taken as a support for this view.r

dominance of more and more direct stripping of crests of Furthermore, the . conditions for Taylor instabilities to be
waves in the atomization region. Thus, in the view of the effective at the leading edge need further just;fication con-

[ present authors, the whole breakup curve may be explained ceming the determination of the required accelerations.
I by single or combined processes of coarse breakup, due to
l varhose or different types of transverse disturbances driven Schneider, Marciniak and Jones /t 4/ performed experiments
i

I
by surface tension and relative flow of the surrounding medi- with Cerrobend jets penetrating Freon-11. Both their motion
um, in combination w|th stripping processes under the shea. pictures and X-radiographs show the jets to be completely
ring Row. Other effects such as turbulence, profile rearrange- enshrouded by a large diameter vapor chimney. They con-
ment or cavitation are considered as only additional effects clude that jet breakup at steady state may be presumed to
in most cases, perhaps influencing wave growth via induced be driven entirely by the vapor counterflow. Rayleigh, Taylor
initial disturbances. An ambient Weber number of - 100 may instabhties are not observed. The X-ray pictures indicate a
be taken as condition for entering the atomization range with mixed type of jet breakup between atomization processes
intense spray production just beginning at the outlet /7/. and coarse breakup behavior at the coherent core (varicose
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or sinuous type bulges). THIRMAL-0 code /13/, /15/. Two erosion mechanisms at the
jet are modeled, stripping of fragments from the surface of

111. APPLICATION TO CORlUM STREAMS IN THE R9V the jet column due to Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities produced
WATER POOL by the relative steam flow and boundary layer stripping from

the vortex ball assumed at the leading edge of the jet.
A. General Considerations Breakup due to some coarse breakup mechanism is not

modeled. Also Taylor instabilites at the leading edge are not
lt remains an open question whether the above characteriza- taken into account. A description on this mechanism has
tions and especia!!y quantifications on hydrodynamic break- been given by Chu and Corradini /16/. It may be relevant in
up regimes are applicable to the conditions of streams of principle for the thicker jets, yielding large breakup, however
corium in water. Here, vapor film boiling has to be consid- only if sufficient deceleration of the melt jet in the water
cred, as well as high densities and surface tensions of the occurs. he experimental observations of Hopkins and Rob-
jet material. Furthermore, the jets to be analysed in the ertson cited in /13/ against this possibility seem not to be
present context are large in diameter. Nevertheless, sufficient for this because of the much thinner jets and much
because of the lack of attematives, Ginsberg /7/ takes the smaller density differences between the jet materials and the
above mentioned Weber number criteria for first evaluations surrounding fluid in this work,
on the breakup regime. An assumed relative velocity of the
surrounding steam of 25 m/s, a jet diameter of 0.1 m, a Because of the present uncertainties in general, indicated by
Corium temperature of 3080 K and an ambient pressure of all the works cited above and also mentioned by the authors
0.1 MPa yield an ambient Weber number of - 20, i.e. the themselves (e.g. Schneider et al /14/: "These divergent
so-called turbulent or 'second wind' regime of breakup with modeling assumptions currently exist and are used because -
probably still small stripping contribution. Higher steam ve- there are insufficient experimental observations for model
locities are howe'ar reached at the jet (see below) and thus validation"), the main task appears at present not to be to
the atomization regime may also be reached, especially for work out all aspects of the phenomena in an unified model.
increased ambient pressures. Instead, dominating mechanisms must be worked out in

modeling approaches and checked against available experi-
Most uncertainties in this respect appear to be related to the ments. Again, a generalised check seems not to be of priort-
diameter effect. The much larger diameters to be considered ty Checking the attemative approaches against single ex-
here strongly increase the Weber number and thus tend to periments with relatively defined conditions and results,
support atomization, i.e. an increased contribution of strip- especially with clear identification of the breakup pheno-
ping in our view outlined above. Such an increased contnbu- menology, i.e. the breakup regime, should be a first step,
tion with increased diameters may be due to the effect of The present contribution aims to proceed in this sense.
thickness on the instabilities produced by shear flow of the
surrounding fluid. However, the effect should be terminated in this respect, other uncertainties in the state of modeling
a.t least if the wavelength of the growing waves becomes the jet breakup must be considered conceming the descrip-
much srna!!er than the diameter. On the other hand, also the tion of the stripping process at the jet column. In THIRMAL
coarser breakup mechanisms mentioned above which work the Kelvin-Helmholtz description is applied for wave growth,
simultaneously at the liquid core depend on the diameter. The rate of mass stripping is given by an erosion velocity
They appear to be less effective for larger diameters, thus which is set equal to the growth velocity c,in the exponential
probably also favoring the conditions for stripping as the growth law of the wave amplitude f = E exp (ke,4). For thei b'

remaining mechanism. stripped droplets a diameter of 1/k, is assumed, with k,

But, it must also be taken into account that the diameter of
the liquid core decreases spatially due to stripping of frag * A basic question is whether the Kelvin 44elmholtz approach
ments. Therefore, the coarse breakup mechanisms may is valid in principle. It assumes a jump in velocity between
becomo effective at least in the region of the tip of the jet the fluids which leads to pressure oscillations with increased
after sufficient thinning due to sideways stripping. This can pressures in the troughs of the wavy melt surface. Taking
even occur under conditions of pronounced stripping in the into account the shear flow profile in the flowing steam leads '

s.tomization regime. to a modified description and a displaced pressure distribu-
tion over the wavy rnett surface, i.e. Increased pressures

B. Modeling Approaches over the slopes of the wave. This approach is known as
Miles' shear flow theory (for further details see /17/, /18/ and -

Thus, for modeling the breakup of the corium streams, a has been considered as main agency for the development of
model of the stripping process oue to relative steam flow as wind induced waves in the review of Ewing /19/. It must '

well as models of coarse breakup appear to be necessary- however be taken into account that this review stating also
A combined treatment taking into account the changes in some experimental validation concems gravity waves, not
conditions along the jet core should give the respective the capillary wave to be considered in the present context.
contributions to breakup and may thus explain the essential
features of the behavior for the regimes attributed to The IKE model on drop fragmentation in thermal detonation
We>1. waves has been based on this description applying it for
The most advanced model appears to be that in the capillary waves (e.g. /18/). The same has been done for a
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model on melt jet fragmentation developed with respect to experiments at ANL Open questions shall be identified for
technical gas atomization plarits (e.g /17/). This model has stimulating discussion and further work. Emphasis will be
meanwhile been extended for application in the present laid on the stripping process, asking to what extent it can
context and will be described below. It contains also a de- explain the results. Especially, the different fonnulations of
scripton of the stripping process itself and the determination the wave growth according to Kelvin-Helmholtz or Miles will
of the fragment sizes from more detailed considerations than be checked. To some extent also considerations with re-
in the THIRMAL model. spect to coarse breakup will be done. Taylor instabilities or

thermal interactions due to melt / water contact at the leading
C. Specific Experirnental Data Basis edge of the jet are not taken into account, at present. At

Arst, some more details on the IKE model are given.
As already mentioned above, the experimental basis wlth
respect to the present problem and also the problem of melt IV. JET BREAKUP MODEUNG AT IKE
stream breakup in general, especially with larger diameter

,

jets and under vapor film boiling at high temperatures, is A. Transient Jet Behavior *

rather small and also uncertain (see e.g. /10/, /14/). There
exists even no definitive knowledge on phenomenology and The basic equations determining the transient jet behavior,
on the breakup regime depending on the conditions. The I.e. jet flow and jet contour, are given in a one dimensional
only experiments available with high-temperature corium or approach as follows (for the configuration and coordinate
iron / alumina jets in water pools appear to be those per- system see Fig. 2a).
formed at ANL and SNL (e.g. /11/413/). First tests have
been undertaken in the FARO facility at JRC lspra /20/. The Mass balance;
available results suffer in general from uncertainties in char.
acterization of the jet behavior as well as obviously too less 8f (A j ,) + # (A pyw,) . J , (4.1)

#
_ u

mass input to reach steady state conditions of the jet flow 82

and breakup process.
Momentum balance:

Further interesting simulation experiments are available from
#Saito et al /10/ and from the recent work of Schneider et al . (A j ,w) + .#82 (A,p,w#J.

/14/. Especially the latter work gives some detailed view of 8f (4.2)
the breakup prowss by means of X-ray photography. This ,

8 I#8 ^8 ~ #* I# - #recent work could however not yet be considered for calcu- 8 8 '

lations with our model,
with A, = xR',

Because of the uncertainties mentioned it appears to be
worthwhile to take also other available experiments with melt Pressure forces on the jet are neglected and also cooldown
}ets at lower temperatures for model and code examination of the jet material is assumed to be negligible. For w,and p,
and validation in any case this gives a larger range of con- the values of the medium adjacent to the jet have to be

1ditions for checking the basic approaches. Such experiments taken, i.e. either for steam in the high. temperature case with
have been performed especially with |ets of the low-melting fil n boiling or for water with direct contact of water. The
Wood's metalin water. Although the surrounding medium is existence of rnixtures, steam with entrained water and frag-
in these cases water instead of steam, this should be of ments or water with steam bubbles and fragments, is not yet
interest in the present context, since the much lower water considered in the present model. For the local drag coef5- i

than steam velocities are compensated or over.compensat. cient c, between the column of the jet and the surrounding j
isd here by the much higher density of the water. Thus, a fluid flow a correlation for a completely rough surface is

comparable range of behavior may be observed or at least taken according to Schlichting /24/:
the range of conditions is strongly extended over the avail-
able data basis. Such experiments have been performed at L-['

IKE /21/ with jets of Wood's metal at low temperatures em- 2.87 + 0.686 in (4.3)

"4 |(< 373 K at 0.1 MPa) and at relatively small diameters t

(2-4 mm) as well as - more important for the present context )
with diameters of - 2 cm at ANL /6/ and up to 5 cm at JRC in Eq. (4.3) K,, means an effective roughness height which |

1spra /22/,/23/. The experiments at ANL and JRC ispra have is here due to the waviness of the jet surface induced by the j

also been performed at higher melt temperatures but not for relative flow. Thus, there exists in principle a feedback be- ;
Isure with stable film boiling. tween the friction and the wave growth at the jet surface.

The dependence on boundary layer development starting
D. Main intentions of the Present Contribution from the tip of the jet is expressed by L-z. In the present

calculations however only a simplified approach with a cho-
;

The present contribution serves mainly to check whether the sen constant value of cou = 0.05 has been applied. %Is |
available modeling can explain and quantitatively describe comparatively large value has been chosen to take into
experimental results from the Wood's metal experiments at account the high roughness and friction effects at the jet
IKE, JRC ispra and ANL as well as results from corium surface due to the fragmentation process.
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A separate model of a vortex ball at the leading edge of the a) x<

jet as in THIRMAL has not yet been included. Also, a de- 4 ?"Y'.....
,t--

scription of boundary layer stripping at the leading edge is % ,
,"E ' y

Mw% O 3not applied at present. However, as shown below, calcula- WMd" j| fB.tions have been performed with a parametrically increased
drag coefficient at the leading edge to enable possible ba!! N # '' #

,

_43 3e

@fi h ,formation and to check the effects. Ukewise, the fragmenta-

f i

P M M_[
tion rate has been varied at the leading edge to consider en- 6
forced mass efflux due to stripping of melt layers.

kiRW T, ;~-.?*- ~
g;sig '/ [ygc;
gig $p3p'[s , '''''

According to the experimental observations in /6/, vortex ball
formation and fragmentation at the leading edge may be

Tidominant in the beginning, but should disappear if the jet ryggy s

reaches a steady state. This can also be expected since in CYh [~~
the steady state the leading edge becomes fixed and thus PdfNis '

the stagnation pressure and the drag must go to zero with QM
t y[ [g% ]

ithe relative velocity. Fragmentation at the jet column must
therefore dominate, ultimately, as observed in /6/. Coarse :. ..

breakup of the coherent core after sufficient thinning due to ;pe
_

j

lateral stripping may however a!so become important. Even .y
oscillation behavior at the leading edge may then be possi-

|
ble.

b)
?

'

sater.B. Model of Vapor Film Boiling ~ melt' - : .::....'y ,

'"

' % C 88Kcd i>:
*

6 w [a . :m N k.
At present, film boiling at the jet colurrn has been modeled

~'~

In a quasi-steady approach, assuming that the vapor film
adapts instantaneously to a certain state of the jet. The ;qgatey

w=0 c,speg.: i

model itself is similar to that of Han and Bankoff /25/ and
also to that in /6/, however simplified in some aspects. Be-

~

|
'

hind a short length of laminar film boiling, starting from the
leading edge of the jet, turbutent flow is expected to set in.
This point x, as well as the subsequent separation surface
between the laminar sublayer and the turbulent film region
(see Fig. 2b) are characterized by the condition of transition b

Re = > Re, = 100 , (4.4)
Hw x' ,

I

Fia 2: Sketch of coordinate systems for jet breakup model ,

where the superscript line means the mean values over 8 a) description of jet dynamics ir

For the laminar sublayer linear temperature and velocity
profiles are assumed, for the turbulent layer due to ideal I

mixing constant values are taken. Approximating further the with the evaporation mass rate
actual shape of the jet by a vertical surface, assuming 4 6, |

g = I (pwwM, (47)after short distance, neglecting the fragments as well as rh
entrainment of water droplets in the film and of vapor bub. dx
bles into the water and considering only the case of satu-
rated water the mass and energy balances yield the radiation heat transfer coefficient

(4-@(pwwo)= u, + (T., - T,) , (40 a, - e p, ,

w

and the momentum bafar'ce and the wall and water interface friction forces per surface
area

t wa = .

!dx (4.Q _wa (4 NTu=Pw - ,

Q (Pw ~ PN O + W, thy - 1, - 1, ,u
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T, = c, p, (wa - w )' . (4.10) o, kl
(4.16),

,

Pu

The drag coefficient is here chosen as e, = 0.05. No ve-
locity profile is taken into account in the water, assuming the the free surface wave speed of capillary waves, can be de-
water velocity as zero. rived.

The main result of this film boiling model with respect to the Eqs. (4.13) and (4.15) result from the normal stress balance
analysis of jet breakup is the vapor (steam) velocity W,,. set at the jet surface, using the solution of the Orr Sommerfeld
for w, in Eq. (4.2) and applied also in the breakup model Equation for the jet region, with the coefficients a, and 0,
itself under Rim bolling condWons. from the formal expression

C. Model of Wave Growth #, = (a,, + (1) p, (w, - c)' k ij, (417)-

As already mentioned above, the model of jet breakup is for the amplitude of perturbation pressure in the surrounding
essentially based on the stripping of fragments from waves medium. With a special choice for a,, and B this leads backa

produced at the surface of the jet column due to the relative again to the Kelvin-Helmholtz formulation. An approximate
flow of the surrounding medium, either water or steam in the solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld Equation in the surrounding
cases considered here. A first step is to model the wave medium taking into account a shear flow profile w,,(y) how-
growth starting from arbitrary initial disturbances at the sur- ever yields (for more details see /17/)
face. This is done in a linearized approach, yielding

f t f 1 **

p . (3, ,a a. ' (4.11) n k' # W,,, dWwy

p ,, _ (W -c)' df , , r dy , , 'e

. .a
for the amplitude of a disturbance with wavenumber k. Both

r # ,y I#* ~ #O ##*

the Kelvin-Helmholtz formulation and that of Miles are in- )*cluded for choice in the IKE model. While according to Kei-
vin-Helmholtz (without considering the effect of finite thick-
ness of vapor film or jet) Here, the index c means the distance y = y, with w,, = c,,

causing a singularity in the Orr-Sommerfeld equation.,

" "~ ~ " "^c, = For closing me problem it remains to determine w,,(y). A- |,

@u + P,) logarithmic profile

the description of Miles yields w,,, (A = I in f_ (4.19)
K 7,,

*~c, = p,, y k - v, k' , (4.13)
2c,

can be taken, assuming turbulent flow. The quantities w*
< and y,, depend on the roughness of the jet surface. An

with essential complication of the problem results because this

W. * | W - Wd . (414) , roughness depends on the waviness of the jet surface pro-
duced by the instability. In a first approach empirical rela-u

tions for fully rough conditions have been chosen according
the relative velocity of the surrounding fluid at large distance, to /24/, with
la outside the boundary layer profile. This means wgw, for
the case of steam flow under film boiling and w, for the L = 0.033 K,,, (4.20)
case of no net steam production with jet injection into stag-
nant water. For the wave speed c, the expression and the local friction coefficient

c,* .l. p' y' (w - c)* + v'u k' c,' - Cm = (2.87 + 0.686 in (x / K.,,))- s (4.21)
4

(4.15)

- a, y (w, - c)' c' c,'"
=

, |"
c (4.22)mw'= w, .

A 4

or as approximately used here assuming M and v -o: jo
At present, the effective height of roughness K,,, has been |

'

simply set to the geometrical value of the wave amplitude, -
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although differences between the effective and the geomet- may still be' relevant. By stripping of the crests'of waves.
~ ical roughness must be noted in principle /24/. these are reduced to the critical height for beginning of strip. :r

ping (Fig. 3). Due to the continued influence of the relative
flow, they must grow and crests will be stripped again.

= D. Model of Jet Breakup
This process is modeled along the jet, leading to a local

The above dest ription of wave growth has been formulated instantaneous pattem of multiple stripping events in a quasi.
with locally changing conditions along the jet column. The steady approach, i.e. essuming that this pattem establishes '
wavelength with maximum growth is calculated according to and changes according to the local and instantaneous condi-

- the local conditions as well as the mass stripped. Ring tions at the jet surface much more rapidly than these condi.
waves are considered which grow due to thr. Instability tions change. The local, instantaneous rates of stripped
caused by the shear flow. The crests of these waves are mass are calculated by considering the waves travelli,ng over ,

then assumed to be stripped by the flow after growing be- the stdpping locations. These rates are needed as M in Eq.
yond a certain height proportional to the wavelength and (4.1) and (4.2). The change in jet cross-section due to this
taken here as half the wavelength. For determining the description of jet dynamics is taken into account in the strip.

.'

stripped mass as well ao the radius of the fragments an ping model.
~ienergy balance is applied to the crest region beyond the

.

above height. It states that the work done by the flow force The waves are assumed to start growing at each location on
on the crest, moving it along its width, together with kinetic the jet column due to arbitrary initial disturbances or distur-
energy from the wave growth must at least equalize the new bances induced at the outlet. In accordance with the above
surface energy produced by stripping (see Fig. 3 and for assumption they are assumed to reach very quickly their -
more details again /17/ and /18/). The final fragment size is critical height. Again, this appears only to be valid for the
then determined from breakup of the stripped wave crest of atomization regime. Moderating and checking this assump-
assumed ring-shape according to a criterion of minimum tion can however be done by calculating the growth from
surface energy. By weighting the fragment sizes at a certain initial disturbances. These can be taken as being initiated at

location and time with the rate of stripped mass and adding the leading edge of the jet under film boiling and being driv.
en upwards along the jet due to the steam flow. In the case
without film boiling the jet moves more quickly than the sur-gg,

4" rounding medium. The waves are here finally transported-
' downwards with the jet material although being driven up- |

'

wards relative to the jet by the relative flow. Therefore, dis.
turbances induced at the outlet grow traveling downwards

a with the jet.
heiism,)

The present model should only be applied for cases with-
dominant wavelengths sufficiently small against the jet disin-

g eter, due to the assumption of infinite lateral extensions of7

Q the jet and the surrounding medium in the instability _model.f y -

_D Q g in principle, however, the instability approach may also yield[

[
.__

[Oy.. larger waveiengths responsible for coarse breakup of the jet
,* core. This should also happen in the ato nitation regime'p

after sufficient thinning of the jet core due to stripping.There-
A fore, in spite of the present restrictions of the instability ap- ,

pr ach, it is assumed that the remaining jet core breaks off
b) if the calculated local wavelength reaches the jet diameter.

'

Combined stripping at the jet column and coarse break-off in
Fia 3: Idealized picture of stripping mechanism the tip region can thus be considered in a first approach.

a) stripping pat e_ n
'

r

b) wave crest St.ipping and decay into droplets
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FROM THE WOOD'S

METAL EXPERIMENTS IN COMPARISON WITH L

over location and Ume a deterministic part of fragment size MODEL CALCULATIONS *

distribution can finally be obtained.
'

A. Experimental Conditions and Observations '
Direct stripping of crests of waves without previous ligament
formation as assumed here in an idealized model should in the experiments performed at the IKE /21/, jets of molten
become more and more realistic with increasing rove Wood's metal (diameter 4 mm, temperature 363 K) are
velocity. It may be taken as the dominant fragmentation pro- injected into water (293 K - 353 K) at velocities between -3 +

cess in the atomization region, while the model of the strip- m/h and 20 m/s. Typical jet appearances are shown in the -
ping process should be less adequate for lower velocitier. In photos of Fig. 4. In the case with 4 m/s (We, - 200 in Fig.
the case of small stripping contribution in the 'second wind' 4b), still some transition behavior, perhaps to be characte-
regime, ligament formation as part of the stripping process rized as 'second wind * regime, can be seen with coarse -

|
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|
|

within some of these series. The interpretation by vortex ball
formation and fragmentation from the leading edge seems

m .
.

however not to be clear from high speed films of these ex..~

periments. Especially the large cloud region around the jet
'

over a long distance may also indicate strong stripping at
-

. the jet column, perhaps somewhat pronounced at the lead-

.

ing edge - but not in all cases.

_ B. Calculations on Leading Edge Advance for Selected
i ~ ' - Experiments.

* - ,
'

- ; - 'Ihus, since a firial clarification on the dominant breakup.,
- ' - processes cannot be achieved at present, calculations with

- the IKE model based mainly on the stripping mechanism
~

'

have been performed for these experiments in order tog
, ,

check its applicabikty in principle and to identify open ques-e

- .
- tions. For simplification and in order not to burden this exer-

. . _

.

cise by the present uncertainties in calculating of 8, a sim-3

phfied instability calculation has been chosen here, by taking
B as a parameter. For the IKE experiment with 16 rn/s,a) b) c) d)'

a

Fin 4: Appearance of disintegrating jet from IKE experi- which certainly shows the atomization regime, a variation of

ments (Woods metal into water D = 4 mm) 0, between 0.05 and 0.3 has been performed, as can be
a) jet velocity 2 m/s seen in Fig. 5. The experimental result shows a change in

,

j b) jet velocity 4 m/s the penetration velocity at 1/D - 30, which is attributed to '

c) jet velocity 6 m/s the loss of existence of a coherent jet core. Since the modelI

d) jet velocity 15 m/s does not contain the subsequent particle settling, a constant
jet core length is obtained then from the calculations. Thus,
the calculation with 0; = 0.1 yields the best approach.

breakup in the lower region of the jet and beginning of !ater-
al stripping processes. The transition to stripping can be
seen with more clearness in Fig. 4c) at a jet velocity of 6 ico , -7 1

,- --

I,
Nm/s. Ugament stripping before breakup indicates limitations _ -_ g.o 03 ,

|for the applicab;1ity of the above model. On the other hand, R A-o 1

["U,%.o3for 15 m/s (We, - 3000) 1.he jet appears to be fully in the j 00 -

" " ' '

.

atomization regime with direct formation of a dense spray or 8 --- o-o. t. cm-o a b-5 o
cloud of fragments. j ~ gy "f,";" g Q ,yg

Experiments with thicker jets of Wood's metal (diameter i . go',* *E.round 2 cm) falling into water at lower velocities of - 3 m/s o
have been performed at ANL /6/, partly also with tempera- f, go - ygoA]--| --

,, ,., o
-

tures excluding boiling effects. Tests # 20 and # 28 from /6/ j .gaho - .
, " '

metal: 373 K, of water: ~ 295 K). With We - 400 these ex- y gg __ 4 ' J.may be taken as representative (temperature of Wood's g _.
---

; periments should also be in the atomization regime accord- f, g '- - ------ ----- ~~-- ~-~-

ing to the criteria of Chapter 2, although the uncertainties E t _ , _

_ . _d _ . _
. _ . _

. -_ . _ .._#mentioned with respect to the diameter effect must be not-
, g _ __

. ed. From the observations reported in /6/ a clear classifica- c.o o,5 i.o ns 2,o 2.5 M
I tion cannot be made. As dominant effects a sudden enlarge- time t /10-2s

ment or vortex ball formation at the leading edge after enter- Fin 5* Comparison of leading edge advance with different
ing the water is noted by Spencer, Gabor and Cassulo, with modelling approaches for IKE. experiments KL
dominant mass efflux from this region in an inital phase. 10.40 (experimental conditions: Woods metal /
Simultaneously, a much less effective stripping due to irreg- water, temperatures: 363 K/353 K, inital jet diame-
utarities at the jet column is reported, which however be* ter 4 mm, initial jet velocity 16 m/s)
comes dominant with increasing column length and reaching
quasi-static conditions for which the vortex ball was ob- An additional calculation has been performed with the Kel-
served to disappear. vin-Helmholtz formulation (however not applying the full

stripping description outhned in Chapter 4, but simply as-
A similar appearance may also be concluded from some suming stripping of fragments with a diameter of half the
experiments at JRC ispra /22/, /23/ with Wood's metal jets dominant wavelength) in order to check this approach
of 2.8 cm and 5 cm in diameter and entry velocities of 2-5 against that of Miles. As can be seen from Fig. 5,it yields a
m/s into the water pool. Again boiling effects were excluded much too small steady jet core length and must therefore be

1
6i
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excluded as possible explanation. Further inspection shows 50 -- T, 2
-- ---,

'
that this is due to very strong mass stripping, not compara- ,,. 03

ble with the experimental result. 3 _ _ _ Q $[
. - -. .~ 4. m u

Applying the IKE model with the Miles formulation and 8, = $
~

*j"
" " '"P** *"' D 5 '

O.1 to test # 20 from /6/ yields a too rapid penetration (with i
0

30 ~~ '~~ '-~ T* " "dimensionless distance: - 135/s from theory, - 100/s from g

h],,_ __ _.experiment) and a significantly too long final coherent let I

length (UD - 37 instead of - 22 from experiment) as com- I _ g#c>,g
pared to the experimental result, according to Fig.6. But, j

. -
again the Kelvin-Helmholtz result is much too low in the final } f '

.g0jet length. { 3o
i >$ . . .. . . . .-.+. . . .'

, J - 7 --- -
--- -- - g -_ _

!
_50 --

% 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.0 1.0 1.2 1.4j

time t /s
no . . _ - _ _ _ _ ._ _ _ . - - Fia 7: Comparison of leading edge advance with differents

E modelling approaches for JRC lspra experiment D l

j ',s'';' 50.6 (experimental conditions: Woods metal / watero

3o a _ _[_ .,uv- temperatures: 373 K/298 K, initial jet diameter
j' . -[ 50 mm, initial jet velocity 2 m/s)

{20 _ _ L _ _. ___ _.-J celeration of the motion of the leading edge is obtained in an

Ig initial phase according to Fig. 7.#
,,,a3

$ j 7,=0.t. c u=0.3e
to - f- -- . - _- C. Final Coherent Jet Lengthi. 3. v-"

I
_ _,_, _

OOO ANL expedmont 8 20
,,,,$

_ _-..L_.__L _ .L_ in Fig. 8a) experimental results on the dimensionless final
O _ _ . _

0.0 o.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.s coherent jet length from test series at IKE, ANL and JRC .j
time t /. Ispra are drawn versus the ambient Weber number together

Fiq 6: Comparison ofleading edge advance with different with some results from calculations with the present model
modelling approaches for ANL-experiment # 20 /6/ A large experimental scatter can be seen which does not
(experimental conditions: Woods metal / water, tem. allow to identify a tendency with the Weber number. The
peratures: 373 K/295 K, initial jet diameter 22 mm, same is true with the representation versus the jet velocity in
initial jet velocity 2,7 m/s) Fig. 86). A relevant range of UD - 20 5G can be concluded

and lies somewhat below the values given in /7/ for jets in
gases. On the other hand, the correlation of Taylor (see -

The same is true for an experiment from JRC ispra with a e.g./7/) gives a constant UD ratio of 5 times the square root
diameter of 5 cm, as shown in Fig. 7. Furthermore, the of the density ratio between jet and ambient medium. Com. 1penetration velocity of the coherent jet is again significantly pared to this relation the experimental data in Fig. 8 lie be- I

higher from theory (with dimensionless distance: - 60 /s) tween a factor of 1 to 3 higher than predicted by Taylor,
than from the experiment (- 40 /s), while the difference in while the gas data in /7/ lie a factor of 3 to 6 higher than
the final length is not as high (experiment: UD - 22, theory: Taylor's prediction. I
28) as with the ANL case. '

Considering atomization as braskup regime the missing
in spite of the remaining differences the comparisons with tendency of the scattered data could be roughly taken as |
the IKE, ANL and ispra experiments can be considered as supporting the (uncertain) assumption of constant UD in this

'

promising for the model with the choice of 0, = 0.1 in the regime. Tha theoretical results for the IKE experiments how-
Miles formulation. The large uncertainties in general existing ever show a slight decrease of UD with increasing Weber
at present must be taken into account. Thus, it seems to be number. A thickness effect cannot be identified from the
possible to explain even the experiments at ANL and JRC available data,
ispra to a large extent by stripping from the jet columns,
especially conceming the length of jet core finally reached in For further evaluation it must again be considered that the ithe quasi-steady situation. Coarse breakup of the thinned jet experiments with lower velocities may rather be in a tran-
core was no relevant effect in the present calculations, nei- sition range of jet breakup in spite of the relatively high
ther with the Miles' nor with the KeMn-Helmholtz approach. Weber numbers due to increased diarneter: !n the experi-
it occured only after strong thinning of the let core just at the ments of ANL and JRC ispra. On the other hand, the results
leading edge. Taylor instabilities as relevant fragmentation with the melt jets in water demonstrate that lower breakup
mechnism at the leading edge can be excluded even for the regimes as observed with gas as surrounding medium are
experiments with thick diameters at JRC lspra due to the restricted to a very small low velocity range.
small decelerations. In the present calculation even an ac-
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Q 100 Here, a check conceming another effect has been done,
;

_, esp J., ., moi +.. w. cre m.toi caic.- Ie.Sich is related to the observations of a. vortex ball reported
i* '

in /6/. Although no specific modeling of this vortex ball has j5 4 A s20 22mm) ,
(n AHL m28 (Ds19mm) been performed in the present model, 'he development of

|

5 a 15PR A (D=50mm) o enlargements at the leading edge must in principle be in- 4

3 1 E N s*,~",'N i$cusr> cluded in the present description of jet dynamics. The only
'

- ?., effect to be added for this is an increased ding at the lead-
Ing edge which is due to form drag. Here, a parametrics

.
E 50 -

.
*

approach for checking the effects in tvinciple has been cho-
lii ..* sen. An increased drag coefficient of c , m 0.3 has been*, m"
'5 {e o' * * * * chos' n at the leading edge along the jet column, over a dis-e
"

tance of the size of the jet c9ameter, assuming that the influ.o e o* **
ence of form drag may extend over e region determined by. ,

j .4. .. ..... the jet diameter. In rddition, the calculated stripping rate has,

\ oyior's corr. rat,.n I- . s .( pi )'s in this region been increased by a factor f , in order to take ~9 t t

E * #"" * * * "9 *** '"Y''O -d
2 3 4 s@ ping, in @, h b modeled in /13/.E 10 10 10

5 cmbient Weber number Wea
2 Results with theca additional measures at the leading edgea) gweo , pw ,n D/o ) are given in Figs. 5-7 for the IKE, ANL and JRC ispra casesn

considered. As can be seen, a better agreement with the
Q 100 experimental results of ANL and JRC lspra conceming the. s p. J., of moie w..<r. m.tas case.
d

penetration dynamics is already obtained by increasing the* mt (oumma o
+3 AHL m20 (D=2%m) , o drag Coefficient. This alone however does not after the high- '

F $s2s (o. n n> er value of final jet length. Together with an assumed la.. 9 so m a
S iser A (o=2emm,in<s7st) crease of the stripping rate at the leading edge (here a fac-*

Ag iset A (o=2smm,snu t,,<nsr> tor of f , = 5 was applied tentatively), improvements result {t

for both experiments, but especially for the JRC ispra case, '
~

f 50 -

.
whereas some worsening results for h ME experiment..

L * *, . . 1j ". ,. . * . . Fig. 9a) shows the translent development of the jet contour ).

8 9 for the JRC ispra emeriment with a jet diameter of 5 cm and |
*

*A .* 2 m/s entry velocity, applying the formulation with increased -|,

g [- drag and stripping at the leading edge. A lateral enlargement
* * |

7
-- x. -

- p -- p" develops at first and disappears again until establishment of
N ayior's c.cr.i.n.n : g . s.( g ),, a steady state, which agrees in principle with the experimen-

tg
g 0 5 1$ 15 '

~ tal behavior reported in /6/. As an interesting effect, this0
20

g description does not lead to an as significant latoral enlarge- ,jet velocity w, /(m/s) iment for the IKE experiments with jet diameter of 4 mm andy

b) 16 m/s entry velocity (Fig. 9b)). For a more detailed analysis
a more detailed description of the leading edge appears

Fio 8: Summary of experimental and theoretical values for therefore as worthwhile, e.g. according to the approach in
the final coherent jet length /13/. I

a) drawn versus Weber number
b) drawn versus jet velocity E. Calculation of B,

For checking the parametrically chosen 8,-value in a first '
O. Model Variation at Leading Edge step, calculations have been performed under variation of .1

values of effective roughness, which may be related to the I
As discussed above, the results shown in Figs. 5 - 8 indicate geometrical roughness due to initial disturbances as indicat- ;

a rather good applicability of the present model for the IKE ed in Chapter IV, Furthermore, the distance x from the lead-
case with 16 m/s, obviously in the atomization regime, but ing edge characterizing the effect of boundary layer growth
less good applicability for the ANL and JRC ispra cases with of relative flow in Eq. (4.21) is varied over a large range. Ac-
uncertainties on fully developed atomization regime. As a cording to Fig.10 the calculated B,-values lie for practically
further reason for the discrepancies in the latter cases a de- the whole large range of roughnesses and distances as well
pendence of B, with the jet velocity and diameter may be as- as jet velocities between 0.1 and 0.6 or, excluding the small-
sumed. Higher 8, values, i.e. stronger fragmentation, for est distance from the leading edge, between 0.1 and 0.3,i.e.
smaller velocities would be required to better explain the- in the range considered above. The values of 8,in Fig.10
data. Further analyses of the influences on 8, are required are determined for tM wavelength of maximum growth and
for clarifying this point. the assumed cce a. More detailed investigations and

coupled calcula'x di be done in future.
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,,s _ . _ _ . - - - - - F. Further Results

d'** h More details on the jet behavior can finally be regarded in
2.0 Figs.1113 for the experimental cases considered above,

y The results are from the calculations with 8, = 0.1, without
'g special formulation at the leading edge. For steady state
N 1. 5 conditions reached, spatial developments with the distance
p z from water entry are gwen on the contour of the jet, the

melt velocity in the jet, the fragment tradius and the accumu-,,

f 10 i lated rate of stripped mass. The latter is related to the rate
2 I

of melt inflow at the water entry and thus gives the grade of
1 fragmer,ted mass under steady state conditions. Deceler-0'S

ation of the melt occurs along the whole jet length for the
IKE experiment, whereas it only sets in after a phase of ac-
celeration in the other experiments. Practically total strippinga. o __._ _. . -...._w

o.o o. 2 a.u o.s o.e 1.0 1.2 1.u is reached in all cases until the leading edge.
a) ,,;,, ,;,,,,,, , j,

The calculated fragment sizes are rather small for all the
2 3 _ .. . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ .-~ experiments, as compared to those determir,ed experimen-

tally. From the IKE experiment with 16 m/s entry velocity a
'""#*

mean fragment diameter of - 500 pm has been determined
80 by sieving. Values given for the ANL tests # 20 and # 28 are

.[ i 3 5 mm /6/ and for the JRC lspra tests 4 6 mm /2?/, /23/.
'

2 Corresponding values from the calculations (Figs.11 13)
' ' ' are - 40-120 pm (IKE) and - 0,2-0,6 mm (ANL, JRC lspra).
2 The fragments obtained from the Kelvin-Helmholtz formu-

,

' lation are even smaller. !y n
} l

Further inspection shows tha. the much too small fragments
*- g,3 from theory are not mainly due to the stripping description.

They are already determined essentially by the dominant
wavelength, i.e. by the instability description. Fragment di-

c . o _ _ _ . _._ .. _ . _ . _ . - ameters in the size range of about half this wavelength
o.oo o.or o.ou o.os o,ce o.io 0.12 c.t" result, with the above stripping description applied in the

caiol distonce r /m ap roach based on Miles. Further investigations must be
done however concerning more coarse parts of fragmenta.

Fia 9: Transient development of jet contour (Woods metal tu especially at the leading edge and effects due to vortex
into water) calculated with modified leading edge ball formation. On the other hand, it must be noted that
formulation ,;gnificant coalescence of fragments may occur in the dense
a) for JRC-Ispra experiment D 50.6 with inital jet sprays. The importance of coalescence effects is confirmed

diameter 50 mm and initial jet velocity 2 m/s by the appearance of the fragments gained from the IKE
b) for IKE experiment KL 10.40 with inital diameter experiments. These are in many cases obviously looking like

4 mm and initial jet velocity 16 m/s agglomerations of smaller particles and as well often show
the impact of small yet solidified drops into larger particles.

,

o.e Dependences on the temperature combinations have been
,

K ,,, e s 3.io"m D s o.oim noted in /6/ and /21/. Thus, also more distinct experimental%

5 x ,,, s .a .io" m a o.1 m determination is required.

[ 0. 6 v.1 m

q "+-+ + , _ _ , _ VI. CALCULATIONS FOR CORIUM EXPERIMENTSg

i 0. u Experiments with corium jets in water performed at ANL /12/
t N have been chosen here for first calculations with the presentu

5 1 " " " " " " * * 2:s:s zars:sm rnodelincluding film bo! ling. Uncertainties in determining UD
1. o. as ravealed in Fig. 8 for the Wood's metal experiments can

%,- '- :_*_s_s--*w_eum- e r r be expected to be even more severe in the corium experi-
- .-.- - - ._,_.. ,_,_,_,_ ., ments, indicating the need for additional work. In the CCM

series presented in /12/ only six tests under different condi-o.0 -,

o.o v.o e.o a.0 16.o 20.O tions are given. Thus reproducibility remains in any case an
W "'"'O '"" open question. Three of them are considered to be problem-

Fla.10: Calculated values of sheltering parameter 8, for atic in /12/ conceming UD - evaluation because of the rela-
different jet velocities, roughness heights and axial tively small melt volume, i.e. small mass length. Two remain
locations within the boundary layer
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3,q u derived in this test from the thermocouple data. L > 50 cmu

u 7g= j' means that the coherent core practically reaches the bottom,

' ns 5o,u au ----**e,"* of the vessel, in this test for L = 63 cm.
2 --- . . .

,' oa l' - e ! t,' , u' u2 For test CCM-3 with similar conditions, a jet diameter of 2.54k" <g'"
o

,' ) cm and an entry velocity of 8.15 m/s (as compared to 5.3
5/,

4 ns # uj m/s in test CCM-2), a probable value of L/D = 18 is given,Ju ;-,.
,

,
, ,

g na i io.o / ,-
' d ):

; however a range up to 36 indicated. This yields L = 46 cm -
I

I ] ,, |,'/ .

''foa " f,, 91 cm. With the latter value the bottom of the vessel would'

1 2 again have near1y been reached (water depth of 1.1 m). The
relatively restricted mass length as compared to CCM-2 con.j u iA

", / ditions must be remarked additionally which is surpassed for
u> o.,np77 g 77g go L/D = 36. With larger melt masses an even longer jet mayc.o

.cm. , f,,, thus be expected. In test CCM-3, most of the thermocouples
Fia.11: Calculated steady state spatial distributions of jet at the vessel bottom registered only rnild temperature in-

radius and melt velocity as well as fragment size creases /f 2/ thus indicating no coherent jet impact at the
and fragmentation grade for IKE experiment bottom.
KL10.40

Thus, breakup of the jet core before reaching the bottom of
the vessel appears not to be sure from these experimentali.o s. o -~ -- --ns 3.a''

N.'.'7* '
results, although L/D = 10 19 is concluded in /12/ as range"
of jet breakup lengths in the CCM tests. Results from the. ,

",u ,u Z: [;" ,*,'",,,,*, correlations of Epstein and Fauske as well as Salto et al are, ni

,' J t' given in /12/ with L/D = 116 (CCM 2) and 139 (CCM-3) as'u ? --

uk "E well as 1/D = 72 (CCM-2) and L/D = 98 (CCM-3), supporting
< '

/{u
' ' . ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ,-

u
b i this view. From a calculation of Wang et al /13/ with an initial

" * )g jet diameter of D = 2.54 cm and an entry velocity of 3 m/s
#

| "d p /
=o #M / o.a j .- an 1./D - value of 23 results assuming no voidage in the
ha f ''f water (40 with calculated voidage). This yields L = 58 cm.

'

j :
I .o / u

* * * With the higher initial jet velocity in CCM-3 a higher l/D isu i
",/ expected.g

of- g ; 7 77-u Questions remain to what extent the jet has broken up in
o. o u

aai=* * /= small particles, i.e. what mass has been stripped or broken
Fia 12: Calculated steady state spatial distributions of jet off in the region of the leading edge, and what particle sizes

radius and melt velocity as well as ftagment size occur. This is not clear from the experiments, at least if a
and fragmentation grade for ANL-experiment # 2 coherent core should still exists when the jet reaches the |from /6/ bottom. From the model result in /13/ complete mass strip- |

ping may be concluded until L = 58 cm (for CMM 3 the !

higher initial velocity must however be taken into account).no s . o - - ---
,, 4o u

o ---
.. ,-

On the extent of fragmentation only some indications are
- -

C '**7 ,'' ' us. o u___

," ', u.e < -- ,' given in /12/ from the experiments. No extensive breakup is !2 ,

{u ,' af " 'e concluded for CCM-2. This is partly concluded from the |
'M

,

{u ', t g' sintered debris showing limited corium quench during the let,

,/ . ns #
*

1 fall. As possible reasons for the small breakup and quench,'

fu u
# -/ i.s I Wang et al /12/ state however the increased voidage due to

'
, ,

[" |u no i 'd{ multi-jet formation in CCM-2 and the more shallow pool. For |
' '

/ ' ~ ' - -- '

;" g / i y CCM-3 a fragment mass distribution with - 70-80% of mass
u / smaller than 10 mm is given as well as a mass mediang u' "
a j debris size of - 4 mm. The distribution given for CMM-2 is

not consideied as representative due to neglection of large ;u J .: o a u ~ u- n o or u~' uu uu o reagglomerated masses. For CCM-3 approximately 8% of j
**'"* ' /*

mass have a size (diameter) smaller than 0.3 mm and 20% ,

Fio 13: Calculated steady state spatial distributions of jet smaller than 1 mm. As a general theoretical result Wang et - 1

radius and melt velocity as well as fragment size at /13/ mention a large portion of particles 5 1 mm in dis-
meter,

1

for analysis by means of our present model, presuming .!
saturated water. The uncertainty ranges for L/D given in /12/ For a first calculation the conditions of CCM-3 are chosen. i

yield up to - 100%, for CCM-2 only L/D > 25 is given, i.e. L Fig.14 shows the transient jet penetration calculated with
250 cm with D = 2 cm. No clear breakup length could be the Miles and the Kelvin-Heltnholtz formulations. While with
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Fia 14: Transient development of jet contour calculated Fio.15: Leading edge advance from the calculation on

with the IKE rnodel for the cortum experiment CCM 3 /12/ with KeMn-Helmholtz description
CCM-3 from /12/: Comparison of results with the
Miles and Kelvin-He!mholtz instability descriptions

shoot is essentially determined by the fragment'ation extent

the Miles formulation a coherent jet core still exists after at the leading edge. Secondly, the coarse jet breakup is at

reaching the bottom of the vessel (water depth 1.1 m), a Present only described in a rough manner, comparing the

quasi-steady state is reached with the Kelvin-Helmholtz perturbation wavelengths (or more exactly the amplitudes of

formulation for L - 0.6 m (!JD = 24). The calculation with the
inception of stripping) with the local jet diameter. Thirdly,

fatter formulation yields a slightly longer jet than the calcu- conceming the real behavior, the mass restriction must be

lation in /13/ for a zero void traction in the water. A signifi- taken into account, probably not allowing the establishment

cantly longer jet has been expected due to the higher entry of the above quasi-steady state. Nevertheless, in view of the

velocity of the jet. special uncertainties of the transient behavior, this quasi-
steady stata is here taken for further considerations, in this

An oscillatory behavior around a quasi-steady coherent jet state specific leading edge effects should not any longer be
length can be observed in Fig.14 for the Kelvin-Helmholtz important and stripping at the jet columns should dominate,
case. In the first overshoot which is visible in Fig.15 from as already argued by Spencer et al in /6/ for the Wood's
the penetration curve the bottom of the vessel is practically metal cases,

also reached by a coherent core. The main body of fluctua-
tions in jet length cannot be attributed to numerical effects, More details on the quasi-steady state can be seen in Fig.
but results from physical effects, at least in the present 16, giving the jet and steam / water interface contours as
model. With the low steam velocity at the leading edge only well as the local distributions of steam velocities and
small fragmentation by stripping occurs in this region. Strip- stripped fragment sizes. Furthermore, the spatial increase of
ping then increases during the transient jet penetration in the stripped mass part is given. This yields - 65% of the mass
upper regions with increasing steam production and thus inflow under steady state conditions. While the mass-aver-
steam velocities. By this, a thinner jet region above the aged fragment size of 3.3 mm in diameter lies rather well in
leading edge is produced which can give rise to coarse the experimental range Indicated in /12/, it must be ques-
break.off of the lower jet part. Indeed, this happens by sup- tioned whether such large particles can be teatly obtained in !

port of the relatively large wavelengths resulting in this case the atomization regime, i.e. in the stripping mode, only by
from the Kelvin-Helmholtz formulation. By the break-off of comparing with the initial jet diameter of 2.54 cm. The model
the lower jet part according to the (still rough) present mod- assumptions are also questioned by this (see Chapter IV).
eling the coherent jet length falls back to a length of approxi- Furthermore, the experimental mass part of 20% with frag- ,

mately 45 cm. It increases again due to continued jet pene- ments < 1 mm is not obtained here, which can however be I

tration and coarse brealeoff occurs again at the leading attributed to some extent to the special formulation of frag- !

edge. But now, since continued penetration starts already ment size, with A/2 for the Kelvin-Helmholtz approach in our .
from a thinned region the break-off happens already after model and A/2x according to /13/. Nevertheless, the above _j
rnuch shorter distances thus leading to the smaller subse- questioning remains in view of the large wavelengths. |
quent fuctuations around the length of L - 0.6 m.

With the Miles description taking p,, = 0.1, as adapted to the
Wood's metal experiments, no steady state was obtained

he outlined behavior may mainly be doubted with regard to until the bottom of the vessel (Fig.14). Thus, for more de-
three points. Firstly, taking special fragmentation effects at tailed inspection the state just before reaching the bottom .
the leading edge into account as discusseri already in Chap- has been chosen in Fig.17. Again, the local distributions of I

ters 11 and 111, a different behavior during the tw@ jet the most important quantities are shown. A much smaller
penetration phase may result, since the abov6 W wer-

amount of fragmentation of approximately 11% la reached
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! conditions would be necessary to draw firm conc!usions, i100 s

f - - [ C, From the comparison with the experimental results of the |-,o CCM tests, here especially CCM-3, no conclusive result isq5

~~ $M.T* y ,j
'

,,

4,,, j'
- , , . - -

- obtained.
< &g ,

8
,,

t The result ba:ed on the KeMn-Helmholtz formulation seems {
' 8j , %

.u ,

,

j" ,'j----. g j to be supported especially by the fragment sizes. A decision '

g ,, , ' ' .o 8 , based on the 1)D-values appears not to be possible in view,- s -

[ 8
,'

I" ' }7 ,5' -

h ' [f
of the above discussion. Conceming the fragment sizes, the

t, .[' / ', resulf based on Miles description approximates the experi- 1!

{' /~ mental debris smaller than 1 mm in diameter (mass part I'*u

{ '/ 20% from experiment,10% between 0.4 mm and 1 mm. ]
10% from theory for the latter range). De question remains j" oo. , oo. o o. : a. a o o. . o.s u

..wm , f. whether larger fragments between 1 mm and 10 mm for j

Fin 16: Calculated spatial distributions of jet radius, vapor wNch a mass part of - 50% is given in /12/ can be attribut-
film thickness, steam (vapor) velocity, fragment ed to additional coarser breakup or stripping processes in
radius and fragmentation grade for the Corium the range of the leading edge, not included in the model at

experiment CCM-3 from /12/: Quasi-steady state present, or to some impact and splashing fragmentation j

based on KeMn-Helmholtz description effects when the coherent core hits the bottom wall of the j
vessel. According to the KeMn-Helmholtz calculation 65% of |

mass should be between 2 ano 7 mm as compared to the j
above mentioned 50% from experiment between 1 and to 1uo a - .. _ .- - so i.,

/ ,' mm. Of course, this depends also on the choice of the strip-
,

, , , , _ , ,
P ping critelion itself. Since a quasi-steady state has been j, ,,,

, ' ' ' - - - - - i. ~ m. , '2 reached with the KeMn-Helmholtz calculation, the remaining. 7 t), ~ ' ~ ~ * ' ' * " *
1 ,', L 35% of mass intlow break off at the leading edge within the'

ko.ia so ) R oscillations, due to the coarse breakup criterion. Fragment'*

- .

, h aj sizes have not been considered for this mass part.'

g =
- ,-

! af[* $ ,',';8 "
Vll. CONCt.USIONS _!

I f, ','' .- ' ' ! r
'

The main conclusions which can be drawn from the presentj ,- ,- 3aun
u

analysis are:2 '
, ,

,,

* o N-.-.
. . - ---.--..: 1. Experiments with lets of molten Wood's metal at low

un o .u
o.o u o u u io i

" 9 " *****Fia.17: Calculated spa istri tions of let radius, vapor explained by stnpping of shear 0 ind'uced waves at
film thickness, steam (vapor) velocity, fragment the columns,1 e. by breakup in the otomization regime.
radius and fragmentation grade for the Corium Contributions from coarse breakup mechanisms cannot
experiment CCM-3 from /12/: Results based on be excluded completely, especially for the experiments
Miles' description for a distance comparable with with lower jet velocities. For larger jet diameters such
the depth of the experimental water pool effects should be restricted to regions where the jet has

already strongly tNnned.

here,10% with fragment sizes < 1 mm in diameter and a 2. This result was based on application of Miles' formulation
mean diameter of 0.7 mm. Rus, in this case, the fragment of instability. The KeMn-Helmholtz approach yielded
sizes based on Miles' approach (here from the more detailed much too rapid fragmentation.
stripping desenpw:n outlined in Chapter IV) are much small-
er than those fror,i the KeMn-Helmholtz approach. This is in 3. Parametric calculations indicate that a detailed descrip-
contrast to the Wood's metal cases considered above where tion of the vortex ball effect at the leading edge may bethe relation is inverse. Such a change in the relation

important for reaching better quantitative agreement with .

between the fragment sizes frorn the different descriptions j
egenmental msuus.

(which occurs also for the wavelengths of rnaximum growing
waves) has already been obtained in /17/ for fragmentation
of melt jets in gas streams by variation of the gas velocity. 4. The calculated fragment sizes from both the Miles and

the KeMn-Helmholtz approaches are too small as com/

Extrapolating the conclusions on the different approaches. Pared with the experimentally determined ones. The

from the Wood's metal experiments would mean to favor the uncertainties are however large and coalescence in the

results based on Miles' approach also for the corium case. dense sprays must be considered.

Of course, such an extrapolation can at present only be
done tentatively. A larger body of experimental data and 5. If, by exclusion of the KeMn-Helmholtz approach based

comparisons with model calculations over a wide range of on the analysis of the Wood's metal experiments, calcu-
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VALIDATION OF CHyMES: SIMULANT STUDIES

l
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Berkeley, Glos., GL13 9PB Abingdon, Oxon., OX14 3DB
UK UK

ABSTRACT been performed.

The CFD code CHYMES models the initial mixing II. REVIEW OF ISOPHERMAL EXPERIMENTS

between core material and water in thz lower
plenum of a pWH. This paper reviews exporiments II.A. Early BNL Work with Small Particles
to validate the code being carried out by Nuclear
Electric and Oxford University. These experiments Ms Lyell et al. (1990) investigated the

use isothermal and hot simulant fluids and behaviour of swarms of small glass and steel

particles in a thin-tank geometry to aid flow particles falling through water in a thin slab-
visualisation. Comparison with CHYMES sided transparent tank (lm high by 0.5m wide).
calculations (made at Culham Laboratory) shows The gap width of the tank was chosen to be only
that the code underpredicts the spreading in 10 to 20 percent greater than the ball diameter,
these experiments. It is believed that turbulent except for the smallest particles studied .(100 i

flow fields are assisting spreading, and that the micron) fbe, which a gap of 6mm was chosen. The
accumulation of vapour in the wakes of hot principal instrumentation was CCTV recording with
droplets may be increasing the coupling between strobe illumination (GenRad type 1539), giving 50
the phases. pictures per second (pps) with 10-microsecond

resolution. The smaller particles were introduced
into the tank as a slurry from a nozzle,

I. INTRODUCTION typically 1 to 2cm in diameter. However, the
largest particles (6mm) were introduced in a more

The CFD code CHYMES (Thyagaraja & Fletcher, controlled f ashion, (dropping in rows of 9 from a ;

1988; Fletcher & Thyagaraja, 1991) models the sliding tray), to minimise the effects of early

initial mixing between noiten core material and collisions between balls,

water in the lower plenum of a pWR. It is being
used to help assess the probability of a damaging Lyell et al. characterised their

steam explosion following a gross core-meltdown, measurements in terms of the ratio of the slip

and hence aid quantification of a Containment velocity of single particles to the observed rate
Event Tree for a recent probabilistic safety of f all of a swarm. They found that the behaviour
study (Turland et al., 1993). As part of the of the swarms of the smallest size of balls
validation and independent assessment of the code studied (100 micron) followed that expected of a
experimental and theoretical work is being miscible fluid without surface tension (Fig la).

conducted at Berkeley Technology Centre (formerly A large head vortex (or ' starting plume') formed
BNL) and the University of Oxford. The at the leading edge of the injected flow, and the
experimental studies are progressively working probable similarity.to the structure of a line-
from simple isothermal systems, where the thermal (Fig. Ib) was noted; the spreading of the
principal flow phenomena are better understood, following plume (due presumably to the turbulence
towards hot simulant melts producing high rates induced in the entrained flow) was also
of vapour generation; the programme is thus significant. Conversely 6nn steel balls, whose
complementary to the Winfrith MIKA validation density and size were expected to be similar to
tests which use pr^totypic materials (Fletcher & those of UO, particles in the reactor case,
Denham, 1993). A further feature of the showed only & very small rate of spread and no
experimental work has been the use of thin slab- distinct head was formed. However, the balls in

sided ('2-d') transparent tanks, to aid the the packet were quite spread-out along the line-
viewing of the various phases. Some confirmatory of-flight, and this would tend to reduce the rate
work in cylindrical ('3-d') geometries has also of spread (Gilbertson et al. 1990). Finally,
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glass beads in the millimetre size range, whose the ratio of the local velocity of the carrier
slip and fall rates were estimated to be fluid to the total velocity of the particle).
comparable, showed intermediate behaviour, but
with a distinct head (Fig 2), and discernable The initial speed of fall and rate of spread
spread of the main plume. of the unfragmented mercury was also considered

and shown to be as expected:- the spreading
II.B. Oxford University - Work with small mechanism for the lens-shaped head which forms
Particles initially is similar to that in the dispersed

case, (le due to the flow diversion at the
This work is being performed for NE by Dr stagnation point between the pool fluid and

Kenning and Mr Gilbertson of Oxford University injected / entrained flow). However, the drag on
Department of Engineering Science, and features the front lens is due to flow separation whilst
both isothermal and heated-particle tests. The in the dispersed case it is expected (by analogy
isothermal experiments performed to date with the single-fluid plume case, see Briggs,
represent a significant extension of the 1975) to be due to entrainment into the fluid
preliminary work of Lyell et al. A description of mixture.
the apparatus and results from the experiments
are given in more detail by Gilbertson et al. II.D. Cmparison with CHYMES - results &
(1992). In brief a belt-mechanism has been discussion
developed for injecting steel or aluminium balls

(f>mm diameter) into a '2-d' tank (1m x 0.5m x 8mm The scoping analysis of the isothermal data
nominal). Up to 10 rows can be injected, at conducted by Gilbertson et al. (1992) suggested
velocities up to 2m/s. Observation is by high- that the behaviour of both the mercury-water and
speed (200pps) video recording. Typical results dispersed particle flows could be understood
for steel balls (Fig 3) show a large and distinct qualitatively using elements of classical plume
' starting plume', but there is very little spread theory. Separate studies (Fletcher, McCaughey &
of the following plume. For aluminium balls the Hall, 1993) have shown that CHYMES, with laminar
spreading of the head is accentuated, presumably viscous terms added, is capable of giving good
due to the lower density, and there is some agreement with other ' ' state-of-the-art' single-
evidence of a develop ig sinuous instability in phase codes when calculating single phase
the following plume. transient plumes in the non-turbulent regime;

however, it is not optimised for turbulent two-
II.C. BNL Work with Mercury / Water Systems fluid jet problems presented by the mercury-water

data. The Oxford and BNL experiments with pre-
Gilbertson et al. (1990) studied the dispersed particles are preferable in this

isothermal pours of mercury into water in a 2-d regard. Gilbertson et al (1992) made detailed
configuration. The tank (lm high by 0.5m with a comparison of the Oxford isothermal data with
gap of 3mm) contained about 1500ml of water and CHYMES calculations and found that an adequate
20ml of mercury, and could be set at various fit could be found if an enhanced drag coefficent
angles to the vertical. In most of the of about 2 were used (see Fig 5). This fourfold
observations a funnel was used to collect and increase over the single-particle value was at
direct the flow of mercury (typical results Fig 4 the upper end of the range attributable to co-
- tank inclined at 45 degrees); the exit orifice operative phenomena. The authors considered that
could be varied in width between Smm and 20nn. A the effect could instead be occurring because the
number of observations were also perfonned with induced water flow, dragged with the balls, was
the funnel absent, so that the breakup of a turbulent; the induced flow would thus be spread
circular drop (the '2-d' analogue of an wider, and would travel slower, than calculated
accelerating spherical particle) could be by CHYMES.
studied. Strobe-illuminated CCTV at . 50pps was
used to record the events. The small-scale glass-particle ('ballotini')

data taken by Lyell et al, have also been
Gilbertson et al. found that breakup lengths compared with CHYMES calculations. Both single-

for jets and drops appeared consistent with 3-d particle and enhanced drag values have been used.
data and that after breakup had occurred the Although there is qualitative agreement (see Fig
dispersed mercury behaved in a qualitatively 6), it is clear that there are still significant

similar fashion to a collection of discrete solid quantitative differences in the penetration
particles - for instance a dispersed ' starting velocity, and in the extent of spread of the main -
plume' formed which was of larger lateral spread plume and the ' starting plume'. Separate studies
than the following plume. The spread of the by Fletcher have shown that the degree of
following plume was consistent with its being due sideways spreading of the starting plume is quite
to the turbulence field set up in the water phase sensitive to the noding chosen, with a coarse
by the sheer between the entrained and stagnant noding showing little spreading. This is probably
liquid, when appropriate allowance was made for because several (-5) nodes are needed across the
the ' crossing-trajectories' effect (the effect, jet diameter to properly resolve the stagnation
discussed by Lumley (1978), reduces the turbulent point at the leading edge. The discrepancy in
transverse diffusion rate of a dense particle by predicted penetration rate is presumably because
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the code does not allow for the widening and of melt with surf aces. The data did not appear to
slowing of the flow in the main plume due to support a model, advocated by some workers, in
entrainment; the full dynamic head of the flow which the probability of triggering in an
thus impinges at the front stagnation point, independent event for each melt droplet.
enhancing penetration.

The initial flows showed the qualitative
III. EXPERIMENTS WITH HOT SIMUIANT MATERIALS features of single phase plumes, but the angles

subtended at the nozzle (' spreading angles') by
III.A. BNL Single-Nozzle Tests the starting-plume (' head') and by the main plume

were in general more similar than in the
The first series 01 olten-tin / water tests isothermal work, and indeed the head was in some ;

(Hall & Brown,1992) used a geometry similar to cases smaller. The spreading angles of the ' main
that of the isothermal mercury / water tests. Tin plume' and ' starting plume' were both estimated '

from an electrically heated furnace flowed to be about 15 degrees, compared with the value
' through a single nozzle into a narrow-width tank; of 10+/-2.5 degrees derived for the main plume in
typical tank dimensions .were 1m by 0.5m by the isothermal pours, and about 3 times this for
4.5mm, with a nozzle width of 15mm by 4.5mm, the ' starting plume'. In the 3-d pours the head
although some measurements in a smaller tank was in general less marked in wide cylinders than
(0.3m by 0.3m by 6mm) were also made. Water was in narrow ones, suggesting that interaction with
circulated via an external heater and was also the ' return current' (the upflow of water
heated within the tank. Water temperatures, displaced by the falling metal, entrained water
measured by themocouples at four points in the and vapour) can be a major cause of broadening.
tank, typically varied f rom the mean by IC. Tests (The ef fect of the return current on spreading
were also performed in a cylindrical geometry; and penetration rates, also appears to be visible i
typical tank dimensions were 300mm diameter by Im in the latter stages of tests in the large '2-d'
high, with a single nozzle of 14mm diameter. tank.)
Water temperatures in the range 70 to 99C and tin )temperatures in the range 450 to 800C were The vapour was estimated to have three '

explored. possible effects. Firstly it would increase the
i

effective volumetric flow of material in the
A typical sequence from the strobe-lit video plume and thus increase the return current in the

recordings in Fig. 7a shows a pour of 100ml of tank. Secondly, the integrated vapour source
tin at 700C Into the larger (1m high) tank, within the mixing region would drive a flow of
containing water at 94C. (The water is dyed with water away from the axis of the plume which would
fluorescein to aid discrimination of the steam tend to carry the metal droplets with it. Without
void. Fig 7b shosa a comparable experiment in detailed code comparison these two effects would
which the water was undyed). Note .the two appear similar in producing an enhanced rate of
extension pieces on the nozzle, which were fitted spread. However, neither effect could be
to minimise drawdown of air f rom the free surf ace positively identified in the tests. It was
during the initial transient. calculated that the radial flow driven by the

vapour flux could, in the absence of condensation .i
Detailed measurements were made of the rate sinks, drive a radial spread comparable with the

of fall and rate of spread of the dispersed flow isothermal spreading mechanisms identified in the
(both ' head' and ' plume' regions, in so far as mercury / water tests.
these could be distinguished) - see Fig 8 for
typical results. The following were the key Thirdly, the presence of void was expected
conclusions:- to decrease the mean fall / penetration velocity.

,

"

Considerable variability was found in the
Qualitatively the results were similar to penetration rate of the front, with values

the mercury / water work, but with the additional ranging from 0.8 to 2m/s, and in rate of widening
vapour phase collecting preferentially in the (expressed as a ratio of head width to depth of ;we.ke of the tin droplets, which in general took penetration). (Fig. 8 shows three typical i

up a lenticular form. results, for a water temperature of 96C; tin
temperatures were 600C, 700C & 710C

Breakup lengths for the tin-jets were respectively). Faster penetration rate appeared. i

estimated from the closest point of breakup to to be weakly correlated with broader spreading )the nozzle. Typical values (non-dimensionalised angles. The average fall velocity in the 'large' ~!using the usual Taylor definition) of about 3.5 tank (lm x 0.5m x 4.5mm) was similar to that in
were found, compared with about 5 in the the isothermal tests (1.4m/s versus 1.5m/s)iisothermal work; it was suggested that this showing that any slowing of the water phase in
reduction could be due to disturbance by boiling- the plume by the steam void was small. However, a
bubbles near the entry region of the jet, series of measurements in a smaller tank (0.3m xpromoting earlier breakup. 0.3m x 6mm), in which the penetration rate

remains more constant during a run, gave a '

Triggering of an fc1 occurred in many smaller mean velocity (1.1m/s).
events, and appeared most likely on first contact
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Fletcher et al (1993) made calculations of subsequent material (contrast the behaviour of
the penetration rate and rate of widening for isothermal flows), with no strong differentiation
single-phase ' starting plumes' and found that between ' starting plume' and ' main plume' . At the
these were sensitive to the boundary conditions edges of the plume individual particles of metal
at inlet. This sensitivity, which was attributed can typically be followed for several frames
to the variation in effective initial separation before losing their identity through splitting or
of the vortex pair set up at the leading edge of coalescence. Those at the leading edge are again
the plume, could in part explain the variation of lenticular with vapour in their wake and appear
penetration and widening rates observed to undergo a slow ' rocking' motion as they fall,
experimentally. However, on this model, faster similar to that described for bubble sizes in the
penetrating plumes would be narrower, whereas a mm range by Clif t et al (1978). (By contrast,
weak correlation (40.17) in the opposite sense is drops in the MIXA tests appear to be spherical
observed in the 'large tank' data. (Denham, private communication), rather than

flattened - it may be significant that in the
'III.B. Multi-Nozzle Tests tin / water tests the tin dropa enter at low

velocity and accelerate, so that drop deformation
III.B.1. Experiment & Results and breakup occurs progressively as the droplets

fall, whilst in the MIXA tests the reverse is
The single-nozzle tests are a useful set for true, and most breakup will occur near the water

comparicon with the isothermal mercury / water surf ace.) Droplets some distance behind the f ront

studies. However, they are not ideal for direct undergo a more complex motion and splitting and
comparison with CllYMES which has been optimised recoalescence occur frequently. The complexity of
to deal with a predispersed droplet field. A these motions is greatest in the void-rich
better approximation to a predispersed field is central regions of the flow where some particles
achieved in the latest completed series of are swept upwards for a time.
experiments (Hall & Brown, in prep.), in which
the tin issued f rom 5 parallel nozzles (7mm wide, III.B.2. CHYMES Calculations
14mm neparation) into a lm square slab-sided
tank, of 4.5mm nominal gap. Typically, 100ml of Fig 11a shows a CHyMES comparison
tin at 800C have been poured into water at up to calculation performed by Dr Fletcher, using
99C. In the last few runs particular care was standard drag laws. A comparison calculation in

taken to achieve conditions near saturation in which vapour generation was suppressed shows
the tank, and temperatures in excess of 99C were almost identical predictions for the melt phase
recorded on all five thermocouple in the water. (le no substantial effect from vapour generation j

Momentum diffusers within the tin-nozzle ensured is predicted). The calculated sideways deviation j
approximately equal flow from each jet. is much less marked than that observed, and the i

penetration rate is too rapid. (The calculation |
'Video frames from a typical experiment (run is for a slightly smaller tank, im by 0.5m, than

11, 795C tin, 99.5C water) are shown in Fig. 9. used, but this would be expected to increase the |

.n electronically-shuttered camera was used, predicted spread.) Calculations made for an
enhanced drag coefficient (C a fivefold(Sony type XC711p, 1/10,000th sec. time
increase on the def ault value)g2,show a slightlyresolution), because the tank area was too great

to be adequately lit by the strobes available, reduced pent. ration rate and enhanced rate of

(In these experiments it was necessary to use a spread, but it is clear that the calculated flow

subsidiary support for the tank at half height to still differs markedly from that observed.

reduce the bowing duo to hydrostatic head - the
marks on the glass, also visible in Fig. 9, show III.C. Iron-water tests - Preliminary Results.

contours of equal tank width.)
In an attempt to bridge the temperature

It can be seen that the breakup length of range between conventional simulants and

the tin jets is small compared with the tank prototypic materials, tests are under way in
which typically 3.5kg of iron at 2000C, producedheight, so that the flow may be taken as

predispersed for code comparison purposes, by the thermite reaction, is released into a

-||- (Detailed videos, taken of the flow in the nozzle cylindrical tank of water (lm high by 300 nun

region, will allow the initial breakup and diameter). Stills from a preliminary experiment ]
dispersion to be studied in detail.) (95C water temperature) are shown in Fig.12. The |

iron was introduced via a momentum dif fuser and a j

Results for penetration and spreading rates droplet spreader, comprising a 4 by 4 array of i

for the leading edge material are shown in Figure 10mm diameter holes on 20mm centres. The flow is !

10, for the last three runs. These again show in consequence rather dilute. However, the rate
significant variability, but it is clear that the of penetration in the two' tests performed to date
spreading rate is much higher than achieved in is significantly lower (0.9m/s) than that in the
the earlier tests. The penetration rate is equivalent tin tests (typically 1.5m/s), which
typically under Im/s. From the videos, there is may be due to the strong influence of the void.
little difference between the envelope traced out (Detailed void fraction measurements are not j

by the leading particles and that followed by practicable in this geometry; however, the void 1

.I
H
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generation and accumulation behind the thermite V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
drops can be clearly seen in the videos.) In
addition there appears to be some hold-up of the TM series of experiments using simulant
main body of the melt (a phenomenon observed in materials in flat tank geometries conducted at
the early MIXA tests, Denham et al.,1992). BTC and Oxford have allowed the detailed motion

of the phases to be studied in more detail than
IV. DISCUSSION is possible in the MIXA tests. These tests have

shown that CHYMES tends to underpredict sideways-
The BTC/ Oxford experiments show a clear spreading rates and overpredict penetration

evolution from turbulence controlled dispersion rates. Two physical phenomena, not modelled in
(eg Lyell's isothermal work with smallest size of ,the code, may be responsible for this. These are

' beads) to unequivocally vapour-controlled the probable role of turbulent flow fields in
phenomena (late stages of multi-nozzle pours). It assisting spreading and the possible role of the
is to be expected that CHYMES will underpredict vapour which is observed to accumulate in the
the former effect, since its standard version has wake of a hot drop in, increasing the role of
neither viscous nor Reynolds' stress terms, inter-phase drag forces. A proper understanding
although these could probably be added fairly of these mechanisms is probably required only if
straightforwardly for these simple problems. codes are to be used for predicting detailed

fuel / coolant / steam ratios in explosion regions, j

The lack of a turbulence model in the code but other key predictions of the codes, such as
|should not affect two key results from the fall time and gross void distribution, are I

reactor-scale calculations, namely the probably less sensitive.
demonstration of the presence of substantial void
in the melt immediately prior to any explosion
and guidance on fall rates. It might affect VI. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
calculation of detailed mixture ratios. However,
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VAIIDATION Ol' flu: Clinti:s iflXING A10D11

D 1. I'leicher 51.K. Den hain
Sit D, AIM Technology, AIM lteartor Services,
Culhain Laboratory, Oxon., OX14 3Dil, l'K. Winfr th Technology Centre, Don hester,
Tel ( t t) 23M214 to l'ax ( t 1) 233 IM113 Dorset, DT2 sD11, l'K. Tel. (44) aos 23ies

A llWI It M 'T

in Iln UK a probabilistic study of steam explosion-
This paper mutains a <hscussion of the work being per- indur ed < ontainment failure has ic< ently been rompleted
fonned in t he t'K to vahdate the ennit s coarse mixing (Tmland et al.1991). It was judged that the models of
model. Attention is focussed on the ulx A experiments mixing ami pmpagation were not sufficiently well devel-
perfor med at Winfrit h Technology Centre in whh h 3 kg g,cd to pinduce deterministic limits to mixing. Instead
of nmtten fuel simulant were relea,cd into water. The usulu fmm simulations of ihe initial roarse mixing stage
validation of cHnti s against one of t hese experiments were usel
(Mix \0G) is discuoed in detail, it is conchided that
UHHttM c an reproduce some features of the experiment 1. To determine t he range of times at which melt first
(such as t he existence of steam rhimney around the udx- < ont act s t he hase of the veswl in sufficient quans
ture and the steam prodmtion rate within a factor of ties for hase t riggering to orrur:
t wo) hut it does not predict t he obsers ed mixt ure de-
velopment (t he radial sptrading and t he dneleration o[ 1 To generate mixture distrihutions to quantify the

~

t he first un it aniving at t he surface) well. Additional elfert of steanninduced removal of water imm the
model development and experimental analysis underway mixture on t he ideal thermodynamic yield;

to resolve these differences is discussed.
3. l.o support a physical picture in which theexplos. ion

.

1. IN rl(ODITTION I" ""' '^"med Q a cohewnt Aug of watn.

Over t he last ten ycius a number of modeIs of the A inod"h called cui M fx e developed for these pur-
P"'"" I" the UK (Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1991a). Thecoarse mixing st age of a steam explosion have been devel.
n;odel is trandent, twodinmndonal and considers thwe

oped and used. Amongst t hese t he most welb known a c:
"""P"""""' "^"'ely inelt droplet s, wat er and steam, eachcin uts (Fletchn and Th agaraja,1991a) Itci (Young,3 of which are assumed tu have their own vehicity field. The1991 ), In3 ( Kolev.1991), PM A L PH A f Amarasooriva and

T heofa nous, 1991),1 Lx As (Chu and Corra iini[1989) "'ual undtiphaw flow equations are used to formulate the

Ib"^""*P*" ' "W * " "##UE"and IRIO Me (Hert houd and Valet te.1993). In trust
How and the restriction to the case of saturated watercases t he aim has been to use the model to place limits
anal Meann An njuanon is s lwd for the melt enthalpy,on the mass of melt that is 'mimF for the given pour

configuration. In order to uw such tuodels to place lim- togethn with transport equations for the melt and wa-
'"lengthan. Connitudve relations are used to modelits to mixing' it is nnessary to postulate mixture con-
heat transfer, interphase drag and fragmentation of thefigurations which will not support a propagation wave
""4t and watn.or to show that the vield obtained from a multi-volume

thermodynamic mod'l will be insuHicient to damage the The ronainda of the paper is concerned with valida-
e

Hon of the cantLs model and is c ganised as follows:reactor. To formulate such models a large number of
S"'U"" U gim a bdef description of the validation phi-simplifications must he made, with the aim being to re-

tain the essential physics. The key physical process which losophy being used. Section III gives a description of
d" niain snies f validation experiments and Section IV

prevents intimate mixing, and therefore needs to be mod-
motaim e analysis of a particular experiment. Someelled, is considered to be the high volumetric steam gen.
genn i n, narks on dm vaHdation exercise are presentedcration rate as melt and water mix. The steam expels
in Sn tion V and the conclusions are given in Section VI.

water from the mixture, leaving it water lean.
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11. VAhlDATION Pillh0 SOPHY lt should be noted that the validation of coarse mixing
models is a topic currently being pursued in many coun-

The task of validation (or showing that the models are tries. In France the HILLEAt: test using un heated and
fit-for-purpose) is a complex one because the models are heated shot are being performed to validate the Tmo Mc
based or a gross simplification of the real situation and code (Herthoud and Valette,1993). Theofanous and co-
the experimental conditions are necessarily far removed workers have performed experiments (called M Acico) in
from severe accident conditions. For example, the mod- which heated shot is released into a tank which repre-
ris do not allow for the complex behaviour of a real core sents the lower head of a reactor ( Angelini et al.,1992). - amelt relocation event or for the role of the structures con- Tliese experiments are novel in that they are the first
tained within the lower head. Also the experiments are in which local measurements of the void fraction within
necessarily at a much smaller scale than the reactor, in- the mixture have been made. Encouraging agreement be-
volving kik> gramme quantities of melt rather than tonne tween the experimental data and calculations using the
q u an t it ies. PM- AI Pit A code have been reported. In addition, the

The models rniuire complex nurnerical schemes and FAno tests being performed at the European Joint Re-
contain uncertain physics. Thus verification, to check searc h Centre ISPHA should providt data at a larger scale
that the model has been correctly coded, and validation, and for prototypic materials.
to ensure that the model is an adequate representation of 111. DESCRIPTION OF Tile MIX A TESTS
reality, are required before great reliance can be placed -

on the predictiont Verification is a relatively straightfor- ,\ series of medium-scale mixing experiments, called
ward task, and ennits has been subjected to rigorous the Mixa experiments, has been performed at Winfrith
testing and comparison with other models. Technology Centre. The experimental arrangement has

The numerical scheme must be qualitatively consis- been described elsewhere (Denham et al.,1992) and will
tent, in that it should be designed with the physics of only be sunnnarised here. The experiments involved the
the pmblem in mind (Thyagaraja and Fletcher,1988). It re! case of ~3 kg of molten fuel simulant (81% uranium
is also important to check that the code performs well dioxide and 19% molybdenum metal at a temperature of
against the limited number of analytic solutions which 3600 K) into a pool of water. A novel droplet former was
are available, and if it does not the algorithm must be used which ensured that the melt entered the water as
impmved. An example of this type of checking is given a stream of droplets with a diameter of approximately
in a recent study of a particle front falling in a vacuum 6 mm. ' Skirts' of varying lengths were attached beneath
(Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1991b). The basic numerical the droplet former to control the radial spreading of the
scheme in clintEs has been validated against the com- stream of melt droplets. The mixing vessel was of square
mercial codes nAT and now3D for the calculatmn of a section with a side of 0.37 m and a pool depth of 0.6 m
laminar jet flow (Fletcher et al.,1992). All three codes was used. The initial pressure was 0.1 MPa in all of the
were found to give very similar results for the jet pen- experiments and the water was initially saturated in all
etration and spreading rates, in addition, results from but one of them. The mixtures formed were relatively
CilYMIM have been compared with a PM-ALPH A calcu- weak, having a melt fraction of typically 11 The mixing
lation of mixing in the lower head of reactor (Fletcher. procen was recorded using cine photography with intense
1992). This comparison showed that the two different backlighting. The vessel was left open to the atmosphere
models predicted very similar melt behaviour but very via a vent line which contained a flowmeter to measure
different coolant dynamics. This was due to differences the steam produced as the melt entered the water.
in the chosen boiling and drag models. The above experiments were specifically designed and

it is the purpose of validation to allow the 'best' con- performed to assist with the task of cuntES validation.
stitutice models to be identified. A validation exercise is Therefore the experimental conditions were chosen to meet
currently underway against a number of different experi- the validation requirements. Thus, these are the first ex-
mental series. The rnain series of validation experiments, periments in which a stream of droplets of prototypic ma-
which use prototypic materials, is described in the next terial have been injected into water, in addition, the ex-
sec t ion. Experiments are also being performed at Ox- perimental configuration was such that the assumptions
foid University in which cold and hot balbbearings are of incompressible flow and saturated water were consid-
dropped into a narrow tank of water (Gilbertson et al., cred to be valid. One of the experiments was performed
1992). The data from these experiments are being used with the water initially subcooled by 20 K to provide a
to examine the interfacial drag modelling in CHYMEs. In means of benchmarking the effect of subcooling.
addition, low temperature simulant experiments are be- Even with these experimental features, analysis of the
ing performed by IIall and co-workers at Berkeley Nuclear data was not straightforward. After some experimenta-
Laboratories (llall,1993). tion, a welbdefined two-dimensional inflow of melt was

generated, but even then, the rapid steam generation and
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level swell which occurred when the melt entered the wa- above are global comparisons. More detailed information .)
[: ter obscured the movie, so that the initial inflow' rate on, for example, melt droplet velocities and trajectories I

could only be observed for a fraction of the inflow period. . is recorded on the films but has'not yet been extracted.
The movies gave very clear pictures of the mixing process, An original intention of the experiments was to make lo-
and features such as melt holdup and the existence of an cal measurements of the melt volume fraction (via X;
extensive steam void in the mixing zone were observed. ray cinematography) and to measure local void fractions
No steam explosions occurred. (via conductance probes). However, the X-ray diagnos.

There were five successful experiments in the series. tics had to be abandoned because of the cost of obtaining
Tests 01, 01 and 06 used increasing lengths of ' skirt' a sufficiently powerful source and the conductance probes

j around the droplet former and resulted in a range of melt failed to' work correctly because of changes in the electri- 1

pours from one-dimensional initially (i.e. a pour of melt cal properties of the water when the melt entered the . -!
droplets over most of the vessel width) in 01 to a central water.2

2 pour (i.e. a pour over a small region in the centre of the
R Data Used for the Assessmentvessel) in 06 (Denham et al.,1992). Experment 05 was

similar to 06 except that the water was initially subcooled The transient steam production rate can be com- !
by 20 K in 05. Experiment 07 was similar to 06 except pared with the code output. The data show that the
that a modified droplet former was used which resulted steaming rate increased steadily from zero to a peak of
in larger droplets (10-30 mm instead of 6 mm). ~1.0 m s-2 over a period of 0.7 s, ano then fell away over :8e

,

An analysis of the MIXA01 experiment,in which the a period of several secor,3s. .,

melt pour was initially one-dimensional, has already been On entering the water the droplets penetrated a' dis-
'

published by Denham et al., (1992). In this paper an tance of ~100 mm with a velocity of 5 m sd, before slow !
" analysis of the MIXA06 experiment, in which the melt ing to a velocity of 0.8 m sd. There was no lateral spread- ,

pour was two-dimensional,is presented. ing of the melt as it entered the water pool. The first melt -
IV. SIMULATIONS FOR THE MIXA06 TEST took 0.69 s to travel from the water surface to the vessel ,

*base. The melt was observed to spread progressively as
A. " -iption of the MIXA06 Experiment it penetrated the water pool, with the mixture being col-

umn shaped with the widest part near the original water .
h- Tn i tain features of the MIXA06 experiment are surface. When the first melt reached the vessel base, melt ;

L now describes.. This experiment produced a central pour had spread across almost the entire width of the vessel.
|; of 3 kg of melt in the form of ~6 mm diameter droplets. The boundaries of the mixture envelope, as traced from
F 'When the droplets were released from the melt generator the high speed movie, are shown in Figure 2.

they were initially contained within a 0.48 m long cylin-
drical' skirt' and this produced a jet of particles ~120 mm

Ud3 ^

in diameter. The data from the movies indicated that the
. melt left the charge container with a small pressure gra- ;

[ dient driving the flow, since the melt droplets arrived at _

lI the water surface with a velocity of ~5 m sd (which com-
pares with 4.4 msd from a gravity pour). The velocity ,

decreased gradually to 3.5 ms" over a period of 0.2 s. 0 12-

The melt pour lasted for a total time of 1.5 s. g .

'
The pressure in the vessel remained close to its initial g

value. The peak pressure rise measured was 0.031 MPa,
-

-

which would have induced a subcooling of 7 K. The mea. E
'

li sured pressure in the gas space in the vessel is shown in E o 33_ i

L Figure 1. It is tentatively assumed that this degree of sub- & .

"

[ . cooling will not be significant in the comparison. (If it is
'

important it should result in CilYMES over-predicting the -

steaming rate.) The thermocouples located in the vapour
space recorded the saturation temperature throughout
the transient. ;i ,

, , ,

The data available for cuyMrs validation from this 00 05 .to- 15 20'

experiment comprise high quality cine records, the tran- Time Af ter Melt Arrives At Water Surface tsi
sient steam flow rate, quantities of material swept out

H of the vessel, and the particle size distribution of the Figure 1. The measured pressure in the gas space for
'

quenched debris. It is important to note that all of the experiment MIXA06.
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Melt was observed to be levitated by the steam flow. The frozen melt was recovered at the end of the ex-
Melt droplets appeared to be suspended by the steam periment, it was in the form of irregular globules and
flow and to move sideways towards the vessel walls. At sieving showed that 20% (by mass) of the debris was less
0.18 s after the melt entered the water there was ~0.1 m than 2 mm in diameter,45% was between 2-5 mm and

of level swell. At 0.6 s after melt / water contact the level 90% was smaller than 8 mm.
swell had reached the bottom of the ' skirt' at a height
of 0.49 m above the initial water surface. At 0.8 s melt C. Specification of Calculations

reached the level of the ' skirt'. After melt reached the
base of the vessel, melt was observed to be levitated in The calculations were performed assuming that

the central region of the mixture and to flow downwards the square-section vessel could be repLeed with a circular-

in the peripheral region. After 1.2 s the level swell had section vessel with the same flow area. This gave a vessel

filled the vessel. The mixture contained a highly voided diameter of 0.42 m. A total vessel height of 1.5 m was

core or ' steam chimney' used, wit h Of, m c.onsisting of a water pool and 0.9 m be-

An insignificant amount of melt was swept out of the ing the steam filled region below the melt generator. The

vessel, via the vent pipe. The mass of water lost during vessel was assumed to have a lid of radius 0.195 m, which

the experiment was 3.3 kg. Integration of the measured kft an annular gap of width 0.015 m at the outside of the

r team flow rate shows that approximately 0.5 kg of steam vessel as an exit regi n. A c nstant pressure boundary

would have escaped from the system as mixing took place. c ndition was employed at this exit.

Thus the mass of liquid lost via sweep-out was less than The experimental data on melt flow consist of esti-

2.8 kg, since some water would have been lost by evapo, mated mass fluxes f r a central (0.12 m x 0.12 m) region,

ration during the heat-up stage. together with the melt velocity and estimated droplet
size, all at the water surface. The experimenters obtained
the above quantities by tracking the path of droplets on
the cine records to obtain the velocity and counting the

j number of droplets pasing a plane. Symmetry about the
centre line was assumed and the droplet flux was inte-

' 8W grated in time to obtain a value for the total number of
N droplets injected. The mass of a single droplet was then_ ' 37'

/79
"

determined by dividing the total number of droplets by
the mass of melt injected. The experimenters assumed

' ~8* that during the period for which the droplet flux could
42-

1
1

,, not be observed the flux remained constant at the last.

i

observed value. It is clear that this procedure is neces-
j sarily approximate by the nature of the assumptions (e.g.35

3m ; that the droplet size distribution remains constant) and
52 I

f because the flux of droplets could not be observed for agg

i 3: significant fraction of the pour duration. A calculation in
# -400 which the melt flow rate was assumed to decay linearly

with time (based on an analysis of the rate of melt flow
from the charge container) after the period for which data

''3W were available gave very similar results, showing that this
assumption is not particularly important."

The mass flux data measured at the surface were used
~2 to calculate a velocity and volume fraction at the inlet by

assuming that the flux at the surface was equal to that'g
at the inlet, and that the velocity at the inlet was that
which would give the measured value at the water surface
for melt falling under gravity. For part of the pour this

Figure 2. The development of the mixture region and assumption could not be made because of the effect of the
level cwell of the pool as measured from the high speed steam drag on the melt and instead the initial velocity
movie. The position of the melt front is shown via a solid was determined at the inlet from that which would occur
line and the top of the level swellis shown via a dashed due to the hydrostatic pressure of the melt in the droplet
line. Numbers are times (in ms) from first melt arrival former.
at the water. The width of the incoming stream of melt The melt enthalpy equation was solved to allow for
droplets is marked by a hatched region. the cooling of the melt as it transferred heat to the wa-
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ter. lleat transfer from the melt was assumed to be shows the melt volume fraction contours at times of 0.4,
by a combination of radiation'and film boiling (Fletcher 0.6,0.8 and 1.0 s. At 0.8 s melt started to be held-up near |

and Thyagaraja,1991a). An initial melt temperature of the water surface and by I s there was significant melt
3000 K was used, together with a melt emissivity of 0.84. hold-up in the top third of the water pool. The calcula-

'

It was assumed that 60% of the emitted radiation was tional results show that this feature gradually developed,
absorbed by the water and produced steam, the remain- with some melt falling away towards the base of the ves-
der being reabsorbed by the melt. (The reabsorption of sel and other melt being pushed sideways. Some melt -
radiation by the melt is a standard feature of the model was levitated above the initial level of the water pool, a
which is likely to be applicable in the reactor situation feature which was observed in the experiment.
but is unlikely to be correct in these experiments. Ilow- ;

ever, it is not believed that its effect is significant.) A ,N C*Iculated melt penetratm.n rate is further illus-
.

melt density of 8,400 kg/m was used. For all calcula- trated ni H, gure 4 which gives a plot of the development *3

em ume taction on the axis of the vessel. Ittions an initial melt droplet size of 6 mm was specified, |
since this value is consistent with the observed size frorn shows that melt first reached the vessel base after 0.4 s .

{
cine data. Melt fragmentation was calculated using the trasel emugh h water pool. This figure is approxi- t

mately w a ead,n dan was usemd in the experi-standard fragmentation model coded in enntrs which is i
,

ment ms & nMt anWal u,me is predicted t withmbased on that used in Irci (Young,1991).
The cakulations were performed using a finite diff. 36% Over the last two-thirds of the water pool the melt -

er' fms fdl e a W d approximately 0.9 m s" in the cal- -!eme grid with 15 rell;s m the radial directmn and 30 cells
n the vertical directon. (Usmg 50 cells m the vertical culatiou compared with an observed speed of 0.8 m ad in

d|rection did i ot change the results significantly.) A timethe experiment. Thus it is the initial hold-up of the melt :i

step of 2 x 10 3 was used' which is poorly predicted with the later behaviour (as far
'

ett front penetration is concerned) being reproduced ,
uIhe following calculations were performed .m order to g

examine the performance of cHntrs:
The results from the simulation in which the drag laws !

Hase Case This calculation used the dispersed phase of Amarasooriya and Theofanous were used confirmed the !

drag laws coded in cun Es. In these drag laws the picture observed in earlier calculations (Denham et al., >

melt is always assumed to be the dispersed phase 1992). The melt hold-up was very significant with melt
'

and the water-steam drag is calculated assuming collecting on the surface of the water pool and then falling
that the water is the dispersed phase (Fletcher and down the walls of the vessel. Very little melt reached the
Thyagaraja,1991a). The standard water droplet base of the vesselin the 1.5 s of the calculation. Figure 5
fragmentation model, which is based on the melt shows the calculated melt volume fractions at times of 1.0
fragmentation model, was switched on. All drag co- and 1.5 s and shows that these results are very different

efficients were set to 0.4 and an initial water length. from Omse observed experimentally.

scale of 30 mm was used. (A calculation in which The case with the drag coefficients increased to 2.0
the initial water length scale was set to 10 mm gave showed different behaviour again. Initially the melt pene-
very similar results.) trated into the water pool more slowly and spread slightly

more llowever, at later times the rnelt was held up near
Regime Map This calculation used the flow regime map the water surfaw and spread across the top of the pool.

drag laws of Amarasooriya and Theofanous (1991). Whilst this spreading was observed in the experiment it
(Note that this is expected to give a different re- occurred throughout the mixture region, not only at the
sult to PM-ALPHA because of other differences in top of the pool. Melt then fell away from this layer to-
the modelling (Fletcher,1992).) wards the vessel base. Figure 6 shows the melt volume

fraction at times of 0.8 and 1.3 s and illustrates these
liigh Drag This calculation was a repeat of the base ,

features. Icase but with all of the drag coefficients set to 2.0.
It is clear from the above discussion that o me of the |

It was performed because analysis of the isother-
calculations predicts the quantitative behaviour observed

mal experiments performed at Oxford showed that
in the experiment. The base case calculation gave too

this value reproduced the observed melt spreading rapid penetration of the melt and virtually no spreading.
(Gilbertson et al.,1992). The increased drag coefficient calculation improved the

,

fall speed but did not cure the spreading problem, with iR Resuhs
melt being held at the surface. The calculation using the i

1. Melt Droplet Location. In the base case calcu- drag laws f Amarasooriya and Theofanour g r.ve far more
{

lation the rnelt stream entered the water and progressed levitaton than was observed m the experiment.

to the bottom with very little lateral spreading. Figure 3
,

.i
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Figure 3: The predicted melt volume fraction field for the base case. The dashed line marks
the original water surface. (Contour level I corresponds to a volume fraction of 0.002, and the

contour intervalin 0.002.)
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l'igure 7: The development of the level swell in the base case calculation, (Contour level I
corresponds to a water volume fraction of 0.1, and the contour interval is 0.1.)
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2. Level Swell. Comparison of the calculated it is worth noting that there was significant steam
level swell with the experimental data is difijcult because generation before the melt contacted the water in the7

! the water volume fraction in the region of level swell is experiment. Simple estimates suggest that this steam
not known. In the calculations the 10% water fraction production csn be explained by convective and radia- -

contour was taken to represent the pool surface. The tive heat transfer from the droplets to the steam as they
calculated level swell for the base case is shown in Figure 7 fell towards the water pool. This additional source of
and shows that the amount of level swell is relatively steam flow is not modelled in CHYMES and could have'
small. The figures also show that steam production is contributed to the discrepancy between the calculations

- limited to a rather narrow cylindrical region in the centre and the experiment.
of the vessel. It appears that the level swell is being The current simulations appear rather disappointing
under-predicted significantly in th * calculation. llowever, but it is worth noting that even with a rather poor pre.
It may be that a ' mist'is formed in the experiment which diction of the melt dynamics the steam flow rate is calcu-
is not being reproduced in the calculation, lated to within a factor of two during the first ~0.5 s of

3. Sweep-Out. In the base case calculation mixing, although the shape of the transient flow curve is
2 g of melt and I g of water were swept-out of the ves- not reproduced. The induced subcooling observed in the
sel. These values varied by no more than a factor of tw

experiment would have led to a reduced steaming rate at
between the different runs. The melt sweep-out is consis- late times, a feature which is not modelled in the current
tent with the experimental data and the water sweep-out version of CHYMES.
is too low. This is either because the predicted level swell 5. Melt Droplet Size. The transient mass av-
was too low or because the water droplet size is too large etaged melt droplet size is shown in Figure 9. The figure
and therefore the amount of water carried out of the exit shows that in all but one case CHYMES predicts that the
by the steam flow was too small. average droplet size falls slowly after melt contacts the

4. Steam Generation Rate. Figure 8 shows water to a value of about 3 mm, which is consistent with
a comparison of the calculated steam flow rates with the

the experimental data. The exception is the high dragexperimental data. In all cases the initial rate of steam
case, in which low slip velocities between the species re-

production is too low and steam production continues for sult and fragmentation is inhibited. This reduced frag-
too long. This is almost certainly coupled with the failure

mentation explains the reduced steaming rate observed
of the code to predict the melt dynamics correctly.

in this calculation (see above). In all cases the calcu- |The calculation using high drag coeflicients predicts
lated standard deviation of the melt diameter was in the I

the lowest steaming rate. This is because the melt frag- range 1-2 mm. This is somewhat less than that observed !

mentation rate was considerably reduced in this calcu-
in the experiments, where debris in the size range 0.1-

lation (see below). In addition, the drag laws proposed
10 mm was observed. This is easily explained by the fact

by Amarasooriya and Theofanous also lead to a reduced
that the current fragmentation model cannot reproduce

steaming rate, as was observed in calculations for the ear-
the thermal fragmentation observed in the experiments.

lier experiments (Denham et al.,1992).
(The presence of ' blow-holes' in the debris suggested that i
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Figure 8: The transient steaming rate: a comparison of the calculated values with the
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1water had been trapped in the melt droplets and had e The fragmentation model produces final particle |caused some fragmentation.) sizes consistent with those observed in the exper- 1

*""'V. CUltitENT STATUS OF MODEL VALIDATION

The validation exercise carried out using data from the e validation exercise showed that the dispersede

MIXA experiments has led to the following conclusions: pha e rag laws reproduce the experimentallyo

observed behaviour better than the regime map pro-
e cityMEs predicts the mixing behaviour when the posed by Amarasooriya and Theofanous (1991). Use

flow is one-dimensional reasonably well (Denham of the latter laws led to excessive levitation of the
et al.,1992). For two-dimensional pours the code melt.

under-predicts the melt spreading rate significantly.
In the calculations the first melt arriving at the sur. VL CONCLUSIONS
face falls to the base of the vessel with virtually no
spreading; subsequent spreading occurs because of This paper contains a summary of the work performed

steam levitation of the remaining melt rather than to date on the validatmn of the CHYMES coarse mixing ,

via progressive radial mixing. rn del. The MIXA series of experiments in which ~3 kg
of uranium dioxide / molybdenum melt at 3600 K was re-

e In the modelling of the isothermal experiments the leased into a pool of water as a stream of droplets have
-

spreading was increased in the simulations by in- heen described. Particular attention has been paid to the
creasing the melt-water drag, with a drag coeffi- analysis of one of these experiments (MIXA06) in which
cient of 2.0 giving the best agreement with the ex- a central pour of droplets was achieved. CHYMES can
periment (Gilbertson et al.,1992) but this did not reproduce some features of the experiment (such as the
give a significant change in the calculation for the existence of steam chimney and the steam production
MIX A06 experiment, rate within a factor of two) but it does not predict the '

observed mixture development (the radial spreading and
e The initial slowing of the melt front observed in the deceleration of the first melt arriving at the surface)

the experiments is not reproduced by CHYM ES but well. Work is currently underway to examine the role of
the melt front speed through the lower half of the key constitutive relations and to identify possible addi-
mixing vesselis better predicted. tional physics which may be required to interpret these

e in general the steam production rate is calculated "*P"'I*N"' .In addidon, further analysh of tk high
speed movaa ni planned to make better est, mates of theito rise too slowly and to persist for too long. It is
droplet size and velocity, and to trace the motion of m-

,

believed that th. .is is a consequence of the failure to
d. . dual droplets withm. the mixture.ivi

. .

reprodote the observed melt dynamics. Ilowever,
the calculated steam flow rate was generally with. The experiments have confirmed all of the global fea-. m

tures of coarse mixmg used .m the UK study and have
..

a factor of two of the measured values during mix-
. provided much m. sight into the key aspects of code vah.-

.
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Figure 9: The mass averaged droplet size as a function of time.
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'dation. Ilowever, more work remains to be done before Fletcher, D.F. and Thyagaraja, A., (1991b) A fnite dif-
a validated code which can predict local mixture char- ference error arising fmm the use of a staggend grid.
acteristics has been produced. Thus it is currently our Appl. Math. Modelling, 15, 496-498.
view that whilst CilYMES is very valuable for providing a
picture of the mixing process and the global conditions in Gilbertson, M.A., Fletcher, D.F., llall, R.W. and Ken- !

.the water pool prior to an explosion,it has not been suf- ning, D.B.R., (1992) Isothermal coarse mixing: experi- |
ficiently well validated to be used in a ' limits to mixing' mental and CFD modelling. Paper presented at 3rd UK '

role. National lleat Transfer Conference, Birmingham, UK, .
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PREM1XING-RELATED BEHAVIOR OF STEAM EXPLOSIONS

S. Angelini," W.W. Yuen* and T.G. neofanous
Center for Risk Studies and Safety, Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering

University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
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ABSTRACI " steam bubble" is due to the high heat transfer rates and
associated steaming that " drive" the water out while at thenree recently published premixing experiments, the

MAGICO, MIXA, and FARO, are discussed comparatively, same time it is being vaporized. His means that large -

and two of them, the MAGICO and FARO, are analyzed quantities of melt cannot coexist with large quantities of

with the help of the computer code PM-ALPHA. The results water in a coarsely mixed configuration, i.e., in a condition
that is conducive to an efficient thermal interaction. Onof these analyses are shown to provide quantitative interpre-

tations of the data , and to suggest conditions / measurements the one hand, such largely voided premixtures are not eas-

in funher experiments to enhance the mstghts thus ob- ily susceptible to triggering, and on the other hand, even

tained. Also, a quantitative radiography technique is de- assuming that an explosion can develop, it would be very
scribed and applied to MAGICO for the measurement of inefficient. This allows for putting bounding limits on in-

chordal averaged void fractions m the nuxmg zone. ne teracting masses from arbitrarily large pours, and thus it,

resuhs are m excellent agreement with PM-ALPHA predic- has served as a central element of the argument against the -,

tions, thus confirming the previously reported good com- o-mode containment failure in the past (neofanous et al.,
parisons with the local (pomt) measurements of FLUTE. 1987; Steam Explosions Review Group,1985). This is im-

portant because then, and this remains true now, late-phase,

I. INTRODUCTION core-melt progn:ssion uncertainties do not allow a rigorous
argument to be made against massive molten corium dumps

Premixing is the multiphase transient obtained during into the lower plenum.
the pouring of a high temperature melt in a liquid coolant;

..given an appropriate trigger, this transient can be trans- The water depletion phenomenon was first conjectured j
formed into an explosion (commocly referred to as a " steam by Henry and Fauske (1981), and Bankoff and Han (1984) !explosion"'). An explosion can be triggered at any time made an attempt to compute it. A first actual quantification '

by an extemally supplied pressure pulse, or it can occur was offered by Abolfadi and Theofanous (1987), using arpontaneously as a result of a local thermal interaction if two-fluid model, and this was further refined by a three-
peninent conditions for such are obtained during the pre- fluid formulation and the PM-ALPHA code (Amarascoriya
mixing. In any case, the premixing trant,ient provides the and Theofanous,1991). An independent but similar three- !initial conditions for the explosion (or so-called "escala- fluid formulation also has been pursued under the CHYMES '1tion" and " propagation" phases) and as such it provides the code development effort in the UK (Fletcher and Thya- :
basis for assessing "what constitutes an adequate trigger," garaja,1991), and the first comparisons with the above-
and the " magnitude of the energetics obtained from a re- mentioned PM-ALPHA results have just been published '
sulting explosion." In general, these initial conditions can (Fletcher,1992). Except for not accounting for subcooling,
be characterized by the space--time variations of the volume these CHYMES results can be interpreted to be support-
fractions of the three constituents (melt, water, and steam); ive to PM-ALPHA and the predictecl water depletion phe-
however, of particular significance is the so<alled " water nomenon (Theofanous et al.,1993). The first experimental I
depletion" phenomenon. verification of this phenomenon was made in the MAGICO -

;

he water depletion phenomenon refers to the forma- experiment a linle more than me year ago (neofanous et
tion of a high void (steam) fraction irgion in the major al.,1991), and a detailed presentation of the first two se-

.

s

central portion of large-scale melt pours m. water. This nes of experiments together with PM-ALPHA predictions
waS Siven in the recent NURETH-5 meeting (Angelini et

* Also with the Department of Mechanical and Environ- al.,1992).' The initial data from another premixing exper-,

mental Engmeen,ng iment, the MIXA, tied to the CHYMES verification effort,
were also presented in the same meeting (Denham et al.,

* Such explosions can occur with a variety of" hot"/" cold" 1992), and the first data from the FARO experiment at the
liquid pairs, but without loss of generality we will speak CRC, Ispra have just become available (Magallon, et al.,
here of a " melt" and " water." 1992; Magallon and Hohmann,1993). Clearly, the major
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new developments in this area will occur as these and sub- In both these experiments, the interaction progresses essen-
sequent data are studied and interpreted with the help of tially at atmospheric pressure (i.e., there is no feedback from
these codes. The main purpose of this paper is to discuss steaming). He same approach of measurm, g the steam gen-
these experiments from such a standpoint and to take some eration rate is also intended for FARO; however, the two
initial, illustrative, steps in this direction. tests reported so far were performed with a closed interac-

tion vessel which, as explained later in this paper, provides
II. OVERVIEW OF TIIE PREMIXING EXPERIMENTS analysis-testing opportunities not previously anticipated nor

As noted above, there are three premixing experiments available so far from the other two tests. Briefly, with a

that are currently active (a fourth one is planned in Greno- ci sed vessel, the thermal interaction leads to pressuriza-
,

ble, France). Of these, the MAGICO and MIXA are specif- tion and an interesting boiling feedback due to the m, duced

ically designed for this purpose. The stated scope of FARO rise m saturation temperature. In these tests, this feedback
,

is not specific to premixing; however, it provides an inter- was funher accentuated by radihtion heat transfer to the

esting compicment from this standpoint, also, to the steam in the cover gas space. Ir addition, FARO is run

MAGICO and MIXA experiments. Indeed, viewed as a at high pressures (~5 MPa), which provides opportunities

group, these three experiments provide a nice sequence (but also complications) for testmg integral predictions m
,

that const tutive laws are not as well known at elevatedfrom the well-defined conditions of MAGICO (fixed par-
ticle sizes), to MIXA (prefragmented melt pours into more- Pressures U.e., film boiling from spheres m subcooled wa-

or-less regular streams, and apparent capability to observe ter and high pressures). Regardmg other measurements m

particle sizes in flight), to the rather poorly defined melt both MAGICO and MIXA, the mteractions have been ob-

conditions entering the water and no possibility of direct served visually (by high-speed photography), which makes

observation of the ensuing interaction in FARO. Except per. possible melt-front and two-phase zone tracmg, and per.
,

haps for the relatively small (compared to reactor) quantities haps even panicle size measurements m MIXA (the extent
t which this can provide the full information needed is yet

,

of melt, the FARO is quite prototypic, and very valuable
t be determined). In FARO, no such data are possible, butfor this reason, to its main purpose: to determine the extent

of quenching possibie in the lower plenum at high pres, s a r ugh idea of melt-front advancement and Icvel swell

sures, and the extent, if any, of thermal attack on the lower seems to be possible to extract from thermocouple signals,

head. As usual, gaining in prototypicality creates loss of Regarding melt temperature and delivery conditions,
definition, both in initial / boundary conditions, as well as in there are some interesting differences to be noted. In MIXA,
observations / measurements that characterize the interaction, the melt is heated up to ~3600 K. At such high temper-
and this loss is quite detrimental in achieving the basic un. atures, the optical depth of the emitted radiation in wa-
derstanding necessary for analyses to be useful in predicting ter increases rapidly so that non-local deposition of radiant
the behavior in reactor accidents. On the other hand, one energy becomes very important. For realistic simulations,
would be amiss expecting to securely bridge the gap be- one must treat the mixing zone as an absorbing-emitting

.

tween the well-defined experiments and the reactor without medium taking into account spatial variations in melt and *
|

| the actual experience of dealing with the less well-defined liquid volume fractions, and one must even include,in the
| but more prototypical tests. We believe that it is very fortu- scale of MIXA, the surrounding liquid zone,if any, and the

nate.that these three independently-developed programs are container boundaries. For the FARO test (melt at 2650 'C)
so congruent to the overall purpose, and the reactor case, on the other hand, such effects are,

he major aspect of this view is that MAGICO is suit- riegligible. We are currently modifying PM ALPHA for

able for the unambiguous testing of the three-fluid formula- this specialized heat transfer regime of MIXA, and for this

tion, especially of the phase-change and momentum inter- reas n, no e mparis ns are available at this t,me_htnmgi
,

t melt dehvery, m MIXA the pour is prefragmented (byaction parts, while the MIXA and FARO can provide im-
portant perspectives on the extent and rate of melt breakup passing it over a grid made of graphite bars) and charac-

under two different melt-entry conditions. All tests involve tenzed Cen% scales, velxates, and voyme fraction) fmm
,

the pouring of a hot mass (in liquid or solid particle form) high-speed movies; in FARO, the melt is allowed to pour
into a liquid pool, but in addition to the above, there are by gravity through a 10-cm nozzle and to contact water af-

other interesting differences well-suited to the overall task ter a fall of ~2 m through the cover gas (steam and argon)

of understanding premixing in all its major aspects. A brief space. Melt delivery times are estimated, presumably by

| account of these other aspects is given below. thermwouple data, but at this stage, n is not clear how this
, ,

is done, nor what are the uncertainties involved.
Reganiing measurements, the MAGICO is focused on

lecal steam volume fractions, as this is the key variable III. OVERVIEW AND ORG ANIZATION OF'1111S PAFER

characterizing a premixture from the explosivity/ energetics As noted already, the main purpose of this paper is
pint of view (neofanous et al.,1993; Yuen and neo- to study the results from the MAGICO and FARO experi-
fanous,1993). This is a very difficult measurement, but it ments with the help of PM-ALPHA. There is also an exper-
became possible using FLUTE (Angelini et al.,1992) and imental component in addressing the local void fractions in
X rays (later in this paper). In MIXA, on the other hand, MAGICO by an X-ray diagnostic technique, as an indepen-
an integral measure of the thermal interaction is obtained dent check on the FLUTE data reported earlier. To preserve
by measuring the steam flow rates during the transient and some cohesiveness of presentation, this independent, exper-
observing the overall level swell in the interaction vessel. imental component is relegated to the appendix.
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In the discussion of the experiments, we assume that V. CONSIDERATION OF TIIE MAGICO EXPERIMENT
the reader is already familiar with the original papers on A. Simulation Aspects
them, i.e., Angelini et al. (1992) for MAGICO, and Ma-

. The basic concept of the experiment is illustrated m.gallon and flohmann (1993) for FARO. Our presentation
begins, in each case, with the aspects relevant to the sim- Figure 1. Tens-of-kilograms quantities of mm-sized steel

ulations and how they were effected, and in the main part balls are heated to a uniform temperature (up to 1000 *C),

focuses on the comparisons and related interpretations. For then transferred to an mtermediate container equipped with

completeness, we also provide a recently-implemented nu- a dumping mechanism, and within a few seconds are re-

merically advantageous treatment of phase-change in PM- leased into a pool of saturated (atmosphenc pressure) water.

ALPl!A. [ne complete formulation is also included, for De Pool cross section is rectangular,40.5 cm on the side.

convenience, in the appendix.] Starting from this intro- The major experimental parameters are pool depth (15,25

ductory PM-ALPilA topic, the presentation proceeds from and 50 cm), particle size (1.5 and 2.4 mm), particle temper-

MAGICO to FARO. ature (600 to 1000 "C), pour diameter (12 and 20 cm), and
particle entry velocity (corresponding to free fall from 5,15,

IV. Ti!E PM ALPliA CODE and 25 cm, with an initial velocity of 0.72 m/s). The initial
velocity was obtamed from high-speed movies and found to

In the original formulation, the rate of phase change be independent of. particle size or the particle depth in the
(J) was calculated such as to maintain the liquid phase intermediate container. From this and the measured total
saturated at the local pressure. This was accomplished by mass pour rate, the particle volume fraction at the outlet of
specifying (J > 0 for vaporization) the intermediate container could also be obtained as 1.87

and 2.5% for the 2.4 and 1.5 mm particles, respectively.
Temperature losses in the intermediate container were mi-

y = d [1,%[ _ y nor, and the actual temperature of the particulate just beforeg'

7, \p/ being released was reported.

where 3 is the usual specific heat ratio, p, is the satura- i ae i CHUTE
"tion pressun ofliquid temperatum, and p is the actuallocal

WTER 6 TEpressure. The parameter 7, is a relaxation time for ther- CONTAINER
modynamic equilibrium, and this model could couple very ;

OVENnicely with the iteration process given the correct amount of
phase change accounting, implicitly, for pressure changes. J j.

We found it convenient to choose this relaxation time equal
't INTERACTIONto the time step, but the results are not sensitive at least up *

VESSEL
to 5 times as large. With this model PM-ALPIIA could ac-
commodate a subcooled liquid, but numerically in a some. Three Phase Mixing Zone

what cumbersome way. On the other hand, the above for-
mulation has occasionally caused criticism because of its Figure 1. Schematic of the MAGICO experiment.
heuristic nature. To eliminate this nuisance and at the same

. |
time achieve an explicit treatment of phase change, as a rate Dus, f r any particular experiment, all conditions nec- -

essary for the s,mulation are exactly specified, and onlyiprocess, i.e., reflecting non-negligible amounts of superheat
as well as subcooling, we replace Eq. (1) with: ne minor approximation and one minor non-ideality need

to be mentioned. The approximation mvolves representing
,

the rectangular cross section of the pool by a circular one
of diameter equal to the side of the rectangular tank. He

1

y , h, - hr [R,(T, - T,) + Rf(Te - T )] . (2) Pour area is also circular, and this allows the simulations to
be performed m axissymmetnc cylindrical geometry. The
non-ideality involves the presence of a few cold balls in the
front of the falling particle cloud. These are the balls that

When the liquid and vapor are at their thermodynamically fill the holes in the 6-mm-thick plate of the dumping mech-
stable states (i.e., saturated or subcooled liquid, saturated anism; they are cold because of heat losses to the plate, i

or superheated vapor), the transfer coefficients (R, and R,) and they fall in a " formation" with a considerably larger I

are evaluated based on a set of constitutive laws that are particle volume fraction than the rest of the cloud (this was
consistent with the flow regime approach used previously. confirmed experimentally). Certainly, these balls cannot in-

,

When the two phases are predicted to be in thermodynami- fluence the interaction itself, but one needs to be aware of 1

cally unstable states (i.e., superheated liquid and subcooled them for some timing details and especially for interpret- I
vapor), R, and R, are adjusted upward to recover thenne ing the very initial FLUTE signal as previously discussed
dynamic equilibrium. Sample calculations carried out with (Angelini et al.,1992).
Eq. (2) and this approach are in excellent agreement with

Pg g g;ythe previous results [i.e., based on Eq. (1)]. For conve.
nience, the complete model after this modification is given trated in Figure 2. All geometric features and inlet condi-
in Appendix A. tions are specified for each experiment, as discussed above,
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except for the vent openings. Since in the experiment the pattems for the conditions of MAGICO runs #702 (25-cm
pool top was completely open to the atmosphere, the only pool,2.4-mm balls,800 'C) and #905 (50-cm pool,1.5-mm
requirement is that these vent openings are chosen of large balls,800 *C). These runs were chosen for the purpose of
enough area to avoid any pressurization in the vapor space. explaining the prediction of a " reversal of water volume
Cell sizes are 2.0 cm in the radial direction and 2.5 cm in flux" phenomenon, which we believe relates to, and ex-
the axial direction, which gives 10 radial cells and 12-26 plains, an experimentally-found sudden increase in steam
axial cells, depending on tank deptil and free-fall region. gencation rate under certain conditions during the premix-
Node size studies showed that this is adequate. ing transient. More specifically, we believe that reversal

of water flux causes a strong counter-current melt-watere contact and an associated rapid increase in steam genera-
tion rates; accordingly, the resulting phenomenon is termed |

Energetic Transfer of Heat in a Couater-Current Ambient J

(ETHICCA)._ -.-

De reversal of water volume flux is illustrated in Fig-" ' " "

i ures 3 and 4 for runs #702 and #905, respectively. [In
these figures, spatial maps are given for only one-half ofi

the flow field-symmetry.} In the initial stages, we can sec
| that the generated steam moves upward and out of the mix-,

7'
'

7 ing region, while the wr.ter is being pushed down and to the

E:
sides. This creates a counterclockwise rnotion in the liquid

- around the mixing zone As time goes on, the behavior ,

of the~ steam remains basically the same, except for being
L lifted from farther down the pool in a pattern that follows

'

the panicle cloud front penetrating the pool. However, the;

water volume flux undergoes two major changes, one at 0.2
and the other at 0.6 seconds. At 0.2 s in the interaction,

f water is seen to begin to move upward within the mixing
y zone, apparently being " lifted" by the steam flow. The mix-

ing region is therefore becoming depleted ofliquid for three~ "

' reasons: vaporization, water being pushed down and to the
Figure 2. Illustration of the flow field utilized in PM- sides by the panicles, and water being lifted by the steam.
ALPHA for the interpretation of the MAGICO experiment. The iraplied internal stagnation region is clearly visible in -

Figures 3b and 4b. The other change occurs around 0.6
I The experimental data consist of mixing-zone-average s, when the water around the mixing zone reverses sense

void fractions obtained from high-speed movies (from the of " rotation" (note that these are all irrotational motions)
level rise around the mixing zone), and local void-fraction and begins to flow into the mixing zone! At about the
transients using a new instrument, the FLUTE. Both of these same time with this flow reversal, the high-speed movies
quantities can be easily obtained from the results of the show a relatively violent breakup of the pool surface, as
PM-ALPilA computations for comparison with the data, if by a suddenly increased steam generation rate; this is
and such comparisons have been reported previously (An- the ETHICCA connection mentioned above. Quantitatively,
gelini et al.,1992; Theofanous et al.,1992) with very good this sudden change in steaming rate is illustrated in Figures
agreement. Also, chordal average steam volume fractions 5a and 5b, and in detail is seen to depend on particle size
can be obtained for comparisons with the projection-type and pool depth, and we expect on panicle temperature also.
information obtained from X-ray radiography, as described However, we believe that the most important parameter af- ,

in Appendix II. These comparisons are also very good. As fecting ETHICCA is the pour-to-pool diameter ratio, and
a next step in this study of MAGICO, we examine some in the limit to where this ratio is 1, ETHICCA should van-
of the more detailed features of the interactions as revealed ish; preliminary calculations confirm this expectation. De
in the computations and relate them, when possible, to the panicular mechanism, in elementary terms, is due to the
structure of the mixing zone as seen by direct visualization. buildup of gravitational head between the inside (voiding)

.

of the mixing zone and the outside water (hence, absolute
B. De Detailed Structure of Interactions in MAGICO value of water pool depth is also important), and is another

manifestation of the decisively non-one-dimensional nature
The premixing transient is a vastly complicated pro- of premixing transients.

cess, which besides the primary quantity of interest, the ;
space-time evolution of the void fraction, has a number Apan from the water volume flux evolution, the
of other interesting features. Dese features relate to the ETHICCA can be tracked from the evolution of the steam
detailed motions and associated interactions, and they are volume fraction in time. This is shown in Figures 6 and I

significant in creating the conditions within which the void 7 for runs #702 and #905, respectively. These figures are

i fraction pattems develop. We study these motions here given in two forms, a synoptic one in 6ij and 7ij for visu-
m terms of the calculated steam and water volume flux alizing the whole transient, and a quantitative one in 6a-hj
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Figure 3a. Evolution of steam volume flux in numerical simulation of Run #702. Upper two rows, times (from
impact of balls on the water) are .004 s, .054 s, .104 s, .154 s, .204 s,254 s, .304 s, .354 s; lower two rows,
times (from impact of balls on the water) are .404 s, .454 s, .504 s, .554 s, .604 s, .654 s, .704 s, .754 s.
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Figure 4a. Evolution of steam volume flux in numerical simulation of Run #905. Upper two rows, times (from
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Figure 4b. Evolution of water volume flux in numerical simulation of Run #905. Upper two rows, times (fmm
,

impact of balls on the water) are .004 s, .054 s, .104 s,154 s 204 s 254 s 304 s 354 s; lower two rows. , . ,. ,. ,. ,

times (fmm impact of balls on the water) are .404 s, .454 s, .504 s, .554 s, .604 s, .654 s, .704 s, .754 s.
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- and 7a-h with the void fraction contours labelled. . From are studying film boiling from spheres in steam-water two- i
these figures, we can visualize the growth of the mixing phase flows including conditions of elevated pressures (Liu- i

sone and the breakup associated with ETillCCA. In addi- et al.,1992). !

tion, they may be seen to be remarkably similar (in shapes) |

to sample snapshots taken during actual runs and collected
VI. CONSIDERATION OF THE FARO EXPERIMENTm Figures 8 and 9. In particular, notice the agreement m

the violent breakup of the pool surfaces seen to occur at his experiment involves the pouring, under gravity,
around 0.4 s in run #905- of tens-of-kilograms quantities of UO /ZrO melts at high2 2

temperatures (~2700 'C) into deep water pools (~1 m) atno ' ' _ _,_,_' ' high pressure (~5 MPa). The interaction is contained in a
closed cylindrical vessel ~3 m in length and 0.47 or 0.71

;; m in diameter for the Scoping Test (ST) and the Quenching
'7 8 -

Test 2 (QT2), respectively. The initial pool temperature
E is well-characterized, and the water depth is given as 0.87
* and 1 m for the ST and QT2, respectively. Thus, the flow
$ ,, _

-

field can be simply represented for simulations with PM-
3 ALPHA, as illustrated in Figure 10. The length of the
[ gas space was slightly reduced to preserve the total test
3 vessel volume (accounting for the melt catcher volume in
8 s - 8

i2
_ it) to the values of 0.64 and 1.3 m given for the ST and

QT2 conditions, respectively. This whole flow field was
discretized, uniformly,into 5 radial and 60 axial cells (Ar =
4.7 cm, A = 0.1 cm). Cylindrical symmetry was assumed. -

, , ,

" " ",g" The only aspects of the simulations that require some" 8"

elaboration are concerned with melt delivery, with certain -
Figure Sa. Mass of steam ejected through venting cell in transient behavior prior to the melt reaching the water pool-
numerical simulation of run #702. surface, and with nelt breakup in the interaction. He dis-

cussion of these aspects is limited here to the case of the
*"

Scoping Test, as only this test could be analyzed in the short .i i i

time available since the release of these data (Magallon et
al.,1992). Ilowever, the treatment is expected to be similar,,

3
M

__ to the QT2 simulations that will follow in the near future.3a _

j The melt delivery time is given as 0.28 s, for a total
release f 18 kg of melt. Using this release rate and the

E

y
-

_ melt-exit nozzle diameter (10 cm), we find an inlet melt ve-e ao
locity of 1.07 m/s. Under free-fall, the melt front is found
to have traveled 0.67 m by the time the tail-end of the pour i.o

j is entering the gas space; the melt front at this time,0.28 s
!x 8' -

- after initiation of the pour, is still 1.15 m above the water |"
pool surface. Based on this, the calculation is initialized at

,

0.28 s with the experimentally measured value of the pres- '!
sure in the gas space (~51 MPa) and the fuel distributedi i i i_, ;

along the indicated column in Figure 10 with volume frac--on on o4 u u io 1

T* W tions and velocities in each cell obtained by accelerating

Figure $b. Mass of steam ejected through venting cell in the respective " parcel" under gravity, with the quoted ini-

numerical simulation of run #905. tial velocity, so as to arrive at the' respective location at
the appropriately available travel time (0 $ f 5 0.28 s).
Note that the innermost cell diameter is very nearly equal

To conclude, it would appear interesting now to carry to that of the melt-exit nozzle; thus, all melt is taken to be
.out more focused investigations suggested by these resuhs; contained within it.
speifically by measuring velocity profiles in the water sur-
rounding the interaction zone, and by visualizing the inter- The other aspect of the simulation that requires some
nal (void fraction) shapes within the zone itself (see Ap. claboration is the treatment of melt-to-gas radiation heat
pendix B). Both are well within the technology currently transfer. This is peculiar to a closed system, with large
available for MAGICO, and such studies are planned for cover-gas space, at high pressure, as is the case here,'and
the near future. Incidentally, we also plan experiments its importance has aheady been noted by Magallon et al.
with aluminum oxide particles (different density than the _(1992). 'An a nriori treatment of this aspect would only be i

steel ones used till now) of much higher temperatures. Fi- possible if the extent of melt breakup, and its emissivity,
'

nally, in a companion experimental / analytical program, we were known, which of course, is not the case. However, our
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Figure 6a. Evolution of steam volume fraction in numerical simulation of Run #702. Times (from impact of
balls on the water) are .004 s, .054 s.
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Figure 6c. Evolution of steam volume fraction in numerical simulation of Run #702. Times (from impact of '
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Figure 6d. Evolution of steam volume fraction in numerical simulation of Run #702. Times (from impact of
balls on the water) are .304 s, .354 s.
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Figure 7i. Evolution of steam volume fraction in numerical simulation of Run #905. Times (from impact of
balls on the water) are .004 s, .054 s, .104 s, .154 s, .204 s, .254 s, .304 s, .354 s.
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Figure 7j. Evolution of steam volume fraction in numerical simulation of Run #905. Times (from impact of
balls on the water) are .404 s, .454 s, .504 s, .554 s, .604 s, .654 s, .704 s, .754 s.
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h of 4.01 MW and a 6E /d value of 3.6 cm-1. The latterf f
is obtained from

S aT* l- = &Ej
df pf

where mf/pf s the total fuel volume, and Q is the totali
| rate of radiative heating of the gas. Using an emissivity of '
t 0.7, the above yields a melt particle size of 1.2 cm, which7
13 is certainly a reasonable degree of breakup of the ensuing )

: melt jet under the conditions of this experiment (crusts were '

observed within the nozzle as well as in the melt catcher).
'

\

Finally, regarding further melt breakup within the in- l.

: teraction zone, by consideration of Weber number criteria,
g| and with a melt-entry (the pool) velocity of 4 m/s, we esti-

mate an initial breakup to mm-size panicles. However, as
the liquid pool is penetrated and set in downward motion
(see earlier discussion on MAGICO) by the high velocity j
" swarm" of particles, the relative velocities decrease, and ;

the continuous phase density decreases, which would tend |

|t m derate this extensive initial breakup. N the calcula-
353 cm

tion reported here, we chose a value of 0.$ cm. It happened i
that this first choice gave a good (compared to the experi- !
ment) timing for traversing the 0.87 m depth of the pool and i

also a good agreement with the interaction features of the i

calculation (pressurization). The fragmented debris found j

in the melt catcher was reported to have a mean particle j
size of 4.5 mm; however, from the photographs and the 1

discussion, it appears that this fragmented debris represents ,

Ir - only a relatiyely small fraction of the total melt; much of

M.
it collected as a " conglomerate in contact with the bottom
plate. His part was certainly still molten when it contacted
the plate" (Magallon et al.,1992). Thus, the chosen size
of 0.5 cm may not be unreasonable, and as seen below, the

. degree cf quenching obtained in the calculation with such
a particle size appears to be consistent with 3 large fraction;

__

of the mass arriving in still molten form at the catcher.- U

I 47cm :I As a final point in this discussion, we need to mention '
I I

,

that we do not agree with the discussion in the quick-look i
report (Wider et al.,1992) about the role of Argon gas (used

Figure 10. Illustration of the flow field utilized in PM- initially as a cover gas) and about the transient phenomena ;

ALPHA for the interpretation of the FARO experiment. associated with the small expansion of the gas volume due
'

to the opening of valve SO2. First of all, the Argon atom is
interest in these tests is primarily on the melt-coolant in- considerably heavier than the steam molecule, and there is
teractions, and the melt-to-gas heat transfer is relevant only no way for it to stratify under the conditions of the exper- .

in providing the proper boundary conditions (subcooling iment as claimed. Second, starting from 0.4 MPa pressure !

induced due to pressurization) for this interaction. Our ap- at 80 'C, as stated, the Argon partial pressure at 265 *C
proach, therefore, is to son out the meh-to-gas heat transfer should be ~0.7 MPa, and with the partial pressure of steam
from the early portion of the pressurization transient (prior (at 265 *C) should add up to 5.77 MPa, which is signifi.
to melt contacting the water) in such a way that it can be cantly highet than the measured value of 5.33 MPa.-This-
consistently " merged" with the fuel-coolant interaction por- is not surprising gi~en the method and power of heating
tion. This is done by finding from the early pressurization and likely heat losses. Third, after opening the valve, the
rate an effective value of the pmduct of " melt interfacial system pressure decay was arrested at ~5.07 MPa by wa-
area density" times the melt emissivity (i.e., GE /d ) and ter flashing to steam, as it should; however, because of thef f
using it to estimate radiative power for all subsequent times, Argon gas pressure, the pressure could not merease sig- ,

. however, accounting for the reduction in total area as the nificantly above this value by flashing, as clatmed in the 1

melt " column" becomes submerged in the water pool. In quick-look report. [Pree surface vaporization could provide
actual numbers, at ~03 s, the pressurization rate of the some additional steam; however, it would be too slow to
gas (0.83 MPa/s) implies a uniformly applied heatup rate make a difference at the time frame (< 1 s) ofinterest.] We
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conclude that the pressurization above 5.07 MPa is solely place in the experiment. This type of information would
due to radiative heating, and steaming, of course, after melt- be most helpful in carrying out premixing calculations for
water contact. That is, the situation is quite straightforward, reactor conditions.
and the method of simulation described above is quite ap-
propriate.

2The results of the calculations are discussed next. Stan- , , . , ,

ing from the " bottom line" results in Figures 11 and 12,
we see the comparisons with the data on the pressuriza- g 1.5 -

*
-

tion transient and the pressurization rate, respectively. The ;
'

agreement is remarkably good. In Figure 13, we see the g ,
water subcooling (at a position away from the interaction 1 - + -

-
,

zone) building up rapidly as a result of the pressurization, g
*

a feedback quite imponant to the phase change processes it
within the mixing-zone. The temperature rises quickly to u 0.5 - pg. ALPHA
saturation as the fuel penetrates deeper into the pool. The + Approw Data
pressurization mechanism, initially due to radiative heating , , , , ,

0of the gas space, gradually reverts to the supply of super-
heated steam from the interaction zone. This can be seen 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2

Time (s)from Figun: 14 showing the " sinking" history of the melt in
the water pool, Figure 15 showing the change in radiative
heating of a typical volume element in the gas space as a Figure 12. Comparison of calculated pressurization rate

result of this " sinking" of the melt, and Figure 16 showing with the FARO data from the Scoping Test.

the temperature transient of a typical cell in the gas space.
This temperature transient is very consistent with that mea- 0 , , , , i

sured experimentally. In Figure 17, we see the buildup of
- -

fuel volume fractions at the bottom cell; the timing is in 5
. .

_

excellerit agreement with the data. The level swell reponed 21: 30 -

for this experiment is 13 cm, which is also in remarkable 1;
.

agreement with the calculated value of 12 cm. Finally, a -15 L -

g
sampling of the evolution of calculated fuel and volume *

. -20 - 2~

fraction distributions at different times during the transient :
are shown in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. Because of I -25 ' 2

the large aspect ratio of the full facility, the distributions
. ;

*
-30 -

below the initial water level are only shown in these fig.
ums. ' ' ' ' '35

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
1.2 Time (s), ,

PM-ALPHA '

1 - * Approx. Data -

Figure 13. Calculated buildup of water subcooling, as a
g 0.8 - * - result of the pressurization transient, at locations away from

.

the mixing zone.2
% 0.6 - , -

a
20 i , . , ,

| 0.4 - -

, ,,,,,,,

0.2 - | - 15 - .' -
'~

/, over f' ' "' ' '0 E ~~" under /

10 - #0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 "

Time (s)
-

2'
j

Figure 11. Comparison of calculated pressure history with 5 - l' -

the FARO data from the Scoping Test. /
To conclude, these are very promising comparisons for 0 ' ' ' ' "

a first calculation, and they indicate rich possibilities for 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2
further more detailed calcu!Ations and interpretations. In Time (s)
particular, we hope to examine the role of different degrees
of breakup during the interaction with water, and hence to Figure 14. The calculated " sinking" of the fuel " column"
be able to backup more conclusively what actually took into the water pool.1

i
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VII. CONCLUSIONS

to The water depletion phenomenon in premixing tran-' ' ' ' "''''
sients has been simulated in MAGICO, measured by FLUTE

8 ~
~

and by quantitative X-ray radiography, and predicted by
PM-ALPIIA. Moreover, PM-ALPl!A seems to also predict^

E 6 -

some key multidimensional internal features of the flow=

W
- fic!d and thermal interaction regimes that appear to be con-

sistent with what is observed in MAGICO. These latter re- -E
o' _ sults suggest additional experimemal work in MAGICO for4 -

funher insights into the detailed phenomena. By design,
MAGICO allows no free parameters in analytical model2 -

.

predictions and is well-suited for unambiguous testing of the
three-fluid and phase-change aspects of the formulation.' At' ' ' ' "0
the other extreme, the FARO experiment with prototypic0 0.2 0.4 8 1 - high temperature materials, high pressures, and unknown .Time (s)
melt paniculation during tha transient provides some inter-
esting challenges to analytical interpretations. We show,

Figure 15. Illustration of the diminishing of the radiative by means of comparison with the results of the Scoping
heat source to a typical cell in the gas space, as a conse. Test, that PM ALPIIA can be fruitfully applied in a rather
quence of the melt sinking, per Figure 14. straightforward manner. Perhaps more importantly, these

interpretations offer significant new insights on the effect
of subcooling, as a feedback mechanism in closed (or coni

650 strained) systems, on the extent of vapor production and' ' ' ' '
resulting voiding pattern. Future work will carry funher
these results to understanding the breakup and associated
thermal interactiori behavior.

p 600 -
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e Energy Equations.
% = mm.d ro. p==m,.

,,
Gas: ef < o.3 p,,,, e .,

Fust Par 9cles
sumy rum ce ro,w oropea rw

0 'og m 0.3 $ og

g(p',I,) + v - (p',1,u,) = -p j+y-(6,u,) a 513 as < a < o.7 a.7 s a j

+ J(H[J]hr + H[-J]h,) - R,,(T, - T,) + 4f, (A.9) * g *.
'

,

o c .
Liquid. -

F.
. .

. . 80 # 2eCe . '. 4
-.

o

O s=== m-(P'l ) + V - (P'I u ) = -p + V .(G us)it tt r i

- J(H[1]hr + H[-J]h,) - R,,(Te - T,) + Qf, ( A.10) Figure A.I. Schematic diagram of flow regimes considered
in characterizing interface transfers.

Fuel: We use the exchange laws available for two-phase sys-
tems after making suitable modifications to account for, as a

g first approximation, the effect of a third phase. In calculat-
g(p' I ) + y - (p' f uf) = -Df, - 4ft ( A.11) ing interfacial momentum exchange, one needs to know theff ff

projected ama concentration of the dispersed phase. Also,
in calculating interfacial heat exchange, one needs to know
the interfacial area concentration. In a two-phase system,

In the above equations H[JJ is the lleavyside step function these area concentrations can be estimated from the length
that becomes unity for positive values of the argument and scale and the volume fraction of the dispersed phase. Ilow-
zero otherwise, and J is given by ever, the presence of a third phase reduces the area con-

centration as the third phase must also share the same area.
I Derefore, we modify the area concentration, by a factor,J= [R,,(T, - T,) + R ,(T, - T,)] dy; de representing the effect of the phase & on the area_

f

concentration of phase i for its interaction with phase j.
His is calculated from the respective volume fractions as

It should be pointed out that diffusive transport withiu 6- )

each field (shear rtresses and conduction) has been ignored 44 = g [g, (A.12) j
in the above fonnulation. Indeed, resolution of the shear j

layers would impose quite more extensive demands on the Note that with this definition pq lies between 0 and 1. I
computation in both nodalization and the physics of turbu-

,

lence processes responsible for such transport. Although II.A Interfacial Momentum Coupling |
this is certainly an area for further improvement, we doubt
that it will materially change the results for the particular %e nterfacial momentum coupling is primarily due to !
process quantified here. drag. For the bubbly flow regime (a < 0.3) we have also

included the added mass effect as given by Wallis (1969)

F, = 3 - 6,p,| u, - u, | | h(u, - us) j
#' III. THE EXCifANGE LAWS (A.13)dt

The interfacial exchanges of mass, momentum and en-
ergy are clearly regime dependent, and uncertainties remain For 6 < 0.3 the drag force is based on Ishii and Zuberf
even for two-phase flows. For now, our approach aims to (1979). Specifically,
incorporate first-order physics that account for the major

Coqflow and heat transfer regimes as identified by simple crite- y ,3g
na of fuel volume fraction, ef, and gas void fraction, a, i.e., 4 tg

_

a = 6,/(6, + 6,). The flow regimes are shown in Figure
.

A.I. For 6 < 0.3 we consider the fuel particles immersed where suffices :. and y. refer to dispersed and continuous
f

P ases, respectively. The drag coefficient for churn flowhin a two-phase gas-liquid flow, whose own flow regimes are
defined by the value of the void fraction: a < 0.3 (Bubbly), (0.3 < a < 0.7) is defined by:
0.3 < a < 0.7 (Churn-Turbulent), and a 2 0.7 (Droplet). -1/2

8(3 _ a)2 andtg=4f#For 6 2 0.3, as the fuel panicles are densely packed, we g , y, j m f, gy =f

considered a flow of gas and liquid through a porous bed 3 (7 J
of fuel particles. (A.15)
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For dispersed flow we have: and (Witte,1968; Liu et al.,1992)

05l * 3 ' f gap}'/' f 1 + 17.67(f(a6))'/7 }' h, = 2.98 f #' ' I' + #" I~2
# (T - 7 ) [ uf - us |J#{y J ( 18.67f(a.) J L I f t

( A.16) (A.28)
where he emissivity value E = 0.7 is selected for the calcula-f

tions of typical interest. Ileat transfer from fuel to gas in
i = g, j = t, a 5 0.3 f(ai) = (1 - a)'8 ( A.17) this regime need not be accounted for separately.

For a > 0.7, we assume a vapor-continuous regime in3. = t, j = g, a > 0.7 f(ai)=a (A.18) which heat is transfened to liquid drops by irradiation and

i = f, j = g, t, f(ai) = (1 - ef)* 8 ( A.19)
to the gas by convection. He gas is allowed to superheat
and convect heat to the hquid drops which boil at saturation.

and tv is obtained from Rus:

pg| ut - u, |2 t d 8 for i = g
y 12 for i = t 4f, = min (nrwt), nfwt}) aE E (T - T,') (A.29)

"
f t f

and
For the " dense fuel regime"(B > 0.3) we use laminar Qf, = nf pf,wtjh' T - T,) (A.30)f gf

and turbulent permeabilities (Sissom and Pitts,1972).
where nt = 66 /wt| and h; is given by 11ird et al. (1960):t

for 6 < 0.3F,f=F[f+F|f i = g,I (A.21) f

where h= 2 + 0.6Re:/2Pril (A.31)

pff , f 150g .', p g for Re', < 1000
(A.22) where

#

(0 for Re' 21000 Re, = #' "' ~ " # #
(A.32)4

Po
and

and for of 2 0.3

,, f 1.75g '(I #U"{"'I for Re', > 10
#

y (A.23) h', = 0.91c,fp' | u, - uf | Re]*8'PrJ2/3 for Re'' 5 507 , ,

(0 for Re', $ 10 (A.33)
h', = 0.61c,fp' | u, - uf | Re)*4*PrJ s for Re',' > 502/

,

Re' = Bf'I "' ~ " #4 (A.24) (A.34)#
p6 where

It is noted, however, that this regime is of very limited Re'' = # # "' ~ " # (A.35), 06 p,frelevance to computations of practical interest.
he factor Et in Eq. (29) was introduced to empirically de-

II.11 Interfacial lleat Transfer and Phase Change grade the radiation heat transfer to liquid by the portion that ,

The distinction of the fuel-to-coolant heat transfer mech- c ut n t & absorM For reacto[ calculadons we typkaHy .
use E = 0.3 to conservatively bias the predictions.tanisms is made again on the basis of the flow regimes. The

Ley distinction is whether or not there is sufficient water Similarly, for vapor-to-liquid heat transfer we have:
in the coolant phase to completely engulf the fuel particles, For a < 0.7, with vapor as the dispersed phase
thus a gas void fraction cnterion is used.

Re, = cinp, tut h f 2 + 0.6 Re /2Pr /af (A.36)2 i' For a < 0.7, heat transfer to liquid is estimated by
superposition of radiation and film boiling heat fluxes. nat 9a

''' R,, = 2n,p,tst
,

while for a > 0.7, with liquid (drops) as the dispersed
ft = nf(h, + he)wt pff(T - T ) (A.25) phasef f t

;

where
R,, = nept,wtj f2 + 0.6 Re'/2Pr'/8 f ' ( A.37)

'

nf = h, = aEf ( A.20, A.27) Re, = 2ctr/t4t,wtj,
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In the above the coefficient cf was introduced as a way to 1992 National lleat Transfer Conference, San Diego,
control the liquid superheat in cases where these simplified August 9-12,1992.
formulations for heat transfer coefficients are not deemed

*9 *
3. Ishii, M. (1975) "Thermo-Fluid Dynamic Reory of

Two Phase Flow," Eyrolles.
NOMENCLATURE

4. Ishii, M. and N. Zuber (1979) " Drag Coefficient andCp drag coefficient Relative Velocity in Bubbly, Droplet or Particulate
et control coefficient Flows," AIChE J. 5,843.

specific heat at constant pressureep

f emissivity of fuel particles 5. Sissom, L.E. and D.R. Pitts (1972) Elements of Trans-E
E, absorptivity of water droplets Port Phenomena, McGraw.Ilill, New York.
F factor for interficial momentum exchange 6. Wallis, G.B. (1969) One-dimensional Two-pha'a Flow,g acceleration of gravity McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York.
H IIcaviside step function
h heat transfer coefficient; specific enthalpy 7. Witte, L.C.-(1968) Ind. Eng. Chem. Endamentals
h, enthalpy of evaporation 7, 517.f
I specific internal energy
J phase change rate per unit volume
k e al conductivity APPENDIX B: INDEPENDENT VERIFICATION OF THE

FLUTE MEASUREMENTS

number of particles (or drops) per unit volume The reason for creating the FLUTE is that our effortsn
Pr Prandtl number in using absorbing radiation to image the whole mixing
p,

rate of heat transfer per unit volume promising results. The working concept in this effort was

pressure zone during the design phase of MAGICO did not yield
Q
R heat transfer coefficient between the phase (liquid to make use of two different y and X-ray energies and

or vapor) and interface the differences in attenuation between the water and the j
Re Reynolds number material of the balls so as to simultaneously measure both. |

T temperature Although in principle this approach is fine, in practice, it )t time results in a stiff system of equations that yield large error
u velocity vector amplification in the solution, and thus it was abandoned.
We ,. critical Weber number for bubble / drop breakupc

We returned to it recently after the completion of the
Greek first phase of the experimental program in MAGICO that

void fraction of vapor (per unit volume of coolant) made use of FLUTE. De reapproach appeared hopeful, ba-a

7 surface tension between vapor and liquid; specific sically because actual experience with MAGICO indicated I

heat ratio that the particle volume fractions in the mixing zone are in !
6 volume fraction (per unit volume of total mixture) the 2 to 3% range, thus creating the possibility of"seeing"
p viscosity through limited (sporadic) areas of this zone without ball
p microscopic density interference. Numerical experiments attempting to recre-
p' macroscopic density ate realization of the particle cloud and the optical paths
a Stefan-Boltzmann coefficient through it revealed that this was indeed the case. Dese ex- !
4y area concentration factor, defined in eq. (A.12) periments also provided guidance on how to optin2ze the
Subscripts rientation of the X-ray shot and the source-to-object dis-
a added-mass effect tance, taking advantage of the hole pattern in the dumper

lP ate,c convection
f fuel In actual implementation, we used a flash of " soft"
g gas (steam) X rays timed at the desired ins, ant within the premixing
I hqm,d (water) transient in MAGICO. The image is recorded on a 13 x
r radiation 18-cm film positioned to cover the region of interest in the
s saturation mixing zone. By changing the timing of the flash and the
Superscripts film position, we can map out a premixing transient in any
I laminar flow temporal and spatial detail desired-this is possible because
t turbulent flow of the excellent reproducibility of the MAGICO runs, as al-

ready demonstrated by the FLUTE measurements and the
REFERENCES high-speed movies. We have limited our goal here to the

,

1. Bird, R.B., W.E. Stewart and E.N. Lightfoot (1960) independent check of the FLUTE results, and only a few i

hansport Phenomena, Wiley, New York, runs are adequate for this purpose. In the process of de-
veloping the quantitative aspects of this technique, we have

2. Liu, C., T.G. Theofanous and W. Yuen (1992) " Film made quite a few runs that successively appeared more and
Boiling from Spheres in Single- and Two-Phase Flow," more promising. A great deal of the success depends on
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Figure B.I. Print of the X. ray film taken in Run #1005.
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establishing adequate safeguards and procedures to ensure sphere boundaries were excluded, we used as an additional
that the image obtained can be directly related to a cali-

criterion that the fraction of unaffected readings within abration image obtained with a stepwise variation of void in
the optical path. Besides, we confirmed that the effect of group was above some value-otherwise, the space associ-

X-ray scattering fmm the steel balls (they are not present,
ated with the particular group of (20) pixels was taken to be

clearly, in the calibration shot) is negligible. At this time, interfered by the presence of steel. The data analysis was

the technique is well-developed, and we have one run in the repeated with f values of this fraction set to 25,50, and

MAGICO series (the 1000-series) to discuss here. Rather
75% with very consistent results, indicating absence of the

than carry out the many special FLUTE runs needed to boundary-type influence being addressed by this operation.

cover the information on the X rays, our approach is to use The results from film segments covering the region
PM ALPIIA as the means of comparison; the PM-ALPilA 19 < z < 25 cm (i.e., a 6-cm slice of the pool top; z is
interpretations are the ultimate purpose in any case. measured fmm the pool bottom) over two radial segments,

-1.5 < r < 5.5) cm and 5.5 < r < 11.5 cm presented
His MAGICO test, #1005, was run with the 2.4-mm here. Spatial void fraction maps (using the 50% criteria

steel balls at 600 *C poured into a 25-cm-deep pool of sat. discussed above) are shown in Figures B.2 and B.3 for the
urated water from a height of 21 cm. The X-ray shot was above two radial regions, respectively. The plank spaces
timed at 0.52 s after initiation of the pour, which corre. in these maps indicate regions at ball interference. Imme-
sponds to just about when the particle front hits the pool diately, we can notice that these results indicate void frac-
bottom. The X-ray image obtained is shown in Figure B.I. tions in the general range measured by FLUTE (Angelini et
It is noteworthy that individual balls are recognizable, even al.,1992). In a more detailed examination, we have plot-
when they partly overlap, and we believe with a pattem ted these results against PM-ALPilA predictions for four
recognition technique, we will have, from such shots, the different radial computational cells (at r = 1,3,5, and 7
particle number densities as well. Also in this figure, small em) at three axial positions (z = 18.75, 21.25, and 23.75
areas where balls are completely absent are clearly distin_ cm), as shown in Figures B.4. In these figures, the PM-
guishable, and it is in these areas that with the application of ALPIIA results were obtained by an appropriate chordal-
the water / void calibration curve we can obtain the chordal. average equivalent to projecting the cylindrically-symmetric
average void fractions. void fraction distribution, as effected by the X ray on the

film. The X-ray results were obtained from the spatial maps
De " reading" and analysis of these films was done on by averaging all measured values within the cell being con-

6- x 6-cm film segments in order to obtain the high reso- sidered. The agreement is quite remarkable in all cases. It
,lution irquired-this gave a pixel size of 0.12 mm. Dese is also interesting to note that the " water flux reversal" phe- jreadings were analyzed in groups of 20 pixels. For each nomenon discussed in Section 4 is quite evident in Figure '

such group, an average value of void (and hence of void B.4d; the insurge of water causes a precipitous drop of void I

fraction) was obtained by using the calibration curve and fraction at the outer edges of the mixing zone. The X ray
a criterion excluding readings indicating the presence of happened to be taken just prior to this time, but it is clear
spheres. Moreover, to ensure that readings too close to the now how to best time the X-ray shot in the next run.

. - . . . . . - , . . . - . - _ - _ . - . . - - . _ _
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ABSTRACT model by including the metal oxidation process and by
considering both the subsonic and supersonic solution

The thermodynamic aspects of the explosive interaction branches, Furthermore, realistic equations of state for
between aluminum and water am modeled computationally, theconstituent components are employed and particular-
The general model used in this investigation is an extension attention is given to developing a reahstic and consistent

. of the one used in previous work, (McCahan & Shepherd, thermodynamic construction to be used in conjunction with
1991, Shepherd et al.,1990). ne flow is considered steady the Rankine-11ugoniot relation.
and one-dimensional and the reaction wave is captumd in a
control volume. The metal oxidation reaction is taken into In the present study the reaction wave is assumed to be
account and the Rankine-Ilugoniot relation is solved in at steady-state and the flow is considered one-dimensional.
conjunction with suitable equations of state for each The triggering process and initial transient behavior are not
component. - A variety of upstream conditions were considered. This model, therefore, represents a limiting
investigated to examine the effect on the solution curve, behavior for these types of waves. The wave structure is
and more specifically the effect on the Chapman-Jouguet enclosed in a control volume and the upstream-fluid
solution. The initial temperature of the aluminum, the mixture is fully specified, The upstream and downstream
mitial vapor quality of the water and the amount of excess regions are assumed to consist of homogeneous fluid
water were varied. Changing the initial temperature of the mixtures. The thennodynamic end-state is then achieved
aluminum has very little effect, however, changing amount by an adiabatic oxidation of the aluminum. The results
of water and the vapor quality significantly effect the CJ from these calculations form a solution curve which
solution. represents the possible downstream thermodynamic states

and wave velocities that may be attained. This model does
1. INTRODUCTION not uniquely determine a downstream solution. Additional

information is required in order to predict a single unique
Although the problem of metal-water interactions has solution. liowever, the results presented here indicate the

been studied for some time much of the work to date has range of possible wave propagation behavior. Also, it is
focused on non-reacting systems. The interaction of found that the thermodynamics of the reaction process '
aluminum and water is a reactive process which is highly contribute significantly the solution.
exothermic. This type of interaction is relevant to the -

aluminum industry as well as the nuclear industry. In case II. MODEL FORMULATION
of a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) in a nuclear mactor
the core -and cladding -material, which may contain The model used in the present work is an extension of
aluminum, may melt and interact with fluid either present the model outlined previously in McCahan and Shepherd
in or introdoced into the' containment. The chemical (1991) and Shepherd et al. (1990). In the case of aluminum
reaction which occurs in conjunction with an aluminum- and water the wave front is treated as reactive. His model
water interaction is an important aspect of this problem and is illustrated in Figure 1. The reaction wave is captured in

- this reaction must be considered in the modeling of these an inviscid, adiabatic control volume. He control volume
processes.

'

is held stationary and the reactants, consisting of aluminum -
and water, enter the control volume from the upstream

'A number of transient and steady-state simulations of region. The products, consisting of aluminum oxide, +

non-reacting thermal detonation waves have been carried hydrogen and water, leave the control volume at a high
o'ut (see review by Corradini et al.,1988). liowever, the - temperature downstream of the reaction wave; The flow is -

. peak pressures and wave speeds predicted by these models considered one-dimensional and steady, Upstream from-
often significantly exceed the values available from the wave is a region containing hot,' molten blobs of
experimental observation. One model which is commouly aluminum in a cooler water bath. The aluminum is

"

used is the thermal detonation model proposed by Board surrounded by a blanket of water vapor due to the film
and llall (1975). This model uses the Rankine-Ilugonint boiling process. This vapor blanket allows the aluminum
relation to construct a result analogous to the solution for a and water syste-m to remain in thermal non-equilibrium for
chemical detonation. The pn:sent work builds upon this a limited time. The aluminum and water are considered to

P
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be, in mechanical equilibrium. In every case studied the
h -h = f(P - P )(v2 + V1) (5)2 3 2 iimtial, upstream pressure is taken to be I atm and the water

is saturated. Bree upstream, state 1, parameters are varied
m tins study; the quantity of water m the imtial mixture,the where v is the specific volume. Given a specified state I
smtial vapor fraction this relation can be solved for the corresponding possible
temperature of the alumm, of the water, and the initial state 2 conditions. He only additionalinformation neededum,

for this solution am the appropriate equations of state for
ne region downstream of the wave, state 2, contains an each component,

equilibrium mixture of aluminum oxide, hydrogen and
water. I'he reaction which results m these products can be The equations of state chosen for this study are
expressed; carefully selected to provide appropriate substance

descriptions. The Keenan and Keyes equation of state is

2Al + 311 0 + XI! 0-+ Al O + 311 + Xil O used to describe the water at state 1 (Reynolds,1979) and
2 2 2 3 2 2 the -r constant equation of state is used for the

aluminum, where refers to the expansivity and r to thewhere X is the uantity of excess water specified for each
case studied. Th1s is a parametric study which assumes thatisothermal compressibility of the substance. The -r
the metal is completely oxidized in the reaction. Also, it is constant equation of state can be written;
assumed that both the upstream and downstream mixtures
are homogenous. The conservation relations for mass, v= v exp[ (T-T )- r(P-P )} (6)

'g g omomentum and energy and the second law of
thermodynamics can be applied to the reaction wave
control volume. The resulung express,ons consist of jump where the subscript o refers to a reference state and T isi

.conditions, temperature. The - r constant equation of state is also
used for the aluminum oxide at state 2. De expansivity for

[pw) = 0 (1) solid aluminum oxide is = 5.0x10 61/K (Raznjevic,
1976) and for solid aluminum = 23.5 x 10-6 1/K

r (Smithell's,1983). Values for the compressibility of[P + pe'1j=0 (2) aluminum and aluminum oxide are not readily available so
a numerical method was developed (McCahan,1992) to

2 derive the values for r from shock llugoniot data (March,[h+yw)=0 (3) 1980). The compressibility for solid aluminum and
aluminum oxide are estimated to be r = 1.0x10-Il I/Pa ,

{sl2 0 (4) and r = 2.8 X 10 12 1/Pa respectively, Data for liquid
aluminum and alummum oxide are not available so the
values for the solid materials are used for the liquid states

where p is density, w is veh) city, P is pressum, h is the as well. The constant -r equation of state allows the
specific enthalpy, s is the specific entropy, and,the square inclusion of the metal and metal oxide compressibility inbrackets mdicate a jump across the discontinuity, i.e. the calculation.
[s] = s2 ~ 31. This set of expressions is analogous to the set
of jump conditions used in shock theory. The first three The TIGER correlation (Cowperthwaite and Zwisler,
jump equations can be combined to form the familiar 1974) for the ideal gas specific heat is used to complete the
Rankine Ilugoniot relation, substance descriptions. The reference states for the

, aluminum and aluminum oxide are shown in Table 1. The
| reference pressure is I atm and the refemnce temperature is'

298.15 K. It is assumed that the aluminum is m a liquidi
I* * *

State 1 I
state above 933.5 K, the melting temperature of aluminum.

at I atm. Similarly, when the temperature of the final[ * State 2 *

A i mixture is above 2323. K, the aluminum oxide it is* ..

I. >p *P , vi I
assumed to be liquid. The heat of fusion and other
s lid / liquid property changes are also shown in Table 1,w g. 3 | . w2, P ' V2 2

! =

I Aluminum and Water | Aluminum Oxide, Expmssions for the enthalpy and entropy change for ag
mixture |. liydrogen constant - r material are as follows;hl and Water mixture

.

g
T

Reaction Wave
h -h = j (c[e, dT (7)Control Volume g

Figure 1, Schematic of the reaction wave model. The
control volume captures the structure of the reaction wave. UG-{l-exp[rPojk( T-1)exp{B(T-To))State I consists of hot, molten blobs of aluminum r,

!. surrounded by water vapor in a liquid water medium. State
'

2 consists of dispersed aluminum oxide fragments in a -( T,-l)h v( T-1) _ p_p
hydrogen and water mixture. r

|

|
.

|
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Ta,bic 1. Data for the references states and fusion properties of aluminum and aluminum oxide.
hv' .h* s* v,g - hf s,fo o_ o s

(m3 kg) (J/kg) (J/kg-K) j(m3 kg) (J/kg) (J/kg-K) //
Al 3.7037e-4 0.0e0 1047.22 2.4c-5 3.9667c5 - 424.93

Al O3 2.519c 4 . -1.6297e7 525.49 4.37e-7 8.5784e5 369.282

al ANNAF Thermochemical Tables (1985).
bealculated from TIGER (see Cowperthwaite and Zwister,1974), and the - r constant

equation of state
clncropera and DeWitt (1985).

Tabic 2. Formation data and potential parameters for hydrogen and water.

hy" sy" b c r' t|ky'v a mo

(m3 mol) (A) (K)(J/mol) (J/mol-K) /
H2 0.0 130.57 2.4466e-2 13.5 3.34 37

H2O -241799. 227.09 2.4785 13.5 3.37 136

alANN AF Thermochemical Tables (1985), and the adjustment to water values from - I
Reynolds (1988).

bvolume for H from the ideal gas equation, and for H O from Reynolds (1988).2 2

(Chirat and Pittion Rossillon (1981),

and ,r _ u' - a' (3g)
T

T 'ciR ~
s-s = j J- dT (8) The complete formulas for entropy and enthalpy areo

T" ' T expressed as a sum of the residual, ideal gas, and standard '
/ P, state values. Thatis;

v(I-exp[KP])-v (1-exp[rP }y s = s' + A/8 + sy (12)+ o o

. and similarly for enthalpy, where
where cy is the ideal gas specific heat. These expressions

can be derived from fundamental thermodynamic property T 'pg'i
relationships and the constant - r assumption. As##=j dT- Rin (13)

TEquations (6), (7) and (8) complete the set of relations To s j ( o3
necessary to describe the aluminum at state 1 and
aluminum oxide at state 2. and

1|

For the hydrogen and water at state 2 the Byers Brown
. T.

(1987) equation of state is used. This equation of state is a Ah'8 = fcydT (14)
pressure explicit expression formulated for high density *

T*high temperature fluid states. The Byers Brown equation -
provides an expression for the residual Helmholtz free

and P'8 = RT/v. The Byers Brown equation of state isenergy a', the compressibih.ty 2, and res. dual internali
applied to the hydrogen and water as a single fluid mixture

energy u'. The residual enthalpy can be expressed simply at state 2.
as a function of the residual internal energy and
compressibility; Because the hydrogen and water are combined in a

single fluid model for use with the Byers Brown equationhr = u + RT(Z-1) (9)
r

of state, all the parameters and quantities necessary to
evaluate the properties at state 2 must be averaged. To '

where R is the universal gas constant and
accomplish this, the formation quantities, hy ~and sy, and - -

i8h = h' + h (T,v) (10)' the ideal gas specific heats are evaluated as averaged values -
- 7

for the mixture. The individual heats of formation, hyj,
i.e. the residual, denoted by the superscript r, represents -

the difference between the actual property and the ideal gas entropics of formation, sy;, and idea! gas volumes at 298.15
value compared at the same temperature and volume- K are shown in Table 2. - The values for water take intoSimilarly the residual entropy can be expressed as; account the entropy and enthalpy change from _ standard

.
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state to an approximate ideal gas state at 298.15 K. The combined;

mixture values are found by summing the individual
ll = hafyo3 + (3 + X)hffgff;o (57)propedies muhiplied with their respective mol fractions, 2

1.e.

to produce a value for the complete enthalpy at state 2. The

hy = Exjhy; (15) downstream entropy and volume are calculated similarly.
This value for 1/ is compared to the value found from the2

" "

where xg is the mol fraction of species i. Values for sy,

v , and cf are evaluated similarly. The ideal gas volume ffy ff, + f(p2 - P )(V + V ) (18)y i i 2

at 298.15 K, r , is used to calculate P(I[ for the entropy where V is the complete volume which is calculated in ay .

expression. manner analogous to the evaluation of the complete
en y, e m t der uses Ms compahn to Dnd &

The Byers Brown equation of state requires three n given wnstream tempaam" "! " *This solut.soion method is applied to a range of downstreamsubstance parameters. These arameters are; the
Buckingham exponential index, a, t e potential well depth temperatures to produce a complete Hugomot curve,
energy, e, and the potential minimum, r . The individualm
values for these parameters for hydrogen and water are The melting of the aluminum oxide at 2323. K is
shown in Table 2, where kn is the Boltzmann constant. handled as a constant temperature process. That is, when

The mixing rules for these parameters are given in Chirat the downstream temperature is 2323. K, the program holds

and Pittion-Rossillon (1981) and Byers Brown (1987). The this temperature constant and gradually adds in a
Byers Brown equation allows a wide range of states to be percentage o,f the enthalpy. entropy and volume changes
accurately calculated. This completes the set of property associated with the phase change. So, the oxide melting is

considered a smooth, constant temperature process andequations necessary to evaluate the state of the milial solutions are calculated at intervals through the phase ;aluminum and water mixture and the final hot mixture of
aluminum oxide, hydrogen and water. change.

Hl. SOLUTION METilOD IV. RESU LTS

The method for solving the Rankine-Ilugoniot relation An example of a complete solution curve is shown in
in conjunction with these equations of state is similar to the Figure 2. The curve is divided into three parts, a subsonic

method used for tin and water mixtures in McCahan and branch, a supersome branch and a non-physical region.

Shepherd (1991). However, the chemical reaction which The subsonic and supersonic branches each have a

occurs in this case changes the iteration process. The Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) point. The Chapman-Jouguet point

properties for the water at state 1 are found by using the represents a h> cal mmimum in the wave speed and entropy

subroutines from Reynolds (1979). The properties of the 6
10 raluminum are computed using the - e constant equation

of state, as described above, given P =1.01325 bar and ai
Fspecified value for the initial temperature of the aluminum. CJ point

The complete enthalpy at state 1 is calculated as follows; 4
-10 r s

s
// = 2hAf +(3 + X)(yyh + (! - yy)h } (16) si y f r s

where haf, h , and h are the enthalpies of the aluminum, 3 2 non-physicaly f 6 10 ,

saturated water vapor and saturated liquid water n'gion
'

respectively. X is the coefficient for extra water, and yy is ''' sr
the vapor fraction chosen for the water. The complete s

'
entropy and volume for state I are calculated in a similar 10 r * state 1

0

manner. CJ point

Once the initial state is fully defined, the downstream f
temperature is specified and a solution for state 2 is found, subsonic branch

To find this solution a scarch range for the density of the 10-2 1 ..a ..a ...a ,,...a ...a ...;

downstream hydrogen and water mixture is chosen. This 10 10-2 10 104 0 2

density along with the state 2 temperature are used with the v (m,/kg)
Byers Brown equation of state to evaluate the pressure at

,state 2 and the other hydrogen and water mixture Figure,2. A complete llugoniot solution for an aluminum-
properties. The state 2 pressure and temperature are used water interaction. At state 1 the aluminum is at 1000. K,
with the - e constant equation of state to find the X= 5, and yy=0.0001. The supersonic and subsonic
properties of the aluminum oxide. The aluminum oxide Chapman-Jouguet points are noted.and the hydrogen and water mixture enthalpies are
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production on the supersonic branch and a local maximum has a high heat capacity, will tend to ' soak up' the available
m the wave speed and entropy production on the subsonic energy. This causes the solution to be shifted toward a
branch. At state I the alummum is at 1000. K, the lower temperature and, in turn, a lower volume. However,
coefficient for extra water, X, is 5 and the vapor mass (or if X is decreased the solution will shift toward higher
mol) fraction of the water, yy, is 0.0001. This set of temperatures. In fact, at X= 0.0 the supersonic branch of
conditions is used as a basis of comparison for varying the the llugoniot is no longer within the temperature range of
three parameters; initial aluminum temperature, amount of the equation of state.
excess water and initial vapor fraction of the water. Figure
2 shows that the pressures exhibited by the subsonic and Changing the vapor fract. ion m the imtial m. ture has

. ..

ix

supersonic solutions are very different. Because of the the opposite effect. The subsome solution remains virtuall
disparity in the pressures the supersonic and subsonic data the same while the supersonic branch is strongly effecte .
have been graphed separately for the other data sets. For This is demonstrated in Figure 5. The shift in the
the Hugoniot solution illustrated in Figure 2 the CJ points supersonic branch seems to be, caused by the change in the
have wave velocities of 0.065 m/s and 4410. m/s on the volume at state 1. As the initial volume is moved to,a
subsonic and supersonic branches respectively. The high larger value the constant volume supersome solution is
wave speeds exhibited by the supersonic solutions are a also, necessarily, moved. Because a larger poruon of the
result of the low compressibility of the constituent water is already vaporized, the rest of the supersonic
components at very high pressures and densities. solution will be shifted to a larger volume. This is similar

to the case where the composition of the mixture is
Figure 3 demonstrates the effect of varying the initial changed. The solution will tend toward the water adiabat

temperature of the aluminum. The case where as the amount of water, and therefore its influence on the

Tra = 2500 is compared to the baseline solution, for which solution, is increased. Similar,1y, when the water adiabat is
. chanped by increasin the initial volume, the supersome

Tjag = 1000. K. It is apparcnt from Figure 3 that changing solutton will be altere .
the initial temperature of the aluminum has very little effect
on the solution. Presumably, the change in the energy The low pressure limit of the subsonic branch in each
contribution made by changing the temperature of the case shown is determined by the applicable temperature
aluminum is overwhelmed by the energy contribution of range for the Byers Brown equation of state. If the
the reaction. complete subsonic branch could be calculated the low

pressure limit would be determined by the restriction
Given the importance of the chemical reaction in this imposed by the second law shown in equation (4).

problem one would expect that changing the composition Therefore, the subsonic branches that are illustrated are not,
of the mixture would have a larger effect on the solution theoretically, complete. However, in all the cases shown a
than the aluminum temperature. This is illustrated in substantial portion of the subsonic solution branch can be
Figure 4. While varying X does not change the supersonic computed, and in each case a subsonic CJ point is found.
branch very much, it does effect the subsonic branch The subsonic CJ point is not assigned any special
considerably. At low pressures the additional water, which significance in our interpretation of the results. The CJ
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Figure 3. A comparison of two subsonic (a) and supersonic (b) Hugoniot solutions with different initial aluminum
temperatures,1000. K and 2500. K. At state I for both cases X= 5, and yy=0.0(X)l. The Chapman-Jouguet points are noted.
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Figure 4. A comparison of two subsonic (a) and supersonic (b) llugoniot solutions with different coefficients for extra water,
X= 5 and X= 10. At state I for both cases the aluminum is initially at 1(X)0. K and yy=0.0(X11. The Chapman-Jouguet points
are noted.
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Figure 5. A comparison of two subsonic (a) and supersonic (b) llugoniot solutions with different initial vapor qualities,
yy=0.0 and yy=0.00(Wi233, which correspond to vt = 0% and vt = 50% respectively. Where vf s the volume fraction of thei

water that is vapor. At state 1 for both cases the aluminum is initially at 1000. K and X = 5. The Chapman-Jouguet points are
noted.
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solutions are used as points of comparison in this study be difficult to achieve in an experimental setting. It would
since they provide a convenient characterization of the seem more likely that the destructive force observed is duc
Hugoniot for a given set of parameters. to the influence of the boundary conditions and other

factors combined with a wave that is subsonic in nature.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The aluminum-water solutions presented here suggest a
'

Destructive metal-water interactions are a hazard in a limiting behavior for these types of wave fronts. The
number of industries. To date, the computational triggering mechanism which initiates the wave and the
investigation of rapid evaporation phenomena, particularly transient process following initiation are not taken into
in fuel-coolant mixtures, has focused on supersonic account. We assume that the wave has already reached a i
solutions for non-reacting mixtures. We suggest that the steady state. Furthermore, this model can not, by itself,
entire llugoniot solution should be considered and that the predict a unique downstream state and wave velocity. The
chemical reaction plays an important role in the process. solution provides a range of possible final states
The subsonic solution may characterize an important represented by a liugoniot curve. A single solution can not
propagation mode for these types of waves, be determined because the number of unknown variables

exceeds the number of equations in the system by one. To
We have developed a model to describe one- uniquely define a downstream solution another equation

dimensional, steady state wave behavior. This model is must be added or any one of the variables, except wave -
used .in conjunction with realistic thermodynamics to velocity, must be specified. Choosing a wave velocity is
describe wave behavior in an aluminum-water mixture. not adequate because the wave velocity is not single valued
The downstream equilibrium state is achieved by an along the solution curve. Matching the downstream
adiabatic oxidation of the metal. The solution curves pmssure to some exhaust condition would seem to be a
computed cover both the subsonic and supersonic solution useful choice for simple one-dimensional problems with

.branches. It is found that the thermodynamics of both the subsonic wave behavior. However, if the propagation !

components as well as the oxidation reaction play a key mode is supersonic then it is not clear that choosing a
'role in the solution of these problems. An inconsistent or downstream pressure is relevant to experimental conditions.

,

unrealistic thermodynamic construction will produce a very Also, if any additional variables are added to the problem, '1
different solution, so it is essential to use equations of state such as slip between the phases, then the question of how to
that are as realistic as possible. uniquely determine a solution is made even more difficult,

it is intemsting to compare the results computed here There are a number of conditions which are probably
with the results found for a non-reacting metal-water important for determining a unique solution including; the- |mixture. The solutions presented in McCahan and initial conditions, the boundary conditions, the wave
Shepherd (1991) for tin-water mixtures are based on the structure and the downstream flow structure. Although all

,

l

same model as is used in the present work, however, the of the solutions calculated using the Rankine-Hugoniot
tin-water mixture is assumed to be inert. In the four main relation satisfy the thermodynamic constraints on the
cases studied for tin-water the supersonic CJ points fall at system, it is the structure of the wave, and the other flow

isignificantly lower pressures,12. to 407. MPa, compared to parameters, that will determine the unique wave behavior,
the aluminum-water supctsonic CJ point pressures For metal-water mixtures the fragmentation of the metal is .<
computed here. Also, the wave velocities at the supersonic probably the dominant mechanisrn which characterizes the i

CJ points are significantly lower,151. to 1290. m/s for the wave structure. Thus, the fragmentation mechanism will
tin-water system, versus, 3010. to 5060. m/s for the contribute in a arge part to the determination of a unique

,

aluminum-water system,. The subsonic CJ solutions for solution. The wave structure for fuel-coolant interactions |

both systems fall at sgmilar pressures, llowever, the has not been fully resolved. The strength of the triggering l
aluminum-water subsome soluuons fall at a much larger event which initiates the wave will also contribute to thevolume and temperature so the resultmg wave speeds tend
to be lower than those computed for th,e tin-water solutions. conditions. propagation process, as will the boundary {'nature of

Also, the ' wave front may be significantly i

These results indicate that the reaction thermodynamics effected by the structure of the downstream flow, These |included in the aluminum-water system contribute issues remain unresolved. '

significantly to the solution.

Finally, while we believe the subsonic behavior is the
Unfortunately, the experimental data available on the

downstream thermodynamic states of aluminum-water predominant propagation mode, it is possible that in an
accident where the trigger is strong, and the geometry isreaction waves are quite limited. Furthermore, no one- complex, supersonic wave phenomena may occur,

dimensional metal-water waves have been produced in the However, it is unclear whether such a wave could belaboratory, However, investigations of the destructive
sustained, given that propagation of a thermal detonation

i

force of these interactions can be found in the literature. would require a large region of finely mixed fuel and
One such study was performed by Hess and Brondyke coolant present in a confined space. More likely, the i

(1969). While the force of the~ explosions created during.

! their study was substantial (using 3.5 lbs of aluminum the initiation of a thermal explosion in a confined geometry
would lead to the formation of a precursor shockwave,! sides of their containment were thrown 400 ft), it is unclear which would run out ahead of the phase transition wave,

that the pressums produced reached the gigapascal range
The resulting over-pressures and apparent wave speedspredicted by our model for a supersonic wave. Also, the |

medium necessary for the propagation of a supersonic from this configuration may be large enough to cause the |
substantial destruction experienced in these types of '

wave,i.e. a continuous volume of finely dispersed metal in accidents.
water contained in a highly confined environment, would
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ABSTRACT used, for example, by Rightly and Beck (1992),
substantial steam voids have time to form in the.

An explanation is provided for the large premixture configuration prior to the explosiondifference in noted chemical oxidation between event. In this paper we suggest that the pres-the SL-1 accident (1-2% oxidation) and recent ence of significant volds in the premixture is a
aluminum-water pour type experiments (20-30% necessary condition for the release of chemical
oxidation). A simple model of the steam explo- energy on an aluminum / water explosive time
sion reaction zone is developed and shows that scale. This suggestion is based on the crucial
the presence of significant voids in the premix- assumption that the length of the reaction . zone
ture prior to the explosive event is required in behind the shock front is of the order of a few
order to produce significant oxidation potential centimeters and is approximately independent of
on an explosive time scale. Such voids would be the properties of the premixture configurationlargely absent in unprotected accident scenarios and oxidation kinetics,
similar to the SL-1 accident.

II. PifYSICAL MODEL AND EQUATIONS1. INTRODUCTION

We begin our analysis of an aluminum / water
Several experimental studies of aluminum- steam explosion in-progress by considering awater steam explosions have reported the prob- steadily propagating steam explosion wave (shockable contribution of aluminum water chemical or detonation, see Board et al., 1975) which is

reactions (Hess and Brondyke, 1969, lemmon. supported by the rapid thermal energy transfer1980, Rightly and Beck, 1992). Indeed Rightly from the hot aluminum fragments to the water inand Beck observed very powerful steam explosions the wake of the shock. In order to describe theano estimated the extent of oxidation to be as shock motion through the two-phase premixturehi h as 20-30%. In all of these experiments the configuration in the simplest possible way, we.E
aluminum and water components were initially ignore the presence of the aluminum melt andseparated and brought together via a pouring assume that there is negligible heat and mass
mode of contact (i.e., aluminum into water). In transfer between the water and steam phasescontrast, when masses of molten aluminum and (" frozen" flow model). This may not be exactlywater are initially premixed the release of the case during an energetic steam explosion,chemical energy appears to be insignificant. In but, hopefully, the frozen flow model will yield1962, SL-1, a small experimental nuclear reactor the correct dependence of the fluid velocity-at the Idaho test site was destroyed when the behind the shock on the steam phase void frac.main control rod was rapidly removed during tion. Also we assume that (i) the vapor andshutdown maintenance. The reactor core con- liquid move with the same velocity (homogeneoussisted of parallel, aluminum clad, Al-U alloy flow), (ii) the vapor is an ideal gas, and (iii)plates separated by water coolant channels. A the compressibility of the liquid can be ig-millisecond nuclear power excursion melted and nored. '

partially vaporized the U Al alloy which pene-
trated the cladding and contacted the interven- With the assumptions given.in the fore 5oinging layers of water producing a strong steam and the application of mass, momentum and energyexplosion. An extensive post accident analysis conservation equations across the shock' it canof the S1-1 debris, however, indicated that be shown that the shock velocity, u , is givenmetal oxidation was minimal and limited to 1 2% by *
(SL-1 Project, 1962).

p 1/2,

,
It is noteworthy that the millisecond =M *

u x (1)nuclear power burst associated with the SL-1 8 "o o P,
accident resulted in little or no void formation '

prior to the aluminum-water explosive interac- and that the velocity in the wake of the shock,
tion, whereas in the pouring mode of contact, u,, is
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2' P' surrounds the drop. In this so called thermal2u =a x (2) fragmentation mechanism melt breakup has been "

g,o oP=
o, postulated to occur as a result of water jet,

c ntact or penetration of the melt followingThe velocities u and u are in the laboratory
steam film collapse (see, e.g., Buchanan, 1974:frame of reference * In w*1 ting Eqs. (1) and (2)
Ochial and Bankoff, 1976) or as a result ofwe have ignored the presence of the metal (alum- ,

inum) component of the premixture configuration, rapid erosion of the melt by steam flow within :
* ***** * ##*I* ""O '''In view of the discussion of the underlying '

>

assumptions which follows later on it is worth
noting that the above equations are correct t Regardless of the mechanism of aluminum

within a factor of the square root of the heat fragmentation in water, experimental work with- i

other material paira suggests that the timecapacity ratio for shocks which collapse the
constant t for the significant breakup of thevoid in their wakes. In the above equations aluminumdr$psinthewakeoftheshock can be |a is the sound speed in the steam component approximated byof ?he undisturbed premixture (in front of the

shock). P is the pressure behind the shock, a 1/2-

P and x'"are the steam vold fraction, pressu?e, #

B * s4
.Al

aEd steam mass fraction (quality) in the premix. E Nu, pj
ture. The latter quantity is given by the ' '

a

expression whe re d is the premixture dimension of molten
aluminum. The constant of proportionality c in#Loo Eq. (5) has been determined by measurement to *

W*
o " p#(1 - a*) range from 1 to 5 (Theofanous et al., 1979; 1

#Reinecke and Waldman, 1970; Simpkins and Bales,
where p is the steam density in front of the 1972; Baines and Buttery, 1979; Kim et al., i

shock anE'S is the density of the liquid (wa- 1983; Ciccarelli and Frost, 1992). Here we t

ter). Equ$tions (1), (2), and (3) are reason- select the average value c - 2. In a future
able approximations to the complete solution of paper we plan to show that this empirically '

the governing f rozen-flow shock equations for a determined range of values for e can be ration-
> 0 and Pj P > 5. The ratio of the mixtur2 alized on the basis of non linear Rayleigh-
velocity behind the shock to the shock speed is, Taylor and Kelvin Helmholtz instabilities
from Eqs. (1) and (2), (Epstein and Fauske, 1992a).

;

"
In a propagating . explosion the reaction,, g)u o zone is defined as the distance behind the shock'

over which energy transfer occurs. Strong
In accord with the detonation theory of explosion waves can only occur in regions of-

thermal explosions, the velocity discontinuity coarse intermixing which are large compared with
across the shock front accelerates the aluminum the reaction length. Since the dimensions of
and water components of the premixture con- the initial mixing zone in the Rightly and Beck
figuration at rates dependent on their den- test and in the SL-1 incident wore of the order-
sities, thereby causing a velocity dif ferential of 0.5 m, it is reasonable to presume that
between the aluminum and water in the wake of during the recorded explosions energy transfer
the shock. If this velocity differential is was complete in a distance of only a few cen-
sufficiently large one of several well known timeters behind tho shock. In particular, we
instabilities may lead to the fragmentation of will assume that if strong aluminum / water ther-
the premixture-size aluminum drops. The first mal explosions occur over a certain range of
is the Rayleigh-Taylor instability that occurs premixture configuration conditions, then the

ibecause the aluminum-water interface on the thicknesses (or lengths) of the corresponding i
upstream side of the aluminum drop is acceler- reaction zones are roughly equal (within a l
ated from the lighter fluid (water) towards the factor of, say, two) and known and, therefore, i
heavier fluid (aluminum). In this case, " fin- approximately independent of premixture condi- i

gers" of the two fluids interpenetrate each tions and chemistry. If we denote 1. as the ;
other, The second instability, the Kelvin- known explosion length, the charaUeristic-
Helmholtz instability, occurs on account of a explosion time t,, becomes
differential shearing motion between the two gfluids. In this case, waves are caused to grow **

t (6)--

to the point of breaking in a manner similar to ex u, u, ' jwater waves driven by the wind, but without
i

gravity to ' hold the waves "down". A third assuming that the melt. accelerates up to the |
mechanism is the so-called boundary layer strip- flow velocity u,in a time that is short com- iping mechanism proposed by Taylor (1963a). The pared with the explosion time. Had we assumed
melt in the viscous boundary layer beneath the that the melt drops remain stationary as the
surface of the drop flows to the equator of the reaction zone passes then t -L The

between**thesS*/u .Ifmitingdrop where it breaks away from the surface. actual situation lies
Finally, a otill more complicated phenomenon may cases. It should be noted that the results
occur in which the fragmentation of the drop is presented below would not differ by much if t
a result of the action of the steam film that values corresponding tou,-0inEquation(U
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A

were used. It follows from Eqs. (4) - (6), that
81"C8the fraction f of molten aluminum that ex-

periencesbreakuh-is 1/2,, - d /2 '(10)p,1/2-

n, "o ex #.L Eq. (9) becomesg .

B,t C O ' "o) [A1, 3
'

B

f s 1.0 (7) * ex
B g ,1, y, ;

ox d
pThe mean diameter d of aluminum fragments

(microspheres)producedbythe breakup process f s 1.0 (11)*in the reaction zone is estimated using the 1

Weber-number criterion with a Veber number The overall oxidation fraction F of the total
coefficient of 10: aluminum mass in the premixture 88nfiguration is

(8) F -ff (12)d =
p 3p,u,

or, equivalently, from Eqs. (4), (6), (7), and

a is the sug) face tension of molten alumi-
where (11),
num (a - 0.9 kg s Unfortunately, no mea- 'gq.

surements have been reported to date of the aL 'p
**

fineness of the fragments produced by drop F -

C(1 ' "old* #breakup in shock-induced liquid flow. Laborato- ,4
" g 3'ry studies of drop breakup in shock-induced gas

'

flows (Hanson et al., 1963; celfand et al.,
1- 1E D L,*

. 1972; and Hass, 1964) indicate that the Weber (13).<

number best correlates the characteristic size p ,"sII ' "o)d
,

of the fragmented drop material. A discussion III " "Uof the expected accuracy of the Weber number
criterion for the aluminum / water application is

The overall oxidation fraction F asgiven in the next section. predicted with Eq. (13), isplottedinFly,*l'as
a function of the steam-void fraction o in .theWe will assume that oxidation of the alumi-
premixture configuration. The curve 8 in thisnum microspheres is controlled by oxygen or

aluminum species diffusion through a growing figure were btained by assuming a shock-to-

molten oxide layer -beneath the surface. The angient pressure ratio PjP - 100, with P -

10 Pa. This pressure ratio i,s chosen on 8he.formation of the very protective solid oxide
basis that a spontaneously triggered explosionphase that ordinarily prevents aluminum oxida- ,

tion is assumed to be delayed, as postulated by resulting from homogeneous nucleation of super-
heated water at - 310*C would result in a shock. iEpstein and Fauske (1992b). Note that we are

to half the- critical 't
assuming an early transition from an external Pressure correspogding
gas-phase diffusion limited rate to an internal pressure f water. The physical properties and- ,

diffusion-limited rate of reaction. If x is the remainingfixedparameterusedinghe& " gstruc.
co

Instantaneous radial location of the oxide / metal tign of yg. I 2*N * N *#1~are pal "kg a 3

lh,kgm - Og8 39 &g 1 473.0 m,p ainterface (oxidation front) measured from the 0 9,kg s , D - 108 s , and c -s a -center of a representative aluminum microsphere,
the microsphere oxidation fraction f is 2.0 (see discussion following Eq. 5),

ox
3 The two shaded areas in Fig. 1 representy ,

f*-1- (9) two families of curves, each area bounded above
p, by the curve for a reaction zone length L .

0.04mandboundedbelowbythecurveforL[*-It is assumed that the aluminum oxidation pro-
0.02 m. Based on the previous discussion of the-cess in steam is approximately parabolic. Thus

while the microsphere resides in the . reaction magnitude of LreactIEn, it is
our feeling that .the--

actual length falls between 'thesezone its oxi layer . grows to a thickness of
values. The upper shaded region .in Fig. -1roughly (Dt where D is the. Fick binary

IE)fficient for. an oxygen or aluminum represents results .obtained withapremixgure
,

diffusion .
e

species in molten A1 0 . In general, diffusion configuration aluminum-dimension d - 2 x 10 ~ m

coefficients vary $xhonentially with tempera-
ture, but for liquids the activation energy and
argument. of the exponent 'are- small and the
temperature effect is usually slight. As a
result, virtually all non-polymeric liquids have
remarkably similar . diffusion ' coefficients, g g , ,p y g 3g C W :iregardless of the temperature or chemical com.

never been attained in the laboratory. Apfel
binarysystemsthevalueD-10'gue
position. Based on known va fr other (1972) and Blander et al. (1971) superheateda s appears

water to 280*C. Thus a practical shock-to.to be a reasonable choice (Jost, 1960).
ambient pressure ratio is P,/P, - 66.

F
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The reported final extent of reaction for
o the SL 1 incident and for the recent experiments10 _

'

; ; ; _ of Rightly and Beck (1992) are plotted in Fig. IZ
- Lex =4cm Le,=2cm2

+ 1. It is clear from the figure that our present '

a
'l -

theoretical approach is capable of accounting,

-

for the lack of aluminum oxidation when little,;
- ~ ) - or no initial volds are present, as was the case 1

'
- during the SL-1 accident, and the substantial |

- . ;
,

[/ ff oxidation believed to have taken place after
g - .A f . : - pouring molten aluminum into water and producingc" y a premixture zone of approximately 30% void'

g 4( fraction (Rightly and Beck, 1992). We note thato,,,c,
10', -- j sg -- the absence of significant oxidation during theH ,d ' <"

_- SL 1 incident is not inconsistent with the
g - ?

_ observation of a relatively strong fuel coolant.

t,n - p @ _ thermal interaction, consider the. initial
,

_ fueldimensionofabout2x10"gng, -. N m and the large
@ - y y _

10 m a as compared with the oxygen (or
thegma} d{ffusivity of molten aluminum of 6 xa-

]u
s.

, p - aluging)3pecies diffusion coefficient of about
t ;f 10 m s It appears from Fig. 1 that the11-

best agreement between the two data points and+
1

c 102 ;
,_ the theory is obtained with L,

0.02. m.-

.9 2'
O Rightly & Beck (1992) - shown that the reaction length is about 0.02 mif

-
: Interestingly enough, Debora et $l (1969) have

) ~ O SL-1 Project (1962)
~

In tw phase chemical detonations where the fuel
~

18 in dr P et form in a gaseous oxidizing atmos-lO -
-

phere. i

'

~, -.

,g
_

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCIESION3
I
'

Before we summarize the reactor safety
10-3 | | | | implications of the present work, it is prudent

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 c nsider the extent to which the viscosity of .jt

the aluminum may affect the fineness of the. i"'*" coa (XO metal cloud behind the vapor explosion shock and '{to add some additional remarks concerning our i

assumption of a reaction zone of fixed dimon- !Fig. 1 Illustration of the overall oxidacion alon. I

potential as a function of the steam void
fraction in the premixture prior to an our two phase shock calculations reveal i

explosion event; premixture aluminum drop shpck induced velocities as high as u, I84 m-

size and length of explosion zone e, s The Weber number formulation, Eq.-(8), {.

parameters, rosults in corresponding predicted aluminura drop
fragments as small as d = 1.0 pm. It is well

(2 mm), which was approximately the thickness of known that the influence Pof viscosity on the
the Al U alloy plates within the SL 1 reactor size of the stable drop fragment increases in

~

core. The lower shaded region was obtained by importance as d is made smaller. If indeed the
setting d - 0.01 m, which is of the order of the Weber number 8etermines the mean siso of the
capillary size for aluminum and is believed to drop fragments that comprise the micromist in
be appropriate for the " pour" mode of contact the wake of the shock, then the final stage of
employed in the Rightly-Beck (1992) experiments. the aluminum drop disintegration process must be ,

controlled by the Kelvin-lielmholtz (or capillary j
The curves in Fig. 1 indicate that the wave) mechanism. The most general capillary-

overall oxidation potential is rather sensitive wave analysis of present interest is where both
to the magnitude of the initial volds present in phases (water and aluminum) have comparable
the aluminum / water. premixture configuration, density and viscosity. Unfortunately, solution
This predicted behavior is a consequence of the of the stability equations for this case - is
fact that at low void fractions the steam explo- extremely complex. A special case treated by
R on wave propagates at a high velocity u Taylor (1963) is that of an inviscid gas passing. relative to the velocity u of the mixture is over a viscous liquid. At first glance him- )its wake. This combination of u and u leads solution may not seem relevant to the aluminum -1to large aluminum fragments 1Eend aEd short drop / water case. flowever, our experience with
explosion times t and, as a result,p he explo. this class of stability problems indicates that

{

,

t

sion abock "outrIiEs" the oxidation process. As the solution for the dense viscous phases does ;

the void fraction is increased u decreases and not differ in a significant way from that ~ where J

u, increases which in turn causes, a reduction in only one of the phases has density and vis- ;d and an increase in t , thereby allowing more cosity, as long as the density difference be- '

time for significant chEEical energy release, tween the phases is more then about a factor of

:

I
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-two. Using the results of Taylor's analysis, we somewhat from each other (e.g., L 4 cm for
2 cm for the pour tesEs, or vicefind that the Weber number We in the presence SL 1 and L :

of viscosity, when normalized by the Weber versa).
number for invincid material pairs, as given

A hypothetical unprotected accident in aabove by Eq. (8), is strictly a function of a
a dified capillary number; that is heavy water production reactor (or research

reactor) sets the stage for the principal mode
,1/2 of aluminum / water contact of concern. The rapidb ,,, b , (14) power excursion and subsequent fuel melting,

We pl a
' '

with the coolant and moderator largely in place,A
results in a premixture configuration similar to

where in our application p is the viscosity of that of the SL-1 accident. According to thethe aluminum and the modified capillary number theory presented here, due to the absence of
appears as the argument of the function. The significant voids for this type of contact mode,actual functional relationship between the Weber a large scale interaction of molten aluminum
number ratio and the capillary number follows alloy fuel and water in the reactor core would
immediately from Taylor's numerical results, be largely thermal in nature with chemical
Suffice it to say that the ratio does not rise oxidation contributing very little to the explo-
significantly above unity until the capillary sion. With regard to hypothetical protectednumber exceeds approximately unity. Thus vis- accident scenarios where the " pour" mode of
cosity exerts little influence on the numerical contact becomes relevant, an energetic chemicalvalue of the Weber number as long as the follow- explosion may be possible, but would be limited
ing criterion is obeyed: to about it of the total fuel mass considerig

,1/2 the limiting fuel pour rate of about 100 kg ar pu, , (based upon 14 decay heat and satisfying the
- < 1.0 (15) fuel heat of fusion).[Al, #
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PROPAGATION OF VAPOR EXPLOSION IN A STRATIFIED GEOMETRY

F EXPER!MENTS WITH UQUID NITROGEN AND WATER
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BP 1140. 44024 NANTEs Cedex 01. FRANCf
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- the two liquids are premixed. In this cose the
ABSTRACT knowledge of constitutive relotions between the initial *

mixing ratlo and others crucial porometers such os the
n$rIst*V ye d or the propogotion speed is of primeNitroge /wot r int r i lo Ib fory I

isdescribed in this poper. The self-sustained propogotion i':of a triggered vopor explosion for this liquid pair was
ever ottoined in on instiony well-stratfled sometry. The

Pnieroction was alwoys limited to the t gered zone in -order to investigate these situations, on

experimental prog (ramme on vopor explosion of a large -which vorlod as o function of the diff porometers laboratory scale 2.5 m long) has been corried outof the experiment (trigger chorocteristics, Liquid
Nitrogen layer thickness). However, experiments involving water and pure liquid nitrogen, obbrevicted
suggested that on increase of the initial wavyness of LN2 subsequently. The first step of this ' study is to ,

the liquid N:trogen/woter interface prior to triggering, investigate stratified geometries. Such experiments with
was a sufficient condition to sustoin the vapor explosion LN2 have already been conducted (Bong & Corrodini

1991) of different smaller . laborotory . scales (up tooil olong the ring. 50 cm), where interoctions were detected Mth wove
speeds ranging from 100m/s to 250 m/s. but with no A

'

INTRODUCTION real propocation at larger -scale. Very few other -
experimentoT studies in this geometry were conducted

Mony experiments have shown that under in the post with different liquid poirs (Board & Hall 1975. -
'

special conditions when a cryogenic liquid is spilled Green et al 1983 frohlich 1984. Anderson et of.1988,
onto o relativety hot liquid such as water, o ropid hoot Frost & Cicarelli 1491). Broyer & Berthoud 1992 mode o
transfer occurs which con yleid o large amount of review of oil these experimental works. concluding that
energy. Such explosive events could happen if the pro ation and Intensity of the interaction seem to
sufficiently lorge cuanhties of liquefied natural gas be clos linked to the ability of the pressure wave to '

'(LNG) ore spilled onto o body of water such as the sea destabiliz the vapor film depending on the noture~of
either in the cose of the rupture of o looding orm or in the liquid polt, the degree of confinement and *

the cose of a spiti from on LNG corrier. ,ine kind.of premixing-
vapor -explosion studied here is quite similar, even A s ecific outdoor focility was built in order to '

though it is of lessor intensity than those produced in perform hi energy release experiments and to insurefuel / coolant interactions, reproduci e and relioble measurements. Preliminary
To ossess the potential hozords induced by tests were corried out wPh water alone. 'n order.to !

LNG /woter explosions. Gaz de France and the Gas qualify the triggering device and the different kind of
Research institute. In cooperation with other Gas measurements. Then several visualizations. were

'

componies, are involved in studies for o better achieved to chorocterize the LN2-Water interface or to
understanding of LNG / water interocons. Since 1981 see the effect of the trigger on the water surface.
many tests involving continuous or instontoneous LNG Final strohfied. geometry tests were performed to
spills on seowater were performed at large scale in e pressure moosurements and video records.

order to simulate on industrial release scenario. To ao oking for stationory propogotion.
further in the fundamental understonding of LNG /worer
explosions for future predictive numerical models. The results of this work will have repercussions on
theoretical studies and laborofory scale experiments ~ future stud (es in premixed medium whose* r

(Solnson et ol.1990) have been conducted. ChotoctoristCs are presented at the end of the paper, !

ond for future numerical models.
i- Current state of the art supports the ossumption

that a vapor explosion is only possible if a mixing of
water and. Cryogenic liquid occurs, thus Cousing the i. TEST M Gthermal .ener from the water to be effectively '

tw Muchons An out-door test rig hos been built in order to
' e t industrict n dns * measure the stobility of a pressure shock > ortificiony-

r ui Th$bolling state e th w r (th $rr o eo L o
other devices will be set-up in the future in order to

situotton is often colled * stratified ksometry" this stud the propogotion in o - Colibroted - premixed . ,j
case, it is necessary to find out w ether or not c. me iom.premtxino mechanism is required to produce a ,

|propogdhun of the vopor explosion in a stratified '

medium.
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Since strong vapor explosions have been
observed in the post, the test rig is located about 120
rneters from the (neosurement creo. If consists of twoindependent sections. The first one is o chonnel section
(figure 1) where the explosions take oloce cod the
second section comprises the LN2 Unloading system(rigure 2)
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The inner dimensions of the chonnel ~ section After triggering the pressure measurement ocquisition -

are 2500 mm long. 300 mm wide and 600 mm deep. system, tne pneumatic jocks are activated in order to
The channel consists of 304L staintess steet supported release the cold liquid, first onto the flop (to reduce to
by externo1 stiffeners and a base plate in the some flow rote) and then over the water. As soon as th,e
- motorial. The channel and its accessories are ploced release is completed, on electric sional is generated in

,

over o concrete slab ond secured with onchorinO order to tngger the detonator. A Time delay con be
broces. A " troy" (sloped ponet with a low incline) rs adjusted (berween 0 and 5 seconds) between the end
welded to the upper port of the large wall locoted of of the spilloge and the toogering instant to ossure j
the unlooding end, so that the cold liquid -con be . stratification ine test is compTeted os soon os the cold
discharged smoothly. The troy is 400 mm wide. Various havid has finished evoporoting. ,

, opertures (3 horizontal ramps with 6 threaded internal i
boss holes, positioned of various heights) are provided ;

olong o side wo!! of the chonnel in order to mount
sensors. The mounting system is designed so that
sensors are placed parallel to the water surface and IL PREUMINARY TESTS

water surfoce.y of the tests. obout 50 mm below the Preliminary tests were corried out in order to
for the majorit ,

The chonnel is drained through nozzles
following each test. chorocterize the trigger. Some visualization tests were

o!so performed to chorocterize the water-LN2 interface

The unloading system is also built with 304L during and offer the spilloge and to select the right
stainless steel with a 120a triangular base and o pivot inition water temperoture for inhibiting ice formation. ;

joint articulation. The rotational movement is provided
by two pneumatic jocks connected to o hydraulic Prior to performing tests invoMng LN2, preliminary i

system. Their positions are adjustable in order to select tests were corned out to chorocterize the trigger with
the optimum dischorge time. The unlooding system hos the two different supports, to measure the tonge of the
on internal insulation consisting of polyurethane inggenng device and the reproducibility of the signol in _ 4

covered witn a wood ploie and a fine stainless steel the obsence of any cold Ilould and to estimate the ;

sheet. The system is designed to contain o maximum of trigger effects on the water interface. ;

75 liters of cryogenic liquid.
Fi ures 4o (non shielded detonator) and 4b

The initiotion of vapor explosions is produced by (shielde detonator) show typicol pressure
instantaneous eiectric detonotors (Nr. 8 detonators) with measurements recorded by the 6 pressure transducers
on explosive chorce of about 1 g. of pentrite (3.64 kJ when the detonator explodes without any LN2. The
equivalent energyL One test was performed with a detonator and the pressure sensors coordinates relative ,

The triagering support, to o reference ore given on the figures. Usuall6 tho' -|smaller charge (about 70 mg),is instoired at one end.fixed to the chonnel structure, detonator is located about 100 mm below the water ' '

Two detonator supports were used durino the tests. The level.,obout 200 mm lengthwise from the end of the rig i

first support (figure 30) is composed of a tube fitted and in the center relative to the width. The time delay
|

htening on the between each first maximum oressure peak of each .
with two " jocks" which allow the tig& welded in the signol is in good agreement with the necessory time for ;

internal wolls of the rio. An 8 mm tub ,

middle of the supporf allows to insert the detonator o pressure wave to propcoote throuch water (1500 !

bosis. The secono support (figure 3b) is similar to the m/s) The pressure peo,K width (100 150 rs) is due to j
first one, except that the detonator is located inside o reflections by the wall and vibrotions of the structure.

150 mm long cylinder, closed at the bottom, with on The difference in the pressure peak shows - a 1/o2
internal = diameter of 10 mm in order to direct the dependence on oressure ottenuotion for tronsducers
pressure wave toward the water interface and to limit locoted beyond 300 mm from the detonator. The total

the premixing creo. The detonator is triggered by a time scale for the shock wove to completely cross the
conventional electric system. Channel lengthwise which is given by the detonotor t

pressure measurements and includes the reflections !

The dynamic pressure sensors (6 along the rig) and viorations is about 2 ms; This chorocteristic time i

are piezoelectric sensors (500 KHz) with a built-in scale is very low with respect to the vapor explosion !
electronic system connected to a 6 way power supply. development time scale (see below). We noted also o

The transducers are linked to on onolog muttetrock good reproducibill of the trigger both in terms of the
mognetic tape recorder (100 KHz) connected at its propogotion veloci of the waves and in terms of the ;
output to o digital ' oscilloscope which processes the pressure signol ampitude, i

c onfz rPgemognetic recorher.Yinhe b2 depithe erofed A visuolization of the detonator ex losion waso s r t'h corried out by video recordings close to hhe chonnel,

Ti is measured inside
the ensulated spillage with marks thoi indicate the pure water intertoce. The video-films showed that the non
LN2 initial depth which would be obtained in the rig, shielded detonator (support Nr.1) produces a water

s ray offecting 50 to 100 cm of the length of the rig
guring a period of about 100 ms (2-4 frames). DuringUsually, expenments were performed with LN2 depths>

between 30 mm and 70 mm. Because of the good
insulation of the spillage system, the LN2 level didn't this time, the rest of the surfoce remains plonor, the
vary nofobly durino the necessory time to evocuote the larger water waves being developed of a larger time
test rig creo prior To triggering the test. scole. With the shielded detonator (support Nr. 2),

obout 30 to 50 cm of the length of the ng is offected
by the explosion. l

Test ocedure : first, o predetermined deptn of
water (usuo 440 mm) of o known initial temperature is .

released int tne chonnel and a known volume of LN2 !
'

Is set up in the unlooding system.

i'
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Photo 1. view of LN2/woter interface of the end of
Other visualization tests were performed in order spillage (os. t:me deioy)

' to observe the effect of the LN2 spilloge on the water.
Foi this purpose, the ng and spreading .deo comeroSystem were
shghtly modified in order to ser up a vi
inside the test rig (fiat re 5). A plexiglos window
separated the test rig infc two isolated chambers, one.

for the videocamero on J occessories (665 mm long r

obout 1/3 of the ng) onc' the other for the tests (rest of g' 'g y # N *''-..
the rig). The videocomoro chamber was isolated of the '1

-

s

top to prevent any LN2 splashing dunng o test. A licht, -

%f % .ploCed behind the vide')comero signals the end of 'fhe g
-

spilloge which induces t 30 immediote trigger initiotion if

window was marked at cm. intervols in order to *
.

*k<, .5 *c 0 s time delay is requested. time delay. The plexiglos k-. >

,,p .

measure the deviation during the spillage relative to the . (
"

. .s
*water level and to est mote the LN2 d'epth as soon os A

the stratified geometry was established. An insulated - + ' ~*% *#
74,y-*,

dividing woil was proced in the spreading system, < a.

facing the plexiglos window so os to limit the LN2 # ' ,* #

volume and to reproduce the some spiiloge conditions #mf aj
os obtained in a real test. The videos showed thot the '# s $s d
spillace tokes about 3 s. During the 2 s. offer the end of 'W
fne D42 spilloge (delay choroctorized by the light
turnino on). for a water temperature above 18"C and
on iniTrol LN2 depth of 60 mm, the water-LN2 interface
was very wavy ond agitated. The evoporation rote is
probably very important dunng the spillogo due to o
large exchance surface creo. os showed by the topid
changing in depth of the mixture. It was noticed that
the interfoce between the two liquid was the most
ogitated just when the light was turned on (photo 1).
However it is impossible of this stooe to evoluote the
prernixing rofe. After the 2 s periocJ which follows the
end of the spillage, the interface was colmer fphoto 2). Photo 2 : view of LN2/woter interface 2s. offer the end
and the LN2 boded on top of the water due to the of spillage
density difference. Moreover, the LN2-woter interfoce
remained slightly ogitated up to the end of the test
beCouse of the coupl(ed effects of boiling ond dens;ty F_gop. Finolly. O detailed onolysis of the video topes Y.. W .' '.;*,.'. - Mshowed that the stratified geometry was ottoinoble
beyond 2 s. offer the end of the spillage. For this water O _'' g -

temperature and above, no ice was observed for all . .M. C- *

the test, except near the wall and only of the end of - A'- .'s, . G
.

the experiment It was possible to observe, dunng the - F
expenment, the estabhshment of convection in the %- -

,-

| water which allows hot water to be mosnfoined of the # .

. Interface. For water temperatures below 18'C, ice h. - # - ./*
formed rapidly offer the end of the spillo, e. The whole ~* r - - . Msurface is covered 5 10 s offer the end C the spillage. J J-When a stratified geometry was established, the 2

,,
e

.

phase liquid vapor nitrogen depth was about 60 - 75 i .. .
mm or 3U mm depending of the initial liquid depth (60 W

%mm and 30 mm respectively). However, it was *
,

impossible to estimate o void fraction because of the
evaporation during the spillage. The boiling was him ,b
boikng regime, choroctenzed by the bubbles diameter d j

i (about I cm) and the critical Royleigh-Toylor
' ',

|

; wavelength (about 2 cm.).
!
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1

IIL TRIGGERED LN2/ WATER EXPERIMENTS litb. Triggered Tests in a Stratified Geometry -
,

The - Dreliminary re3Ulfs . have allowed the
establishmenf of the parameter ranges. The time delay A total of 18 triots were conducted M o stratified
is octually the main porometer, because depending on geometry. The time delay for these tests was equol to

d or greater than 2 s. The porometers were the following
e ther os'sI ghtly p mi oo I t otif ed. the chorocteristics of the trigger (type and shield) and

the LN2 loyer thickness. The water temperature was kept
in fact, the eart trig eriments were between 20*C ond 30"C. The water layer depth was the

erformed with a zero fime bered eItkout controlling some os in thgngs. rence test to ollow comparisons of
refeeloy, w

fhe stote of the interface. For these tests, violent vapor pressure recor
,

'

ic i r n r g and r os e he eke
fe 8 LN2 above water. A small explosion con be seen closed

rNdtothieters def$e to the detonotor. The maximum pressure peak is obout$ f n t on k e ff$ rent po ve
Major experimental conditions for each described tests rgren hT

t w h 8

are summarized in table " expl e the 9ne
trigger, but does'not propogote at all along the rig.

,

lito. Reference Test (Slightly Premixed Geometry) in such a Lf[2 stro iN Ne s c$ htht !

anh width of the explosionthe 18 triots. intensitThe chorocteristics of this triot were the following seems to depend only on( the initial dimension ond the: the time delay was zero ; the trigger was o detonotor
of type 8 in the shielded configuration , the LN2 layer degree of mixino of the triggered zone. The initial

dimension is funcrion of the type of detonator and thewas 60 mm high and the woter temperature about shield around it , for o shielded detonotor (figure 8)15 C. The water depth was 440 mm and tne pressure
transducers were 50 mm below the initial presumed and for a weaker one (fioure 9), pressure peaks are

nonexistent 100 cm away from the trigger. The dher .reeinterface,
of mixin is function of the LN2 depm above w

At this time. the only way to quantify the level of the e lo n nIe efec r the firremixing is vio the video recordings obtained dun,ng three transducers. If the time delay is increased to 5{he prelt inory tests. seconds, the results are similar (figure 11) due to the
'These operating conditions generated o violent o!iz[t s'-Interaction. The maximum peak pressure ( S0 bors) was

recorded opproximately in the middle of the chonnel
on the pressure transducer 4 (figure 6). The observed
wave is quasi-stationnory/s (meon value 235 m/s). The

with a propogotion speed
between 225 and 240 m
overpressure peak is about 15 to 20 cm wide and the
rise time is about 1 ms. The pressure dato show the
presence of the end of the Channel of a reflected

wave whose intensity decreases very quickly(,Ps2/ water)L proboblydue to a smoll of materio!remaining in the rig. guantityinese results justify the scale of the
experimental rig and constitute the reference dato for
comporison to the other triols. This kind of test with o
zero time deloy is quite reproducible os several ..*

Odditional triols have shown. *

J.gt;igl.; Major experimonial conditions

i

Triet a shielded Trioner Tricoer Type L N2 d*ch t Tima Detav Finure #

Preliminary tests

03/C3/92 - Mr 1 No 8 _ _
4.8 2

03/03/92 - kr 2 tes 8- _ -
4.b

$ tightly premined genetry
Ref erence test 03/03/92 nr 3 Yes 8 60 m 0 s. 6

Stratified ge metry

19/06/92 - sr 1 ho 8 60 m 3 s. 7

19/06/92 - kr 3 ko 8 60 m 5 s. 8

25/06/92 - sr 2 Yes 8 60 m 3 n. 9

22/07/92 Nr i ho - 70 mg Pentrite 60 m 3 s. 10

19/06/92 - Wr 2 No 8 30 m 3 s. 11
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All the remorks seem to lead to the some
conclusion : the trigger has two coupled effects, first of-

oil to create o premixed medium close to the ignition ..I- point, second of oil to collapse the vapor blanket and - ithus initiate the vapor explosion. However, LN2-water
explosion propocotion seems to " die" outside of the
triggered zone if The two initial loyers are well stratified.

IV CONCLUSION AND FURTHER EXPERIMENTS

The first part of on experimental investigotion
concerning LN2/woter Interaction has been ochieved.
The objective of this. study was to determine the

!

<

potential for vapor explosion propagation of such a
liquid pair in on initially stratified geometry, Propogotion
never occured in such a configuration. The vapor
explosion was always limited to the triggered zone '

(instial mixed medium) which varied as a function of the
different parameters of the experiment (external trigger,
LN2 loyer thickness).

If the ignition of the trigger is not delayed offer
the end of the spillage of LN2 onto water, the wavyness
of the interface becomes much more important and
seems to be o sufficient cond; tion to sustain the vapor

,explosion olong the whole rig Thus, in the second part
|of this research program, we will try to Colibrate and !Quontify the degree of premixing necessory to sustain o

vapor explosion, in order to link it to the energy yield, to
the pressure peak and to the propogotion speed ; one
of the final aims is to complete the constitutive relations
for predictive numerical models.
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EFFECT OF llOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE PROPAGATION OF A
VAPOR EXPLOSION IN STRATIFIED MOLTEN TINAVATER SYSTEMS

David L. Frost and Barbara Bruckert Gaby Ciccarelli
McGill University, Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Nuclear Energy Dept., Building 130,
817 Sherbrooke St. W., Montreal, Upton, N.Y., USA i1973
Quebec, Canada ll3A 2K6 Phone (516) 282-3906
Phone (514) 398-6279 Fax (514) 398 7365 Fax (516) 282-3957

AUSTRACT plosions in light water reactors.

The propagation of a vapor explosion in a stratified molten When hot and cold liquids are mixed together, several -
tin water system has been investigated experimentally in different geometrical arrangements are possible. In a
three different configurations: (i) linear propagation in a common accident scenario, a hot liquid is poured into a .
narrow channel open at the top. (ii) propagation in a narrow cold liquid (or vice-versa), and the hot liquid breaks up into
channel with vertical confinement, and (iii) radial propaga- fragments which are dispersed in the coolant to form a
tion in a cylindrical tank. In each case an interaction is ini- coarse mixture undergoing stable film boiling.
tiated by an exploding wire trigger, and self-sustained spa- Alternatively, the hot and cold liquids may form two strati-
tial propagation of the interaction is observed to occur with fled layers, again separated by a stable vapor film. 'Ihe ma-
an average propagation speed of 40-50 m/s. A minimum jority of past experimental and modelling efforts have been
degree of inertial confinement provided by the water above directed towards the coarse mixture geometry,in part be-
the tin is required to sustain a prepagating interaction. In cause it was commonly believed that the lack of pmmixing
the narrow channel experiments, the effective mixing depth in a stratified geometry precluded the possibility of a strong
for the interaction is s 2 mm. The thermodynamic effi- energetic interaction. However, the possibility of violent
ciency of the first interaction, or the ratio of the conversion vapor explosions in initially stratified systems has been
ratio to the maximum thermodynamic conversion ratio, is demonstrated conclusively by tests at Sandia National
about 1% and is not strongly dependent on the boundary Laboratory (Berman,1986) with spills of water onto a pool
conditions. A comparison between the energetics of single of molten metal, and in large-scale spills of liquefied natu-
molten tin drop interactions and interactions in the stratified ral gas onto water carried out by Lawrence Livermore
systems suggests that similar dynamic processes occur dur- Laboratory (Koopmann et al.,1981). In the large-scale
ing the first interaction cycle in each case. In both cases, tests, there will of course be some mixing of the fluids dur .
the first interaction is an efficient method for mixing the tin ing the initial contact phase. In this case, the degree of
and water and is often a precursor to a second, more violent stratification of the system will depend on the contact
interaction. mode, the delay time following the initial contact of the

fluids as well as the stability of the subsequent film boiling
I. INTRODUCTION process.

'
'

Direct contact between a hot liquid (e.g., molten Colgate and Sigurgeirsson (1973) were the first to
metal) and a volatile cold liquid (or coolant) may result in postulate the existence of a stratified vapor explosion dur-
an energetic vapor explosion. The explosion is due to rapid ing molten lava-water interactions, although they carried
heat transfer from the hot liquid to the cold liquid and suh. out no experimental or detailed theoretical calculations,
sequent phase transition of the coolant. The rate of heat The plausibility of a self-sustained propagating interaction
transfer is enhanced by fine fragmentation of the hot liquid in a stratified geometry was investigated numerically by
during the interaction, increasing the surface area available Harlow and Ruppel (1981). They showed that pressure-
for heat transfer. 'Ihe expansion of the high-pressum vapor driven collapse of the vapor film separating the liquid lay-
that is generated can produce strong loads on surrounding ers can be sustained by the subsequent mixing of the liquids -
structures. Accidental vapor explosions have occurred in a and rapid boiling of the volatile liquid. Propagating inter-
variety of industries (e.g., see the summary by Reid,1983) actions have been observed in exploratory laboratory-scale
and are a concern in the nuclear industry regarding a hypo- experiments with a vertically stratified water / refrigerant-22
thetical loss-of-coolant scenario in which molten fuel sygem by Anderson et al. (1988) An extensive series of
comes into contact with a coolant. A recent paper by tests has been carried out by Bang and Corradini (1988,
Corradini et al. (1988) gives a comprehensive review of 1991) with water / liquid nitrogen and water / refrigerant-12
past experiments and modelling efforts regarding vapor ex- systems. They observed energetic propagating interactions
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(with the water / refrigerant system being more energetic) tion of explosive molten tin / water interactions in a stratified
with propagation speeds ranging from 40 to 250 m/s. They geometry. Three different systems are considered, with dif-
measured the work release and estimated the depth of in. ferent degrees of inertial confinement of the tin. The char-
termixing of the Guids to be $ i cm, although in this case, acteristics of the propagating interactions were observed
the collection of post-test debris is not possible because the with high-speed photography and pressure records and
solidified hot liquid (i.e., ice) melts following the interac. post-test debris analysis were used to estimate the work
tion at ambient temperature. From these values they calcu. yield and effective intermixing depth during the interac-
lated the conversion ratio of thermal to mechanical work tions. A comparison with single drop tests illustrates the
(for the water / refrigerant-12 system) to be 1.2% corre. influence of scale on the explosive interaction. More de-
sponding to a thermal efGeiency (i.e., relative to the Ilicks tails of the results for the unconfined narrow channel exper-
& Menzies work yield) of 5 6.5%. The thermal efficiency iments have been presented earlier (Ciccarelli et al.,1991).
for the water / liquid nitrogen system was smaller by an or-
der of magnitude. The mechanical work release data 11. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
showed considerable scatter which may be attributed to ice
formation at the interface and to variations in the shape and Molten tin / water interactions were studied in three
motion of the vapor film at the time of triggering of the in. different configurations: (i) linear propagation in a narrow
teraction. The work output increased with water depth up channel open at the top, (ii) propagation in a narrow chan-
to a certain depth, above which the work yield remained nel with vertical confinement, and (iii) radial propagation in
constant. Rey also reported that multiple propagating in. a cylindrical tank. In each case, molten tin is heated to
teractions occurred in some cases. 700-800'C and poured into the water and the interaction is

initiated by an exploding wire trigger. The experimental
Experimental work on propagating interactions in results will be described separately for each configuration,

stratified molten metal / water systems is quite limited. followed by a discussion of the common features of the in-
,

'

Board and Hall (1974) were the first to study molten teractions.
!

tin / water interactions in two stratified geometry experi-
i

ments. In the first, they poured 200 g of tin at 750"C into a A. Narrow Channel (Open at Top) Experiment J
shallow V-shaped trough immersed in an open water tank

.

l

with a water depth of at least 10 cm. Both spontaneous and 1. Experimental Apparatus. The first set of ex-
{triggered interactions were observed and in both cases con. periments was carried out in a narrow channel (1.3 cm

sisted of a series of localized bubble growth and collapse wide,13 cm high,40 cm long) submerged in a main water i
interactions along the tin surface. They speculated that the tank, as shown schematically in Fig.1. The channel was i
discontinuous propagation was the result of the relatively constructed of an aluminum frame with either Lexan or
open geometry of the tin layer, giving only weak coupling glass windows. The base was constructed of Lexan to
between adjacent areas of tin. In a second experimental ar. minimize the heat transfer from the molten metal. The tin
rangement, they poured 200 g of tin at 700 C into a narrow was placed into a slotted graphite cylinder which was
channel (20 cm long,3 cm wide,15 cm high). In a single mounted within a semicylindrical ceramic oven for heating.
triggered experiment, after some delay, they observed a The oven assembly was positioned above the water tank
continuous propagating interaction with an velocity and the tin was discharged into the tank below by rotating
(estimated from the film record) of about 50 m/s that gen- the cylinder. After the tin formed a stable layer along the
crated a peak pressure in the water of about 0.17 MPa. base of the channel (approximately I s after the tin reached
Board et al. ('975) also noted that the passage of the first the channel base), the interaction was initiated. The propa-
interaction in a stratified system may not cool all the metal gating interaction was triggereu by discharge of a high-
and leave behind a coarsely mixed region through which a
second, more efficient, explosion may propagate.

s.m.c noncw
More recently, Anderson et al. (1988) carried out a ""~ \ O

series of tests to study stratified tin / water interactions.

long, $ cm wide and 9 cm deep) to form a layer of tin 3 cm pF- [They poured about 10 kg of molten tin into a trough (1 m
g'

deep. Hot water was then poured on top and the interaction
.

,

was initiated at one end. They found that their system was
rather insensitive to an external trigger and spontaneous ,

explosions frequently occurred. . However, in four trials in- g' '

teractions were observed to propagate at low speed (17 to
26 m/s) with low pressures. In a fifth trial, the interaction g 40 S \

0 U
t s x x ; scww

propagated much faster and destroyed the apparatus, pos- || \ '. '. .sibly due to the chemical reaction of a powdered alu-
\ \ (minum-tin compound present in the system. %
*. v-.auc

HV
The present experiments were carried out to investi-

| gate the influence of boundary conditions on the propaga- Figure 1. Schematic of experimental apparatus.
!
l

!
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voltage capacitor (4 pF charged to 4 kV) through a thin rapidly with distance. The growth of the steam bubble gen-
copper wire mounted within the channel at one end,3 cm erated by the exploding wire induces a pressure field in the
above the channel base. The end of the channel that con- surrounding water that is recorded by the first transducer.
tained the exploding wire was closed with a metal plate, This pressure pulse has a peak pressure of about 0.2 MPa
whereas the other end was open. with a duration of about I ms.

'

The pressure-time history of the interaction was 2. Characteristics of Propagating Interaction. !

recorded using four piezoelectric pressuu transducers in each trial,400i10 g of tin were heated to 700iS0"C and
(PCB model 113A24, 5 mV/ psi, I ps risetime) flush dropped into water heated to between 67 and 71'C, forming
mounted on the back face of the channel. The transducers a layer about 1.1 cm thick at the bas" of the channel, in .
were mounted in watertight Delrin plugs and spaced 10.2 cach case the height of the water '.4yet above the channel
em apart along the length of the channel,2.2 cm above the base was 12.7 cm. The stable vapor film separadng the tin -
channel base. The pressure traces were recorded with a and water was nonuniform in shape. During film boiling. - ;
PC based data acquisition system, recording at 1 Milz. steam accumulated forming domes that pinched off fonning .
The propagation of the interaction was visualized with bubbles (ranging in size from several millimeters to a cen-
cither a flycam 16-mm high-speed camera at up to 5,000 timeter) that rose to the surface. The interaction was trig-
frames /s, or a Cordin Dynafax rotating drum camera at gered at one end of the channel, and the subsequent inter-
speeds of up to 16,000 frames /s. Several 1000 W flood action propagated in a self-sustained manner along the tin
lamps were used for lighting with the Ilycam camera. To layer surface. For the range of water temperatures used,
provide a light source of sufficient intensity and duration propagating interactions were consistently observed. In a
(about 20 ms) for the Cordin camera, four zirconium-filed few trials interactions spontaneously initiated at one end of
Dashbulbs (Sylvania FP-26) were mounted in reflectors and the channel. The characteristics of the subsequent propa-
fired simultaneously by an output pulse from the camera. gating interaction were the same as for the triggered inter- '

When the high-voltage capacitor was discharged, the actions indicating that the triggering system provides only a
associated electrical noise generated a spike on the pressure local disturbance and does not significantly influence the
trace. The simultaneous Dash that was generated by the subsequent propagating interaction. Increasing the water
exploding wire was recorded by the high-speed camera, temperature increased the thickness and stability of the va-

,

allowing the film record to be synchronized with the por film separating the layers, making it more difficult to
pressure traces. trigger a propagating interaction. Ilowever, no systematic

influence of water temperature on the propagating interac-
Figure 2 shows a typical example of the pressure tion was observed.

traces recorded from the trigger system alone. The first
spike is due to the electrical noise generated by the capaci. ' The general features of the propagating interaction are
tor discharge. The initial blast wave generated decays illustrated in Fig. 3, reproduced from the high-speed -

Ilycam film record of one of the trials. The time between
successive frames shown in the figure is 400 s. The

r--v r~ i>m ~ molten tin layer above the channel base is visible near the .j
l bottom of each of the photographs, and one of the pressure

!i ~

transducers flush mounted in the back of the channel in a

2 -
| cylindrical plug is visible at the left The horizontal wire,,,

3
-

near the center of each photograph is the transducer signal

g -1 -

cable, located behind the channel. After the interaction is
initiated at the left end of the channel, the high pressure

4

g j
cs , j ~

generated by the rapid production of vapor induces a pres- I

sure field in the surrounding water (as well as an associated? hydrodynamic flow field) which causes the adjacent film to
'

g - j -

collapse, in this way, the interaction propagates along the ?j
g 3

. A _

_ - surface of the tin with an average speed of about 40 m/s. '

4
- -

The wake region behind the leading edge of the propagat- i
ing interaction region contains a complex three-phase mix-o

8 -4 -

ture of vapor, water droplets and molten and solidified tin -

-

gF''~~' ~- ^'

fragments. The explosion wake has an overall shape of a
wedge (with an angle of about 10'), formed by the interface
between the expanding high-pressure vapor and overlying,

i. A , i. .,. .i1 .i. .i.1

water and the base of the channel. During the interaction -
~

0 1 '2 3 4 5 6 7 8 the water above the tin layer is accelerated vertically by the

Time (ms)
high pressure within the reaction zone and ejected from the
tank. A small amount of wateris often trapped beneath the
tin layer as it settles to the base of the channel. Boiling of

Figure 2. Pressure traces recorded from trigger system this water generates a cavity under the tin layer, lofting thealone,
tin layer at periodic intervals (an example of this can be
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Figure 3. Single frames from Ilycam film record illustrating self-sustained propagation of interaction in stratified
tin water system. Time between frames is 4(K) ps. Outer diameter of transducer pulg, visible at left is 2.54 cm.

seen in the last four frames of Fig. 3 just under the trans- above the interaction zone (e.g., note the collapse of the
~

ducer plug). bubbles near the center of the first four frames of Fig. 3).

Figure 4 shows a typical example of the transient From Fig. 3 it is 6.fficult to discern the structure in-
pressure field recorded about I cm above the tin layer dur- side the reaction tone, particularly near the leading edge.
ing a propagating interaction. The rise time of he pressure This region appears blurred as a consequence of the rapidt

pulses is usually about 1 ms or less. Taking a value of I ms expansion of the interaction tone generated following local
for the rise time, together with the average velocity of 40 film collapse and the relatively long exposure time (about

;

m/s (the propagation speed of the pressure front, as inferred 100 pr.) of each frame of the Ilycam film. To obtain better
from the pressure signals, corresponds to the same value as resolution of the wake region, the interaction was filmed
observed from the film record) implies that the pressure using the Cordin camera at speeds up to 16,000 frames /s. !

rises in the water to a maximum value over a horizontal At this speed, the corresponding exposun* time of each
distance of less than 4 cm. The pressure rise in the water frame was about 3 ps, effectively freezing the motion. The
above the interaction zone can be inferred from the film spatial growth of the in:craction region is illustrated in Fig.
record by c.bserving the collapse of the bubbles in the water 5, which shows single frames (254 ps between frames)
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Figure 4. Pressure recorded 2.2 cm above channel base q"7
.

(about I cm above tin layer) during propagating interaction. ' '

t ti W fSpace between transducers is 10.2 cm.
. ~

M&4
"

<
''

s y
I

taken from a high speed film. In the region shortly after j
the vapor film collapses (i.e., the left portion of the tin layer
in frames 1 and 2), only fine-scale disturbances are evident
on the surface of the tin layer. As the vapor region ex-
pands, a substantial amount of tin is lofted within the jj

"4 p , k -
t

1 i
wedge-shaped interaction region. Iligh-pressure vapor that "

is generated at the leading edge of the interaction zone } ds dg'J
**

moves away rapidly from the explosion front. The relative . ,

motion between this turbulent vapor flow and the molten j "

tin filaments lofted within the interaction zone leads to di- k
rect hydrodynamic fragmentation of the tin. The significant
amount of fragmentation that occurs away from the leading
edge of the explosion is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows Figure 5. Single frames from Cordin film record of
single frames (194 ps between frames) from a high-speed propagating interaction. Time between frames is 254 ps.

film of another trial. Note the filament of molten tin
(indicated by an arrow in the sixth frame) that is lofted-
distorted and finally shattered by the flow within the inter- does not interact explosively with the water and settles to

action region. Occasionally secondary interactmns are evi' the base of the channel after explosion propagation and so-,

lidifies. After cach trial the debris was collected and sieveddent from the pressure records as well as the high-speed
films when water contacts a molten tin fragment within the to determine the size distribution. An arbitrary cutoff size

of I mm was used to characterize the amount of tin thatinteraction zone. In this case the secondary interaction participates energetically in the interaction in three trials,
causes the tin fragment to shatter and a spray of fine water

over 95% of the initial dn mass was recovered and sieved.droplets and vapor is generated (which appears as a fast-,

liased on these trials, the fraction of the total initial massmoving white cloud in the high-speed films) which moves
away at speeds that can exceed 100 m/s. that was fragmented to sizes less than I mm was 1714%.

With an initial mass of 4(X) g, this corresponds to an effec.
* E "During each trial, the tin is fragmented into debris

with a range of sizes. A small fraction of the tin is finely
fragmented shortly after film collapse near the leading edge 3. Effect of Water Layer licight. A series of
of the propagating interaction. Other tin is lofted within the trials was carried out to study the effect of inertial confine-

interaction region and is fragmented by the relative vapor ment on the propagation behavior. The degree of confine-

flow, llowever, a large portion of the lofted molten tin ment was varied by changing the height of the water layer
above the molten tin layer. Each of the 25 trials in which

a
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Figure 7. Failure of explosion propagation for water he,ghti

of 5.1 cm (1.665 ms between frames). Free water surface is
Figure 6. Single frames from Cordin film record of visible near centrer of each photograph.
propagating interaction. Time between frames is 194 s.
Note fragmentation of lofted tin fragment (indicated by
arrow).

. - , _ . - - _ ; _ _ - - . .,

the distance from the free surface of the water to the base of j

the channel was 12.7 cm resulted in a self-sustained propa- 8L

fgation of the interaction for the length of the channel. - A
_

flowever, in 7 trials in which the water height was 5.1 cm, 2 r -

a propagating interaction was neur observed. Figure 7 3 i
I ,

shows a series of photographs taken from one such trial. g6 _

-

Note that the time between each photograph is 1.665 ms. g
The exploding wire is located out of view, about 5 cm to ci - -'

the left of the left edge of each photograph. The dark hort- ,

zontalline near the middle of each photograph corresponds g4 __ _
_

to the water level in the tank outside of the channel. The g
disturbance created by the exploding wire causes some dis- g

-

-

ruption of the tin layer as well as the free surface of the g _
_ - _ _ --

water. Note that the iree surface of the water breaks up due o2
to Rayleigh-Taylor instability as a result of the acceleration (
of the water by the pressure generated by the exploding

Iwire. Figure 8 shows the pressure recorded during one
t such trial. He first transducer, located about 5 cm from the 0 l= *I' W> t ' '

| cxploding wire, records a pressure pulse that shows the 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
! combined effects of the disturbance from the trigger as well

as the pressure generated by a kical interaction. Ilowever, Time (ms)
the interaction fails to propagate along the layer and, as a

.igure 8. Pressure recorded for water height of 5.1 cm
f_llustrating failure of propagation.result, the pressure generated decays rapidly with distance

from the electrodes (see Fig. 8). i
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At an imennediate water height of about 7.6 cm, a
transitional behavior occurs. In the majority of the trials

%with this water height, the trigger failed :o initiate a propa- T,, d JN ~ E.be * 3
, ,a

+ -

gating interaction, similar to the behavior observed with a 4 ?" - H ',
water height of 5 cm. llowever, in several of the triah, af- M{~*?-

^'

s,n
%o Mter the decay of the initial disturbance, a secondary interac-

Q'tion initiated spontaneously and propagated. Figure 9
shows the pressure recorded during one of these trials, f v jg*, .illustrating the decay and reinitiation of the interaction. -

1 y Y2 ? d
>

; M"'W:46
The propagation speeds for the secondary propagating ' h,,

_

interactions in the two trials were 63 and 73 m/s, which are ]" >-
1

considerably faster than the average propagation speed of me
about 40 m/s observed in other trials. The initial decaying

[%M ' *g[,$ [[, >Q* y' ig
disturbance apparently causes sufficient mixing of the tin

m _ _ . 'g
and water so that the propagation speed of the secondary

,
~' '*

disturbance is augmented, Single frames from the high- ] ka' N N,,,

speed film corresponding to the pressure traces shown m
Fig. 9 are shown in Fig.10. The transducer visible in the

.
-

center of the initial photographs m Fig.10 corresponds to ~4 ,. EpD. MM% $
. . . . y r

the third pressure trace from the top in Fig. 9. The violent W. 9' W U ; AQinteraction that occurs near the tenter of the photographs in ( (y *

' Y M ;g$vilj*N4g
Fig.10 corresponds to the large pressure pulse recorded by

-

e h -r
the third transducer.

!
c. y' x. -

yp? a. . .*Qt ,!!. Narrow Channel Experiment with Vertical j My
*3 1Confinement

Q4 j .( , -
,

1x s ~n1. Esperimental Apparatus. To m.vestigate the '

effect of vertical confinement on the explosion propagation,
. , ~

a second channel was constructed with similar dimensions @ %, '4
.

j # "Y.$M
|

| as the first (45.7 cm long,1.5 cm wide.13.9 cm high). t'jdb
'

' i E.- f'

llowever,in this case, a slot running the length of the frame ag

~ '.es
near the top accommodated a spring-loaded sliding gate. Nilhh../2
After the tin entered the channel and bef<ne the interaction

j
l

Figure 10. Decay and reinitiation of propagating |
interaction for water height of 7.6 cm (308 as between Ilp., - , ,, ,,, ,,m._, c , . ,

p; 9
I

8
li

- '
was triggered, the gate was closed, preventing any vertical

_

2
expansion of the water in the channel. The interaction was3 | initiated at the closed end of the channel by an exploding

"

%6 wire discharge system. The opposite end of the channel was; q sealed with thin aluminum foil, which would break shortlyc;
-

after the start of the interaction, allowing the water to vent? out the end of the channel.
_

54 -

J
$
8 2. Results. In each trial 400 g of tin were heated
b to 750*C and dropped into water heated to hetween 75 and

f2
_ 80'C. In each of the four trials carried out, a self. sustainedp

- propagation of the interaction occurred in a similar manner
as for the earlier experiments in the open-topped channel.

'
- The propagating interaction again generated a wedge-

, ~[ ""
shaped interaction region (with a wedge angle between 81 0 m t - L u a m m a a a. . and 10*) moving at a velocity of about 50 m/s, as comparedl

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 with an average of 40 m/s for the earlier trials. Figures 11
and 12 show a comparison of the peak pressure and

Time (ms) impulse measured for the trials with and without vertical
confinement, respectively, plotted as a function of average

Figure 9. Fressure recorded for water height of 7.6 cm propagation vek> city for the first interaction. Although the
illustrating decay and reinitiation of propagating additional inertial confinement increases the propagation

i mteractmn. ;

|
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Figure 11. Comparison of the effect of vertical . ..

confinement on the average peak pressure vs average Figure l3. Pressure recorded during propagating explosion

propagating velocity. in vertically confined narrow channel. Note second, morei
violent interaction that occurs after first interaction.

8 channel in comparison with the distribution for the trials in' ' ' ' '

the narrow unconfined channel. For the vertically confined ;e Num cha=8

-$4
-

"'Ue$c"."i cir, nim,nt
.

channel, the occurrence of a second interaction results in" ' * " * ' *
considerably finer debris. .The fraction of the tin that was < ,

.
fragmented to particle sizes less than 1 mm was 34% as2 First interactkm

*3 -
- compared to 17% for the unconfined channel.~

-

3

-2 - -

80 i i i i

7

t $i ; O Nara channel (open at top): .;j j ,

-g4 * g
_. 70 . single interaction

(average of 4 trials) ___1 .. *-r-.
~I~ l 60 -

Narrow channel (closed at top):
-

O' ' ' ' '
0
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0 10 20 30 40 50 60 - . ;

*U*
Average Propagation Velocity (m/s)

Q. 40 - -

Figure 12. Effect of vertical confinement on the average 2 i

impulse and average propagation velocity. - 3 30 -

20 -
i e' - !

. ]velocity only a small amount, the duration, or impulse of
jthe pressure pulses is considerably augmented. A g _ p _t
'

significant effect of adding vertical confinement was that in
Icach of the trials a second, more violent interaction W iPO i

, ,

0
.

occurred from 10 to 40 ms after the first interaction. Figure
13 shows the pressure history from one of the trials, d<.3mm I i<.5 . .5<d<1 1 <d<2.8 d>2.8mm

illustrating the multiple interactions.' Since the first Dobris size Distribution
interaction generated a well. mixed mixture of molten tin,
water, and steam,- the propagation velocity, peak pressures Figure 14. Effect of vertical confinement on debris size
and pulse durations for the second interaction are all distribution for explosion propagation in narrow channel.
substantially increased. In particular, the propagation

' velocities, peak pressures and impulses for the second
interactions ranged from 100-125 m/s,1-3 MPa, and 7-12

,

;

MPaims, respectively. C. Cylindrical Tank Experiment

The dinribution of sizes of the fragmented tin after an ,

1. Experimental Apparatus., To determme theinteractiors was determined by sieving the debris. Figure 14 role of e nfinement on the propagatmg mteraction, experi-
shows the debris size distribution for the vertically confined
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ments were carried out in a cylindrical geometry in which pressures (ranging from .15 to .3 MPa) recorded on one.

the propagation occurs in a radial manner. In this arrange- side of the cylinder. Variations in vapor film thickness and
ment, in the absence of confining walls, the interaction re- water depth (due to waves generated by the discharge of the
gion is effectively self-confined. A schematic of the appa- trigger system) may cause the propagation velocity to have
ratus is shown in Fig.15. Due to the large quantities of a nonradial component. Consequently, the propagating
molten tin involved, the experiment was carried out inside a front may not be necessarily perpendicular to the pressure
1 m diameter steel tank. %c apparatus consists of a Lexan transducers, hence the propagation velocity inferred fmm
cylinder (27.3 cm dia) with a Teflon base, filled with water the pressure traces may overestimate the propagation speed.
with a temperature ranging between 73 and 75'C to a depth Although the visibility of the propagating front is poor in
of between 9 and i1 cm. In each trial, about 4 kg of tin the top view obtained, from the film records and pressure
were heated in a graphite crucible inside a ceramic oven to traces, the propagation velocity is estimated to fall between
8(XTC and discharged through a Teflon tube into the cylin- 30 and 60 m/s.
der to form a layer of molten tin about I cm deep. The in-
teraction was initiated several seconds after the formation
of the tin layer in the center of the tank by the discharge of ' ' '

a llV capacitor (0.2 pF charged to 17.5 kV) through a thin w=*~
2'6copper wire mounted about 3.3 cm above the tin layer. Six $% ~

pressure transducers were Dush-mounted in Delrin plugs
_ 2g % ,

,

(located about 3.7 cm above the tin layer), mounted verti- p
t

cally within copper cylinders,3.8 cm apart. The interaction E ' 4
--

was filmed through a window at the top of the tank with the $
'8 '

--. e
~

ilycam camera operating at 2.000 frames /s. @ | - _m

$
6" - _ PK *--

's O @ -

t
I_,m '

-0. 5- It '

"
'

's' 0.01 0.015 0,02 0.025 0.03,

m*- ' ' """
Time (s)

Figure 16. Pressure recorded during single propagating, ;_
h.-y g mteraction in cylindrical tank.

' WM
~

' ~ *
After a single interaction, the majority of the tin

(about 65%) settles to the base of the cylinder and solidifies {
-

into a disc. If two interactions occur during a trial, virtually ||

k '

%
- J all the tin is fragmented and few large tin fragments are re- !

covered. Figure 17 shows a comparison of the debris size%

distribution for trials in which a single interaction occurred
,

Figure 15. Schematic of experimental facility for as well as for trials with multiple interactions. For the trials |
cxperiments in cylindrical geomtry. with a single interaction, about 6% of the tin was frag-

mented to particle sizes less than I mm, in contrast with a
corresponding value of 19% for trials with multiple interac-

2. Results. The stability of the vapor film and
'

the relatively unconfined geometry made it more difficult
iIIL DISCUSSION ito trigger the interaction in comparison with the narrow

channel experiments. After firing of the trigger system, the
interaction initiated near the center of the tank after a short A. Propagation Mechanism

delay, typically between 0 and 30 ms. Occasionally the
trigger failed to initiate an interaction and an energetic in- The characteristic features of the propagating interac-

,

t.wn are exhibited by the high-speed film and pressure I
| teraction occurred spontaneously after a delay of more than
i 30 s. Of the eight trials in which an interaction was initi- rec rds, although the details of the complex phenomena |

! ated by the trigger, one-half resulted in a single propagating that occur near the leading edge of the interaction are still

! interaction whereas in the other half a second interaction p rly understood. The relatively long rise time (~ l ms) l

also occurred. Figure 16 shows the pressure field recorded and slow propagatmn velocity (40-50 m/s for the channel !
,

during a single propagating interaction. Although the inter- experiments) indicate that the propagating interaction is not ;

action propagates in a radial manner, in this case the inter- c upled to the milial triggering shock wave that travels at
about 1500 m/s withm, the water. After the interaction isaction intensity is somewhat asymmetric, with higher peak
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80 *- Lion zone (i.e., for R < R*), the flow of water is approxi-i i > > >

mated by flow over a solid wedge (with a wedge angle of
79 - o e

1~ about 10'). He pressure distribution within the flow over,

80 ~ ~

the wedge can be obtained from the potential flow solution4=ap d 3 %

e cwwa* for Dow within a sector (with a sector angle of about 170').

(***"" d ' '""N -
The complex potential for flow within a sector is of the'm *< a*==

,

,j 6 [ following form (Curry,1974):
5

$"
.

~ ~

F (c ) = -Uza (1)
$ 30 - -

where r./n is the sector angle. The corresponding velocity

20 - 1 _ p tentialis given by

'

- # = -UR8 cosne (2)%* .10 -

1 ' - ' *' - This yields the following velocity components in the radiala

d< 3mm .3<d<.5 .5<d<1 1 <dc2.8 de2.8 solid and tangential directions:

Debris Size Distnbution
u = -nUR4'I cosner

Figure 17. Debris size distribution for trials with a single (3)
interaction as well as for trials with two interactions in u, = nURa-1 sinne
cylindrical geometry.

The preceding solution for potential flow within a sector
yields unbounded velocity far from the vertex of the sector.

initiated, the high pressure produced within the interaction flowever, we will consider only the portion of the solution
zone generates a pressure distribution (and associated for R < R*, i.e., near the vertex of the wedge. For R > R*,
flowfield) within the surrounding water, causing the adj,a- the flow is assumed to be uniform. Setting the velocity ~
cent vapor film to collapse and leading to spatial propaga~ equal to the freestream vehicity, U , at R = R* in Eq. (3)tion of the disturbance. In the narrow channel geometry, g;ye3
the propagation of the explosion generates a wedge-shaped
interaction region, which effectively displaces the water y i
above the molten tin layer. If we consider a frame of refer- U = g,"p* g (4)
ence moving with the front, then the hydrodynamic flow
(and associated pressure field in the water) created by the
mteraction can be modeled reasonably well with a simple Using the steady-state Bernoulli equation and setting P =

#" when R = R. where P . the amb.ient pressure, theisincompressible potential flow model for flow over a wedge.
pressum distnbution is given by

, ,

in particular, Fig.18 shows a schematic of a potential
2 j

flow model for the flow of water above the explosion zone 00 , f '

P - P = T l.1 g/ R N2(naJ (5))in a frame of reference moving with the interaction zone.
Far from the interaction, the incoming flow is assumed to

)be uniform. The presence of the explosion zone begins t
, From the preceding equation, we can see that the maximum

mfluence the flow at some distance ahead of the mteraction
increase in pressure occurs at the wedge vertex (R = 0) and

zone (denoted R* in Fig.18), and the streamlines begin to
is zero at R = R*. From experiments, we can obtain R* by

be deflected vertically. The model cannot be expmssed in the product of the pressure rise time and the propagation
closed form since an appropriate value of R* must be de- velocity. A typical pressure rise time of I ms and propaga.
termined from experiments. In the region near the interac- tion velocity of 40 m/s yields an R* of 4 cm.

If we express R in terms of cartesian coordinates x,y *

(i.e., R2 = 22 + y ), then from Eq. 5 we can find the pressure2, ',,... -- ...,,' ,
distribution as a function of horizontal distance x for a,

,

,-,' now ..*' given vertical position y above the tin layer. Or with then- ,

l- ,' a **do* ', assumption of steady flow, the corresponding pressure-time,

u%i

i no. history can be determined. In particular, taking a character-
,

istic propagation velocity of U ,= 40 m/s with a wedge j
'

, ,

Esp *lon /_ ,

' i ~
u: angle of 10*, overpressure traces for various vertical posi-1*

;**"*

tions can be determined from Eq. 5 and are shown in Fig.
19. The pmdicted peak pressure is sensitive to the vertical

Figure 18. Schematic of potential flow model for flow of position above the tin layer and ranges from a little over 0.1
water above explosion zone. MPa for y = 1 cm to 0.8 MPa for y = 0 (i.e., along the stag-

nation streamline).
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0.8
The propagation speed of the interaction is limiteu by.

'
'

- r * * W**" ~

..,. d 7
~ the time for film collapse as well as the time required for

the thermal energy contained in the tin to be transferred to

! oe
- ~- **5"a the water and the subsequent vapor production. When the--r**""

vapor film collapses and the water contacts the surface ofE o.5 - -
-

the molten tin, only a thin surface layer of tin panicipates in
# ~

~ rapid heat transfer to the water on the time scale of the rise -
time of the pressure (i.e., - I ms). Shortly after film col-
lapse, the surface of the tin appears rough with fine tin fil-o.3

o.2 -
-

aments projecting from the tin layer surface. The high-
,

,g speed now of vapor away from the leading edge of the in-
1O

- ' ' - teraction region lofts tin within the wedge-shaped interac- .*A ~ ' '

tion region. The relative velocity between the lofted .o# - '
--

molten tin filaments and the vapor leads to considerable di-
;.i .o.s o o.s 1 rect fragmentation of the tin within the interaction zone. At -

Time (ms) later times, the majority of the remaining molten tin is
Figure 19. Pressure variation with time from potential How I fted vertically, partly due to the boiling of water drops- i

model at various vertical locations y above vertex of trapped undemeath the tin layer.
wedge. ,

II, Effect of Geometry on Interaction Energetics
,

The degree of confinement of the explosion zone in-
The experimental pressure profiles were recorded at a Duences the rate of decay of the pressure generated during

nominal position of about I cm above the tin layer. The the interaction. Decreasing the inertial confinement of the
overall shape of the predicted pressure rise is similar to the tin (e.g., by lowering the height of water above the tin),
recorded pressure records (e.g., see Fig. 4) suggesting that leads to a reduction in the duration of the pressure pulse
the potential Dow model is a reasonable approximation to generated (and hence the impulse). Below a critical water fthe overall features of the flow outside of the interaction height, the impulse generated is not sufficient to sustain '
region. The predicted peak pressure at a positicn y = 1 cm film collapse and propagation fails. increasing the inertial
is less than the experimental values (which range from 0.2 confinement (e.g., by preventing vertical expansion of the
to 0.9 MPa from Fig. I1). However, the potential flow water) increases the explosion impulse but does not signifi-
model assumes that the vertex of the explosion wedge is a

.

point, whereas in reality it has a finite extent. In addition,
cantly increase f ae propagation velocity. The mixing and I
rapid heat transfer processes, that occur after film collapse :the potential flow model assumes that there is no flow near the leading edge of the interaction and sustain the

aacross the wedge boundary, which neglects the volume of propagation, are not strongly dependent on the degree of
water that participates in the interaction region and is con- confinement. The characteristic length scale that governs
verted to vapor. The sensitivity of the predicted peak pres- the turbulent tin water mixing following film collapse is the
sure and pulse half-width to vertical position is consistent initial film thickness, a parameter that does not vary signif-
with experimental resuhs. In particular, in several trials, icantly between the different experimental configurations
three transducers were mounted vertically, at three different considemd.
positions above the tin layer. As the distance from the tin

'llayer increased, the peak pressures recorded decreased and To investigate the effect of geometry on the explosion
the half width of the pressure pulses increased, consistent yiefd (i.e., the amount of thermal energy converted to me-
with the model predictions (i.e. Fig.19). chanical energy during the interaction), an estimate of the

ratio of the yield to the initial tin surface area has been
The pressure traces mcorded experimentally (see Fig. made and is summarized in Table 1 below. The mechanical |

4) are usually not symmetric about the peak with the pres. energy yield can be determined by directly estimating the
sure rise occurring more rapidly (or over a shorter horizon. velocity of the water accelerated by the interaction, or indi- ;
tal distance) than the pressure decay. A comparison of the rectly from the mechanical impulse imparted to the water
pressure records with the high-speed film record indicates for the cases where the water is free to move vertically-
that the peak pressure is recorded in the water just above during the interaction. In particular, by assuming one-da,-
the explosion zone. .As the interaction region moves across mensional flow and applying Newton's first law to the slug -

|
the transducer face the pressure falls. Most of the pressure of water, the velocity can be related to the impulse as fol- '

traces exhibit a." shoulder" or plateau region where the lows:

pressure falls more slowly inside the explosion region. It is
possible that in this complex multiphase region compress- V=fFdt, = fPdt

A Al
, =, -@

ible effects may piay a role in limiting the rate of pressure
-decay. Earlier investigators (e.g., Board et al.,1975) have
noted that the low speed of sc,und within the explosion zone where A is the surface area of the slug of water across '

may limit the rate at which material leaves the front and which the pressure acts, m the accelerated mass, and I the

hence the rate of expansion. pressure impulse, JPdt. The kinetic energy can then be
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written as extensive fragmentation observed in the interaction region
away from the leading edge of the fmnt (e.g., see Figs. 5

t t (AI)2 and 6) the mixing depth as defined will be larger than the
KE q my2 = i (7) actual depth of the tin layer that interacts energeticallym

shortly after film collapse at the leading edge of the inter-
action zone. The fraedon of tin that is finely fragmented

Table 1. Effect of Geometry on Interaction Energetics during a single interaction is larger for the narrow channel
than for the cylindrical geometry, perhaps due to the higher

Geometry Yield / Surf- Effective Yield / Surf- Effective vapor velocities that occur within the interaction region in
ace Area Tin Mixing ace Area Tin Mixing the narmw channel due to the larger degree of confinement.

for Single Depth for for Multipk Depth for Although the effective mixing depth for the narrow channel

Interaction Single interactions Multiple s about three times larger than for the cylindrical geome-

(J/cm2) Interaction (J/cm2) Interactions. try, the yield / area is only about 50% larger. This suggests
(mm)* (mm)* that in the narrow channel experiments, a larger proporu,on

f the tin is finely fragmented by relative flow in the wakeSingle 0.55 - 2.33 2.6
Dmp9 region where the fragments lose their heat slowly and do

not significantly contribute to the yield of the interaction.b
Narrow 0.31* 2.0 - -

The yield and mixing depth can be used to estimate the
conversion ratio, or the ratio of the mechanical energy yield

Channel
to the initial thermal energy (including the latent heat of

("P"" "' solidification) of the tin that participates in the interaction.'d. Using the values from Table 1, conversion ratios of 0.11%
Narrow - - - 2.8 and 0.26% are obtained for the narrow channel with an
Channel open top and the cylindrical tank, respectively. To find an
(closed at effective thermodynamic efficiency for the interactions, we
top) can divide the above results by the maximum conversion
Cylindri- 0.216 0.6 - 1.8 ratio, as calculated using the standard Ilicks and Menzies
cal Tank thermodynamic path (Bang and Corradini,1991). ' In par-
* definition of mixing depth corn sponds to the fraction of ticular, if we consider constant volume heat transfer fol-
the mass of tin fragmented to particle sizes less than i mm lowed by adiabatic expansion of the mixture to atmospheric
teniculations for single drop explosions described in earlier pressure, for an equal volume mixture of molten tin at
work (Ciccarelli,1992) 700"C and water, the conversion ratio is 19%. Therefore
testimated from the kinetic energy imparted to the water the thermodynamic efficiencies for tae interactions in the
slug above the tin layer (Ciccarelli et al.,1991) narrow channel and cylindrical tank are 0.61% and 1.4%,
lestimated by integrating the pressure profiles recorded respectively. Of the two estimates, the narrow channel re-
(see Fig.16) and using Eq. (7) below sults are probably more reliabic, given that the conversion

ratio is based on a direct measurement of the mechanical
yield (as opposed to an estimate from the integrated pres-

From Table 1, the yield / area for a single interaction varies sure field).
by less than a factor of about three between the explosion
of a single 0.5 g dmp and a stratined cylindrical layer con- Perhaps the most significant effect ofincreasing the
taining about 4 kg of molten tin. The difference in the ini- confinement of a stratified system is that muhiple interac-
tial tin surface area for these two configurations is almost tions are much more likely to occur, significantly increas-
three orders of magnitude. 'Ihis suggests that the rate of the ing the degree of fragmentation of the tin and the overall
dynamical pmcesses that occur immediately following film yield of the explosive interaction. Table 1 indicates for
collapse (i.e., tin / water mixing, rapid heat transfer and va- cylindrical geometry, that the second interaction increases
porization) for the single drop are similar to 8.ose : hat ac- the fraction of tin that is finely fragmented by a factor of5

cur locally following the initial film collapse in the strati- about three. The first interaction can be considered a pre-
fied system. In fact, the fine tin filaments that are visible cursor event which efficiently produces a coarse molten
(using X-ray photography) protruding from the tin surface tin / water / steam mixture prior to the second interaction
during the first interaction in single drop experiments which produces the majority of the mechanical energy re-
(Ciccarelli,1992) are trminiscent of the initial disturbances lease.
visible on the tin layer surface following film collapse in
the stratified geometry experiments, suggesting that similar IV. CONCl,USIONS
mechanisms play a role in each case.

The propagation of a vapor explosion in a stratified
Table 1 also shows an estimate of the effective depth molten tin-water system has been investigated experimen-

of the tin that participates energetically in the interaction tally in three different configurations: (i) linear propagation
(obtained from Figs.14 and 17). Ilere the mixing depth is in a narrow channel open at the top, (ii) propagation in a
defined arbitrarily as the effective thickness of the tin that narrow channel with vertical confinement, and (iii) radial
is fragmented to particle sizes less than I mm. Due to the propagation in a cylindrical tank. In each case, a quantity
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of tin was heated to 700-800*C and poured into hot water llowever, there is no reason to conclude, a priori, that self-
to form a layer of tin about I cm deep. In each configura- sustained propagation of an energetic interaction is pre-
tion, self-sustained propagation of an energetic interaction cluded fo. stratified high-temperature melt-coolant systems .
was observed. Interactions were triggered by underwater at larger scale.
spark discharge, which locally collapsed the vapor film,
leading to liquid-liquid contact and rapid heat transfer. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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EXTERNAL 1.Y TRICCERED STEAN EXPIDSION EXPERIMENTS:

AMPLIFICATION OR PROPAGATION 7

Robert E. Henry
Fauske & Associates, Inc.
16WO70 West 83rd Street

Burr Ridge, Illinois 60521
(708) 323-8750

ABSTRACT

A vapor explosion is the rapid exchange of
~ ~

energy between a hot and cold liquid caused by,
and resulting in, the propagation of shock waves
through the liquid-vapor mixture. Many vapor gexplosion experiments have been performed using .

L.tquidan external trigger to initiate the event. In
general, the assessment of the explosive be-
havior has been to report the pressure history y Vapor
resulting from the " explosive interaction". Film
However, with the mutual dispersion of high
temperature liquid within the colder temperature
host liquid, the pre-mixed configuration repre-
sents substantial stored energy. With the
imposition of an esternal trigger to fragment

,

and rapidly mix the debris, some of this stored - Volatile I

energy could be released without causing propa- '

Liquid
gation of the event. This paper discusses the
difference between amplification of a trigger
pulse due to the release of stored energy and
propagation of the explosion within the pre- g,

mixed zone. Also, a criterion for deciding if Containtt
propagation has occurred is provided. -It is
recommended that if the experiments do not
satisfy this criterion, propagation of the event Fig. 1 Coarse pre fragmentation.
should not be concluded and the results should
not be considered as a large scale explosion.
Rather such data should be considered as a
characterization of what could occur within an hng Time, t. - h
explosion if an explosion (shock wave) could be .

Ys

init1ated. gL q3,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
I l.m ; V.,

MI. INTRODUCTION c- kg Fragment

Vapor explosions can occur when two lig- %$ $5 $k Steam

M%$uids, at greatly different temperatures come No""' NWater
into intimate contact. Prior to the actual _,

_ 1 _,_

explosion, these liquids intermix as illustrated / / _V _N-

pg" pf sg~in Figure 1. This stage has been termed the vg , cce
coarse mixing, or coarse pre-fragmentation y c,mp
stage. Once this liquid-liquid state has been m,no. m

Pressureestablished, the mixture could potentially to","g M,
support a thermal detonation wave as described
by Board, et al. (1975), Figure 2, assuming all #
the necessary conditions for explosive vapor ~

formation are met. Numerous experimental stud-
ies. have been performed to investigate the Fig. 2 Coarse fragmentation and rapid liquid-
nature of vapor explosions (Henry and Fauske, liquid mixing flow regimes postulated for
1979; Avedistan, 1982; Board, et al., 1974) the the thermal detonation and parametric
propagation in a thermal detonation, and these models.
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can be separated into two categories, i.e. those differences between the hot and cold liquids.
using an external trigger. and those which do In this assessment, the energy requirements to
not. Here we will focus on those investigations overcome the frictional dissipation were found
which used an external trigger. to be substantial for rapid intermixing.

The concept of a thermal detonation is that The evaluation of frictional dissipation
a shock wave moves through a coarsely mixed was based upon two different types of intermix-
configuration and (1) forces liquid liquid ing processes. The first assumes that the total
contact, (2) fragments the two liquids to in* intermixing occurred in a "one step" manner as
crease the surface area for heat transfer, and illustrated in Figure 3a, and the other formula.
(3) rapidly mixes the liquids to promote the tion assumed a progressive mixin6 Pattern as
energy transfer. These processes are- illus- illustrated in Figure 3b. The frictional dis-
trated in Figure 2. One means of initiating the sipation for such a mixing process is expressed o

shock wave is through an external trigger such by
as a blasting cap, an exploding wire or the
rupture of a small, high pressure gas volume. Frictional Dissipation -

Once the coarse premixing has occurred, NC wR8
D ,2 pf U2 L (1)a mthere is substantial stored energy in the high

temperature melt, which could be released if one where N equals a number of fuel particles, R is-
or more of the high temperature globules, or the final radius of the fuel particle, U equals
particles, could be rapidly subdivided and the mixing velocity, L is the mixing distance,

represents the water" density, and C is theintermixed with the colder working fluid. An
p[ag Dexternal trigger provides such a stimulus. d coefficient. The mixing energy is

Therefore, if the energy delivered by the trig- generally dominated by the frictional dis-
ger fragments and rapidly mixes a portion of the sipation term, especially if rapid intermixing
high temperature fluid such that the thermal is postulated as was done in the Reactor Safety
energy is released from essentially only this Study (1975' While the term is designated as
part of the fluid, then the process is one of frictional dissipation, it is principally char-
amplification, not propagation. Let us first acterizing the form drag. If the mixing veloci-
review the considerations for rapid mixing and ty is assumed to be equal to the mixing length
then the implications with respect to some divided by the mixing time

the ,)shockand the mixing(t
experimental results. length in the direction of wave is

approximated by g e cube root of the volume toII. RAPID LIQUID-LIQUID MIXING be mixed, (L -V ) the one step mixing energy
is then give$ by

When considering the rapid intermixing of y, ,

hot and cold 11gulds which are initially in'a #f I

separate state, the energy requirements for the (E,) One Step - 3/8 CDt 8 R ()
"fine scale mixing must be considered. Such an

evaluation was presented in Cho, et al. (1976) whe re p is the density of the fluid receiving
for t1 e material being mixed by a strong shock thefinefyparticulatedmaterialandC is the

discussedinOho, eta 1 ilwave. This is illustrated in Figure 2, which is ' drag coefficient. As
the conceptual foundation for both the thermal (1976), the mixing energy depends upon the i

detonation model, Corradini (1982), and the breakup mode during the intermixing of the hot
parametric models such as that presented in and cold materials. The "one-step" mechanism j
Caldarola and Kousouvelis (1974). The basic requires the maximum energy and the actual'
mixing configuration is shown in Figure 3 and energy ' requirements could be considerably less
illustrates a linear mixing in the direction of if the intermixing process occurs in a progres.
the shock wave brought about by the density sive fashion involving a number of steps. If

this is assumed to occur in a finite number of

d M M i f steps, the expression for the energy required inLby % % { ***
g ggg progressive mixing is given by

'2... L2
1 - 3"L. - v'* L t, L. * R 1 .,,,q_i n

# W(a) E *
n 8 D ft 2 1.y yOne Step Wmo a *

where n is the number of steps in the mixing
% . _ 0

~

OTU g process, L,factoris the mixing distance, and y is theQg v h - ... y dN | reduction of fuel particle size in each i;

du m H U NC 8 step. This energy expression exhibits a minimum
Fuel Breakup Movement k ng when

Ccolant of Fuel of CompMe
Unmuod Partcles .L .

1

|

In 2 '

(4)m n 1.74 , R,progresswa mng

and if this number of steps is considered, theFig 3 Assumed configurations for mixing energy
models. Progressive mixing formulation is then given as
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2/3, drag. coefficient is about 20; the large value.

|

# Y being due to the tortorous path of the fluid 1V
(E,] min * D f t 2

~

passing through the dense particle array. This I" drag coefficient is used here to analyze the '

R2 v jy,

#**P "** * ****#"*1 C#IE8***' ig, n (5),

2/3 R
~V t

With this value of the drag coefficient and ;
where the mixing length has again been assumed the other coefficients, the progressive mixing '

to be equal to the cube root of the mixing energies are about two orders of magnitude
volume, greater than the kinetic energy mixing value

which represents the minimum energy level re.
In addition to the models for dissipative quired to achieve the final state.

forces in rapid liquid-liquid mixing, a model
was presented for the kinetic energy required to For analyses such as those conducted in
move the materials the specified distance to WASH-1400 (Reactor Safety Study, 1975).. the
achieve the dispersed configuration shown as the rapid intermixing of hot and cold materials
end state in Figure ?. The kinet:c energy of conceptually produces thermal energy transfer
the melt is given by which is realized es rapid vaporization of the

water resulting in expansion and mechanical7y
K.E. 1 1

# # V A work. Estimates of such work from large scale2 F V U,2 2 f ,t (6) steam explosion experiments is a small fraction"s of the thermal energy transfer from the melt,
Considering the mixing length in the direction typically less than it (Buxton and Benedick,
of th g hock wave to again be approximated by L, 1979). However, the amount of thermal energy
= (V) the kinetic energy for mixing, can be extracted from the melt is a useful reference
expressed as against which to compare the energy required for

S/3 mixing these materials on a rapid time scale.
p V This thermal energy cannot be transferred fasterp

K.E.
2 t 2 (7) than it can be conducted to the surface of the

a hot material. The rate of thermal penetration :
int the hot material can be estimated by ar-Comparing the kinetic energy model with the
proximating the error function solution asprogressive mixing model, the maj or difference

is the drag ccafficient in the progressive x-24 e11/2 '(8)mixing formulation. A derivation of this drag (F mJ
coefficient in dense dispersions is given in where x 11 the thermal penetration distance, andIDCOR (1983) and results in the predictions

o{terial.is the thermal diffusivity of the molten coreshown in Figure 4. As illustrated, for an equal , For oxidic core m with a-
thermal diffusivity of about 10'yterialvolume dense dispersion, c - 0.5, the effective

8m /sec, a time
seale of 1 millisecond would result in a thermal

t o'
_ , penetration of approximately 20 microns. Conse-,, , ,, , ,, , ,

,,I
, ,,L

-

Effective Drag Coefficients ~
quently, if all the energy is assumed to be- -

transferred within this interval, a particle
-

for Dense Dispersion -

radius of 60 microns- (120 pm dia.) would be'h to, . _ necessary since the equivalent thermal-length
S : 6 = o.3 7 : f r a spherical particle is approximately 1/3 of.

the radius. This is a typical final particle(Man, Porcsity) .

size used for the fine particulation assessmentsy1000
W 7 ? for large scale experimental results. For the-
8 - - sample calculations in this paper, we will
0; -

*050
- assume a final fragment size 'of 100 pm even

8 100 - -- though many of the experiments used metals which
c3

- have larger thermal diffusivities and could
g

- ~

achieve the necessary energy transfer with
o larger particle sizes.
$ 'O T

- (6 = o.60
T

{ III. CRITERIA IT)R PROPACATION
-w

- (6 = o.90 -

External triggers are very useful fori
* 1 7 7 ensuring that an event can be initiated, par-: Single Sphere X ticularly when high speed photography is being

in an infinite Sea
_ used. Typically the external trigger is charac-

'''I ''do.1 ' '''l ' i i il i ,,i terized as . representing the early phase of the' ,

5 explosion such that the interactions. caused by1 to 100 1000 to* 10

REYNOLOS NUMBER the shock wave from the trigger are like those
occurring as the wave propagates through the
mixture. This is reasonable when investigating

Fig. 4 Effective drag coefficient for dense individual interactions. However, one' must be
dispersions.

caa ful when applying this to the global system
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and forming conclusions of whether c propagating materials. Conversely, with such a large poten-
event was observed and particularly whether a tial amplification factor, it is also unrealis-
propagating event could occur in the absence of tic to only compare the work done by the explo-
a trigger. For many applications, such as sion to the work done by the trigger to conclude
nuclear reactor safety, this latter point is a whether a propagating event has occurred.
key issue.

To address this, the following criteria are
As an example let us consider coarsely recommended,

mixed particles of a high temperature material
-with a radius of 1 cm and specific enthalpy 1. If the work done by the explosion
change of 2.0 x 10' J/kg if they are quenched in is less than, or comparable to, the
water. This represents a reasonable size for a trigger, it should be concitded
coarsely mixed condition and a reasonable stored that a crocaratine event did not
energy for many of the experiments which have 9LC.MI-
been done. If the particles have a density of
7000 kg/m , each would have a mass of 0.029 kg 2. If the work done is comparable to8

and a thermal energy transferred of 5.8 x 10' J that which could be accomplished by
when quenched. We will use the one-step mixing the external trigger (considering
model as a conservative (overestimate) of the the amplification factor) a orona-
energy necessary to rapidly mix the two fluids. rating event may have occurred.

It is important to note at this point that if
the two materials can be mixed more easily than 3. If the explosive work greatly
the one step approach, the following arguments exceeds (order of magnitude great-
become even more crucial. In the following er) that which could have resulted
eva bation, complete mixing of the particle is from the external trigger (with
assumed, fully realizing that mixing 10% of 10 amplification), then a or_g.pa ratine
particles requires one-tenth of the energy to event did occur,

completely mix a single pgrticle. Assuming a
final particle size of 10 m (100 pm), a mixing IV. COMPARISON VI'ni EXPERIMFNTS
time of 1 msec and a water density of 1000

skg/m , the energy required to rapidly mix each It is not the intent of this paper to
particle is about 1300 J/ particle. This is 45 compare the above criteria with an extensive
times less than the thermal energy released and data base. Rather, the criteria are compared
therefore satisfies the criterion for propaga. with a few experiments to illustrate the use of
tion. However, if an external trigger with an the criteria.
energy release of 10 kJ is used, the trigger
could rapidly mix 7.7 particles with a sub. Higgins (1955 and 1956) was one of the
sequent thermal energy transfer of 4.7 x 106 J. first who used external triggers to induce
Approximately one third of the energy trans, interactions between molten metals and water.
ferred can be realized as work. Therefore, the The metals used were:
work done by such an event is about 1.5 x 105
(150 kJ). From this hypothetical example, pure zirconium,a 10 *

10 external trigger could cause sufficient rapid Zircaloy 2,*

mixing to cause an event demonstrating the work uranium,.

of 150 kJ. Therefore, eis event may only uranium-molybdenum alloy,*

reflect an amplificatim t '. 5 times) of the pure aluminum,.

external trigger and rcc ;ropagating event. 95% aluminum-54 lithium alloy,*

Hence, the fundamental qu s f on: Is this recre- pure magnesium,*

sentative of crocaration in an exolosive inter. pure nickel, and*

action or merely amotification of the trierer? 321 stainless steel..
,

Without addressing this, the investigator has
not established the applicability to a large With a total of 39 tests, 21 were performed with
scale system. an external trigger (a No. 6 blasting cap with

an available- energy of 2.2 kJ) and 18 were
This amplification has an analogy in nucle. conducted without .a trigger, No explosions

er fission, i.e. a subcritical mass with a occurred unless an external trigger was used
neutron source. When the mass is srbcritical, regardless of the metal tested. For those tests
there are- more neutrona created than are re. which did exhibit explosive interactions, the
leased by the source but the reaction reaches an only observation was the fragmented character of
asymptote. If - the source is removed, the neu. the metal after the test, i.e. there was no
tron production will decrease because the nucle. estimate of the energy released. However, for F

ar reaction is not self-sustaining, these tests the external trigger is three orders
of magnitude greater than the energy required

The above examf e for an external trigger for one step mixing (IDCOR, 1983), Thus, it isl

only illustrates the extent of the amplification not surprising that considerable particulation
that could occur. Of course, it is unrealistic and energy release occurred. In fact, one
to assume that all of the work done by the should not conclude that this represents a
trigger would be realized as intimately mixed propagating event.
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Buxton and Benedick (1979) carried out energy transferred for the small trigger is 162
large scale steam explosion experiments in which kJ or an explosive work of 54 kJ. For the j
3-13 kg of molten iron thermite was poured into larger trigger the energy transferred is 1.3 MJ
a water filled vessel at one atmosphere. An and a work of 445 kJ. Comparing this to the
explosive detonator (0.64 g of high explosives) measured values showed the calculated results to ;
was used to trigger an explosive interaction. be an order of magnitude greater than the ,

Assuming the detonator was PETN or the equiv. measured values, i.e. the measured work is '

alent, the reaction products are all gasc us and comparable to the work delivered by the trigger.
the work delivered to coarsely mixed liquids can once again, we cannot conclude that this is a
be approximated by the heat of reaction, i.e. - propagating event, i.e. this may only be an
5800 J/g for PETN or 3.7 kJ for these tests. If amplification of the trigger event due to the
we use a value of 1.3 kJ/ particle for fine scale stored energy in the coarsely mixed system.
mixing as calculated in Section 3, three par-
ticles could be mixed by this trigger. The Mitchell, Corradini and Tarbell (1981)
specific enthalpy change for quenching thermite reported results for two iron thermite-water
is about 2.9 MJ/kg and the average density is tests at an elevated pressure (1 MPa), one
about 4000 kg/m*. Therefore, the rapid mixing without an external trigger (FITS-4A) and one
and quenching of three coarsely mixed droplets with 0.6 g of PETN (3.8 kJ) external trigger
would result in the transfer of 146 kJ and an (FITS-5A). Only the test with an external
effective work of 59 kJ (1/3 of the thermal trigger demonstrated explosive behavior. If we
energy transferred). Table 1 shows the results once egain consider the coarse and fine scale
of the experiments with external triggers, the iragmentation discussed in Section 3, the work
interesting result being that the measured work from the trigger could mix three particles
done by the explosion in every test is com. causing an energy transfer of about 146 kJ or a
parable to, but less than, that which could be work due to steam formation and expansion of 49
generated with rapid mixing induced by the kJ. Table 3 summarizes the results reported for
external trigger. Here again, one cannot con. the FITS-5A test and as illustrated, the ex-
clude that a propagating event occurred, perimental values are 3-6 times the calculated

quantities. This is an example where a
Another test series was performed by propagating event may have occurred, iBuxton, Benedick and Corradini (1980) in which a

.

uncertainties !
|

thermite mixture was used to simulate the mix. This example illustrates the
ture of metals and oxides that could be that need to be addressed when making such !
anticipated during a core melt accident, comparisons. Fi rs tly, the coarse mixing and '

Specifically the mixture was UO . Zr0 , Fe, Cr final sizes of the molten material influence the2 2
and Ni, In one of these experiments, an exter. calculated results substantially. Secondly, all
nal trigger of 0.64 g of PETN was used, while in of the trigger energy is not focused on in-
the other, an explosive cord containing 6 g PETN dividual drops and much of the energy could be
was the trigger. Table 2 summarizes the results consumed in merely accelerating the water.
of these tests and it is interesting that the Conversely, it takes less energy to mix 10% of
work done was increased by a factor of 10 when 30 droplets than to mix 100% of three droplets,
the strength of P.e trigger was increased by an Lastly, if energy is released due to heat trans-
order of magnitude. This observation would tend fer in the mixture, this could cause additional
to indicate that a propagating event did not mixing and energy transfer which is amplified
occur in these experiments. The smaller trigger but not self-sustaining.
would mix 2.8 droplets as characterized in
Section 3 and the larger trigger could mix 23

.
In another small scale experiment Nelson

particles 1 cm in diameter. It is assumed that and Duda performed single drop (- 1.4 mm dia.)
the specific enthalpy change for this melt is 2 experiments with molten Fe o, using an externals
MJ/kg and that the density is 7000 kg/m . The trigger with a work delivered of about 14 J.s

Table 1

SANDIA THERMITE EKPERIMENT
SAND /79-1399, NUREC/Gt-0947

COARSE FRAOLENTATION AND MIIING ANA1.YSIS
Sac 1x STEP, EQUAL VOIME MIIIEC

Run Number
Ouantitv. 27 _.21. _30. _1L .ll _31.

Helt mass, kgm 4.2 3.4 3.2 12.0 13.0 9.4

Detonator Available Energy, kJ 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7

Reported Efficiency, t 0.42 0.47 0.36 0.20 0.19 0.26 1

Measured Work, kJ 23.9 21.6 15.6 32.5 33.4 33.0
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Table 2 Table 3

SANDIA CORIUM EXPERIMENTS FITS-SA IRON THERMITE-WATER TEST
COARSE }1tACMENTATION AND MIIING COARSE FRACMEIGATION AND MIIING
SINCLE STEP, FQUAL VOllME MIIING SINGLE STEP, N)UAL VOlllME MIIING

Run Number Ouantity VsIue
Ouantity $7 ,_1

'
Corium Mass, kg 13.6 19.4

Detonator Available Energy, kJ 3.8
Detonator Available Energy, kJ 3.7 30

*

Reported Efficiency, % u 0.01 0.05
Measured Work, kJ 156-312

:ieasured Work, kJ 2.5 36

The estimated work resulting from the interac- studies should be combined with studies using no
tions was approximately 1-6 J. Hence, inthese external triggers and the same fluids to deter-
experiments, one could not conclude that the mine if an explosive interaction can be in-

results characterize a propagating condition. itiated. At the very least, weak external
triggers should be used to determine the role of

V. [ONCLUSIONji the trigger.
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PROPAGATION INVESTIGATIONS USING THE CULDESAC MODEL
i

i
!

D.F. Fletcher
SRD, AEA Technology,

Culham Laboratory, Oxon., OX14 3DB, UK.
Telephone (44) 235-521840 - Fax (44) 235-464143

ham,1993). The propagation stage then takes just a few_AHSTRACT
milliseconds, during which time the mixture is converted

. This palmr contains a description of the CULDESAC prop- 'into a region containing tiny quenched melt fragments

agation model, which has been developed at Culham Lab- and fluid at a supercritical pressure and temperature.

oratory, and a summary of results from a number of com- A variety of experiments have been performed to de .
.!

putational studies. The conservation equations which termine the microscopic physical processes occurring dur.
make up the model are described, together with the frag- ing fragmentation (droplet fragmentation and rapid heat _'

mentation and beat transfer models used to close it. Ex- transfer are two examples) and to observe the global'- .

. ample results are then presented which illustrate the im. propagation behaviour (Corradini et al.,1988; Corradini,'-
portance of solution parameters, the heat transfer and 1991). In addition, a large number of models have been
fragmentation models, and geometrical considerations on developed to study this process. Most of these owe their
the calculated propagation behaviour. The difficulties in existence to the analogy between steam explosions and

|

. comparing model predictions with the available experi- chemical detonations postulated by Board, Hall and IIall
mental data are then discussed. Finally, a summary of (1975). These models have been reviewed in detail by
what are believed to be the important issues in propaga- Fletcher and Anderson (1990). Since that review was
tion modelling is presented. written considerable additional work has been performed

by Theofanous and co-workers at the University of Santa
1. INTHODUCTION Harbara (Medhekar et al., 1989, 1991; Yuen et al.,1992)

and Fletcher at Culham Laboratory. It is a presentation
Propagation is the crucial stage in a large-scale steam

f the latter work which forms the main content of thisexplosion. Without a coherent propagation through a
large region of mixture containing many tonnes of melt it paper.

The paper is organised in the following way: Section 11
is highly unlikely that a steam explosion could fail a re.

c ntains a' description of the CULDESAC model and the :
actor vessel, it is widely believed that the conditions fol-

c nstitutive physics currently used in it. Section Ill con-
lowing coarse mixing of a large mass of melt are such that

tains a presentation of some of the calculations performed '

propagation cannot occur through most of the mixture.
u8ing the model. This presentation includes a discussionThus the stady of propagation is important in building a
f the important numerical solution parameters, as well

. complete picture of the steam explosion process,
as the physics parameters. Section IV contains a discus-.There is little doubt that propagation can occur in .

si n i expyrimental validation, and Section V containssmalliscale (involving ~10 kg) quantities of melt as evi- ,

the conclusions._denced by the explosions observed in the FITS (Mitchell
et al.,1981) and sUW (Bird,1984) experimental series. II.-DESCRIPTION OF Tile MODEL

~

Cine-photography shows that such explosions are caused
' when a wave propagates through the mixture; the posi- The CULDESAC model has been developed 'over the -

tion of the wave being marked by the transition from hot last five years and is presented in a series of publications
to quenched fuel. However, the means of propagation of . ' (Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1989a,1991; Fletcher,1991a,

: this wave and the detailed physics controlling the propa- b,c). The reader is referred to these papers for a detailed
gation process remain elusive. This is not surprising. It is description of the model, as only a summary will be given
hard to study the initial mixing stage, which may last for here. The physical picture on which the model is based
~500 ms, in which a complex three phase dispersion of. is given in Figure 1. The'model is transient and one
melt, liquid water and steam develops (Fletcher and Den- dimensional, although this may be planar, cylindrical,
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spherical or any user-specified slowly varying shape. The ,

mixture is assumed to consist of melt droplets, water and A. Conservation Equations

steam. Behind the pressure front the droplets are frag- ]
mented and the water is heated by energy transfer from Conservation of mass applied to the water, melt

i

the fragments. and fragments gives

a 10The model assumes that this configuration can be rep-
-(o.p.) + A 6.r ( Aa.p,V.) = 0, (1)df

--

resented using three difrerent components, namely melt
droplets, melt fragments and water, in order to restrict a 1a
the number of constitutive relations required to close the y(Omem)+ } {(A0mem b)= -El (2) |model, the simplifying assumption that steam and wa^

dter are always in mechanical and thermal equilibrium a 1S
is made. This assumption is justified once supercriti- ##*) 35 l#* l'

'at
cal temperatures and pressures occur and provides a first

in c<p stions (2) and (3) rf is the mass exchange rateapproximation for subcritical conditions. Each species <

is assumed to have its own velocity field. Two different between the droplet and fragment species due to frag-

fragmentation models are available in the code: one mod- mentation and is specified later.

els boundary layer stripping and the other represents a Conservation of momentum for the water, melt and
fragments gives

mode in which there is a delay between the shock pass-
ing a droplet and fragmentation being initiated. Heat is
transferred from the fragments to allof the water at a ' (o,p, y,) + An,p,y2) =

' finite rate. Thus no allowance is made for local thermal
discqudibrium, around the fragments, m the water phase _,,g 4 g (o, ,g(gy,))-
or within the fragments themselves.

This problem has been formulated mathematically us-
+g,( y, _ y,) + g ,(y _ y,), (4)j j

ing the usual multiphase flow equations. The simplifying
assmnption that the melt and fragments are incompress- y(o pm%)+ Q(Ao pmV,2,) ,m mible is made, so that pf = pm = constant. ,

-a @ + Km,(t - %)- rf % (5) :m

Small melt frogments Large melt droplets and
with some fernperature frogmented by

,

& velanty as the boundary layer strippeng (gfpmyf)4 { AO emE)* -surrounding fluid Vapour ( f f
layer )-*=-

i. ')+ K ,(v - V ) + rf R. (6) . Joao ' -of(.. f f
g ..

l'
--

The terms on the aus of equations (4), (5) and (6) rep. ,i
oooo* "

t oooo

C *.*.
resent the effect of the pressure gradient force, drag be-

,

tween the'various species, and momentum transfer from I
i.

h the large droplets to the fragments due to fragmentation. )
* ****g, ~

__
*

ga p, The fragments are assumed to be moving with the melt I

)* .on droplet velocity at the instant they are formed.-C.) Plane W0l" E S'' *

Conservation of energy (based on the stagnation form
of the equations to improve the shock capturing) for the
water, melt and fragments gives .

h(a,pw ,,)'+ h Aa,% (p.h,, - p.' |e

__ = -pf + R (Tm - T ) + R ,(Tj - T.)
f

+ V,Km,(% - V.) + Km,(% ~ %)'

+EK ,(V - K) + K ,(V, - V )',1 (7)H, gure 1. The phys.ical picture underlym.g the model. In f f f f
.

this picture it is assumed that fragmentation is caused by
a boundary layer stripping mechanism.
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of the local water density. This is achieved by using the
c.m) + hg ( Aompm R h,m ) following simple forn ula (Fletcher,1991b)a

g(ompm

= -Ph + Rm (7; - Tm) h = h m.m + (huqwa - h.u.m)(pu#* ~
#'"'"

(12)f quia ~ p.tc.m)
+R Km.(K - 4) - rf ,, (s)h ,

where p is the water density, and h.u.m and huged are -
and appropriate heat transfer rates to steam and liquid water

9 a respectively. The end point densities were given values |

h(ofpmc,f) 4 h3 ( AnjpmVj h,f) = -PMo of pi,y a = 1000 kg m and p.. = 0.6 kg m-3. Values .
of h.u.m = 19 Wnt-2K4 and huqwa = 10 Wm-2K45

+ R ,(T. - T ) + Vj K (K - Pj) + P h,m. (9)f f f f are currently useds The model allows for the increase in 1

In the above equations the terms involving Rm etc. rep- heat t ransfer from t he large droplets once the vapour film

resent thermal equilibration and the terms containing collapses.

Km. etc. are the drag work. All of the irreversible drag
work has been added to the water equation. 3. Fragmentation. Two different models of.

It is assumed that the melt is composed of spherical fragmentation are availablein the ccLDESAc code. These -

droplets, so that the droplet diameter satisfies the follow. are based on hydrodynamic and thermal fragmentation,

ing equation: respectively (see Fletcher and Anderson, (1990) for a de-
'

tailed discussion of both modes of fragmentation).' In the >-

h(a ,,pm Lm) + N( Ao pm RL,) = -rf - l'r, .
real w rld, it is expected that a' combination of the two

L
di A O,r processes would take place, w,th possibly thermal frag-m

i

(10) mentation dominating during the early stage of an inter-
IIn the above equation the term involving Pf arises as action, and with hydrodynamic fragmentation dominat-

a consequence of writing the transport equation in con- ;ng when the amplitude of the pressure wave has become ,

servation form and the term -ft,, models the chosen significant (Ciccarelli and Frost,1991).
fragmentati m process-

,

The first is the boundary layer stripping model pro-
in addition to the above equations there is the con ~ posed by Carachalios et al., (1983) which gives the fol- _

shamt that lowing stripping rate from a single fragment
m+of+o =1. (11)o

dm 2
IL Constitutive Itelations 7 = ct,g|% - KhrL yp.p, (13)m

In this section a brief summary of the constitu- where the empirical constant crry takes a valuc of approx-
'

tive. relations for drag, heat transfer and fragmentation imately 1/6. This stripping rate gives
employed in the model is given. Full details are available

.

F = o c'r l4 - EM~/ /L. (14) Ii-elsewhere (Fletcher,1991a). f m

1. Momentum Exchange. The drag between
' the melt droplets and the water phase was modelled using where all of the constant terms are combined to give ,

the usual drag law representation and a drag coefficient cj,y ~ _1.
.

ca,m,* 2.5. This value is higher than the usual value The length-scala of the droplets is changed by the
of 0.4 to account for the increased drag when droplets mass loss due to boundary layer stripping. For spheri.

are fragmenting (Pilch and Erdman,1987). Similarly, cal drops it is easily shown that the mass loss rate given

the drag between the melt fragments and the water was in equation (14) implies a length-scale source term of

calculated using ca,f = 0.4. .i
3

2. Ileat Transfer, The heat transfer mecha- Per., = grf m. (15)L
nisms between the melt and water are very complex and

. depend on the time-history of each particle. The only A simple cut-off has been added to ensure that breakup
experimental data available are rather crude and consists only occurs for Weber numbers above a critical value
of time-averaged heat transfer coefficients for the dura- (Wem = 12). ,

tion of the fragmentation process (Fletcher and Ander- The fragment size is not determined by the fragmen-
,

'

son,1990). Thus at present only crude models of this tation models currently employed and was specified by !

process can be formulated. In the present version of reference to experimental data, with a typical value of
CULDESAC it is possible to specify either constant heat 100 pm being used.
transfer coefficients for the fragments and droplets or to The second model is very empirical and has been de-
make the fragment to water heat transfer rate a function veloped to simulate the processes which occur in ther-
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mal fragmentation. A study of the available data sug- (1989a) and has been shown to agree well with steam
gests that the key feature of thermal fragmentation which table data in the region where they can be compared
must be reproduced is that, following vapour film col- (171 etcher and Thyagaraja,1991).
lapse, there is a delay before fragmentation takes place.

. .

This was represented by setting D. Artificial h,.comty

equanons are s lved using a semi-implicitfrr, = %pm /l(t* - t ")/r ," (16)i r
finite dierence method which captures shock fronts

is m
. (Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1989b). An artificial viscosity

where ll(...) . the lleav. .de funct. ion, tw is a lag tu.ne, term is included in the water species momentum equation
and 7 is a fragmentation timescale. The quantity t* is in order to remove numerical instabilities at the shock9% '

a ' time clo(k' which is initially set to zero in each cell, front. The artificial viscosity, p., is assumed to be of the '

and is started once the pressure in that cell exceeds the following form (von Neumann and Richtmyer,1950):
trigger prnsure, i.e. when p > pi,;,. Thus no fragmen.
tation takes place until a time t% has elapsed since the av avpd W P g if g < 0,vapour fihn collapsed. Once this time is exceeded, the p. =

droplets fragment at a rate determined by the parameter
= 0 otherwise. (18)rny. The motion of the droplets was accounted for by

solving the following transport equation for the elapsed
This form for p. has the property that v.iscosity is only

. . .

7; g.)
added in regions of flow compression, thus it does not

ut expansion fans and it is only added where there
h'(Nemt')+ -( A%pm V t') smear

m
are large velocity gradients, i.e. at the shock front itself.

= -rft* + % pm II(p - pin,). (17) Numerical experiments show that the coefficient le should
be in the range 5-15 (Fletcher,1991a).

The mass production rate of fragments, P , was deter-f
mined using equation (15). This assumption has the ef- E. lloundary and Initial Conditions
fect of treating the thermal fragmentation process as one

The above equations are solved , a solut, ion do-
,

min which droplets are removed from the outside of the
. . main which represents an mitial stationary mixture con-droplet as in boundary layer strippmg.

t a.med m. a dd vessel. ,Thus the only boundary con-it should he noted that the above treatment of the
ditmn needed to set the velocities to zero at the vesselisthermal fragmentation process, where the time delay and

. . walls. Initially, the volume fractmns, void fraction, veloc-
fragmentatmn rate are fixed, is used to perform scoping

.ty and particle s.ize distribut.mn are speci6ed. To simu-i
.

calculations only. In reality the:,e parameters would be a
late triggering a fraction of the melt is fragmented m afunction of the local pressure, coolant void fraction etc. ut, n domain. Es cauws a @smaH region f s m

llowever, this representation provides a first approxima-
heat tran&r rate in um ces, tk pressum nsa loca%tion which can be used to investigate propagation modes
and a propagatm, g wave may subsequently develop.and can he improved as knowledge of the fragmentation

process improves. Studies like those being performed at 111. PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
McGill University (Ciccarelli and Frost, 1991,1992) and

,

at the University of Santa Barbara (Yuen et al.,1992) This section contains a presentation of results obtained |
should be very helpfulin determining a correlation appli- from the model. The emphasis here is to draw atten- |
cable to a wide range of system conditions. tion to key phenomena; full details of the calculations are

'

given in the supporting refe.rences. Typically the calcula- |C,. E,quatm.ns of State '
tions are for a mixture containing a 10% volume fraction
f5 m melt droplets at a temperature of 3400 K withThe melt equation of state is very simple. The

saturated water at 0.1 MPa and a void fraction of 70% ;inelt is assumed to be incompressible so that pm = pf =
constant, and to have a simple caloric equation of state These conditions are appropriate to the sUw experiments ;

mT ._ The latent heat is (Bird,1984). Unless otherwise stated all of the calcula-so that E,, = cmT and E = cf f

accounted for by use of an ' effective' value for c,. tions are for a planar geometry.

The Eos for water is more complicated and there are A. Numerical Aspects of the Problem
virtually no thermodynamic data available in a suitable j

Iform on the properties of water at high temperatures and Experience shows that the calculation of multi-
pressures. In this study an approximate EOS, based on phase propagation waves is not straight-forward.- A key
the Gr6neisen approximation, has been used. The equa. issue appears to be that of capturing the shock wave using
tion of state is folly described in Fletcher and Thyagaraja a practical grid size. If the grid size is too large, the prop- j

.
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. agation speed is controlled by the grid size rather than The amount of artificial viscosity used in the calcu-
the physical processes (Thyagaraja and Fletcher,1989; lation is a very important solution parameter (Fletcher,
Fletcher,1991c). Figure 2 shows the effect of grid refine- 1991a). It is worth noting here that without artificial

s

ment for an example propagation calculation. It is clear viscosity unphysical high frequency pressure spikes were
that the pressure profile is very poorly calculated in the calculated and that these lead to severe numerical in-
coarse grid case, and that the initial shock front has been st abilities. The effect of introducing artificial viscosity
completely lost. is illustrated in Figure 3. In addition a low Mach num-

her instability was identified in this investigation and was
'""'d by changing the scheme from being explicit to semi-

12 0
j implicit (Thyagaraja and Fletcher,1991).

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '
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Figure 3. A comparison of the development of the pres.

120 sure profile for simulations with and without artificial, , , , , ' ' ' '

80 - -

viscosity. The grid size is 5 mm. Taken from Fletcher,
(1991c).

40 - -
II. The Effect of Mixture Conditions~

A wide range of calculations have been perfonned
, , , ,

00 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 1-0 usmg the inodel to mvestigate the propagation behaviour
for a high temperature melt mixed with water. It is clear

(c1 Ax = 50 mm from the calculations performed that the initial mixture
configuration,i.e. melt volume fraction, void fraction and

120 the initial melt droplet size are all important variables. In, , , , . , , , .

general increasing the melt fraction leads to an increase
80 -

-

in the pressure and propagation speed whereas increasing
the droplet size leads to a decrease in the peak pressure

40 -

and an increase in the escalation length (Fletcher,1991b).
_

-- Increasing the initial droplet size from 5 mm to 20 mm
' L

'.7
resulted in a halving of the pressure behind the front and0

~
L i

00 01 02 0.3 04 05 06 0 0.8 0-9 1 0 a decrease in the fraction of melt fragmented from 96%
id1 Ax =10 mm to 68% (Table 1 of Fletcher,1991b).

Changing the void fraction for a f. red fragment to
coolant heat transfer rateleads to the prediction of a wide .

Figure 2. The effect of grid size on the calculated prop- variety of pressure profile shapes and propagation speeds
agation behaviour. These calculations used the density- as illustrated in Figure 4. The pressure profile shape
dependent heat transfer rate and an initial void fraction changes because of the differences in the local water tem-
of 0.9. (Pressure piofiles are shown every 0.5 ms.) Taken perature and in the location of the fragments. (In high
from Fletcher, (1991c). void fraction calculations the motion of the fragments is
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significant and assists with the compression at the shock If the heat transfer coefficient is made to depend on
- front (Fletcher,1991a).) Depending on the spatial distri- the local water density (see equation 12) then propaga-
bution of heat input to the water behind the front, the tion pressures and velocities are reduced at the high void
pressure traces may exhibit a von Neumann spike or ap- fraction limit. The effect of using the density-dependent
pear almost flat. If the front velocity is plotted against heat transfer coefficient is illustrated in Figure 8. It is
the void fraction the resulting curve is very similar in clear that allowing for the poor heat transfer in highly
shape to that obtained for pressure waves in air-water voided regions is important, and that the effect of void.
mixtures (Fletcher,1991a), ing is to increase the escalation length and reduce the j

*

Finally, it is worth noting that no real mixture is bo. calculated pressures. Ilowever,at present, there areinsuf- i

mogeneous and that mixture inhomogeneities have been ficient data to quantify this variation precisely. A simple j

shown to have a significant effect on the generated pres- limit, such as assuming that the heat transfer is cut-off i

sures (Fletcher,1991bb Simulations for a wave propa. when the void fraction exceeds, say,70c4 (on the grounds |
gating from one region of mixture to another show that that the water is now in dispersed form) is too simplis-
the redevelopment behaviour of the wave is very sen. tic and would give a limit to propagation which does not
sitive to the void fraction in the intervening zone. If require the use of a model.

,

' the void fraction is low, a pressure wave passes through D. The Effect of Geometry -i
the region with modest attenuation whereas if the region ;

consists largely of steam the fragments pass through the The assumed geometry has a significant effect on ' |
steam zone and restart the propagation via a ' hammer- the propagation behaviour, and in particular on the es- .j
like' pressure. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 5. calation behaviour. A repeat of the calculation shown in i

If the mixture inhomogeneities are significant the peak Figure 8(b) for a spherically symmetric geometry rather !
pressure can he reduced considerably, and the propaga- |
tion wave may never develop fully. Figure 6 shows the a, .D i a0 a 01 1

calculated pressure escalation for a very inhomogeneous p .o 7 p p, p 03
mixture and should be compared with Figure 8(b) which

0 1-0 1-s 20
shows the escalation for a similar mixture without the o,,,onc, imi

voided regions present. The reduction in the peak pres-
sure and the increased escalation time is evident. II 0' **"Y "''d ' " " ' " " " ' " " *

C. The Effect of the Ileat Transfer Model 3oo , , , , , ,

The calculated propagation behaviour is obvi- 2 '2
ously sensitive to the chosen heat transfer rate. Chang- E

'

ing ' he heat transfer coefficient from the fragments to the e _
t

coolant from 10 W m-2K4 to 10" W m-2g-i was shown |6
-

j5
i

g (, ( (,to change the escalation behaviour and the presure dis- A
, ,

tribution runsiderably. Thia is illustrated in Figure 7. 00 02 04 Os 0.a 10 12 14 16 18 20
#~

Distance (m)

74o - j'08 tbl Pressure pr ofile every 0 5ms for ps _=0 99 cose,
;

I
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Disma lm) {c) Pressure profile every 0 5 ms for Ss 30 2 case

Figure 4. The effect of the initial void fraction (d) on
the shape of the calculated pressure profile for a fixed Figure 5. The effect of the composition of the buffer
fragtnent to water heat transfer coeflicient. All the plots zone between two regions of mixture on the restarting
are shown at the same time after triggering. Taken from behaviour of the propagation wave. (Pressure profiles

-

Fletcher, (1991 a). are shown every 0.5 ms. Taken from Fletcher,(1991c).
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than a planar one is shown in Figure 9. It is clear that
p Deflagration hiodes of Propagationin this case the development of the wave is much slower

and that peak pressures are reduced.
Over recent years a number of workers have sug-

A propagation could be started very easily in a pla- ested that a spectrum of propagation modes, ranging
nar geometry. In a spherical geometry, it was found that from deflagrations to detonations, can occur. A detailei i
if the boundary layer stripping fragmentation model was

review of these ideas is given in (Fletcher,1992). Cl!LDD
used a propagating wave developed for very small trig- sac has been used to investigate this question using the
gers (10% of the melt fragmented in the centre 20 mm). two different fragmentation models available in the code

iflowever, if the therrnal fragmentation model was used
The thermal fragmentation model has been used to pe; '

the critical value of tiy for pmpagation to occur in a form calculations in which there is a significant delay be
spherical geometry was relatively short ~0.2 ms. This il-

tween the shock wave passing a droplet and it fragment
lustrates the importance of knowing the trigger strength ing. These calculations showed that a deflagration-liki
accurately if data from small-scale experiments (in which

mode could be calculatrd. In the calculations an explosion
a steady-state propagation wave has not developed) are

was triggered by assuming that 9090 of the melt was frag-
to be used to benchmark such models. mented instantaneously in the first 20 mm of the tube.

A comparison of the development of the pressure front
' for the two different cases is given in Figure 10, which

shows the difference between the two modes. In the ther-
,,_ \ mal fragmentation case the lag-time (fig) was 2 ms and

y = jQ* 0 g,void trociton
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Figure 6. Deselopment of the pressure profile for an inho-
mogeneous initial mixture and a density-dependent heat Figure 7. The effect of the heat transfer coefficient on the
transfer coefficient. (Pressure profiles are shown every development of a propagating wave. (Pressure profiles are
0.5 ms.) shown every 0.2 ms.) Taken from Fletcher, (1991a).
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Figure 11 shows volume fraction plots for the hydro-
dynamic fragmentation and thermal fragmentation cases

3'-
at a time of 3 ms after triggering. It is clear from this
Figure that very different behaviour is predicted for the

2'o -

two different cases, wlih the melt fraction being increased

i iso -

ahead of the plane of fragmentation in the case using the3

thermal fragmentation model. The velocity distributions .j at the same time are shown in Figure 12. In the hydro
j no - j dynamic fragmentation case the fluids are following the

j- shock wave, except near the right hand wall where flow
so - reversal is required to satisfy the boundary condition. In

the thermal fragmentation case the flow is reversed at the
oLa A i fragmentation front, and the fluids stream away from the.. . <
oc on oa os o4 os os 07 os os to

shock wave. This difference it. behaviour is characteristic""' #
of the difference between detonations and deflagrations.

The difference is further illustrated in Figure 13 which

(a) Using a constant heat transfer coefficient of *" " . pressure time plot for a hypothetical transducer
10 W m-* C' " * '* " " ' #" * "5

+

shown to give rise to very distinctive pressure traces..
Cornparison with the available data suggests that it is,,

the detonation-like mode which is observed, as experi-
y* ~ mental traces do not show a rise some way behind the

.

L initial shock front. These calculations show the value of
-|

_

^
modelling in' attempting to distinguish between differentj hypot heses.

N, ,( L l-. -
, y~ .

oo os c2 oi os on 06 of 08 0' 'O TE DISCUSSION io,um w

There are relatively few experimental data available .'1J
for nmdel validation. To date the best instrumented tests ' j(b) Using the density dependent heat transfer coefficient

given in equation (12). am t he tin-water experiments of 13aines (198 t). Ilowever, ;
both the analysis of Ilaines and use of the current model '

show that thermal disequilibrium effects in the water are -
Figure 8. The effect of assuming a density-dependent important in this situation (Fletcher,1991b). Thus re-

' heat transfer coeflicient for the case of an initial void suits from such experiinents cannot be compared with
fraction of 0.9. (Pressure profiles are shown every 0.5 ms.) calculations obtained from the current model. It is worth -
Taken from Fletcher, (1991b). noting that Theofanous and co-workers have come to the

same conclusion in a recent paper (Yuen et al.,1992). In
order to reproduce a propagating wave for an experiment iso -

performed in the KROTOS facility in which a propagating
wave was observed, they modified their code so that these

energy from 2.5% of the fragments was used directly to j

jy _

produce vapour. The authors recognised the approximate -
- nature of this assumption and the need for further work .

f ,

The CULDESAC' model described in this paper is very
in this area. [I

a. j
idealised compared with reality and contains a number'

'' ~

of assumptions which make comparison with experiment j7-

'ooN or ( o's ( ( 's ( o'7 -( 'e
(^ difficult, e.g. the assumptions of. one-dimensional flow,. ;g

om=. w in which the melt is in the form of a dispersion of steam -
'jl'.iermal equilibrium in the water phase, an initial stateos os o c os to

blanketed droplets in a pool ofliquid water and the abJ
Figure 9. The effect of the geometry on the development sence of any melt in a stratified geometry. In addition, the - .)
of a propagating wave. (Presmre profdes are shown ev;ry high degree of constraint inherent in a one-dimensional-

'

O.5 ms.) Taken from Fletcher, (1991b). model willlead to an over-estimation of the pressures that .
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can be obtained in any real three-dimensional situation,
e A knowledge of the . .tial premixture state, m.clud-mi

where much of the explosion energy will not be avail-
able to drive the propagating wave. Thus there may be ".ig the md fractnin, melt fraction, melt particle

size and spatial var.iations wittun the rmxture.
,

little point in generating experimental conditions which
could be used to validate this model, when they would e A sufficiently high melt fraction that the assump-
he very different from those which could be obtained in tion that the fragments transfer their heat to all of
the reactor safety application. For example, if propaga- the water is approximately valid.
tion calculations are to be used to estimate the pressures
on the lower head of a reactor vessel the results must . A trigger with well-defined characteristics, i.e. the
be realistic not conservative, because use of conservative trigger strength and duration.
pressures would lead to lower head failure being predicted

. F.xperimental data which comprises reliable pres-
erroneously.

sure traces (although these are often difficult to in-flowever, if it is required to produce data which can
terpret because of wall reflection effects) and highbe used to validate the present model then the following
N"wl photographic records.

conditions /diagnostica are required:

. A highly constrained one-dimensional geometry.
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V, CONCLUSION e A composite fragmentation model which covers both ;

hydrodynamic and thermal fragmentation is required |
This paper contains a description of the CUI.DESAC to study escalation behaviour,

propagation rnodel and a surumary of some of the key is-
sues associated with the modelling of propagation. These e Calculations in two <hmensmns are required to ex-
results may he summarised as follows: amine the effect of mixture inhomogeneity in these

circumstances. (Some two dimensional calculations
e Care is needed to ensure that suitable choices are have been performed for the reactor application by

made for the numerical solution parameters, partic- Theofanous and co-workers using their model (Med-
ularly the grid size. hekar et al.,1989). Ilowever, additional work is re-

quired to determine acceptable grid sizes and trig-
e The model predictions are very sensitive to the as-

ger sizes before this approach can be used with con-
sumed heat transfer rate, especially if the heat trans-

fidence.)fer model takes the flow-regime into account. If
high heat transfer coefTicients are assumed the model e The development of a model that allows the liquid
predicts the rapid development of very high pres- water and steam to have separate velocity and tem-
sure propagation waves. The use of lower heat perature fields during the escalation stage would be
transfer coefficients, particularly the model which useful. This task would require the specification of-
is density-dependent, leads to calculated pressures flow regime dependent constitutive relations for in-
much closer to those observed in experiments. terfacial drag, heat transfer and phase change mod-

# "8'e The predicted behaviour is sensitive to the initial
melt droplet size and the fragment size but this de-
pendence is not as significant as that on the heat 600~

transfer rate.

* Geometrical considerations are important Calcula-

{ # '"tions show that a propagating wave escalates more 7

slowly in a spherical geometry than in a planar ge- $300-
Droplets

ometry and is more diflicult to trigger in the former p 20a .

case, j Frogments -
,

e Mixture inhomogeneities reduce the peak pressures
4

and lead to complicated transient pressure profiles. O of to is 2o 2s 30
U'# "" I* I. Using a suitable model for thermal fragmentation

Ct:LDESAC can predict a deflagration-like mode of
propagation. llowever, it is noted that such pmp. (a) llydrodynamic fragmentation,
agations lead to presure-time transients which are
different from those observed experimentally.

500 -

e Detailed experimental data are needed for model Droplets
|validation but the task of specifying the type of ;*

experirnents required is difficult because of the gross )- _- ,}~~g
simplifications made in the modelling. ! * ' " '

E 200~ I/ |
t

The investigations performed using the CULDESAC model $ Frogunts - \p> icohas highlighted the following areas where more work would y
\

-
'b'e useful* m g_:Vp'/ 20 2S 3'0' O

e Improved modelling of fragment to water heat trans. Onconce Iml

fer, based on retreant experimental data is probably
the highest priority. (b) Thermal fragmentation.

;e The development of a framework to allow for non- '

homogeneous heating of the cold fluid would be use. Figure 12. The effect of the fragmentation mode on the

ful for experimental analysis, especially for the tin. calculated velocity distributions. Taken from Fletcher,
(1992).water system.
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Figure 13. The effect of the fragmentation mode on the calculated pressure-time curve
as observed by a pressure transducer. Taken from Fletcher,(1992).

mass stripped from a single dropletrn. A better understanding of triggering is needed, to
enable a better prescription of the initiating event P pressure

and to determine whether triggering can occur in Ptris vapour Sim-collapse pressure
N """'EY C*Ch""E" I""Ct'"" 'highly voided mixtures.
T temperature - >

lt is clear that much more could be done to improve the f time
modelling of propagation. Ilowever, this work needs to fiy time delay before fragmentation
be led by new data from well-designed propagation ex- f* ' time clock' variable used in the thermal

'

periments. fragmentation model
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FCI EXPERIMENTS IN THE ALUMINUMOXIDE/ WATER SYSTEM
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systems was gained (Hohmann et al., 1982;
ABSTRACT Burger et al., 1984).

e

The KROTOS facility at JRC Ispra was recently Firstly, it was found that the pouring
used to study experimentally melt-coolant of the Nacl-melt into subcooled water at 0.1
premixing and steam explosion phenomena in MPa system pressure always led to spontaneou-
A1203 - water mixtures with 1,5 kg melt at sly triggered steam explosions. Secondly, it
2300 - 2400'C. In the five tests performed was demonstrated that in nearly saturated wa-
the main parameter was the water subcooling, ter at elevated system pressures (0.3(P(3
10,40 and 80 K, respectively, In the nearly MPa) stable mixtures in film boiling could be
saturated system, steam explosions could be established for long time periods (seconds),
externally triggered, which resulted in high The application of adequate external triggers
(supercritical) explosion pressures in the to these systems could generate thermal ex-
test tube: KROTOS 26,28. Without triggering, plosions. However, a system pressure thre-
melt penetration in water and melt agglomera- shold existed above which these triggers were i
tion on the bottom plate of the test tube no more effective. These tests have been ana- !

could be observed, which gave rise to strong lysed with the steady state explosion model j
steaming during the melt cooling-down pro- FRADEMO of the IKE-Stuttgart (Burger et al.,
cess: KROTOS 27. In the two tests KROT03 1986). j
29,30, performed with 80 K subcooled water,
self-triggered steam explosions occurred with After, many_. experiments were conducted
pressures of more than 100 MPa. Post-test in the KROTOS facility at a 0.1 MPa system
analysis of the debris revealed that 85 % of pressure with Sn/H20. By pouring the melt in-
the interacting fuel mass fragmented in par- to nearly saturated water in a shock tube co-
ticles of sizes smaller than 250 p, An energy arse mixing was obtained and thermal detona- ,

conversion ratio of 1.25 % was estimated from tions of this mixture could be externally !

vessel pressurization data taking into ac- triggered. The results and analysis of the
count the energy content in the fuel mass characteristic test KROTOS 21 using FRADEMO
which broke up to particle diameters of less and IDEMO are given in references (Caracha-
than 250 p. The test section was damaged in llos et al., 1983; Burger et al., 1991). This
the test KROTOS 30. test was also analysed using the codes PM-

ALPHA and ESPROSE (University of California,
I. INTRODUCTION Santa Barbara) (Yuen et al., 1992) and using

the code . TEXAS III - (University of Wisconsin,
FCI research in the context of Severe Madison) (Tang et al., 1993).

Accidents in Nuclear Power Plants has been
performed at JRC Ispra for many years. In the In support to the large scale tests-FARO
Ispra-Tank-Facility the quenching / explosion (Maga 11on et al., 1993), in which melts of
behaviour of melt / water mixtures has been ex- real reactor material are quenched in satura .-
tensivsly_ studied, especially the molten ted water at 5.0 MPa system pressure, the
salt / water system. The research objectives KROTOS facility was recently used for FCI-
were to - study the influence of water subcoo- studies with A1203/ water. Again the objective
ling and system pressure (up to 4 MPa) on the of these tests was to Investigate premixing

' quenching, and on the initiation and suppres- in subcooled and saturated water, and to stu--
sion of steam explosions. From the testa per dy the energetics of triggered or spontaneous
formed a better understanding of processes explosions. In this paper the experimental
which occur in coarsely premixed melt / water set-up and procadures are described, the ex-
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1

perimental results for the five tests perfor- C. he f ection
med so far are reported and discussed.

The test section consists of the
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE KROTOS EXPERIMENTAL pressure vessel and the test tube, both made
SET-UP of stainless steel. The pressure vessel is

designed for 2.5 MPa at 220*C: it is a tubu-
Fig.1 shows the general experimental lar vessel of 400 m inner diameter, a height

set-up as is was used for the Al 03 test se- of 221 cm (volume: 0.290 m3) with a flat bo',-2
ries, consisting of a radiation furnace, the tom plate and flanged flat upper head pl te.
release tube and the test section below. A number of feed-throughs exist in this ves-

sel for auxiliary gas and water connections,

A. Furnace and for instrumentation.

The furnace consists of cylindrical A test tube is fixed inside the
tungsten or graphite heater elements inside pressure vessel: this is a strong tube of in-
which special crucibles containing the melt ner diameter 95 mm and thickness 18.5 m. The
material are held in place by means of a tube contains water at variable heights up to
pncumatically operated release hook. Eight about 125 cm (corresponding to a volume of ~
concentric tungsten, molybdenum and steel ra- g 1).
diation shields are radially placed around
the heater, as well as an array of thermal In some of the earlier experiments
screens on the bottom and top of the heater (salt / water and tin / water) spontaneous inte-
to reduce heat losses to the surroundings. A ractions occurred near the water surface,
bell-shaped, water-cooled lid covers the fur- therefore additional means had to be introdu-
nace designed to withstand 0.25 MPa over- ced to allow better penetration of the melt
pressure (Ar, He) or vacuum. The 3-phase into the water. One of these consisted in
electrio power supply has a maximum voltage providing the test tube with a 2 mm thick
of 30 y and a maximum power of 130 kW. plexiglass tube of 89 m internal diameter

(see Fig.1), thus avoiding direct contact
Melt masses in the range of about 1 between the melt and the wall,

to 10 kg can be used. Maximum temperatures
reached in the furnace are of the order of At the upper part of the test tube,
3000*C. The melt temperature is controlled by 20 holes (diameter 50 m) allow for the va-
an optical pyrometer measurug the wall tem- pour produced to be released into the pressu-
perature of the crucible, re vessel volume. Surrounding the perforated

section, a steel vessel of 205 mm inner dia-
B. Release procedure meter is mounted, filled with water as indi-

cated in Fig.1.
Having reached the desired melt

temperature, the crucible containing the melt The trigger device is attached at
is released from the furnace and drops by the lower end of the test tube and is descrl-
gravity through a 4 m long release tube of 95 bed in (Schina et al., 1986). The gas chamber I
m inner diameter. Half-way down the tube, a volume of 15 cm3 can be pressurized up to 15 !

rapid-acting slide valve separates the furna- MPa (Argon). It is closed by a 0.1 m thick ,

ce from the test section below. During its steel membrane. After melt penetration down j

fall, the crucible fractures a copper wire into the lower region of the test tube, the
generating the zero time signal for the data mechanical- destruction of the membrane gene-
acquisition. Finally the crucible impacts on- rates a pressure pulse which propagates ver-
to a retainer ring at the end of the tube tically upwards through the mixture melt -

where a conical shaped metallic puncher bre- water - stevn.
aks the bottom of the crucible and penetrates
into the melt (Fig.2a) The exit of the melt D. Instrumentation
is delayed by some hundreds of ms by a disc
placed beneath the puncher which has to be Pressures, temperatures and level
melted by the melt itself. In this way the swell are the main experimental quantities
melt is released by gravity through a funnel measured in the KROTOS test section during i

of high temperature refractory material which melt-coolant interactions. I

defines the melt jet diameter (30 m). Simu-
lant tests done under these conditions show 1. Pressure. Up to fourteen piezo.
only a disturbance of the jet leading edge electric pressure transducers of different
but no perceptible breakup, types (KISTLER, HECLEC) and pressure, ranges

(up to 100 MPa) are used in the test tube to
measure the pressure in the interaction zone
and in the gas trigger (K- pressure transdu-
cers in Fig.1). The pressure increase in the
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cover gas atmosphere can be detected at six
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSipositions in the pressure vessel by means of

piezo-resistive pressure transducers (KELLER, Up to now five experiments (KROTOS 26 toMECLEC: C-pressure transducers in Fig.1). All KROT03 30) of the programme have been carriedpressure transducers have response frequen- out. In all the tests about 1.5 kg of meltcles of 8 5 kHz and the signals are normally (density 2.6 g/cm3) at temperature 2300-recorded on transient recorders with sampling
2400*C was contained in a Ho crucible of dia-times of 20 ps.
meter 84 mm. The initial water temperature
was 90'C in KROT03 27 and 28 , 60*C in KRO-The positions (in mm) of the K-
TOS 26, and 20'C in KROTOS 29 and 30, respec-pressure transducers with respect to the tively. The tests were performed at an ini-trigger membrane for KROTOS 26 to 28 and with
tial system pressure of 0.1 MPa. The heightrespect to the bottom plate upper surface of

the test tube for KROTOS 29-30 were: of the water column in the test tube varied
between 1.08 and 1.12 m. The nozzle exit
(30mm diameter) for the melt release was si-KROTOS 26-28 KROTOS 29-30 tuated 0.455 m above water free surface. Tin
membranes of 7 and 2 mm thicknesses were usedMembrane 0 BOTTOM PLATE 0 t btain gravity release from the crucible.

K 11- K 1 190 150 The position of the melt with respect to the
K 10 290 . puncher at the instant of its release into
K 12 350 the nozzle is indicated in Fig. 2a. Some- un.-

K2 390 350 successrul attempts were made in the tests to
K 20 490 - measure melt release rates from the nozzleK 13 590 550 exit. However we were able to evaluate meltK3 590 550 release rates of the order of 1 kg/s from si-
K 30 690 - mulation experiments.

5 The description of the five testa per-K5 990 950 t rmed is subdivided into two classes as "sa-
turated water conditions" and "subcooled wa-
ter conditions", respectively. Only the main2. Temperature. Several thermo- results of all tests are presented. Howe /er,couples (normally K-type) are used to control the KROTOS 28 test results are given and di-the temperatures of the water in the test scussed in more details,

tube, the position of tne melt jet leading
edge during its penetration into the water A. Experiments in " saturated waterand to monitor the vessel atmosphere tempera- conditions" ,

tures. In order to decrease the response j
times, thermocouples of 0.5 mm diameter are

1. KROTOS 27 - 10 K subcooled water.normally used. The thermocouples TC1 to TC7 The objective of this test was to study quen-are positioned on the axis of symmetry of the ching of 1.5 kg A103 melt in nearly satura-
!2test tube.TC1 to TCS are submerged in water ted water at 0.1 MPa system pressure in con-at the same elevations as the pressure trans. stant volume (0.3 m3 pressure vessel volume)ducers K1 to KS TC6 and TC7 are placed in conditions. The external trigger system was ,

the vapour space: TC6 slightly above the not applied. In the course of the test 1 kg |

water free surface and TC7 directly below the of A1 02 3 melt at 2350'C entered into the test |nozzle.
tube, which contained 7.2 kg water at tempe-
rature 90'C and height 112 cm. Furthermore,3. Water level swell. In all the an additional water mass -of about 3 kg wastests we tried to deduce the integral volumes present in the upper water container . where

of melt and vapour in ' the test tube during the levelmeter was placed. ;

the premixing phase measuring the water "le- '

vel swell" in the upper water container. This No steam explosion occurred afterlevel change was measured using an inductive melt / water mixing, but an important steaminglevel-meter with a float as indicated in Fig, for nearly 5 minutes together with a water
2b. This level-meter was mounted in a tube on level swell up to nearly 20 cm, and a smallthe outside of the upper water container. It pressurization of the pressure vessel were
has been assumed that the level increase was measured. Post-test examination showed that.only due to pure liquid volume displacement most of the melt mass was collected on thefrom the test tube into this container. The test tube bottom plate as rubble including asignal of the level-meter, cannot indicate large resolidified cake of 0.45 kg mass.
the level perturbations induced by melt im- About 0.3 kg of melt was found in the upperpact but the level swell measurements are water container: it is not obvious whether
considered reliable for the rest of the melt this debris (60 w% above 12 mm size) comespenetration. from melt quenched in the container or was
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. swept out from the test tube during the vapo- plosion at 0.1 MPa system pressure. From a
1.4 kg A12 3 at 2300'C melted in the !0rization phase. mass of

furnace, less than 1 kg was drained from the j

2. KROTOS 23 - 10 K subcooled water. Mo-crucible. The late and incomplete melt re- |

The objective of the test KROT03 28 was the lease from the crucible was caused by a bad |
triggering of a steam explosion in a well crucible bottom rupture (thickness 0.3 mm in- j

established fuel / coolant mixture, using the stead of 0.2 mm as used in all further tests) -

" strong gas trigger system".1.45 kg of A103 and by the use of a too thick tin disc (7 mm;2
melt at 2400*C was released into the tube it was changed to 2 mm in further tests). The i

filled with 7.2 kg of water at 87'C, up to a trigger pulse was fired 2 s after 0-time I

height of 112 cm. (rupture of the copper wire in the release j
tube; see above) but at that instant the melt J

After melt-through of the tin front was at most above K4. Nevertheless a
disc (brake) of 2 mm thickness and free fall steam explosion did occur.
of 0.45 m in the gas space the melt penetra- I

ted into the test tube water. As shown in A comparison of the transient i

Fig.3 a melt front progression velocity of 0.6 pressure signals at location K1 and K15 is |
m/s in the water can be deduced from the shown in Fig. 6 and may help in understanding <

thermocouple signals; the zero time corre- KR070S 26. At the locations K1 up to K3 the I

sponds to the instant of breaking the copper trigger pulse propagation is clearly seen,
wire. The " gas trigger system" (volume: 15 followed by a strong " recoil" pressure star-
em3, pressure: 85 bar) was activated by the ting from the test tube upper region and pro- ;

melt front arrival at the TC2-thermocouple pagating downwards, with a speed of about J

position; the trigger membrane being ruptured 1500 m/s, which corresponds to the speed of

after an additional delay time of 0.2 s. At sound in water. At location K15 the trigger
that instant the melt front position was at pulse was no longer visible and the K15 pres-
level K1 and from post-test analysis it was sure rise to a level of more than 25 MPa fur-
deduced that an A102 3 mass of 1.22 kg (about ther indicates that a steam explosion was
85% of the total mass) was present in the mi- initiated in this region. As a consequence of<

xing zone. The level swell at the instant of the explosion the upper water container, the
triggering was 2 cm. levelmeter and the internal plexiglass liner 1

were destroyed.
The steam explosion was triggered ,

about 1.6 s after the first melt / water con- 2. KROTOS 29 - 80 K subcooled water,
tact. Fig, 4 (zero time corresponds to 2.53 s The objective of test KROTOS 29 was to inve-
after breaking the copper wire) shows the stigate the quenching behaviour of an Al2 30
leading edges of the pressure pulses in the melt in highly subcooled water at 0.1 MPa sy-
nine locations (K1 to K5) along the tube and stem pressure. Triggering off a steam explo-
the KO-pressure history. An escalation of the sion was not intended, therefore the trigger
detonation can be seen in the sequence K1, system was not included. 1.5 kg molten Al2 30

,

K2, K3 and an average propagation velocity of at 2300*C was released into the test tube i

650 m/s is deduced from the curves. filled with water at 20'C up to a height of
10G cm (water mass: 7.65 kg). The total melt

To illustrate this further, pres- mass entered the water in about 2 s.
sure histories (duration 5 ms ) measured at
the locations K10, K2, K3 are shown in Fig. The melt leading edge had pene-
5. Pressure rises were interrupted shortly trated down to level K1 (15 cm above bottom
afterwards, due to transducer (or cable) de- plate), when a self-triggered steam explosion
struction. The pressures measured at loca- occurred at 2.95 s after breaking the copper
tions K20, K3 indicate levels which were cut- wire. The melt-water mixing region was simi-
off at 50 MPa. The explosion caused the blow- lar to KROTOS 28 and explosion pressures up
out of all pressure transducers (except KO) to 100 MPa were measured (pressure range of
from the test tube wall. Besides the disrup- detectors used in this test: 0-100 MPa). In
tion of the thermocouples and pressure tran- the pressure vessel an additional pressuriza-
sducer cables, six K-pressure transducers did tion of about 0.2 MPa with respect to the
not survive their mechanical impact on the initial pressure was recorded.
pressure vessel wall. Also the levelmeter was
destroyed. 3. KROT03 30 - 80 K subcooled water.

This test was a repetition of KROTOS 29. Ho-
B. Experiments in "subcooled water wever, an attempt was made to avoid self-

conditions" triggering of a steam explosion introducing
some modifications in the test arrangement:

1. KRCrr03 26 - 40 K subcooled water, firstly, the tin membrane below the crucible
The test KROTOS 26 was the first FCI experi- had been removed, in order to inhibit the ge-
ment of the A102 3 water test series and the
objective was the triggering of a steam ex -
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neration of an explosion due to a possible subcooled water. Comparing the tests KROTOS 1

tin / water interaction ahead of the Al 03 melt 28 (10 K subcooled) and 29 (80 K subcooled ) {
2

jet. Secondly, the plexiglass liner on the the melt leading edge velocities were similar
1test tube bottom plate and up to 40 cm in the (KROTOS 28: 0.6 m/s, KROTOS 29: 0.5 m/s),tube lower part was reinstalled (not present

in KROTOS 29). However these modifications On the basis of the present KROTOS testwere not sufficient to eliminate the sponta- series and of our past work in the system
neous triggering. Sn/H2O (Burger et al., 1991), it is reasona-

ble to think that transition to unstable film1.5 kg molten Al 02 3 at 2300*C was boiling when the coarse mixture contacted the
released into the test tube filled with water structures, acted as a trigger in KROTOS 29.at 20*C up to a height of 108 cm (water mass: For KROTOS 30 it is thought that the enhanced7. 45 kg). The melt left the nozzle exit of fuel breakup induced by the higher velocity
30 mm diameter (no tin disc!) with a much hi- melt release into the water facilitated thegher velocity than in tests KROTOS 26 to 29. spontaneous triggering of the explosion.The melt release rate and melt velocity from
the nozzle could not be measured directly. A From penetration depth and level swellseries of simulation experiments are being measurements a rough estimate of the mixtureperformed, using water, tin and Wood's metal composition has been derived for KROTOS 28 to
and the nozzle melt release is filmed. For 30. Considering that the whole mass was pre-the KROTOS 30 test arrangement, an initial sent in the test tube at the time of the ex-melt release velocity of the order of 25 m/s plosion and assuming that a 1-D homogeneous
was deduced from these simulations. In KROTOS mixture existed, the global volume fractions
30 all the melt entered the water. At 1.3 s, of the melt (a ), coolant (a ) and vapour (a )m c vafter breaking the trigger wire, when the are calculated as:
melt was still above level K3 a very strong
self-triggered explosion occurred. The tran-
sient pressure signals showed that the explo-
sion propagated downwards from the top of the Um W UV
test tube and led to exceptionally high pres-
sures in the lower test tube region where on- KROTOS28 0.08 0.88 0.04
ly water was present (see KROTOS 26). Pressu-

KROTOS29 0.07 0.89 0.04res of 90 MPa were recorded at level K5 and
jmore than 100 MPa at the lower levels. In the KROTOS30 0.18 0.59 0.23 jcover gas of the pressure vessel an additio-
inal pressure of 0.55 MPa with respect to the

initial pressure was measured 30 ms after the It can been seen from the table that the cal-
explosion. culated compositions of KROTOS 28 and 29 are

similar and that the vapour fractions are low
The four K-pressure transducers even though the subcooling are very different

mounted in the lower part (pure water region) (10 and 80 K, respectively). One can under-
of the test tube were blown out from the wall stand the higher value of the vapour fraction

in KROTOS 30 because there was a more inten-and damaged by striking the outer pressure
i vessel, causing indentations in it (see Fig. sive breakup of the melt, which led to hi5her

7,8). Due to the very strong water hammer the vapour production.

twelve bottom plate bolts (M 16) were plasti-
cally elongated up to 6 mm and the test tube In the tests KROTOS 28 to 30 supercritical

i

diameter was distended by about 1%. All ther- steam explosions were encountered, detonation |

wave propagation velocities of 650-1000 m/smocouples and cables of pressure transducers
were measured in the meV/mter mixture. Inwere broken. As in KROTOS 26, 28 and 29 the
KROTOS 30 the explosion occurred in the upperupper water container and levelmeters were part of the test tube. Consequently, the wa- idestroyed. Post-test analysis showed an ex-

tremely fine fragmentation of the melt, never ter in the lower region remained single-phase.
and the base plate was subjected to a strong |found in our previous experiments (see the
water hammer. Taking into consideration thenext section),
elongation of the bolts of about 6 mm (Fig.
9) and the distension of the test tube ofIV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONSn about 1% it- was estimated that the impact

1

| The generation of a stable coarse mixtu- pressure must have been at least 150 HPa. The

| re was only possible in nearly saturated con- value of the impulse which depends on the du-
ration of the pulse could not be calculatedditions (KROTOS 27,28), and in order to pro-i

because the pressura gauges were destroyedduce a steam explosion an external trigger
early. Fig. 10 shows the particle size di-was needed, as verified in test KROT03 28.No

noticeable difference in the melt penetration stributions for the tests KROTOS 27 to 30. It Iis clear that KROTOS 27, in which no steam iwas found in neither nearly saturated nor
| explosion happened, gives a small percentage l
!
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(10%) of particles smaller than 6 mm. KROTOS BURGER M., C. CARACHALIOS, D.S. KIM, H. UN-

. 28 and 29 show nearly the same particle size GER, Theoretical investigations of the frag-

distribution with a large percentage of small mentation of drops with respect to the de-

particles (about 601 smaller than 250 p). The scription of thermal detonations (vapor ex-

debris in KROTOS 30 was extremely fine (85 % plosions) and their application in the code
below 250 p and 70% below 100 p). Sample ima- FRADEMO, Commission of the European Communi-
ges of a Scanning Electron Microscopic analy- ties, Nuclear Science and Technology, Report
sie are shown in Pig.11. During the experi- EUR 10660 EN (1986),
ments there was a pressurization of the pres- *

sure vessel. Af ter an initial pressure peak BURGER M., K. MULLER, M. BUCK, S.H.CHO, |

caused by the rapid steaming which immediate- A.SCHATZ, H.SCHINS, R.ZEYEN, H. H0HMANN, Exa-
mination of thermal detonation codes and in-ly followed the explosions, the pressure re-

mains relatively constant for some time. In cluded fragmentation models by means of trig-
KROTOS 30, the additional pressure in the gered propagation experiments, in a tin / water

pressure vessel was 0.55 MPa, the largest one mixture, Nucl.Eng. Des. 131 (1991) 61-70.
found in all tests. An estimate of the explo-
sion work done by assuming an isentropic com. CARACHALIOS C. , M. BURGER, H.UNGER, A tran- >

pression of the cover gas gives 1.3, 0.8 and sient two-phase model to describe thermal de-

1.25%, respectively for KROTOS 28,29 and 30 tonations based on hydrodynamic fragmenta-

(Paravila et al., 1990). This is only a lower tion, Int. Mtg. on Light Water Reactor Severe

bound estimate, and does not include mechani- Accident Evaluation, Cambridge, USA, Aug.28- ,

cal work done in plastica 11y deforming the Sept.1, 1983.
various components in the pressure vessel.
These conversion ratios are related to the M. FARAWILA Y., S.I. ABDEL-KHALIK, On the
interacting fuel mass which was fragmented in calculation of steam explosion conversion ra-

particle sizes less than 250 p. tios from experimental data, Nucl. Sci.
Eng.1Ti (1990) 288-295.

A1 0 / water mixing test series gaveThe 23
interesting results, especially in view of FLETCHER D.F., An improved mathematical model
the high pressures found in the explosions. of melt / water detonations - II. A study of

The results can be used to verify FCI frag- escalation, Int.J. Heat Mass Transfer 34 i

mentation models in thermodynamic codes, not (1991) 2449 2459.
]

'
only for the coarse mixing phase, but also
for the thermal detonation phase. Only a li- MACALLON D., H. H0HMANN, High pressure corium
mited quantity of data could be gathered. In melt quenching tests in FARO, to be presented
particular, local fuel distribution and local at the CSNI Specialist's Meeting on Fuel-
void fraction measurements are not available Coolant InteractMns, Santa Barbara, CA, i

and this has been critized in the past for Jan.5-8, 1993.
IKROTOS 21 (Fletcher et al., 1991). Neverthe-

les', much useful and new information has be- H0HMANN H., H. KOTTOWSKI, H. SCHINS, R. E.s i
'

en made available and a continuing effort is HENRY, Experimental investigation of sponta-
being made to improve instrumentation in this neous and triggered vapour explosions in the
high temperature, multi phase, multi- molten salt / water system, Proc. of the Int. 3

component environment. Further KROTOS tests Mtg. on Thermal Reactor Safety, Chicago, NU- i

are envisaged using prototypic reactor melt REG /CP-0027, Vol.2 (1982), 962-971,
materials, that is, mixtures of 80 w% UO -202
w% Zr0 , with melt masses of up to 5 kg. SCHINS H., Characterization of shock triggers2

used in thermal detonation experiments, Nucl.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS Eng. Des. 94 (1986) 983-98.
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MODEllING OFTHE COMPLETE PROCESS

OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL VAPOR EXPIDSIONS

Jian Tang Michael L Corradini
Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Physics
University of Wisconsin-Madison University of Wisconsin-Madison
1500 Johnson Drive 1500 Johnson Drive.
Madison WI 53706 Madison WI 53706
(608)263-4447 (608) 263-2196

AllSTRACT coolant vapor is produced by the fuel thermal energy; an
example being the TMI melt relocation (Spencer,1988).

Due to limited data and experimental scale limitanons,
simulation modelling is needed for better undentanding of If vapor film destabilization occurs by a triggering
the vapor explosion. His paper presents a computer model, event, an energetic FCI, vapor explosion, may be produced.
TEXAS-Ill capable of simulating the process of a one- De film collapse seems to initiate rapid fuel fragmentation
dimensional vapor explosion. To develop such a model, an by closer liquid-liquid contact (e.g., Fauske,1974; Nelson
explosion fragmentation model for the propagation phase is et al,1981). This rapidly increases the fuel surface area,
essential. A semi-empirical fragmentation model based upon vaponzmg more coolant liquid and increasmg the local vapor
the mechanism of film collapse and coolant jet penetration pressure. This " explosive" vapor formation spanally
was formulated and incorporated into the overall TEXAS Droperes throughout the fuel-coolant mixtme escalating the
model. His fragmenration model considers the fuel " explosion" as a larger macroscopic region becomes
fragmentation rate as a function of the local pressure pressurized by the coolant vapor (Figure 2). Subsequently,
difference and the fuel interfacial surface area in film boiling a high pressure coolant vapor expands against the inertial
with the coolant. His fragmentation modelis combined constraint of the surroundmgs and the mixture. The vapor
with the TEXAS-11 code, a hydmdynamics model for fuel- explosion process is now complete, transforming the fuel
coolant mixing and fuel dynamic break-up due to relative intemal energy into the kinetic energy of the mixture and its
velocity between the phases. His allows for a consistent surroundings.
nuxtng-explosion simulation. De model was used to

I analyze the experiment KRO'1DS-21 perfomed at JRC-Ispra ,In the past (e.g., Board et al.,1974a, b) the vapor
and compared to the data. The simulation models the explosion process has been conceptually subdivided into
expenment starting fnxn the fuel pouring into the coolant. these four phases of (1) mixing, (2) triggering, (3) explosion |

The calculated pressure propagation speed and pressure pmpagation and (4) expansion. Rese phases can possibly

) profiles are compared with the liquid phase pressun: data occur m three geometrical arrangements (Figure 3), (a) fuel
! along with the fmgmented debris and the gas phase pressure pounng into coolant, (b) coolant injected into fuel or (c) fuel '!
l in the surmunding containment. In addition post-test blind and coolant as stratified layers. In most accident situations

! calculations are presented for a recent aluminum-oxide / water in current fission reactors one is concerned with the pouring .

|
test conducted at the JRC Ispra. mode of contact with consideration given to stratified

geometries when water may reflood a region where a melt
INTRODUCTION pool is present. In this work we restrict our analysis to this

former contact mode, although the techniques described have
in general a molten fuel. coolant interaction (FCI) is a been applied to a stratified geometry (Bang et al,1990).

| physical event in which a hot liquid (fuel) fragments and
transfers its intemal energy to a cokier more volatile liquid Our objective in this paper is to present a model,'

| (coolant). De rate of energy transfer between the fuel and TEXAS-III, for the overall vapor explosion process; i.e.,
'

coolant determines if the FCI will become explosive in mixing, triggering, explosion / propagation and expansion
nature;i.e. a vapor-explosion. When the two liquids first Previous work has presented the TEXAS model for fuel-
contact, the coolant begins to vaporize at the fuel coolant coolant mixing (Chu et al,1984,1986,1989), so this is
interface as a vapc; film separated the two liquids. The only summarized here. The contribution here focuses on the
system can remain in this metastable state for a period modelling of the explosion escalation / propagation and

| ranging from a fraction of a second to many seconds. expansion with a proposed thermal fragmentation model.
' During this time the fuel and coolant liquid intermix due to First. we provide some background of past vapor explosions

.

density and velocity differences as well as vaporproduction. expenments and models. Next, we present the proposed - ,

One liquid (e.g., fuel) will breakup and disperse mto the model and finally, we discuss the application of this trxxlel ~|
other (e.g., coolant. Figure 1). If the FCI progresses no to the JRC KRO10S-21 tin-water expenment with data
further the fuel couki quench in this metastable state as compansons and present post test blind calculation for an

alumina-water test. ,

1 |
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BACKGROUND al.,1984; Burger et al.,1989, Theofanous et al.,1989) it is
felt the analysis of the escalation phase of the explosion is

The analysis of the vapor explosion has been a critical, and a hydmdynamic model may be lacking since it
subject ofinterest over many years. One could classify does not seem to be able to predict rapid fragmentation at
models of the process into thermodynamic, parametric, these lower initial pressures. Our hypothesis is that this
mechanistic and empirical multi-dimensional expansion escalation phase is driven by thermal fragmentation given the
models. A relatively comprehensive irview of such models prior mixing conditions and only the experimental or
is given by Corradini et al. (1988). If one examines past spontaneous trigger source,
hypotheses and models (e.g., Board et al,1974 a,b; Burger
et al.,1989; Corradini,1988; Fauske et al.,1974; Fletcher, TEXAS MODEL DESCRIPTION
1984,1990,1991; Kim et al.,1988; Oh et al.,1987;
%eofanous et al., 1988,1989,1991) it bevomes clear that To improve upon the groundwork laid by past
rnodels for fuel fragmentation during the explosion investigators we have developed a thermal fragmentation
propagation fall into two general categories; i.e., thermal explosion model which begins with a complete simulation of
fragmentation and hydrodynamic fragmentation. In the fuel-coolant mixing, triggeting and the
former, Fauske was first to propose that boiling processes escalation /progagation and expansion phase of the FCL The
(ix, homogeneous nuc1 cation) as the mot cause of the approach to the analysis is to be able to specify the initial and
ex,losion fragmentation process. In the latter Board et al boundary conditions for fuel pouring into a coolant pool and
first suggested hydrodynamic instabilities driven by relative then simulate the combined process from this point onward.
velocity differences letween the fuel and coolant liquid are
important to the detonation concept of the explosion. He first step to such a model is the description of the

fuel-coolant mixing process, wherein fuel breaks apart due
Building on these hypotheses mechanistic nxxiels to relative velocities between the two liquids as the fuel falls

were developed. Kim (1988) developed a detailed trxxici for through the liquid pool in Him boiling. Past analyses (e.g.,
single dmp tests (Nelson et al.,1981) based on thermal Bankoff 1984, Theofanous et al 1988) have considered the
fragmentation due to vapor film collapse and liquid coolant fuel particles to be of constant diameter as mixing occurs.
jet impingement; this concept was also used by Oh (1987) The focus in these studies has teen to characterize the multi-
for his parametric truxlel of the large scale explosion. Rese dimensional aspects of the mixing process in a large coolant
models focused on the details of film collapse which would pool, which is quite important to understand under certain
cause coolant entrapment below the fuel droplet surface; circumstances. Ilowever, we feel Fletcher (1991) has
eventually causing the coolant to vaporize, expand and correctly pointed out that for an experiment to be useful for
fragment the fuel quite rapidly. Kim and Oh both noted that analysis of the explosion process a one-dimensional
this thermal fragmentation concept is needed for the geometry is required. Because our focus is an analysis of
explosion to escalate and pmgress from its initial triggering one-dimensional experiments we consider the dynamic fuel
stage. Corradini(1988) noted this and proposed that the fragmentation to be the important physical process to nulel
thermal and hydrodynamic mechanisms were not necessarily during the mixing process.
mutually exclusive. Rather, based on analysis it appeared
that the thermal fragmentation model is needed for the initial In an anempt to remove the restriction of a constant
explosion escalation and a transition would occur as the fuel diameter during mixing that is a simplifying assumption
hydrodynamic fragmentation rate would increase at higher in simple analyses as well as multidimensional analyses,
explosion pressures; i.e., this latter type of model would be Chu et al. (1984,1986,1989) developed a technique to
valid at supercritical coolant pressures as Board originally predict the dynamic fragmentation of the fuel due to aclative
estimated. velocities. His was incorporated into the transient '

multifluid, one-dimensional model that would allow one to
Subsequently other investigators (Burger et al., consider the mixing between fuel and coolant and can

1989; Theofanous et al., 1988,1989,1991; Fletcher,1990, account for dynamic fuel fragmentation. Chu et al.,(1986)
1991) have advanced detailed nnlels for hydrodynamic based this model on the TEXAS code (Young 1982), a fuel-
fragmentation. These models are based on a conceptual coolant interaction model for LMFBR safety. Two Eulerian
picture of an array of molten drops intermixed with the fields (coolant vapor and liquid) and one Lagrangian particle
coolant and its vapor as the beginning state. For these field (fuel) are employed in the model. The key constitutive
models the explosion is initiated by assuming a portion of relation is a fuel fragmentation model ba. sed on
the initial fuel-coolant mixture becomes thermally hydrodynamic instabilities (i.e., Rayleigh-Taylor). This
equilibrated instantly; thus generating the initial pressure constitutive model considers the fuel to be dynanucally
shock wave necessary to propagate through the remainder of fragmented into a discrete number of particles from its initial
the mixture. Subsequent propagation of the explosion is entry diameter to smaller sizes. In the model shear forces by
predicted based on the assumption of complete film collapse parallel velocity (e.g., Kelvin-lielmholtz instabilities and
sunnunding the fuel particles and hydrodynamic fuel boundary layer stripping) are neglected because of their
fragmentanon caus'ed by fuel-coolant relative velocities; i.e., limited effect with a vapor film present (Fauske 1985). The,

| fuel droplet deformation, Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities and model for fuel breakup as used in TEXAS was simplified
; shear flow instabilities as well as boundary layer stripping. from the detailed model (Chu 1984) to a linear time-

Recently, Theofanous et al (1992) compared this model to independent form where
'

the KROTOS-21 experiment and empirically assumed 2% of
the fragmented melt thermal energy went into vapor

D" = D" (1 - COAT + We .25) (1)oproducnon to obtam reasonable agreement. Although these f f

| nxxlels have been applied to experimental analysis (Baines et

,

| .
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where: n, n+ 1 designated the old and new timestep values are not efficient enough in terms of their breakup rates to
account for the rapid escalation and propagation of the g

We is the fuel Weber number explosion from imtially suberitical coolant conditons. A .
~

AT* is a dimensionless timestep strong trigger alone cannot assure the explosion propagation
unless complete film collapse occurs and the mode of
explosion propagation becomes similar to the Board-Hall2 n

D /or (2) detonation model under superctitical conditions (Corradini,We = pcVgi g

1988). Kim's analysis (1988) of Nelson's tests (1981)
.

indicated that complete film collapse did not occur under - i

1
V conditions in which the trigger and resuhant event producedAT, = ' reg,ngn) rg1/2

(3) pressures below 10 MPa. Our focus is on the initial
Dnr (Pf explosion escalation / propagation following the trigger as the/

key phenomenon to be modelled. . Our hypothesis is that a
thermal fragmentation model is necessary for the escalation

Co = 0.108 - 0.0785
gl/2

(4) of the explosion, under the assumption that subcritical
r

<Pf, conditions are initially present following the trigger. De
model we propose intends to delineate these conditions,

where Vret s the relative velocityi

Da the fuel diameter ne proposed explosion fragmentation model is
p is the density of fuel, f, and coolant, c based on the same fragmentation concept proposed by Kim

(1988) in the modelling of Nelson's ongmal tests (1981) and
This TEXAS model, when applied to the breakup of later used in analysis of Kim's data (1989). Ilowever,

a fuel jet m a coolant for steady. state conditions similar t because Kim's model requires detailed tracking of the
those considered by Faus,ke,(1985), also predicts the amount coolant vapor-liquid interface we propose a rather ad-hoc
of fuel jet breakup and mixmg is small. II,owever, for the model as the first approach to model this process. %e -
imtral fuel jet entry the leading edge can mix with the conceptual picture of the mechanisms considers that
coolant, and this is the condition ofinterest here. Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities are induced on the coolant

vapor. liquid interface during the vapor film collapse; the
Quite rece,ntly, Young (1987,1989) has adopted 'he coolant jets foimed penetrate the fuel and vaporize inside the

concept of dynamic mixmg with separate dynamic mixmg fuelleading to rapid fragmentation of the fule surmunding -
- investigauons by Pilch and developed,a two-dimensional these entrapped globules ofliquid coolant (Figure 4). Given
model for fuel-coolant mixmg analysis, IFCI. Trus this conceptual picture, the fragmentation rate ought to be i
represents an advance m nxxleihng of mixing pnor to a

. proportional to the original fuel droplet surface area and an -
'

vapor explosion because (1) it is two-dimensional, and (2) it average jet velocity. The model for the rate of fragmentation
employs a model for dynamic fuel fragmentation instead of a is g ven by-
user-specified pre-fragmented size. The results published to

'

date are quite preliminary, but the capabilities seem 2,

promising. mr= pr4nR NpVjetF (5)p

The major focus of our efforts with the TEXAS fuel ;

mixing model is to predict the initial conditions prior to the where- -

vapor explosion triggering and escalation / propagation phase. pr is the fuel density;
This is felt to be most important as the leading edge of the jet R is the fuel particle radius (2Rp = Dr (t))p
passes through the coolant pool, breaks apart and mixes with determined by the mixing process;
the coolant. The important variables to identify prior to N is the number of fuel particles in one Lagrangianp
triggering are the vapor volume fraction axially within the fuel particle group;
coolant pool, the fuel volume fraction within the pool, the Vjeg is the average coolant jet velocity;
fuel temperature and its characteristic diameter following jet F is a compensation factor for the fragmentation
breakup. Each of these variables are calculated by the model time.
.as the transient mixing process progresses as a function of Remember the TEXAS model treats the fuel in a Lagrangian
axial height. The energetic vapor explosion begins when the manner tracking a discrete number of fuel particle masses.
vapor film surrounding the fuel is destabilized by a pressure Knowing the total mass of all fuel particles in one of these
or temperature perturbation. These variables are directly Lagrangian particle gmups, mp, the fuel particle number Np
used as initial conditions for the explosion calculation. In can be calculated by:
difference to past experimental analysis we do not
parametrically alter these mixing values to predict the rnp

@)N=4 3explosion propagation. p
xR pt

3 p
The fragmentation modelling during the explosion is

criticalin simulating the vapor explosion. Fuel nuy break
up during all phases of an energetic fuel-coolant interaction. This model is a simplification of Kim's
but the mechanism and magnitude of the dnving force can rmaltidimensional treatment for a single droplet (1988) which
vary signilicantly in the different phases, leading to different indicated that the stages of vaporization of the entrapped ,

fragmentation rates. The fragmentation models known to us coolant and the accompanying fuel fragmentation were much |
!
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faster than the stages ofjet formation and penetration into the ambient pressure increased the cyclic frequency of this film- -
fuel, collapse / jet-impingement process increased markedly in

good agreement with Nelson's data. Thus,it seems clear
Based on this concept the fragmentation process due that the characteristic time for this fragmentation rate

to coolant entrapment consists of three stages; vapor film decreases as the pressure derived from the explosion
collapse, jet formation and jet penetration mto the fuel with increases.
subsequent vaporization. The first two processes occur
simultaneously and determine the velocity of thejet entering The factor F is introduced into the model as an
the fuel, Vjeg. Based on Kim's analysis (1988) this velocity empincal way to account for this characteristic time when
is proportional to the ratio of the instability amplitude to its this fragmentation mechanism is operative. Thus the factor
wavelength,tlo/1, muhiplied by the product of the initial F should decrease from 1 to 0 as this characteristic time is
acceleration, a, which generates the jet by Rayleigh-Taylor exceeded (Figure 5). Beyond this time the local pressures
instability growth and its wavelength,1; i.e., equilibrate and only the relative velocity between the fluids

can continue to cause fuel fragmentation. It is recognized
Vjt ~ (rioA)(al)l0 ~C (aR )l4 (7) that this approach to the analysis is not complete, but semi-p

empirical and more detailed film-collapse studies are needed

where this wavelength is a fraction of the fuel particle radius, to identify the realistic range of these characteristi,e times.
Rp. This constant, C, also includes the ratio of the initial Substitutmg Eqs. (6) into Eq.,(5) gives the combmed.

amplitude of the instability to its wavelength; this is expression for the fragmentation model:

consistent with Kim's more detailed analysis (1988). From .

the Rayleigh equation for a spherical geometry, the mf = CmpVytF/R (10)p

acceleration term can be derived for the initial jetting
behavior by De threshold pressure necessary to cause film boiling

collapse is evaluated based on the theoretical work of Kim
(1988) and the empirical results of Nelson (1981) and Kim

a = ( (p , p p) (1989). These studies indicate that at ambient pressures (0.1
(g)L

Rpc p MPa) the threshold triggering pressure above the ambient
where: pressure is in the range of 0.1 to 03 MPa. As the ambient

P is the local pressure at any time near the fuel mass; pressure rises empirical evidence suggests that the threshold
tnggenng pressure difference also nses (Nelson,1981);
however, no definitive values have been suggested from

P is the initial ambient pressure. data, and we use a differential pressure value of 0.2 MPa in
o this work for these conditions.

Combining one obtains the approximate expression for the
jet velocity as a function of the local variables in the fuel- The final point to discuss is the constant of
coolant mixture proportionality, C. As mentioned previously it is less than

one because it represents the ratio of the instability Initial
amplitude to its wavelength and the wavelength fraction of ;

Vjet = C (p ~ p ) IS (9) the fuel particle radius. Herefore, this is expected to be less j
pc than 0.01 based on the analysis of Nelson's single droplet

,

data (Kim,1988). In addition the conceptual picture of the )
Now this coolant jet impinges on the fuel surface and entraps fragmentation process is that the impact of the coolantjets on 1
coolant below the fuelinterface (Figure 4). Such a pmcess the fuel surface would occupy much less than the total .!
causes the coolant to rapidly vaporize due to local surface area at any time during the event. Thus, C is

'

overheating and as it expands the surrounding fuel is expected to be much less than one for these two reasons; a
fragmented and expelled outward into the surrounding value much less than 0.01 is expected to be in agreement
coolant. This coolant vapor expansion is driven by the with the assumptions of the fragmentation mcdel.
fragmented fuel which has small sizes compared to the
parent droplet and could quench rapidly, in Kim's analysis Given this fragmentation rate one needs to now
(1988) of Nelson's single droplet tests this resulted in a consider the energy transfer rate from the fuel fragments to
cyclic behavior as the vapor initially produced by jet the coolant. Remember the TEXAS model uses a multi-fluid
entrapment over expanded and the coolant interface again formulation where the fuel is modelled as discrete material i

collapsed on the remaining unfragnented fuel and the volumes of mass, mp Thus each parcel of mixed fuel mass,
'

process repeated itself until the fuel dmplet was consumed. mp (rixxielled as a discrete material volume) rapidly
in the large scale fuel-coolant mixtwe this process would be fragments into fine fragments forming a new material j
substantially different. First, for this mechanism to cause volume of fragmented fuel. The nxxlel thus removes mass ;

explosion escalation and spatial propagation there is only a from one parcel and transfers it to the other, where the fuel i

finite time available for this cyche fragmentation. Second, fragments are assumed to have a small diameters (20-40 |
because of the local pressurization due to the past microns based on Kim's analysis and Nelson's data). Based j

fragmentation in the fuel-coolant mixture this cyclic process on such small sizes the fuel quickly quenches on a time scale !

cannot continue indefinitely; but rather would only occur much smaller than the propagation through the mixture. At
until the local vapor and liquid pressures in the region of the these small diameters the continued existence of film boiling
fragmented fuel equilibrate-therefore only a few cycles may be suspect and local heat transfer coefficients would be
would occur as the pressure builds in the mixture. Kim's high (Fletcher,1990). Thus for a spherical particle and '

analysis of Nelson's tests (1988) indicated that as the
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diffusivity limited heat transfer, the large fraction ofits EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS DESCRIPTIONthermal energy is released in a time , tu, of
1

To illustrate the behavior of the combined2D frag mixing / propagation model we wanted to choose a well-tH = 0.1
4at (II) characterized benchmark experiment. Although there are

many experimental data from past tests none are very well
where Drrag s the fragment size and at s the thermal characterized to allow detailed analysis. In our efforts wei i
diffusivity of the fuel. For example for tin with a particle have found a couple tests where most of the criticalinitial

i

size of 10 microns this time is much less than a microsecond and boundary conditions are known or can be estimated.
and less than 100 microseconds for 100 micmn particles. %ese involve one-dimensional tests with lower melting '

The energy from these fuel fragments is then deposited at the point fuels (e.g., tin) poured into water, i.e., Baines et al.
coolant vapor-liquid interface of the original mixed fuel (1984) and Hohman and Schins (1988). These are the same

as a heat flux over this fragmentation time. The tests chosen by neofanous et al. (1989,1992) and Burger
mass, mp,f coolant vapor produced is determined by theamount o et al. (1989) for their respective analyses. Our seasons for
normal interfacial model for energy exchange in TEXAS this choice are (1) that the experiment is a highly constrained
(Chu et al.,1989). In summary this vapor generation rate 1-D geometry that is much more tractable for analysis, and
per particle is given by the difference of the heat flow into (2) that when the experiments resulted in vapor explosions
the interface, gr, minus the heat transferred to the bulk one can more clearly identify the effect that the mixing has
coolant, qc, divided by the enthalpy difference needed for on the explosion escalation / propagation.

!vaponzauon;

In this paper we focus on the JRC Ispra tests.,

my = (qr - qc)/irg (12) Triggered vapor explosion experiments in a one-dimensional
where geometry were performed in the JRC-Ispra KROTOS facility )

,

qr = mr (cpr(Tr - Tc) + irs) (13) using molten tin (7.5 kg) at 1275 to 1375 K pouring into |

water at 293 to 373 K. %e breakup of the molten tin jet in
2qc=nDt he (Tsat - Tc) (14) water results in an axially distributed configuration of

coarsely fragmented fuel m a cylindrical water column. Past
The heat transfer coefficient into the bulk coolant, he, is experiments in KROTDS indicated that the molten tin spread
determined by separate analyses (Chu, 1986,1989) to be across the coolant tube di,ameter during mixing.
given by Corresponding to the imual conditions, the fuel fragments |

are surrounded by a stable vapor film. An interaction ;
between the fuel and coolant is triggered by a gas tdgger .ihe = g (2 + 1.12 Re '5Prc) (15) which generates a high pressure shock travelling from the I

A
g (

bottom of the water colutan upwards through the premixed '

fuel-coolant region. More recently similar experiments have I
where the Reynolds number is based on the relative fuel to begun with molten aluminum oxide (1.5 kg at 2600K) ',coolant liquid velocity for the initial mixing diameter, Dr, Pr poured into water under similar conditions.e
is the liquid coolant Frandt! number, and ke is the liquid I
thermal conductivity. This heat transfer coefficient is similar The general experimental apparatus consists of a ;

to steady state correlations for a sphere, except account is radiation furnace, a release tube and the test section
taken that the vapor film alters the no-slip boundary at the underneath (Figure 6). Inside the heater, a steel container
vapor-liquid interface increasing the heat transfer coefficient, held in place by a pneumatically operated release hook,

1

With such a model the vapor produced raises the local carries a crucible in which the molten materials are melted I

pressure and thus feedback into the further fragmentation of and heated. He temperature is controlled by an optical
the " parent" fuel parcels. Remaining transfer coefficients pyrometer measuring the side-wall temperature of the
needed for the multiphase hydrodynamic calculation have container. The container and crucible are released together
been described in the work of Chu (1986,1989). and dropped by gravity through a 4m long release tube. De

container impacts onto a retainer ring at the end of the tube
he cunent nuiel reflects the key features of a where a strong metal grid cuts out the bottom of the crucible.

" chain reaction" required for the rapid escalation and ne molten material pours onto a tin plate which melts in less
propagation of the vapor explosions,i.e.: than 300 ms. In this way, the molten material is released

+ A pressure shock wave directly contributes to rapid with no initial velocity towards the water surface, and the
fuel fragmentation; impact Weber number is considerably reduced preventing

* Fragmented fuelis quenched by the coolant and any initial fragmentation in the air. Its temperature is
generates more vapor; measured right at the exit of this braking system. The test i

+ %e increased vapor raises the local pressure and section consists of two concentric tubes (Figure 6). Inside a i
sustains the shock wave propagation tubular pressure vessel of an inner diameter of 400 mm, a j

to neighbonng fuel-coolant mixture regions. height of 221 cm and a design pressure of 2.5 MPa, har.gs ;

ne model has been incorporated into TEXAS and is used as the actual experimental tube with an inner diameter of 95 mm
the thermal fragmentation model for propagation of vapor and an outer one of 135 mm. He experimental tube
explosions in the experimental analysis. contams a water column of 1.1 m height and 7.4 liters j

volume. 1

|
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A gas trigger is attached at the lower end of the pressure buildup due to inertially controlled recompression
experimental tube. His tngger device is described by of the trigger gas. .Because the pressure decreases so much
Burger et al. (1989). The gas volume is 15 cm3 at a at the last transducer K5,it was considered unreliable or to
pressure of 12 MPa and closed by a 0.1 mm steel be located in a region containing a large amount of vapor.
membrane. After an allowed mixing time of about 2 seconds
(i.e., ~1.05 seconds after water entry) the membrane is in addition to the measurement of pressure within the
ruptured by a knife and transmits the pressure pulse upwards coolant chamber, pressure transducers were placed in the
through the mixture of tin, water and steam. outer containment vessel. These registered a sharp pressure

rise to 0.25 MPa approximately 15 milliseconds after thei-

Five piezo-electric pressure transducers with a range trigger pulse. If all the steam produced in the explosion
of 10 MPa am used in the test tube to monitor the dynamic were used to cause this pressure rise it would correspond to
pressures in the interaction zone. Their positions are shown a little less than 0.3 kg and this conesponds to quenching
in Figure 6. KO is situated inside the gas trigger, while K1 about ikg of the tin mass.
to K5 are fixed at the test tube inner surface. Further,
pressure transducers (Cl to C6) are preset to measure the Besides the transient pressure signals the outer
pressure development in the cover gas of the outside containment vessel allowed the investigators to mllect and
containment vessel. All pressure transducers have response analyze the solidified fuel debris, ne post. test analysis of
frequencies of 210 kilz and are recorded on a transient the tin debris showed that 6.5 kg could be assumed to have
recorder with a sampling time of 20ps. Several fallen into the water pool and participated'in the mixing
thermocouples are applied to control the temperature of the process. Only approximately 0.85 kg,i.e.,13% of this
melt (e.g., TCl and TC2 in Figure 6) as well as the water mass, however, fragmented to diameters below 250 m and
temperature and detect the passage of the molten tin in the 1.2 kg or 18.6% below 500 pm. Part of the fragments may,
water and thus the premixing process. however, have stuck .together again, based on the

agglomerated tin masses that were found as highly porous
Because of the instrumenteion pmvided in the structures in the central region of the tube. %is again may

experiments the test section does not measure any parameters suggest uniform mixing over the cross-sectional area of the
during the fuel-coolant mixing stage beyond the fuel mass tube at any axiallevel, but non-unifonn mixing axially along
entering the water pool,its temperature and time of entry; as the tube.
well as coolant temperature and mass. Thus, the void 4

fraction is not known nor the fragmented fuel diameter TEXAS ANALYSIS RESULTS
distribution of the molten tin prior to tN trigger. This is a
known deficiency in the tests (similarly in Baines tests, To provide a complete set ofinitial and boundary |
1984) and makes the analysis not possible for validation of conditions for the TEXAS simulation auxiliary calculations
any specific nxxlels. Nevertheless, these tests are most were needed. First,it was noted that the initial pour
appropriate for analysis of the vapor explosion process. The diameter would decrease from about 50 mm and the entrance

,

'

more recent KROTOS tests are now being instrumented to velocity increases from initially zero due to the melt fall
determine the average void fraction history in the weter pool through the gas space above the water pool. Based on
by level swell. simple kinemancs the entry diameter was estimated to be

about 25 mm with a terminal velocity of about 2 m/s. Also
because the pour ended at about the same time as the trigger )a

KROTOS TEST 21 RESULTS was fired it was clear not all of the fuel mass entered the 1
water. De fall time in air was about 0.25s so our estimate i

KRO1DS test 21 has been selected for analysis was that at least 0.5 kg of melt never entered the water, this
because ofits relatively unambiguous results. In this test corresponds well to the amount of observed post-test debris.
7.5 kg of tin at 1370 K was released into water at 361 K. Rese estimates also correlate well with thermocouple
Pressure pulses detected by the pressure transducers KO to excursions. For the TEXAS model the water pool was
K5, positioned at a distance of 20 cm demonstrate the nodalized into twelve Eulerian cells in the water pool and
upwards propagation of a pressure wave with a sharp eight in the gas space of the vessel, and a reflective bottom
leading edge (Figure 7). Rather similar pressure traces and boundary during mixing. He gas trigger volume at the time
levels, especially at K3 and K4, indicate the possible of the explosion was modelled during the propagation phase
establishment of a quasi-steady propagation behavior. The as an expanding high pressure gas Eulerian cell. The melt

value between K1 and K3, proximately 270 rn/s as an average
wave velocity begins at ap

entered the water pool uniformly throughout the pour,ch
was partitioned into forty Lagrangian fuel parcels whi

and stabihzes to 150 m/s between mg
K3 and K4 This behavior was also noted in the tin time. !
experiments of Baines (1984) where the propagation speed
decreased, and was attributed to a higher void fraction. The results of the mixing process are given in j
While sharp pressure peaks occur at the leading edge of the Figures 8 to 1 L One should first note (Figure 8) the 1

wave, a large pressure plateau of approximately 2.0 to 4.0 relatively quiescent pressure signature during mixing even at
MPa develops behind lasting more than 5 ms. He peak the bottom of the water chamber. Only when the first couple
pressures vary with position from 6.5 MPa at K0, fallin8 of fuel parcels enter the water pool does one note small j
then to 5 MPa and rising again to 6.2 MPa at K4. pressure spikes of 0.1 -0.2 bar. After this time the smaller

-

Transducer K0 shows the pressure development inside the pressure oscillations can be attributed to fuel parcels moving
trigger gas volume with a sharp decrease from 12 MPa to through the Eulerian cells as the vapor pmduced dampens
nearly ambient pressure, indicating the shock-like relief, and the pressure amplitudes. We doubled the numberof
after a slower expansion phase the relatively smooth Eulerian cells in the water pool and the oscillations were
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reduced in magnitude to much less than 0.1 bar while the difference to a noncondensible gas and this probably reduces
frequency increased. All other results remained the same for the peak pressure during recompression. The pressure ;

the simulation. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the development history at K1 (Figure 13b)is located about 10 cm above the ;
of the fuel-coolant mixture fuel and vapor volume fraction gas trigger and here some discrepancies are noted at early
during the pouring time. One notes that with the uniform times. He early peak pressure (68 bar) has been interpreted ;

pouring rate from the crucible the mixture developed is by Hohman et al., (1988) to be from the trigger and the
approximately uniform within the coolant pool. The only simulation does~not exactly show this. Rather it shows a
non-uniformity occun at the end of the mixing simulation slightly higher first pressure from the trigger falling more
when fuel has not yet reached the bottom of chamber and slowly to explosion values as the explosion propagates. As I

before it begins to accumulate (the axial profiles in Figures 9 noted in the mixing simulation (Figure 10) and again shown ,

'

and 10 designate x = 0 at the bottom of the water chamber). in Figure 14 the void at the bottom of the chamber at the time
Hermocouples detected the presence of melt all along the of the trigger is near 15% (Note the void of 100% at the very
channel in the test. He one discrepancy to note is that the bottom, x = 0,is in the trigger cell of the high pressure
simulation predicts fuel arrival a little sooner in time (< 0.2 steam). This is probably caused by a different vapor void
sec.) than measured by the thermocouples. This probably distribution in the actual test; e.g., the fuel is predicted to be
overestimates the local void at the bottom of the charrfoer and closer to the chamber bottom earlier in time compared to the
would reduce the initial explosion pressure signal. He actual test, where the molten tin is not detected at the
predicted vapor void fraction is relatively large (15-25%) chamber bottom. His void adds compliance to the pool at

,

because the subcooling is low (12 K) and decreases due to this point and dampens the trigger shock, slowing the initial !

liquid heating. In the simulation thejet diameter for mixing propagation, thus delaying the subsequent explosion I

begins at about 25 mm at the pool surface and by propagation upward in the channel by about 0.5 |
fragmentation decreases to below 8 mm near the pool base milliseconds. This time delay persists in all the subsequent !
(Figure 11). The increase in fuel surface area and steam pressure history plots although the pressure shape compared j
produced at the leading edge causes the vapor to accumulate to data is quite good, and the peak pressures show a
at elevations above it providing t.n increasing void up the progressive increase in strength and decrease in the rise time. '

tube. De vapor superheat temperature above saturation has Again the later explosion pressurization at about 10 msec is |
a characteristic rise at the leading edge of the fuel (~45 K) predicted by the simulation. As stated previously the validity
where the fuel-coolant local heat transfer is high and then of the K5 pressure peak has been questioned in the past
levels off uniformly to slightly above saturation (~20 K). (Burger,1989), although its timing is quite consistent with

all the other data. <

in the explosion simulation, the trigger is simulated !
by the expansion of a high pressure volume of steam (12 Figure 14 and 15 also indicate the pmpagation of the
MPa,15 cc) less than one second after the fuel enters the explosion wave through the mixture. The minimum in the
water (i.e.,1.25 sec after pouring begins). Figures 13-16 void fraction profile is seen to propagate up the channel
present the simulation results for the constant value of coincident with the peak in the vapor temperature. Both of ,

0.003. This is in the range of expected values. The these are indicative of the high pressure shock wave which |

characteristic time, t, for fragmentation (Figure 5) was compresses the steam in the fuel-coolant mixture as the local
empirically taken to be 2 milliseconds: Figuir 13 shows the vapor temperature rises due to the compression and the local 1
dynamic pressure history for Eulerian cells at locations deposition of energy fmm fuel fragmentation and quenching. |
corresponding to the pressure transducers and Figures 14 - This local energy transfer causes steam generation, further l
16 the fragmented fuel mass, and the vapor temperature and pressurization and propagation up the channel. j

volume iraction throughout the chamber at particular times Figure 16 also indicates that the predicted fragmented fuel
during the propagation. He peak pressures (Figure 13) mass that quenches in the water is about 0.2 kg; i.e., in I

from the test are well predicted for the simulation and the reasonable agreement with that calculated from the test from
predicted propagation velocity is a little slower throughout the vessel overpressure and fragmented debris. More fuel
the propagation. He average propagation velocity from data mass would be fragmented from the melt dispersal into the
was estimated to be about 165 m/s while the simulation has containment chamber and aid in the vaporizeion and
an average value of 150 m/s. In both the experiment and the atmospheric heating.
simulation the propagation velocity was seen to decrease ;
i.e., the test shows a velocity decrease from 250 m/s (K1 to A major uncertainty in the proposed thermal

,

|

K3 transducers) to 150 m/s (K3 - K5 transducers) while the fragmentation model involves the constant of
simulation shows a similar decrease,200 m/s down to 177 proportionality. A range of expected values was proposed to
m/s. The reason for the decreased velocity is that all the be less than 0.01 and the value used falls in this range,
smaller diameter fuel masses are near the chamber bottom, however, the exact value is not known and only continued
where more rapid fuel fragmentation would occur with faster sensitivity analysis and comparison to additional data will
propagation, and the void is initially larger at higher axial give us furtherinsight. To demonstrate the sensitivity of our
elevations in the tube, prediction to this value we performed a parametric

calculation where this constant was doubled in magnitude
The pressure history at KO (Figure 13b) is located in (Figure 17). These pressure histories indicate the same

the gas trigger cell and is in good agreement with the data. qualitative trends as the past calculation (Figure 13), but also
De delayed pressure rise at 9 msec, which seems to be due show the explosion to be propagating much faster (average I

to the downward propagation of the explosion wave from propagation velocity of 300 m/s) and at higher pressures |above recompressing the gas, is also in good qualitative than the data indicates (a factor of two). Nevenheless, i

agmement; although somewhat lower in magnitude. He because of the fuel-coolant mixing results the early pressure I
simulation treats the gas as steam allowing condensation in history in K1 still does not show the trigger pulse at 1 1
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millisecond; this is again due to the void caused by
accumulated fuel. Thus the mixmg conditions still determine subcooling when compared to KRO1DS-21 (40 versus 12

the qualitative trends of the analysis. K).

A second uncertainty in the mrxlel is the tacit The explosion predictions (Figure 21) show very

assumption that hydmd namic fragmentation is too slow to interesting behavior. First the trigger (80 bars) can be seen
solely account for the observed exple ion escalation, and aPmpagaung upward to the fuel-coolant mixture at a velocity

thermal model must be the importar.t contributor. Burger f about 1350 m/s; close the theorencal sound speed m

reached a similar conclusion in his analysis of vapor water. Next, the explosion is triggeied at a location between

explosion experiments considering hydrodynamic tmnsducers K3 and K4 at the leading edge of the fuel-

fragmentation boundary layer stripping (1989). We coolant nuxture. The resultant explosion sends a shock

demonstrate the basis of this assumption by simulating the wave back downward into the water below and upward

trigger and observing if the explosion can propagate due through the remainder of the fuel-coolant mixtum. The

solely to Rayleigh Taylor hydrodynamic fragmentation by resultant explosion pressures escalate from 250 to 400 bars

relative velocities. We use the fuel breakup model already with a pmpaganon speed o@ meters /sec. A majw reason
employed in TEXAS for mixing (Equ l-4, which considers fm this nm energetic event t,s that the fuel thermal energy is
Rayleigh-Taylor breakup). His volumetric breakup concept much larger. This predicoon is a, good indication of the
is recognized to be a good model for catastrophic breakup at TEXAS model capability to predict a su[y r enocal vapor

exP onon with a fuel of large thermal energy content.lhigh Weber numbers (Chu et al., 1984,1986). but neglects
the effects of boundary-layer stripping. This is known to be

CURRENT OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTEDa deficiency m the current model and further analysis with FUTURE WORKthis effect included is planned. Ilowever, the model should
be expected to qualitatively show the proper trend if the .

P]loexplosion escalates solely due,to hydrodynamic effects. As t dv st e o kn w ed e partFigure 18 indicates the explosion dies away as the trigger
propagates upward through the fuel. coolant mixture. He of overall safety efforts. The analytical work piesented in

relauve velocity generated by the tngger is not large enough this paper is specifically focused on trying to develop an

to escalate the fragmentation into a vapor,cxplosion. De explosion model than can (1) describe fuel mixing more

vapor void dampens the shock pressure sigmficantly and the mechanistically to aid in predicting fuel mixing behavior, and

fuelis n,ot significantly fragmented (a few percent). Another to (2) use these mixing models with a proposed thermal

mechamsm must be operative to initially escalate the fragmentation model to predict explosion pressure

explosive event; i.e., a thennal mechanism. propagation, and the effect that mixing conditions have on
the explosion in terms of explosion.

TEXAS ANALYSIS OF KROTOS 26
We reviewed the TEXAS model for the fuel <oolant

Recently, a new KROTOS test series has begun in mixing process and described our semi-e,mpirical model for

which molten aluminum-oxide is used as the fuel (about 1.5 fuel fragmentation dunng an explosion; 2.e., fuel breakup is

kg at 2600K). This presents an interesting challenge to the augmented by a process of film-collapse / coolant-jet-

nxxlel predictive capabilities since alumina at this mpmgement/ coolant-hquid entrapment / fuel fragmentation.

temperature has an order of magnitude larger thermal energy We chose one particular expenment, KROTOS-21, which

than tin (0.3 to 4.5 MJ/kg). His should cause the explosion was fairly charactenzed (except for mixture volume

pressures to increase dramatically. For our semi-empirical fraccons) to compare to the model simulation. He results of

model if the explosion pressure rises then the characteristic the data-model companson,were encouragmg, although the
fuel-c lant nuxmg predicuon at the bottom of the chambertime for the cyclic film-collapseffet penetration fuel

fragmentation should decrease (based on Kim's work, may have more void than actually present which caused an

1988). In this simulation we assumed the nionality untial time delay in the explosion pressure propaga, tion. He
constant remained the same as for KRO (0.003) and

Propagation velocity and the second pressunzation during
,

the characteristic fragmentation time decreased from 2 msec the explosion in the channel were wel predicted. Also there

to 0.5 msec. This decrease is inversely proportional to the is good agreement with the quenched fuel debns mass,. We |
pressure increase noted in the predictions. demonstrated our uncertamt,y of the details of this semi- ;

unptncal model by sensitivity calculations; although more
extensive sensitivity calculations are needed to indi
range of charactenstic fragment,ation times and imu,cate thene prediction for the fuel-coolant mixing phase in

al,KR(7f0S-26 (the first alumina test) is given in Figures 19
and 20 for the fuel and vapor volume fraction. In this c nditions needed forpmpagation. Also the analysis ;

simulation the fuelis at a temperature of 2600 K and the
suggests that hydrodynamic fragmentation alone cannot '

coolant at 333 K for a total mixing time of about 0.65 account for the explosion propagation data.

seconds before the gas trigger is fired. These values are
Although this one test was successfully analyzed |based on verbal information from JRC Ispra. As one can

this is not a validation of our model; it is only a first step $ i
see the fuel does not fall very far mto the water pool dunng

We activel seek other available data t.o compare to theYthis time and the asux:iated void is small (<25%). Most of
the water pool is intact below a depth of 30 cm of fuel m del. The importance of such tests is to provide a means

penetration. One reaso- for this result is panially due to the to observe the efTect of mixing on the,cxplosion energetics,
fact that not much of the ud mass has fragmented to smaller and thereby validate the dynamic mixmg models used. In
sizes in this time; i.e.,less Aat J)% of the mass with a mean addition,it is important to compare the mechanisms for

,

size of about 10 mm. Seconaiy, the water pool has a higher fragmenta, tion to see which may be dominant and why.
Different imtial conditions and explosion energenes may

2II
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ABSTRACT system, both based on transient two dimensional multiphase
description. Not only thermal detonations with sharp shock f ronts

This paper picks up a venfication line which has been as in earlier versions of the 10 propagation code IDEMO of IKE
started in an earlier pubhcation with analyses on triggered thermal (still applied in /4/) can be calculated, but also milder interactions
detonation experirnents in the KROTOS f acility. Improvements and with slower pressure development. . Further advanced code -
extensions performed meanwhile in the thermal detonation code developments on premixing and propagation have especially been
IDEMO as well as present results obtained with the improved done by Fletcher and Thyagaraja with the CHYMES premixing

- code are descnbed. New calculations on tin /H,0 experiments and code /5/ and the 1D propagation code CULDESAC /6/ as well as
-

a first calculation for experiments with an Al,O/H,0 system are by Young /7/ with the IFCI and Chu and Corradini /8/ with the
presented, The comparison of our computational results with TEXAS codes, mainly orientated at premixing and slow propa-
calculations of other authors for the tin /H O experiments shows gation (see /9/).

2

that the experimental results can in principle be reproduced by two
d:tferent approaches, both introducing however rather extreme Howevcr. although for the key phases premixing and s
assumptions From these observations it can be concluded, that escalation / propagation several rather sophisticated codes are i

. further progress in code development and verification requires available, the problem of modelling vapor explosions appears to : i

, specific checks between different codes and working out of be far from being solved On the one hand, the formulation of j

determining features such as the fragmentation process and non- exchange terms in the multiphase descriptions remains incomplete -
. equilibrium eff ects in water heating and steam production. Further, and uncertain. This concems heat transf er and drag forces as well |

the calculations and ; comparisons lead to more specific as the partitioning of transfered heat between water and steam! '

requirements for experimental checks, and also within the water. Fletcher demonstrated strong influences
of these exchange formulations even for the premixing models

1, INTRODUCTION /10/ and discussed the uncertainties in this respect for the prop- 1

agation modelling /6/.
State of Modelling. Steam explosions remain an important topic
for LWR safety consideratons, not only concoming violent events For both stages of a vapor explosion. most severe
threatening tite reactor pressure vessel -(RPV) and the uncertainties exist on the fragmentation processes. The initial ;

containment but also milder interactions between molten core coarse fragmentation of melt jets impinging into tho water pool- i

material and water affecting the course of a severe accident. This and of resulting droplets falling down in the pool under vapor film j

broadening of interest is mainly due to the increased emphasis on boiling determine the premixing behavior. Rapid fine fragmentation ,

- accident management. Therefore in this frame, tools are required either thermally-induced after vapor film collapse or due to relative i

for analyses of all relevant phenomena, ranging from milder to velocities between the droplets and the coolant within fully. !

violent interactions and encompassing all phases of the explosion - developed detonation waves form the basis of the explosive j
process i0. behaviori

- breakup of melt streams in water. . Necessity and Procedure of Stepwlse Verificatiort On the
premixing with the water under vapor film boiling, other hand, experimental verification of the models remains to be

| )|
.

. spontaneous triggenng of interactions due to local film done, Integral experiments will not be sufficient because of the '
'

breakdown and/or entrapment interactions as well as existing uncertainties in the modelling of single processes and of - j

inggering by external shocks, their complex interactions. Thus, it is necessary to perform experi- .j
- escalation and propagalion of mild interactions or strong ments which concentrate in an idealizing manner on' single

pressure waves, i e. thermat detonations, aspects and separate, specific processes. Since, nevertheless,
expansion of the pressurized mixture delivering the also separated phenomena such as fragmentation remain itself-

resulting load to structures. complex, it is necessary to vary modelling approaches for.-
searching possible explanations. Only' by exhausting such

Such modelling has to a large extent been performed and approaches, by going to their limits, eventually up to the point of
promoted by Theofanous and coworkers, e.g. /1/ - /3/. Special contradiction with experimental results and also by confrontation ']

'

- features of their code development are the integration of premixing with attemative explanations, it rnay be possible to work out the .
and propagation rnodels in the PM ALPHA & ESPROSE code real physical mechanism. Thus, verification of the modelling -
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cannot simply mean to check the difference between an experi- alone by this a further calculational approach to KROTOS seems
mental result and a certain modelling approach or even to fit the to be justified. In addition, other authors have meanwhile -
model to the experimental output Verification must instead be a performed calculations for KROTOS /11/, which gives rise to

_ stepwise procedure in different ways: comparisons and discussions.

1, Separate verihcation for single processes and aspects of The main aims pursued in this paper are
modelling under idealmng and well-defined conditions,
e g. separate analysis of different stages of vapor explo- to check the state of interpretations of tin /H,0
sions such as coarse premixing and esca- experiments in KROTOS and the remaining uncertainties,
latiorvpropagaton, separate analyses of dnft of solid parti- - to present specific venfication of the new trigger --
cles in water streams, of vapor film boiling and collapse formulation with IDEMO, -
at solid spheres, of shock wave interaction with assem- to consider the influence of this and of other extensions
blies of solid spheres, of tragmentation of single drops in IDEMO on the analysis of KROTOS,
etc. - to present a calculation for Al,O/H O experiments in ,

2

KROTOS /12/, which may introduce other aspects in the
2. Examination in steps with increasing complexity, eg discussion of the fragmentation process, due to the ;

single drops-drop assemblies, cold-hot, sohd-liquid, single stronger explosion potential.
stages. integral process

IMPROVEMENTS AND EXTENSIONS IN IDEMO
3 Stepwise working out et central mechanisms also from

more integral experiments. This must be done based on Basic descriptions of the transient, one-dimensional
some hypothetical modelling of single processes and their thermal detonation code IDEMO can e.g. be found in /13/-/15/.
interactions. Different approaches of this type must be Four flow phases, melt droplets, melt fragments, steam and water
applied, varying elements of modelling. Decision on alter- were included, however with the simplifying assumptions of
native approaches can be done by confrontation of their mechanical equilibrium between steam, water and the fragments
consequences with experimental results, espocially with as well as thermal equilibnum between steam and water. The
tendencies resulting from variation of experimental usual multiphase flow equations have been applied with all
parameters. species at a common pressure. Melt and fragments are,-

considered as incompressible. Heat transfer from the fragments i
Present Contribution The present contribution picks up a verifi- to the coolant is uniformly attributed to the coolant phase
cation line which has been started in /4/ with analyses on the composed in principle of water and steam, while the drag work is
KROTOS experiments at the JRC ispra These experiments are divided up between coolant and fragments, thus heating both. For
integrat thermal detonation experiments with melt input f rom above the heat transfer from the fragrnents only a description with
in a test tube of approximately 1 m height and triggering from parametne heat transfer coefficient has been chosen. Usually a
below by a gas trigger. Special features which yield relatively formulation for instantaneous thermal equilibration is applied
defined conditions and specific detection of phenomena are the based on the assumption of very small fragmentsm
defined gas trigger, the resulting unidirectional propagation of a ,

pressure wave from below in the rather narrow tube. indicating the More detailed descriptions have been developed for the :

pos'sibihty to restrict to 1D analysis, and the detection of sucessive drag forces between melt drops and coolant as well as for the .]
pressure pulses in the given direction of wave propagation. Due fragmentation of the melt drops. A key role has been attributed to
to the otherwise integral character mainly the third procedure had the corresponding constrtutive relations because fragmentation
however to be chosen. can be considered as determining the whole process and drag

determines the development of relative velocities between the -
Calculations with the transient 1D multiphase thermal drops and the coolant, which . produce hydrodynamic

detonation code IDEMO have been performed, not mainly for fragmentation. For the formulation of the drag law a correlation for
showing as sometimes misunderstood that IDEMO just assemblies of spheres is used, weighted with a factor which
correctly desenbes the experiments. Instead, a main aim was to contains the influence of the drop deformation with single drops
work out the uncertainties and ochcits in presently available (see e.g. /13/). The presence of fragments is considered in the
approaches. Furthermore, by variatons of uncertain premixture drag law via a mean coolant density, thus taking into account an i
conditions and especially of the fragmentation description it was increase of inertia of the fluid surrounding the drops The same is j

intended to work out different possibilities of explaining in principle done in the fragmentation model. ^|

the experimental results. This should serve as a basis for further ,

checks, possibly including more decisive approaches. Such more Detailed models have been developed for the fragmen- ;

decisive modelling was e.g demanded from the results in /4/ for tation process mainly with respect to hydrodynamic fragmentation
the triggering process, the thermal fragmentation contnbution and due to relative velocities. Especially, these are models on drop
the part of water heated up including steam production. From the deformation and resulting breakup, on breakup by . Taylor
expenments or from coarse premixing models more defined instabilities and on stripping of. crests of shear-flow produced ;

coarse mixture data were desired. waves /16/. Wave stripping showed to be by far the most rapid ;

mechanism. For saving time in the transient computations, a
For the present contribution these demands .could only simplified correlation form for hydrodynamic fragmentation has

partly be fulfilled. But. significant extensions and improvements been worked out by means of various calculations with the
have meanwhile been perforrned in IDEMO, e.g. concerning the detailed fragmentation description integrated in the steady state ]

numerics, especially introduction of shock capturing, of variable version /13/.
cross sections, several types of boundary conditions and spesfi-
cally for KROTOS the improved modelling of the gas trigger Thus.

|
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Sorne deficits in the state of IDEMO concerning the ...

anafysis of KROTOS expenments have been mentioned in /4!. :

The state of revison and extension may be roughly characterized I

kh :/ !

In the earlier versions of IDEMO a shock fitting techniqun g k g8

was apphed A sharp shock front was assumed as leading edge r- a
of a detonaton wave and was treated as a boundary for the flow [[ h=$ k

yjfield inside the wave. An iterative procedure was necessary to y m _.

solve -the Hugoniot equations in order to couple the flow field {' ]"

inside the detonation wave to the coarse mixture ahead of the
-

shock front. In contrast to his formulation the applicaton of a ,b
' Transducer P3

'

/Ashock captunng technique in the numerical solution procedure is ] Ian important feature of most of the more recently published Cr x
i Waterpremixing and detonation models (e g. /1/ - /3/ and !5/ - /9/). It

allows in principle not only the calculation of thermal detonatons Transducer P2esbut also of milder interac ans which propagate more slowly $ r g ~~ ^. ----------

,
through the mixture, thus not fulf:!hng the requirements of quasi- |

" ~
i_., T_ronsge_er Mcoherent events. Furthermore, the possible buildup of sharp shock e

-. _ , l 0 115fronts can in principle be calculated by this type of modelling Also
the modelling of interactions between a detonaton wave and b 'p1

6 2
" f9Q }several types of boundary cond:tions as well as the extension to m

mu tiple d!mensons can be carned out in a more straightforward ? ]
~

| Dcphraam
E m ks W@4

'

. i i ,

M
in view of the large spatial gradients that can appear in

' '
1 Ji.

4 Vg 4 y T_rg.ngpgeRQj s,

dthe modelhng of thermal detonatons, it is clear that for this task
a very robust and elaborate numenca! scherne is required Thus- '[ ' Pneumchtsi
starting from the early numencs in IDEMO based on the Pressure Chamber h -

"

V=15cm!pf .5MPa F "'hTMacCormach's rnethod. a Total Vanation Diminishing (TVD) 13
' i *

scheme has been implemented. using a modified version of the
method desenbed in /17A The basic feature in TVD methods is to
aopend to the difference scheme a non-linear term which applies Figure 1. Sketch of KROTOS gas tngger together with the test
precisely the correct amount of artshc;al viscosity needed at each section used in the tog' ger tests /18/.
mesh point to prevent oveishoots and undershoots. The
advantage of this description over usual artificial viscosity methods
is due to the automatic choice of adihcial viscosity. Further details A rough modelkng of nonhomogeneous heating of coolant

of the chosen numencal descnption will be given in a paper to be has already been implemented earher /14/ dividing the liquid part i

published later on up into volumes, one heated and the other remaining unaffected |
from heat transfer. The two volumes remain in mechanical j

A key demand with fespect to KROTOS was to model equihbrium and especially have the same pressure. Steam '

more adequately the gas trigger apphed in the experiments. In production is presently only modeled under thermal (as well as
detail, the inggenng davice is shown in Fig 1 together with a test mechanical) equibbrium conditions in the present calculations on ]
section which was apphed in /10/ to characterize tnggers. The gas KROTOS no consideration on nonhomogeneous heating of water

chamber has a volume of 15 cm' and can be loaded to a desired has been done. Furthermore, for heat transfer f rom the fragmenis

pressure which after pressuntation is blocked with a tightening the formulation with instantaneous thermal equilibration has been

screw. After a certain delay time, a piston is accelerated by a applied.
pneumatic drive destroying instantly a 0.1 mm thick steet
membrane separating the pressunzed gas and the water column. Ill. STATE OF ANALYSIS ON KROTOS EXPERIMENT
tnus dehvering the pressure pulse

Since the experiment KROTOS 21 (see /4/ for a
For modelhng this pulse due to the expansen of the gas, descripton of the experimental device and main results) appears

'he Das volume is treated as a separate region coupled to the to be the most interesting one in the series of tin / water experi-
mixture region vta boundary conditions at the moving gas / mixture ments, all our analyses up to now are concemed with it. Main
interf ace. These are especially equal pressures and velocities on conclusions of the analyses in /4/ have been, that
both sides of the intedace. For the gas region adiabatic behavior
and instantaneous pressure equihbratton,i e. an unique pressure. - hydrodynamic fragmentation based on realistic models,
is assumed Numencally, an iterative procedure is necessary to fit especially the wave stopping model /15/, /16/, is not suffi-
the boundary conditions and to determine the boundary behavior. cient to explain the experimental results, at least without

Furthermore, for getting an adequate trigger descripton, it turned additional assumptons such as strongly nonuniform mix-

out to be necessary to take :nto account the changing cross. tures (axially as well as tadia!!y) nonhomogeneous water
section in the conical part of the tnggering device as given in Fig heating and strong influences from the triggering process,
1. Therefore, in the basic multiphase equations in IDEMO variable
cross-sectional areas had to be included. only by assuming an additional thermally motivated

|

|
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I

f ragmentation contribution a rough approach to the experi- the outer part, which is certainly the case already for small
mentat pressure pulses could be reached, yielding rapidly amounts of steam existing en the inner part. ;

a steady wave propagabon comparable with the ex.
!

perimentally obtained pressure level, however with much Thus, this means that 1D approximations should be '

too long waves, not fitting wave propagation and a too sufficient under the present conditions, also with assuming a ;small final pressure level, concentration of the mixture in the middle of the tube, improve- |

ments conceming coupling of the pressures can also be done in ;- the choice of a stronger trigger which supports the wave this approach by roughly taking into account the sideways
propagation f rom behind relaxes somewhat the necessity expansion. Of course a real 2D descnption contains more
of an additional fragmentation contribution and together possibilities of description. ~tt appears however questionable '
with axiatly varying mixture data yields a better whether only two radial nodes can be taken as a real 2D
explanation of the experimental results, approach, actually calculating radial flow and pressure dynamics.

.

a large discrepancy remains between the theoretically and Thus, the main differences of the analyses and inter-
-

experimentally obtained f ne fragments of 70% vs. 20%, pretations in /4/ and /11/concem the actual coarse mixture config-
in sp!te of the strong uncertainties in experimental uration, the role of fragmentation, especially of hydrodynamic ,

detection. fragmentation, and the influence of nonhomogenous water heating =
with steam production. - The quality of agreement of the

For the calculatons with IDEMO in /4/ heat transfer has calculations with the experimental results however appears to be
been attributed to the whole water content in the mixture. However comparab!e and therefore gives no support for one of the different
some increased melt content has been assumed with the argu- interpretatens. This can be seen from the comparison in Fig. 2i
ment of concentration of melt in the mKidle of the tube. A strongly
increased melt content in the middle has been assurned by Yuen, IV, AN ALYSIS WITH THE IMPROVED DETON ATION CODE
Chen and Theofanous /11/ (mass ratios of about 8 to 12 of melt IDEMO
to coolant). This has especially been done for simulating
nonuniform heating of the water, which has also been considered However, an uncertainty was noted in /4/ conceming the
as important for the analysis of KROTOS-21 in /4/. In addition to modelling of the trigger. In the final result of /4/, shown also in Fig.
heat transfer only to the water in the mixture region, direct steam 2, a formulation based on a prescribed heat input into an initial..
production under nonequilibrium conditions has been assumed in volume was chosen which yielded an approximation to the *

/11/. Such additional assumptions were necessary also with the experimental signal at K1, The resulting wave propagation was
hydrodynamic fragmentation description of the authors in /11/ to considered to be significantly influenced by the trigger - as an
obtain a roughly sustained wave propagation. Only by dropping overdriven case. This may also be true for the calcutation from
direct vaporizaten the propagation fizzles out according to /11/. /11/ in Fig. 2.

Thus, the results and conclusions in both analyses appear For getting a more definite result, starting with the
. to be essentially consistent in that only such special assumptions simulation of the trigger itself as in /11/, the formulation for the gas

,

as proposed in /4/ may allow hydrodynamic fragmentation as trigger developed meanwhile and described above has been
explanation for the experimental results. Using two radial nodes applied in a new calculation. Before, this formulation has been
in /11/ gives an additional feature, however seems to make no checked against expenmental results from tests in which the
essential point for the interpretation. Actually, as can be seen from KROTOS gas trigger was applied to a column of pure water in the
the comparison of the pressure developments in the inner and test section sketched in Fig.1. Results from calculations with
outer radial nodes g ven in /11/, the pressure reduction is not very IDEMO are shown in Fig. 3, with the distance taken from thei

strong, considering the rather small and also somewhat erratic diaphragm. Pressure wave propagation, development .and
peaks from the inner nodes These peaits seem to be caused by reflection at the upper water level can be seen. A comparison with !
the rapid steaming events assumed in the analysis. The main the experimental results is shown in Fig. 4 together with results .j' bodies of the pressure curves of the inner nodes are however

from a calculation with the EURDYN (2D Finite Element) code i
rather similar to those from the outer nodes. This indicates a performed at JRC ispra /18/.
rather strong coupling which is underlined by the simultaneous j

wave propagation. The question remains wether the coupling to A rather good agreem9nt is firstly obtained for the
the water in the outer node yleids an effective pressure decrease pressure development in the trigger gas. The experimental'
:n the inner node with the mixture, due to the compressibihty of pressure signafs at the subsequent pressure transducers in the
the water volume. water can be interpreted in view of Figs; 3 and 4 as follows.

For a further comment on this, the statement in /11/ may After the destruction of -the membrane the trigger
be considered that calculatons with 1D models even in apparently produces a compression wave running upwards, lead:ng to a fast 1

10-geometries force to mix the debris with too much water or by increase of pressure. The peak pressure' detected- at the : )
using less water content in the mixture lead to distortion transducers is lower than the loading pressure of 13.5 MPa in the . j
Deduction) in the actual compressibility of the system. This is of gas trigger, caused by distortion of the pressure wave in the '

course true, in pnnciple. However, atso in a 1-D model part of the conical part of the test section and the expansion of the trigget,
water volume can be taken as unaffected from heat transfer, gas. This leads also to a first slower and somewhat f! actuating
considering it as an additional flow phase. Assuming the same decrease of pressure, especially visible at transducer P1 next to
pressure in these water parts, ie. instantaneous pressure the trigger. The initial pressure wave is reflected at the upper
equiltbration, would mean to overestimate the pressure reduction water level as a rarefaction wave running downward and
in the heated water part. But, this reduction remains nevertheless extinguishing rapidly the increased pressure, leaving behind a
small if the compresribihty in the inner part is much higher than in region below saturation pressure and thus with steam production.
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Figure 3. Calculated time development of the pressure versus distance from the diaphragm for tests with the KROTOS
gas trigger applied to a column of pure water

Due to the different distances of the subsequent exist in the EURDYN calculations. The time delay between this
transducers from the two surfaces, the resulting first pressure pulse and the experimental one may be explained by uncertainties
peaks become narrower from transducers P1 to P3. Reflection of in the modelling of steam production and collapse due to the inter-
the raref action wave at the (upwards moving) lower gas boundary action with the travelling waves. Nonequilibrium effects may also
leads again to a compression wave directed upwards running into play a role in this respect, whereas the present steam model only
the region with steam, thus becoming slower and weaker due to considers equilibrium states While IDEMO does not reproduce the
the increased compressibihty and collapsing steam, which sharp pressure peaks following the first pulse which are given
produces some pressure fluctuations. better f rom EURDYN, the result for the impulse from IDEMO ls in

still better agreement with the expenment.
Meanwhile, a small compression wave has been started

from the upper region of the water column caused by the gradient With the present gas ingger formulation, justified by the
between the pressure in the cover gas and the previously above companson, a new calculation for KROTOS-21 has been
established sub pressure in the column It collapses the steam in performed. The volume fractions of the flow phases in the
the upper region and colbdes with the upwards running premixture have been chosen as included in Fig. 5 which shows
compression wave yielding the significant and relatively strong the calculated time development of the pressure wave. As
pressure peak after somewhat less than 3 ms. This is mainly due compared to the earliar IDEMO calculation an even more rapid
to the decrease in compressibikty produced by the compression thermat fragmentatica has been assumed here, yielding the
wave from above. The resulting pressure increase propagates shorter pressure pe6Ks, more similar to the experiment. The time
upwards as well as downwards. The strong decrease in time of development of fragmentation is shown in Fig. 6 for different
this peak is.again caused by the reflection of these waves as locations. It contairu the hydrodynamic fragmentation according
raref action waves after reaching the water levels. to the correlation taaed on wave stripping /13/ as well as the

thermal fragmenta iori contribution assumed additionally. For
This dynamic behavior is well reproduced and thus further information h t time development of the local distributions

explained by the present calculation as can be seen in detailin of important quantitiu are given in Figs. 7-10.
Fig 3 and for companson with the measured pressure
csvelopment in Fig. 4. In some aspects the results from IDEMO Furthermore, the shock tapture formulation described
appear even to be in better agreement with experimental data above has been apphed. however still assuming steam to be
than those from the EURDYN calculation, also included in Fig. 4. instantaneously in thermal equilibrium with the water. The
Especially, this concerns the shape of the first pressure pulse and representation as pressure traces at the transducer locations in
the occurence of the second relatively wide pulse which does not Fig.11 shows some improvements in comparison with the
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experineental data against the. earlier IDEMO' results. This 1.0,

concems especially the shorter leading pressure peaks
0.9reproducing better the shape of the expenmentally detected 7.

,#
. pressure traces and the arrival times of the shock wave at the

0.8
locations of the subsequent pressure transducers, while for the
final pressure level relatively low values have been obtained. [0.7 '[a

,

Cf
% '

-
Altogether, the discrepancies between the different E

,

0.6 p'

| . calculations and the expenment remain within a common range of *O*5 '0uncertainties Thus. the above statement is underlined. Taking into E /t

-
account the uncertainties in the experimental data, especially on U / e'0,y y
the coarse premixture, the main problem appears not to lie in the p [ ,'

' remaining discrepancies but in the fact, that comparable results g 0.3 7, .e
have been obtained using different approaches. On one hand, a a j-.' ,>- ,

strong concentration of melt in a center region of the test tube had O.2 me wppag
,

to be assumed together with a presenbed fraction of the debris '
0.1 -f t\/energy given directry to vapor production in order to interpret the -. - ne

,-
experimentai results on the basis of a hydrodynamic fragmentation 0.0 ' ' ' '

law. On the other hand. with less strong assumptions on the O.0 0.5 1.O t.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3. 5 4.O
premixture. an additionally assumed strong thermal fragmentation Time / ms
contribution had to be considered. Both calculations necessarily
include assumptions on the axial variation of the premixture.
Nevertheless, the calculatons appear to support the interpretation Figure 12. Comparison of results calculated with the IKE wave

of a significant trigger contribution in sustaining the wave (see /4/)
stripping model and the IDEMO correlation with the ESPROSE

since even with the extreme assumptions on the premixture or the correlation for the mercury / water system of /4/.

fragmentation process no escalation is obtained

descriptions for the mercury drop case given in Fig. 2 of /11/. In
V. DlSCUSSION ON THE FR AGM E NTATION Fig.1 of /11/ data points from single drop experiments are given

FORMULA flON which give support to the linear correlation line from /11/. The IKE
desenption yields significantly stronger fragmentation in an initial

Further decision on the correct interpretation of KROTOS. phase, slowing down with decrease in drop size. The amount of
21 can be reached by considering in more detail the fragmentation fragmented mass after this is however roughly comparable,
process, especially by introducing validated models in the Further data and comparisons appear to be necessary for getting
detonation codes. Concerning hydrodynamic fragmentation a firm basis. The much stronger fragmentation assumed for
processes a considerable arnount of work has already been done explanation of the KROTOS 21 experiments in IDEMO is shown
in this direction in the frame of IDEMO development. Different in Fig.13 (hydrodyn. + therm.). The comparison with the
hydrodynamic fragmentation models based on wave stripping due correlaton for pure hydrodynamic fragmentaton in the t;me range
to shear flow instabilities (" wave stripping rnodel"), on breakup by < 1 ms relevant to the detonation calculation (see Fig. 6)
Taylor instabilities and on deformation breakup have been underlines the dominant contribution attributed to thermal
developed and integrated in IDEMO or in the corresponding fragmentation which had to be assumed. Again the hydrodynamic
steady state version Comparison with various experimental fragmentation correlation from /11/ gives a significantly weaker
resutts and between tne models are considered to support the hydrodynamic fragmentation (with even stronger differences than
wave stripping mechanism and model (see e g. /15/, /16/, /19/. for the mercury water system).
/21/). From calculations with this model a correlation has been
developed based on the typical features of the stripping process, According to /11/, experiments with tin drops of 1273 K in )1.e. proportionality of the instantaneous stripping rate to the 6.8 MPa shock waves yield a thermally driven fragmentation which ;

surface of the drop and the relative velocity. Constants for differ- is essentially complete by 1.5 ms. Dominance of therrnal
ent premixing conditions have been fixed due to comparisons fragmentation under these conditions can be concluded from the I
between the application of this correlation and of the fragmenta- much less fragmentation for a tin temperature of 633 K obtained
tion modet The simplified correlation approach described in /13/, with the same shock pressure /11/. This result could be taken as
/15/ has been used in the present IDEMO calculation. support for the assumed strong thermal fragmentation contribution

in the IDEMO calculations (see Fig.13), However, the results in
A more detailed discussion on the fragmentation /11/ appear not to be definitive. Especia!!y informations on the !'

desenptons rrx1st be done separately in future. Here, it seems to grade of fragmentaton within a certain time scale are needed. I
be sufficient for a first step to roughty compare the correlations for Further, the fragmenation assumed in the IDEMO calculations is !
hydrodynamic fragmentation applied in /4/ and /11/. The still significantly stronger according to Fig.13, yielding already .I
correlation used in /11/ corresponds in principle to that used in the 60% of fragmented mass after 0.5 ms. I
(DEMO calculations, with the only difference that the correlation 'I
in /11/ contains the dimensionless fragmentation time expressed Thus the conclusion ramains that hydrodynamic fragmen- |
by an instantaneous dependence on the Bond number (according tation alone without additional strong assumptions, either on the i
to the idea of the Tayfor instabilities mechanism) while this expres- coarse mixture and the steam production in /11/ or on the I
skin corresponds to a constant in the IDEMO correlation additional contribution of thermal fragmentation here and in /4/, j

(expressing the idea of stripping process). cannot explain the experimental results obtained in KROTOS-21
with very similar conditons (shock pressure level of -6 MPa, melt 3 j

Ft.12 shows a cornparison between apphcations of these temperature of 1348 K) as in the single drop experiments of /11/. '
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- Table 1. Mixture data used in the calculation for test KROTOS 28.1.O nr --

, i ri

- 0.9 correlation /11/ -- -

bydrodyn. fragm.---*

-''0.8 - - --- bydrodyn- + ther rn- e;-- f y 9
o n

[0.7 -- - # ----~ ~~

N
,

Coolant HO2"'

[0.6 -
4. , - -- -- - - - Pressure 0.1 MPa

/

40.5 r- ~-' - -- Melt temperature 2673 K
*.

O

d i
0. ij y - Coolant temperature 373 K

0,3 7
- - - .

Melt volume fraction o1:

0.2 --; ~ - - --- # * #"

0.1 / --'''';.; --
I ...-,

0.0 1
0.0 =0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 P.5 3.0 3.5 14 . 0

Time / ms sideways tube walls hold, which was not the case in the
KROTOS-28 experiment. For considenng sideways expansion due
to wall breaks a two dimensional model is required, at least. The

Figure 13. Fragmentaton behavior of single tin drops in a E8 present calculation with 'ction of a rarefaction- wave
MPa shock wave from IDEMO and ESPROSE correlations. demonstrates the improved abilitms of the code after dropping the

sharp shock front assumption and the shock fitting method and
Conceming the final grade of fine fragmentation, the implementation of the shock captunng method- 1

present calculation as well as 1 hose in /41 yield much too high,

grades of -70 % of fragmented mass as compared to ~20 % in in spite _of the restrictons mentioned above, the
the experiment. On the other hand, from the calculation in /11/ calculations reproduce essential features of the experimental .
only - 5 % result. In spite of the strong uncertainties in the results. In add, tion to the strong pressure increase up to pressures
expenmental evaluaton of fragmented mass, this may indicate in of more than 40 MPa. propagation velocities of up to > 600 m/s
addition to the above results that an interpretaton of the experi- have been obtained from the calculations as well as from the

.ments between the extremes may be more adequate. experiment While in the expe ' int practically all the melt was
fragmented to an extremel" 3 grade, the calculated mass

VI. CALCULATION ON AN AL,0,/ WATER EXPERIMENTIN fraction of tine fragments is however only ~50 %. Thus,in refined . .i

KROTOS calculations !t may be checked whether even premixtures with .
,

assumed smaller melt fractions are sufficient for explaining the
Some more insight may be gained from experiments with oxperimental results. The present result indicates finally that the -

Al,0 melt performed in KROTOS /12/. Due to the much higher present formulation of hydrodynamic fragmentation roughly
3

melt temperature (2670 K) and melt enthalpy stronger resulting _ explains the experimental results with Al O without extremeg 3

pressure waves and as stated in /4/ domrnance of hydrodynamic assumptions on the premixture, whereas simulations of the tin
fragmentation could be expected Thus, the first point of interest experiments need such additional assumptions if based only on
was whether strong pressure escalations as observed in hydrodynamic fragmentation.
KROTOS-28 /12/ are obtained from calculations without extreme

! assumptons on the premixture from the present correlation of Vll. CONCLUSIONS
! hydrodynamic fragmentaton alone.

The calculations performed up to now on the KROTOS
Indeed, the calculated pressure waves in Fig.14 and the experiments with thermal detonation codes show that the experi-

, corresporxhng signals at the locations of the pressure transducers mental results from the tin / water experiment of KROTOS-21 can

! in Fig.15 show a strong escalaton. The premixture data used in in principle be reproduced with two extreme approaches. On one

l: the calculation are given in Table 1. hand, a strong radial concentration of melt may be assumed in the

( center region of the tube as atready proposed in /4/. With this '
.While a smaller value of the melt volume fraction of - 0.05 approach performed in /11/ together with assumptions on direct

results from considering mixing of 1.51sg of melt with all the water steam production due to a part of transfered heat, hydrodynamic
in the tube, higher tractons in the premixture are expected due to fragmentation becomes sufhcient for explanation. On the other
axial or radial coricentrations, in the present calculation with a hand. With less extreme assumptions on the premixture and
melt volume fraction of 0.1 no axial variation has been assumed. without taking into account nonhomogeneous heating of the water,
More detailed considerations and calculations will be done in a strong additional contribution of a thermal fragmentation had to

L future. Here, also an approximate trigger formulation 'tias been be assumed in the present calculations and in those of /4/. .

' used for a first calcula!co, not the extended one described above. !

Thus, finally the question of interpretation of the experi- J

In Fig 14. effects of a rarefaction wave from reflection at ments and of code venfication leads to the questions of actual
the upper water level can also be seen in the upper tube region. coarse mixture conditions, of nonhomogeneous heating and '
This corresponds to the beginning of an upwards expansion nonequilibrium vapor production as well as to the appropriate
behavior of the mixture column under the assumption that the modelling of fragmentaton. An approach between the extremes

may be finalty more adequate. Conceming fragmentation the
|
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TIIE PREDICTION OF 2D TIIERMAL DETONATIONS
AND RESULTING DAMAGE POTENTIAL
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Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering
University of Califomia, Santa Barbara, CA 93106

Tel. (805) 893-4900 - Fax (805) 893-4927

ABSTRACT he basic concept of thermal detonation was put forth
about twenty years ago (Board and IIall,1974), and it has I'He main purpose of th,is paper is to introduce, a new remained unchanged in its basis since. In it, the basic feed-

concept for the processes responsible for the escalation and back that sustains the detonation wave is derived from rapid
propagation of steam explosior5. The concept recognizes fragmentation of coarsely pmmixed " fuel" behind the pres-
that initially only a small of,antity of coolant around each sure wave of the explosion in the manner illustrated in
coarsely premixed melt snass " sees' the fragmentmg de- Figure 1. As illustrated, the fragments are taken to mix
bns, comm, g off it, hence it is called the concept of "mi- homogeneously with the coolant. Subsequent work intro-
cromteractions. We also derive the analytical basis for it, duced a more detailed two-fluid formulation (Sharon and
define the nature of the requisite constitutive laws and re- Bankoff,1981), several fragmentation regimes (Burger et

Ilated experimental data, and demonstrate that this concept al.,1984; Patel and neofanous,1981; Yuen et al.,1993;
is essential for the prediction of steam explosion energet- Kim and Corradini 1988), transient escalation from an ini-
ics in large-scale premixtures m 2D geometnes. We also tial trigger in a one-dimensional geometry (Burger et al.,
provide the first numericalillustrations of this concept,im- 1993; Abolfadi and Theofanous,1987; Fletcher and nya-

[ plemented in the computer code ESPROSE.m. Further, garaja,1989; and Chu and Corradini,1989) and also in a
,

~ we provide the first numerical results of steam explosions in two-dimensional geometry (Medhekar et al.,1989), but the
large water pools, t.e., ex-vessel explosions. Rese results concept of homogeneous mixing of the fragmented debris

,

reveal two important mechanisms for explosion " venting,, with the coolant was retained throughout.
and thus for reducmg the dynam,c loads on adjacent struc-i

tures. We conclude that, taken together, the "microinter-
~ '

actions" and " venting" make realistic pmdictions of steam , g, g#
explosion loads fea;ible and within reach in the near future. 9

t- g g% , . W,

,

O $ - / 1.INTRODUCTION . .

Now that the computation of realistic premixtum con-
ditions seems to be well within reach (Angelini et al.,1992;
Denham et al.,1992), the possibilicy of predicting the det-
onation event itself, for use in safety analyses, cannot be
overstated Particular (and important) aspects of such pre-
dictions include: susceptibility of a given premixture to
triggering, rate of escalation, peak pressures developed, and
impulse delivered to the boundaries. These are new aspects Figure 1. Schematic of current modeling of thermal

of current interest, especially to advanced reactor designs detonation following the original Board and llall concept.

(i.e., the passive ALWRs) in which one is concerned about
. direct explosion loading of the lower head, pedestal walls, - Direct experimental evidence that this concept is incor-

K and immediately adjacent containment pressure boundaries. rect has recently been made available (Yuen et al.,1992).,

In addition, this more in-depth understanding of the deto- In this study, the basic fragmentation / mixing morphology

natiori process can be expected to further buttress previous of exploding drops in a simulated detonation-wave environ-

energetics assessments focused on in-vessel missile gener. ment was studied by quantitative X-ray radiography. This

ation (the alpha mode containment failure) and carried out study revealed strong thermal effects on fragmentation and

mainly by global energetics arguments (i.e., based on the a mixing pattern that begins in the immediate vicinity of

quantities of fuel participating in an " explosive premixure" the drop and spreads, gradually involving more and more
as in Medhekar et al.,1991 Turland et al.,1993 and Re- coolant and debris. Illustrative examples of these data are

ofanous and Yuen,1993). given here in Figure 2. He so-emerging concept of "mi-
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! Figure 2. Example of fragmentation / mixing morphology of an exploding tin drop j
(1000 and 670 *C for the top and bottom rows, respectively) in a simulated ~;

'explosion environment (200 bar), in the SIGMA facility (Yuen et al.,1992).a

i

crointeractions" is schematically depicted in Figure 3. Hav. To further clarify the concept, we should point out'

ing introduced this concept the main purpose of this paper is that consideration of the microinteraction zone introduces
to show how it can be implemented in a mult: field formula- non-equilibrium within the liquid (coolant) phase as a key
tion, including consideration of the constitutive laws needed aspect in the feedback process that allows a local (trigger)-

to characterize the microinteraction zone, and to provide the event to escalate to an explosion. Also, it is important to
first illustrative numerical results. The code reflecting this note that the coolant outside the microinteraction zone, and-

new concept is called ESPROSE.m. where "m" stands for hence not thermally participating, is fully involved in the
mieminteractions. hydrodynamics, i.e., compression waves and associated ve-

locity fields. It should now be clear that within the old
computational frame " producing" an explosion would re-kN !e N quire artificially large amounts of fragmentation and even9 g ( h

..

# #
# I so, the time-signature of the realistic pressure pulse could

* 8
, g. ggp not be reproduced. Furthermore, it should be clear that

- this pmblem cannot be fixed (even in ID calculations) by
,

|

increasing, artificially, the fuel volume fraction. |,

|
The above comments also imply a clear distinction be- |

! tween the microinteractions approach and other approaches
,

; l accounting for non-equilibrium phase change (condensa-
tion) in the coolant. For example, in the approach employed

'

,

Figure 3. Schematic of the concept of "microinteractions" in TEXAS (Chu and CorTadini,1989) or ESPROSE.a. the
in a propagating large-scale explosion. energy of the fragmenting debris or a specified fraction of'

;
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st, respectively, is taken to produce vapor, which is then one directly through the explosion zone and the other by i

allowed to condense at rates controlled by a heat trans. " reflections" off the free pool surface as the pressure waves i
fer coefficient.. This involves thermally the whole coolant of the explosion " radiate" through the water pool toward '

mass with the fragmenting debris which is not what hap- the pool boundaries. Another purpose of this paper is to j
pens in reality. In particular, anificially low heat transfer quantitatively illustrate these " venting" effects.

|
,

coefficients must be utilized in order to reflect the limited >

thermal participation of the surrounding water implied in
the microinteractions concept. Moreover, the appropriate
amount of non-equilibrium is not known appriori and can. s 6 (a) (b)
not (neither has it been attempted) be captured by means of

w$r ' pQ "
. - . -

" tuning" a heat transfer coefficient,
f ~m

De two-dimensional feature of the ESPROSE code "
-A

has been utilized in a first attempt at reflecting very roughly k '^~^'~^j& -' -the limited coolant participation with the fragmenting debris '~ ^ ~~ ~^~~~^^^^^~^

in a precursor to this present effort (Yuen et al.,1992). Al-
though a step in the right direction, this approach * is also Figure 5. Illustration of the two " venting" mechanisms in
open to criticism because it effectively fixes the quantity ex-vessel explosions.
of water participating and hence, again it cannot reproduce
the correct signature of an explosion. More importantly, .The timing of the developments described above in

. this " remedy". is only possible in ID geometries, i.e., the relation to this meeting allowed only the separate demon-
radial nodes are used to allow the required degree of con- stration of the "microinteractions" and of " venting." he
tact between the melt and liquid coolant, as illustrated in "microinteractions" conccpt was demonstrated in a 1D
Figure 4. KROTUS-like geometry using ESPROSE.m, and the " vent-

ing" was illustrated in a 2D ex-vessel interaction geometry
using ESPROSE.a. In the near future these two aspects are

......*.._.... to be combined into a 2D ESPROSE.m capability which,...,.- { .h.. hfh..t) h. [ . . .f together with the PM-ALPIIA code (for premixing), will8
... ...

allow the first meaningful predictions of steam explosion
loads in reactor geometries.

TIIE FIELD FORMULATION OF Tile MICROINTER-
ACTION ZONE CONCEIrr

ne original ESPROSE code (Medhekar et al.,1989)
was based on a 3-fluid (3-field) formulation, the three fluids
being " fuel particles," " steam" and a " water-debris" mix-
ture. The field equations and constitutive laws were the .Figure 4. Illustration of the h. . d fuel-coolant contactnute '

same as those of PM ALPilA (Amarasooriya et al.,1991;
afforded by ESPROSE.a. That is, using a 2D computational
rnesh for a quasi-lD geometry. Angelini et al.,1992) supplemented by a debris continuity

i

In fact, non-one-dimensional behavior is crucial in the + v . phur = Fr (1)
consideration oflarge scale explosions, not only because re- g, {p
alistic large scale premixtures are strongly non-one-dimen- -.I + p . p'f uf = -Fr (2) I
sional (Angelini et al.,1993), but also because in reactor Ot a

geometries the premixture zone is surrounded by significant and a constitutive law for the fragmentation rate:
quantities of water which provides the coupling medium be- 6B dMftween the explosion zone and the surrounding structures. A Fr = y 7 (3)
realistic consideration of the dynamic loads on these struc- 1 |
twes requires the dynamic coupling of this medium to the where

rf2|gg,_gyI|(####)t/2 (4) ^i

,

explosion zone, as schematically illustrated for the case of dM f
an ex-vessel explosion in Figure 5. His schematic makes ~Zi' = Of*
evident two intuitively expected mechanisms of" venting";

g g .. fragmentation time" and the instantaneous and |
Bond numbers are defined by i

* Dis formulation also included an augmentation of the
fragmentation rate to roughly reflect thermally-driven frag-

f[ = 13.7 Ilo'"U and Bog = 8 ## | u - uf j' b
. i

|mentation (Yuen et al.,1992), and the assignment of a frac- r
cr 2

tion of the thermal energy of the fragmenting debris to di- (5)
rect vapor production, as mentioned above. The ESPROSE This instantaneous Bond number formulation was shown to

- code version reflecting these features is referred to as ES- be consistent with experimental data (from the SIGMA fa-
PROSE.a. cility) where fragmentation is dominated by hydrodynamic
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instabilities (Yuen et al.,1992). These comparisons also simulations already at pressures of 100 to 200 oar, while
demonstrated that the numerical scheme captures well the the real interest in steam explosion energetics is for much
shock features (steepness, speed) of the hydrodynamics. higher pressures.
This aspect of the treatment presently includes an "artifi- On the other hand, in the mictointeraction zone the de-
cial viscosity" in the manner discussed by von Neumann bris, some liquid in the vicinity entrained with it, and anyand Richtmyer (1950).

vapor produced would be in such intimate contact that to a
In the augmented version of this model (ESPROSE.a), first approximation, they can be treated as an homogeneous

we introduced an enhancement of the fragmentation rate mixture in th rmodynamic equilibrium, in this approxima-
[Eq. (3)] by a factor ff to reflect the experimentally ob- tion, then, the microinteraction zone is treated as a field.
served contribution of thermal fragmentation (Yuen et al., his field grows with time as it receives debris, from the
1992), and modified the phase change model to allow some fragmenting fuel drops (the " fuel" field), and liquid coolant
fraction, f,, of the f agmenting debris energy to go directly from the "m-external field." Thus we arrive at a three-
to vapor production. His formulation, field formulation, the three fields (or " fluids") being " fuel

particles," the "m<xternal field" and the "microinteraction
1 zone." The equations are given in the appendix. A fur-

J = h - N { R,(T, - T,) + R,(Ti - T,) ther elaboration could be made by separating further the
#

microinteraction zone into two (debris-water and steam) or+f,F,(I - In(Te))} (0) even three (debris, water, and steam) fields, which wouldf

also allow for departures from " local" equilibrium. The nu-
when a < 0.7 merical implementation of the resulting 4- or 5-field model

. is quite feasible; however, the potential advantages of such
Q/t = Uf(hr + h )nt}Qif(T - T,) an elaboration and therefore its need are best assessed aftere f

+ F,(1 - f,)I + f,F,Iu(Tt) (7) gaining some funher experience with the 3-field microin-f
teractions model, especially in regards to the constitutive.

and when a > 0.7 treatment of the microinteraction zone,in relation to exper-
~

iments run specifically for this purpose, as described next.
p == min (ne (|, yf rf})<rErE,(T) - T/) Along with the field equations given in the appendix,r

+ (1 - f,)Pr {(1 - a)l + ol (Tr)} + f,F,I (Tc)(8) we specify the constitutive laws for mass transfer, at all two-
f f f

field intifaces. We distinguish between the case of fully-
collapsed void immediately behind the propagating front

N/e = U/Df 4 ,(T - T,) and that in which a significant void remains. The former i
f/ f '

case is the most significant in terms of its positive feedback
+ nFr(1 - f,,)(I - I (Tr)) (9) to the explosion, it typically arises in premixtures consid-f f

cred explosive (a < 30 0140%), and it is the only case in-
enhances the degree of interfacial non-equilibrium, but va- vestigated so far at the fundamental level (i.e., the SIGMA
por is still allowed to condense, through a heat transfer experiments described by Yuen et al.,1992). The latter case
coefficient [as seen in Eq. (6)], which thermally couples it is basically dissipative (i.e., Medhekar et al,1991; Fletcher,
to all the water in a computation cell. In other words, this 1993) as its high compressibility tends to attenuate pres-
formulation forces condensation for as long as there is any sure waves and the low densities are ineffective to produce I

subcooling in the water, in the cell, taken all at the same significant fragmentation rates. The emphasis at this stage
temperature (Tr). Regarding the factor ff, we expect it to of development is given in the former case, the latter case
gradually decrease as pressure increases, ar,d to essentially being treated in a more approximate fashion.
approach unity at supercritical pressures. The definition of
the various exchange parameten, is presented in a previous In the fully-collapsed void case, the initial volume frac-

work (Medhekar et al.,1989). tion of the microinteraction field is essentially zero, and it
grows as debn.s and entrained fluid from. he m-externalt

11y contrast, the concept of microinteractions is to al- field enter it-the rates at which this is happening represent
low for non-equilibrium within the liquid phase itself, and the key constitutive features of this model. For the frag-
this is accomplished by introducing another field comprising mentation rate we use a generalization of Eqs. (3) and (4),
all the liquid which is "too far" (outside the microinterac- including the thermal augmentation factor ff. He detail
tion zone) to thermally interact with the fragmenting debris. is given in the appendix. We expect that the entrainment
To fully appreciate the importance and need for this sepa- of the m-external field will depend on its relative velocity |rate field (called here the "m-extemal" field, i.e., the coolant to the fuel field, and the amount of specific volume expan- i

field external to the microinteraction zone) one needs to re- sion (i.e., dilation due to thermal or phase-change effects)
'

call that typical premixtures are rather lean in fuel (typically of the microinteraction zone. Further, we expect that these
less than 10% in a volume fraction), and as pressure builds two mechanisms (rates) will interact and further data (than
up (in the explosion front) the liquid-to-vapor density ratio those presented by Yuen et al.,1992) in the SIGMA facil-
approaches unity--thus mixing induced by the large local sty extending especially the range of conditions to higher
velocities associated with evaporation at low pressures es- melt temperatt.res and shock pressures would be required I

Isentially disappears. This was clearly seen in the SIGMA to open up the real fundamental understanding in this area.
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Such work is currently in progress. We technical approach QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL EXPLOSIONS AND TIIE
relies on the shmdfanmus use of several diagnostics in- KROTOS EXPERIMENTS

3

cluding quantitative flash X-ray radiography (providing the
debris fragmentation rates and growth of the microinterac. Integral type explosion experiments are currently car-

tion zone), high speed movies (giving an idea of the extent ried out in the KROMS facility at the European Joint Re-

of phase change), pressure measurement in the immedi. searh Center in ISPRA (flohmann et al.,1993). These

ate vicinity of the exploding drop (providing the transient experiments involve the pouring of tin or aluminum oxide
melts into a tube filled wie water, the sudden release ofthermal interaction feedback), and the final debris size dis.

tribution (providing another measure of the intensity of the a compressed gas volun, t the bottom of the tube, and

explosion). The simultaneity of the transient measurements
the measurement of the pn: .,ure transients of the resulting -

is emphasized because beyond the morphology the microin- explosions along the length of the tube. The tube is 10

teraction model must also match the resulting thermal feed, em in diameter and 2 m long, thus the geometry is essen-

back. Finally, it is noted that by introducing steam bubbles tially one dimensional. The trigger is well-characterized by

into the shock tube we can obtain a wide range of liquid the expansion of the known volume and initial pressure of .

''

" flow" velocities and shock pressure combinations as appro. some compressed gas at the bottom of the tube. De melt
is released in a controlled fashion from a well-known ini-priate in exploring the important regimes of escalating ex.

plosions. For the time being, the nature of the ESPROSE.m tial temperature, and the water temperature is uniform and

solution can be illustrated by making the volume of the en. known. Because of all these features, these experiments are

trained m-external fluid to be proportional to the volume of very attractive for testing explosion concepts /models. This ,

the fragmented fuel. The entrainment rate per fuel particle, is especially so because the most recent KROMS-28 test
using aluminum oxide melts produced very energetic ex-th,,is thus given by
plosions and very high (supercritical) pressures. The main
shortcomings currently are on the quantitative aspects of

th, = f, dAf (10) data " prediction" comparisons, in that the local melt and#
dt P// steam volume fractions along the tube are not measured

directly, and in that the sange of the pressure transducers
where the factor f, is parametrically fixed to various values, was exceeded in the latest and most interesting explosions,

i.e. , 1,2, . 5. Even so, these are the best characterized experiments so far
and it is worth pursuing their detailed understanding with

For any region left with significant void behind the diligence.
pressure front, this void is assigned, as an initial condition,
to the microinteraction zone. in such regions fragmentation In a recent publication (Yuen et al.,1992) we con-
rates do not contribute significantly, but rather the behav- sider KROTOS 21, a test with molten tin at 1000 *C. We

ior is controlled by the rates of condensation, i.e., vapor- concluded that this was a rather mild interaction, contribut-

liquid mixing which can also be viewed as an entrainment ing to maintain the strong trigger imposed rather than to
of the m-extemal field into the microinteraction zone. Un- lead to a rapid escalation. Ilere, we consider the tests with
der the intense condensation conditions behind a shock, we aluminum oxide melts (KROTOS-26 and KROTOS-28).
expect shattering of interfaces and large liquid subcoolings, let us begin w,th an idealized case of arbitrarily spec-

,

i
i.e., enormous condensation rates. To bracket the behavior, ified, uniform melt and steam volume fractions--6 = 0.05f
we consider three different constitutive treatments in such and a = 0.01, respectively-under the typical KROTOS ;
regions (a) an entrainment rate given by Eq. (10), (b) an

trigger: the sudden release of a 12 MPa nitrogen gas of 15 ,

entrainment rate sufficiently large to incorporate all the m-
em . De ESPROSE.a calculation was run with ff = 1. |external field to the microinteraction zone within a specified
f,, = 0.05, and for the ESPROSE.m we used ff = 1 and !

time constant r,, i.e., f, = 1,2,4 and 6. He results are summarized in Figure
6. Note that ESPROSE.a calculates a relatively mild inter-

rh,=
r

(11) action, basically preserving the imposed trigger, while ES-m

7' PROSE.m predicts rapid escalation to comparatively much

.
.

larger pressures.- Also note how strongly the factor f, af-
where mr is the mass of h.qmd coolant (at any particular fecu k " signature" of the explosion, as well as the peak: ,

position, or computational call), and (c) a zero entrainment pressure. This is inherent in the physics of the constitutive j
rate but an enhanced heat transfer coefficient, between the it.w for the microinteractions utilized here.
microinteraction and the m-external fields, to roughly rep-
resent transient condensation effects (i.e., p' behavior) as

For KROTOS-26, the initial conditions were specified
using the timing of the premature trigger, in relation to the

well as shattering of interfaces. start of the melt pour, the gmdance from PM-ALPIIA cal-t

ne third and final important element of the constitu- culations and the speed of the pressure shock observed ex-
tive treatment is in the drag laws of the " fuel" field. De perimentally in the explosion. The specification used in an
treatment used previously in ESPROSE.a is maintained. It ESPROSE.a calculation is given in Figure 7. The calcula-
has been tested extensively with SIGMA experiments (Yuen tion was carried out with ff = 5 and f, = 0.05, The results
et al.,1992) and will be expanded when additional experi- are given in comparison to the experimental data in Figure
mental data Ircome available- 8. The positions of the pressure transducer (K0 to K5) are
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Figure 6. Illustration of the role of microinteractions in the escalation and propagation of steam
explosions. These. calculations refer to a KROTOS like geometry and trigger with Of = 0.05,
o = 0.01. All cases were run as ID with ff = 1. The f., and f, in the ESPROSE.a and t
ESPROSE.m models respectively are shown in each case. .i
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Figure 7. Initial conditions for the KROTOS-26 calculations. j

|

described in Ilohmann et al. (1993). Note that the trigger dicted. The ESPROSE.m calculation was run in ID and
propagates essentially undiminished through the lower part with the ID initial conditions from Figure lla. The re-
of the shock tube (or = 0), it triggers an explosion at the sults are shown in Figure lib. Because of the transducer
very top (K5), which then propagates downward. We note cutoff, the comparison is only qualitative, but it is impor-
that the pressure amplitude at position K5 is reasonably well tant that the microinteractions model predicts pressures well
predicted. As the shock propagates downwards it seems over 500 bar, as found in the experiment. In very rough
to be attenuated at position K4, but drives the transducers terms the pulse widths are also comparable, indicating that
out of scale at all lower positions. Given that K5 is the a very energetic explosion is predicted as in the experiment.
origin of me explosion, and that the melt did not penetrate Clearly, this initial comparison is very promising for both

' below K4, the " topping-out" of the transducers KO to K3 the experiment and the calculation. To meet this promise the
would appear to be suspect. So, this comparison is only of experiment should improve the reliability (and range) of the
qualitative significance. pressure measurements, and provide data that provide a bet-

ter characterization of the premixture (i.e., melt and steam
Much more interesting is the test KROTOS-28, in which y lume fraction distributions at the time of the trigger). At

the trigger functioned as intended-i.e., after the melt reached
the bottom. For this case we ran both ESPROSE.a and ES- the same time, the calculations should be improved by the

PROSE.m calculations. The initial conditions were speci- inc rp ration of new constitutive laws forimcromteractions
as they become available from the SIGMA experiment.fied in the manner described above. For the ESPROSE.a

run the initial conditions are shown in Figure 9, and the
parameters ff and f., were set to 5 and 0.05, respectively. VENTING PHENOMENA IN 2D EXPLOSIONS
The results are compared to the expenmental data in Figure
10. Note that the explosion was initiated at position K1 and The purpose of this section is to quantitatively illustrate
escalated rapidly along the tube to pressures over 500 bar, the " venting" processes mentioned in the introduction. The
" topping off" the transducers. The mechanical damage ob- situations of interest are reactor cavities with diameters in
served (Hohmann et al.,1993) seems to be consistent with the 6 to 10 meters range and pool depths of 1 to 3 meters.
such high pressures and pulse-widths. Note that even with . For these illustrations we chose the diameter of 6 meters

. the augmented treatment of ESPROSE.a and the relatively and pool depths of I and 3 meters. The quantity of primary
large value of ff = 5 the explosion is grossly underpre- interest is the pressure pulse on the side walls.
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Figure 9. Initial conditions for the KROTOS-28, ESPROSE.a calculations.
i

The melt pouring conditions are very much system and rounding fluid and the free surface can be surmised fmm -- !

scenario specific, thus we make no attempt to represent any. Figure 14. For the 3-meter pool case the corresponding-
thing in particular here-for illustration purposes only, we type of informati-an is found in Figures 15,16 and 17, se-
assume a pour of 0.6 meters in diameter with velocities of spectively. The venting pmcesses are quite evident in both
9.7 and 7.1 :n/s at 0.2 and 0.4 m above the water surface cases from Figures 14 and 17, and they manifest themselves
(" inlet" to the computational flow field) for the I and 3 me- in Figures 13 and 16, by the relatively low pressure at the
ter pool cases, respectively. In both cases the melt (UO2 wall as compared to that in the explosion zone. It is also 's
properties) volume fraction at the inlet was taken as 0.05, clear that this venting is more pronounced in the 1-meter
and the particle size was fixed as I cm. The premixing tran- case, as expected. In parallel with preparing the 2D ver--
sient was calculated with PM-ALPilA and the explosions sion of ESPROSE.m, we are working toward a theory to
were triggered at the time the fuel reached the pool bot- generalize these 2D venting aspects for convenient future
tom, by suddenly releasing the pressure of saturated steam use.

at 120 bar from one of the computational cells. He calcu-
lation was carried out using ESPROSE.a (with ff = 1 and
f,, = 0.05) because the 2D version of ESPROSE.m is, at CONCLUSIONS

- this time, still being tested. e As in the case of premixing, propagation is a funda.
From the results of the previous section, we expect mentally non-ID phenomenon, dominated by microin-

that ESPROSE.a will underestimate peak pressures in the teractions.

explosion zone, thus we emphasize that these results are . ." Venting"is a key feature of ex vessel explosions, and
only illustrative of the " venting" in a separate-effects man- it plays a key role in mitigating the dynamic loads on

- ner, On the other hand, we must also emphasize that the the side boundaries of " shallow" (1 to 3 meter) pools
trigger employed in these calculations is quite energetic and in reactor cavities,
not necessarily representing the tme explosivity of these e ne quantitative prediction of steam explosions now
premixtures. Again, the idea is to focus on the ' explosion depends on the formulation of adequate constitutive
venting aspects of such geometries. laws for the microinteractions. Relevant experiments -

ne initial conditions for the cxplusion in the 1-meter (single-drop explosions in a simulated detonation front

pool are depicted in Figure 12. The calculated pressure environment, i.e., sustained pressure pulse with a de-
pulses along the side boundary are shown in Figure 13, and tailed diagnostics on the microinteraction zone) are

- the dynamics of the explosion zone interacting with the sur- currently in progitss in the SIGMA facility.
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ESPROSE.a.
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APPENDIX: FORMULATION OF ESPROSE.m FIELD Fuel:
MODEL o

g(p}uf) + y - (p' ufuf) = -B vp + Fmf(u,,, - uf)f f

L CONSERVATION EQUATIONS + Ftf(ut - uf) + p' g - F,.uf (A.9)j

nere are four phases: namely, " micro-interaction"
fluid, coolant liquid, f uel (melt) drops, and fuel debris. They e Enugy B uadons.l
will be referred to as m-fluid, liquid, fuel and debris respec-

m-Fluid-tively. Each phase is represented by one flow field with its '

own local concentration and temperature. He debris is 0
assumed to be part of the m fluid in thermal and hydrody. Of (p'mIm + p',3 ,5(T ))- I

namic equilibrium. Thus we have four continuity equations, + y . [(p'm l. + p'$ as(Tm))u ) =sl '

m
three momentum equations, and three energy equations. In g
the usual manner, the fields are allowed to exchange energy, -p m m m
momentum and mass with each other. With the definition -g(6 ) + y-(G u )
of the macroscopic density p', of phase i, + Eh, + Jh.

- Rm,(Tm - T,) + 4fm (A.10)

p'g = B gg for i = m, I, f,and d6, ( A.1) Liquid:i

O
and the compatibility condition, g(pe'l ) + v . (p,'I,ut) =t

'O8m + 6e + ef + 0,3 = 1, (A.2) -p g(0,) + v . (0,ut)
these equations can be written rather directly (Ishii,1975). - Eh, - Jht
e Continuity Equations. + Rr,(T, - T,) + Qf, . ( A.11) ,

m-Fluid: Fuel:
Op," + v . (p'mum) = E + J (A.3)

a (p' I ) + v - (p' I uf) = -Qf. - Qf4 (A.12)
d, t

ff ff
Liquid:

Op' In the above equation, H(J) is the Heaviside step
j + y -(ejut) = -E - J ( A.4) fun-tion that becomes unity for positive values of the ar-

gument and zero otherwise. When T < T,, the m-fluid
Fuel: is liquid and J is set to be zero and T, is an " equivalent"

O interface temperature given bydp' + y - (c'f uf) - F, (A.5)Ot
T' = R.,T + Rt,Te

Debris- R= > + R'>

d' + y - (p'giu ) = F, (A.0) When Tm > T,, J is an evaporation rate given bym

e Momentum Equations. J = hm - h,[R ,(Tm - T,) + Re,(T, - T,)]
,

m-Fluid: It should be pointed out that diffusive transport within
g each field (shear stresses and conduction) has been ignored

| -((p'm + p' 6)um) + y - ((p' + p' g)u u)= in the above formulation-they arc expected not to be im-d m g m mOf ponant.
-(G + Sga)vp - F.,(um-u)s
-Fmf(um - uf) + Eur + Pruf 11: TIIB CONSTITUTIVE LAWS

[ + J(H[J]ut - H[-Ijum + (p',,, + p's )g (A.7) The interfacial exchanges of momentum and heat are -
'

clearly regime dependent, and uncertainties remain even

g9g, for simple two-phase flows. Only experiments specifically .
oriented to this problem and detailed local measurements

g will provide the basis for the appropriate assessment, partic-
-(p,' ur) + v . (pjus us) = ularly if one of the phases is the " micro-interaction" fluid.at

For now, our approach is to treat the m-fluid as a " pseudo"
8 vP + Fmf(u,,, - ut) - P (u, - uf) gas and utilize a similar set of constitutive laws as in at tf

- Eut - J(H[J]ut - H[-J]um) + p}g ( A.8) previous work (Medhekar et al.,1989).
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1

For the mass transfer from the fuel, the fragmentation h specific enthalpy
rate, Fr, is calculated based the instantaneous Bond number M, heat transfer coefficient,

'
fonnulation as described in a previous work (Yuen et al., I specific internal energy
1992). He relevant equations are J evaporation rate

I length scale

F, = k b (A.13) rh, entrainment rate of microintraction fluid by a fuel
rt di dropf

number of fuel panicles (or liquid droplets) per unit| n
'

where volume

dM dM JM P. pressure

7 = n=(7), + (1 - am )( 7 ), (A.14) Qf, heat transfer rate between fuel and vapor
Qft heat transfer rate between fuel and liquid

with Re, heat transfer coefficient between liquid and
the liquid /m-fluid interface

(dM) m % | 0 - U |(pfp,)i/2f E", heat transfer coefficient between the m-fluid andfor i = m, t
,_dt , 6f;,, the h, quid /m-fluid interface

(A.15) T temperature
i time

Equation (A.14)is a generalization of the single phase f; fragmentation time
fragmentation rate utilized in the previous work (Yuen et u velocity
al.,1992) with am being the " void fraction" of the m-fluid

Greekdefined by
a void fraction

g" a. " void fraction" of microinteraction fluid

m = O' + #"
(A.10) 6 volume fractiona

p microscopic density

P' macroscopic densityThe " fragmentation time" and the instantaneous and Bond
a surface tension or Stefan-Boltzman constantnumbers for each phase are defined by
7, entrainment time constant used by ESPROSE.m

Subr.cripts

ti,, = 13.8 Bo, /* and Bo,= ## | u, - uf |' #f;'

(A.17) vapor (steam) used in ESPROSE.a,

i coolant (m-external fluid)For the mass transfer between the m-fluid and liquid,
microinteraction fluidthe entrainment rate, E, is assumed to be directional pro- =

saturation propeniesponional to the fragmentation rate in the preliminary cal. ,

culations presented in this work. Specifically,
ACKNOWLEDOMENT

E = f,F, f'- ( A.18)
ne ESPROSE.a code utilized in the calculations pre-
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ABSTRACT
small particles. His fragmentation significantly increases

Dilute aqueous solutions of two surface active agents the surface area available for heat transfer, thus significantly
(surfactants) were tested for their ability to suppress - increasing the heat transfer rate. As a result of this
spontaneous steam explosions. Nonylphenol polyethylene enhanced heat transfer, explosive vaporization of the liquid
glycol ether (Tergitol NP-9), a non-ionic surfactant, and and highly destructive shock waves can occur.
dodecylbenzene sulfonate sodium salt (Witconate-90), an
ionic surfactant, were used to prepare aqueous solutions One possibility for reducing the consequences of steam
with surfactant concentrations of 5,10, and 50 wppm. explosions during a nuclear accident is to identify an
Twelve grams of tin metal at 800*C and atmospheric additive which can be injected into the emergency cooling
pressure was dropped into a vessel containing 6 liters of water and reliably suppress the explosion. Recently,
deionized water, or one of the listed solutions. The considerable interest has been generated in both the nuclear
experiments were repeated a minimum of twenty times with and aluminum industries in trying to identify such an ,

- each cooiant to check for consistency and repeatability. additive, and both polymer and surfactant solutions have
The peak pressures recorded for each experiment were been studied.

- statistically analyzed and compared with those for deionized
water. Additionally, particle size distribution of the Several studies have been performed which examined
fragmented debris were measured and statistically analyzed. the effect of coolant viscosity on the likelihood and severity

.

of steam explosions (see review in Reference 9). Most .
It was found that the surfactants do, indeed, mitigate the recently, Ip, Dowling, and Abdel-Khalik (1992)
severity of vapor explosions. On average, the surfactant experimented with dilute solutions of four water-soluble
solutions resulted in a 65% reduction in average peak polymers to examine their ability to suppress spontaneous
pressures when compared with the deionized water results. vapor explosions. Two of these additives did not affect the
llowever, very little difference in the mitigating effect of surface tension of the coolant; the other two did not
the surfactant solutions was observed as the concentration decmase it by more than 10% cven at the highest
was increased beyond 5 wppm. The particle size concentrations examined. Their results suggested that dilute
distribution results also indicated a mitigating effect on solutions of polymeric additives, particularly poly (ethylene
steam explosion severity, as a 19 % reduction in oxide), may . be used to completely suppress vapor
participating melt mass fraction was observed when the explosions if, and only if, it can.be assured that the
surfactants were used. For the peak pressure and particle concentration can be maintained above a threshold value.
size distribution results obtained, statistical analyses showed Their data indicated, however, that at lower concentrations,

that the differences between the water and the surfactant more violent, yet less frequent, explosions may result,
experiments were significant. When comparing the
surfactant solutions amongst themselves, however, the The effect of coolant ' surface tension on steam
differences were not statistically significant; explosion severity has not been studied as extensively as

has coolant viscosity. Surface tension reducing surfactants--
have, however, in a similar context,L been studied to

~1. INTRODUCTION determine their effect on liquid-vapor interface stability, and
for use in applications such as quenching. of molten .

Vapor explosions are energetic interactions which occur materials (Becker,1991). The use of surfactants has been a
when a high temperature molten material comes into applied with satisfactory results for several years in the i

contact with a cold volatile liquid. Rapid heat transfer from metallurgical industry in Norway (Becker,1991). In this

'

the melt to the coolant, and the subsequent phase transition respect, small amounts of surfactants are added to water for
of the coolant, result in the formation of a vapor film the production of copper and ferrous alloy granulate by the
between the volatile liquid and the melt. Shortly thereafter quenching of molten metals,
the vapor film collapses, causing the melt to fragment into

The idea of using surfactants to suppress steam
,

* Present address: Northeast Utility Company,
llattford, Cr.

,
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explosions is based on their ability to form a layer of 'C
; ; : . ;

""t"" --k" ""t- "surfactant molecules at the coolant-vapor interface, and thus _W
. . . . . j. . . . . . i . . . {. . . . .~ i" "1-".1--". t ~

.stabilite the vapor film which surrounds the melt. Becker i-- - *f "" Iw t --

states that the surfactant layer at the interface tends to .....j.... ! . j ....! ; ,. ma bo ' i....
decrease the surface tension of the bulk liquid, increase the - g t ! i i .

coolant surface viscosity, increase the coolant surface g* ' 'I"** i'" l '""j '""I'"" " " " T " * " h " ', " ' ''
, ,

i
density, and impose a rigid surface on & vapor bubble. @ so- ,

' -- 4 - - t- -t -- - - t -- - - + -
Surfactants also affect the fonnation of new surface (for We. J. .... .i. .. .. F . . . .. i~ . . f - -.. . -4 L
example, as bubbles grow within the liquid) since surfactant g 3.,,,;...;

*
t .1. ..i.

molecules migrate from the bulk of the liquid to the new
h #""'j" ~~ i

i i : I t : - t :
,

interface at a finite rate (Kippenhahn and Tegeler,1970). ["" j " "i *
. . . ... . . . . ,. . . . . . . . . y .. . . r . ". . J .". ". .". ". i ". ". . i ".. "..[ "." ~ ~

'

3.. . : . .._
Experimental data relevant to the effect of surfactants e, [ y[ j yg [[ [,

on hquid-vapor heat transfer and interface stability have SURFACTANT CONCENTRADON (wppm)
been reported by Cary (1958), Yu (1985), Kippenhahn and j
Tegeler (1970), and Pecker (1991). Steam explosion

.

experiments involving .arface tension reduction have been Figure 1: Surface Tension v. Concentration for i
i

performed by Groenveld (1972), McCracken (1973), and surfactants used in Present investigation
,

Becker (1991).
]!

Cary investigated the use of a polyvinyl alcohol surfactant which makes the interface inelastic should bc ;solution as a quenching coolant for medium-carbon steel added."
;

parts. The goal was to identify a quenching solution with I

a cooling rate between those of water and oil. Aqueous McCracken (1973) obtained results which were in
solutions of polyvinyl alcohol (500-3000 ppm by weight) contradiction to the results obtained by Groenveld.
resulted in a longer coolicg time: quenching was complete McCracken experimented with surface tension by adding up
in approximately 15 seconds in pure water, but the process to 50 drops of a detergent to water (sufficient to produce a
took over 20 seconds in the alcohol solution. good lather when stirred). IIis results indicated that the

detergent had no effect on the percentage disintegration of
Yu (1985) investigated the boiling heat transfer the melt. Ile therefore concluded that the surface tension |,

mechanism in the high temperature quenching process of of the coolant was not a major factor in detennining ;aluminum ingot casting. Yu performed a quench test using whether or not a vapor explosion takes place.
a solution containing 0.2% of an unspecified surfactant I

which lowered the surface tension of deionized water from Most recently, Becker (1991) of the Royal Institute of ;5.5 x 102 4Nhn to 2.1 x 10 N/m at 98 C. Yu found that Technology (Stockholm, Sweden) in a joint project with '

the surfactants retarded the boiling heat transfer rate. Based Sandia National Laboratory, carried out small-scale steam
on these results, surfactants may also favorably influence explosion experiments to study the effect of surfactants on
the boiling heat transfer phenomena inherent in steam hydrodynanuc fragmentation and steam explosions. Both
explosions. spontaneous explosions in a tin. water system and triggered

i

explosions in a thennite-water system were performed. '

Kippenhahn and Tegeler (1970) studied dynamic Detailed reports documenting the results of these
surface tension effects in surfactant solutions by observing experiments are expected to be published by Sandia
the fonnation of air bubbles beneath the surface of the National Laboratory in the near future. 'Ihe infonnation
liquid. The effective surface tension acting on the bubble discussed here was obtained from Reference 3, which does
surface was correlated with the instantaneous rate of change not discuss all experiments perfonned.
of bubble surface area (the true area strain rate). In
distilled water the surface tension was constant. In The majority of the spontaneous tin-water experiments
surfactant solution the effective surface tension increased as were perfonned by dropping 12 grams of molten tin at
the true area strain rate increased, starting from the static 650 C into a water /ethoxilated-nonyle pheno!c solution.
surface tension and approaching the limiting value for purt Although a few exceptions occurred, it was reported that
water at higher rates. Dis effect was attnbuted to the finite the spontaneous steam explosions were generally mitigated
rate at which surfactant molecules could migrate to the or completely suppressed by the addition of 1-10 ppm of
bubble surface fmm the bulk liquid. the surfactant to the water. At a water temperature of

50 C, I ppm and 5 ppm were sufficient to completely
Becker (1991) reviewed measurements of bubble rise suppress the explosions. By use of a liycam high-speedvelocities and presented data for new surfactants. In film (3000 f/s), Becker reported that explosions were

general, the addition of surfactants decreases the velocity of mitigated at 20 C and 35 C. At 40*C, an enhancement of
gas bubbles. This result was attributed to the increased the steam explosion was observed for 5 ppm. In general,
rigidity of the interface (hence, increased drag) due to the they concluded that for the tin-water experiments, small
surfactant molecules, concentrations in the water mitigate steam explosions.

Based on these results, Becker suggested that small amounts
Gmenveld (1972) used water droplets in combination of surfactants be added to emergency cooling water in light

with organic fluids instead of molten metal, to allow him to water reactors under severe accident conditions (Becker,
see any encapsuled drops. liis results pointed to a possible 1990).
way of preventing vapor explosions. lie concluded that, "a
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Based on the above discussion, the purpose of this (soienoidl Imagnetic pin ] flexweave strindinv'estigation was . to examine further the effect of
st;rfactants the likelihood and/or severity of vapor

lhonwntal bar |explosions m,onmolten tin / water systems. The surfactants -
' used in this investigation were chemically identical to those -

->

. used by Becker: nonylphenol polyethylene glycol ether ]furnacel(sold under the brand name Tergitol NP-9 by Union -~ ,.e

. Carbide)- and dodecylbenzene sulfonate sodium salt ;. <

(Witconate-90, Witco Corporation). Figure I shows Jucible l
'

TJ..-"J variation of static surface tension with concentration for the
'

r
two surfactants used. These data were obtained using the

_ jj
DuNouy ring method. furnace : f 1 j

-Gjdi.W
__ plug

mounting

- 11. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 'i"8 - insulation

A. Apparatus Figure 3: Schematic Diagram of Furnace Assembly
and Dropping Mechanism

The experimental apparatus was composed of three
major systems: the furnace and melt release mechanism, the
containment system, anr1 the instrumentation and data volume of approximately 7000 cm' with circular openings
acquisition system. Figure 2 contains a schematic diagram 13.75 cm in diameter on each side. The upper cross held
of the expenmental apparatus, the furnace assembly and could be evacuated to prevent

oxidation of the tin during heating. The lower cross held
1. Furnace and Melt R lease Mechanism. Figure 3 the coolant solution and contained penetrations for the

provides a schematic diagram of the fumace and melt pressure transducers. Windows were installed on two
release mechanism. Tin samples were melted in an opposite sides of the lower cross so that the explosions

could be viewed and fihned. The volume of the coolantelectrically heated muffle furnace mounted in the upper
chamber of the vessel. The melt was held in a stainless solution used (6 liters) reached a level slightly.above the
steel crucible coated with boron nitride lubricant and had a two window openings. To assist in the removal of debris
0.833 cm diameter hole in the bottom through which the fmm the lower vessel following each experiment, a

lP exiglass cone was placed at the bottom to funnel themelt could be dropped. A steel plug contained the melt
during the heat-up process. A solenoid mechanism lifted debris into the drainage valve at the bottom.

this plug to release the melt. The drop distance of the melt
(from -bottom of the crucible to coolant surface) was 3. Instrumentation and Data Acquisition. Piezo-
approximately 25.5 cm. electric crystal transducers (PCB Piezotmnics) were used to

measure the transient pressure history in the liquid coolant -

2. Containment System. The containment vessel solution during the experiments. -Two types of transducers

consisted of two large stainless steel crosses from a vacuum were used: a wall mounted type and a hanging type. The

system separated by a large gate valve. Each cross had a wall mounted transducer (Model #1IE102A06) had a
sensitivity of 10.50 mV/ psi with deviations from linearity
less than 1.0% full scale. The rise time for a step increase

@ in pressure was approximately 1 psec. The hanging
, q transducer (Model No.138M09) had a sensitivity was@ @

-- O'i'-
5.42 mV/ psi with deviations from linearity less than 2.0%- '

full scale and a risetime of 1.5 psec. The transducers were .

@ - - -d F ~l i mounted so that their sensing elements were at the same -

q '@' :' 7- below the surface of the water,6 cm from the central axis).'
j height in the experimental vessel (approximately 10 cm'

;
-

E The signal from each transducer was amplified and then
O g

|
digitally sampled at 100 kilz using an EGAA Computer-
scope data acquisition system from RC Electronics (Goleta,@ 2 c p-

| mtrogen| CA). Data acquisition was triggered when the pressure
O * signal exceeded 0.08 psi..

'
1. mett release solenoid @ g

' 2. ucuum eause 4L Materials. Iligh quality granulated tin metal-
3 rurnace pwer.upply renathroush from Fisher Scientific was used for all of the experiments.s g] vacuuni4. funuce thennoccuple feedthrough Iron and copper impurities were present at 0.001% levels,
5 plexisus window purnp and lead was present at 0.008%
6. furnace Q suction

' IIiuiNIn,eenon p,, Of the two surfactants used in this investigation,
l one was in a liquid form (Tergitol NP-9) and the other wasgp,,,,,,, an,a,,,

| debriawnecton| in a powder form (Witconate-90). Each sample came in anto. lower vessel
air-tight container supplied by the manufacturer, and both
were stored at room temperature during the course of the

Fi ture 2: Schematic Diagram of Apparatus experiments.
l
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Deionized water used for the coolant and to rinse (Allen,1990, p.200). Differences in the sample mass
the lower vessel between experiments came from a three before and after the separation were negligible (<l%).
cartridge water deionization unit. No degassing of the
water was performed, but it was stored in large Nalgene
jugs for one to two days pnor to use. Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Seven series of experiments, each utilizing a different
B, Experimental Procedures coolant solution, were performed. The seven coolant i

solutions investigated included pure deionized water, and 5, 1

1. Surfactant Solution Preparation. For all 10, and 50 wppm solutions of both Tergitol NP-9 (NPGE)
experiments, six liters of pure deionized water from a clean and Witconate-90 (Witco-90) surfactant. To check for
plastic bucket outside of the steel containment vessel were consistency and repeatability, each series included a
drained through a short length of plastic tubing into the minimum of 20 experiments conducted under identical
lower vessel. For the powdered surfactant (Witconate-90), conditions. A total of 150 experiments were pedormed,
the solution was prepared by placing the appropriate mass and all resulted in a vapor explosion - with debris
into the lower vessel before the water was added. The fragmentation.
liquid surfactant (Tergito! NP-9) was injected into the water
flow using a microliter syringe. (A small glass "T" with a The experimental data consisted of digitized pressure
serum bottle stopper (septum) on the perpendicular leg was signals for each experiment and particle size distributions
inserted into the drain tube for this purpose.) In each case for the fragmented metal debris from three of the exper-
the turbulence of the water flowmg into the lower imental series (pure water, 5 wppm Tergitol NP-9 and
experimental vessel provided the mixing. Solutions 5 wppm Witconate 90). To determine whether differences

iremained in the lower vessel for approximately 20 minutes in results for the various coolant solutions were statistically !prior to each melt drop. significant, the Mann-Whitney test (Conover,1971) was
applied.

2. Melt Dropping Procedure. Once the coolant
solution for each experiment was prepared, the lower vessel A. Peak Pressure Results
ports were closed along with the gate valve between the
upper and lower vessels. Tin metal (12.00010.002 grams) Digitized pressure signals for each experiment were
was placed into the furnace crucible, and the upper vessel acquired through the use of two piezoelectric crystal
was scaled and evacuated using a roughing pump. The tin pressure transducers and a data acquisition system. Except
was then melted and heated to a temperature of 880-890 C, for a handful of experinaents, presmre data were digitally
at which point the fumace was turned off and the tin cooled sampled at 10 psec intervals and collected for a period of
to the desired experimental temperature (800 C). During 160 msec.
the latter part of the cool-down, the pump was shut off and j

'

the upper vessel repressurized to atmospheric pressure with Figure 4 contains a typical pressure signal. In 4(a), the
nitrogen gas. The upper / lower vessel isolation valve was complete pressure history is given, while in 4(b) the plot is
then opened, and the solenoid energized to release the melt. expanded about the pressure peak visible in 4(a). In i

Solutions were all at room temperature (23*C) and general, the two pressure transducers produced consistent )atmospheric pressure, results with respect to the magnitude and timing of the ;

pressure peaks. In many experiments, more than one _ '

Before energizing the solenoid, the melt was pressure peak was observed, for example, in Figure 4 there
checked for oxidation through a window at the top. Data is a second pressure fluctuation at approximately 45 msec, j
acquisition was triggered automatically by a pressure signal In some experiments, the peak pressures obtained during a ;
in the water exceeding 0.08 psi. second, or even a third pressure fluctuation were of

{
significant magnitude. For a small number of experiments

3. Debris Collection and Analysis. Following the performed, the interaction was too weak to trigger the data
experiment, the coolant solution and debris were drained acquisition system; a peak pressure value of zero wasfrom - the lower vessel. The lower vessel was then assigned to these expenments.
thoroughly rinsed to ensure that all of the debris had been
drained and to remove traces of surfactant. Extremely A summary of the average peak pressure results for the ;
small amounts of debris sometimes remained on the wall of seven series of experiments performed is given in Table 1.
the lower vessel in spite of this rinsing procedure; these This table provides the average, maximum, and minimum

.

were collected by wiping with a piece of filter paper and peak pressure values obtained for both the wall mounted '

the vessel was rinsed again to remove all traces of
surfactant. The debris was then carefully filtered from the and hanging transducers, it is apparent that the average

co,olant and dried.y On average, from the 12.0 grams of tin peak pressures of the vapor explosions were reduced by '|
both the Tergitol NP-9 (NPGE) and Witconate-90 coolant

origmally placed m the furnace, approximately ll.6 grams solutions compared to explosions in pure water. Thisof explos,on dehns was retneved. (Seperate experiments
difference in average peak pressures was not significantly'

i

were done to verify that the differences were due to losses ,

before the melt was dropped.) affected by the concentration of the surfactant solution. i
Additionally, there was no sizeable difference between. {

To obtain the distribution of particle sizes a set of average peak pressures obtained in the Tergitol NP-9 and ~l

sieves on a vibration stand was used to sort the debris. The Witconate-90 surfactant solutions. In order to determine
sieve series openings (in microns) were: 45,75,212,354, whether differences between solutions (or between the )

;

595, 841,1000,1410, 4760, and 12,700 pm. To assun: various concentrations of a surfactant) were statistically
good separation, the samples were shaken for 20 minutes sig ficant, the nonparametric Mann-Whitney statistical test

2 54
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Figure 4: Typical Pressure Signal from Explosion

was applied. B. Particle Size Distributions

The Mann. Whitney test is a " distribution free" Particle size distribution measurement provides another
statistical test which can be used to compare two data method for comparing steam explosion severity. Intuitively,
samples. A detailed description of the test can be found in stronger, more powerful explosions would result in larger
Conover (1971). The results indicate that differences in amounts of finely fragmented debris particles than would a ,

average peak pressures from pure water experiments versus weaker explosion. Size measurements were carried out for
those from any of the surfactant solutions were statistically all of the experiments from the series utilizing pure water,
significant. When compared amongst themselves, however, 5 wppm Tergital NP-9, and 5 wppm Witconate-90.
the differences in the average peak pressures for the
surfactants were not significant. In conjunction with these The results are presented in Table 2 and Figure 6 using
results, it was shown that the average peak pressure the cumulative mass percentage; this curve facilitates
distribution functions for the pure water results versus any comparisons of the total debris mass smaller than a given >

of the surfactant concentrations are dissimilar, while for the size. For each of the three series the average values (for
various surfactant concentration comparisons, the the twenty experiments in each series) are plotted. In Table
distribution functions are similar. 2 standard deviations are also given. Figure 6 shows that

there is a general shift in cumulative mass percentage
These distributions are illustrated in Figure 5, which towards larger particles in the surfactant solutions. The

shows only the results for experiments with pure water and direction of this shift suggests a decrease in steam
explosion severity due to the reduction in finely fragmented5 wppm surfactant solutions. For the pure water

experiments, the peak pressures were randomly distributed debris particles.
over a broad range. For the 5 wppm solutions, the
distribution of peak pressures had a narrower range and was It is evident, however, due to the large standard
concentrated from 0-105 kPa; for.the 5 wppm surfactant deviations in Table 2, that depending upon which specific
solutions 80% of the acquired peak pressures fell into this experiments were compared, it could be concluded that
range, wheiras for pure water only 35% did. Similar surfactants have either a positive or an adverse effect
results were found for the surfactant solutions with toward mitigating vapor explosions. Therefore, a statistical
concentrations of 10 and 50 wppnt comparison of the particle size distributions was perfonned.

Table 1: Summary of l'eak Pressure Results

PEAK PRESSURES (kPa)
AVERAGE MAXIMUM MINIMUM

WALL | HANGING - WALL ! HANGING WALL - HANGING

WATER ONLY 213 39 171.40 509.86 456.57 0.00 0.00

NPGE(Swppm) 65.84 44.40 229.59 154.79 0.00 0.00
NPGE(10wppm) 76.39 49.43 340.74 225.59 0.00 0.00
NPGE(50wrom) 7621 5923 206.01 139.41 0.00 0.00
WITCO(5wppm) 74.35 72.19 235.66 267.24 0.00 0.00
WITCO(10wgxn; 78.81 53.71 291.51 317.85 0.00 0.00
WITCO(50woom1 69 82 35.58 259.93 132.65 0.00 0 00
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50 300 pm was used by Farawila and Abdel-Khalik (1990) in

Z l WATER |
3 prMious analysis of steam uplosion energetics, and
354 pm was the sieve size closest to this value used in this

f invesugation.)

The Mann-Whitney test ind; cates that differences in the
3 amount of debris smaller than 354 pm obtained fromg

explosions in pore water compared to either of the 5 wppm
D surfactant solutions were statistically significant. '

po
8 Differences between the surfactant solutions, however, were

- not significant. Thus, on the basis of particle sizeg

to F-- L -

distribution results only,it can be concluded that surfactants'

n 2
... E @ have a mitigating effect on vapor explosions. This confirms<

gp the conclusion based on the peak pressure results.W $ X

I'7 ti7 157 227 297 367 437 ' so? s77
PEAK PRESSURE (kPa) IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Spontaneous steam explosions of molten tin were50

g | TERorTOL NP.g |
carried out using coolant solutions of pure deionized water
and solutions with concentrations of 5,10. and 50 ppm by

d" weight made with a non-ionic surfactant (Tergitol NP-9)
and an ionic surfactant (Witconate-90). The relativeg

q severity of the explosions was determined by measuring and

fao E statistically comparing peak pressure values and also (for

g g three of the experimental series) by comparing debrisaf
# w particle size distributions. Steam explosions and debris

20
8 y ${M fragmentation occurred, in all 150 experiments performed

g gg (for pure water, this is m agreement with Dullforce,1976).

yto x
$Mg$ Both the peak pressure values recorded and the size

distribution measurements performed on the debris indicateN@gg g that small quantities of surfactants have a mitigating effect
87 1 57 227 297 as7 437 sc7 - s77 on Spontaneous steam explosions of tin in aqueous solutions ,

PEAK PRESSURE (kPa) at room temperature. When the peak pressures of the
twenty experiments performed with each solution are50

averaged, the values for the surfactant solutions are
6 | wnCONATE-90 | approximately 65% lower than that for pure water; the
^

40 maximum peak pressure for each series is similarly reduced
in the surfactant solutions (Table 1). On average, the total
amount of fragmentation debris smaller than 354 pm was

8'' reduced in the surfactant solutions; this also implies that
weaker explosions were occurring. i--

,

'

#
.8 For spontaneous explosions comparison of one or two

specific experiments does not suffice due to the range of"

the observed quantities even when experiments areio. ;,- - __

performed under identical conditions. Statistical analysis of)'

g - m . .

data sets from repeated experiments was required' toy if'

* " * 4#P0 (7 ' d7 67 297 ac7 437 ser s7787 i parametric statistical test, it was found that the reductions
PEAK PRESSURE (kPa) referred to in the previous paragraph were mdeed

statistically significant and that the surfactants did mitigate
Figure 5: Histograms of Peak Pressures for Expk>. the explosions on the average. Differences between . -!

sions in Pure Water and 5 wppm Surfactant solutions made with different surfactants or with different
Solutions. Each bar represents expksions in _ concentrations of surfactant were found to be statistically -
a range of 35 kPa centeml on the values stown insignificant.

,

aking the x-axis,
Itased on the average peak pressure results, increasing

* surfactant concentration beyond 5 wppm did not have
The Mann-Whitney test ' was applied again using the- 8 S3Smf Cant effcci N exP osion severity even though the

-

l
cumulative mass percentage of particles less than 354 pm additional surfactant further reduced the surface tension of.
as the data variable for each experiment. (This variable

- * 8"#'*" **" S. n at vanes* *"' 8"'' ' ***was selected based on previous experimental evidence cmcentraties for the two surfactants used in the present
which suggests that only a fraction of the molten metal ** ' " " *'I - "* "ug Mpect dat tk
participates in the vapor explosion. A cut-off value of mitigating effect would con'tmoe to improve as the surface

-

.
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tension decreased, but this was not the case; the differences 100 -

in average peak pressure values for surfactant solutions with Z
different concentrations were - statistically insignificant. ~~~

Since the difference between solutions made with different Of 80 WATER

surfactants were also statistically insignificant, the fact that $ bGrrOL NP-9

,

one additive was some and the other non-ionic was not /

important, g
60- fTCONATE.90 [w

These results suggest that there may exist another *

mechanism other than simple reduction of static, h 40- '

macroscopic surface tension which mitigates the severity of g
the explosions. Possibly this is due to the limited ability of P
the surfactants to reduce the surface tension at the surface $ 20- /of a rapidly growing gas bubble (Kippenhahn and Tegeler, f:s
1970); even as the concentration increases beyond 5 wppm 8
the dynamic surface tension of a bubble expanding beneath #j

0the surface of the liquid is limited by the rate at which to 100 1000 10000 100000molecules can migrate from the bulk to the interface.
PARTICLE DIAMETER (microna)

When considering the effect of static, macroscopic
Figure 6: Averaged Cumulative Mass Wrcentages ofsurface tension,it should also be noted that Figure 6 shows

that the shift towards larger particles for the surfactant data Explosion Debria Sor'ed by Size for Experiments
in pure Water and in 5 wppm Surfactant Solutions

occurs in the order which would be ex cred. As sLwn in
Figure 1, 5 wppm of Tergitol NP-) poduces a lower spontaneous explosions, nowever, the coolant temperaturesurface tension than Witconate-90. Thus, it would be was higher (50 C). Iligher coolant temperature by itself isexpected that Tergitol NP-9 would result in a more known to rnitigate steam explosions, and this additional
significant shift towards larger particles. Although particle factor may explain why the surfactant additives were able
size distribution analyses were not performed for the 10 and to completely suppress interactions in some of Becker's
50 wppm experiments, Figure 6 shows that this is the case experiments,
for the 5 wppm experiments. Statistical analysis of the
resulting participating melt fraction, however, indicated that Our results for the h'gher surfactant concentrations
the difference between the surfactants was not significant. (above the critical micelle encenkauon, the concentration
This would also indicate that there is no significant above which surface tension is no longer reduced) indicate
difference in the mitigating effects of the ionic and non- that Becker's hypothesis that this concentration is a critical
ionic sutfactants used. point above which the explosions will be stronger may be

mcorrect. Based on a few experiments carried out at 1000
Due to the very limited database regarding effects of wppm (far above the critical micelle concentration), Becker

surfactants and surface tension on vapor explosions, the (1991) observed more violent explosions, and hypothesized
results of the present investigation can only be compared to that the micelles were the cause. In the presentthe recent work of Becker (1991), who concluded that investigation, the experiments performed at 50 wppm were
surfactants mitigate and suppress steam explosions. In above the critical m2celle concentration (see Figure 1) but -
general, the results of the present investigation are in did not result in significantly different average peak
agreement with Becker's results for coolant at pressures compared to those from solutions with 5 and .10
approximately 20*C with surfactant concentrations in the wppm.
range of 0-10 wppm. The present investigation produced
no evidence to confirm that surfactants can completely The particle size distribution analysis performed by
suppiess steam explosions, as was indicated by Becker. Becker also supports our conclusion that comparing
When Becker observed complete suppression of the individual experiments does not provide any conclusive

Table 2: Averaged Cumulative Mass Percentage
Data and Standard Deviations

AVERAGE CUMULATIVE MASS (%)
PARTICLE S!ZE WATER NPGE E woom) WITCO.90 (S woom)
(micronsi AVG STND DEN AVG STND DEV AVG STND DEV
45 orless 0.122 0.096 0.101 0.069 0.119 0.106
75 orless 0.384 0.188 0.357 0.171 0.342 0.124

212 orless 4 973 1.619 4.094 2.086 4.120 1.423
354 orless 10.069 3239 8.140 4.147 8.244 2.781
595 orless 16.782 5272 13.508 6.984 13.787 4367

'

641 orless 22.039 6.718 17.705 8.928 18276 5.611
1000 orless 24.980 7.590 20.159 10.105 21.099 6.397
1410 orless 31.556 9.489 25.710 12.545 27.235 8.275
4760 orloss 52.998 13.304 43.857 17.615 49 076 11.545
20000 orless 100 000 0.000 100.000 0 000 100 000 0.000
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information regarding explosion severity. Only three drop experiments can be performed, or metals with higher
experiments carried out by Becker could be compared: 0,5, surface tension than tin can be used. liigh speed filming of ;

and 10 wppm concentrations of ethoxilated nonyle puenole the dropping melt and subsequent vapor explosions should i

solution at 40 C. Particle size analysis of these three also be performed. This would allow more consistent '

experiments indicated that the strongest explosion was comparisons to be made, and would also provide a better )
obtained at 5 wppm, and the weakest explosion at 0 wppm. understanding of the results obtained.
This is not consistent with the general trend of his results !

at the other coolant temperatures tested, and also reinforces llased on the very limited knowledge of the effects of |

the need ta perform many controlled experiments at surfactants and reduced coolant surface tension on vapor ;

identical conditions, and staustically compare their results, explosions, investigation of any of the previously mentioned i

parameters would provide a significant contribution towards
llased on the results of this investipation, some insight determining the practicality of utilizing surfactants to

into the effects of coolant surface tension versus viscosity mitigate or suppress steam explosions during a severe
can be advanced. In general, both parameters have been nuclear accident;
reported to mitigate vapor explosions. Total suppression of

'

vapor explosions using viscous coolants at room
temperature has also been reported by a number of REFERENCES
experimenters (see Ip et al.,1992). Total suppression of
vapor explosions by reducing coolant surface tension has
only been reported by Becker (1991) at higher coolant 1. AHen T., Particle She Measuirment. Chapman and llall,1990,
temperatures. On the other hand, m solutions only slightly
more viscous than water (and with negligible reduction of 2. Becker K. M., Engstrom, J. and MacBeth R. V., " Enhancement of
surface tension), Ip et al. observed peak pressures much Core Debtis Coolability." KTIIAL51 Royal Institute of
larger than any recorded in pure water. In the present Technology. Stockholm, Sweden. May,1990,
experiment, even the most dilute surfactant solutions (5

3. Ilecker K. M. and Lindland K. P. "The Effects of Surfactants onwppm) had the same effect as solutions with more flydrodynamic Fragmentation and Steam Explosions? KTil-NEl-
surfactant, and Becker reports experiments with I wppm 50, Royal institute of Technology, Stoc kholm, Sweden May,1W1.
solutions which imply that there is no unexpected behavior
at lower concentrations. The viscosities of the surfactant 4. Cary P.E., Magnus E.O., and lierring W.E., "A New Quenchant
solutions were identical to that of pure water when for steet/ Metal Progren March,1958.

measured with a Ubbelohde capillary viscometer.
5. Conover W. J., rracticalNonparametric Statistics, John Wiley &

Sons, Inc.,1971.
Based on the results of this investigation, - it is

concluded that dilute solutions of surface active agents & Dullforce T. A., Buchanan D. J. and Peckover R. S., "Self
(surfactants) do have a mitigating effect on vapor insgenns ,of Small. Scale Fuel-Coolant Interactions: L
explosions; however, no positive conclusions can be made Emnrnents, I %s. & Apg @,9, W, im

regarding their ability to completely suppress explosions. 7. Parawila Y. M. and Abdel.Khalik S. I., "On the Calculation of
Regarding the use of surfactants for practical apphcation, at Steam Explosion Conversion Ratios From Experimental Data?
the present time, insufficient data exists regarding the Nuclear Science and Engineerins. 104, 288-295. 1990.
effects of surface tension to propose any finn

8. Groenveld P., "Exphnive Vapor Formation," 7'ransactions of therecommendations. The results indicate that surfactants may
have potential for application in the nuclear industry, but AM,lournal of urat Trans/cr. 2% May m2.

due to the very limited database, must be investigated 9 Ip B. M., Dowling M. F. and Atxlel Khalik S. I., "An
further. Experimental Investigation of the Effects of Polymeric Additives

on the Likehhood and Severity of Stearn Explosions," Proceedings
of the Fifth International Topical Meeting on Reactor Thermal

V. RECOMMENDATIONS Ilydrauncs Sah Lake City, UT, September 21 24, 1992.

. . . , 10. Kippenhahn C, and Tegeler D.,"A ButNe Growth Experiment forThe results of the present mvesugauon indicate that the Determinahon of Dynamic Surface Tension? AIChElournal.
surface active agents (surfactants) have a mitigating effect 16, n 2. 314,1970.
on vapor explosions. Ilowever, prior to recommending
their use in applications such as severe nuclear accidents, it i1. McCracken O. M., " Investigation of Exph>sions Pnxtuced by
is recommended that additional investigations be performed Dmpping Liquid Metals into Aqueous Solutions " 1972 UKAEA, ,

under both small and large scale conditions, and over a (*[grch Bulletin of the Sately and Reliabihty Directorate,
wide range of surfactant concentrations. In conjunction with
the surfactant additives, parameters such as ambient 12. Yu 11.,"The Effect of Coohng Water Quality on Aluminum Ingot
pressure, coolant solution temperature, melt mass, melt Castmg? Ught Metals 1983.
temperature, and melt / coolant mass ratios should be varied
to determine their effects. Additionally, various ionic and
non-ionic surfactants should be investigated. When
considering the application of surfactants in severe nuclear
accidents, all of these parameters are of significant
importance.

For future experiments, it is recommended that efforts
be taken to better control melt geometry. For this, single
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STEAM EXPLOSIONS OF SINGLE DROPS OF PURE
AND ,

ALLOYED MOLTEN ALUMINUM" |

Lloyd S. Nelson
'

Sandia National Laboratories
'

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185
-

r

S

AllSTRACT Experiments were also rformed with globul'es : J
t smeMase temperae ;g pu nw

Studies of steam explosion phenomena have tur was progressivelyincreased. Moderate thermal- 3
. beenI3erformed related to the hYPotheticalmeltdown type explosions were produced over the temperature
of ahe core and other components of aluminum alloy' range 1273 to 1673 K, At about 1773 K, however, .

- fi u production reactors. Our objecoves were to one experiment produced a brilliant flash .of-
chwictenze the triggers, if any, required to imuate light and bubble growth about an order of mag- '
these explosions and to deternune the energetics and nitude faster than normal;it destroyed the chamber. :
chenucal processes associated with these events. The exceptional vigor of this latter interaction was '
Three basic studies have been canied out with I to 10 g attributed toignition of the metallic Al.

'

smgle drops of molten aluminum or alum, um-based -m
alloys: untriggered experiments in which drops of in both the triggered steam explosions with drops - -|
melt were released into water, triggered experiments of high purity Al and untriggered experiments with :
in which thermal-type steam explosions occurred. dropsofAl-Li,onlyafewtensofem cfhydrogenper3 -

and one triggered experiment in which an ignition- gram of metal were generated; the extent.of metal-
- type steam explosion occurred. woter reaction was only a few percent at most.:

In untriggered experiments, spontaneous steam The information obtained from these studies
explosions never occurred during the free fall through 'with triggered and untriggered drops of molten

- water of single dmps of pure Al or of the alloys studied - aluminum-based alloys can be used directly in:
here. Moreover, spontaneous explosions never oc. certain safety studies where hypothetical core or

'
curred upon or during contact'of the globules with component meltdown occurs in a production reactor.
several underwater surfaces; When Li was present in Moreover, this information is consistent with recent
the alloy,11 was generated as a stream of bubbles as advances in the understanding of single-drop steam2

the globules fell through the water, and also as they e xplosion triggering and concepts of the development 3
froze on the bottom surface of the chamber. of larger scale steam explosions. -

.

4

The triggered experiments were performed with -
pure Al and the 6061 alloy,11are bridgewire dis-

INTRODUCTIONcharges and those focused with cylindrical reflectors
produced a small Drst bubble that collapsed and was - The contact of aluminum-based melts with
followed by a larper second bubble. When the liquid water has been shown to be rnplosive in
bridgewire was discharged at one focus of an many experiments performed hv $r Muminum
ellipsoidal reflector, a 1,nelt drop at the other focus -indu'stry (Long.:1957; Hesspd Mth,11969i
tnggered only very nuidly m spite of a 30-fold - Nelson et al.,1988) and in several nuclear neactor-
increase in peak pressure above that of the bridgewire related experiments and ' accidents including NRX,-.
discharge without the mflector. Stel, SPERT, etc. (Cronenberg and Benz,1980) and i

*This work was supported by the Westinghouse' recent Deld-scale expenments performed at Sandia)
Savannah River Company Aiken, S. C., and was Nauonal Laboratones (Rightley et al.,1993). In -

perfermed at Sandia National Laboratories, which order to obtain quantitauve mformauon relaung to
,

is operated for the U.S. Department of Energy under the fuel-coolant interacuons that nught occur with -
contract . Number DE-AC04 76DP00789. aluminum-alloy fuel, a' laboratory-scale experimental

.
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- study has been performed at Sandia National EXPERIMENTAL |Laboratories. The overall objective of this research
program is to pmykle an undentanding of the mechanism Experiments were performed with I to 10 g melt i
of steam explosions with the melt compositions globules released from either a tilting furnace ( Al-Li |
expected in several hypothetical core meltdown alloys) or a resistance- or RF-heated bottom-drain 1

accident scenarios in production reactors. Our work is crucible. Melt temperatures in the range 1000 to j

.

part of a larger safety study performed by the Savannah I800 K could be achieved. Melting was performed ;
River Laboratory (Hyder,1991). under argon to minimize oxidation. The melt glob- ]

ules were released into deionized water contained in |

Experiments were performed with 1 a 10 g melt a 30 cm x 60 cm x 30 cm-deep chamber with trans-
globules released into water contained in . chamber parent.1-2.7 mm-thick Lexan walls. At various
with transparent walls. The melts were formed from stages of the experiments, the bottom surface of the
high purity Al, the 6061 alloy (l .0 Mg,0.6 Si, chamber was left unprotected or covered with plates .

0.25 Cu,0.25 Cr), the 2090 alloy (2.25 Li,2.74 Cu) of polymethylmethacrylate, graphite, Type 1100
and the "B" alloy, (3.1 Li)(all weight percent. balance aluminum or Type 316L stainles steel to protect.

Al). When desired, triggering was accomplished by against pyrolysis by the globules of hot melt. The
introducing pressure and now transients into the mehs were formed from high purity .Al, the 6061 !
aqueous phase by the discharge of a capacitor alloy (1.0 Mg. 0.6 Si, 0.25 Cu,0.25 Cr), the 2090
through a submerged exploding bridgewire. alloy (2.25 Li, 2.74 Cu), and the "B" alloy, (3.1 Li)

i
(all weight percent, balance Al). Diagnosticsincluded '

Spontaneous steam explosions never >ccurred high-speed photography (Hycam,16-mm,4000 fps),
without triggering transients during the free fall video imaging (VHS), collection of debris and
through water of smgle drops of pure Al or the alloys analysis by sieving, X-ray diffraction or photomi-
studied here. Moreoser, spontaneous explosions crography, and estimation of gaseous H by bubble2 i

neveroccurred upon or during contact of the globules analyses and a volumetric / mass spectrometric !

with underwater aluminum, stainless steel, graphite technique.
v r polymeric (polymethylmethacrylate or polycar-
bonate) surfaces. Further experimental details may be found in |

Nelson et al. (1992a, b, c).
Various triggering transients with peak pressures ;

up to about 50 MPa produced mostly moderate Selected frames from the 16-mm Hims were
thermal-type steam explosions with total bubble analyzed with an automatic digitizing video analysis
volumes <1 L One experiment with a drop of pure Al system. This system operated with hand-tracings

,

'

at a high melt temperatum, however, generated a Hash of from projected individual Hycam frames. Because i
light and a huge bubble (>l5 L) that destroyed the the images were essentially circular, bubble volumes '

chamber. This vigorous interaction was attributed to were estimated by assuming the images could be
an ignition-type steam explosion in which a portion represented as the sum of many right circular i

of the Al burned. cylindrical slices at all positions along the vertical
axis of the bubble,

Only small amounts of hydrogen were generated
here, even from the Al-Li alloys (untriggered only). Triggering was accomplished by introducing
However, because of the apparatus damage, hydro- pressure and flow transients into the aqueous phase
gen could not be measured in the ignition-type steam by the discharge of a capacitor (7 to 63 pF at 3kV) ;

explosion. through a submerged exploding bridgewire. The
'

transie nts were produced either with a bare bridgewire
With proper theoretical interpretation, the in the water or by surrounding it with an ellipsoidal

information obtained from these studies with (see diagramin Figure l)orcylindrical(the bridgewire
triggered and untriggered drops of molten Al and was mounted through a hole centered in a standard
Al-based alloys can be used directly in certain safety 5.1 cm LD. galvanized pipe cap threaded onto a
studies where hypothetical core or component melt. 10 cm-long 5. I cm LD. galvanized pipe nipple; the..

;
down occurs in a nonpower reactor. Moreover, this axis of the resulting capped cylinder was placed

~

'

information is consistent with recent advances in the horizontally in the water with the open end pointed
understanding of single-drop steam explosion trig- toward the falling drop) reflector. By careful release

'

gering and concepts of the development of larger into the water, the drop was caused to fall through the
scale steam explosions. outer focus of the ellipsoid, at a given location across

|

.
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the centerline of the cylinder or at predetermined Memng e Manuai vaive /4 - i
distances from the bare exploding bridgewire to

sens_or [, "'"8S*1Photo sampiecontrol the intensity and shape of the shock wave j Bottle
applied. The bare bridgewire produced about 2 ps- [_]~ j ,Funnei %wide transients at the drop with peak pressures a,, tin,

of 2-3 MPa or 1 2 MPa when the discharges occurred "i / oraduated
sgdsafety shutter cylinder ~

at 57 or 103,dal reflector was in place, the peak , g , Feed Th u'gign voit,gh u y,
mm from the drop, respectively. When

the elhpsoi
'dn

~y j Low Voltage
- rs '

pressure was 30-60 MPa at the drop, with similar ^'9 "
a .e Feed-Thru's _]p__ .

'

c,1e y,durations (see Nelson et al.,1992d). The transients ,

#@ \ w|Iproduced with the cylindrical reflector were com- s
M:d "*""*

~

'

plex, with lower peak pressures and much longer tamm orop ' 38 mm =

times. A photodetectorinitiated the discharge as the \*e*n*g" Fall Orifice Water +y
melt globule fell past the desired triggering location %

Path , 30 cm i '

in the water.
Water " Water-

t
Alignment Positions Shown Here; ' ' 66 'cr'n' ' ' -d " ~

Entire system is inverted into water to perform experiment, Base Plate

Sturdy . Halt
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the system for collectingPillar p Elkpsoids
hydrogen generated during the interactions of molten globules

'4 of Al-Li alloy with liquid water.
andgewire at S'9h'
inner Focus Une

p

/ / RESULTS
Sight M '

Une {>
:

4 /'f'r .i o ,

N y

SMih=2 " :FD' Outer Focus Untriggered Experiments
N

Opt;81 The vigleo and liycam images recorded during
. _ - ,

g

N these experiments showed the complete path of the '
'

j, *\p (wheninverted)g' N molten metal glabule as it fell through the water anda

source N- - - 3 afterit contacted and eventually froze on the bottom- - - "
t~*,,-Q 1, ",,c f' surface of the chamber.

",0"

No bubbles were released from the globules of'W-
N. pure aluminum or the 6061 alloy, either during fall-

through the water or after contact with the bottom
surface.

Figure 1. Schematie diagram of the ellipsoidal reflector
mounted on the optical breadboard. He bridgewin is indicated When a molten globule of either the 2090 or the

at the center of the ellipund. The sight lines and the light B" alloy was released into water, however, a stream

source-photodetector beam are mdicated schemaucally. Also' of bubbles evolved as the melt passed downward
throu8 the water; each bubble rose seParatel andhthe upward pomtmg armws mdicate the pa th the melt drop wdl 7

take when the unit is inverted over the water chamber, eventually burst through the water surface. The
evoluuon of bubbles from both alloys continued after
the melt globule struck either the stainless steel or the

An enclosed water chamber of similar dinrnsions aluminum sheets placed in the bottom of the water
(30 cm x 60 cm x 30 cm) was used to meastre the chamber. The bubble formation decreased gradually.
generation of hydrogen with Al-Li alloy drops. It had a as the melt globule cooled at the bottom of the-
high speed pate valve at the top to admit the melt globule chamber, eventually turning into a gentle effervescence
and provision to collect and analyze the cover gas of very fine bubbles that persisted many seconds

-

quantitatively. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in after the globule had solidified.
Fig ure 2. (See Nelson et al.,1992c for more information.)

A major objective of this work was to look for
All experiments were performed at the local spontaneous steam explosions. In the absence of

atmospheric pressuna of 0.083-0.085 MPa. The water pressure and flow transient triggers, such explosions
was always at room temperature,293 to 298 K. have never been observed in the laboratory during

26I
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.

. '

free fall through room temperature water of single i Repetitive bubble formation-contraction cycles
i to 10 g drops of pure Al or the 6011 alloy (Nelson et such as these have been observed in previous studies
,

,

al.,1989,1992a, b) or of the two Al-Li alloys studied ofsingle drop explosions (Nelson and Duda,1982a,b). '

,

(2090 and "B"). They have not occurred at the melt With flash X ray and high speed photographic ;
3̂

. temperatures studied-1273 to 1773 K for pure Al i maging, Ciccarelli (1991) has recently analyzed the - |
and the 6061 alloy,1273 K for the 2090 alloy and 973 first and second bubbles produced by similarly ,

to 1273 K for the "B" alloy. Nor have they occurred triggered explosions of drops of molten tin and' 1

:

i during or after contact of the pure Al or Al-Li a low melting alloy. His observations will be. ;

globules with submerged aluminum or stainless discussed below in greater detail. i'

F steel surfams. (The failure of drops of molten aluminum
and its alloys to explode spontaneously should be The three plots in Figure 3 were generated with
compared to the behavior of drops of molten tin. molten aluminum drops initiated by discharging a
Drops of this metal explode readily without trigger- capacitor (63 pF at 3 kV) through identical'

ing in the same melt and water temperature ranges bridgewires placed horizontally 103 mm away
studied here, e.g., T a = 1273 K Tug = 298 K from the drop. 'The bridgewire was discharged

n
[Dullforce et al.,1976).) " bare"in the water (triangles). inside the capped end

of a 5.1 cm I.D. x 10 cm long pipe (squares), and at
the inner focus of the ellipsoidal reflector shown in
Figure 1 (the drop was at the outer focus at triggering -

,l'riggered Experiments time)(circles). From the plots presented in Figure 3,
it can be seen that at a given distance from the

Effect ofTriggerTransient Characteristics. exploding bridgewire and at a given discharge en-
,I he triggered explosions of molten aluminum drops ergy, the cylindrical reflector produced the most *

produced several cyclic bubble growths and col- vigorous explosion while the unfocused shock wave
lapses during 10 or 15 ms after application of the produced the next most vigorous explosion; surpris-
triggering transient. Typical bubble volume-time ingly, however, the ellipsoidal reflector produced
plots, produced from tlye Hycam films with the only a very mild interaction, even though the peak

, /atitomatic video digitizing system, are shown m pressure produced at the drop (approximately 30
hgure 3. Each interaction produced a small MPa (Nelson et al.,1992d]) was an order of magni-

2 l(approximately 10 cm )first bubble that collapsed tude greater than that produced by the unfocused -

'
within 5 to 8 ms. After collapse,each of these bubbles discharge or the discharge in the pipe (approximately
was followed by growth of a second bubble that 2 MPa).
produced a combined volume that never exceeded
approximately I l- When the bare bridgewire discharge was moved ' ,

closer to the drop (to 57 mm), the explosion became
more vigorous, as shown in Figure 4.

VOLUME (cc)
300

/ VOLUME (cc)twat
,)I . w-4 1200250 .. 3,p i m,,,

e 38 0}01 57mm+ ".A 1?-01 Elhp Nr ,/ g ,

1000+ 39 0%01 Cyhn hc _o_ 38.o4.oi. , nam,

800150 g
"

100 600

SO +#V" bb 400
' '

g
200 g .-

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 ;( W
0dTIME (mmiseconds)

0 5 10 1s 20

TRIGGER 3 kV @ 63 pF and 103 mm TIME (milliseconds)

RE BROGE WIRN 0 M g
Figure 3. Steam explosion bubble volumes versus time for
pure aluminum drops triggered with three different
configurations: a bare (unfocused shock wave) bridgewire: a
bridgewire placed at the inner focus of an ellipsoidal reflector.
and a bridgewire placed in a cylindrical reflector. Figure 4. Stea:n explosion bubble volume versus time for

pure aluminum drops at two different triggering distances.
!
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EITect of Alloying. An effect of melt com- than the 30 cm by 60 cm by 30 cm-deep water 1

position was observed when experiments with pure chamber. The bubble grew rapidly to 14 L before it I
aluminum drops were compared with drops of the broke the water surface. The 12.7 mm-thick Lexan j
6061 aluminum alloy. The pure aluminum drops walls of the water chamber were cracked or torn apart j
exploded more vigorously than did the 6061 alloy in several places by the explosive force of the
drops when exposed to identical moderate triggering interaction, causing uncontrolled flooding in which
conditions with (7 pF at 3 kV) unfocused shock waves. some of the debris, probably the finer particles, was
Thisis shown in Figure 5. However when the trigger lost. The volume-time relationship for this bubble,

| strengthwasincreased(to63pFat3 kV),theexplosive until the chamber failed is shown as the upper curve ;
vigor of both the pure aluminum and the 6061 alloy in Figure 6. We regard this as an ignition-type steam I

was about the same. Thus it appears that the presence explosion.b Note that both plots in Figure 6 indicate
of a few weight percent of alloying matenals may similar growth and collapse during the initial 8 ms of
ca u se signi ficant differences in the initiation threshold a small first bubble before the formation of a second
of single drops of molten aluminum. larger bubble.

VOLUME (cc) VOLUME (hters)
1200 16

+ 36M01PmeAl
1000

.

_a_ 3.u, m

14800 _- um

600

400

200

-]
10

Mgalhah ''773 k.-
J0

0 5 10 15 20 g

TIME (mdhseconds)

BARE BRIDGE WIRE: 3 kV @ 63 pF and 57 mm 6

Figure 5. Steam explosion bubble volumes versus time for
4

drops of pure aluminum and the 6n61 alloy. Triggering e

1conditions were the same in both experiments. <.

on.iw [ l

1673 K
. . . . .

Effect of Melt Temperatun . In another o# ~
^'

|
sequence of experiments, melt temperature was 0 2 4 e 8 10 12 14

increased in 100 K steps from 1273 K to nominally TIME (milliseconds)
,

1773 K. Water temperature was nominally 298 K. |
Melt mass of pure aluminum was in the range 2 Figure 6. Comparison ofthe bubble volume-time relationships I

to 10 g. In all but cne of over 30 successful for the triggered ignition-type and thermal-type steam ex plosions
experiments in this sequence, we observed only of single drops of molten aluminum (30-93-1 and 30-80-1). ,

moderate cxplosions with small first bubbles The upper curve is for aluminum at a nominal temperature of '

followed by maximum second bubbles with total 1773 K; the lower curve is for a nominal temperature of 1673

volumes $1 L A typical volume-time plot for these K. The bloommg caused by the flash oflight is indicated at
"h""'***'

interactions is shown in the lower curve in Figure 6.
We regard these as thermal-type interactior.s similar
to those shown in Figures 3,4, and 5. However,in one bWe use the term " ignition-type steam explosion" in
experiment perfonned with approximately 10 g of a broad sense to indicate that the usual thermal
melt at nominally 1773 K, the interaction became processes are accompanied by metal combustion. In
extremely vigorous, accompanied initially by a the more detailed view of the single drop explosions,
brilliant 1 ms-long flash of light. A huge bubble it might be preferable to use the term " steam explosion-
formed over the next 4 ms, larger in some dimensions driven ignition."
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In the debris recovered from the ignition-type Moreover, this experiment shows many similarities
steam explosion, there was no visually observable to extremely energetic explosions with Hashes of

1 2aluminum oxide present, and only trace amounts light observedwith10 to10 kgofmoltenaluminum 1

detectable by X-ray diffraction Moreover, there - in 0 eld-scale experiments (Hess and Brondyke,1969; j
were no apparent differences either in the metallic Lemmon,1980; Rightley et al.,1993).
appearance or particle size distributions between .

i

@.or further information about experiment 30-debris recovered from the ignition-type and from
comparable thermal-type steam explosions. 80-1, see Nelson et al., 1991,1992b.)

i
'We have compared the growth of the second Ilydrogen Generation

bubble in the ignition-type aluminum-water expk>sion
with comparable bubbles produced by underwater Pure Aluminum. We explored the possibil-
explosion (Beck,1989) of two commercially ity that metal / water reactions had occurred during
available high explosive (llE) exploding bridgewire thermal-type steam explosions with molten pure alu-
detonators that contain 60 and 606 mg of PETN/ nunum drops. By exammmg our Hycam Elms care-
RDX, Types RP-1 and RP-2, respectively.The volume. fully at late times, we discovered a single bubble that
time plots for the three bubbles are shown in Figure 7 remained long after the steam explosion bubble had
(the time scale is reset to zero at the flash oflight for collapsed and disappeared. This appeared to be a
the aluminum bubble). Note that the explosions of bubble of permanent gas, presumably hydrogen. By
the nominally 10 g of molten aluminum and 606 mg measuring this bubble we were able to place
of IIE produce similar bubble growth rates. approximate upper and lower bounds on the extent

of metal / water reaction in thermal-type laboratory
p ont

Vot UME (Mers)
'6 We measured two such bubbles, one from an- ' ' -

A interaction in which the molten aluminum release ]
~ u cw

j/ temperature was 1243 K, and the other in which the14 + Hei nt

melt release temperature was approximately 200 K- " "

ta higher, namely,1468 K. The volumes of these bubbles
3were estimated to be 80 and 267 cm , respectively.

10 /;i If we assume the bubbles contained only
/ hydrogen, we can estimate both the total amount of

a hydrogen and the amount produced per gram of
/f. . aluminum participating in the interaction if we can
f assume a temperature for the gas. Upper and lowera

[n/
limits can be placed on the temperature of the gas
within the bubble. namely, the release temperature of,

the melt (assumes neglig ble heating from combustion)i

and the temperature of the water. The corresponding *

2 s- limiting values of the extent of metal / water reaction
'' / are compared for the two experiments in Table 1./ " ~~ , _ _. _

-

These values are based on the assumption that theo
o i 2 3 4 s e aluminum in the debris was not oxidized. Note that

TIME Weseconds) the estimated maximum extents of metal / water reac-
tion are less than I percent for the 1243 K aluminum

Figure 7. Comparison of bubble volumes versus time and less than 4 percent for the 1468 K aluminum
,

produced by an ignition-type steam explosion of a drop of melts. (Recent model oxidation predictions showed .
molten pure aluminum (30 80-1) and exploding bridgewire good agreement with the results of these experiments ,

detonators Types RP.1 and RP-2. The release temperature of [ Young and Nelson,1991].)
the mohen aluminum was nominally 1773 K. '

The extent of aluminum / water reaction in the
ignition-type explosion could not be estimated in this

We believe ours to be the Drst clear photograplu.c manner because of the early failure of the water chamber.
observation of an igmtmn-type steam explosion of
molten aluminum in the laboratory. The ignition of (Better estimates of gas temperatures in the

| aluminum drops underwater has been photographed bubbles, based on chemical heating of the gas seem
| before, e.g., Tao et al. (1989), but never, to our unlikely because of the very small extent of the metal /
| knowledge, when initiated by a steam explosion. water reactions.)
|
L
'
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Table 1. Metal-Water Reaction for Sicam Explosions of Pure [if at all] by the persistence of steam generated by the
Aluminum Dnips Determined From Ilycam Bubble Images hot globule.) The fast shuttering hydrogen-measuring ,

apparatus shown in Figure 2 was used for studying |
the reaction between liquid water and single drops of 1

Experiment No. 38-3-1 38-6-1 molten aluminum-lithium alloy. Hydrogen generated |
during the interactions at several melt temperatures I

combm,ollected quantitatively and measured byTmelt (K) 1243 1468 was e
ing volumetric and mass spectrometne

information; the results are presented in Figure 8.
V f(cm3) 80 267ii This figure shows total volume of hydrogen (STP)

increased from about 2 to 9 cm% of melt as initial
Debris Weight (g) 6.54 4.50 melt temperature increased from'973 and 1273 K.

_. There were no signs of runaway temperature in-

ViI * -C*J creases as in the ignition-type interaction, however,
2 12.3a 59.4a even though the formation of hydrogen indicated that

A1 8 some underwater " combustion" had been occurring.

.
W amounts of Mogen hwn in Rgure 8Ihtent of 0 gb 3 8b

mdicate that the extent of the metal-water reaction forA1-H O Reaction (%) 0.2c 0.8c2 the untriggered "B" alloy drops was always relatively '

small(the measured H corresponded to an extent of2

reaction of at most 0.7 percent,if both the Al and Li
* Volume at local atmospherie pressure of 0.085 MPa in the alloy are assumed to react). (We have no ,

* Assumes aluminum is not oxidized information about the effect a triggered steam
bAssumes 11 is at Tn (298 K)
(Assumes 11 is atT ,o explosion might have on the amount of hydrogen

.|

2

2 rneti - generated from Al-Li melts.)
!

TOTAL VOLUME HYDROGEN / GRAM MELT (cc/g)
10

Aluminum Lithium Alloy ag

One goal of this program was to measure the
'

a
hydrogen generated by the reaction between drops of j
molten Al-Li alloys and water. The experiments were !

performed without triggers applied to the water in
order to investigate whether spontaneous initiation e -a
of steam explosions occurred with these alloys as o

discussed above. The drop sizes and melt tempera-
'

tures were chosen to simulate globules that might
form during hypothesized melting of certain Al-Li 4 -

alloy components of aluminum alloy-fueled produc-
"

oa
tion reactors. We released into liquid water 1 to 10 g
drops of "B" alloy (3.1 w/o Li, balance Al). Melt a

2 - -

temperatures were in the range of 973 to 1273 K;
water temperatures were in the range of 293 to 298 K.

A stream of hydrogen-containing bubbles was o
> ' - -

generated as each melt drop fell freely through the aoo 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400

water and froze in contact with the bottom surface of MELT TEMPERATURE (K)
the water chamber. (Streams of bubbles were never i

observed when drops of pure aluminum were
Ig..un & Total volume of hydrogen at STP generated from

released into'.w.ater unde.r essentially identical approximately 5 g globules of alummum-3.1 w/o lithium
conditions. This is taken to mdicate that the bubbling ("B") alloy released into wateras a function ofmelt temperature.
observed here is overwhelmingly caused by the Analyses were performed by a combined volumetric / mass
presence oflithium in the melt and only slightly spectrometrie technique.
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DISCUSSION inflation and essentially " blow away" the bubble
before the collapse could occur. We never achieved

,

Comparisons with the McGill Drop water flows in this regime, however; instead, with
-|

Triggering Studies ur triggers, we always produced flows in the range i

of a few meters per second rather than his several tens
,

The e x peri ments recently described by Ciccarelli of meters per second.
(1991) of McGill University provide significant
insight into the behavior of the smgle drops of if, indeed, our aluminum drops behave similarly

molten aluminum studied here. Ciccarelh studied hot to Ciccarell?s tin and Cerrolow drops (our drops were

drops (973 K) of molten tin and of a molten low exposed to flow conditions with Weber numbers of

temperature alloy (Cerrolow) released into water at about the same magnitude as Ciccarelli's slower

312 K. His drops were tnggered with eapacitor discharges Dows), then we can speculate about what is occuring

through underwater bridgewires similar to ours; he during the triggering and bubble growth phases.

used a vanety of discharge energies that produced Ciccarelli's observations strongly suggest that our

peak pressure transients between about I and 20 MPa aluminum drops also produce the Rayleigh-Taylor

at the drops. Ciccarelh compared high speed pho- fingers during the growth and collapse of the first

tographs of the drop explos ons with simulta- small bubble. The resulting porcupine-like configu-

neously recorded flash X-ray images. He reported ration then apparently is strongly fragmented during

cyclic bubble growth and collapse patterns smular t the first collapse and likewise presents both higher
surface area and fresh unoxidized surfaces at the startours shown m h, gures 3 through 6 (without igmtion).
of the second infiation.

Ciccarelli analyzed the small, first bubble
followed by the larger second bubble in the first tw We speculate that the differences observed in our

cyeles. He concluded that the small first bubble was work for triggering of the pure aluminum and the
, 6061 aluminum alloy (see Figure 5) may be related topnmanly a thermal event that produced fingers of changes in the surface properties caused by the -melt extend, g radially outward from the drop. These alloying. Thus the formation of the Rayleigh-m

were caused by Raylgign-Taylor instabilities Taylor instabilities may be sensitive to changes in
,

produced durmg the rapid generation and outward
flow of steam irom the melt surface. After the modest melt surface tension and wettability produced by

hrst bubble collapsed, it then remflated due to heat small amounts of alloying components. Also, the
finger formation and breakup may be stronglytransfer from the drastically fragmented melt fingers affected by alloy composition via the rates andproduced dunng gmwth of the first bubble. The

second bubble was larger than the first, due to the structure of the oxide skin growth that accompany the

greater amount of heat transferred from the particles
increased surface area of the drop (cf. Kahl and
Fromm,1985) and by the possible changes in heatthat had greater total surface area than the fingers
transfer related to the nature of these skins (cf.pmduced dunng the first bubble mflation cycle.
Moreaux et al.,1975). However, when the triggering

He also showed that a triggering shock wave was le vel was increased, we were able to obtain essentially
needed to produce the initial contact between the similar explosive behavior and override the alteration
melt globule and the liquid water which initiates the in the finger formation caused by the changes in
thermal growth ofmelt fingers. Ciccarelli aiso showed surface properties.
that for his initial conditions, the peak pressure of the We may also speculate that the increase in the
shock wave generated by the triggering source was not vigor of the interaction when the bridgewire-to-drop
an important parameter once it exceeded about 2 MPa at distance was decreased from 103 to 57 mm (seethe drop (at least up to approximately 20 MPa see Figure 4) was caused by exceeding the thresholdi

| Ciccarelli's Figure 29)- shock wave peak pressure needed to adequately
Ciccarelli also studied the effect ofincreasing initiate the initial thermal interaction and the first

the water flow across the drop during the triggering bubble growth. Our triggering peak pressures at
. ese distances essentially straddle the thresholdthevent. This was accomplished by fin ng his triggering

source (bridgewire or, to produce extreme values, a indicated by Ciccarelli(1991)(his figure 29).
,

blasting cap) at the bottom of a capped water-filled It is important to note that our single ignition-
pipe. The source was initiated when the melt drop type experiment performed with pure aluminum at
passed a predetennmed point above the pipe. He

,

high melt temperatures (nominally 1773 K) appar-
learned that at water Dows greater tha n about 50 m/s, than ently underwent the same initial small bubble growth,
the inflation of the second bubble could be strongly accompanied by Rayleigh-Taylor fingers as in the
altered. The high water flow tended to strip the melt thermal-type explosions (see Figure 6). The milli-
fingers from the parent drop iuring the first bubble second-long flash oflight seems to have occurredjust
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as the bubble collapsed and produced the highly It is now known, however, that apparently the.
disturbed particles from breakup of the melt fingers. peak pressure of the initiating shock wave is not an
(A similar ignition upo.n bubble collapse was important parameter in deternuning the nature of the
observed for very small drops generated by capaci- steam explosion of a single drop. Thus Ciccarelli
tor discharges through aluminum wires [ Tao et al., varied his shock wave pressure at the drop over an
1989].) The nature of the transition of the hot melt order of magnitude (2 to 20 MPa) and found little
particles to the ignited state is not known from changein the growth of the first smallbubble. Appar-
observations of our Hims. However, it apparently ently, the thennal interaction requires only a minimal
involves the highly increased surface area and fresh shock wave to start the interaction, but then is essen-
metal surface of the melt particles at the disruption of tially independent of the magnitude afterit passes the
the fingers. It is interesting to speculate what might threshold (at least over the range 2 to 20 MPa).

h velocity triggering conditions similar
happenif hig's were applied to a molten aluminumto Liccarelh .l'his statement does not explam., however, the
drop at high temperature. actual reduction in the second and subsequent bubble

growth shown in Figure 3 when the focusing re flector
It is necessary to point out that triggering is placed around the bridgewire.

conditions were somewhat different in the tin and
Cerrolow experiments performed by Ciccarelli and T,he reason for the differences between trigger-
in our aluminum drop experiments. First, our melt ing with focused and unfocused shock waves may be

drops were larger than Ciccarelli's namely I to 10 o related to the hypothesis advanced by Beck (1989)
of Al compared to his 0.5 g drops. This caused 0u7 and summarized in Figure 9. This hypothesis sug-
first bubbles to be larger and to collapse later. But gests that the triggering of a single drop is caused by

more importantly, Ciccarelli had to increasc his water the diffraction of the planar shock wave around the

temperature to 312 K to prevent spontaneous trigger. drop, focusmg m the wake at the opposite side of a
ing of the tin drops (compare with the temperature drop. Thus the boihng film is induced to move
interaction zone of Dullforce et al., [1976]), whereas toward the drop and impact it from both s, ides to
our Al drops never triggered spontaneously even at achieve efficient triggering. When the focused shock
the much colder water temperature of 298 K. Using wave is used, however, the diffracting wave cannot

the larger Al drops in our experiments primarily form and focus at the other side of the drop. Thus film

seemed to increase the time scale of the interactions. collapse occurs only at a localized portion of the
namely to increase Ciccarelli's approximately 1 ms to drop's surface and triggering becomes less efficient. -)

i5 to 8 ms times for our first bubbles to collapse. The
Shockeffects ofincreasing the time scale and bubble volume of 7*the initial themial event are not known at the time. ,

'
. Me!t

Focused Versus Unfocused Shock Wuves
,

','

s s
/ /. / ,

vaporAs these studies began, conventional wisdom s
' '

was that the significant parameter governing trigger- 4 y / Lavar
'

ing of single drops of a molten material was the ' coolant

maximum pressure of the shock wave produced by '

(o shock Front (b) vapor-cooiant (c) shock oatracts
the triggering source. l'hus when we began to exam' Arrives Interface Moving About Drop-Focusing
ine the effects of placing our underwater bridgewater Toward Melt in Wake Accelerates |

discharge within an ellipsoidal reDector, w e expected vapor-cooiant iniertaca
Toward cropsionificantly increased triggering effects. With this

reTatively simple modification of our iriggering de-
vice, we were able to produce peak pressures at least
an order of magnitude greater than the 2 or 3 MPa N f%,

}()
-

-

-' Qtransients produced by the unfocused discharges, i

namely, on the order of 30 to 60 MPa (Nelson et al., ) _ go
'

;

" '-1992d). We learned rapidly, however. that the ap-
parent increase in peak pressure did not offer a V (y y

,

jo

significant increase in the triggering capability of the f s i

discharge (see Figure 3). Instead, it seemed that
(d) Meit-cooiant (e) vapor interface (f) Explosion Occurs

triggermg with the focused shock wave was less Contact w/ Rapidly collapses
eff ective than with the bare bridgewire placed at the irnpact shocks

same distance without the refketor. (Similar de-
creased triggering effectiveness of focused Iigure 9. Illustration of possible prompt explosion trigger
shockwaves has also been observed for thermite mechanism for single drops of melt di.spersed in water. This

drops [ Nelson et al. 1992d].) mechanism is due to Beck (1989).
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Mass of Al involved in the ignition-Type ignition type steam explosion was 0.22 to 0.44 g. This ;

Steam Explosion is only 3 to 6 percent of the 8 g ofdebris recovered after '

the experiment and after the failure of the apparatus. 4

This section sammarizes and offers additional If the value of 15 J/g reported by Lee (1991)is a more !

thoughts on our laboratory experiment 30-8-1 in accurate value, then the total amount of aluminum

which a clear photographic image of an ignition-type that reacted according to this analysis would have .

,

steam explosion of molten aluminum was recorded. been only 0.18 g, or about 2 percent of the 8 g. j
This experiment has been described above and by
Nelson et al., (1991,1992b). The discussion in this The estimate that only a few percent of the metal
secdon is based on the following preliminary obser- p rticipated m the igmtion-type steam explosion is
valions (Nelson et al., unpublished results,1992): consistent with the virtual absence of oxidized

aluminum in the debns recovered from the igmtion-
* Bubbles that grow with the same initial rates type steam explosion experiment. Aluminum oxide

(i.e., same dV/dt slopes) ultimately appear to could not be observed visually and was detected only
achieve the same maximum volumes. This in tr ce amounts byLray diffraction. There was no
has been demonstrated for various capacitor ppreciable difference from the debris recovered
discharge-produced bubbles that have grown fmm comparable thermal-type steam explosions,
almost as large as I liter.

Temperature Thresholds for Ignition-Type
* The light-emitting combustion of aluminum Explosions

in water seems to liberate bubble (pressure-
volume) energies in the range of 6 to 12 J/mg. It is interesting to cenpare data obtained from
This range of values has been determined the literature for the temperatures at the onset of
from several u nderwater capaci tor di scharges underwater ignition of molten aluminum as a
through strips of aluminum foil of known function of metal mass. Nine ignition temperature
weight (up to 14 mg). (These chemical thresholds are shown as a function of metal mass in
energies have been corrected for the purely Figure 10. These data are taken from reports by
electrical bubble energies by performing side Baker (1965), Hess and Brondyke (1969), Higgins -
e x pe rimen ts with si milar capacitor di scharges and Schultz (1957), Lemmon (1980), Rengstroff et
focused through fine gold or tungsten wires al. (1969), Rightley et al. (1993); Tao et al. (1989) and
submerged in water where the chemical from this work.
component of the bubble growth is negligible;
these nonchemical bubble energies are < 20
percent of those produced when the alumi- M:NIMUM IGNmON TEMPERATURE (K)
num strips are present.) Our work follows " ~ ~~ ~

the lead of Lee (1991), who obtained about 2ew w"~'* =

15 J/mg with carefully tuned electrical o w =isn+=o i ssia rcock
discharge circuits. (Conventional high
explosives generate about 4 J/mg [Rightley 23m -

et al.,1993].) yo,o m o o

' 8"To utilize these preliminary relationships, we y g',{'y
note that the complete bubble from the detonator
achieves a maximum volume of about 31 L in about

,3gg my o
13 ms. If we can assume from the hrst observat on o
that the maximum bubble volume for the igmtion- gggki o

. %, % = o
type steam explosion also would have been 31 L, the ua - %.o .i >= = m tgg
maximum pressure-volume energy release would
have been 2670 J. (We assume that during the initial

_ _ ._

3 og,7 3,gg,3 3 og,3 , ,gg,, 3 gg , ,,gg 3 3 og 3bubble growth, there is no difference between con-
densable and noncondensable inflating gases.) mss mumuM w

Using the second observation, that the energy Figure 10. Plot of melt release temperatun's for onset of
release for aluminum in an underwater ignition-type underwater ignition of molten aluminum plotted as a function

,

event lies at the range 6 to 12 J/g, we estimate that the of mass of molten metal. Note the steady decrease in ignition
total amount of aluminum that participated in the temperature as melt mass increases.
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STUDIES ON FUEL COOIMF INTERACTIONS DURING CORE MELT ACCIDENT

OF NUCLFAR POWER PLANTS

N.Yamano, J.Sugimoto, Y.Maruyama and K. Soda
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
Tokai-mura, Ibaraki-ken, Japan 319-11

Telephone (292) 82-5871 - Facsimile (292) 82-5570

ABSTRACT containtnent. Therefore experimental investigation for verification.

of effectiveness of water addition is needed before such accident
Two series of experiments to investigate FCis have been management is adopted in the severe accident.
performed at JAERI. In the melt drop steam explosion .
experiments, melt simulating the molten core was dropped into in order to clarify the phenomena which would threaten the
a pool of water. Spontaneous steam explosion was suppressed containment integrity and to establish the accident management

. when the falling melt was dispersed by an artificial device or the measures, ALPIIA (Assessment of Loads and Performance of -
ambient pressure was increased to. L6 MPa. In the molten core Containment in .a liypothetical Accident) program was initiated -
coolability experiments, water was poured onto the melt. Melt at JAERl(Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute) in 1990 (Soda i

eruption which might have led to an explosive interaction was et at,1991). De ALPIIA program consists of feur test items;
observed when subcooled water was poured through a pipe melt coolant interaction, molten core concrete interaction, FP '
nozzle. The eruption was not found when the water was at near aerosol behavior and penetration leak characterization. He melt

,

saturation temperature or supplied through a spray nozzle. Ileat coolant interaction test of the ALPilA program ' has been
transfer characteristics from the melt to the overlying water was performed in order to quantify loads to the containment during
evaluated. Size distribution of the debris was investigated in the FCI and evaluate coolability of the molten core (Sugimoto et al.,
both experiments. 1992a). Two series of experiments have been performed in the

melt coolant interaction test; melt drop steam explosion
L INTRODUCTION experiments in which simulated molten core was dropped into:

water pool and molten core coolability experiments in which
ne containment of a nuclear power plant plays an important water was poured on to simulated core melt. Major findings from

role to minimize accidental release of fission products to the these experiments are described in the present paper.
envimnment as the last physical barrier (OECD/CSNI,1989).
Therefore maintaining the containment integrity is crucial to II. MELT DROP STEAM EXPIDSION EXPERIMENTS
minimize the consequecce of a severe accident, 11 has been
known that the containment integrity would be challenged in a Since several early experiments in the' melt drop steam
severe accident due to thermal and mechanical loads exceeding explosion experiments were presented at NURETil-5 conference
the design limit of the containment (Soda,1990). It is considered (Sugimoto cl al,1992b), results of the experiments including new
that one of such extreme loads may be caused by " fuel-coolant ones performed after the presentation are mainly described in this
interactions (FCI)" when the molten core consisting of fuels and paper.

core component materials contacts with coolant. In particular .
energetic FCI which is referred as * steam explosion" is - A. Experimental Apparatus

. considered to be one of the threats to the c< ntainment integrity
due to its destructive force (Ginsberg et al.,1985 and Theofanous Schematic diagram of the melt drop steam explosion .
et al,,1987).. experiments is shown in Figure 1. Molten core simulant generated

in the melt generatar was dropped into the water pool located :
In order to reduce the possibility. of the loss of the - inside the model containment vessel.

containment integrity during a severe accident, various measures
have been proposed to mitigate the accident consequence and He model containment vessel has an inner diameter of 3.9

' those measures are called " accident management". Intentional m, a height ' of 5.7 m and an inner volume of 50ml Several
supply of the coolant to the molten core either in the reactor viewing windows are- provided in the vessel.' for . visual .

.

vessel or in the containment is considered as one of such accident observation during the experiments. De vessel was pressurized

management measures to teeminate the ses :re accident. Ilowever by nitrogen in sescral experiments.

adding water to the molten core may generate an energetic steam
explosion and cause a severe damage to the reactor vessel or the Melt was generated in the melt generator by thermite

-

-
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was fixed at the center of the steel frame. De grid was made of
lO steel wire of 2 mm in diameter and the pitch of the grid was 25

mm. He device was installed at the top of the pool so that the i
Melt Generator gnd plane was located horizontally at 10 cm above the water

surface.

Pres /
-

sure i e
Transducer Model 13

N, ~8* i Containment gLEC
, Melt vessel

*

+Illgh-Speed

Video Cameraf ' liigh-Speed f
'

- Camera +
'

@[ *-g e

\ ' Water Pool #~ g ,

h #

9vi e

4
- T: Temperature

_ _
P: Pressure

e 4040
20I LD 1000 'M

I
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of melt drop steam explosion

expenments gd q l - Reinforcernent

reaction of imn oxides (FeO and Fe O ) and aluminum. De melt ,'
-. $ Rings|8N

''

/g g
N $ ^j

2 3

The maximum capability of generating melt by the melt d jh|@generator was placed on the top of the model containment vessel. g ,

L
-

4] 4~~~i.,
/

,

6 % |generator is 100 kg. In this paper the experimental results with
ffcither 10 kg or 20 kg of melt are presented. He diameter of the

orifice at the bottom of a crucible in the melt generator was 200 prgr(- pq .

mm for both 10 kg and 20 kg of melt experiments. Two layers 'y '
,

of the thermite was installed in the melt generator: the upper __ y ,, j
m of I.layer for generating the melt and the lower layer as the melt

i unit : mmdropping device. Four kg of MgG powder was inserted between Inp

the two layers as thermal insulator. De two layers of the thermite ,

'

and MgO powder were placed on a glass plate which plugged the
orifice at the bottom of the crucible. De lower layer of the
thermite was electrically ignited after confinning that all of the Figure 2. Steel water pool

thermite in the upper layer was melted. Exothermic reaction of
- the lower layer of the thermite broke the glass plate and the melt

(upper layer) was dropped with MgO powders within 0.8 w c. It gg gg pg.gg
took about 12 s to complete the thermite reaction m the upper
layer and 20 s to drop the generated melt after the initiation of ,

'
the thermite reaction in the upper layer. / 100

n <

* _

i
'

_

'

Re melt was dropped into the water pool which was
~

placed inside of the model containment vessel. Two kinds of the -l - =-

water pool were used as shown in Figures. 2 and 3, respectively. - f d2~ Water Surface
One was the cylindrical water pool made of carbon steel and the p ,

. 1000
other was the box-shaped transparent water pool made of 4 :.

. g
' ~ ~

: t

acrylic panels. De cylindrical water pool has thc inner diameter
' '

of 1 m and the height of 1.2 m while the transparent water pool

__463()\ /,-

s

has the cross section of 0.88 m x 0.88 m and the height of 1.2 7
m. In the present experiments, water of 1 m in depth was held in 875 x
these pools which corresponded to 0.785 m' in the cylindrical Transparent Water Pool (in Intn)
pool and 0.774 m' in the transparent pool,

la some of the experiments, the dispersion device as shown Figure 3. Transparent water pool and dispersion device
in Figure 3 was placed at the top of the transparent water pool.
Essential part of the device was a grid of 63 cm x 63 cm which
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Instrumentation of the melt drop steam explosion replaced by nitrogen in STX'X)9 and pressurized to lh MPa in
experiments is summarized in Table 1. Measured data were STX008. Ten kg of the melt was used in STX001 and STX010.
recorded by the high-speed recording system with sampling rate ne falling melt was dispersed by the dispersion device which
of up to 1 Milz and the low-speed recording system with was placed at about 10 cm above the water surface in STX006 i
sampling rate of up to 100 Hz. A h4h-speed 16 mm camera and and STX011. He initial water temperature was room temperature

i

a high-speed video camera were used in the experiments to in all the experiments, but it was slightly varied as shown in I

quahtatively and quantitatively investigate the phenomena of the Table 2. De melt temperature was measured with a pyrometer in |
| steam explosion. an independently conducted separate experiment. He measured |

temperature at the meh surface was about 2700 K. It should be !

noted that it was surface temperature and bulk temperature of the
Table 1 Summary of instremientation melt was estimated to be between 2700 K and 3450 K which is

calculated by assummg adiabatic heating up of the thermite. De
melt was dmpped from the melt generator into the water pool.

Item Detector The traveling distance of the melt was 3.5 m. It was estimated
from the analysis of photos taken by the high speed video camera

Pressure in water pool Strain gauge transducer 3 that the melt reached the entry velocity of 8.0 m/s at the surface -
Pressure in Strain gauge tran:*1ucer 1 of the water pool.

model containment
Temperattwe in Thermocouple 4 C. Experimental Results

melt genenitor
Water temperature in Thennocouple 4 1. Visual observations

water pool
Temperature in Thermocouple 2 Spontaneous steam explosion was observed in all of the

model containment experiments in the case when 20 kg of the melt was dropped into
Water level in water pool DifTerential pressure I the water pool at atmospheric pressure and no dispersion device
Water level in Differrntial pressure I was used as shown in Table 2. Time sequential events of the

model containment steam explosion was recurded with the high-speed 16 mm
]Thermite burn condition Melt detector 5 camera. Photo of the steam explosion of STX005 which was

Visual observation liigh-speed camera 1 taken by the camera with 4,000 frames /s was presented in the
liigh-speed video I NUREril-5 paper (Sugimoto et al 1992b) as an example.

At the beginning several fragments of molten thermite which
was used as the dropping device fell into the water with the MgG

It Experimental Conditions powder followed by the melt. Although some of the melt was
dispersed in the air, most of the melt entered water as a lump.

He experimental conditions of the melt drop steam The shining melt which was surrounded with steam bubble sank
explosion experiments are summarized in Table 2. De in water. Suddenly the brightness of the melt was locally lost at
experiment performed in the air at atmospheric pressure using 20 some point when explosion was triggered. De dark region then
kg of the melt was chosen as the base case and repeated three rapidly expanded over the whole melt, which indicated shock
times in STXW)2, STX003 and STX005. De atmosphere was front propagation and rapid heat transfer from the melt to the

surrounding water.

Table 2 Summary of Melt Drop Steam Explosion Experiments

Run Melt Mass Pressure Atmos- Water Water Explosion Comment
No. (kg) (MPa) phere Temp.(K) pool (Yes/No)

STX002 20 0.1 Air 289 Steel Yes Data not Recorded
STX003 20 0.1 Air 292 Steel Yes
STX005 20 0.1 Air 300 Acrylic Yes
STX009 20 0.1 N 289 Acrylic Yes Nitrogen Atmosphere2

STX001 10 0.1 Air 293 Steel No
STX010 10 0.1 Air 297 Acrylic Yes
STX008 20 1.6 N 288 Acrylic No High Pressure (N )2 2

STX006 20 0.1 Air 298 Acrylic No Dispersion Device ,

STX011 20 0.1 Air 290 Acrylic Yes Dispersion Device
(Mild) (Locally Broken)
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The propagation velocity of shock front was estimated as in Ambient pressure in the model containment vessel increased
the order of 400 to 800 nVs from the change of the color in the about 8 kPa after the steam explosion as shown in Figure 5. It
photos. It was also estimated that the expansion velocity was should be noted that the pressure was measured with a pressure
about 60 to 80 m/s at first, and later decreased to 50 m/s due to transducer with relatively slow response and recorded by the i

the resistance of the water. It was observed that the expansion low-speed recording system. Herefore pressure peak is not seen j

wave of the steam explosion took near spherical shape. in the figure. The pressure increase was much smaller than that
obtained in the SNL's experiments, in which the pressure increase ;

it should be mentioned that the shape of the melt entering was in the order of 100 kPa. His is probably because the volume
t5e water was almost spherical according to the observation of the model ccmtainment vessel is about ten times larger than the
with the high-speed video. He estimated melt mass entered the vessel used in the SNils intermediate experiments.
water when the trigger occurred was roughly 80 % of the melt
according to this observation.

120 .... .... ... ........ .... rrrTrrr

Although surface of the melt was surrounded with steam ' :"~-ev- r

bubbies, it was not discemed that the melt was fragmented in the 99 _._
,

water in the cases the spontaneous steam explosion occurred such Steam Explosion-
8as in STX005. However it was clearly observed that the melt was

~

dispersed in the wide range of the water in STXOO6 in which the 60 -

dispersion device was used and no spontaneous explosion g _

occurred. @
g 30 -

u
The tiigger of the spontaneous steam explosion was A

identified near the surface of water in both STX005 and
_

,,,, , , ,,,

STX009. but it was observed at the lower front of the melt in the 0
0 m M* 30 @ g 60 mM

water pool m STXolo. More experimental data wdl be required
to decide whether the melt mass has influence on the trigger Time (s)
location or not.

Figure 5. Pressure in model ctmtainment vessel (STX003)
2. Hermal-hydraulic behavior

The variance of pressure was measured with several pressure
transducers located at the bottom and the side walls of the water 3. Debris particle sizes
pool. Figure 4 shows the pressure history measured at P1 of the ne size distribution of debris measured with automatie sieve
Figure 2 in STXOO3 as an example. The initial pressure peak was in test STX003 is shown in Figure 6. It should be noted that it
higher than 10 MPa and the peak width was about 1 ms. Dese was difficult to remove MgO powders from the debris. Since
values are in the same order of magnitude obtained in the most of MgO powders are larger than 1 mm in diameter, fraction
intermediate scale experiments at SNL (Mitchell et at 1986). The of particles larger than 1 mm tends to be overestimated. The
oscillatory and decreasing behavior of the pressure response was debris size varies fmm about 10 microns to several 1,000 microns

probably due to the reflection of the pressure wave in the water when the steam explosion took place. ne debris sizes were much
pool. larger for the experiment without steam explosion, in which many

debris particles were in the order of several mm. This of course
is the result of the fragmentation process caused by the steam
explosion. It is noted that the debris particles had much smoother
surface when steam explosion took place, indicating that the15.0 ,, r vr,m .,,,, . ., ,

STX 003 fragmentation process took place when the melt temperature was

PI:300mm still high.
- 10.0 - - - - - - - -- ----

n
h The average diameter of debris remained in the steel water
G

5.0 - q
. pool was a little larger than that of debris outside of the steel

- -

water pool as shown in Figure 6. In particular debris withg

t M' -k $' ' r- @1 --
d ' -~ '-""" 2 o = "- - ' --"> '"""" "''io " **a ,

{ 0 -J -j - po 1. This may suggest that the debris effectively contributed to
A the steam explosion tended to be ejected outside of the steel

' - water pool and that the debris not contributed to the steam
-5.0 explosion tended to be remained inside the steel water pool'' 'ew' ''' ''

0 2 4 6 8 10

4. Parametric effects on the occurrence of spontaneousTime (ms)
steam explosion

masswimdt
The results of the melt drop steam explosion experiments are

Figure 4. Pressure history measured at the wall of steel water also summarized in Table 2. The spontaneous explosion occurred
pool (at P1 in STXo03) in all of the four experiments when 20 kg of the melt was

dropped without the dispersion device at the atmospheric pressure
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broken in STX011 while it was less damaged in SM006 implies
the difference of initial mixing condition in the water for the both -E
experiments.

Containment palerpool
- "

r.. .G %e debris size distribution is compared for STX005(steam,,

... explosion), STXOOS(non steam explosion) and STX011(steam
10 -

~"~ "- explosion with the dispersion device) in Figure 7, When the
..... steam explosion did not occur as in STX008, the debris size was'

.

mostly over mm in range. On the other hand once the steam.. ...

$ explosion occurred it was in the order of several tens.or
y hundreds of microns as shown in the figure, it is also shown that ,

6 1 the debris has larger size distribution in STX011 than in STX005,r
>

$ which indicates that the steam explosion was less energetic when
m the dispersal device was used.
m
CO

n-m

4 01 i..... 100
STX005 (Steam explosica)

----STX005 (No steam explosion) ,4---

--STX0tt (Dispersion device) g- %

0.01
-- -

10 100 1000 10 r _ _ ._ _

Sieve Size (micrometers) _._

C
Figure 6. Debris size distribution (STX003) d I e

$ . _-_

condition. The spontaneous steam explosion did not occur when
the mass of the melt was 10 kg in SB001, while it occurred in 2 0.1 - - - - - -

STX010 whicn was performed at the same condition except water ;

pool. It is reported that there exists a minimum critical mass for -|
the spontaneous steam explosion in the experiments (Corradini et ~j

al.,1988) with several to several tens kg of melt. Ahhough such i

minimum critical mass could depend on the geometry, it is 0.01
10 100

revealed that the critical mass is less than 10 kg according to the '1000

present experiments at the atmospheric pressure and low water Sieve Size (micrometers) 1
temperature conditions. It may be understood that the difference j

of the reproducibility of the spontaneous explosion for the -- j
experiments with 20 and 10 kg of the melt indicates that the Figure 7. Comparium of debris size distribution among STX005, |
occurrence of steam explosion tend to be more uncertain when STX008 and STX011
the melt mass decreases to the minimum critical mass. Ilowever,
the reproducibility for 10 kg experiment may have to be
examined further before the understanding of the phenomena. Although the effect of disperse of the melt on steam

i
-

explosion occurrence is not fully understood at present, there may
']The waling problem is the most essential part in applying be several possible explanations. De dispersion device enhanced .

the text results to an actual situation. A careful scaling analysis is the steam generation by increasing the melt surface area available
inevitable based on the physical understanding of the fuel-coolant for heat transfer and the resultant water depletion was probably -
interaction phenomena. He experimental data of the melt-coolant realized in the mixing zone. It may be possible that propagation
interaction test of ALPilA program would be utilized for that and'or growth of pressure wave was depressed in the high void. y
purpose. region. He other explanation is .that the dispersion device 1 _j

enhanced mixture of the melt with air and the dispersed melt in -
dispmian.Alerice the water was wrapped with steam including - noncondensable

' In the experiment of STX006, .the spontaneous steam - gas. It is known that noncondensable gas content in the vapor _
explosion was suppressed by using the dispersion device shown film significantly suppress the occurrence of the steam explosion
in Figure 3. It was designed to dispene the' melt into finer debris (Corradini et al.,1988). ;

with 2.5 cm gap grid before entering the water. Ilowever the j..

spontaneous steam explosion occurred in SUOll which was %ere is a possibility that the dispersion device realizes '

performed at almost same condition as STX006. Observations " optimized' coarse mixing condition which leads. to more
with high speed 16 mm camera showed that the melt was not energerie steam exphision. Several experiments with the .
completely dispersed in the water in STX011. De fact found by dispersion device by varying grid gap sizes or using external
the postrest observation that the dispersal device was locally trigger will be required to understand the effect of the device 'on
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""the occuaence of symtaneous steam explosion.
Type-K TCs Type-K TCse

ambienLpIc.uurc \ j /"

1he steam explosion was suppressed by the high ambient \ '] /
'. @g .

i#Nprewure of 1.6 MPa. Effect of ambient pressure on the L
g 5 - _ Steel Coveroccurrence of the spontaneous steam explosion was reported with

some experiments (Mitchell et al.,1981). Ilowever the data were P I '

,[MgO Powder J

7 g ; tlimited to 5.4 kg of melt and pressure at 1.09 MPa. The present ;

experiment confimied that the extended evidence was obtained .

_ | ' l

using 20 kg of melt up to 16 MPa. It is considered that the high nj |
'

ambient pressure affect the premixing behaviors since the film 3 | MgO Crucible
/

boiling heat transfer ,s strongly mfluenced by the ambient p g / -

fi

gj kJ/pressure, llowever the detailed mechanism of this effect is not ,

O b| 2/fully understood and needs further investigation.
, , / ,

:) /

111. MOL1EN CORE COOLABilITY EXPERIMENTS y / | _ _

/ a

A. Experimental Apparatus -

h
i= Bn p

1he conceptual diagram of the molten core coolability A [''

experiments is shown in Figure H. 'lhe experiments were p7
-

performed in the model containment vessel of the ALPilA /
facihty. The same thermite was v,ed to 3.imulate molten core as
in the melt drop steam explosion experiments. The high Type-B TCs

temperature mtit was gencruted and held in the interaction vessel, i

typical structure of which is illustrated in Figure 9. An MgG Figure 9. Typical structure or interaction vessel I

crucible was placed in a carbon stect cover, and the gap between I
them was filled with MgG powder as a thermal insulator. Several ]
thermocouples were provided to measure temperatun: of the Table 3. Dimensions of MgO crucibles
bottom and the side walls of the MgG crucible and the overlying
water. Dimensions of the MgG crucibles are listed in Table 3.
The steel water pool in the melt drop experiments was used in Run Inner Diameter Outer lleight Depth
order to hold over0nw water from the interaction vcwel. Water No. Top Bottom Diameter I

was gnured onto the melt surface through the water supply (m) (m) (m) (m). tm)
system with a pipe nozzle or a spray nozzle. 1

ACM002 0.2 0.2 0.235 0.52 0.5 |

Iligh-Speed Iligh-Speed
Camera Pressure ACM004 0.1 0.1 0.12 0.511 0.5

Video
Transducer ACM005 0.2 0.2 0.235 - 0.52 0.5 ,

ACM006 0.355 0.355 0.42 0.535 0.5 !

ACM007 0.2 0.194 0.235 0.370 0348
Model ~

ACM008 0.345 0.33 0.395 0.495 0.460 j
Containment / Spray Nonje Molten Material-
Vesstl '

j

i,ipe f '
y

Interach,on.

"I' ,,,

d ;; [ yesseg*
<

/I#Steel Vessel 1M R Experimental Conditions
x '

s
N g~

' l. General conditions
The experimental conditions of the molten core coolability ;

experiments are summarized in Table 4. Depth of the thermite I

melt was set at about 8 cm in the experiments. Ten kg of |
thermite was used in the interaction vesscis with an inner |
diameter of about 0.2 m for ACM002, ACM003, ACM005 and
ACM007. Smaller or larger inner diameter interaction vessels ,

figure H, Conceptual diagram of molten core coolability were provided for ACM004, ACM006 and ACM008 in order to )
experiments investigate the effect of contact surface area between the melt and

water. Water was poured onto the melt surface through a pipe
nozzle in the all experiments except ACM003, in which a spray
nozzle was employed.

I
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Table 4.' Summary of mqjor experimental conditions of molten core coolability experiments '

-Run Melt Mass Melt Surface Water Nozzle Inner Inlet Water Duration of Water
No. (kg) Diameter (m) Pouring Diameter

Temp (erature Reaction"(s)
'Thermite

Pouri p(s)'
-

Mode (mm) K)- Timin

ACM002 10.0 0.2 Pipe Nozzle 16.7 288 17 36,

!' ACM003 10.0 0.2 Spray Nozzle - 283 19 26
ACM004 2.5 0.1 Pipe Nozzle 8.0 293 10-15* 34*

'

ACM005 10.0 0.2 Pipe Nozzle 16.7 373 19 28
ACM006 31.5 0.355 Pipe Nozzle 32.9 297. 23 31*
ACM007 10.0 0.196 Pipe Nozzle 16.7 296 14 32
ACM008 30.0 0.333 Pipe Nozzle 16.7x3 299 17 35

1) Evaluated from measured temperature in the bottom wall of the MgO crucibles
,

2) Estimated from the separate tests ;

3) Elapsed time from ignition of thermite
4) Time interval between thermite ignition and activation of an otifice flow meter

,

thermite. Depth of the molten thermite in the separate tests was
%e nonic exit was located at about 0.3 m above the center set as the same level as that of the molten core coolability

of the melt surface. In case the pipe nonic was used, water fell experiments. The top surface temperature of the melt .was j
~ down from the downward nonic at the superficial velocity measured using a pymmeter assuming an emissivity of 0.4 which_ ]- nmged between 0.46 and 046 nVs at the exit of the nonic, in is the emissivity of solid aluminum oxide at 'around 1800 K -

case the spray nonle was used, some water flowed down on the (Touloukian).. Duration of the thctmite reaction . was also
side wall of the crucib!c while some water directly fell on the measured in the separate tests by detecting a signal of type-K; i

surface of the melt as droplets. thermocouple failure at the bottom of the thermite layer. From the {,

separate tests, the top surface temperature of the melt was j
With respect to the inlet water temperature, saturated water

was supplied only in ACM005 and subcooled water was used for .
approximately 2700 K at the thermite reaction completion and - )
2450 K at amund 30 s after the thennite ignition. Ilowever, it

the other experiments. Water supply was initiated at around 30 5 must be mentioned that bulk temperature of the melt would be
.

after Ignition of thermite. As shown in Figure 10, water mass flux much higher than the surface temperature because of a targe--

based on the melt surface area was varied in the similar manner temperature gradient at the surface of the melt due to heat
in all the experiments except ACM004 and ACM005, in which transfer to the environment. Assuming an adiabatic condition,,

that was kept at constant values during the experiments. temperature of the thermite mell would reach about 3450 K if all -
of eneigy released from the thermite reaction is used to heat up

5.0 r, r r i ,,, t ,,, ,,,' the melt., ";;;
_

[k[523$ [[ Duration of the thermite -reaction in the molten . core4.0
.__.

* * * E" * *" * * * * *'# ** * * * * * *-
x- AChf 005

5 'to I

-e*2 .- ACA1006 , tempera m u m waU th @ cmcMes. De
G"

4 + - ACAf 007 evaluated thermite reaction time is also listed in Table 4. It was

@ l
p - - gg-~ - -

slightly longer than the measured value in the separate tests,
2.0 n..ACM008

which ranged 10 to 15 s. It can be seen in Table 4 that the i

h % 4c'yg eterm . thermite reaction had completed to produce the high temperature :
l'i 1"0 - -

- [
- - - - melt before adding water onto the melt. Due to the large density =

3 difference between the immiscible thermite reaction products,

' ' ' ' ' " "
' .

" " "0 '' '''W
500 1000 1500 2000 state of the melt must have been quickly established after the'o

Time (S) thermite reaction completion.

Figure 10. Water mass flux poured onto melt based on top C. Results and Discussions
surface arca of melt

1. post test observations
2. Melt conditions The post test observations were made for the solidified melt -

'

Temperature of the melt surface at water pouring was and dispersed debris. It was found that solidified oxides (alumina)
, estimated from the results of the two separate tests using 3 kg of whose typical thickness was 6 thmugh 8 cm oveday on the about
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4 cm thick metallic materials (iron). Rough surfaces were
- ACM002observed at the top of the solidified' oxides, in some experiments,

( - - ACM003it was found that spherical particles of several millimeters in c
diameter accumulated on the solidified melt. It is considered that :E

~

1000 -

{ 4 unnson - ACM006
-

these particles weie formed when the melt erupted into water. 3
Fine fragmented particles with smooth surface were found in ! }. - ACM007

- ACM008ACM002. It is etmsidered that these particles were generated by y \ 1,
an explosive melt / water interaction as described later in 3. ;; 500- Y. -

s
s sa

s\'*
2. IIcat transfer characteristics m

ne melt was cooled by the overlying water in the molten D ~72n
core coolability experiments. %e temperature history of the water ,i . i . . . i . m

pool is shown in Figure 11. Until the water level approached 0 500 1000 1500 2000

thermocouples to measure temperature of the overlying pool Time (S)
water, the temperature exceeded saturation temperature because Figure 12. Evaluated heat flux from melt to over1 ing water.3

the thermocouples detected high temperature gas products from qm,, shows the calculated heat flux with Berens <m's 11at plate
the thermite reaction and/or radiation from the melt. De pool film boiling correlation by assuming the melt surface is at the
water temperature decreased gradually with time, starting with the melt scdidification temperature (2320 K).
saturation temperature, as the water was continuously poured and
the water level rose. %c overlying water temperature in ACM004
showed the largest subcooling due to constant and relatively roughness, detailed analyses considering convection and phase
higher water mass Dux than the other experiments as is seen in change in the melt and heat loss through the wall should be
Figure 11. required to interpret the observations in all the experiments.

400 g - q llowever qualitative characteristics can be obtained by comparing

{ h} L.
_ ~ ~ + - ~ ~ < . - -

the experiments with same configuration, i.e, ACM002, ACM003h I

and ACM007. lleat flux for both ACM0i2 and ACM003 was

350 [ hh_[C[[CQ['
evaluated to be smaller than that for ACM007 in the early period.

% 4. The pool water temperature was also lower in both ACM002 and[
g 300 g 7 *WTE_ md?C' ACM003 than in ACM007. As mentioned in later section, an

4 g explosive nteraction between the melt and the water occurred in
I~ e-. ACM002 ~ ACM006 ACM002 to disperse the melt out of the interaction vessel. The.,

j j * - ACM0(0 + - ACM007 dispersion o.f the melt decreased the total enthalpy in the melt,
250< + - ACM004 n- ACM008 which resulted in relatively high temperature reduction rate. It is ,

- ACM005j supposed that the melt surface was effectively cooled down by !

' 399 water droplets in ACM003 where a spray nozzle was used. It was
"0 500 1000 1500 2000 observed in ACM000 that film flow along the side wall surface

Time (S) was established together with spray droplets dispersion onto the
Figure 11. Water temperature in overlying pool top surface of the melt. From the visual observation of ACM003,

vigorous steam was generated immediately after the water I

addition.
Ileat flux at the top surface of the melt was calculated from

the measured pool water temperature by assuming that the ne heat flux at the melt surface can be defined as, I
overlying water was well-mixed and vaporization of the water .j
was negligible. He energy balance for the water pool can be y = h(T - T,L (2)

'

written as,
ne heat transfer coefficient depending on the melt surface
temperature must he more valuable information for general '

b discuss on n the molten core coolability. Unfortunately, the melt
,/ = y(I T)W E ]' O)r r p surface temperature could u .t be measured during cooling phase

1

by the overlying water pool in the expetiments. Ilowever j*

assuming that the stratified state was quickly established in the |

melt consisting of aluminum oxide in the upper layer and iron in I
ne calculated heat flux at the top surface of the melt is shown the lower layer and that the melt surface temperature decreased
in Figure 12 for all the experiments except ACM001 lleat flux to near the solidification temperature of alurninum oxide (2320
(wid not be calculated for ACM005, in which saturated water K) during the initial short period in the cooling phase after the
was poured, since no instrumentation was provided for steam water level approached thermocouples for the overlying water
generation rate, pmd, the heat transfer coefficient can be determined from the

calculated heat flux, it is indicated in Figure 12 that the heat flux j
2The calculated heat flux decreased with time, reducing the ranged between 800 and 1200 kW/m for all the experiments !

surface temperature of the melt. Since heat transfer rate at the during the curresponding period, from which the heat transfer
melt surface is influenced by many parameters such as the melt coefficient is calculated to be 410 through 620 W/(m**K). Since
temperature, water temperature in the overlying pool, surface the pool water temperature was near saturation temperature as
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1

( shown in figure 1I in the early cooling phase, the Berenson's flat spontaneous triggering by ths eruptions is considered to cause the
l plate film boiling correlation (Berenson, 1961) for saturated subsequent explosive interaction,

coolant ircluding the effect of radiation heat transfer can bc
| applied in this case. The heat transfer coefficient calculated from

2

the Herenson's correlation was 530 W/(m K) at the melt surface
temperature of 2320 K with an emissivity of alurninurn oxide of gg)y

,

OA Hough the Berenson's correlation was developed for the - - . ~

~ g'*

surface temperature condition near the minimum film imiling
point, it seems that the correlation would be applicable under - o
high surface superheat condition encountered in the present
experiments. s

.

; 3. Occurrence of Explosive Interaction
An explosive interaction between the melt and the overlying

water was observed only in ACM002. The pressure increase in .

.

. ^-

the matel containment sessel atmosphere shown in Figure 13
.

_

, w-

indicated this phenomenon. Such explosive interaction was also
''

observed in the steam explosion experiments with a stratified .

' +

geometry performed at Sandia National 12boratories (Berman.
' '

s

; 1986). He steam explosion was obser ed in the SNL :
-

experiments, however, only when water was fed a nto the molten
,

thermite just after the completion of the thermite reaction, and no
steam explosion was observed in the case that water was poured Photo 1. Eruption observed in ACM002
at about 5 s af ter the thermite reaction completion due to the
formation of thin crust at the melt surface. In ACM002, on the
other hand, water was poured at about 19 s after the thermite It is supposed that the eruptions were resulted from the direct
reaction con pletion and the explosive event occurred at about 9 contact between the melt and the overlying water through the
s af ter water pouring, during which about 34 cm depth of water vapor film. In the experiments performed by Greene et al.419;o,
was accumulated over the stable interfacial vapor film. 1988) liquid-liquid contacts were observed when water was

'
poured onto such liquid metals as lead, bismuth and Wood's

0.10 ,, - , , ,,wi r,, -- metal under surface superheat conditior,s up to about 600 K. It
was also visually confinned in the Greene's experiments that

j liquid metal jets penetrated into the overlying water layer, which

E 0.05 - - - -- - -- would be the corresponding phenomena to the eruption in the

! present study,
Ii %,

$ o ,,,_.A. %>% % %_%,; Several eruptions were observed in the other molten corej
' S coolability experiments. The eruption timing for all the

E experiments is summarized in Table 5 In addition to ACM002,

$ -0.05 - - . - - - - the multiple eruptions were identified in ACM004, ACM007 and
& ACM008. flowever, from the visual observations, scale of these
" eruptions were clearly much smaller in comparison with the

cruptions observed in ACM002 No cruption was observed in_o.go A u.m m u. ' ' "u aA

0 125 250 375 500 ACM003 and AClm, in which water was poured through a
Time (s) spray nozzle or at saturated temperature, respectively. Visual

observation was not possible in ACM006 due to scattering of the

,
figure 13. Pressure increase in model containment vessel external light source by vigorous generation of acrosols during

| atmosphere caused by explosive interaction in ACM002 the thermite reaction. Ilowever a lot of particles with smooth
surface were found on the solidified melt and it suggested thata

there might have been the eruptions. The eruptions were observed
immediately before the occurrence of the explosive only in the case that subcooled water was poured onto the melt

interaction, consecutive eruptions of the melt took place as shown through a pipe nozzle. It is considered that localized
in Photo. 1. Although additional information concerning the destabilization of the interfacial vapor film would be caused by
melt-water interactions must be accumulated, the eruptions would the mixing of the sutrmoled water in the overlying pool in

2 be an important phenomena to establish an adequate coarse ACM003, stable crust must have been quickly formed at the melt
mixing configuration and trigger to produce an energetic event in surface because of the effective cooling by spray droplets.
stratified geometries. Bang and Corradini(1991) observed two

i types of the spontaneous triggering from the high-speed films in ne dispersed debris due to the explosive interaction in
their vapor exp|osion experiments in a stratified geometry; (a) ACM002 was collected and size distribution was measured by the

vapor film collapse due to minimum film boiling dynamics and automatic sieve. The result of size distribution measurement is
(b) sapor film destabilization due to an internal pressure source shown in Figure 14 along with data obtained from the melt drop
near the interface. In the present experiments, latter type of the steam explosion experiment (STX005). It can be seen that a less
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Table 5. Summary of tirne difference between water l{owever it is also considered that some of the results obtained in
pouring and eruptions the experiments suggest candidates of the accident management

measures.

Run Tirne Difference between in the melt drop steam explosion experiments, the
'P "'*" "" Steam c%P osion did not occur when ambientlNo. Water Pouring and Eruptions (s)
pressure was increased up to 1.6MPa. Herefore, increasing
ambient pressure is expected to be hopeful candidate for the

ACM002 9 (Double) prevention of the steam explosion. Spontaneous steam explosion

ACM003 No Eruptions wu suppnad when the falling melt was forced to disperse by
the dispersal device m two experunents; no explosion occurred m

,

ACM004 2, 8 STx00s and less energetic explosion was obtained in STx011.
^hl**8 * '' "P"i"*"'" "'* "**d*d * *""fi"" 'h* *ff**' ""dhACM005 No Eruptions
specify appropriate dispersed condition, artificially dispersing the

ACM006 Unsuccessful Visual molten core should be considered as one of the candidates ofObservation prevention and/or mitigation of the steam explosion.
ACM007 31,33,35

In the molten core a)olability experiments, explosiveACM008 14,17,20 interaction was found only in one experiment and it was
estimated that the explosive interaction was less energetic
comparing with the steam explosion in the melt drop steam

_

explosion experiments. The results of the experiments also
fraction was occupied by smaller rh particles in ACM002 than indicate water injection mode (by a pipe nozzle or by a spray
in STX005, it is icdiated that the explosive interaction occurred nozzle) may have strong influence on the FCI phenomena,
in ACM002 would be milder than the steam explosion observed Although more confirmation experiments and/or understanding
in STX005. phenomena are needed, the results suggest that the adding water .

onto molten core is a hopeful accident management measure if
100; water is provided in a proper way.

? - ACM 002
: --_. STX 005 V. CONCLUSIONS

rm -
& ~'

{ p-d ., _.j -- occur when molten core contacts water during severe accidents of
in order to investigate fuel-coolant interaction which would

@
| 8

| | LWRs, two series of experiments were performed in the melt-I

| f
coolant interaction test of the ALPilA program: melt drop steam~

E t explosion experiments and molten core coolability experiments.
{ j d De melt generated by thermite reaction of aluminum and iron
c | oxide was used as molten core simulant in the both experiments.
5| 8

3 The melt was dropped into a pool of water by varying^
0.1 ~

amount of melt, ambient pressure and dispersal condition of the
melt in the melt drop steam explosion experiments. He
following fmdings were obtained from the experiments:

(1) Spontaneous steam explosion was observed in all the
experiments when 20 kg of the melt was dropped without0.01 '' '' ' ' " ,

10 50 100 500 1000 5000 dispersing by the device at the atmospheric pressure. When

Sieve Size (pm) the mass of the melt was 10 kg, the spontaneous steam
explosion was found in one of two experiments.

Figure 14. Comparison of debris particle size disribution in (2) De spontaneous steam explosion was triggered near the
ACM002 and STX005 surface of the water for the experiments with 20 kg of the

melt and triggered at the lower front of the melt for the
,

experiment with 10 kg.

IV. APPLK'A!11LITY TO ACCIDENT SITUATIONS (3) ne spontaneous steam explosion did not occur when the
ambient pressure was increased to 1.6 MPa.

Since the scale of the experimental facility is much smaller (4) ne dispersion device is expected to have suppressing effect
than the actual nuclear reactor geometry, the results of the on the occurrence of the spontaneous steam explosion; no
experiments can not be directly applied to the accidental situation explosion and less energetic explosion were observed in the

tw experiments with this device.of a nuclear reactor. We ccmsider that it will not be possible to
estimate the occurrence and the consequence of the steam (5) When the spontaneous steam explosion occurred, the size
explosion in the reactor accident tvfore the reasonably distribution of debris particles varied from several 10 to
mechanistic model of the steam explosion is established. 1,000 microns.
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The present results suggests the possibility that the spcmtaneous 5. CSNI(1989) "The Role of Nuclear Reactor Containment in
steam explosica can be psevented when the ambient prewure is Severe Accident", OECD/NEA, Paris.

,

high or the a spropriate device for fragmenting the melt is used. 6. Ginsberg, T. et al.(1985) 'A Review . of the Current
Understanding of the Potential for the Containment Failure

The molten core coolability experiments were performed by Arising from In-Vessel Steam Explosions", NUREG-1116.
pouring water onto molten thermite to evaluate the contability of 7. Greene, G.A. et al.(1986) "1he Effect of Water in Film
the high temperature molten core including the occurrence of the Boiling over Liquid-Metal Melts", Trans. Am. Nucl. Soe,

t
explosive event. The following findings were obtained fmm the Vol. 53, 360-362.

. |
experiments: 8. Greene, G.A. et al.(1988) "Phenomenological Studies on i

Molten Core-Concrete Interactions", Nucl. Eng. Des., Volc
(1) lleat transfer characteristics between the melt and the 108, 167-177.

overlying water were investigated.
.

9. Mitchell, DE et al.(1981), "Intennediate Scale Steam
(2) llent transfer coefficient during short period in the cooling Explosion Phenomena: Experiment and Analysis",

phase was determined and compared with the Berenson's SAND 81-0124.
horizontal flat plate film boiling correlation for saturated 10. Mitchell, D E. et al.(1986) * Steam Explosion Experiment at . >

coolant.1hc Berenson's correlation appeared to he applienble Intermediate Scale: FITS-B Series". SAND 83-1057. . j
even under high surface superheat ctmditions 11. Soda, K.(1990), " Containment Research Overview", Proc. )

(3) The occurrence of the explosive event was observed at about The Second International Conference - Containment Design
,

9 seconds after water pousing onto the melt surface.1his and Operation , Oct.1990, Toronto, Canada.
'

event might have been caused by the large scale eruption of 12. Soda, K. et al.(1991), "Recent Development and Results fmm
the melt into the overlying water layer. Severe Accident Research in Japan", NUREG/CP -0119,

(4) From the comparison of the debris particle size distribution Vol.2, Proc.19th Water Reactor Safety Meeting, Oct.1991,.
between the molten core coolability experiments and melt Bethesda.
drop steam explosion experiments, it in ccmsidered that the 13. Sugimoto, J. et al.(1992a), " Steam Explosion Experiment in
explosive event in a stratified geometry was less energetic the ALPilA Program -Phenomena and Estimation of Energy ,

than that in the melt drop steam explosions. Conversion. Ratio ", JAERI-M 92-035, March (1992)(In
Japanese).

_

NOMENCLATURE 14. Sugimoto, J. et al.(1992b), " Fuel-Coolant - Interaction
Experiments in ALPIIA Program",- Proc, Fifth Intemational

A, Top surface area of rnell (m') Topical Meeting on Reactor Themial liydraulics, Sept.1992,
C, , Specific heat of water (J/(kg.K)) Salt Lake City, ($ Vol.3, 890-897,y

T, Inlet water temperature (K) 15. 'Iheofanous T.G. et al.(1987) "An ~ Assessment of
T,, * Temperature at the top surface of melt (K) Steam-Explosion-induced Containment railure Part 1:
T, Temperature of ovenlying water pool (K) Pmbabilistic Aspects" Nucl. Sci. Eng., Vol.97, 259-281.
T, . Water uturation temperature (K) 16. Touloukian, ES. (edit),"Thermophysical Properties on Ifigh
V, , Volume of overlying water pool (m') Temperature Solid Materials", vol.4
h lleat transfer coefficient (W/(m'+K))
y llent flux (W/m')

.

t Time (s) .i
Volornetric flow rate (m%) Iw

p Density of water (kg/m')
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2

AllSTRACT experiment were compared with the analy'tical predictions ;

based on the surface stretch model.
' During a reactivity initiated accident (RIA) a large and
pmmpt amount of energy is deposited within fuel rods. II. IN-Pill EXPERIMENT
Consequent fuel melting and rod failure can lead to a fine

- dispersal of fuel melt in coolant, resulting in a violent A. Experimental Method
thermal interaction between the fuel melt and coolant (i.e. ,

fuel / coolant interaction-FCl). The generation of nc NSRR is a modified TRIG A-ACPR (Annular Core !

destructive forces during FCis under RIA conditions have Pulse Reactor) of which the salient features include a large 4

been demonstrated by the i.n-pile experiment program in pulsing power capability that . allows the moderately ,

-Jap;m Atomic Energy Research Institute. The FCis in an enriched fuel to be heated by nuclear fission to a '

RIA have been also studied in Tokyo Institute of temperature above the melting point of UO , and a large :2

Technology by out-of-pile experiments and analytical (22 cm diameter) dry irradiation space located in the center
'

modc jng. The outlines and pnmary results of the both of the reactor core that can accommodate a. sizablei
,

programs are describcd and discussed in this paper. experiment. .In the in-pile experiments,- PWR type fresh '

fuct rods, which were segmented to an ovemil length of 279 .

I. INTRODUCTION mm, were used. A schematic diagram of a test fuel rod is ,

shown in Fig.1. - The fuct rod contained fourteen UO2

De behavior of reactor fuels during off-normal and pellets, and had a fuct stack length of 135 mm. In some ,

postulated accident conditions is being studied to provide a experiments,5% cnriched and unenriched UO pellets were L !2
- data base for the Japanese regulatory guide for reactivity installed in both ends of fuel stack, ne major
; initiated accidents (RIAs) in the Nuclear Safety Research specifications of the test fuel rod are summarized in Table
Reactor (NSRR) Program at the Japan Atomic Energy 1. A test fuct rod was installed in the irradiation capsule as 1

Research Institute (JAERI). Numerous expcilments have illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In the experiment with pre-
been performed to evaluate the thresholds, modes, and pressurized fuel rod, the double capsule system was used.
consequences of fuct rod failure in terms of the energy The internal vessel used in the double capsule system is

- deposition, the coolant conditions, 'and the irradiation also shown in Fig. 2(b). These capsules contained stagnant
history of the fuel. As a part of this program, a series of water at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature. '

expenments with high energy deposition has been The pressure pulscs generated at fuct failure were measured
conductcJ to evaluate the destructive forces generated by with a strain gauge type fast resp (msc transducer installed

I

; nmiten fuel / coolant interactions (FCis) during reactor powcr at the bottom of the mternal vessel. The plenum pressure
excursion (Fujishiro and Fuketa,1989; Fuketa and Fujishiro, was measured at the upper flange of the vessel. A good
1992). In the NSRR cxperiment, a single LWR fuel rod index of the severity of mechanical energy generation is the
contained in a test capsule, is subjected to a large power thermal to mechamcal energy conversion ratio, a ratio of.
burst. Molten fuel is ejected into the coolant through a mechanical energy generated to the . nuclear energy
breach in the cladding. To study the effects of coolant and deposition in the fuel.- The thermal to mechanical energy ,

fucI conditions on the molten fuel fragmentation, the conversion ratio 11 s then defined as:i
esperimental conditions including an amount of deposited
energy, coolant subcooling, fuel / coolant ratio and fuct rod K,,

internal pressure have been varied extensively in the NSRR 'I * g.
program. De melting and fragmentation of the fuct during m/Q
severe reactivity transients have also been investigated in the experimcht with single capsule system, mcchtmcal

,

using an out-of-pile technique (Inoue et al., 1991,1992) in energy was estimated from the'kmetic energy of the water
Tokyo Institute of Technology. Since number of slug:

' difficultics concerning the handling of radio active
materials, visual observation during transients, etc. exist in g' . Im"u2 - (2)
in-pile experiments, out-of-pile techniques are effective 2

.

measure to investigate the detailed phenomena during FCis
in an RIA. De results obtained in the out-of-pile De vehicity of the water slug was measured by the float-
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Fig.1 Schematics of the test fuel nxi

,

Pressure Pressureg- } g-- Sensor #3-
,

/ Sensor 72
T

-

floot Type ,, ,l ;Sensor |
'

Table 1 Specifications ofR 3 ewate x the test fuel nxit.evei Ni g -

rk 8 Water
level 110 pellets

3

Capsule Dmmeter 9.29 mm

T= Length 10 mm'
g3

4 g e Test censity 95% m
o

" Fuel Rod ruichment w and 20%'
Test b ""*'*"*d
Fuel RodN7

~ "m o
y;J @ S -

g Cladding
J g Material Zircaloy-4,

m oc,>
- .

o wall thickness 0.62 mmf uel Rod , y
-- ! W outer diameter 10.72 mmSuppori i

,

I i Radial gap

3 k. Pellet-cladding. 0 095 mm
T/C ,,3

k $ Elemente"n
.I - Overall length 279 mm

r| 72 Active fuct length 135 mm
Number of pellets 14

Pressure 7 Fill gas liclium
sensor Gap volume 3.0x10-' m'

initial internal pressure 01 to A.5 MPa
, ,

Unit : mm Sensori1 ,

; (a) Single capsule system (b) Inner vessel of double capsule system

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the test capsule

type sensor as shown in Fig. 2(a). In the experiment with to energy deposition. In the energy deposition range
double capsule system, mechanical energy was estimated beyond 0.46 kJ/gUO , onset of departure from nucleate2

from the energy used to compress the gas in the capsule boiling (DNB) occurred. The cladding surface temperature
upper plendm. The mechanical energy, K,, was calculated reached a maximum of over 1100 K, and film boiling
by the following equation, assuming adisbatic compression continued for a few to about ten seconds. Oxidation of
of plenum gas: cladding surface was observed over the full length of the

pellet stack. The amount of oxidation increased as the fuel

p'* * y'" " <p'"',ad enthalpy became higher. Incipient fuel failure occurred at%t '

"* - 1 (3) an energy deposition of about 0.9 kJ/g UO, due to brittleK' = - P "dV = y fracture of the cladding with circumferential cracks. The8

x'-1 ^ '"A cladding surface temperature approached the melting point%*
of Z.ircaloy (2110 K) during the transient and variations in

The energy used in deforming the wall of test capsule was cladding wall thickness were observed in the failed fuel
neglected since the deformation was well within the clastic rods. No mechanical energy was generated in this mode of
domain, fuel failure. When the energy deposition exceeded 1.4

kJ/g UO,, the failure mode changed from that of incipient
IL Results and Discussion failure. ' Molten UO was expelled into coolant and both2

fuel and cladding formed small particles as shown in the
'lhreshold for Mechanical Energy Generation Fuct top row in Fig. 3. The fragmentation of a fuel rod caused
damage in an RIA depends on the energy deposition in the pressure generation andjumping of the water column above
fuct rods since the energy is supplied to rod almost the fuel rod region in a capsule. Figure 4 shows the peak
adiabat'~ ally by the prompt power excursion. Figure 3 pressure measured at the Imitom of the capsule and the
comparcs the post-test appearance of fuel rods in relation measured mechanical energy conversion ratio as a function
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with a coolant temperature of 293 K and non-pressurized D . rud N I,
fuci rods. The peak pressure and the conversion ratio F6 ' r onure |-increased exponentially with energy deposition over the j
range of 1.36 to 2.09 kJ/g UO . The mechanical energy g 0.02 -

,cP--

2

o -,. Fuewas strongly dependent on the fuct fragmentation and the
Frogrnentation

conversion ratio was well correlated to the mean diameter 1 -

of the fuel fragment (Tsuruta et al.,1985). 2- o

ll drogen Generation The amount of hydrogen generated 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.03

during the transient was estimated by the pressure increase Energy Deposition (kJ/gUO2)
of capsule plenum gas (Inabc and Fuketa,1992). The
estimated amount of hydrogen is plotted in Fig. 5 as a
function of energy deposition. The, generated, hydrogen Fig. 5 llydrogen generation as a function of energy
mereased linearly with energy deposition. The increase of deposition.

hydrogen generation due to the occurrence of fuel
fragmentation can be observed, but this effect is not

temperature was increased but the effect was not sig/g UO
nificant

vigorous. This fact suggests that the most of hydrogen is when the energy deposition was raised to 2.0 Kj
generated from cladding oxid;4 tion and the oxidation of UO The decrease of the conversion ratio at 1.7 U/g UO

2-
2is not significant.

coincided with an increase of the mean diameter of the fuci
fragments, which suggests that the reduced fuel

EITect of Coolant Subcooling To study the effects of fragmentation resulted from the lower conversion ratio. It
coolant conditions, experiments were conducted with is thought that reducing the coolant subcooling temperature
different coolant subcooling. Fuel rods were subjected to caused vapor blanketing around the ejected molten fuelthe encigy depositions of about 1.7 kJ/g UO and 2.0 which might have prevented the contact between the fuel2
U/g UO . The coolant subcooling temperatures were varied and the coohmt and suppressed the development of fuel2

from 10 K to 80 K under atmospheric pressure conditions. fragmentation. The different results at the higher energyFigurc 6 shows the plot of the peak pressure and the deposition level indicate that, in this case, the fragmentationmechanical energy conversion ratio as a function of coolant developed even under vapor blanketing conditions. With an
subcooling temperature. With an energy deposition of 1.7 energy deposition of 2.0 kJ/g UO , the fuel becomekJ/g-UO , the conversion ratio decreased as the coolant completely molten during the rapid power transient and a

2
2
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part of it was vaporized by the end of the energy insertion. fragmentation occurred even with very littic subcooling.
Under these conditions, the molten fuel could have been

. ejected into the coolant at a greater vekrity because of the Effect of Water / Fuel Ratio The test fuel rod was
higher rod internal pressure, and this extensive supported in a flow shroud and the amount of the water

10- 10
Non-pressurized Fuel Rod

9 5 7 o capsue Diameter - 120 mm T 5
. Non-pressurized fuel Rod,

o- 1,63 to 1.72 kJ/g
Ov o -

,,
* 1 c 1= m
b b .
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Fig. 6 Peak pressure and mechanical energy conversion Fig. 7 Peak pressure and mechanical energy conversion
ratio versus coolant subem> ling ratio versus enclosed diameter
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Fig. 8 Possible burnup effects on FCIs in an RfA
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around the test md was controlled. Ily employing 0.2% in the figure. The conversion ratios execeded 0.25%
- arnmgements of 16 rnm, 30 mm and 60 mm diameter only in three of the tests. These were the two experiments
shrouds, or with no shroud present (equivalent to an 'ith a fuct enrichment of 10% and high fuel rod internal
enclosed diameter of 120 mm), the water to fuel pressure (7.0 MPa or higher) and also the 20% cnriched
cross-sectional ratio was varied from 1.6 to 170. Figure 7 cxperiment where the generation of a secondary interaction
is a plot of the peak pressure and the mechanical energy was observed. The effect of the internal pressure of the
conversion ratio versus enclosed diameter. The conversion fuel nxl on the thermal to mechanical energy conversion
ratio varied by a factor of ten fm the range of enclosed ratio is more apparent in the experiments with 10%
diameters studied. Fragmentation is assumed to occur enriched fuel than in the experiments with 20% cnriched
during the course of mismg of the molten fuel jet with the fuel. Since the fuct usci in a commercial reactor has an
coolant. It follows that the mixing length and thus the enrichment much less thaa 10%, it ca 1 he expected that the
fragmentation are both influenced by the enclosed diameter, accumulation of gascoas fission products leading to

increased pressure m a fuel rod woufd affect the intensity
Effect of Fuel Rod Internal Pressure The RIA studies of FCis during an RIA. It should be noted that the
are now being focused on the effects of irradiation history accumulation of gaseous fission pax!ucts in irradiated fuct
on the fuel nxi. Figure 8 illustrates possible factors results not only in the increase of the plenum gas pressure
concerning the influence of fuel burnup on generation of of the fuel nxi, but also results in the increased pressure
destructive forecs during a severc RIA. In the NSRR inside the fuct pellets. In the NSRR cxperiments with
propram, the experiment with pre-irradiated fuel has been irradiated fact rods, a considerable effcet of fission product
mmated from 1989 and the energy deposition level will be accumulation on fuel pellet swelling. It could be expected
increased to cause an FCI by 1994. Although the that the accumulation of gascous fission products, especially
experimental data of ICls in the experiment with pre- in grain boundaries, might have a significant potential to
irradiated fuels are not availabic at present, the experiment cause vigorous fragmentation. It should also be noted that
with pressurized fresh fuel nxl also gives important insights the fission gas pnxtuces soft, spongy melts which might
on the behavior of burnup fuct rods under high energy have a contrary effect,
deposition, since fission gas accumulation in the irradiated
fuel rods is of primary concern. Figurc 9 shows the Debris Particle Size Distribution Knowledge of the
maximum value of pressure measured at the bottom of the debris particle size is important in various areas of the
capsule as a function of the initial internal pressure of the safety evaluation of nuclear reactors. In the computer
fuci ux!. The effect of the initial fuct nxl internal pressure modeling of the damage potential of FCis, the debris
on the peak pressure for fuel enriched to 20% can be seen particle size is frequently an input parameter. Knowledge
from the figure only for the test which had a violent of the debris particic size is also needed to assess the
secondary interaction. Ilowever, an increase in fuct nxl likelihood that finely dispersed core debris will settic.
internal pressure results in an increase of the peak pressure Iission pnxluct decay heat might cause such settled fuel
for the experiments with 10% cnriched fuel. In the debris to rcmelt and thus cause damage to the core
experiments with fuel mds having a high initial internal structures or containment. Finally, acrosol sizes must be
pressure, it is presumed that the jet of fuel expelled from known to establish mobility, respirability and clean-up
the opening in the failed cladding was accelerated by the capability (Vaughan,1979). The fragmented fuel debris l
pressuriicd plenum gas in the fuel nxl. The mode of were sicved to obtain particle size distributions in this !
mixing of the fuel with the coolant may be affected study. Since this debris was radioactive, the variation of
stmngly by the velocity of this fuel jet. mesh size was restricted to seven. The mesh openings for

the sieves were 4, 2,1, 0.5, 0.25, 0.125 and 0.074 mm.
Figure 10 shows the influence of the initial internal

pressure of the fuel rod on the thermal to mechanical To quantify debris particle size distributions,
energy comersion ratio. Most of the data ranged below Rosin-Rammler's law was used as the fitted i
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function (Tsuruta et al.,1985). In Rosin-Rammicr's law the observation of delnis by a scanning electron microscope.
distributior function is given by: Another possible index for the degree of fuel fiagmentation

is the ulume-surface mean diameter D,, defined as the
ratio of the total volume of fragments to the tatal surface.

R(D,) = 1-exp -fDf (4) D, can be related to the specific surface area S., as follows:

D, = $_. (6)
| pS"

where R(D,,) denotes the mass fraction of the fragrrentsi

sinaller than the diameter D
parameters of size and of deviaf., and D, and n are theion, respectively. For each The correlation between the specific surface area of the
experiment, the sieved particle size distribution was fitted debris and the peak pressure measured at the bottom of the
by Rosin-Rammicr's distribution function using a least- test capsule during the experiments for the effect of fuel nxi
squares algorithm. In cach experiment, the fraction of internal pressure is shown in Fig.11. 'the results indicate
collected debris to the mass of fuel ranged from 70% to that higher peak pressure correlates with larger specific
98%. In obtaining the parameters D, and n, it was surface area, that is, finer debris. Figure 12 shows the
assumed that diameters of uncollected debris particles were correlation between the specific surface area of the debris
smaller than 0.25 mm. Rosin-Rammler's distribution was and the thermal to mechanical energy conversion rado. .

2
then applied to the experimental 49, including the masses When the specific surface area is more than 3000 mm j ,g
of particles having diameters teu 4,2,1, 0.5 and 0.25
mm. Good applicability of RosieRammicr's function to
the debris particle size distribution is obtained in the Volume-Sur f ace
experiments.# 1he distribution parameter n ranged from Mean Diameter (mm)
0.22 to 1.17 in this study. When n becomes larger, Rosin- 1 0.1 0.01
Rammicr's distribution approaches the lognormal 50m , , ,

distribution. For the case when n is three or higher, the E C** D"*" - 72 - ,,
lognormal distribution should be used for the fitted A '

function. Another possible fitted distribution is the upper 10 - ^
p. climit lognormal (ULLN) distribution (Fletcher,1988). It y $; ufo g3

should be noted that the ULLN distribution needs threc 8 a o o o,-a
purameters concerning particles; maximum size, location U o ITOy 20and scale. Therefore, Rosin-Rammicr's distribution was ct n 40

1used in tlas study because of its simplicity and wide g v 5o'

,
applicability. g 0.5 Q,

e 7.0As an index for fragmentation, specific surface area S ,y , g3
defined as the total surface area of the particles per umt 0.1 "' " -'

mass, is derived by the integration of the fitted distribution 10 102 3 10' 105

as follows: 2Specific Surface Area (mm/g)
%

_ h3 g. M ca prmure a. a function ohpdc surfm area
,

ng" , 4 D.2exp dD
# r of fuel dehns

PDa ,D,% ea

(5)

1-exp -' D, "" ' a Volume-Surface
Meon Diometer (mm)

4 1 0.1 0.01i ' ;4
O I'

P D,, e> c ,3o,6 ,, w ' 'v

0.5 i "

' The geometric factor for fragmented debris particles,4, is j , p;, c
assumed to be six, which means particles are spherical and PE MPa %^

Vdense. This assumption allows a conservative estimate of ig
the surface arca to be derived from the debris particle size 3 0.1 -

j .

. o
I

.

distribution. Porous debris has been observed in many 8b
- ;

o (0

steam explosion experiments. in this study, numerous j g 0.05
porous debns was also observed, llowever, the sphencal, xv , yo
dense particle assumption has been used for many studies y L. n 10

because of the difficulty in estimating the particle geometry - Fi 8.5 a
"

factor. . Therefore, although the absolute values of the 0.01 ' ' -'

2 3 5debris particle surface area are subject to uncertainty, it 10 10 10' 10-
2may be of value to compare the data with this series of Specific Surface Areo (mm 7g)

experiments. As for D the diameter when R(D )g, , ,

becomes 99.9% was adopted. D ,,= 0.001 mm was als,o
assumedc This value seemed fo be realistic from the

pig. ;2 Mechanical energy conversion ratio as a function of
specific surface area
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,

the conversion ratio is also well correlated with the surface was not measured in the experiment, it was ascertained in
area. Herefore, the specific surface arca of the fragmented the, prehminary experiment that the average temperature
fuel would serve as a good measure of the peak. pressure estimated from the input energy under the adiabatic
and conversion ratio, which in turn gives a good indication condition was almost equivalent to the temperature
of the intensity of FCis. measured by the resistance method. Herefore, heat transfer

from the rod surface to the ambient water is negligible in
Ill. OITF-OF-PII.E EXPERIMENT comparison with the heat capacity of the heated rod. As

the heat capacity of the stainless steel is about 0.49 J/g K,
A. Experimental System the input energy density of 750 J/gSS is roughly

correspond to the temperature rise of 1530 K. He initial
De loop used in the out-of-pile experiment is pressure and water subcooling were varied from 0.1 MPa to

illustrated in Fig.13. A test vessel of 80 mm in inner 0.3 MPa and from 5 K to 110 K, respectively, The input
diameter and 1000 mm in length is filled with stagnant energy density ranged from 650 J/g SS to 950 J/g SS
water. A small preheater at the bottom part of the vessel
controls initial water temperature. The upper part of the in the out-of-pile experiment, the mechanical energy
vessel is connected to a separator by a glass pipe of 10 mm is obtained as follows;
in inner diameter and 500 mm in length. Incrtia force of ,,

cfflux water from the test vessel is mainly controlled b the
length of the glass tube. At the exit of the glass tub, a K, " fv(f)(P,(t)-Po)Adr (7)
small impact tube is installed to measure efflux velocity of a

water. On both sides of the test vessel, windows are set to
observe transient phenoriena around the heated rod by a
high speed camera. A piezo-electric type pressure where efflux vehicity, v(t), is obtained by;
transducer with the response time of less than 1 ps is ,

Vf') " f ,(PbP f) -po d'(8)
mounted on the wall of the vessc!. A stainless steal rod
with diameter of 4 mm and length of 100 mm is installed
at the center of the vessel. The rod is transiently heated by o

large electric current produced by discharge from a power
condenser bank of 2000 pF. The discharge time is about
4 ms. This value is almost equivalent to the width of Then the conversion mtio in the out-of-pile experiment is
reactor >wer in the pulse irradiation of the NSRR. In the defined as a rati) of mechanical energy, K,, to total energy
out-of- ile experiment, the electric powcr input is shut mput by the Joule heating.

down w icn the nxl is dispersed. Even in reactor transients
IL Results and Discussionthe additional heat generation in dispersed fuels by fission

and disintegrations of fission products is negligible after the I
; loss of the fuct rod geometry. Therefore, the out-of-pile Pressure Generation,De heated rod becomes molten with

experiment can well simulate boiling phenomena around the the input energy density of 650 J/g-SS or higher. A series
dispersed mcit. Though the temperature of the heated nxi of photographs taken by the high speed camera and the

correspondmg pressure history are shown m hg.14. In the ,

pressure plot, the history mea < red in the experiment with .|,
g- lower mput energy density, resultmg m non-meltmg of the i

heated rod, is also shown by a broken line. During a
Tank nucleate boiling stage, pressure peaks recorded in the- -,

!
~ -

experiment with the high input energy density, i.e. the |

melting case, are less than 0.2 MPa, and notable difference
can not be seen in comparison with the non-melting case.

x otass Tube liowever, pressure increases rapidly to ten times higher
value comparmg with that of non-melting case when the

j melting occurs. With the large input power resulting in the
heated rod melting, both nucleate and film boiling penods/ 3 .

%., ,.e become very short (1 ms) and the temperature of the rodu.n
| High-speed

E"S 1 y reaches to the meltmg pomt for short time. Den, the upper
i

o camera c 1

| g d.. l3 E .L cnd of the heated rod is broken at 1.4 ms after the initiatmn !
"

T f i Id of heating, and an electric spark is generated (Photo (b)).
'

j g _ _\ --
t Heater Pressure reaches the maximum at 2.8 ms between photos

! _3 go s H..t.d rod (c) and (d) in the early stage of fragmentation and
j f~ E \4mmexicomm dispersion of the melting rod. By the hoop stress caused by

-j the electric current, the heated rod is d: formed and brokene
5 at both ends and at the center. In these observationsr -E H**''' melting metal is ejected and dispersed like a water jet. It j-

-(3 M- can be noted that the melting and the fragmentation process '

in the early stage has an important role for generation of ani e
;

mtensive pressure peak.

Peak Pressure Relations between the peak pressure and
Fig.13 Out-of-pile experiment k>op the input energy density in two different subcoolings are j

i
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Ucorresponding pressure history a'e 6
a 10 _

shown in Fig. 15. The peak pressure increases g ;

monotonically with the increase of the input energy density g -

up to 950 J/g SS. The effect of water subcooling on 4
-

maximum peak pressure are shown in Fig.16. In the case g
-

of input energy density of 830 J/g SS, maximum of the -

peak prescuie appears at water subcooling of 25 K. The
_

results indicate that there is the mest suitable subcooling to
W *a''9Y 888"*dY *generate the peak pressure.

* 830 (J/g)
Mechanical Energy Conversion Ratio Figure 17 shows
the experimental result of the mech:mical energy conversion

5ratio as a function of the input energy density. The 10
' ' ' ' ' '

conversion ratio increased with the input encrgy density 0 50 100 150
both in the two different water subcooling conditions.
Maximum value of the conversion ratio obtained in the Uguld subcoosng (K)
experiment is approximately 0.01% This value is
considerably small in comparison with melt drop type Fig.16 Peak pressure versus coolant subcooling
experiments. One possible reason is that the pressure
measured at the wall of the test vessel is not equal to that inversely proportio:.al to square root of the distance from
generated in the vapor film. If pressure propagates as a the cylindrical pressure source in the heated rod to the wall,
cylindrical acoustic wave, the measured pressure must be flerc, r, and r, are radii of the heated rod and the test
multiplied by (r /rf' = 4.5, because the pressure decays vessel, respectively. Considering this correction, maximum
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cnergy density

h.
conversion ratio obtained in the experiment becomes about

-

0.045 % bx is -t
Vk . k.y

Debris Particle Slic Distribution The size distribution of - - - - - - -

b""N
the debris fragmented during the out-of-pile experiment is h< g 'i
shown in Fi'.18. '1he mass ratio of particles with less than

m in fiameter to the total mass ranged 30% to 70% [C Y '
t '

Sto e100 y
ficcause only limited data are availabic at this stage, it is ',h- .

difficult to discuss the influence of test conditions to the .(, ' , ' , '' g""

fragmentation. llowever, it can be seen that the large Usubcooling condition results in the production of finer
debris.

Fig.19 Conceptual description o. surface stretch model I

IV. ANAIJSIS
4) Superheated vapor in the vapor film follows to the

A. Model ideal gas law
During the melting and dispersion pmccsses of the heated

According to the olyservation by a high speed camera rod, two mechanisms can play a leading role with respect |
in the out-of-pile expenment, fragmentation process of the to enhancement of heat transfer. One is the increase of j
,

heated rod can be described as the following , manner. heat transfer area due to the fragmentation, and the other is
1) Form,ation of thermal boundary layers m both solid decrease of thicknesses of thermal boundary layer and

and, liquid vapor film due to the stretch of surface. Schematics of
2) Incipient boiling and onset of nucleate boih.ng surfacc stretch model proposed in this study is shown in
3) Transition from nucleate boiling to filru bolhng pig,19,
4) Mclting and fragmentation of the heated rod
5) Cooling of the dispersed particle

.
The interface stretching rate S/S during fragmentation

The model was formulated under the following can be described as follows. The continuity equation is
assumptions. described as;

l) One dimensional heat transfer model
2) Film boiling directiv follows the incipient boiling V V = V, V, + V, * V, = 0 (9)

since the duration of nucleate boiling is very short.
3) Interface between vapor and liquid is kept at the

saturation temperature where, subscripts of // and i denote components of parallel
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and normal directions to the surface. As describing in Fig. The effect of heat transfer due to ' surface stretch is19, the stretching rate becomes; described by the second term of left hand side in this
equation. In the proposed model including the surface

| ,$
y# . y# (10) stretch concept, it is assumed that tbc cylindrical heated rod

S clongates axially according to the surface stretch function,
S(t)/S(0). Figure 20 illustrates the heat transfer model

,

Then from Eq. (9), during the film boiling stage. The second order
;

temperature profiles are assumed in the thermal boundary -
|- layers of the heated rod and liquid and in vapor film.'VVg (11) Then, the boundary layer integral method is applied. The* '

S proposed model consists of;
l) Energy equations of the thermal boundary layers in

As tem (rature gradient in the stretching direction is
the heated rod and the liquid,

negligib 2) Mass and energy equations of vapor film during film
boilmg,

V,T = 0 (12) 3) Momentum equation of the efflux liquid,
4) State equation of the vapor and saturation condition at

the vapor / liquid interface,
then an energy balance equation is described as follows; 5) Equations of mass and energy fluxes . at the

. metal / vapor and vapor / liquid interfaces,
0T (V V ) T = V (xV T ) + 1 (13) 6) Empirical correlations concerning the superheat of- +

* * * *at pC incipient boiling (Okuyama,1986), and -
#

7) Surface enhancement function. ,

When Eq. (13) is mtegrated over thickness a. of thermal The details of the tatmulation are presented in Ref.(Inouc .. . -

tmundary layer or vapor film, the followmg equation is et al.,1992). To get the surface enhancement function S(t),
obtamed. it is necessary to know the dynamics of fragmentation.

Though numerous possible mechanisms have been proposed
in terms of fragmentation, pressure induced fragmentation 'a-

3T
6 + [V,T ] - [T [V V,]dr see s m st applic ble to the current stud

many pressure pulse sources, twihng and,y since there areat A A or condensation,o 0 (14) around the melting rod. Several fragmentation models
V (xV T) + - - based on the boundary layer stripping, the Taylor instability=
2 2

pc# and the entrapment by the micro jet have been investigated.
llowever, they are applicable to fragmentation under larger 1
pressure shock or pulse. Therefore, the surface

where T is the averaged temperature across b. When one enhancement function was derived from the following -side of the boundary layer or the vapor film is fixed, consideration. It is assumed for the fragmentation processvelwity of the other side become; that the melting metal which has initial surface area of
AS(0) per unit length of the heated rod is successively

V (6) = 6_$ (15) divided by instability as described in Fig.19. When an
*

S initial spherical particle with radius of RJ is divided
successively into n particles with radius of r, after i times

Then, Eq. (14) becomes, division,

BT _ R ' = nr,3 = n 'r ' = = n 't,' (17) '-- + [T - E6)] g a 2

Of S

@ N When the growth rate due to the surface instability can bc
assumed as a constant c, the fragmentation time, Atg ofx

* 7[V,R6) - V,RO)] + particle with radius of r can be described as follows;.g

r " + W3A t, = 11 = R (18)
'

ap, n .m , e C'
:n - - g

| T. MU When the average radius of particle becomes r, after|k''
| .A ]I* P [jmcs division, the fragmentation time T, becomes,

'
s rh Ra ' l -n ~W R - r,a
_ , ,

L.-- p p ,
' 1 -n'2/3 dl-n*'),.i e

Lw I ~

[ i, and time needed for i times division, t, is,%& ,NI3--ust m et
v L x t l

, 3

(20)Test section f . =
j

c ,1 -n *3, c (1-n~'/3)Fig. 00 lleat transfer model around heated rod
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From Eqs.(19) and (20), in the experiment. Ilowever, the analysis with the larger
surface enhancement function results in encration of the

' R
.

r, = r(t,) = Rj.o = R,1
,-ra' higher pressure. The transient histories o the input energy I

t, (21) '

density, surface enhancement rate, pressure and efflux
d* velocity in the analysis are illustrated in Fig. 22.s e

The number of particles n(t,) at time t,(s) becomes from F4 Peak Pressure and Slechanical Energy Figure 23 shows
(17), the analytical and experimental results of the peak pressure !

o as a function f the input energy _ density. Although the
' R"2

;

- (22) analysis predicts higher peak pressure than the experimental - i

n(t') = n' =
r(t,) data, the dependene on the input energy density is well

' ' described by the ana ysis. Relation between the mechanical

and total surface area, S(t) at t, is, 7
20

R ut N
S(t,) = 4xift)2 (t,)L, = S(0) 1

,-r,
t

, , ,

n i (23) . 10 -

for 0<t,<t> $0
- 10 -7E

a
g .-

and El

fS(0) = AS(0)Ly = M,32g p
H

5 - 10'
where ly and R,,, are described in Fig. 20 and R,,,n, r, and b
T, are the initial radius of heated rod, final radius of the Wjd -

lUfragmented particles and the fragmentation time, j '
J

respectively. The final radius r,and the fragmentation time
g _

T,, are set at 50 m and 3 ms from the post test examination

.d ,g[!
on debris. The set of equations is solved numerically by

lthe Runge-Kutta scheme with variable time mesh.
3hout erinrgy donsty : 830 (J/g) -

II. Numerical Results and Comparison with j uw %: sO po 2 Iexperimental data 3 J
-* ==w w..e-. : ni w.>

! <, so P'*
1 a

5 ""4Pressure Trace The numerically predicted pressure history g' ' 'is compared with the experimental data in Fi . 21. The 0
first small peak is generated by the transient bo ing around 0 5 10 15 l
the pre-melting heated rod and the second large peak is Time (ms)
cauwd in the period of melting and fragmentation of the
heated rod. Since the relatively small surface enhancement Fig. 22 Transient histories of parameters in the analysis
function is used in this calculation in order to have good
agreement with respect to maximum pressure, the pressure
peak of the analysis appears much later than that recorded 710

5
-

, i i , .

.a.,, <- = : s= us m g~

Deel pusewe :41 MPs

3 _
u re no a v

% 1 0P q)
8 -

'2 - *" - b 10
k h

"r"
a

f
' h "~'*'** Experiment

go - ?
_ _ _

-- g
.i - ( - CL

s i i ijo, , , , i . . .

-2 ,

-5 o 5 to 15 20 25 500 600 700 800 900 1000
'

vm. 54 Input energy density (J/g)
l

i Fig. 21 Pressure histories during transient Fig. 23 Peak pressure versus input energy density
I
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cncrgy and the input energy in the conditions of water
| subcooling of 60 K and initial pressure of 0.1 MPa is propagation. In the analysis, maximum conversion ratio

becomes near 0.1%shown in Fig. 24. The analytical result of the mechanical ,

j. energy shows the similar trend as the experimental data, Parameter sensitivity Sensitivitics of the watet; but the calculated mechanical energy is almut ten times
higher than the experimental data. As it can be seen in subcooling, fragmentation time and particle size to peak-
pressure histories in Fig. 21, time span of the second peak pressure and mechanical energy generation are examined in

the analysis. Each effect is shown in Fig. 26(a), (b) and
'

m the analytical result is much wider than the peak
recorded in the experiment. In the analysis, it is assumed (c), respectively. In the analysis, the superheat temperature
that the whole heated rod is melt and fragmented at same of the transition to film boiling increases with the weter

subcooling. Then the larger subcooling resnits in thetime. On the other hand, the peak pressure appears in the
increased heat flux from the melt to the water and in theexperiment when the both ends and the center of the heater
higher pressure peak. On the other hand, the duration timerod are melt and fragmented, as shown in Fig.14 This
of the pressure generation decreases in the large subcoolingdifference could result in the relatively large discrepancy

between the analysis and the experiment. As shown in Fig.
condition due to the large condensation rate of steam. The

25, the conversmn ratio shows the same trend as the mechanical energy is derived from the integration of the

mechanical energy. As noted previously, maximum value pressure with respect to time, so the larger subcooling
results in the lower mechanical energy. The decreases ofof the conversion ratio obtamed in the experiment is
the fragmentation time and particle size cause the higherapproximately 0.01%, and it becomes about 0.045%

crnploying the correction concerning pressure decay durm,bypressure and the larger mechanical energy.
g
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V. SUMMARY 1 hough the analysis describes the peak pressure, it
has considerable discrepancy with the experimental
data concerning mechanical energy. FurtherThe generation of destructive forces during FCis in a

severc RIA .was demonstrated through the in pile improvement of the model is needed.

cxperiments with a LWR uranium dioxide fuel. Transient
behavior of the rod during a severe power transient was NOMENCLATURE
also investigated in the out-of-pile experiment by the Joule

4

heating of a stainicss steal rod. The analytical model A = Iforizontal cross-section area of the out-of-pile |

includmg surface stretch during melting and fragmentation test vessel (m )
;2

Factor for unit justification |was developed, und its applicability to the out-of-pile c =

experiment was discussed C, = heat capacity at constant pressure (J/g K)
D, = Size parameter of the Rosin-Rammler's

lhe effects of the energy deposition, coolant conditions distribution (mm)
and fuel rod internal pressure on the pencration of D, = Diameter of the fragmented fuel debris (mm)
destructive forces were extensively investigated in the D,, = Maximum particle diameter for the integration of

NSRR cxperiments. The results are summarized as follows: the fitted distribution (mm)
(a) For non-pressurized fresh fuel rods, threshold D,, = Minimum particle diameter for the integration of

enthalp for the initiation of FCis is about 1.4 the fitted distribution (mm)
kJ/g L O . Hrcach of the cladding and resultant D, = Volume-surface mean diameter (mm)

2

ejection of molten fuel into the coolant seems to be K, = Mechanical energy generated by FCis (J)
length of glass tube (m)major mechanism for this condition. I, =

Mass of fuct (g)(b) The increase of hydrogen generation due to the m, =

occurrence of fuel fragmentation can be observed, m, = Mass of water slug (kg)
but this effect is not vigorous. It is thought that the n = Distribution parameter of Rosin-Rammict's
most of hydrogen is generated from cladding distribution
oxidation. p, = Pressure in the out-of-pite test vessel (Pa)

(c) Decreasing the coolant subcooling reduces the Po = Pressure in
mechanical energy conversion ratio but this effect is P,. = Pressure of the capsufc plenum gas (Fa)

not important for large energy depositions of around P = Initial pressure of the capsule plenum gas (Pa)ya,
P = Peak pressure of the capsule plenum gas (Pa)2.0 kJ/g UOg Ig = Initial internal pressure of the fuel nxl(MPa)(d) The mechamcal encrgy conversion ratio decreases w

when the water /fuct ratio is decreased, possibly O = Deposited energy per unit mass of UO fuel2

because of the reduced mixing length of molten fuel .
(kJ/g)

jet in the coolant. 0 = Input power density in the out-of-pile
(c) Intense pressure waves, which had a peak pressures experiment (W/m')

Radius of fragmented particles (m)hipher than 24 MPa, are measured in expenments ri, =

Radius of the heated nxi in the out-of-pilewith highly pressurized fuel nxis. It is expected that r, =

a hydnxlynamic effect results in enhanced mixing of experiment (mm)
Radius of the test vessel in the out-of-pilethe molten fuel with the coolant, r, =

(f) 'Ihc effect of the fuel rod internal pressure is more experiment (mm)

apparent in experirnents with fuel enriched to 10% R(D,) = Rosin-Rammicr's distribution function of the
than in experiments with 20% cnriched fuel. An mass below a given size

Initial equivalent radius on melting metal (m)intensive FCI can be expected in the case of R, =

Surface area in interface (m2)irradiated fuel nwis in a commercial reactor, which S =

Specific surface area of the fragmented fuelwill have a lower enrichment and increased pressure S, =
2

due to the accumulation of the gaseous fission debris (mm )
Temperature (K)T =

pmducts.
Veh> city of water slug (m/s)(g) The intensity of the destructive foices are well u =
Initial volume of capsule plenum gas (m')correlated with the specific surface area of debris by V =w,
Volurne of capsule plenum gas at P,,=Pg (m')using Rosin-Rammler's fitted distribution. The V =

\g Velocity vector of verticed direction to surfacespecific surface area of the fragmented fuel would =
t

serve as a goal measure of the peak pressure and (m/s) ityVehic vector of para'lci direction togood V,conversion ratio, which in turn gives =a

indication of the intensity of FCis. surface (m/s)
Thickness of boundary layer or vapor film (m/s)The simultaneous acquisition of visual appearance of 6 =

melting and dispersion of the heated rod and transient 1hermal to mecham) cal energy conversion ratioFuct enrichment (%c =

pressure history was realized in the out-of-pile experiment. r1
= ;

lhe results obtained in the out-of-pile experiment and the (%) 2Thermal diffusivity coefficient (m /s)K =analysis are summarized as follows;
Specific heat ratio of capsule plenum gas(h) The increase of the input energy results in the K, =

Density (kg/m')generation of the higher pressure peak and the larger p =

Density of the fragmented fuel debris (g/mm')mechanical energy, p, =

Liquid density (kg/m')(i) There is the most suitable coolant subcooling to p, =

Fragmentation time (s) fragmented fuci debrisgenerate the higher peak pressure. g =

Geometry factor of the(j) An analytical model considering surface stretch & =

during melting and fragmentation was pmposed.
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FUEL-CODIANT INTERACTIONS IN BWR'S i
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|
"
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ABSTRACT progression and management actions, for which the 1 Cl . q

phenomena can have a major influence. He effect of )
He need to understand the physics of fuel- coolant behaviour on core degradation and recriticab., 1

coolant interactions (FCTs) is due to the fact that all and the effect of gas generation on containment
severe accidents of light water reactors involve hot pressurization, are examined. Chapter VI contains
material (fuel) attacking water (coolant), or vice versa. selected accident management considerations, and in

- In this paper, the boiling water reactors (BWR's) are chapter VII a summary is given.
examined. In addition to the steam explosion loads after
core melt pouring into a water pool, FCPs are related to
other mechanisms that may threaten containment of a II. BWR CIIARACTERISTICS
severe accident. The two examples analysed in this

.

paper are the effect of in-vessel coolant behaviour on Examples of the FCI-related BWR features are
BWR core degradation and recriticality, and the shown below. Features 1 and 5 cause a melt-coolant -
sensitivity of BWR containments to steam and non- contact in the pressure vessel (in-vessel) or in the
condensible gas generation. As an overall conclusion, containment (ex-vessel). Features 2-4 make the plant -
gas generation, coolant hydraulics and melt quenching sensitive to FCI effects, such as steam and non- |

-

'during FCrs play a crucial role in the proo,ression, and condensible gas (NCG) generation and in-vessel i

the success in management, of a seve,c BWR accident. coolant behaviour.

(1) The pressure vessel region (lower plenum) below
I.- PRELUDE the core is large in volume.

(2) ~ The metallic control rods can melt and relocate at
if the contact between fuel and coolant is lost in a lower temperature than fuel.

a light water reactor core, the fuel begins to heat up and (3) ne core includes a large amount of metals.-
without restoration of sufficient cooling will start (4) The containment is typically small in volume,
melting. After such initiation of a so-called severe (5) In some plant designs,'the containment pedestal
accident, the reunion of molten material (fuel) and below the vessel is flooded with water.
water (coolant), if available, becomes the major driving .I
force for the plant response. In this paper, some risks For the numerical examples, the fuel parameters !

caused by fuel-coolant interactions (FCrs) in severe of table 1 are used as representing a typical BWR. The |

accidents of boiling water reactors (BWR's) are selected pressure vessel volumes are shown in figure' l
discussed. Whether the fuel-coolant contact results in a and they correspond to a 2200 MWt BWR with it'ernal
vasj explosion, rather benign gas generation or circulation pumps.
something in between, the subsequent loads may

_ .

.t reaten conta nment ntegr ty and lead to radioactive The containment volm-s of figure 1 have to beh i i i
releases to the environment, viewed as exemplary. In k, ite lower volume ranges

resemble older BWR contahc.ents (eg. Mark 1) and the
First in chapter II, the characteristic BWR upper ranges some evolutionary designs (eg. Advanced --

features relevant to this paper are described. Chapter Ill BWR). He containment design pressure is typically 4-
includes brief notes on steam explosions. Chapters IV 6 bar (40-70 psig) and the failure pressure, depending
and V are outcome of investigations on accident on prevailing temperature, about twice the design limit.
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n'able 1. Fuel materials of a BWR. If filtered venting is used to control containment
pressurization, it is activated above the design and

Materials Heat Heat of Hydrogen below the failure pressure. While the basic idea of the
(kg) cap fusion prod. *) Pressure suppression into a water pool is the same for

(MJ/K) (GJ) (m3) all BWR containments, topological and volumetric
deviations from figure 1 do exist.

UO 100'000 40.0 27.42
Zr 45'000 16.7 10.1 26'500

(ZrO 60'900) 32.8 43.0 III. STEAM EXPLOSIONS
2

a 3300 MWt BWR In most BWR accident sequences, coolant is
UO 140'000 56.0 38.4 present in the pressure vessel regions below the core2
Zr 63'000 23.3 14.2 37'100 when the fuel begins to melt. After the pressure vessel

(ZrO 85'100) 46.0 60.22 failure, some containment designs offer a flow path, or

*) If zirconium is fully oxidized. an crosive wall, through which molten corium could '
H v lume based on (1 bar,50 *C). contact suppression pool water. In some. designs, the2

pedestal is deliberately flooded during an accident in

I

CONTAINMENT PRESSURE VESSEL

Upper Steam dome
drywell
3000 m3 ADS
-5500 m* 120 ma

, _ .

Steam line
break Steam Down-

VCD separator comer| <- 33 m8 - 83 ma'

-

Core By-
pass

Wetwell 19 m8 - 17 m3 36 m2
3000 ma

-6100 m3 Pedestal CRD
(free) (Lower tubes 33 m8

drywell) 16 m8 28 m3
BDP 1300 m3 9 m8

-1900 m2 11 m8

i I; y

Vessel failure !

=>7 || < , !
;. f,... CRD = Control Rod Drive
12700-4000m*f ADS = Automatic primary--

>Suppressionj Depressurization System
'

JpoolE, Flooding,

r ->;- "

BDP = Blow-down pipes
L: VCB = Vacuum-breakers ;,

i

Figure 1. A schematic example of a BWR vessel and containment. . )
i
1
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d

order to enhance corium cooling and to prevent basemat explosion propagation. In the following chapters, some
penetration. Filling the containment by water spray is other FCI interests than the pouring mode explosions

a . used, design-specifically, to stabilize plant state in the are discussed.
~

long term. If the pressure vessel were submerged in
; water, the corium might even be retained inside the

pressure vessel. In addition, all the time during an IV. FCI-INDUCED CORE REFLOOD
accident, the restoration of core and containment
cooling is strived for. For all these scenarios, energetic A. General
FCI's called steam explosions are possible either in the

. pressure vessel or in the containment - after melt in most BWR accident sequences there is a water
pouring into a water pool (pouring mode), coolant pool in the vessel iower plenum when the core begins-

covering a molten corium pool (stratified mode) or to melt. In this chapter the interest is in cases, where
coolant flowing into the core (reflood mode). the water level is close to core bottom and melt-coolant

contact could lead to inherent core reflood due to
In general, an in-vessel steam explosion strong effective steam production and subsequent coolant level

enough to damage the pressure vessel and containment swelling. Exampics of such accident sequences are
is considered unlikely (Theofanous et al,1987), while listed in table 2, which applies for the vessel designs-
the uncertainties involved have not allowed universal with internal circulation pumps; breaks under the core
agreement. In the probability assessments, experimental are thus unlikely.
data and analytical results on fuel-coolant premixing,
explosion propagation _ and vessel's capability are Table 2 does not include those station blackout
combined with specialist judgment. The lower plenum cases, in which the primary depressurization is activated
of a BWR vessel is densely occupied by control rod late after a significant part of the core has dried out
guide tubes and a coherent, core-wide melt relocation and flashing lowers the coolant level substantially
seems unlikely due to nume ous (separate) core support below core bottom. Such an action may be beneficial
plates. These features can limit the potential of fuel- with regard to the inherent reflood and, in fact, appears
coolant premixing, and the kinetic energy of a steam- to be used in most emergency operating procedures of
explosion-induced water-melt slug may be dissipated BWR's. The applied delay between core top uncovery t

by the vessel internals. As a result, a containment and primary pressure relief cannot be stretched further,
failure due to a missile from a slug-ruptured pressure in order to avoid coolant swelling and steaming at
vessel head is estimated even less likely in a BWR than elevated fuel temperatures and, more importantly, the
is indicated by the studies focused on FWR's. vessel breach at high pressure.

The ex-vessel steam explosions have not been The reflood of an overheated core is related to ]
studied as extensively as the in-vessel threats, although several safety concerns: enhanced gas production,
the conditions in the containment (the fuel-to-water resultant containment pressurization (chapter V), fission
mass ratio, water pool height, water subcooling, product release - and reactivity problems, which
containment pressure) could be more favourable for an involve large uncertainties in core melt progression,
energetic in:craction. The capability of suppression poal relocation and in melt-coolant behaviour. Extreme
columns and surrounding structures to withstand steam consequences, that is, dispersion of molten fuel into
explosion loads, after melt pouring into the pool, has coolant due to excessive fission power generation and a
been examined (Frid and Torell,1989; Greene et al, subsequent '' burst mode" steam explosion may result, if
1992). The possibility of an ex-vessel steam explosion water enters fast a core region of intact fuel and absent
endangering containment integrity has been considered control rods. This chapter is devoted to such concerns,

"

remote (Unger et al,1989; Frid et al,1991). Yet the with the special focus on FCI-driven slug penetration
recent experimental results (Alsmeyer,1992) support into the core. The reactivity-induced fuel fragmentation
the need for more careful, plant-specific studies on and the potential fuel-coolant loads have been studied
stratified interactions, too. by Fujishiro and Fuketa (1989,1992) and by Inoue et al

(1992); the application of - their results, to the-
Despite the low probability of a containment consequences of recriticality, is deferred to later papers.

failure due to a steam explosion, several specialists have
concluded that the potential for an early containment B. Ilydraulles

- failum and significant radioactive releases calls for
further research. The large scales of reactor applications In addition to the lower plenum water inventory,
necessitate the development and experimental validation its void fraction must be evaluated to assess the extent
of analytical models on fuel-coolant premixing and of FCI-induced core rellood. In this section, the

,

s
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Table 2. Severe BWR accident sequences, with large water inventories
in the vessel lower plenum when core melt relocation begins.

Initiating event Operability of Timing for (ADS) Primary
core cooling primary depress. pressure

.

. statior blackout none none high
' small break LOCA nona none medium

station blackout none early low
small break LOCA none early low
large break'LOCA none irrelevant low

transient late failure early low
small break LOCA late failure early low

transient late recovery early low

station blackout at late failure irrelevant low
refueling shutdown

potential of coolant level swelling is first examined with At low pressures the void fraction of the lower
simple steady-state curves, and then an atternpt is made plenum pool outside the guide tubes can climb high
to capture slug generation by using a one-dimensional already with moderate steaming rates, caused by small
two-phase flow code. nese studies are restricted to masses of fragmented core melt or massive melt jets
averaged conditions over the vessel lower plenum, spread across the vessel lower head. (The high void
though separating between the volumes inside and fractions are, of course, no news for those investigating :

outside the control rod guide tubes. A more detailed steam explosion premixtures.) On the other hand, j
assessment would have to address also multidimensional steady-state estimates are not bounding, if the steaming
effects. rate becomes high enough to push coolant upwards as a

slug. The transient slug generation has been examined
Figure 2 depicts the steady state void fraction of by using a one-dimensional two-phase flow code, j

a saturated water pool. De critical heat flux is obtained RELAP5/ MOD 2. The goal is to find the worst scenario 1
with the correlations of Kutateladze and Zuber, and the with regard to the recriticality concerns by mapping out ;
void fraction with the generalized void fraction the obtainable core ' coolant densities as functions of !
correlation of Chexal and tellouche (Chexal et al, released energy and the release rate.
198s) ivi a w.rtical channel with stagnant water. At low
pressures, a void fraction of 40 % is reached even if the The RELAP5 analyses have been performed using
steaming rate is controlled by critical heat flux against a standard 2200 MWt BWR input deck. He pressure
the flow area. At 1 bar, a void fraction of 55 % is vessel nodalization scheme is depicted in figure 1; the
caused by a superficial steam velocity of 2 m/s, which downcomer, lower plenum and core regions consist of
corresponds to a saturated steam flow rate of 5 kg/s pipe components of roughly ten volumes each. In the |

through a 4 m flow area, typical for a BWR lower lower plenum, the flow areas in and out of the control2

plenum outside the guide tubes. Such a steaming rate rmi guide tubes are modelled separately, as are also the ;

can be induced, for example, by molten steel particles active and bypass channels (in and out of the cans) in ]
of. total-mass / diameter 150kg/ lcm or 15kg/1mm, the core. De loss of separation between active and
assuming a 1 MW/m melt-to-coolant heat flux. Rese bypass channels in a degraded core is not modelled and

2

crude heat transfer exampics neglect the feedback from thus the bypass remains empty in the analyses. This is .|
coolant voiding, which may be outweighed by heat not a major drawback, since the actual interest is in the
fluxes higher than assumed. The averaged, steady-state peak, core-average coolant density.
approach leaves out also local, multidimensional and -

inertial effects.
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a as a function of pressure- b as a function of super-
dependent critical heat ficial steam velocity
flux against flow area - system pressures from

- hydraulic diameters from 10 bar (upmost) to 1 bar
10 cm (upmont) to 100 cm in 1 bar intervals
in 10 cm intervals - hydraulic diameter 10 cm
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Figure 2. The void fraction of a saturated pool with stagnant water.

The initial conditions correspond to a situation where At heat release rates below 300 MW, slug
the rore has been uncovered long enough to reach fuel formation does not occur, the pressurization of lower

temperatures of about 1400 K. so that the control rods plenum is moderate, and the core is flooded with two-

are beginning to melt. It is assumed that the whole phase mixture which gives maximum core coolant
lower plenum and the downcomer up to core bottom are densities well below -nominal conditions. This is
almost full of saturated water. Other parts of the system consistent with the (bounding) flooding criterion of
are occupied by more or less superheated steam. As table 3, when the effects of lower plenum pressurization

boundary conditions, a constant 1.5 % core power, an and steam escape to the downcomer are taken into
account. With a 1 MW/m fuel-to-coolant heat flux,2

opening of all safety valves and a 2.0 bar containment
backpressure are assumed. He melt heat release is the 300 MW power corresponds to fragmented fuel
modelled as direct heating into the lowest node of lower particles of total mass / diameter 8tn/2.0cm or Itn/2.5mm.

plenum. nc melt-to-coolant power is determined from While the fuel-to-coolant heat flux .is assumed as
a pressure-dependent critical heat flux table and a critical and increases with pressure, the power of figure i

preset melt surface area, and the duration of heating by 3 refers to the average over the heat release period. |

. a predefined cut-off level for the total heat release. The
total energies,1.3 to 2.5 GJ, correspond to a range of At higher powers, slugs form and the core coolant

4-8 tonnes of solidifying melt or 1-2 tonnes of melt density maxima and the peak lower plenum pressures.
quenching to the coolant temperature. The rate of heat increase. The density maxima saturate at 900 MW
release extends from 200 to 2500 MW, and the release heating power at a level of 600 kg/m$. This is way over
periods from 0.5 to 12 seconds. norninal in the active core channels, and roughly - |j

nominal when averaged over the whole core with an
The results of the calculations are summarized in figure empty bypass channel. He peak lower . plenum
3. The maximum core coolant densities given there pressures reach 20 bar. The durations of the slugging
prevail for at least one second, to allow enough time for and pressure peaks are in the order of a second,
-the reactor power to escalate in case the criticality is implying high dynamical loads on the vessel internals
reached; the actual peaks can be 50 to 100 kg/m' and starting to shorten as the power exceeds 2000 MW.
higher. The densities refer to active channels and are With a 1 MW/m3 fuel-to-coolant heat flux, the 900
averaged over the core height. The lower core is less MW power models fragments of total mass / diameter
volded during slugging, after which the non-vaporized 8tn/6.7mm or Itn/0 83mm, and 2000 MW even finer
part of core coolant drains back to lower plenum. (explosive) fragmentation.
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'88 4 E Total energy release
X Liquid fraction for.

t 550 the vessel volume
below the core

iSee c * h Liquid level below
j the core bottom
k A$e e
g E(GJ) X(%) h(m)
} 400 -

[
^

A 2.5 100. O.g**
O. 2.5 90. -0.5

'**

/ O 1.3 90. -0.5

''* i
t to too

pow,m, P ~ 33 MW ~ 1.5 %
coreMelt quenching / Core decay power

Figure 3. De maximum coolant density inside fuel cans as a
function of heat release rate into the bottom head.

Table 3. Flooding in a channel with
driven by the steam that escapes from the lower plenum

saturated water (1) and and as reverse pumps after the termmation of lowersteam (g). Flow area 5 m ,2
plenum heating. Steam ventmg into the downcomer also

2 1/4 contributes to the saturation of obtainable core-average

(la) coolant densities, which decrease with the pre-sluggingKu =j *

9 9 og(p -p ) vessel water inventory as shown in figure 3.

Ku > 3.2 ; flooding (ib) For the FCI-induced slug penetration into theg
0 #' #" #" #' "

Ku Kutateladze number (-)
j superficial velocity (m/s) averaged over the whole core, and well above nominal
p density (kg/m3) in lower core regions, were obtamed. The coolant
a surface tension (kg/ss} density peaks prevailed for at least one second and the
g acceler. due to gravity (m/s2 ) minimum time periods between slug entrance and peak
0 mass flux (kg/m2s) density were less than one second, yielding coolant
F maos flow rate (kg/s) penetration velocities above 1 m/s.- Dese results
P vaporization power (MW)

-

M MMm@mmM%
p j O F P are compared to the power excursion characteristics of

9 9 9 the following section.
(bar) (m/s) (kg/m s) (kg/s) (MW)a

#*

1.0 20.2 11.9 59.7 135.
2.0 14.3 16.1 80.7 178.
5.0 8.93 23.8 119. 251. A degraded BWR core can become recritical if

10.0 6.17 31.7 159. 320. refilled with unborated water, since the metallic control
20.0 4.04 42.5 213. 399. rods melt at a lower temperature than the cerarric fuel.

In contrast to the recriticality due to recovery of; .,

emergency core cooling, the FCI-induced " inherent" j
reflood can keep the core critical only temporarily. On ;

the other hand, FCrs may push the coolant into the core
During rapid steaming, slug formation will occur faster than the rather quiet coolant level rise after the .

also in the downcomer as part of the generated steam is core cooling reactivation.
vented - through the recirculation pumps. REIAP5
captures this phenomenon, too. The largest downcomer Figure 4 shows the effective multiplication factor ;

slugs weigh about 20 tonnes bu: move relatively slowly, for a 2200 MWt BWR core, control rods outdrawn j

. rising up to the steam line elevation in about two (Anttila,1990). The same is derived into table 4, again ;

- seconds before gradually disintegrating and falling using the results of Anttila, for different fuel burn-ups
- down. The internal recirculation pumps act as turbines, and average coolant densities, core being full ' of
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a as a function of saturated b as a function of average
water-steam -mixture level void fraction

for different burn-ups- for different everage -

void fractions at 70 bar - core full of saturated
- fuel burn-up 7.5 mwd /kgU water-steam -mixture at

(the most reactive) 70 bar
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Edie-
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0.0 55.0 ido.O t $0,0 2$0.0 2$0.0 350.0 3$0.0 0.0 25.0 4b.0 65.0 65.0 100

Mixture height (cm) Average void fraction (%)

Figure 4. He effective multiplication factor of a 2200 MWt core.

saturated water-steam mixture. The coolant void
bypass contains 30 % of the moderator volume in the
active core without control rods. Although the xenon- fraction and density are averaged over the active ,

channels (inside) and the bypass (outside the cans).
behaviour and the doppler effect can cause further

Table 4 shows also the relation between average coolant complications, there exists a potential of superprompt-
criticality with intact fuel lengths higher than 1 m and

,

density and void fraction for various pressures, and the
void fraction in active fuel channels that yields a given average void fractions below 60 %, if a degraded core

without control rods is reflooded with unborated water.core-average void fraction, with the inter-assembly
bypass either full or empty of water, nis " active" '|

:

!

1

Table 4. The effective multiplication factor of a 2200 MWt core,
without control rods, at a fuel temperature of 1500 K.

Average coolant density (kg/m3) Density (kg/ma)
740. 599. 458. 318. p(bar) Water Steam

'70. 740. 36.
Pressure Average void fraction (saturation) 20. 850. 10.
(bar) (%) 2 .~ 940. 1.1

70. O. 20. 40, 60.
20. 13. 30. 47. 63. Void fraction with

2. 21. 36. 51. 66. (a) bypass solid
(b) bypass empty

Burn-up
(mwd /kgU) Effective multiplication factor Core Active

average channel
0. 1.08 1.06 1.04 0.991 (%) (a) (b)
7.5 1.1G 1.17 1.13 1.07 20, 29. -

20. 1.07 1.05 1.02 0.949 40. 57. '14.

40. 0.891 0.877 0.845 0.783 60. 86. 43.
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For fast refloods, the reactivity insertion may lead coolant level is of the order of 0.00351/cm (0.001-
to a rapid, adiabatic fuel enthalpy rise without feedback 0.0061/cm) or 0.625 $/cm near the criticality, for the '

from the fuel-to-coolant heat transfer and subsequent most reactive fuel. Using this in table 5 the reactivity
coolant voiding. In this case, only the doppler effect insertion rate, that yields a certain average energy
due to fuel heatup can react fast enough to cut the deposition (E), is translated into a rate of coolant level ,

power peak. From the NSRR experiments (Fujishiro and rise (v) in the core. It is worth emphasizing that the
Fuketa,1989), the threshold enthalpy for fresh fuel peak energy deposition is several times higher than the
dispersion is 136 MJ/kgUO , which is essentially the average of table 5. The superprompt-critical equations2 ,

enthalpy of molten UO . The enthalpy difference of are applicable since the transition from criticality to2

UO between the control rod melting temperature (1500 Prompt-criticality requires only a few centimeters'2

K) and the molten state of UO (at 3100 K) is 1 $ crease in coolar.t level.2

MJ/kgUO , including the heat of fusion 0.27 MJ/kgUO .2 2

For initial fuel temperatures higher than 1500 K, energy For cases where the recriticality is caused by core
2 may cooling systems' recovery, the coolant penetration ratedepositions somewhat lower than 1 AU/kgUO

cause fuel melting and dispersion, into the core has been estimated by assuming the
maximum coolant injection rate spread over the total.

As a rough estimate, the formulac for a cross-sectional flow area of the core or. vessel.
superprompt-critical fission power peak (Lewis,1977) llowever, there may exist a mechanism for a faster
are used in table 5. From figure 4a, the derivative of the local reflood, if a water pool forms on top of the core
effective multiplication factor with respect to the and suddenly slumps down into some part of the core.

|

!
Table 5. A superprompt-critical fission power peak (P nP ). |

rn g
' p' ={ 2cA . ( In(c/(p.pg)) - 1 ) }1/2 ~ (gg)1/2 (2a)

E - 2.p'/y ~ (oA)1/2/ (2b)
t' = p'/o (2c)
P = 0 1n(P,/Pg)/# (2d)m

p' peak reactivity in excess of prcsmpt-critic. (-)
!

o reactivity insertion rate (1/s) -6A prompt neutron life time (50.. s)
y absolute value of doppler coefficient (10 }0. kgUO /J)
P power when prompt-criticality is reached (W/kgUO ) 2o 2

g normal operation power
. (22000 w/kgUO2)P

E average energy deposition during the peak (J/kgUO )2
t' time from prompt-critic. to peak reactivity (s)
P peak power (W/kgUO2)m

E o p' t' P /P v
m )g (cm/s)(MJ/kgUO2) (1/s) ($/s) (-) ($) (s) (-

_

P /P =10-10o f

1. O.892- 159. 0.0500 8.92 0.0561 13200, 255.
0.5 0.234 41.8 0.0250 4.46 0.107 3310. 66.9
0.25 0.0616 11.0 0.0125 2.23 0.203 833, 17.6

P /P =10-20g f

1. 0.495 88.5 0.0500.8.92 0.101- 12500. 142.
0.5 0.127 22.7 0.0250 4.46 0.196 3130. 36.4
0.25 0.0327 5.84 0.0125 2.23 0.382 784. 9.4

v - the rate of coolant level rise, based on the reactivity
increase against coolant level 0.0035 1/cm (0.625 $/cm).
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As obvious from the previous section, such a fast well-supported scenario exists and large uncertainties ,

coolant level jump near the criticality may be induced disturb detailed analyses on the late-phase core melt !
also by FCrs, should core melt relocations coincide progression. ;
with, and temporarily accelerate, the core reflood front. |
These ingredients, related to recovery actions, are not At the time of melt relocation down to the vessel l

explored in detail in this paper. It is merely suggested lower plenum, most of the core may be molten and
that the potential for unsteadiness may aggravate the supported by a crust. Alternatively, there may still be
recriticality transient during core refill. intact, overheated fuel without control rods left

{
especially in the core periphery. In this case, if the

A coolant penetration rate of 25 cm/s into a coolant rushed into the core as a result of melt-coolant
configuration of 4X4 fuel bundles of one-third height contact, intact fuel and also core debris might become
was assumed by Scott et al (1990); the coolant injection critical. At SNL (USA), experiments and analyses are
corresponded to the maximum after core cooling underway, for example, to examine how relocating
recovery. A reactivity worth of 10 5, the difference metallic melts behave in the lowcr BWR core regicns:
between an average void fraction of nominal 40 % and do they solidify and block the flow routes or do they
solid 0 % (see table 4), ivas then added in the 5 penetrate into the lower plenum water pool (Gauntt and
seconds' reflood time, the reactivity insertion rate being Schmidt,1992). No experiments or experiences on the
2 $/s or 0.08 $/cm. The average energy deposition was full-scale BWR core melt progression, addressing the
estimated to be 0.080 MJ/kgUO and the maximum 031 radial effects, are available, though some aspects of the2

MJ/kgUO . A certain coolant penetration rate was TMI-2 accident may apply also to BWR's. Analytical2

estimated to give a reactivity insertion rate 7.8 times tools, with insights from small-scale and separate-
lower than figure 4 does, and the doppler coefficient effect studies, must be used to obtain the initial and
was weighted 13 times higher. Combining these and boundary conditions of FCIs.
equation (2b), the same unborated coolant injection rate
lead to an average energy deposition 13(7.8)" =3.6 Also the way core melt penetrates and fragments . .I
times lower than in tab!c 5. In fact, the peak value of into the lower plenum water pool is important. Melt .

Scott et al (1990)is close to the average of table 5 with fragmentation in contact with water, and FCrs in |
the upper prompt-critical power. general, have been studied for the steam explosion

purposes, and several experimental programs are i
As an order-of-magnitude estimate, the coolt.nt underway. If core melt relocates down as a jet, the

penetration rate causing fuel melting and dispersion into penetration length, before significant . fragmentation
coolant is around, or somewhat above,25 cm/s. At the occurs, affects the boundary conditions of the FCI

,

moment, the limit cannot be set higher, especially if a hydraulics. In the afore-described REIAP5 analyses, - i
lightly-voided slug rushes into the core. This is due to the heat was effectively released into the lowermost i

the results obtained above and the most complicated lower plenum volume. The melt may fragment higher,
phenomena and their coupling involved: neutronics, although the formulac of Schneider et al (1992) and the
fuel-to-coolant heat transfer, coolant hydraulics - and resuls of Sienicki et al (1992) indicate several meters'
all in a complicated geometry of a degraded core. penetration, before complete breakup and quenching of

a 10cm-diameter jet. Due to the jungle of guide tubes
la light of the hydraulic analyses of the previous in a BWR vessel lower plenum, the formation and

section, the maximum obtainable reactivities (above spreading of melt fragments, and their further (fme)
prompt-critical), the residenct times of corresponding fragmentation in case of explosion triggering and
coolant masses in core (at least a second), as well as the propagation, may differ from those in PWR's .
inaximum coolant penetration rates (above 1 m/s), seem,

to warrant concern. A more detailed study of the For coolant level swelling, it is important to know_i

phenomena and mitigation aspects of the BWR the location of most effective steam generation. Both
recriticality is justified. the radial coherence and axial extent of inherent core

reflood depend on the coolant void fraction profile and
D. Core melt behaviour on the energety of fuel-coolant contact and slug

dynamics in the vessel lower plenum. For an in-depth-
, ,

in the sections above, the FCI-induced reflood assessment, premixing and explosion propagation codes,
'

''

and recriticality potentials have been examined only as well as experimental results, could be utilized.
from the hydraulics' and neutronics' point of view.- Of
course, the way core behaves during melt progression
affects both the boundary and initial conditions of the,.

| FCOs in the vessel lower plenum. Unfortunately, no
!
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V. CONTAINMENT PRESSURIZATION gases when the pressure in wetwell exceeds the pressure
.. in drywell (in a LOCA, the situation is vice versa).
I In this chapter, the direct pressurization of an With no major primary breaks, inoperability of primary

inerted BWR containment, due to steam and NCG depressurization system would be of concern due to the
production, is discussed. In cases, where molten core vessel breach at elevated pressure and, consequently,
material contacts coolant, gas generation during FCI's high mass and energy release rates (packing power) into,

'

drives the flows in containment and affects the extent of the drywell, if high-temperature fluid contents of the
NCG production. ne distribution of NCG's is important primary system are relieved by a high-pressure vessel
when analysing containment pressurization. His is breach, also the hydrodynamic suppression pool loads
because the volume of hydrogen (at atmospheric add to the spectrum of containment challenges (Lin and
pressure), that could be prmfuced from the oxidization Lehner,1991).
of all core metals, is far greater than the containment
volume of a typical BWR (see table 1). After the pressure vessel failure the molten core

materials can produce steam and NCG's in the pedestal,
in a less Of Coolant Accident (LOCA) with a if this is flooded. In figure 1, the blow-down pipes exit

break from the primary system into the containment from the upper drywell, which again brings th6
drywell, the in-vessel gas generation may fill the possibility of a drywell filled with steam. In some
drywell with steam and pack NCG's into the wetwell containment designs, the blow-down pipes exit from
atmosphere through blow-down pipes (see fig.1). In the pedestal and most of the NCG's in the upper
the worst case, the available space for NCG's is only drywell at the time of vessel breach could be stratified
the free volume of wetwell. Special concerns arise, if an up there, due to the buoyancy of hydrogen. In all the
overheated core or corium pool is attacked by coolant designs with a flooded pedestal, NCG's produced during
because of operator actions. Experiments have shown the ex-vessel melt-coolant-concrete interactions may
that flooding a hot core with water produces quickly be blown into the wetwell atmosphere, at least partially,
large amounts of NCG's. He containment integrity may
be threatened especially in LOCA's with substantially ne partial pressure of NCG's (nitrogen and
delayed activation of emergency core cooling. Ilowever, hydrogen), for a uniform and wetwell-packed
if the drywell spray is reactivated, it can mitigate distribution, is calculated into table 6 using the
containment pressurization (Lin and Lehner,1991). lowermost containment volumes of figure 1. Hydrogen

production is taken as an equivalent oxidation fraction
in the station blackout cases without primary of either all core zirconium or only cladding. He

breaks, all steam and NCG's produced in the primary partial pressu:e of NCG's is evaluated at a temperature
system are blown straight into the suppression pool vm of 50 'C, initial conditions assumed as I bar,50 'C and
the depressurization system. In this case, NCG's are the whole containment fully nitrogen-inerted. He
distributed nearly uniformly into the conta:nment drywell steam masses at the partial pressure of NCG's
through the wetwell vacuum-breakers, which pass the are also listed for situations,in which the drywell is full

Table 6. De conditions of a BWR containment (NCG pressures at 50*C).

Condition 2200 MWt core 3300 MWt core
Core Zr oxidized Core 3r oxidized

40 % 70 % 100 % 40 % 70 % 100 %
Cladding oxidized Cladding ozidized
72 % 126 % 180 % 72 % 126 % 180 %

Uniform oas distr
H pressure (bar) 1.45 2.54 3.63 2.03 3.56 5.08
NbG pressure (bar) 2.45 3.54 4.63 3.03 4.56 6.08

MJ._N.C_Q' q_.j n WW
H pressure (bar) 3.54 6.19 8.84 4.95 8.66 12.4
NdG pressure (bar) 5.97 8.62 11.3 7.38 11.1 14.8
Satur temp ('C) 159. 174. 185. 167. 184. 198.
DW steam mass (kg) 13600. 19200. 24800. 16600. 24400. 32200.

s- Assumed free volumes: drywell (DW) 4300 m8, wetwell (WW) 3000 m .
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of saturated steam and all NCG's are accumulated into period of steam and hydrogen generation, without fast
the wetwell. From table 6 it can be seen, that if large refill and quenching. If coolant boration is used to
amounts of NCG's,were produced and packed into the prevent core recriticality, the coolant escape out fmm

wetwell atmosphere, the containment pressure could the vessel is of concern.

climb high, up to design and failure pressures, typically
from 4 to 12 bar (from 40 to 160 psig). For wetwell ne ex-vessel benefits att still somewhat ]
free volumes larger than 3000 m , the maximum partial uncertain ad the on-going experwents (MACE,5

pressure of hydrogen is lowered according to the WETCOR and BETA) aim at assessing tre coolability

volume ratio. of an ex-vessel debris bed covered by a water pool due -
to late pedestal flooding. He likelihood of an

FCTs are related to the pressurization of a BWR explosion-induced containment failure on one hand, and

containment, as described above, in several ways. If hot the formation of a coolable debris bed on the other,

and unoxidized metals meet water, NCG's are generated may depend on the timing of pedestal flooding, whether

(Marshall Jr,1988; Young et al,1988). ne steam before or after the vessel breach. The recommendations

production efficiency, including the effects of inherent could turn out controversial, though it appears non-
core reflood, determines the rate of containment trivial to avoid the pouring mode FCI's even with late

pressurization. De time and mode of a vessel failure, flooding, that is, if late melt relocations should occur.

dependent on fuel quenching during the in-vessel FCfs, Further inter-dependences arise, if limited-scale steam

affect the release rate of primary mass and energy, explosions produce tiny particles worsening the
coolability of debris. ne benefits of coolant injection
on top of the corium pool, with regard to pouring mode

VI. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT ITEMS explosions, are not clear either: stratified explosions -
have occurred (Alsmeyer,1992).

If the accident management actions caused a ,

significantly increased likelihood of destructive FCPs, Filling the containment with water may lead to I

they could be brought under scrutiny and mitigative geometries not experienced inside the vessel. A sub- |
measures would have to be found, for example the use cooled ocean with a depth and cross-sectional area up |

to 20 m and 100 m , respectively, may be available for I2of coolant additives (Kim et al,1989; Becker and
Lindland,1991; fp et al,1992). Currently, the benefits a late melt attack from the vessel. De effects may be f
of, 4.r example, the following actions seem to outweigh further amplified if the in-vessel volcano expels its lava

the low probability of a large explosion: after a delayed lower head failure preceded by external
sessel flooding (llodge et al,1991). He conservation

L\ction Potential benefits of a large mass of molten corium may also result in
degradation of the vessel's capability to withstand fuel-

Primary system No vessel breach at coolant loads, in case of late coolant injection into an

depressurization high system pressure internally dried-out vessel.

Core cooling Corium retained FCPs play a dominant role when assessing the

recovery trials inside the vessel potential merits and concerns, as well as the success, of
various severe accident management measures and

Pedestal flooding Core-concrete inter- procedures.
|actions arrested

Containment water- Long-term plant
filling stabilization

Yll. FINALE ;

A fuel-coolant premixture is more susceptible to
explosion triggering at low pressures (Corradini,1991),
but a containment failure due to an in-vessel steam

ne need to understand the physics of fuel-
coolant interactions (FCPs) is due to the fact that allexplosion is considered unlikely (chapter III).
severe accidents involve hot core material (fuel)

7
The recovery of coo' ant injection into the vessel attacking water (coolant), or vice versa. In this paper

is always strived for. Le outcome of such an action the boiling water reactors (BWR's) were discussed. The

may change, if core melt slumping causes a lower head
main idea was to highlight imponant FCI-related safety
issues other than the direct loads caused by pouringfailure and coolant leakage out from the vessel. He

remains of the core may experience an extended time mode steam explosions.
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ABSTRACT
sidered: 0.1 M Pa,6.0 MPa and 15 MPa. Generic accident -

AEA Technology has provided an assessment of the prob-
sequences without significant operator intervention were

ability of n-mode containment failure for the Sizewell B considered for each system pressure.

PWH. After a preliminary review of the methodologies After a preliminary review of the methodologies avail-

available it was decided to use the probabilistic approach able it was decided to use a probabilistic approach, and
|

,

described in the paper, based on an extension of the the methodology developed by Theofanous et al. (1987) l

methodology developed by Theofanous et at (1987). The svu used as the starting point. This was developed and

input to the assessment is 12 probability distributions; adapted for the current study (see Section II). The in. '

the bases for the quantification of these distributions are put to the assessment is 12 probability distributions; the
discussed. bases for the quantification of these distributions are sum-

The n-mode assesstnent performed for the Sizewell B mariwd in Section Ill. Results for the low pressure eval-
.

PWR has demonstrated the practicalityof the event-tree uation are presented in Section IV, while those for higher !

method with input data represented by probability dis- pressures are summarised in Section V. Finally the n.ethod-
ology and results are discased.t ributions. The assessment, itself, has drawn attention ,1

to a number of topics, which may be plant and sequence JL METilODOLOGY !

<

dependent, and has indicated the importance of melt re- "

location scenarios. Em methodology used is based on}that of Theofanous
The n. mode failure probability following an accident et al. (1987), wii split the 'n-mode :adure process mto

b
that leads to core melt relocation to the lower head for a number of ents, each of which was represented by a :

3

the Sizewell H PWR has been assessed as a few parts in PT h"hility distribution. Th,is allows the use of results of
ten.thousand, on the basis of current information. This mecham. tic models, where they are available, and experts

assessment has been the first to consider elevated pres- judgement, where mechamstic models are not available,
,

sures (6 MPa and 15 MPa) besides atmospheric pressure, knowledge a mcomplete, or there is a stochastic nature
but the results suggest only a modest sensitivity to sys- to t pr cess

tem pressure. .

used with an individual event followed through the event
1. INTRODUCTION tree, and appropriate distributions sampled. (The Monte

A pre-operational safety report (POSR) has been com- Carlo approach has previo_usly been applied to much simy

pleted for the Sizewell B PWR, a 1300 MWe reactor of' pler event trees by Corradini and Swenson (1981) and

'. Westinghouse design currently being constructed in the Berman, Swenson and Wickett (1984).) An individual -'

UK. The POSH contains a probabilistic safety assessment nielt relocation event may (i) fail to ca*ase a steam ex2

of the response of the plant to severe accidents. As part plosion (no eficctive trigger), (ii) cause a steam explosion .,

of this process it was necessary to quantify the probabil' that does not. fail the containment, or (iii) give an a-

ity of containment failure induced by an in-vessel steant mode failure event. By following many individual events ;

explosion. AEA Technology provided an independent as- through the tree, with random sampling of the distribu-
tions, the probability of o-mode failure can be evaluated.

sessment of the probability of containment failure by this
mechanisui (a. mode failure) given a core-melt accident' (it is not the purpose of this paper to di3 cuss the mean-

The assessment is summarised in this paper. Unlike pre: ing of ' probability' in this context, but the methodology

vious published studies, three system pressures were con' is consistent with both a 'frequentist' and ' degree of con-
fidence' interoretation.)-

I
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The tree-structure developed by Theofanous et al. was explosion energy (and system pressure). (The origi-
modified so that the following additional features could nal tree had the option of an alternative conditional
be considered: melt relocation, triggering, stratified ex- distribution for those cases in which the lower head
plosions, and venting of the steam explosion through the was predicted to fail.) The rnergy required to crush
core region. The revised tree is shown in Figure I and it is and fail structures in the upper head is then eval.
described briefly below. Input distributions are indicated uated as a function of the impacting slug energy,
by italics in the text; their quantification is described in which leads to the energy in the material (the slug ,

the following Section. plus remains of the upper internals) impacting the
upper head.

. First the distribution representing the amount of
melt rrlocating is sampled. Distributions giving the e The distribution of the likely energy required to the
inrlt floie rafr (conditional on the amount of melt fail the upper head is samphxl and compared with
relocating) and on the time to first base contact are that evaluated for the event under consideration,
t hen used to establish. the time periods for the inter-
action, which are used to determine the quantities e if the vessel is predicted to fail, then containment

'

of melt and its configuration (in transit through the failure is considered. First a missile enenyy depen-
,

lower head (referred to as 'in the mixture') or set- dent on the slug energy prior to vessel failure is sam-

tied out and segregated from any remaining water pled; this is then compared with the distribution of -
,

(referred to as 'in the pool')) should a trigger occur. missile ent rpies likely to fail the containment.

e Triggering is treated by sampling a cumulatire dis, it is important to realise that any tree structure repre- '

tribution tchich represents the likelihood of trigger- sents a compromise, in practice, it is not possible to
ing: (i) in the early stages of the interaction, (ii) include every event that one can think of as a series of
before base contact, (iii) before all the melt has distributions, or to allow for too many dependencies in
reached the base of the vessel, and (iv) after all conditional distribution % as the tree would become too -
the melt is in the base of the vessel. A non-zero cumbersome. The tree inevitably contains ' pinch points'
probability can be given for the lack of an effective at which detailed information is lost. The intention was
t rigger. that the results should not be adversely affected by the

particular choice made. One. option considered was hav- .

e Tlic equivalent mass involved in the explosion is ing a loop in the tree for multiple explosions;instead these ,

evaluated taking all the melt in transit in the lower umv be allowed for through the 'efIiciency' and 'equiva- ,

head and multiplying that in the pool by an 'equic- lenie' distributions.
oh nec factor'to represent the likelihood that only a The input to the assessment consists of the 12 prob- !

|small fractmn of melt m the pool would participate ability distributions indicated above, which may depend
in the interactmn. A distribution for the specific on th'e system pressure and previously calculated quan-
thermal (ncryg of the melt is then sampled, and us- tities. The probability of containment failure is evalu-
ing a distribution for the conversion eficiency of the ated using Monte Carlo sampling (the usual sample size |
mixture, the explosion energy is evaluated. The ex^ is 5 million) by the SEEP code which contains a represen-
plosion energy is considered to be the kmetic energy tation of the tree structure and perforrns the sampling,
imparted to a slug as the nuxture expands down the simple arithmetic and the logical operations required.
to at mospheric pressure, without ' leakage from the The mP code plots theinput distributions generated
high pressure region (see below). for the variables (thus providing valuable self-checking)

e At this point, the tree developed for the assessment and the distributioti for those cases that do give a mode ;

included a distribution for the efectwe pressure on failure. This feature allows the sensitivity of containment

the lotver head conditional on the explosion energy failure to the variable in question to be examined readily;

and a distribution for the efectice pressure to fail where the shape of the overall distribution and that for -

the lotver head. These distributions were included events that lead to containment failure are similar, there

so that credit for lower head failure in reducing the is little sensitivity to the variable; where tbc shapes of the 1

energy in the upward moving slug could be claimed; distributions differ significantly, there is great sensitivity.

llowever, when thin topic was reviewed (see below) 111. QUANTIFICATION OF TIIE DISTRIBUTIONS j

it was concluded that it was premature to claim any
credit for lower head failure. In most cases the intention has been to construct best-

| estimate distributions. Where very little information is
The kinetic entryy that the slug has tchen it im- M& a me conservative approach has been adopted.

.

e

pacts tije upper con support plate is evaluated usmg yyg ; , y
a conditional distributmn based on the calculated s Lsections correspond to the bullet points in Section 11),

|
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Figure 1: The tree structure used in the assessment. Rectangles represent probability.
distributions that are sampled; double-edged rectangles represent conditional probabil-
ity distributions, square boxes represent calculated distributions and diamonds indicate
decision points.
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A. hielt Relocation made that 60% of these cases had pour areas less than
8

0.01 m , giving mass flow rates of less than 1500 kg/s.
Two routes for melt relocation are identified: via The upper 5"A of the distribution has flow rates greater

the core region, and through the bypass (as at TA11 than 7.2 te/s, with the top 1% of the distribution between
2). The current generation of evere accident progression 18 te/s and 72 tc/s. Downward relocation through the
codes are unable to make predictions of the relocation core is typified by large amounts of melt relocating (40
pathway. llowever, they tend to predict the formation of to 100 tonnes).
in. core blockages (supported by experimental data), and The distribution for time to base contact (after pas-
a relatively uniform heat-up across the core. Thus the sage through the lower core plate) was based on a num-
core debris is predicted to have access to the l>ypass re- ber of CHYMES (Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1991) calcula-
gion before failure of the lower crust. (The Sizewell H tions, consideration of data from the Winfrith MIXA tests
design is such that there are holes in the baffle Mates, so, (Denham et al.,1992; Fletcher and Denham,1993), and
although these are expected to fail, this ir sse ntial bounding calculations for both an unperturbed jet anda

j. for melt to have access to the bypass.) One feature of the a 10 mm diameter droplet travelling at its terminal ve-
'

Sizewell H design is that the holes in the horizontal for- locity through water. The resulting distribution for time
mer plates are smaller in diameter (11.2 mm) than those to base contact has a minimum time of 0.4 s, a mean of
at Th!I-2, thus making blockage of the holes more likely. 1.15 s and a maximum value of 1.9 s.
Calculations have been performed with a UK. upgrade of

.

the plt:GM code (Pilch and h!ast,1984) for melt reloca. h,.ggnmg
tion through the former plates and through intact lower
fuel bundles. These indicate that for passage through the Triggering, either its ease or its absence, has been

former plates the melt should have a superheat of at least used as an argument against large scale steam explosions

150 K. This is the range expected when the lateral crust occurring. Thus it should be included in any assessment.

failo Slelt relocation was quantified using a mini-event However, a review by one of the authors [DFF] concluded

tree, where the probability of melt access to the bypass that relatively wide distributions should be adopted to

was assessed at 0.9, and a probability of 0.6 was then as- take account of the uncertainty in triggering. The main
points of the review were:

signed to melt relocation through the bypass region; other
pathways were also considered. On the basis of this as- e There are no developed and validated models of

| sessment,it was concluded that in about 60% of the cases triggering that can be used with any degree of con.
| melt would enter the lower head through the outer holes fidence,

in the lower core plate. This plate was not expected to
ablate significantly and the total area of the flow holes e hf del predictions indicate that triggering becomes
is only about 3 x 104 m , whilst the flow area through ore difficult at higher pressure and higher melt7

the former plates is about one-tenth of this value. Thus, temperature.
the expected melt flow rates are low (typically 150 kg/s).
Herause the top of the core relocates first, lower amounts e Permanent gas can affect the triggering process,
of mass are associated with this relocation pathway (10 small quantities inhibiting it, but rapid gas evolu-
to 60 tonnes). tion leading to spontaneous explosions.

The melt flow rate for downward relocation through
e Experimental data show clearly the random nature

the core is more difficult to judge, as the area of the
of the triggering process.

pour is unknown (lumped parameter codes are useless
for this purpose u they inevitably fail whole sectors of . Spontaneous explosions which occur on contact can
structures). Atelt may relocate following failure of a sup- be suppressed by a small increase in pressure (as
porting crust (held on fuel pin stubs), or by failure of the little as 5-10 bars).
lower fuel anembly nozzle. Failure of the lower core plate
itselfis not expected as (i) it is independently supported * There is no clear evidence for a triggered explosion
from beneath, (ii) the design also includes a secondary above 311Pa without the injection of cold water,
core support structure, which would support the core on

, ; g gg
the lower head should the core barrel fail, and (iii) the ;g g
holes in it are sufficiently w_de that if melt passes throughi

the much smaller holes m the lower fuel nozzles it will not d
re-freeze and form a crust at the lower core plate. It was
judged that the most likely failure is either that of one fuel As noted above the time over which a trigger could
nozzle plate, or a small area of crust. The judgement was occur was split into 4 periods. Values of pi p4 are
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given in Table 1, where pi s the probability that it occurs The specific thermal energy of the rnelt was basedi

~ in the initial interaction, p2 is the probability it occurs on an evaluation for partially oxidised core debris; us-
before first contact with the bottom of the vessel, p3 is ing M ATPitO phase diagrams (llohorst,1990) a melting
the probability it occurs before the melt has fully settled range of 2600 K to 2900 K was determined. Based on
and p4 is the pmbability it occurs at all. Thus p4 - pa considerations of natural convection, a melt superheat
is the probability of a stratified explosion being triggered between 0 and 300 K was used. With these assurnptions
once all t he melt is in a pool, while 1-p is the probability a triangular distribution for the specific thermal energy of
that there is no trigger. the melt was specified, with a lower bound of 1.21 GJ/te,

a mean and mode of 1.37 GJ/te and an upper bound of
I A3 GJ/te. These values are somewhat larger than thoseTable i The pressure dependence of parameters in the
f previous workers (e.g. Theofanous et al.,1987) becausetriggering distribution.

~ of allowance for ZrO , which has about twice the specific2

. enthalpy of UO .Pressure ( M Pa) pi p2 p3 p4 2

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.6 0.7 The dist ribution for the efficiency with which the ther-
tiu 0.02 0.05 0.15 0.2 mal energy of the melt in transit can be converted to me-
15.0 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.1

-- chanical energy of the slug was based on the following
considerations:

C. Explosion Yield e Table U.1 of Corradini et al. (1988) provides a sum-
mary of large scale experimental pmgrammes, in- 4

Three further distributions require quantification cluding t he measured conversion ration. These range
'

'before the explosion yield can be calculated: the eqmv- Imm 0.3% to 3%.
alence factor' for 'uclt in the pool, the specific thermal
energy of the melt, and the conversion efficiency of the e Experiments with prototypic material at Winfrith,
mixt ure, both at the 0.5 kg and larger scales up to 21 kg,

The 'eipiivalence factor' is used to account for the con- indicate a conversion efficiency,for the material that

tribution to the explosion of rnelt residing in the pool. u as finely fragmented, of 4%, when there was no

This may arise because of (i) a stratified explosion at sub-cooling (Bird,1984). This value decreases with

the interface with overlying water,(ii) because melt from sub-cooling, but is independent of pressure up to

the pool is lofted into the water by an earlier stratified 1 MPa ambient pressure (although the melt mass

or conventional steam explosion, or (iii) as the result of participating increased).

entrapped water again leading to part of the pool be- e The citystrs code (Fletchcr and Thyagaraja,1991)
mg * blown back mto the water. A review of experimen- has been used to predict the distribution of melt
t.d data for stratified explosions indicated that, although and coolant for a large pour under reactor cond,, ii
they can occur. t hey are a nmch weaker phenomenon than

, s Tni4, % a M M d b d b b .)
explosions involvm, g pre imxed melt and water (e.g. ex- a itgion of good mixture; much of it is in a steam |peiunents at McGill l mverstly on stratified explosions rich reg. ion. ,T h.is picture is supported by experi-

. . .

-

gave only a 0.07% conversion rat.io when based on the mental data (Fletcher and Denham,1993; Angelini
total t hermal energy of the melt (Ciccarelli et al.,1991)). et al.,1992). At present it is not possible to de-
The data also suggest that myly very thm layers, typically gg gg g g
~10 mm deep, are mvolved m the explosion. Ihe energy . Ilowever, even if an explos. ion could propa-tion.
required to generate a mixture of droplets following an gate through them, the regions of . weak imxture,

.
-

)

. .tial interaction was considered, and it was concludedini
.

cannot contribute to the explos. ion with high efli-
.

that aitratified explos. ion is rmt able to explom.vely mix ciency. Calculations have been performed for the
more melt on a mdiisecond timescale, ljut may be able inaxiinum energy yield assuming that each cell in
to throw some n|clt upwards m a pre mixed state, % ith g ,HYNIES prediction produces the Hicks-Menzies
these consideratmus, a distribution, conditmnal on the eld MW our h% med h dmelt. mass m the pml, was constructed based on a lay- culations indicate that the upper bound efficiency

-

cred model for the melt. pool; the top 100 mm having an for large pours is ~20% at early times m the pour,
. . .

e<ptivalence factor ,m the range 0.05 to 0.5, with a best- falh.ng to ~8% when vapour product. ion becomes
.

estimate of 0.2; a second 100 mm layer w th an equiva-i sigm h. cant. Somewhat larger efficiencies are possi.
. .

lence factor between 0.01 and 0.2, w.th a best-est.imate ofi
. . ble for low melt pour rates (e'g. 3 te/s).

0.0h and the remainder of the melt with an equivalence
factor between 0.002 and 0.01, with a best-estimate of
0.005.
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e in attempting to extrapolate experimental efficien. sures, the threat to the upper head arines an a slug may

cies to the plant-scale, the calculations referred to integrate the work done in the expansion and then Icad

j above nuggest that eflidency will go down with ncale, the upper head on a shorter timescale.

llowever the low values for efliriency in the experi-
"' ," " U b" " P'"C***""ments may be duc, in part, to condensation, which

,

! may not be as c!!icient in the plant, and to a lack . .

" energy yield of the"" *
'

production predicted for the mixing phase at plant- '*" "7" .m
. " ' " .; ofIamping. In the latter case, with the large steam .

os Mudy is the k,metic energy a slug
""" 4"" " ""#"" '"E "" expanded down to

scale, it may well be that there iE less tarnping at 511,"a without leakage. Ilowever,in practice it is hard
plant. scale than in nome of the experiments. tu nlentify a coherent slug tamping the whole exphmion,

.

it was decidnl to bie the efficiency distribution to the ns (i) raindations typically indicate much steam in the
experknental data, and to uae a different dhtribution for region above the mixture; (ii) there may be relatively in-
the two high prenure cm, as these are significantly leu tact fuel anemblics at the periphery of the core; (iii) the
dhpersive than the atmospheric prenure case. For the downcomer u voc< ted to contain highly voided water;
high preuure cases 85% of the probability lies between and (iv) the na bris is unlikely to be a single liquid,
2% and WX efficiency, with the top 1% of the probabil. but could contain s %tantial solid remains (remains of
ity epicad hetween 15% and 20% efficiency. For the low the lower crust, upper and lower fuel pins etc). A simple
pressure cases 85% of the probabihty lies between 2% and lumped parameter model we developed to scope the ef. *

5% efhriency, with the top 1% of the probability spread fert of leakage from the explosion region. The explosion
hetween .17c and 15% efficiency. It is emphasied that region was treated as a zone of high prenure gas, and the
thh elliciency applies to all the melt in transit at the time ge in the upper head and steam generators was t:cated
of the trigger (plus the ' equivalent' man of melt from any as a second well-mixed gas volume. Work was performed

pool that has formed). on a alog located between the two region by the pres.
sure fones, but kakage over a fixed cross. sectional area

D. Lower llead 1. ilur"a was aho allowed. The flow rate through the leak was cal.

As indAnted in Section il the event tree devel- culated assuming simple or choked flow e appropriate,

oped for the axwnment had two distributions anociated The effect of the leak b to reduce the driving prenure

with lower head faihire. The intention was to rlaim t.redit on the slug. and thus the kinetic energy it acquirca. A

for ower head failute as a mitigative event, climinating wries of runs wem perfonned using explosion pressures '

many of the events which would otherwiw fail the up- in the range 25-100 Mi%, explosion volumes in llic range

per head, as was done in the study by Theofanous et 5 20 tu\ a slug mus of 55 te, with no leakage and with
I 'n2 leakage. For the 0.1 MPa cue,' without leakage,al. (1%7). Ilowever, our review of thh topic led us to

the view that there was insufficient evidence to support the slug kinetic energy at impact' with the upper core

strong <! aims for lower head faihire. The etatic prenure support plate (UCSP) is between 40% and 70% of the

that the Saewell || lower head can sustain is estimated energy yield (becauw the high precure region h&not
to be about 65 MPa; some additional work would be re. In+n able to expand fully); the Icakage further reduces

quired to justify this figure for the penetrations, but thew the kinetic energy by a factor of about 2. For the high

are, in general, aren of low ntren rather than st ren en- luenure wquences, the simple model demonstrates that

ham ers Thus it is anticipated that only explosions with the exphaion yield not be greater than a finite quantity

dynamic pienures in excess of this value would fail Ihe (0.2 GJ at 6 MPa; 0.5 dJ at 15 MPa, with no leakage) for -|

!ower head. Ebewhere it has been widely assumed that the slug to reach the !! CSP. These values increase signifi.
'

exp6 ions with an energy greater than about 1 GJ would rantly (1.0 GJ at 6 MPa; 1.5 GJ at 15 MPa) when leakage
h ^"""'ed. These values were us" 6 treate conditionallead to lower head failure (Corradini and Swenson,1%1;

'I hm fanous et al ,1%7). Ilevever, thh criterion wa dktributions; the results for 1 m' oege form the lower

beed on calculations which uw very high explosion pres, bound, those for no leakage the unper; a triangular dis.
tribution with its node at the lower bound was used, assures, typically 500 MPa, obtamed from idealked ther.

modynamic modeh (Theofanous et al.,1%7). There is it is believed that a 1 m area of leakage underestimates2

that available.no evidence for sm h high prenures, and experiments and
n -e realbtic mcdelling nuggest that explosion prenures The slug will be resisted by the upper core plate (a -

w t more hkely be in the range 4fb80 MPa for 1 GJ of me. M rnm thick plate above the core) and upper plenum

chanical energy. When modch for propagation are better "trm t uees, including the UCSP (the most aubstantial struc-

validated, it may be possible to substantiate claims in ture above the core). Figure 2 shows an outline of the

this area, but currently the distributiom, for lower head upper part uf the sizewell 11 reactor. For the assenment,

failure are not uwd With these lower explosion pics- the energy absorbed in above-core structuren was first
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evaluated by scaling the assessments of Theofanous es cupies the region out to the core barrel, and the relative
al. (1987), followed by rnore detailed evaluations for the ease of distortion of the core barrel compared with that
UCSP. The independent analysis performed supports the of the UCSP and its support ring. For the assessment,
scenario outlined in Theofanous et al., i.e. the upper in- the analysis of Theofanous et al. was supported by sim-

,

I

ternal structures are crushed and remove energy from the ple coefficient of restitution arguments that also show a i

slug prior to significant k>ading of the upper head. The significant energy loss (as much as 50%) as the slug and 1

one assumption m.ade by Theofanous et al. for the be- UCSP combine into a single upwardly moving mass. 1

'haviour of upper internal structures that seems unlikely The energy required to fail the mountings of the UCSP
is that the upper core plate and the lower parts of the was estimated to be 35 MJ, while that required to crush
guide tubes and support columns remain at a low temper- the support and guide tubes between the UCSP and the
at u re. Itadiation heat transfer from the degrading core upper head v as estimated to be between 55 MJ and
and natural circulation heat transfer (most significant at 90 MJ.
high pressures) are likely to heat the lower parts of these

in using these est.imates to form a distribut. ion for the
structures significantly. The energy required to crush the
structure between the upper core plate (if it retains its enngy jou, it was bome m mtnd that all the calculat ons

strength) and the UCSP is estimated to be 330 MJ for te duml from axisymmetn.c models, and that m reah
"Y "U """ P''ts of structures collapsing earber thanthe Sizewell B design. Consideration was given to the oe'ns, the total d.issipation might be reduced. Followmg

energy losses by friction in these structures if the upper
cofanous et al. the kmetic energy (E ) of the slug andfcore plate has been melted away (as suggested by some

UCSP after UCSP failure was wntten m the formplant calculations). Depending on the length of struc-
tures with wWh the slug i -racts (1 m or 2.13 m - E = 0.66(Es - Ecn.n) - 90 MJi

their full length) and the assumed friction factor (0.002
to 0.2) the energy loss varies from only 1% of the initial where Es is the energy of the slug at the UCSP, with- j

slug energy to 241 out losses, and E<non is sampled from a triangular dis- 1

Additional energy Ws processes, not considered by tribution with a range 0-500 MJ and a mean of 250 MJ |
Theofanous et al., were identified. These are 50 MJ to (this covers the energy absorbed prior to impact with the
bm kle the support ring of the UCSP, and between 70 MJ UCSP, the deformation of the support ring and the plas-
and t to MJ for plastic deformation of the UCSP prior to tic deformation of the UCSP). The factor of 0.66 allows
its failure, for the radial venting of the slug, while the 90 MJ is a !

Considerable energy losses were claimed by Theofanous conservative estimate of the failure energy of the UCSP
et ni. for radial venting of the slug prior to UCSP failure. and the subsequent crushing of guide and support tubes
The degree of venting depends on whether the slug oc- in the upper head.

vesset F. Upper IIcad Failure
Heod Head Bolt

Finite element calculations have been performed
for the upper head loading using the AB AQUS code (Att-; ; ;,

*y' ; wo d,1993). These calculations were two-dimensional' '

Up W
Guide Mr
Tube

..
Suppor t and contained a distributed representation of the studs
Ptote (including the pre load) which secure the upper head to

x
'' the ve%el flange. Both static (pressure loads) and dy-

, represented by ' lumped masses', over an as-f | f fHot g''- Cold
sumed area of impact (the impact ring) and over the up-*

teg ! t,g

I
j j ; per head out to a diameter corresponding to that of the,

UCSP were considered. Energy dissipation by plastic de-
Upper j'p

-
l 'i

Support formation was calculated for failure strains of 12% (taken
Core N Cow as the lower limit) and 20% (taken as the upper limit).
Piote These calculations showed that:

/ e in all cases the head material would fail before the
Core _/ N studs and the strains in the studs were insignifi-
Barret \ RPV cant.

e When the dynamic load was applied over an irnpact
Figure 2. A schematic recresentation of the upper inter- ring, for a slug with energy at impact of 144 MJ

,

nal structutes of the reactor.
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there was significant distortion of the upper head, IV. RESULTS FOR 0.1 MPa SYSTEM PRESSURE -
<

but it did not exceed 12% plastic strain.- it was con-
- sidered that for slightly higher slug energies the 12% The distributions outlined above for the system pres-
limit would have been reached. When this slug en- sure of 0.1 MPa were input into the SEEP code and a
ergy was applied over most of the upper head, fail- sample size of 20 million was used. Exarnples of some
ure was predicted with the lower and upper bounds of the probability distributions generated by the random
for energy dissipated as 91 MJ and 99 M3, respec- sampling are shown as plots of probability density in Fig-
tively; the predicted failure was at the very top of ute 3. These show the input distributions for melt mass
the upper head, so no missile would have been pro- relocating, time to first base contact and conversion efli-
duced. ciency, as repre.duced by the sample; these distributions -

are clearly welbrepresented.
. F,or a large slug energy at impact (917 MJ) failure

Figure 4 shows two of the distributions generated from -was prcdicted for the ring loading case with the en'
this input by SEEP: the effective mass in the explosionergy du, sipated lymg between 120 MJ and 290 MJ.

With the load spread across most of tLe upper head (there is an off. scale spike at zero, representing core--

the energy dioipated had lower and upper bounds relocation events that do net lead to the triggering of'.

of 170 MJ and 250 MJ, respectively, a steam explosion), and the slug energy on impact.with
the upper head (again there is a large off4cale spike at

,

On the basis of these calculations, and supporting hand zero, representing cases where the slug does not reach the
|

cakulations, it was decided to use a triangular distribu. upper head). j

tion for the energy dicipated during failure of the upper The code also produces distributions for those events j
head over the range 100-300 MJ with a mean of 200 MJ. that lead to containment failures. Figure 5 shows these 1

If the sampled dissipation energy is greater than the slug distributions for the same variables as Figure 3. At this i

energy at impact (E , above), the upper head survives, system pressure none of the cases where the melt enters
i

and the sontainment remains intact, the lower head through the bypass lead to containment.
failure, so there are no rnelt manes relocating less than

G. Containment Failure 40 te in Figure 5(a). Comparing Figure 5(b) with Fig-
ure 3(b) for the time of first base contact, shows the effect

llecause of the blow-down forces on the upper of basing the trigger time on the time to first base contact:
<

head for the sequences at' elevated pressure, it is con' here, longer times put more melt into the mixture, andservatively anumed that, for the 6 MPa and 15 MPa
so, on average, give riac to more energetic events. Com-

evaluations, failure of the upper head inevitably leads to parison of Figure 5(c) with Figure 3(c) indicates that,in
<ontainment failure. For the low pressure evaluation, the this assessment, relatively low efliciency events contribute I
energy of the minile is compared with that likely to cause significantly to o-mode failure.
penetration of the containment.

Figure 6 is the analogue of Figure 4 for those casesThe energy of the missile is evaluated in a similar
that fail the containment. Figure 6(a) , hows the effec-

manner to that of Theofanous et al. A factor for the tive masses in the explosion; these clearly correspond to
reduction in kinetic energy of the upwardly moving upper large pours and late triggers (note the difference in scale
head miwile and slug (after allowing for the dissipation between Figures 6(a) and 4(a)). Figure 7 shows two ad-
in failing the upper head)is samphd based on coefficient ditional distributions for the events that gave n-mode
of restitution arguments. The distribution for this factor

failure - those for the mechanical energy release and the
is triangular on the range 0.3 to 0.6, with a mean of OA5. fin] minile energy. It is seen that the majority of failuret '

The energy the mi sile and slug require to fail the me from mechanical energy releases of between 1.5 GJ
containment is the se.n of the potential energy required and 5 GJ, and that there are a substantial number of .
to raise the missile to the containment dome, and the cases where the predicted missile has significantly more
energy then required to perforate the structure. The en- energy than that needed to perforate the containment.
ergy required to lift the estimated mass of 224 te to the The probability of containment failure was estimated
containment roof is 100 MJ. Specific formulae exist for to be 2.7 x 10" conditional,m there being an accident
the perforation velocity for the Sizewell 11 coutainment.

leading to core melt relocation. ( Although this, and other y
For a hard missile, these give required energies hetween '

probabilities of o-rnode failure are given to two significant
22 M L anuming a 2 m diameter missile, and 54 MJ, if

figures here, the authors view the auessment as being
the minile dia neter is that of the venel. .As the mis- iEdicative to about one half of an order of magnitude.)''
sile will deform on impact these values are believed to be
conservative. The distribution for the missile energy re- !

quired Io fail the contait ment was sek cted to be uniform,
bounded by 120 MJ and 160 MJ.

,

.I

1

1
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V. IIESULTS Folt ELEVATED PRESSURESg
C Using a sample of 5 million, and the distributions out-

lined above, the estimated probability of o mode failure :
is 5.7 x 10-4 at 6 hlPa and 1.9 x 10-4 at 15 hlPa, bothti w

0 j conditional on there being an accident leading to core .

A melt relocation. In general, the detailed results follow a
- similar trend to those outlined above for the low pres-,,,

{ sure sequence. Although triggering a steam explosion
at 6 MPa is considered significantly less likely than at"

i

| $ 0.1 hiPa, the probability given to higher efficiencies and )
' the assumption that all upper head failures lead to con- ;

tainment failure have led to the o mode failure probabil- -]
ity being a factor of 2 higher at the higher pressure. The -!

reduction in probability for 15 MPa is simply the result ' |so no so .o so ao yo so no ion

Melt u.a. that neiocates (tc) of the lower probability of triggering. 4

!
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Figure 3. Examples of the independent distributions out. Figure 4. Examples of the derived distributions output
- put by SEEP. by SEEP.
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VI. DISCUSSloN
(a)

p The results presented above show many features in
common with earlier analyses (e.g. those of the US Steam

1 Explosion lieview Group (1985) and of Theofanous et al.,
D | Wf (1987)). The overall probability of a mode failure is also

; y f in line with most previous s'udies. As is evident by a4

r i comparison of the papers of Theofanous et al. (1987) and
'

i the present assessment, which were performed for similara

! U I plants, t here are a number of differences in how the avail-
3 I able evidence has been interpreted as probability distri-
2 . bution<. Broadly, Theofanous et al. place most emphasis

on 'liniits to mixing' and lower head failure, while our as-

[ sessment claims significant credit for slow melt pours, the
range of triggering times, and lower conversion efficien-.. n 20 4. o a n = = io.

Mell Mwas llant l{elocates (tc) cif'S (partly another way of using the 'litnits to mixing'
arguinent).

(a) g
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Figure 5. Distributions of the variables shown in Figure 3
for the events which fail the containment. The sample
size in these and subsequent Figures is 2.7 x 10-4 of the Figure 6. Distributions of the variables shown in Figure 4 ;
original sampic size, for the events which fail the containment.
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,

Clearly some of the distributions are poorly known, We believe 'that the most likely area in which improve-
3

_ y and with improved knowledge the assessed probability ments can be made is that of propagation, as this would |

may change significantly. Given that the present study provide substantial support to ' limits to mixing' argu- I

is 'best estimate', the authors acknowhxige that with im- ments and delineate better the conditions under which
~

;

proved knowledge the assessed probability may rise by the lower head will fail (Fletcher,1993).
'

4 modest amount. Ilowever, if the improved knowledy if one is required to make a probabilistic assessment ,

is able to truncate some of the distributions (e.g. those of events such as a mode failure, there are significant ad- )
for efficiency or triggering) or provide greater confidence vantages in the type of methodology used in the present |
where conservative assumptions are now made (e.g. for assessment (based on the earlier work of Theofanous et

'

lower head failure) then a substantial reduction in the as- al.). A relatively detailed event tree, and the use of
sessed probability of a-mode failure is a realistic expecta- distributions, allow the relevant experts (who vary for
tion. These improvements are generally dependent on an different parts of the assessment) to make judgements
improved knowledge of core-melt behaviour, an improved relatively unbiased by the (anticipated) end result and
knowledge of the physics of the steam explosion process, include outliers that they believe should be considered.
and an improved abihty to apply these in plant calcula- The presentation of the distributions allows a peer review
tions (particularly in the coupling between the explosion process, so that some arguments are not over-deployed.
region, the ' slug' and the rest of the vessel's contents). The present study demonstrates the practicality of Monte

Carlo methods even for relatively complex event trees and

y low probability events. The evaluations were performed
on a UNIX work station with a few hours cpu time. Struc-
tured Monte Carlo methods would reduce the number of

- evaluations, but require care when the final outcome is
dependent on the tail of a number of distributions (bi-s

{ asing in the sampling can be introduced to improve the

{. { resolution); however this technique seems more appropri- j

ate when complex models are being used as part of thee

]k evaluation. j

i k We believe that it would be beneficial for the steam
'

3 explosion community to consider what is the optimum
tree for the o mode assessment and agree definitions of
the terms commonly used, such as ' efficiency' and 'ex- |'
plosion yield'. This would further the development of a
m nsensus n this issue. |u[ch[ni[.: n[rgyn$e.,tb)"'

The n-mode assessment performed for the Sizewell B |

PWR has demonstrated the practicality of the event-tree ;

method with input data represented by probability distri- .i
butions, it has also drawn attention to a number of top- j

ics, which may be plant and sequence dependent (e.g. the
melt relocation route and dissipation and failure mecha-
nisms). The study has indicated the importance of melt

r; relocation scenarios. This, perhaps, appears more pro-

| ' nounced than might have been anticipated, because very
T low probabilities based on a combination of triggering,
E low overall conversion efficiencies (less than a few #A) or

*

5 the ameliorating effects of lower head failure, do not ap-
j pear to be justified at present, given the uncertainty in

'
a

5 these areas. One topic we considered during the study
and were unable to quantify (apart from developing the

,.m __

roncept of ' leakage') was the question of whether or not a
coherent slug forms. The absence of a slug would furthern n .. n u .

menac Energy (GJ) reduce the probability of o model failure.

In smmnary, the n-mode failure probability following
an accident that leads to core melt relocation to the lowerI"gure 7. The distributions of mechanical energy and ,

a or du' mil 11 PWH has been assessed as a fewminile'ene rgy for those events which fad the containment.

a
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STEAM EXPLOSION RESEARCH AT KERNFORSCHUNGSZENTRUM
KARLSRUHE

H.Jacobs ,

Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe, institut f 0r Neutronenphysik und Reaktortechnik
Postfach 3640. D 7500 Karlsruhe 1, Qf + 49 (7247) 82-2443

ABSTRACT The basic reason behind all activities with the
aim of further improving the safety of nuclear power

A research program has been set up at Kernfor- stations is the concern that the large consequences
schungszentrum Karlsruhe with the aim to deter- of an early containment failure following a severe
mine realistic upper bounds to the loads on compo- accident may not be acceptable, although they have,
nents of the containment of a large pressurized wa- at present already, an extremely small probability
ter reactor in case of a core melt down accident. of occurrence. The dimension of the problem may
This research is part of an attempt to imd out be illustrated with the help of Figure 1 (Ehrhardt and -
whether the containments of such reactors can in the Hasemann, 1991). Here the evacuation area is :
future be built in such a way that even the conse- shown as a function of the fractions of the total in-
quences of core melt down accidents are limited to ventories of cesium, iodine and tellurium that are
the plant itself. After a short outline of the moti- released after the melt down of a typical large PWR
valion for this venture, the plans of research corre- in Germany. In case of an early containment failure
lated to in vessel steam explosions are discussed- these fractions are estimated at 50..,90 %, s3e GRS

(1990), and thus the area that would have to be
2

1. INTRODUCTION evacuated would be of the order of 2000.. 5000 km
In Central Europe with its high population density a

The steam explosion research at Kernfor- million and possibly several millions of people .
schungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) is part of a . re- would be affected. This would constitute a national
nearch program that aims at finding out whether nu- (in Central Europe most probably a multinational)
clear power stations that might be built in the next catastrophe. Even worse, displacement of so many
century can be equipped with containments that no- people would simply be impossible. Thus, one could

.

'

minally withstand even severe, i. e, core melt down not even think of satisfactory countermeasures.
accidents. With the presently most important reac-
tor types, i. e, pressurized water reactors (PWR's)
and boiling water reactors (83WR's), early contain-
ment failure following a severe accident is the po-
tantial source of the largest possible releases of ra-
dioactivity and thus constitutes the so-called re- g[ u ,%__7._]_r! i r ; ,._._

'
-maining risk. All attempts to quantity the probability ; [ "|' 93 g pycen %

of occurrence of early containment failure have led j | ! y |
! !

,!
to very small numbers and therefore this risk is e q, ;4

! 'j '). |widely accepted as tolerabic. Still, with respect to y i
IOfuture nuclear power stations, new reactor designs j l , j j'

are studied in many places in the world with the aim ; ! ! j i |
Mean

of further reducing this risk. The mostly adopted | ! ! | j' values"'

"*2approach is to further reduce the probability of a p /! ;j / --
+

,

core melt down, e. g. by reducing the reactor size S .p -t
and providing it with largely passive safety features. * % #" U*N -

|
'

,

The approach taken by KfK in entiaboration with civil | | g" " " - I'engineers from the University of Karlsruhe is differ- i T I

m % m Ga q|
4 -ent, see Hennies et al. (1989), Krieg et al. (1992), and 5

jEibt et al. (1992). We are tooking at large PWR's
giving electrical power of over 1 GW because of the | |

i !, ,

extensive and good experience with this reactor U + 00- - + -+H 4 ; ~4 -:

type. Also, in addition to all precautions taken to n as it - o4 1903 teo2 is-ci u too

nrevent a core mell down, we want to provide the rensed fractons of Cs J. Te
reactor with a containment that fulfills the traditional
functions of a containment and is able to prevent Figure 1: Evacuation area as function of released ,

-release of large masses of radioactivity even in the fractions of total inventories of cesium, iodine, and
case of a core melt down accident, tellurium.
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There are additional concerns on the side of explosions. However, the data to be collected andKfK. On the one hand, the probabilities of occur- the tools to be developed will also allow a better
rence of a core melt down accident and even more
those of early containment failure are already now quantification of loads due to ex-vessel steam ex-

plosions.I

so small that their merit and even their interpreta-
tion are sometimes questioned. On the other hand.
even sticking to those numbers, the overall risk 11. THE SITUATION AT OUTSET
would increase if the total power provided by nucle-

| ar energy globally would increase. Furthermore, the Research into steam explosions has been car-
maximum consequences could still increase due to ried out since more than 20 years. It has lead to a
higher radioactive inventories caused by higher general qualitative understanding of the precondi-
burnup or higher thermal power of smgle plants. tions, the processes involved, and the conse-

quences. The most important general conclusion is
The containment solution offers an advantage that there is no simple (back-of-an envelope) argu-

ment i exclude early contamment failure due to ain this situation. If a containment can be designed
to withstand all loads resulting from severe acci- steam explosion (often called tx-mode failure) alto-
dents. catastrophical consequences outside the gether. Attempts to quantify the probability of oc-
fence of nucirnr power plants can be excluded alto- currence of such containment failure have,(almost)
gether, at least nominally. Of course, absolute safe- unanimously resulted m small enough values
ty is impossible and there will' remain a certain (SERG,1985; Theofanous et al.,1987; GRS,1990;
probability that the containment falls to perform as Turland et al.,1993) but the data base for this con-
designc t However, this probability can be made clusion is poor, e. g. Jacobs (1989). This has mainly
very small independent of all measures taken inside two reasons: Firstly, all experiments available until
the building to avoid the demand. The containment now (or conceivable) involve melt masses that arethus adds another substantial and quite obvious smaller than those possibly available in a core melt
safety factor to any level of safety that is achieved accident by orders of magnitude, see Corradini
by desig'Also, an improved containment should notning the reactor system against core mell(1991). And secondly, the detailed processes in-
down. volved in steam explosions are not yet understood
add to the complexity of the reactor system and thus well enough or sufficiently amenable to modelling
would not make it more prone to failure. One might so that a reliable extrapolation from small scale ex-
even hope that the obvious, real, and qualitative re- periments to the reactor accident case could be
duction of the remaining risk provided by this con- performed, see Corradini et al. (1988). At any rate,
tainment could help to gam new public acceptance. there are not sufficient quantitative data available for

arriving at useful upper limits to loads on contain-
In case of a core melt down accident, unac. ment structures.

ceptably large radioactivity releases could result in
the first place from early containment failure due to Past research into steam explosion has how-an in-vessel steam explosion, hydrogen burn or de- ever led to the identification of a worst case scenar-tonation, or high-pressure failure of the reactor io, i. e. the sequence of events that most likely leadspressure vessel (RPV) but also from basemat melt- to an early containment failure. This will be dis-
through or a containment by-pass. Corresponding- cussed in the next section. Past research has alsoly, KfK has set up activities in the following fields: Identified phenomena that tenc! to prevent early

Determine sufficiently realistic (i. c. not too containment failure due to steam explosions:*

pessimistic) upper bounds to the loads on inner the enormous load carrying capability of the,

ppy
and outer containment structures due to steam
explosion hydrogen burn or detonation, and the autocatalytic separation of melt and water,

high-pressure failure of the RPV. that limits the interacting masses, and
. . *Cor".ribute (in collaboration with University of an energy conversion effic;ency that is limited*

Karlsruhe) to the development of design, con- to some value between 10 and 20 %.
cep that allow to cope with these maximurn Sufficient quantification of these phenomena should i

allow to reduce the conservatisms in the determi- i

Devel'op core catcher concepts. nation of upper load limits to such an extent that re-*

Develop design ideas for safe long-term decay ally (practically) useful upper limits can be arrived*

heat removal. at.
In most of these fields the French Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique and KfK have established a til, THE REFERENCE SCENARIO
close cooperation and in some of them the two or-
ganizations will participate in Europe-wide so-called The identification of uppermost loads requires
' Reinforced Concerted Actions on Reactor Safety' a quantification of all phenomena on the critical'
that are organized and partially supported financial- path, i e. the sequence of events that most hkely
ly be the Commission of the European Communities. leads to threats to the containment. This worst case ]

;The problem of by-pass sequences is, at present,left or reference scenario has been worked out mostto the designers of the reactor system, clearly by Theofanous et al. (1987) and 'important
parts of it have been studied mechanistically, thus

in the foliowing, only the activities aiming at providing valuable insight into the problem, in the-
determining upper bounds to containment loads due SIMMER calculations by Bohl (1990). The scenario
to steam explosions are described. At the moment presently underlying the KfK research plans is de- '

)

these activities are concentrated on in-vessel steam scribed in the following.
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The sequence starts with establishing the trivi- Next, according to the present understanding
al preconditions of a steam explosion,i. e. assembly of steam explosions, melt and water must be ' pre-e

of large pools of core melt and water. This process mixed' coarsely, e. g. Jacobs (1989), Courtaud et al.
(1993). Essentially this means that the melt must.

is illustrated in Figures 2a and 2b. Figure 2a shows flow from the core area into the lower plenum anda partial core melt down similar to the final state of be mixed with the water after having been brokenthe TMI-2 core, Broughton et al. (1989), while Figure up into relatively large lumps or drops. (The inverse2b represents a total core melt down. As discussed process, i. e, mixing water into the melt, appears toin the next paragraph, it would be helpful if melt re- be impossible or at least too inef|ective,in practice.)location into the lower plenum would always start During this phase the thermalinteraction of melt and
'

prior to total core melt down. water is kept at a non-explosive level by a relatively
small melt surface and separation of the materials
by film boiling. Still, the radiative heat flux is enor-g | mous and produces a lot of vapor that is expected. _

' @ ,,

C to remove liquid water from the mixing zone and
thus inherently (autocatalytically) limit the masses"'

p i

,q
-]

N. ,k that can mix and participate in the steam explosion.-
,

..
in this process the circumstances of melt relocation' y from the core into the lower plenum play an impor-! T q

T
j ( a.

). tant role. The fact that melt relocation into the lower
plenum occurred already when only part of the core*.

7 i
'

was molten down in TMI 2, could be interpreted as/ .*

1 \ 1 an indication that it would always occur in such an

g4tk M )
early stage of core melt down. It would be very4

a helpful if that could be proven to be true, becausei

J' ,s g;se, +~

d,. .
7 1 with a partially molten core (Figure 2a as compared

H
.

} ,i ) to Figure 2b) the available melt mass is smaller and
** MW i in addition the lower hydrostatic head in the melt

. g = -- -

flow path of the melt (like ,robably more complicatedpool and the longer and p

a., _.. J 1; un=.. W..Q~_1 gsiS M
g

-

^;{g in TMI-2) would reduce ther
, . _ . . _ .. i rate of melt transport into the lower plenum. How-r

p

Q p *t W @!; 4 g ever, as long as such mitigating effects cannot be_

.

assured we must account for the most unfavorableb ~~- =
E'.. ._ .......; possibility. The probably most pessimistic way of''~

3; Q ^ C^'^ y melt relocation is a large central pour as illustrated

(a) in Figure 3.7gm
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of possible core M __ 'S f
states from which melt relocation into lower plenum "W
can occur:

a) partial core melt down Figure 3: Schematic representation of melt relo-
b) complete core melt down cation in a large central pour
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-When premixing has formed a mixture of melt more generally, the materials moving upwards) must- and water a trigger or more clearly a trigger wave destroy the structures above the core that have
that is running through the whole mixture can start (probably to a large extent) survived the core melt

I the intensive thermal interaction The trigger wave down. This mechanical interaction is expected to! starts fme scale fragmentation of the melt through- dissipate a lot of the kinetic energy of the materials
out the mixing zone and initiates the high heat moving upwards before they impact on the vessel,

transfer rates that are able to superheat the water head.,

t with respect to the initial pressure so that the pres-
| sure rises and the mixing zone starts to expand ra- In order to check whether there was a realisticpidly. chance to design a containment against the maxi-

mum loads from steam explosions, a rough quanti-During a very short (few milliseconds) initial lative estimate of the mechanical energies involvedperiod of the expansion phase, the structures sur- was required. As a stariing point of this quantifica-rounding the interaction zone (primarily RPV lower tion, an explosion energy of 3 GJ has been postu-
head and lower gnd plate) may be loaded by high lated, which is a mere guess. This value is twice as .
precaures on the order of 100..1000 bar. This might high as the upper limit (the meaning of which was
lead to lower head failure as Indicated in Figure 4a. somewhat different) that was derived in the GermanAt the same time the interaction zone starts to ex- Risk Study, Phase B. GRS (1990). It was chosen
pand and thus tranfors mechanical energ, to any sufficiently high so that there seemed to be a chance
mobile materials in its vicinity. Most important with to prove (in the future) that it was an upper limit,
respect to early containment failure is kinetic energy while, at the same time, undue conservatism had to
that is collected in materials moving upwards. Here be avoided. In fact, the 21 GJ were chosen so highthe pessimistic assumption is that the materials that after the analysis by Theophanous et at. (1985)moving upwards form a single coherent slug as the mitigating effect of lower head failure could be
showr: schematically in Figure 4b. taken into account and the worst case without lower

head failure was covered.
The impact of the upwards moving slug against

the upper vessel head could conceivably detach the The analysis by Theophanous et al. (1987) wasvessel head or a part of it from the RPV and thus used as well for evaluating the missile energy thatcreate a large missile that could pierce the outer finally results from the assumed explosion.- In doingcontainment, as illustrated in Figure 4c. However, so, always their most pessimistic assumptions have
prior to the impact with the vessel head the slug (or, been adopted. So, the figures given below represent

.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the consequences of an energetic in-vesselsteam explosion
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h

the worst case. With 3 GJ of explosion energy, the if it should finally turn out that lower head failure
' kinetic energy of an assumed slug that is acceler- cannot be relied on, such failure could not be con-
aled upwards is 700 MJ. Out of this, 260 MJ are sidered when determining energy partition. As a
absorbed during deformation of the upper internal consequence, the energy of-the upwards moving
structures (support columns and control rod guide slug could increase to such an extent that design
tubes) and 34 % of the remaining energy, i. e.150 against the resulting missile could become practi-
MJ, are dissipated by venting into the hot legs and cally impossible. In that case either a smaller maxi-
by core barrel straining that are caused by a tran- mum explosion energy.will have to be proven or
sient pressure increase below the upper core sup- additional mitigating effects that have not been taken
port plate. Failure of this plate consumes another into account in the above scenario will have to be
70 MJ. Included. The energy of the materials moving up-

wards could e. g. be further reduced by an early ,

With these energy losses the energy remaining breakup of the one single slug that would allow
at slug impact against the vessel head is 220 MJ. venting of the interaction zone into the upper part
Failure of the weakest part, the bolts, consumes (at of the RPV. These very provisional remarks are ad-
least) 70 MJ. The maximum kinetic energy of a mis- ded here in order to stress the fact that the above
site would thus be 150 MJ. This energy would be described scenario and even more the numbers
sufficient to penetrate the outer containment, but given are in no way considered as being settled but
design studies have shown that such a missile could serve as a guide for initiating the right research.
be intercepted by a missile shield at the top of the
reactor cavity, Hennies et al. (1989). IV. KFK RESEARCH PROGRAfA

in the above cited study of upper vessel head According to the above described scenario
failure, Theofanous et al. (1987) assumed that the and the usual way to conceptually subdivide the ev-
forces in the vessel head bolts quickly rise beyond clution of large scale steam explosions, the follow-
the bolts' carrymg capabilities so that failure is sure. ing key phenomena of early containment failure due
This assumption appears to us to be overly pessi- to steam explosions can be identified:
mistic. We envisage that the (mostly liquid) materi-
als that move upwards have partly to penetrate 1. Assembly of melt and water pools
through the structures above the core, parily they 2. Melt / water premixing
will distort those structures and move them out of 3. Explosion trigger
the way, and partly they will carry with them debris 4. Explosion energy release
of those structures. Consequently, they will interact 5. Slug formation and vessel head loading -
with the upper head not as a single slug but as a 6. Missile movement and containment breach
series of individual jets that are interspersed with
pieces of solid debris of different sizes. It is thus The main activities at KfK are concentrated on.
conceivable that the center of gravity of these three of these phenomena; premixing, energy re-
masses veill travel a certain distance before their lease, and vessel head loading. Above all, impor-
mean velocity is equilibrated with the velocity of the tant experimental studies are or will be devoted to
potential nissile i. e. the vessel head. Such a pro- these topics and these will be decribed first,
tracted mechanical interaction would lead to much
reduced forces on the vessel head. And in the hght With respect to melt / water premixing two dif-
of the about 1500 MN that the bolts of a typicallarge forent series of experiments are in preparation. The

; (German Konvoy type) PWR can carry, there is a first of these are the particle / water intermixing (PWI)
good chance that vessel head failure will not occur experiments in which large amounts (on the order
in load cases as defined above, Krieg and Jacobs of 10') of approximately spherical, hot (up to 2500
(1989). However, the limitations to the forces on the K), and solid particles are used to simulate the melt.
vessel head that are suggested by the above con- The main purpose of this type of experiments is a
sideration must be proven, of course, before they detailed verification of the multifield multiphase hy-
can be relied on. dridynamics code that will be used for analysis of

the reactor case (see below) with respect to heat
it should be understood that the above refer- transfer and multiphase drag under conditions that

ence scenario will have to be modified if 't turns out are as representative as possible and especially in
that it does not cover a more pessimistic case that the high temperature range up to about 2500 K that
reasonably should be taken into account. There are, has not been studied experimentally before. The ;I
e. g. indications that, at least for the RPV of a large particles simulate the drops of melt after its breakup.
German PWR, failure of the lower vessel head can- They have the advantage that shape, size, and sur-
not be assured in the range of explosion energies face area of the hot material are known and that no
here discussed. Krieg and Goller (1992). These au- further fragmentation and therefore no steam explo-
thors find that the lower head doesn't fail when ex- sion can occur. Thus, these expenments can be
posed to a parametrically assumed very pessimistic performed in the laboratory and a large number of
pressure history (for the resulting deformation see parameters like density and ternperature of the par-
Krieg et al.,1992) while, at the same time, the de- ticles, vessel geometry, scate, and ambient pressure
formation work absorbed by the vessel amounts to can be studied. In order to allow for sufficiently high
well over 1 GJ. However, the energy absorbed by temperatures, c. g. molybdenum spheres will be
the vessel can amount to only a few tenths of the used. High speed movies will be used to register
explosion energy. Thus, it is uncertain whether fail- the basic behaviour, and the vapor production rate
ure can be expected with an explosion energy of a will be determined with the help of vortex flow me-
few gigajoules. This problem is further pursued and ters. The main problem at present is to develop

,
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enough quantitative measurement devices deter- The extrapolation involved in transferi 1g datamining e. g. local void for being able to perform de- from the experimental scale to the actual reactor
tailed and local code comparisons. At present pre- scale is a special problem. It may therefore becomeexperiments using a single sphere of 15 mm diam- necessary that in addition one of the premixing ex-eter that is equipped with a thermocouple are con. periments described above is performed at a scale
ducted mainly to develop measurement techniques beyond 1/5 reactor size. This decision will be taken
(e. g using pyrometers) and experimental proce- when data will be available that allow to determinedures, Meyer and Rehme (1993). how well the code is able to extrapolate.

In the second series of experiments, the large With respect to mechanical energy release the
scale coarse mixing (LSCM) experiments, the pre- steam explosion energy conversion (SEEC) exper-mixing of actual melts with saturated water shall be iments are under consideration. In these exper-
ntudied in a simulation of the reactor case that is as iments the maximum possible energy conversion
realistic as possible. The experiments will typically under conditic,ns typical of an in vessel steam ex- *

be performed at 1/5 reactor size, see Figure 5 for a plosion shall be actually measured. This means that
first concept of the test rig, Peppler et al. (1993). the explosions must be contained with the only ex-Aluminum thermite will be used in place of the core ception of a movable piston. The motion of this pis-melt. It is intended to utilize 20..100 kg of melt that ton will be used to determine the energy release.consists mainly (about 80 w-%) of alumina. In this The pressure time history, of course, will be meas-
case, more violent events (even explosions) cannot ured as well, it is again intended to use molten- be ruled out a priori. Therefore these tests will be alumina that is prepared in a thermite reaction as a
performed at open air at a blasting site close to simulant of the core melt. The requirement of con-
Karlsruhe. The instrumentation will consist mainly taininq the explosions will probably limit the meltof optical recordings and steam flow measurements. masses to about 20 kg.
But if the necessary equipment will become avati-
able local measurements us mentioned above will in a fourth series of experiments (BERDA) the
be performed as well. In preparation of this exper- vessel head loading will be studied. These will be
iment series, exploratory experiments have been model experiments at 1/10 reactor scale. They willperformed in which about 4 kg of molten alumina simulate the impact of the materials that have been
supplied from an already available melt injector accelerated upwards on the upper internal struc-
have been released into boiling water in a strong tures and the vessel head. They will thus demon-
container that was open at the top. These exper- strate the energy dissipation by the upper internal
iments are being evalcated at present. structures and the characteristics of the loads on the

,

vessel head. 'In these experiments the load will be
simulated by accelerating a molten pool of some '

,

high density low melting point ahoy by an air gun
[j','jha st ne jt with a piston of almost 40 cm diameter. For more

!
e m with ,

m ea
details see Krieg et al. (1992).

O Level Melt injector Apart from the experiments, a code is requiredindicator alume con
with which the knowledge and data gained from the

| @ r [~" experiments can be transferred to the reactor case.l in our understanding this requires a multiphase
I code with at least three velocity fields that allow to'~~" g describe the individual motions of melt, liquid water,
"

_

~@ and gas in at least two dimensions. The availability
of such a code is considered as the essential prog-

-@ ress in modeling capability that in the first place al-
lows to start on determining upper limits to loads

{ -O | from steam explosions. The appearance of such
i

r5 ,

D_Mi 1 --- * - codes also makes the essential difference between+

OO"h
~ ~~ ~b the situallon today (or in a few years when these

-

codes will be better tested and verified) and the sit--@ uation in which the Steam Explosion Review Group
(1985) found itself.bb ' (intermediate bottomoptional)

b with thermocouples At KfK the transient three dimensional threem._._

H field multiphase code IVA3 has been developed by
NHigh speed Kolev (1992). As developed, this code has two vari-

photography
6 0 x 600 m 500 mm . one d M m M @ H h b a W d '

' porous' structure as e. g. a reactor core can be -

modelled and in that case the third field is used toe

clas windows o describe the droplets moving separately within the
.

O steam core of annular flow. In the variant to be used
I'[/o'''''' h ''' in connection with steam explosions the three fields

- (initiauy closed) describe gas (steam and possibly noncondensable
' gas), liquid water, and the melt. T. s code assumes

equal pressures in all three fields locally and uses
Figure S: Basic lay-out of a first test rig for
melt / water premixing

..!
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'

flow regimes to model the exchange terms with re- KfK out-of-pile experiments CORA and the French
spect to energy and momentum. Some more details experiments PHEBUS FP).
aia given in Jacobt, (1993) which also describes
some part of the effori to validate the code. Two of the key phenomena that were listed

above will essentially not be attended to. These are
The code is still being assessed and will cer- first the trigger and second missile movement and

tainly need further development. The first aim is to containment breach. With respect to the trigger
quahly the code for analysis of the premixing phase. there doesn't seem to be a chance to prove that
This will need further development of the largely there are circumstances in which no trigger occurs
mechanistic models of melt breakup and exchange at all or that it occurs very early, So, this point will
of heat and momentum with the two phase water that have to be covered conservatively, l. e. We will have
are already available in the code, see also Jacobs to assume that the trigger occurs in the most unfa-
(1993). The code shall also be enabled to describe vorable moment. If missile movement should be
the propagation and expansion phases of the steam found to constitute a threat to the containment,it will
explosion. To this end (probably parametric) models be the task of civil engineers to develop proper
of (local) explosion triggering, fine scale fragmenta- countermeasures.
tion, and heat transfer during a steam explosion will
have to be added to the code. All these models will V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
be verified with the help of sufficiently represent-
ative experiments performed at KfK and (hopefully) The aim of steam explosion research at KfK is
elsewhere in the world. The code will as well be to determine the resulting maximum loads on con-
compared with other codes of this type available. tainment structures. As these shall be used as de-

sign criteria, they must not be overly pessimistic.
After having been fully quali'ied, the code will For practical purposes the task is broken up into two >

oc used to determine the most pessimistic way in parts: determine the maximum explosion energy
which the core melt can be mixed with water and the and determine what the resulting large missile (s)
upper limit of the melt mass that can be mixed. In may look like. In detail the individual tasks are:
doing so we will only partially rely on some (rather ,

arbitrary) mixing criterion but will use combined 1. Determine the premixing configuration that te- J
calculations of premixing and explosion expansion suits in the maximum energy release. '

to determine the upper limit of the kinetic energy 2. Determine whether the resulting pressure time
associated with materials that are accelerated up- history leads to lower head failure with certain-
words. This task might require to account at least in ty, possibly, or certainly not.
an approximate manner for structural responses of 3. If lower head failure is at least possible, deter- |

the RPV (and the structures supporting the core). mine its maximum kmetic energy (as function
This would mean a further development of the code of distance travelled so that the design can be
but could be done e. g. like in Bohl (1990). adjusted).

4. Determine the worst case mass, composition,
Besides the main activities described above and kinetic energy of the materials accelerated

4

there are also smaller activities in two fields: One upwards (without taking credit of lower head I

is the investigation of the mechanical behaviour of failure if that cannot be assured).
RPV and structures supporting the core as already S. Determme worst case loads on the vessel head,

G. Determine whether vessel head bolts fail, i. c.mentioned. This is done by applying standard
structural mechanics methods, see Krieg et al. whether the vessel head or the whole vessel are
(1992). The second is the investigation of the initial to be accelerated by the matenals moving up-

* rdsconditions of steam explosions, especially premix-
7- D g M eg M N Wile 5ing. These include e. g. the melt configuration when

relocation mio the lower plenum occurs and the pri- suming an inelastic impact)-
mary system pressure at that time. The tool to be
used is GCDAP/RELAPS. see e. g. Allison et al. Finally it will be necessary to determine the
(1991). As already discussed in section Ill, it would influence of the primary system pressure on the

bove evaluations. However, arriving at useful up-be very helpful if it could e. g. be proven that the per load timits with elevated system pressures mightconhguration from which relocation into the lower
pr ve to be difficult. On the one hand it seems toplenum occurs looks more like shown in Figure 2a be clear that the mherent limitation to premixing isthan in Figure 2b. However, it is uncertain whether less effective at elevated pressures. On the otherthe size of a molten pool .is really limited to some hand elevated pressures may not be sufficient to re-value as represented in Figure 2a and even more duce the explosion yielo to such an extent that largewhether such a linding can be arrived at with suff'' premixed masses can be tolerated. This is indicated

cient reliability during the next few years. Still the by experimental results that show the most energel-
f prob!cm must be pursued. Unfortunately the strict ic interaction in the one case out of a series in which

limitations in available manpower force th,s activity the ambient pressure was raised to 10 bar, Birdi

to be a smaller one at present, in the long run, a (1984). Also, triggering of a steam explosion has icomplete description of the processes leading to been observed at an ambient pressure of about 50 .Icore melt discharge into the lower plenum is re- bar, Edwards et al. (1988). The most dangerous sit- |
,' quired. The first task which is in work at the mo- uation might arise in the range of 10. 20 bar and the

'

ment, Sengpiel (1993), is validating and further de- most favorable solution to the problem (from ine
veloping the SCDAP code by comparison of calcu- present point of view) would be to assure that the
lations with severe fuel damage experiments (the pressure on the long run (prior to melt relocation
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Into the lower plenum) drops well below that pres- Safety of Nuclear Installations: Future Direction,
- sure range. In any case, ambient pressures of a few Proc of int. Wurkshop on the Safety of Nuclear in-
bars will have to be considered and this will require stallations of the Next Generation and Beyond, Chi,'

experimental data with respect to premixmg and cago, USA, August 28-31, 1989, International Atomic
energy conversion obtained under such conditions. Energy Agency Report lAEA TECDOC-550, pp. 361-

371
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Tel. (805) 893-4900 - Fax (805) 893-4927

ABSTRACT agreeable) closure rather than as a result of explicitly spec-
ified and generally accepted active coacerns on it. This is

Since the original quantification of the likelihood of a fail- quite evident in the hrst systematic evaluation of it by an ad
ure in NUKEG/CR-5030, major experimental and analyti- hoc panel of experts, the Steam Explosions Review Group
cal developments have taken place.13y taking advantage of (SERG,1985), some eight years ago, as well as in the latert
these developments, we believe it is possible to reduce the quantification of it as a part of the NUREG-ll50 study two
substantial conservatisms in the original quantification, and years ago. Specifically, in SERG, we find panel member
to thus conclude that even vessel failure by steam expl* assessments that, with only a few exceptions, agree that a
sions may be regarded as physically unreasonable. We have failure is 8 adequately low likelihood not to pose serious
illustrated how this can be done within the original frame- containment integrity concerns, while the NUREG-1150 ex-
work, as well as in a complementary framework that takes pert panel on this issue agreed that these SERG assessments
advantage of current integral analysis capabilities. On this were appropriate arid made use of an aggregate (based on
basis, the a-failure issue is now ripe for final resolution; arithmetic averaging) of them in the quantification. The
what is needed is a complete set of calculaiions supporting NUREG-1150 results indicate that the probability of a fail-
a revised quantification of CR1 and CR3 and a final review ute (conditional on core melt) is under 1% with an upper
step in the ROAAM process. bound (95" riercentile) estimate of "a few" percent. The

reasons for further attent on on this issue can be listed asi

) INTRODUCrlON follows:

i Since its definition and initial quantification in WASII. 1. Quality and Robustness of Assessments. Indi-
| 1400, the a mode containment failure has maintained a vidual assessments in SERG were based on widely variable
'

unique place in risk analyses of nuclear reactors and related reasoning and to a great extent on judgment.
I safety research. It involves an energetic fuel-coolant inter- 2. Treatment of Outliers. Individual SERG assess-

action that takes place in the lower plenum of a pressurized ments of probability varied over many orders of magnitude,
I water reactor (pWR): the generation of an internal missile including some extremely small as well as some rather large

that loads the upper head of the reactor vessel to failure, the (the few exceptions noted above) values,
generation of an external missile, and containment bound-

| ary (upper dome) impact. The energetic interaction presup. 3. Interpretation of Results. The SERG-aggregate
| poses a massive pour of mo! ten corium from a crucible-held mean value of 0.8% and the above-quoted NUREG-1150
!

geomet y into the lower plenum; the energetics of the inter, result (under 1%) may mean different things to different
nal missile depend on a number of dissipative phenomena people, and not necessanly always a negligible concern.

| associated with the momentum and structural interactions it is worth noting that these specific, qusntitative, concerns
leading up to and inc luding upper head loading and failure; were framed in the context of the scenario described above;,

j and the external miwle (the detached vessel head or portion it can be expected that their resolution will provide the
of it) roust destroy or " sweep-away" the missile shield be- impetus and help address explicitly other less tangible as-

| fore it can begin to rise toward impacting the containment. pects of this issue, including multiple explosions and other
%c problem is significant because it gives rise to the pos- (than pouring) modes of contact, especially as they arise in
sibility of "early" containment failure, and it has become consideration of accident management actions (Theofanous,
an " issue" because the complex phenomenology has been 1991).
addressed variably and on occasion with conflicting results.

An s. . . l step toward resolving the concerns listedmua
in interesting contrast to most other major containment above was made five years ago (Thoranous et al.,1987,

integrity " issues" (in severe accidents), the o failure has to be referred to as NUREG/CR-5030) under an approach
ev31ved as a rather benign one, that is, more as a matter of formalized later as the Risk-Oriented Accident Analysis
omission rather than one of commission. In other words, Methodology (ROAAM) - Theofanous and Yan (1991).
more as a result of failure to deliver a definitive (generally Meanwhile, the methodology has been employed to the
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resolution of two other major issues-Mark-1 Liner Attack predictions, respectively. At a much larger scale, the FARO
(Deofanous et al.,1991) and Direct Containment Heating Quenching Test series is now also beginning to produce the
(Pilch et al.,1992)~while new data and calculations antic- fint results. We will argue that these developments provide
ipated by, and relevant to, the original quantification have the firm basis needed to drastically reduce the conservatism
recently become available. Guided by the methodological built in the quantification of Figure 4.
insights from these funher applications of ROAAM, our
purpose here is to re-examine the NUREG/CR-5030 quan. Energy partition, during the early yield phase of the

. .

lCXP osion, m NUREG/CR-5030, was based on what wastification, in light of these new data and calculations, with
an eye toward an ultimate resolution, thought to be a conservative treatment of explosion ener-

getics in combination with the structural response of the
OVERVIEW OF TIIE ORIGINAL QUANTIFICATION lower head. The simple idea was that an explosion ener-
AND Tile NEW DEVELDPMENTS getic enough to produce an upper-head-threatening missile

ne probabilistic framework employed in NUREG/CR- should be able to fail the lower head that contained it in
5030 is shown (in current notation and with the practically the first place; such failure provides downward relief and
unimponant limit of molten core available omitted) in Fig- thus significant mitigation of energy in the upward-directed
ure 1, and it can be understood in terms of the explosion missile. The quantification is reproduced in Figure 5. He - '

scenario described in the early part of the introduction sec- " break" in slug energy due to lower head failun: is seen to
tion, with the help of Figures 2 and 3. Of critical impor. ccur at ~1 GJ of total mechanical energy release, and this
tance to the quantification, is the " upper-central" portion of is c nsistent with other independent studies. Still, the mech-

.

this framework including, in particular, the quantification anism depends on the time scale of the energy release, and
of premixtures (CRI) and of the energy partition associated it can, therefore, be (it has been) questioned in a quantifi-
with lower head failure (CR3). Indeed, these also happened cation based on equilibrium thermodynamics that bypasses
to be the focus of the criticism received in the review pro, the dynamic aspects of the interaction. It is now possible
cess, as documented in NUREG/CR-5030, and accordingly, to account for these dynamic asp: cts and thus address this
these will he the focus of the present reexamination here. In question directly. Several developments have contributed
passing, we note that the overall framework and,in general, to this new capability, including: experience with several
the appmach, has been well received; moreover, a similar independent one-dimensional detonation codes (Medhekar
approach has been taken in addressing this issue within the et al.,1991; Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1991; Burger et al.,
licensing proceedings of the Sizewell plant in the UK. He 1993), single-drop fragmentation data under conditions rel-
details of this study are to be made openly available soon evant to an established detonation wave (Yuen et al.,1992),
(Turland et al.,1993), but it is our understanding that the re- the first quantified experimental demonstration of a strong -
sults indicate an adequately low likelihood (of containment detonation with Af 03 melts (IIohmann et al.,1993) as2

failure) for licensing purposes. This can be taken as gen- e mpared to mild ones obtained with tin melts in previous
erally reinforcing of the NUREG/CR-5030 conclusion that works, and an experimentally-tested analysis tool, the ES-
such failures are " physically unreasonable," but the extent PROSE code, that when interfaced with PM-ALPilA can
of actual synergism obtained can only be understood after f Ilow the triggering and escalation of an explosion in two
a detailed comparative study of the two quantifications. dimensions from realistic premixtures and in relevant re-

actor geometries (Yuen and Theofanous,1993). We will
Premining, in NUREGICR 5030, was quantified strictly argue that these developments provide a firm basis for the

on the basis of computations. In particular, a two fluid
consideration of lower head integrity, and the related energy -

model was used to compute the transient penetration of partition question, under physically meaningful explosions,

fuel particles in a locally homogeneous steam-water mix- in the lower plenum.
ture, allowing for two-dimensional motions and to thus
demonstrate the water-depletion phenomenon envisioned by With this integral capability at hand, from a method-
llenry and Fauske (1981). Assuming that fuel surrounded ological standpoint, the question arises as to whether the
by highly voided coolant (say,50 to 70%) cannot effectively lower-central portion of the framework affected should be
participate in an explosion, limits to the quantities of fuel condersed into one sin;le operation, as illustrated in Fig-
premixed (and thus ab!c to explode) cou!J be obtained for ute 6. This structure is attractive because it captures in a
arbitrarily large pours. The resulting quantification, allow. consistent manner the " size" of the explosion in terms of
ing for highly generous margins above the quantities de. premixture characteristics and respective level of energet-
duced from such computations to judgementally cover un. ics. In the original quantification, this could be done only in
cenainties, is shown in Figure 4. Important subsequent de. a preliminary way, by making the conversion ratio a func-
velopments include: a new and more general three fluid for. tion of the energy stored in the premixture (CR2). Also,-
mulation and computer code, the PM-ALPIIA, that confirms this approach continues to capture the main variable char-
the conscrvative nature of the original quantification (Ama, aeterizing the " massiveness" of the melt pour. In particular, .
rasooriya and Theofanous,1991); a comparative study of we note that this is adequate to reflect " side" versus " bot-
reactor-scale premixing calculations between PM.ALPIIA tom" pours as well as other variables in accident character-
and the independently developed CilYMES code (Fletcher, istics such as system pressure or lower plenum subcooling
1992); and the MAGICO (Angelini et al,1992) and MIXA by defining an appropriate r,ct of splinter scenarios (neo.
(Denham et al.,1992) experiments designed specifically for fanous and Yan,1991). An important disadvantage of such
comparisons with the PM-ALPilA and CIIYMES codes a condensation, on the other hand, is that it could detract
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1igure 1. Probabilistic framework for the assessment of a failure as pro-
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just been published (Fletcher,1992). Melt volume fraction
distributions were very consistent, and even prenaxed-mass -
transients up to the melt contact time with the lower head )

Mass of Melt in Premixture were found to be in excellent agreement; however, dis- 1!

Size of Pou! Area vs turbingly large discrepancies on the spatial evolution of the I
Pour Area steam volume fractions were also noted. The author at- |

Crf tributed these discrepancies to differences in the drag laws
| pJ// employed in these two codes but offered no specific rec- )

h ommendations for resolution. To us, these discrepancies.
became a significant cause of concern, especially in light
of our opinion of the importance of void fractions, as de-
tailed above, and the prior use of PM-ALPHA to quantify

Upward Slug Energy Psj3 premixing for the actual assessment of a failure.

In fact, the cause could be traced to an organic differ-
ence between the two codes: OlYMES cannot allow for
the presence of subcooling, while PM-ALPilA does. More '

8

| specifically, in GlYMES, the local rate of boiling is taken
as a local latent heat requirement; i.e., in GIYMES's nota . ,

tion (Fletcher and Thyagaraja,1991),
Figure 6. A condensed version of the upper-central portion ;
of the probr.bilistic framework in NUREG/CR-5030, mak. th, = 6%o h(Tm - T,..)/(Lmh ,) (1)f

ing use of currently available integral analysis capability. where the o's are the melt and water volume fractions, h

from one of the key aims of ROAAM; that is, allowing for is the heat transfer coefficient, h , is the latent heat of va-f

as many independent quantifications of each component of
Ponzation, and Lm is a melt length scale used to estimate
the heat transfer area. By contrast, m FM-ALPHA, boil- -

the framework as possib!c. For example, an independent ,

ing ccurs at the rates necessary to bring the water locally
contribution to the quantification of premixing could not be
made to the condensed framework. Conversely, the break- to saturation. In practical terms, this means that the water

cannot sustain any signtficant amount of superheat, which
,

down of the results from integral analyses, for the purposes is, f c urse, the physically meaningful behavior. More-
of the original framework, should always be possible while over, OlYMES cannot allow for condensation, while m - ,

still retaining the essential features of consistency (or de,
pendencies). For these reasons, we propose the condensed fM-ALPHA, steam ts allowed to condense, as it should,

if it happened to flow through a'subcooled water region.framework as a complement to rather than as a substitute
for tne original one. @e, complete constitutive package can be found m An-

geh.m et al.,1993.] The imponance of subcoohng is not
limited to scenarios with an initially " cold" pool of water;

QUANTIFICATION OF PREMIXING gravitational head m deep pools (as the one m the lower
The fundamental parameter in quantifying a premix- head) implies a non-negligible subcooling even in "satu-

ture is the void fraction. From a bounding equilibrium ther- rated" cases, but more importantly, even modest increases
modynamics standpoim (i.e., Hicks-Menzies), the implied in pressure due to the . limited venting area from the lower
working-fluid depletion drastically reduces the thermal-to- plenum (the area leading into the downcomer) can produce,
mechanical energy conversion (Amarasooriya and Theo- through the induced subcooling, a most significant feed-
fanous,1987), while from an explosion dynamics stand- back effect on boiling. In the absence of this feedback,
point, it interferes with both the triggering and the escala- as in OlYMES, the calculation in a sense ." runs away,"
tion processes. This interference is funher augmented by since any large quantities of steam are taken to escape, not
two-dimensionality (Medhekar et al.,1989; Yuen and Theo- accounting for the higher and higher pressure increases re-
fanous,1993), and vice versa, two-dimensionality is essen- quired to actually deliver this escape. To demonstrate this
tial to the prediction of void fraction distributions (Angelini as the root-cause of the discrepancy under investigation, we
et al,1993). Accordingly, this discussion and a n: lated ex- ran PM-ALPHA with only the one change needed to make
perimental program are focused on void fractions." The it mimic the GIYMES phase-change formulation; namely,
analysis tool is PM ALPHA, and its performance against we used Eq. (1) for boiling and set the condensation rate *

these experiments has been presented in a companion paper identically to zero. The current comparison with CHYMES
(Angelini et al.,1993). Ths only other comparable analysis is shown, side-by-side with the comparison produced by
tool available at this time is OlYMES, and the first com- Fletcher (1992), in Figure 7. Note the remarkable agree-
parisons of its predictions, with those made previously by rr.cnt even at the " microscopic" level, i.e., the shape of the
PM ALPilA for reactor-scale premixing calculations, have 0.7 contours. The pressure field responsible for these impor-

tant differences is shown in Figure 8. In a vice-versa com-
* Note: " void fraction" refers the " steam content" to the parison, we ran PM ALPHA with CHYMES's drag laws; as
" coolant volume," while " steam volume fraction" refers the shown in Figure 9, the differences are rather minor. Gearly,
" steam content" to the total (three-phase) mixture volume. GlYMES's "run-away" boiling rates pushed the calculation
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I
into a regime that accentuated these drag-related differences

| in Fletcher's comparisons.

Further insights into "what is important" were obtained
| from a series of related calculations made within the same ' ,

'h context. In panicular, we investigated fuel emissivity,o

1 i- | gravitationally-induced subcooling, and condensation. _ *Ihe
results are summarized in Table 1 and the figusts indicated

| on this table. We conclude that only the treatment of sub--
c Eng is the enendal difrerence regarding the practicalCHYMES aspects of application to reactor conditions, while in every
other aspect, CIIYMES provides indirect support to PM-
ALPIIA for both the numerics as well as the formulation
of premixing of steam explosions.: 1

3 - With the numerical and physical aspects' of the three- I

lluid formulation in PM ALPIIA well scmtinized, we are
prepared to take the n.:xt major step in the quantification
of premixing. In this, we persist in the fixed-particle size
treatment: we expect that the real behavior can be cap- ,

I
tured/ bounded by appropriate parametric variations of par s .|
ticle sizes, and this is all that is possible until a reasonably j,

_

defensible approach to accounting for melt breakup behav-
ior becomes available. For the particular calculation re-
ported here, we chose the ene considered above (fuel pour- ;

A diameter 1.60 m, inlet velocity 1 m/s, inlet void melt frac-,
tion 0.5, melt temperature 2500 ''C, and pressure 0.1 MPa),
except for modifying the shape of the liquid pool boundary .

> into the hemispherical shape of the lower head (same max-
imum depth). To better resolve the curved portion of the' ~
boundary, the grid size was reduced by a factor of 3 (a 30 -
by 27 mesh). Otherwise, aspects of accuracy and conver.
gence (time step, spatial discretization, convergence criteria

Figure 7. A side-by-side comparison of calculated steam in the numerical iteration) are well at hand and need not be .
volume fraction distributions at 0.5 s, for the premixing elaborated here. A sample of the main results, including a -
problem of Amarasooriya and Theofanous (1991), predicted couple of snapshots (at times of mid- and full-penetration
by PM ALPilA (a), CIIYMES (b), and PM ALPIIA mod. of the water poc! by the melt front) of melt and steam vol-
ified to mimic CilYMES' boiling model (c). ume fraction distributions and the premixed mass transient,'.
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Table i

Sensitivity to Various Treatments in the CHYMES and PM-ALPHA Formulations,
Deduced by Making the Change Indicated to the PM-ALPHA Code

' PArtAMETER PM ALPHA CHYMES VALUE
CASE 08 e 10 CESS BASE VALUE FOR SENSITIVITY COMMENTS

I Fuel 0.7 0.85 Slight Effect '
Emissivity See Figure 10

11 Condensation Allowed Set to Zero in
Addition to Case I Change _ Moderate Effect: Spreading

. of the Void NearTop

til Gravitational Niowed Set Ic Zero in
Subcooling Addition to Case I, il Changes . Negligible Elfect

:.. y
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are shown in Figures 12 through 14. Again, we notice the
familiar fuel spreading and mixing zone voiding patterns,y \ .t The premixed mass is seen to depart early enough from
the total quantity of melt poured to reach a peak value of,,

,

~2.5 tons at about the time that the melt front touches the
~

#/ lower head (~1 s). Shown in Figure 4, this calculation
9 provides an indication of the very large degree of conser-

vatism embodied in the NUREG/CR 5030 quantification. A
Nb systematic set of calculations for the complete requantifica.3

tion of premixing are currently in progress, but we expect
- both 5 and 95% bounds to be reduced by at least a factor~

-

of 2. Within the context of the original quantification, the-

,

impact of such a reduction is in revealing further signifi. I

cant margins, as discussed in Section 4, and thus to further
confirm the NUREG/CR-5030 conclusion that a failure is
" physically unreasonable."

'

QUANTIFICATION OF ENERGY YlELD

With 1.3 GJ/ ton and a conservatively bounding con-
version ratio of 20%, the 2.5-ton premixture found in the
particular PM ALPHA calculation of Section 3 implies a

Figure 10. The calculated steam volume fraction for the mechanical energy release of 0.65 GJ, that is, a value way
premixing problem of Amarasooriya and neofanous (1991), too small to threaten the lower head. Conversely, for an
with increased particle emissivity. energy yield of 1.5 GJ, we would need a mass of ~6 tons

which, based on the discussion of Section 3, cannot be an- '

ticipated to be physically possible under any circumstances
'

, relevant to reactor accidents. Clearly, only a small portion
~ 1

j
.

. (the one under 1.5 GJ) of the CR3 quantification in Fig.
ure 5 is relevant, and by reference to the NUREG/CP-5030 ]

% quantification of CR4 reproduced here as Figure 15, it is ;4
# 4^ rather clear that the upper head is not threatened either. '

Nq bid ,L / In fact, based on our experience of the effects of waterg jg /[ ,

, depletion and two-dimensionality, we expect that the above 1%- ,
.

estimates are highly conservative and that the real margins - j

N t / to vessel failure are even larger. His is illustrated below by .|
%-- -. .g an integral calculation that accounts for the dynamics of the

energy conversion process, along the lines of the attemative -
' ~4

framework of Figure 6. [A systematic set of calculations
along these lines needed to quantify pdf7 in this framework
are underway.]

Using ESPROSE.a. the premixture of Figures 12 and
13 was triggered by means of suddenly releasing the con-
tents of a computational cell pressurized (by steam) to 12
MPa. The timing of the trigger corresponds to melt ar-
rival and contact of the lower head; its location is taken at
the bottom of the axis of symmetry; and its magnitude is

Figure 11. The calculated steam volume fraction for the pre- chosen to ensure a strong initial escalation (based on ex-
mixmg problem of Amarasooriya and Theofanous (1991), perience with the KROTOS At 03 calculations discussed2

with increased particle emissivity and zero condensation by Yuen and Theofanous,1993). In this calculation, we
chose the fragmentation (ff) and vaporization (f.) param-
eters (sec stference ab,;-::) as 1.0 and 0.05, respectively,
and the calculation was run with all flow paths, in or out
of the lower plenum, scaled, and all boundaries rigid. This,

maximizes the loads on the lower head and, in particular, it
pmvides an upper bound estimate of the impulse that could
be delivered if the explosion was constrained from above
by a hydrodynamic mass (i.e., a slug of material) instead.
The results are summarized in Figures 16 and 17.
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The bask results of this calculation, i.e., the evolution 5 -

of the pressure field, are summarized in Figure 16. Some 0 $~
particular results, the pressure transients at five points along 4 .

the lower head, are shown in Figure 17. We note the generi- |s
cally benign character of this calculated explosion; an initial
trend to escalate seems to die out rather quickly as the wave !s
encounters the highly voided mixing zone, while a larger - - -

amplituoe wave is seen to propagate around the periphery ., . ,
- -

of the mixing zone where there is fuel but the void is low. - y .

Funber, we see that this wave is reinforced by reflections - -
*

. . -/
off the curved boundary of the lower head in a complicated * ' /c ~*

** ,,
wave interaction pattern that exhibits the effect of void in # s+^ ~' q* * *the mixing zone. A sample of wall pressure pulses is pro- ,
vided in Figure 17. Again, we note that the pressure pulses
are rather low and clearly of no consequence to lower head
integrity. These results are presently tested against a new
model, ESPROSE.m (Yuen and Theofanous,1993), that ef-
fects unique opportunities for representing the basic physics Figure 16. Evolution of an explosion in the lower head
of the steam explosion phenomenon, under total confinement.
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CONCLUSIONS

Since the original quartification of tl e likelihood of a
failure in NUREG/CR-5030, major experimental and ana-
lytical developments have taken place. By taking advantage

i

of these developments, we believe it is possible to reduce '

the substantial conservatisms in the original quantification. |

and to thus conclude that even vessel failure by stearn ex-
,

P osions may be Irgarded as physically unreasonable. We ilPRESSURE AT TIME = 0.0045 SEC. have illustrated how this can be done within the ong, alm
framework, as well as in a complementary framework that
takes advantage of current integral analysis capabilities. On

g' this basis, the n-failure issue is now ripe for final itsolution;
what is needed is a complete set of calculations supporting

g' a revised quantification of CRI and CR3 and a final review
step in the ROAAM process.e

I7s
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